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Fore word
This treatise, "Buddhist Architecture of Western India" by Dr. S. Nagaraju is a welcome addition
to the subject. The author has dealt with a mass of material in a rather unconventional manner. He
has adopted a methodology which is both analytical and synthetic. In the novelty of approach lies the
merit of the work.
Dr. Nagaraju has spent a period of about six years in actual field-work measuring monuments,
observing priority of one cave over another from technological point of view, studied the inscriptional
data, changes in the proportion, layout and decoration on the stupas, vikaras, pillar orders and assigned
a time sequence for each cave in a single group. After doing this thorough analysis in respect of other
cave groups he has suggested chronology as a result of which he considers the cave at Jivadan-Virar as
the earliest. One may not accept this without further corroboration and studied, hut the chronology of
other cave groups in coastal Maharashtra can be accepted as a working hypothesis.
The early dating suggested by the author for Kanheri, Bhaja. Kondane Caves can further be
supported by my recent work at Thanala, formerly known as Nadsur Caves. This cave-group lies a few
miles inland the port-town of Semulla (modern Chaul, dist. Kulaba) and a mountain pass leads on to the
Maniala area wherein are located the caves of Karle, Bhaja. Bedsa and Shelarwadi. The Thanala group
has a memorial sttiprr complex similar to the one at Bhaja and there I was able to detect clear evidence
that this s t q a complex was enlarged from time to time so that it now contains six structural stripas
besides a few stupas in rubble masonery. From the developmental point of view, the structural sttipas
clearly betray four phases, the earliest of which could be assigned to early second cent. B.C. Here the
or the railing on the drum. It is again interesting
earliest two are simple stlrpas. without the hnr~l~ika
that while clearing the debris from the floor of this cave seven silver punch-marked coins were obtained
besides a small terracotta votive stupa suggestive of the early age ol'the votive stupas. The subsequent
stripas have been embellished with rock-cut karn~ikas,chartras, and in each succeeding case the ando is
constricted at the base and there is a Vedilia band a t the apex of the drum, not to speak of the holes on
the arlda for fixing flag-staves. This four-phased development is reflected in other caces among which
the ~~illara
adjoining the astyler chaitya hall is of special significance as it contains very clear indicatiolls of the four phases. The sihara Cave was altered and enlarged and sculptures similar to those in
the facade of the i~iliaraCave at Kondane were as a part of embellishment of the walls of the ~,ilrara. lo
the fifth cent. A.D. the caves came under Mahavana occupation and were painted with figures in the
Ajanta style. In the same area there is another group of caves called Khadsamla (or Nenavali) which
contains ancient cultured debris required to be cleared scientifically.
It has been generally believed that Buddhist rock-cut activity in Western India came to an end in
about the 10th-1Ith cent. A.D., although it lingered on at centres like Kanheri for a couple of centuries
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more. New evidence which has come to light a t Panhale Kaji, a cave group consisting 29 excavations
situated in the Dapoli taluka of Ratnagiri district. has shown that Vajrajjana Buddhism survived and
prospered in the mountain fastnesses of Sahiadri and that Buddhist Caves came to be carved as late as
the 12th csntury, some of which were converted from their early Hinayana character. The study
therefore, of Buddhist rock-cut architecture in n larger socio-economic, religious and technological
perspective has become a desideratum.
In this larger perspective Dr. Nagaraju has shown a new insight in studying the early Hitrnyana cave
temples in Western Maharashtra, and he deserves our warm congratulations and appreciation for evolving a purely objective methodology which can be followed by others in taking up fresh studies in other
areas.

M.N. DESHPANDE

Preface
This work is primarily an attempt to reconstruct afresh the chronology and development of the
'Hinayina' phase of Buddhist rock-cut architecture of Western India and is based mainly on a thorough
re-examination of architectural and other available data from the rock-cut monuments of the region.
Originally when I started this work it was my intention to make a general study of all the rock-cut
monuments of the Satavahana period distributed in about fifty centres and to cover the associated sculptures and paintings too. But. when I progressed with my field study. I found to my surprise that the
varied details available in these for the reconstruction of chronology and development alone are so rich,
and, when viewed in the background of earlier attempts on the subject, are so inviting that I decided to
restrict my attention to the reconsideration of only the chronology and development. Even here, the fresh
data gathered was enormous and was impossible to cover the whole field in a work like this. The choice
left was, therefore. either to take up a study of some important monuments selected from different sites or
t o make an in-depth study of a few sites only. The former job having been done by various earlier
\vorkers, which often resulted in divergent conclusions. I preferred the latter alternative. I have tried to
make a judicious selection of the sites. Out of the nineteen sites chosen here for discussion, sixteen can
be considered as the most important ones in the series, which not only include most of the well-known
monuments of artistic and historical importance but also provide a fairly good picture of the general
development of the rock-cut architecture of the region.
With regard to the reconstruction of chronology, though perforce the same tools as those adopted
by earlier workers like style-analysis, palaeography, and historical dates have been made use of, 1 have
tried to reassess the limitations and possibilities of these as chronological indicators in the context, and
accordingly have brought in some changes in methodology in utilizing them, as could be seen from the
details provided in Chapters I-IV. Further. probably for the first time in the study of Western-Indian
rock-cut architecture, I have chosen to consider each site as an independent organic entity; besides
~rovidinga descriptive and analytical account of all the rock-excavations, a general chronology and
history of architectural activity too has been worked out for each of the sites seperately. In the last
chapter, these results have been synthesised together to delineate a broad picture of architectural development in Western India in general. Keeping in view the fact that architecture is essentially a utilitarian
art, the nature and forms of which are often determined by various geographical, economic, social and
religious factors, those too have been discussed in some detail and their impact on architectural developinent has been duly taken note of.
Besides, though the emphasis is more on the above mentioned aspects only, an attempt has also been
made to review the most controversial Satavahana Chronology and the ut~lity of radiocarbon dates, and
t o use the clues obtained from them for suggesting absolute dates for some of the monuments.
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This work is a slightly revised version of my doctoral thesis, ' A Sttmdy of Rock-cut Arclritectrtre of
300, submitted to the Karnatak University, Dharwar, in
1977. I am thankful to that University for permitting me to publish the same.
I am deeply beholden to D r S.H. Ritti, Professor and Head of the Department of Ancient Indian
History and Epigraphy, Karnatak University, who guided my doctoral work. But for his kindness and
expert advice this work could hardly have been completed. lndeed he has been a source of encouragement to me throughout.
I have pleasure in recording my gratitude to Shri M.N. Deshpande, former Director-General of
Archaeology in India, who opened my eyes to the vast possibilities that exist for making an in-depth study
of the rock-cut monuments in Western India. He has favoured me often with many long and useful
discussions on the subject and has also been kind enough to write a foreword to this book and enhance
its value. I am thankful to him immensely for all his courtesies.
I recall with pleasure and gratitude the useful advice and encouragement I received from Dr H.D.
Sankalia, former Director, Deccan College, Pune. In fact, it was he who offered me a significant
suggestion, the result of which is t o be seen in the pages of this work. H e asked me to study the history
of architecture not just as an account of stylistic changes, but to view architecture as one of the items of
socio-cultural activity of an age and to trace and explain its development in the context of the associated
economic, social and historical situation. I feel that this has given a new dimension to the present work.
I also owe a deep debt of gratitude to my esteemed guru, the late Dr M. Seshadri, Professor and Head of
the Department of Ancient History and Archaeology in the University of Mysore, under whose paternal
care much of the initial work connected with this venture was done.
The officials of the Archaeological Survey of India have been of great help to me while I was carrying
out my field studies. I would like to thank particularly Shri S.R. Rao, the then Superintending Archaeologist of the South-Western Circle, Aurangabad, who kindly took me to some sites and provided the
plans of many sites and caves. Similarly, I have gained much help from Shriyuts K.M. Srivastava,
C.L. Suri, G.B. Vidwans, M.V. Tyembe, K.V. Kulkarni and a host of other friends of the same Circle.
I sincerely thank all these, as well as my friend Prof T.V. Pathy of the Marathawada University who
accompanied me to some places for visiting monuments. Further, I am thankful to the University Grants
Commission, the University of Mysore and specially D r M. Seshadri and Dr A.V. Narasimha Murthy,
the successive Heads of the Department of Ancient History and Archaeology in the University of
Mysore, who were helpful in getting me some financial assistance for field work.
My esteemed friend Dr K.V. Ramesh, now Superintending Epigraphist, Archaeolological Survey of
India, Mysore, was kind enough to go through the draft of my work and offer many suggestions. Shri
Krishna Deva, formerly of the Archaeological Survey of India, Dr M.K. Dhavalikar of the Deccan
College, Pune, Shri S.V. Gorakshakar, Director, Prince of Wales Museum, Bombay and many other have
given me the benefit of their knowledge through personal discussions. Dr Pakshirajan, Professor and
Head of the Department of Statistics, University of Mysore, has provided technical help and advice in
working out the details relating to the radiocarbon dates. Prof D.P. Agrawal of the Physical Research
Laboratory, Ahmedabad has offered useful comments on these. Dr H.M. Nayak, Director, Institute of
Kannada Studies, Prof M. Rajeshwarayya and Dr P.V. Nanjaraja Urs of the Department of Hindi,
D r J.S. Pararnashivayya, Professor of Folklore and Shri K.T. Veerappa, Executive Editor, Kannada
Encyclopaedia, all of the University of Mysore, have extended many facilities to me for pursuing this work.
My friends Dr B. Narasimhaiah and Shri C.L. Suri, and Shri K.S. Raniachandran of the Archaeological
Survey of India, New Delhi, have offered a great deal of help while prepsring the press-copy. I offer my
grateful thanks to all of them.
The line drawings included in this book were mostly prepared by my young friends Shriyuts C.S.
Sundereshan. C. Kuppachari and S.V. Padigar and the final drawings for the press were made by Shri
A.T.P. Ponnuswamy, Senior Draughtsman, Archaeological Survey of India. My friend Shri Suresh
Vasant of Pune has been kind enough to provide from his personal collections a large number of
excellent photographs illustrated in this volume. The photographer of the Prince of Wales Museum
Konkan and Western Deccarr, C. 250 B.C.-A.D.

specially took the photographs of KuQa for this volume. I owe a special debt of gratitude to him for this
kind gesture. Similarly Shri J.P. Joshi, Director, Archaeological Survey of India, New Delhi and Shri
R.G. Pandeya, Superintending Archaeologist, South-Western circlc. Aurangabad have kindly lent
beautiful photographs for illustration from the collections of the ASI. Prof R. Subrahrnanyam of the
Nagarjuna University and Shri C.L. Suri of the Archaeological Survey have extended their help in getting
several photographs made. Shriyuts Ranjan Gupta, G. Lakshminarayana and Budhi Singh, photographers
of the Archaeological Survey of India, New Delhi, Shri K.S. Mani, Photographer in the Srisailam
Excavation Project, Guntur, and Shriyuts Arkesh, P. Rama Prasad and P. Krishnakumar of Mysore have
prepared the various photographs illustrated here. I sincerely record my thanks to all of them.
I am indebted to my friends Shriyuts P. Natarajan (Mysore), K. Janardhana Rao (Guntur) and A.K.
Mishra (New Delhi) for typing the manuscript and Shri A.K. Bhargava of the Agam Kala Prakashaa
for going through the proofs. D r B. Narasimhaiah. Superintending Archaeologist, and Shriyuts
Cherring Dorje and S.V. Padigar, Deputy Superintending Archaeologist and Technical Assistant
respectively, all of the Archaeological Survey of India, New Delhi, have prepared the Index. 1 offer
my sinccre thanks to all these.
It is with sincere gratitude that I would ldce to record that this work could not have taken the
present shape but for the constant 'goading' by my esteemed friends Dr M.S. Nagaraja Rao, Director of
Archaeology and Museums in Mysore, D r K.V. Ramesh, Superintending Epigraphist. Archaeological
Survey of India, Mysore, Dr B.K. Gururaja Rao, Reader, Department of Ancient Indian History and
Archaeology and Dr B.R. Gopal, Epigraphist, Institute of Kannada Studies, both in the University of
Mysore. Dr Nagaraja Rao particularly has helped me in various other ways too to push this work
t o print.
My wife, Smt Lalitha, has been a strength to me in carrying out this work. She has shown great
patience and understanding. Words are inadequate to express my gratitude to her.
Lastly, I wish to record my appreciation and thanks to my friend and publisher Shri Agam Prasad
of the Agam Kala Prakashan, Delhi, for bringing out this book in such a short time and in a n excellant
form and to Shri Ravi Mahajan of Print India, Delhi, for the neat Printing.

Department of Ancient History & Archaeology,
Nagarjuna University,
Nagarjunanagar-522 5 10,
Andhra Pradesh
18th July, 1980
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ABBREVIATIONS AND SPECIAL USAGES
Abbreviations
b
cm
d
dia
Exc
h
km
I
m
s'l
uf
v
W

broadlbreadth
centimetrels
deepldepth
diameter
Excavation
highlheight
kilometrels
long/length
metrels
square
unfinished
variant
widelwid th

Note : Abbreviations used for books and journals have been shown seperately in the Bibliography.
Special Usages
Any expression wherein a '-number follows the name of a site refers to the Cave of the corresponding number at that site as given in Chapter VII, e.g. AJANTA lO=The cave numbered 10 a t Ajanta.
Any expression wherein the name of a site is followed by the word 'No.' and a figure refers to the
Inscription of the corresponding number a t that site, as listed in the Appendix, e.g. AJANTA
No. 2=Inscription No. 2 at Ajanta.
All numbers given for individual line drawings in the Figures, unless otherwise stated, refer t o
the caves of the corresponding numbers at the site mentioned in the caption of that Figure.
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56. NASIK-Cave 18-Plan and Longitudinal Section; Caves 20, 21 -Plans.
57. PAWALA-Caves I, ?-Plans; Cave 2-Longitudinal Section.
58. PITALKHORA-Site Plan.
59. SHELARWADI-Caves 1, 3, 6, 8, 10, 11-Plans; Cave 5-Plan and Longitudinal Section.

PLATES
Ajanta : General view of caves showing their location in the vertical scarp by the side of the river.
Junnar-Tuljalena : General view of caves located at the foot of a hill.
Nasik : General view of caves at midway u p the hill.
Junnar-Manmodi : General view of caves cut near the top series of trappean deposits.
Kanheri : Caves with forecourts cut in a gently sloping hill.
Kuda : A panoramic view from the caves.
Ajanta : Cave 9, Front view.
Ajanta : Cave 9, Interior view.
Ajanta : Cave 9, The octagonal pillars in the nave.
Ajanta : Cave 9, Square pillars in front of the nave.
Ajanta : Cave 10, Front view.
Ajanta : C a ~ e10, Interior view.
Ajanta : Cave 10, Inscription No. 2 on the left wall of the lefl Aisle.
Ajanta : Cave 12, Interior view.
Ajanta : Cave 12, Details of wall decoration on the front most cell to right
Ajanta : Cave 10, Quadrantal beams of the overhanging p a ~ ~ a d a .
Ajanta : Cave 15 A, Decoration on a cell doorway.
Ambivale : Front view of the lena.
Ambivale : Interior view of the lena.
Ambivale : The pillars in front of the cave.
Aurangabad : Cave 4, General view.
Bedsa :Cave 3. General view.
Bedsa : Cave 7, Front view.
Bedsa : Cave 7, View of the interior with the srcipa and the pillars.
Bedsa : Cave 7, Details of decoration on the left wall of the verandah.
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Bedsa : Cave 7, The main doorway in the front screen wall.
Bedsa : Cave 7, The capital of an engaged pillar in the verandah.
Bedsa : Cave I I, Details of wall decoration inside the hall.
Bedsa : Cave I I , General view of the hall with cell doorways and wall decoration.
Bhaja : Cave 5. Front view.
Bhaja : Cave 6, The wall decoration in the hall.
Bhaja : Cave 7, The decoration wall in the hall.
Bhaja : Cave 7. Details of Decoration on the right wall.
Bhaja : Cave 10. Interior view showing the cell doorways.
Bhaja : Cave 10, A pillar capital with animal sculptures, now lying in front of Cave 7 below.
Bhaja : Cave 10, Remnant of step-and-pot base of a pillar in front of the varandah.
Bhaja : Cave 11. A view of the hall with cells and decoration on the wall.
Bhaja : Cave 12, Interior view.
Bhaja : Cave 12, General view.
Bhaja : Cave 13, Interior view showing cell doorways and decoration.
Bhaja : Cave 13. A grated window in the wall of the left cell.
Bhaja : Cave 20, Stlipas 3 to 6.
Bhaja : Cave 20, Stlipa 6 .
Rhaja : Cave 20. Sr!i[)a 7.
Bhaja : Cave 20, Stripa 10.
Bhaja : Cave 20. Srripa I I .
Bha,ia : Cave 20, Stripo 9.
Uhaja : Cave 20. Sl~ipa13.
Bhaja : Cave 20. Sftipa 14.
Bhaja : Cave 22, Front view.
Bhaja : Cave 22. A view of the verandah showing the semi vault ceiling.
Bhaja : Cave 22, Details of sculpture and an attached pillar with animal capital on the left side
of the verandah.
Bhaja : Cave 22, Interior view showing cell doorways and wall decoration
Bhaja : Cave 22, Sculpture of a warrior on the wall inside the hall.
Rhaja : Cave 22, Pillars of 'Typa C' in front of the verandah.
Bhaja : Cave 26, The stupa inside.
Jivadan-Virar : Caves 1 and 2 , Interior view.
Jivadan-Virar : Cave 5.
Jivadan-Virar : Cave 9, Front view showing the simple plain facade.
Jivadan-Virar : Caves 10 and 1 I.
Junnar-Tuljalena : Cave 3, General view.
Junnar-Tuljalena : Caves 4-16. General view.
Junnar-Tuljalena : Cave 12, The facade decoration.
Junnar-Tuljalena : Caves : 15-16, The facade decoration.
Junnar-Manmodi : Caves 1-3, General view.
Junnar-Manmodi : Cave 26, Front view.
Junnar-Manmodi : Cave 26, The chairya arcb above the doorway in the front screen wall.
Junnar-Manmodi : Cave 26. Unfinished pillars.
Junnar-Mannmodi : Cave 45, The decoration on the front wall of the line of cells.
Jannar-Manmodi : Cave 40, Front view.
Junnar-Ganesh Pahar : Cave 6, Front view.
Junnar-Ganesh Pahar : Cave 6, Interior view.
Junnar-Ganesh Pahar : Cave 7, Front view.
Junnar-Ganesh Pahar : Cave 14, The srlipa inside the hall.
Junnar-Ganesh Pahar : Cave 34. Front view.
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Junnar-Ganesh Pahar : Cave 34, Decoration on the right wall of the front alcove.
Junnar-Ganesh Pahar : Cave 34, Decoration on the left wall of the front alcove.
Junnar-Ganesh Pahar : Cave 34, Decoration on the main arch of the front screen wall.
Junnar-Ganesh Pahar : Cave 34, Triskelis decoration on the main arch of the front screen wall.
Junnar-Sivaneri : Cave 19, A stripa in relief in a niche in the left wall of the verandah.
Junnar-Sivaneri : Cave 18, The hour-glass decoration on a pilaster at the entrance of the cave.
Junnar-Sivaneri : Cave 2, A slirpu cut in relief in a niche in the left wall of the verandah.
Junnar-Sivaneri : Cave 33, A stripu cut in relief in a niche in the left wall of the verandah.
Junnar-Sivaneri : Cave 2, The ruined .s/tipuinside the chaitya hall.
Junnar-Sivaneri : Cave 43, An attached pillar inside the ohaitya hall.
Junnar-Sivaneri : Cave 42, A srirpa cut in relief in a niche in the back wall of the hall right
opposite the front entrance.
Junnar-Sivaneri : Cave 49, A stepped capital of a pillar hanging from the roof in front of the
verandah.
Junnar-Sivaneri : Cave 66. Part of a pot-capital of the side pillar in front of the verandah.
Junnar-Sivaneri : Cave 43, The srripa inside the chaifya hall.
Junnar-Sivaneri : Cave 66, The srripa inside the chuitya hall.
Kanheri : Cave 2, General view.
Kanheri : Cave 2c, The sttipa inside.
Kanheri : Cave Ze, The sttipa inside.
Kanheri : Cave 3, General view.
Kanheri : Cave 3, Interior view.
Kanheri : Cave 3, Details of two of two of the pillars in hall (Note the sttipa sculpture on one of
the pillars).
Kanheri : Cave 3, Inseription No. 5, on a pillar of the front screen.
Kanheri : Cave 3. Lion pillar at the south wall of the forecourt.
Kanheri : Cave 3, Capital of the pillar at the north wall of the forecourt.
Kanheri : Cave 4, The srripa.
Kanheri : Cave 32, General view.
Kanheri : Cave 32, Left wall in front showing the hour-glass decoration on the pilaster (Note
the groove on the wall meant for arranging the pavada).
Kanlleri : Cave 32, The hour-glass decoration on the left pilaster.
Kanheri : Cave 21, Doorway of the hall and the grated windows.
Kanheri : Cave 36, The stiipa inside.
Kanheri : Cave 43, The hour-glass decoration on the pilaster.
Kanheri : Cave 49, The carr~lrasilain front.
Kanheri : Cave 49, General view.
Kanheri : Cave 50, General view.
Kanheri : Cave 53, General view.
Kanheri : Cave 67, General view.
Kanheri : Cave 71, General view.
Kanheri : Cave 72, General view.
Kanheri : Cave 73, General view.
Kanheri : Cave 50, A grated window.
Kanheri : Cave 74, General view.
Kanheri : Cave 53, Ornamental pilaster in the verandah.
Kanheri : Cave 75, General view.
Kanheri : Cave 78, General view.
Kanheri : Excavation 81 a.
Kanheri : Cave 88, front view.
Kariheri : Cave 94, General view.
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Kanheri : Cave 96. General view.
Kanhcri : Cave 88, Candrasila.
Kanheri : Cavt 88. Hour-glass decoration on a verandah pilaster.
Kanheri : Cave 94, A grated window.
Kanheri : Cave 94, Hour-glass decoration o n a verandah pilastes.
Kanheri : Cave 75. A view-seat in the forecourt.
Kanheri : Cave 101, A view-seat by the side of the cave.
Karle : Cave 8, front view.
Karle : Cave 8, Interior view.
Karle : Cave 8, Sculptural decoration on the right wall of the verandah.
Karle : Cave 8, A pillar inside the hall.
Karla : Cave 8, A rlrirhuna panel on the inner screen wall.
Karle : Cave 8, The small doorway on the right side of the inner sereen wall.
Karle : Caves 1 1-14, General view.
Karle : Cave 15, Interior view.
Kondane : Cave 1, General view.
Kondane : Cave 1, The facade.
Kondane : Cave 1, Details of carving on the left side of the facade.
Kondane : Cave 2, Decoration on the upper part of the facade.
Kondane : Cave 2, Interior view.
Kondane : Cave 1, The stiipo inside.
Kondane : Cave 1, A yakshi figure carved on the front wall.
Kondane : Cave 2, Interior view showing the ceiling and the sttipa on the right wall.
Kondane : Cave 2, The stlipn cut in a niche in the right wall of the verandah.
Kondivite : Cave 9, Front view.
Kondivite : Cave 9, A grated window cut in the wall of the circular shrine.
Kondivite : Cave 12, Railing decoration in front of the cells.
Kada : Cave 1, General view
Kuda : General view.
Kuda : Cave 6, Front view.
Kuda : Cave 6, Interior view.
Kuda : Cave 6, The rnirlruna figure to right on the back wall of the hall.
Kuda : Cave 6, Hour-glass decoration o n the left pilaster in the front verandah.
Kuda : Cave 6, Decoration on the front side of the backed bench in the transverse verandah
inside.
Kuda : Cave 6, Decoration on the backed bench in the front verandah.
Kuda : Cave 7, Front view.
Kuda : Cave 9, Front view.
Kuda : Caves 13-14, General view.
Kuda : Cave 15, The stlij~ainside.
Kuda : Cave 16, Inscription No. 17 on the back wall of the verandah.
Mahad : Cave 3, Front view.
Mahad : Cave 5, Hour-glass decoration on the right pilaster in the verandah.
Mahad : Cave 15, The stlipa.
Mahad : Cave 5, A pillar and a pilaster in front of the verandah.
Mahad : Cave 8, Front view.
Mahad : Cave 10, Front view.
Mahad : Cave 3, A bench cut in the right wall of the verandah.
Mahad : Caves 11-15 and 21-22, General view.
Mahad : Cave 21, General view, with the sltipo.
Mahad : Cave 13, Hour-glass decoration on a pilaster in the verandah.
Mahad : Cave 27, General view.
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Mahad : Cave 27. Relief sttipa in the kodhi cut in the right wall of the verandah.
Mahad : Cave 27, inscription No. 3 on the right wall out side the verandah.
Mahad : Cave 27, Hour-glass decoration on the right pilaster in the verandah.
Nanaghat : The Nana pass.
Nanaghat : Cave I I, Remnants of the feet of the royal figures cut in relief on the back wall and
label inscription above.
Nanaghat : Cave 11, Part of Nayanika's inscription (Inscription No. I).
Nasik : Cave 3, General view.
Nasik : Cave 3, Interior view showing the relief sl~ipaon the back wall of the hall.
Nasik : Cave 3, A view of thc verandah showing the central doorway and Vasisthiputra Pulmavi's
inscription on top left.
Nasik : Cave 4, Front view.
Nasik : Cave 9, Front viev.
Nasik : Cave 9, A pillar and a pilaster in the front verandah.
Nasik : Cave 10, Front view.
Nasik : Cave 10, The verandah.
Nasik : Cave 10, Remnant of the srtipa cut on the back wall of the hall.
Nasik : Cave 6, Front view.
Nasik : Cave 11, Front view.
Nasik : Cave 14, Front view.
Nasik : Cave 17, Front view.
Nasik : Cave 17, Interior view showing the unfinished transverse verandah at the back of the hall.
Nasik : Cave 18, General view of the facade.
Nasik : Cave 18, Interior view.
Nasik : Cave 18, A closer view of the facade.
Nasik : Cave 19, Front view.
Nasik : Cave 19, Interior view showing the cell doorways and the wall decoration.
Nasik : Cave 20. Front view.
Nasik : Cave 20, Interior view.
Nasik : Cave 2 1, Front view.
Nasik : Cave 24, Decoration on the facade.
Nasik : Cave 19, Inscription (No. 22) of the Satavahana king Kanha.
Pitalkhora : Cave 3, Interior view.
Pitalkhora : Caves 3-4. General view.
Pitalkhora : Cave 4. The cells and the wall decoration at the back of the hall.
Pitalkhara : Cave 4, the corridor in front of the row of cells in the back wall.
Pitalkhora : Cave 4, The sculptured doorway leading from the forecourt to the cave.
Pitalkhora : Cave 7, A stone bed inside a cell.
Pitalkhora : Cave 9, Railing decoration inside the hall.
Pitalkhora : Cave 10, front view.
Pitalkhora : Cave I I , A view from the front showing the sriipas inside.
Pitalkhora : Cave 10, The stripa inside.
Pitalkhora : Cave 12. A loose h a r n ~ i k ilying in front of the hall.
Pitalkhora : Cave 12, Front view.
Pitalkhora : Cave 13, Interior view.
Pawala : Cave 1-2, General view.
Shelarwadi : Cave 8. Inscription on the back wall of the hall.
Shelarwadi : Cave 8, Cells and decoration on the back wall of the hall.
Karle : Cave 4, Front view.
Kanheri : Cave 3 1, Front view.
Kanheri : Cave 31, Details of the developed form of the hour-glass decoration on a pilaster.
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PART ONE

The Background

Chapter I

Introduction
In many ways, the rock-cut monuments of Western India occupy a definite place of importance in
Indian art history. While in the rest of India the tradition of rock-cut architecture appears sporadically
in space and time, it displays a vigorous and continuous activity in Western India for a period of nearly
1500 years, starting sometime in the centuries immediately preceding the Christian era and continuing
almost upto the end of the 13th century A.D. In terms of sheer number of rock-cut monuments to t e
seen, this region surpasses the rest of India taken together. There is a large concentration of centres of
rock-cut architecture here' and while many of the places have about 10 to 15 excavations, there are also
centres like Kanheri and Junnar which account for more than a hundred each. The monuments in this
area are also rich in variety, ranging from cisterns, halls and dwelling units to beautiful temples and
belonging to all the major religious faiths-the Bauddha, Hindu and Jaina. Such a variety in type and
religious affiliation is rare in any other part of the coontry.
Within this series of rock-excavations, the monuments of the early period, which form the subject
matter of the present study, occupy a unique position; they being the earliest representatives illustrating
the beginning and growth of the rich rock-cut architectural tradition of the region. Besides, for the
whole of south India too, these happen to be the earliest surviving documents of sophisticated architecture.' In the wider Indian context, as it has been pointed out rightly by an art historian, these help us
to fill up to a certain extent the lacuna in our knowledge of art and architectural traditions of the dim
period between the end of the Mauryan rule and the establishment of the Gupta Empire; in contrast t o
the rich and continuous series of rock-cut monuments of this region, in northern India even there is a
paucity of material evidence for the art of this period, except for what is provided by some four major
sites-Bodhgaya, Bharhut. Sanchi and Mathura-which, however, are distantly located from one another,
and a few isolated h d s from places ranging from Gujarat to B i h a ~ . ~
The structures of the period
which were mostly of wood or brick have perished irretrievably everywhere. But the rock-cut architectural tradition here has preserved several models, as though they are contemporary wooden monuments transmuted into stoce.
Deservingly, this unique series of artistic creations have attracted the attention of antiquarians and
art historians from about the twenties of the last century. Initially for about five decades studies on
these were mostly in the nature of descriptive notices. However, by the end of that period itself it had
been well recognized that most of these 'caves', a term which had become established by that time t o
designate the rock-cut monuments, consist of different varieties like temples housing stlipas (cl~aityas)
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and dwelling units for monks (vihdras) and that these occur in clusters near ancient trade routes and
form part of ~ u d d h i s monastic
t
establishments. In 1880, a more systematic study was inaugurated with
the publication of the monumental work The cave Tetnples of India by Fergusson and Burgess, in which
a comprehensive attempt has been made to understand th- chronology, development and various other
aspects of the cave monuments. The caves themselves bcing almost the only source for study available
a t that time, their account was primarily descriptive and the reconstruction of chronology was mainly
based on style analysis. Further contributions by Burgcss, Indraji, Biihler and Bhandarkar by way of
providing additional architectural data and publishing the associated inscriptions gave a new turn to the
study. These and various other scholars trizd to utilizz the historical information available in the
associated inscriptions for a fresh review. The. problem of chronology and development of
architecture became more complicated, because of the fact that though none of the associated inscriptions were dated in any k n o m era )let they could not be ignored completely and the dating of the
monuments depended mostly on the dating of the inscriptions. This was more a problem of epigraphy
a n d history than art history, and different theories and chronological reconstructions began to appear
reflecting all the vagaries of the most complicated contemporary historical chro~lologyand palaeographidating. Added to this, attempts done somewhat latter towards the reconstruction of chronology on
the basis of stylistic ~0IIIpari~0ns
of art items from Western Indian caves with those from distant art
centres, which by themselves are not securely dated, brought in a new approach but with varied deductions. This fluid situation still persists
The net result of all these exercises is a crop of extremely divergent opinions as far as the chronology of rock-cut monuments is concerned. For instance, the dates suggested for the Great Chaitya hall
a t Karle are 50 B.C. to A.D. Is, 2nd century A.D.', not earlier than 1st century A.D.', beginning of
Christian eras, A.D. 100B, 1st century B.C.lO, 1st quarter of 2nd century A.D.ll, 1st quarter of 2nd
century A.D. o r somewhat later'" etc.13 The latesl suggestions are C. A.D. 40-100L4and C. A.D. 50-701s.
Eevn the relative sequences proposed are a t variance; for example, while the Bhaja cltaitya hall is the
oldest Western Indian rock-cut monument according to Fergusson, Burgess and Brown, Dehejia feels that
it is the chaitjqa hall at Kondivite. While much of these variations are due to the indecisive nature of
the source material available, it looks that it is equally the result of piece meal approaches based upon
partial source material and, sometimes, defective methodological approaches, about which more would
be told in the succeding pages. Of course, any fresh data by way of discovery of datable inscriptions or
by obtaining a good series of Carbon-14 datesle may substantially improve the situation. But we felt
that even in the absence of these many of the discrepencies in our knowledge of rock-cut architecture
can be removed or at least niinimised if a consistent attempt is made to collect all data by examining
every individual cave with a view to note th: stylistic and o t h x cluzs available in them and by analysing
the various aspects of all known associated inscriptions; more comprehensive the data, better would be
our understanding of their nature, limitations and possibilities and this can result in a more judicious
assessment. These contentions havz proapted us to underake the current venture.
The present work is a n attempt to reconstruct afresh the chronology of early rock-cut monuments
of Western India and to delineate broadly the development of rock-cut architecture of the region in
its geographical and historical setting.
Though we have used "Western India" for the region covered in the present study, that being a
time-honoured term in the context, we have chosen to confine our attention t o a slightly limited region
falling within that, viz. Konkan and Western Deccan. This has been done with a purpose of limiting
ourselves to a well-knit politico-cultural territorial unit, so that the whole problem of architectural
development could be viewed in a common historical context and it is also in this area that a major
concentration of centres of rock-cut architecture is to be seen. Konkan includes the flat strip of land
along the west coast lying between the Sahyadrian chain and the Arabian Sea and extending north-south
from the Damanganga river, a little north of Thana district of Maharashtra, to the farther limits of
Goa." But as there are no early rock-cut monuments known in the area south of the Ratnagiri district
of Maharashtra, Konkan would mean northern Konkan only for our purpose. The Deccan is consi-

dered generally to include the vast flat land bound by the Sahyadris in the west, Narmada in the north,
the Eastern Ghats or Bay of Bengal in the east and roughly the Tungabhadra in the s o ~ t h . ' ~But it is
only the western part of the region that comes here into consideration. Thus geographically the
territory covered by the present study includes the western districts of Maharashtra, viz. Thana. Oreater
Bombay, Kolaba, Ratnagiri, Kolhapur, Satara, Pune, Nasik and Aurangabad.lg
In the history of the rock-cut architectural tradition of this area, it is well-known that two distinctive
traits, the introduction of Buddha and Bodhisattva images in the monuments and the invariable use
of Sanskrit for writing inscriptions, begin to make their appearance around the 4th century A.D.
The monumments created in the region from the earliest stage of ro:k-cut activity up to the setting in of
these two traits-i.e. the monuments of the so called 'Hinaysna phase'-happen to bc the subject matter
of the present study. The period under consideration, in our view, as detailed below, spans roughly from
C. 250 B.C. to C. A.D. 300.
In the area chosen for study and belonging to the period under consideration, there are about 50
centres of rock-cut architecture consisting of about a thousand independent rock-excavations in
Out of these, only 26 centres are of importance and these account for nearly 90 p:r cent of the total
number of monuments of the period. It is mostly in these that th-: inscriptions too are to be seen.
The others are small groups, consisting of just one to ten excavations of little architectural merit or in a
very much ruined state of preservation. However, with regard to the general accounts like the pattern
of distribution of centres of rock-cut architecture, etc., we have taken most of the sites into account.
But, for a detailed analysis of monuments and reconstruction of architectural development in individual
sites we have chosen to deal with nineteen sites only, viz. Ajanta, Ambivale, Aurangabad, Bedsa, Bhaja.
Jivadan-Virar, Junnar, Kanheri, Karle, Kol, Kondane, Kondivite, Kuda, Mahad, Nanaghat, Nasik,
Pawala, Pitalkhora and Shelarwadi.'l
The main sources for the present study are of course the rock-cut monuments and the associated
contemporary inscriptions. The work is based mostly o n field investigations (1970-1972) in the course
of which twenty-nine sites covering about eight hundred monuments were visited. The detailed field
notes drawings and photographs prepared on these monuments form the basic data for our architectural
study.e2 We have also made an effort to bring together and utilize all the known contemporary
inscriptions available in the rock-cut monuments of the region (Appendix). The two hundred and
odd inscriptions thus collected, despite the fact that these are mostly short records and none of these
is dated in any known era, provide welcome data useful for building up th: chronology, for understanding the nature of monuments and often their religious affiliation, besides throwing light on the
contemporary political, social and economic condition^.'^
Evidences from literary sources like, the Puranas, the blaharamsa and other Ceylonese chronicles,
and works of the Classical writers like those of Pliny, Ptolemy, and the Peripllrs oJrhe Erythraean Sea
have been made use of for the accounts in the preliminary chapters. But these have been utilised only
in such instances where our main sources-architecture and inscriptions-are insuflicient for the purpose
or wherever some additional information by way of co-ordination, clarification or comparison is needed.
Though perforce we depend on the same types of sources as those used by earlier workers o n the
subject, we have preferred to deviate from them sosewhat in the matter of evaluation and utilization
of these. In our view, one of the important causes for the divergences in chronological frame work
arrived at in previous attempts appears to be the method of utilization of stylistic and palaeographical
evidences in a very wide context. In this regard we very much agree with Hrrnlln Goctz, when he
points out aptly that the idea that things belonging to the same style belong to the same date may not
be completely correct in a broader geographical context; fashion, after all is first created in certain
politico-economically superior region and spreads to other regions and this is a process which takes
time as the receiving ends are normally of conservative nature and changes appcar ~ l o w l y . ' ~A similar
note of caution has also been expressed by Douglas Barrett in the context of the study of Western
Indian caves. He states, "Of course the question must remain whether a formal sequence, both of
style and palaeography valid in the north-west Deccan runs contemporaneously with a similar sequence
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in Andhra Pradesh and third in north India. A distinction has t o be made, and here is the crux,
between metropolitan and provincial centres, let alone between progressive and conservative craftsmen."25
Whenever style and palaeographical comparisons are made from items in distant regions like o i s s a ,
~ n d h r a~ r a d e s h , Central India or North-West India with items found in Western indian caves, these
factors are to be borne in mind clearly. In addition, the art and polaeographical items taken from
those regions are themselves in need of secure data for deciding their dates." So, any exercise to use
such materials for comparisons for purposes of dating the Western Indian caves look like making the
blind t o lead the blind. We have tried t o avoid this error. For purposes of dating, we lay stress on
the use of internal evidences only, which, as already stated, are more numerous and continuous than
what are available for other regions. All comparisons of type, style and palaeography have been thus
limited to the items found within the region under consideration.
~ u r i n gthe age under review Konkan and Western Deccan formed a unitary politico-cultural
territory, and consequently there is much uniformity in architectural types found in different centres.
However, even within this area too, we have tried to take note of the differences in geographical setting
from one sub-region to another and their effect on types and forms of the monuments. Further,
considering each site as an organic entity by itself, we have made a n attempt to provide initially a
chronological scheme of development of rock-cut architecture for each one of the centres seperately,
basing our conclusions mostly on all available internal evidences of changes effected in individual caves
in successive times, damages caused by an excavation on another, the designers attempts to locate caves
in unusual positions or to compromise symmetry and beauty of some caves so as not to damage the
neighbouring ones, the stylistic and palaeographical evidences, etc. The result thus obtained is then
synthesised with data from other centres within the region. We have purposely avoided all extraneous
comparisons in this account, except for a few hints of subsidiary nature made here and there.
This insistence t o depend upon internal evidence mostly is a major change we have effected in the
present work.
This change in approach has also set a n onus on us in demanding a comprehensive collection of
internal e~idencesand some changes in ~nethodologicalapproach in their evalution, if the results arrived
at are to be fruitful and convincing. In pursuance of this we have endeavoured to take note of as
many details as possible from the inscriptions and monuments found in the sites we have covered in
this work and to specially evaluate each variety of evidence as to its validity, limitatio~u and possibilities
as an aid for chronological reconstruction. This has involved extensive documentation and analysis and
several theoretical considerations, and these have been detailed in the succeding chapters. In short,
about 600 rock-excavations have been documented; six major types with about thirty-five sub-types of
nionuments have been recognised; fifteen primary architectural items classified into about eighty
categories have been taken note of and placed in an evolutionary sequence to be used as chronological
indicators; about two hundred inscriptions have been analysed and placed in a palaeographical sequence
consisting of seven epochal series; the problem of contemporary historical chronology has been reviewed
and the degree of utility of this and the radiocarbon dates in the context of architectural study has
been discussed; the principles and criteria to be used in palaeographical and style analyses have been
examined. The ideas resulting from these have been utilized first to reconstruct chronological sequences
of monuments in individual sites, and finally to provide an over-all picture of the development of rockcut architecture of the region.
While, like Buddhism, Buddhist architectural forms and features might have been initially introduced
from Northern India, when we see the creation of around a thousand rock-excavations in Konkan and
Western Deccan in the course of about five to six centuries, we feel that rock-cut architecture could
have become an established art tradition of the region; generations of architects and craftsmen could
have developed their own techniques and ideas in fashioning the monuments in a way suiting to the
local geographical and cultural situation. This aspect has been recognised by many previous workers
t o a certain extent with reference to the adoption of the rock medium instead of wood and the consequent
changes that were gradually brought in by the local architects as and when their familiarity with the
new rock medium increased. We have tried to extend this idea to another aspect also, that of the climatic
situation, t o find out how far the local architects have effected changes in the form of the monuments to

suit to the hot and heavy rainfall conditions prevailing in Konkan and Western Deccan. Similarly,
while scholars have already recognised the differences in H'Inayina and MahPyina architectural forms,
we have made an attempt to examine whether the changes in Buddhist monastic practices and rituals
that came up during the period under consideration, which can be inferred from other sources, had
brought out changes in the rock-cut monastic architecture also. These lines of fresh enquiry have provided a new insight into the problem of development of rock-architecture and have yielded some surprising results, as could be seen narrated in the succeding chapters.
On the whole, we feel that the present attempt in mustering a large body of internal evidences and
employing a few fresh approaches has resulted in providing a strong basis for chronological reconstruction and a better picture of the course of development of Western Indian rock-cut architecture. We
submit these for scholarly scrutiny.

NOTES AND REFERENCES

1. According to our estimate. in Konkan and Western D-ccan region alone there are about 80 centres w ~ t ha total of about
I200 excavations. Also see Fergusson and Burgess 1880. mip opp. p. 37.
2. In south India. the prehistoric architectural remains are very few. Remains of dwellings of the neolithicchalcolithic
periods are known from Navdatoli, Nevasa, Inamgaon. Tekkalakota and other places (Sankalia 1974). The iron age
monuments are mostly very crude and simple funerary constructions (Gururaja Rao 1972, p. 50).
A few architectural remains of the Early Historical Period have come t o light from excavations at Alagarai, Uraiyur
and Tirukkampuliyur (Mahalingam 1970); Arikamedu (Wheeler 1946); Amaravati (Rea 1894. etc.), Nagarjunakonda
(Longhurst 1938. I A R 1953-54 t o 1961-62 p. 1 ff.);Yeleswaram (Khan 1963); Salihundam (Subrahmanyam 1964);
Peddabankur ( I A R 196768, p. 2); Brahmagiri (Wheeler 1948); Banavasi (Seshadri 1971); Vadgaon-Madhowpur (IAR
1971-72. p. 38-30); Brahmapuri (Sankalia and Dikshit 1952); Ter ( I A R 1967-68, p. 35; Barrett 1960); Nevasa (Sankalia
el ol 1960); Sopara (Indraji 1883. p. 27); etc. In most of these places, except some stripas at Ter, Nagarjunakonda, etc.,
a few walls or foundations only remain. Further, the dates of many of these encavated remains are unsettled. Most
of them, except a few remains of the stipa at Amaravati are gcnerally considered as belonging to the first three centuries
of the Christian era.
3. Douglas Barrett in Dehejia 1972, p. 7. The only other arca with a rich potential for the study o r art of the period is
Andhra Pradesh. But even there the architectural monuments are very few compared to more than six hundred early
rock-excavations known from Wcstern India.
4. For details of the early p~~blications
see Fergusson and Burgess 1880, p. xiii; Dikshit. 1942. p. 1 and also Bibliography
at the end of this work. The last thrce decades of the 19th century saw enormous progress in the study of Western
Indian rock-cut architecture. With the organ~sation of the Archaeological Survey for Western India in 1871 and the
appointment of James Burgess as its super~ntendent,the work progressed more enthusiastically. His reports appeared
from 1880 onwards. The Illdian A~tiqirury, a journal started in 1872 by James Burgess, provided a good forum for
publication of thc findings by various scholars in the field a n j by lay enthusiasts as well. The Gazetteers of the Bombay
Presidency published betwren 1877 and 1891 began to include rxtcnsive notes o n the rock-cut monuments and their
inscriptions. Fergusson and Burgess' work (1880) was followed by sevcral publications of the Archaeological Survey
of Western India, The nlost important of tl~eqeare Burgers and InJrirji's Imcriprions of the Buddhist Cuve Temples
(1881). Cousen's work on Nadsur and Karsambla (1891) and Burgess' Budlhirt Cuve Temples and their I~seriptions
(1883). Subsequently some articles providing fresh or additional inlbrmation on monuments or inscriptioni have been
,
and Liders and in reccnt years by Dasgupta,
published. Among them may be mentioned the works of F r ~ n c k e Seaart
Dikshit. Deshpande, Sankalia and Dhavaliknr. Most of the general works on Indian art and history like those of
Fergusson, Smith. Coomarswamy, Marshall, Codrington, Brown, Rowland, Majumdar and Pusalkar (ed.), Nilakanta
Sastri (ed.). etc. (see Bibliography for all these) include short chapters on Western 1nJian Caves. While many of these
are just descriptive accounts, following Fergusson and Burgess, attempts towards reassessment and systematisation
can also be seen in a few. In the works of this nature Percy Brown's Indian Architecture (1941) has achieved great
recognition, the merit of that being the systematic methodology adopted in which the author has built up the chronology and development depending almost entirely on art-historical grounds. In the present century. so far. three
scholars have worked on Western Indian rock-cut architecture. The earliest of these is M.G. Dikshit. His work
Ol.igin andDevelopment of the Buddhist settlemcntr in Western India (Ph.D. Thesis submitted t o the Bombay University.
1942, unpublislled) includes a lot of material on rock-cut architecture of the region. In a way, Dikshit opened a fresh
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line of enquiry through his work by duly examining the contents of the contemporary inscriptions and applying the
knowledge of the religious and socio-economic conditions derived therefrom to understand the development of Buddhist
settlements. But Dikshit was working on a broad canvas. Geographically the whole of Maharashtra and Gujarat
came under his purview and he had opted to deal with all the sites and monuments of the major period of Buddhist
activity from the earliest times to about A.D. 1000. Despite his bcst approach, he was not able to synthesist well the
historical and the art-historical materials together. Still his masterly analysis of many aspects of rock-cut architecture
deserve merited consideration. By the way, Dikshit's is the only work to date in which a total account of Buddhism and
Buddhist art of Western India has been attempted. The Hinayina rock-cut architecture forms only a part of this broad
scheme. In 1954, Walter Spink submitted a thesis to the Harvard University. Rock-cur monumuirs of rlre Andhra Period :
Their s1)~le and cllronology. This is still unpublished. The latest contribution to the subject is Early Bliddhisf Rock
Temples-A Clrronologicol S ~ u d y(1972) by Vidya Dehejia. As she says (P. 2). the aim of the study is largely chronological.
But this book too covers thc geographical and socio-economic aspects. H e r approach towards the problem through
analysis of data of varied character independently from one another is a valuable cxperiment in methodology. However.
that work devotes only about 40 pages Tor architecture proper and mentions only about 34 monuments in all. There is
evidence of more detailed work having been done but un:xploited in the publication.
5. Fergusson and Burgess, 1880, p. 233.
6. Smith. 1930, p. 27.
7. Marshall. 1922, p. 637.
8. Coomaraswamy, 1927, p. 29.
9 . Kramrisch, 1933, p. 161. I n a later work (1954) she revised the opinion and gives the date 1st century B.C.
10. Brown, 1956, p. 27 (But under pl. XXIV, it is given as 2nd century B.C.).
11. Rowland, 1968 (3rd edition), p. 70. In the earlier editions of the same w ~ r kthe date given was the beginning of 1st
century B.C.
12. Barrett, 1954.
13. More dates are listed in Lalir Kala, No. 3-4, p. 11.
14. Ibid., p. 22.
IS. Dehejia, 1972. p. 178.
16. Three carbon-14 dates have been obtained already for the wooden remains in the choirya hall at Karle. There is more
material available for G 1 4 determination, as the wooden umbrella on the stdpo at the Karle chaityn hall, the stave on
the stipa at the Bedsa chairyo hall, remnant wooden pegs in sockets in the chairya hall at Kanheri, the facade beams in
the Kondane clraitja hall, rice husk mixed with plaster in more than twenty caves at Junnar, etc.
17. Ketkar. 1924, p. 704.
18. Spate and Learmonth, 1967, p. 683 and map on p. 684.
19. The districts of Sangli and Ahmadnagar are also within this belt. But early caves are not known to exist in these
districts.
20. This estimate is based on our enumeration in 29 sites where the monuments were studied in detail and on the descriptive
accounts available in the Gazerteers and the Anriqurrrian remain^ in the BomBay Presidency. The sitcs known are :
Aurangabad District-Ajanta, Aurangabad, Pitalkhora; Nasik District-Chambharlena, Nasik; Pune District-AYara.
Bedsa, Bhaja. lnduri, Jkadhan, Junnar, Karle, Kotaligad, Lohagad, Nanaghat, Nanoli, Pale. Pune, Seletana, Shelarwadi.
Shindewadi ( l ) , Sinde, Walak; Thana District-Indragad, Jivadan-Virar. Knnheri, Pulu-Sonala (?); Greater-Bombay
District-Elephanta, Kondivite; Kolaba District-Ambivale,
Chaul, Dhak (?). Gaur Karnath. Gomashi, Gorakhgad.
Halkhurd, Karsambla, Kol, Kondane, Kuda, Mahad, Nadsur, Ramdharan, Uran; Ratnagiri District-Chiplun, Dabhol,
Khed; Satara District-Bawadhan, Karad. Lohari, Pandavgad. Palan (Tamkhanc), Sirwd; Kolhapur District-Pawala.
(Pandavadara in Kolhapur District and Chandod in Nasik District have been described in the Gazetteers as consisting
of early caves. Our examination of the caves at the site showed that these belong to a much later period. Despite
much eflort we were unable to locate two sites, Pandavgad and Ayara, mentioned in the list given above).
21. Originally it was our intention to cover about 40 sites, but in view of the growing bulk of the work, we were forced to
restrict to 19 sites only. However, most of the major sites have been rctained, except for Karad and Nadsur. Nadsur
could not be visited. Though K a ~ a dhas a large number of monuments, our study revealed that they present not much
of progressive elements of importance to be noted for understanding the development of rock-cut architecture in the
region. Instead of that a few smaller sitcs (e.g. Mahad) disylaying similar features have been included. Kol has been
mentioned just to provide an idea of the nature of monuments that can be expected in sites with highly ruined caves.
Another minor site. Pawala, has found place here by virtue of the fact that it happens to be the southern-most of the
known groups of early rock-cut monuments in Deccan.
Despite the fact that only 19 sites are treated, 570 monuments (including minor ones) have been covered in the
present work. This amounts to nearly 60 per cent of the total number of rock-cut monuments of the area belonging to
the period under consideration.
22. Our indebtedness to the earlier publications too is considerable. The Gazetteers of the Jjombay Presidency, particularl~
those covering the districts of Thana, Kolaba and Pune were of much help. The detailed measurements given there for
various caves have been depended upon mostly. Generally all descriptions have been checked on spot. Ferysson and
Burgess 1880 and B u r g e ~1883a provided good descriptions of ab out sixty monuments and plans and sections for about
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forty. However, these too w m checked with referen= to the monuments on spot, and correction# and f r a h data have
been introduced in a few cases. The help provided by these facilitated us to devote our attention lor a detailed emmination of monuments and to prepare more drawing and photographs. Sim~larhelp has been obtained from Brawn 1941
and Deshpande 1959.
23. All the inscriptions are written in Brahmi script and most of them are in Prakrit language, exccp( threc in Sanskrit a d
a few in a mixed Sanskrit-Prakrit dialect. With the exception 01 lour or five the inncriptionn are gmcrally short rind
usually record donations of caves. parts of caves, water cisterns, land or money, either by private individuals or kings or
other members of the royalty.
For the inscriptions, we have mostly relied upon texts as given by the earlier workers. However, in the case of a
few inscriptions, particularly wherever the published tents were ambiguous or meaningleig, W.: have tried to verify them
with the originals on stone or from estarnpages prepared from them. Corrections have been made wherever poprible.
I S inscriptions from Kanheri, though noticad previously, had not been read and published. Text9 of l h e ~too were
prepared as well as 01 four inscriptions that we came across anew during field work. (See Appendix).
24. Goetz 1944, p. 304-309. He specifically quotes the Western Indian caves t o illustrate the point.
25 . Dehejia 1972, p. 8.
26. p. I and note 8 to chapter V.

Chapter

N

Geography and Geology
GEOGRAPHICAL FEATURES
The centres of rock-cut architecture under study are located in the western and south-western parts
o f the present state of Maharashtra, between 16" to 21'N and 73" to 76'E. This region consists of two
major relief divisions, the plateau and the coastal strip. The two are intervened by the Sahyadrian
chain of mountains, and crossed by several parallel hilly ranges emitting almost perpendicularly on either
side of that chain.'
The coastal strip in Maharashtra comprises of the districts of Thana in the north, Kolaba in the
middle and Ratnagiri in the south. These districts, with a width varying from about 40 to 80 km, are
flanked by the Arabian sea in the west and the Sahyadrian wall in the east. Unlike many coastal strips,
Konkan is not a 'plain'. It is an undulating land characterised by low level plateaus of laterite, estuarine
plains of rivers, transverse ridges having medium to low heights, and some isolated hills. The coastline
is characterized by alternating bays and headlands providing many a natural harbour. The region
experiences seasonal heavy rainfall from the south-western monsoon, mainly between June and October.
During the rest of the period hot humid climate prevails. This climatic feature has resulted in the
growth of medium to low forests on the hills and scrub on the plateaus. The rivers have a westerly
flow. They rise from the Sahyadris to pour into the Arabian sea, bitting this peidmont strip to somewhat
parallel units. Vaitarna, Ulhas, Savitri and Vasishti are some of the important rivers.
Minor variations in topography are noticeable even within Konkan. The north Konkan area has a
greater stretch of flat surface of loam and alluvial soils which prompt easy exploitation by man. The
central Konkan region, south of Panvel, is covered more by low transverse hills, lateritic levels often
ending in blurs on the coast line, and parallel flowing seasonal rivers with silted estuaries. The south
'Konkan area, below Ratnagiri, is a very narrow strip experiencing heavy rainfall.
To the east of Konkan, the Sahyadris stretch about in a north-south direction. They start in the
Nowapur gap in the north and run down through the western parts of Nasik, Pune, Satara, Sangli and
Kolhapur districts to continue further into Karnataka. The western face of this is a scrap showing steep
cliff faces alternating with slopes. The eastern flank is more gentle with low gradients. The general
height is over 900 m MSL. There are several peaks like the Saptasring, Trayambak and Mahabaleshwar.
Many saddles and cols across the Sahyadris connect the upper plateau with the Konkan littoral. The
west face of the Sahyadris receives heavy rainfall (about 500 cm annually) from the south-western
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monsoon and the fall lessens gradually traversing eastwards. The climate, with heavy rainfall succeeded
by hot humid summers, supports a thick evergreen forest vegetation with huge trees.
The eastern apron of the Sahyadris is a transitional strip making the change in landscape from the
western wet hilly tracts to the drier stretches of remnant hills and undulating plateau. Here, padually
descending eastwards the rainfall decreases to about 100 cm and the thick forests give rise to grassy
plains. The height of this region varies from 600 to 900 m from sea level. Several hilly projections
from the Sahyadris run across this, but they shrink and subdue gradually towards east giving place to
broad open valleys amidst which the rivers gushing out rrom the Sahyadrian catchmcnt region flow
gently. This topographical feature is much conducive to human exploitation of land, and hence this
area is one of the most populous in the region.
The plateau further, called Desh, is a drier climatic region and consists of wide river basins, but
still retains high residual hill ranges and large plateau expanses.
Several hill ranges stretch across the transitional belt and the Desh plateau in an east-west orientation. These emit from the Sahyadris almost perpendicularly. In the north, there is the Ajanta range
which emerges from the Saptasring-complex of the main Sahyadris and runs eastwards as far as the
Buldhana-Yeotmal plateau. South of this is the Balaghat range which emerges from the Harishchandragad-complex and extends in the south easterly direction to merge into the low levels of the Bhima
South of this is the Mahadev range which starts from the Sinhagad-complex with its extension
.,alley.
of Purandhar range, and ranges across the Nira valley and finally merges into the western flank of the
Krishna valley.
The valleys in between these ranges are tertile and are drained by the Godavari, the Krishna and
their tributaries like the Girna, Pravara, Bhima, Ghod, and Indrayani. All these rivers have an
easterly or south-easterly flow. Now these river valleys form vast irrigational belts. Isolated hills,
however, are common amidst these.

GEOLOGICAL FEATURES
It is mainly the geological composition that has determined the topography. The major part is
composed of rocks of volcanic origin, the lavas. The Sahyadrian chain is considered to be a result o f
crustal movements and the main hills and valleys are the results of climatic impact and the work of
running water operating through aeons of time. Common to all relief features of this area is the 'staircase' like appearance of land forms, where several levels rising in successive steps with scrap or sloping
sides and intervened by flat surfaces could be seen. This, as well as the domed peaks, flat summit
plateaus, terraced flanks and buttresses at the base are related to successive deposition of horizontal
lava flows. Lava beds developing local base levels appear to have given rise to residual hill ranges
amidst broad river valleys formed by later erosion. Even in the continuous lava deposits, due to the
nature of slow cooling molten lava, there is a recognizable change in the density and structure of rock
composition which results in alternate horizontal courses of sort and hard strata.

INFLUENCE OF GEOGRAPHY AND GEOLOGY ON ROCK-CUT
ARCHITECTURE
ON THE DISTRIBUTION O F CENTRES O F ROCK-CUT ARCHITECTURE
The geological prerequirement of the existence of hills and rock expanses suitable for excavating
caves is of course obvious. This explains the absence of rock-cut caves in the regions adjoining the
present area of distribution. For example the Surat district and the Tapti depression beyond the
Ajanta range are almost bereft of regular hilly ranges of good trappean formation. In the region south
of Ratnagiri and Kolhapur, though it continues to be trappean region, the upper deposits of the rock
are usually much decomposed to form laterites and hence are unsuitable for hewing caves.e
Even within the region of trappean formations, the land features in North Konkan (Thana district
and the northern part of Kolaba district) and the adjoining Maval area (western part of Pune district)
appear to have been more favourable for exploitation by man, with good water resource, cultivable land
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as well as forest wealth. To this day too this happens to be the most populous region in Maharashtra.
Thus this region appears to have had the capacity to generate surplus wealth needed for the creation
of sophisticated art and possibly this explains to a certain extent the major concentration of centres of
rock-cut architecture within its limits (see map, Fig. 1). Trade. another factor contributing to economic
surplus, about which more would be told in the next chapter, also determined the location of such
centres. The Sahyadrian chain acts practically as a great barrier of comnlunication between Konkan
and the plateau, except for a few passes in between. Most of the trade routes had to traverse naturally
through such pases. It has been recognized since long that most of the centres of rock-cut architecture
are located on such trade routes linking cities on the plateau through the passes in the Sahyadris with
the ports on the coast, or through the passes in the Satrnala range with the cities in northern India. The
distribution of sites on these lines (see map, Fig. I) may be arranged as follows :
C A V E SITES

PORTS, CITIES AND ROUTES
1. Dahanuka (Dahanu) port to Nasik (almost along the present
Palaghar-Wada-Igatpuri-Nasik road).
2. Sopara, Kalyan and Thana ports, up the Nana pass towards
Junnar.
3. Sopara, Kalyan, Thana ports t o up the ghat via Borghat and
smaller passes like the Sava.

4. Chaul and other ports on the Nagothna creek towards
Borghat.
5. Chaul and other ports on the Rajpuri creek towards Mahad
and up the Varandha pass leading further to Ter, etc.
6. Dabhol and Chiplun ports to Karad via the Kumbharli pass.
7. Bharukachcha (Broach) port to Paithan via probably Prakasha
and Bahal.
8. High way from Ujjain through Mahishmati to Paithan.

Indragad, Tringalwaai, Nasik.
Jivadan-Vihar, Pulu-Sonala,
Nanaghat, Jivadhan, Junnar.
Kanheri, Kondivite, Ambivale,
Kondane, Bhaja, Karle, Bedsa,
Induri, Pale, Shelarwadi.
Chaul, Ramdharan,
Nadsur,
Karsarnble, Gomashi.
Kuda, Mahad, Kol, Shirwal.
Chiplun, Patan, Karad.
Pitalkhora.
Ajanta.

It appears there was a major route along with the Maval transitional belt running from Kolhapur
u p via Karad, Wai, Pune, Junnar and Nasik. This was not only fed by the routes coming from Konkan,
but also linked with other roads connecting major towns on the plateau like Ter, Nevasa and Paithan
and in turn many other cities in the Peninsula and northern India. Several major groups in the Maval
transitional belt appear to have been located near this route, particularly at places where the feeder
routes from Konkan joined.
Most of the known centres of rock-cut architecture are situated in areas with comparatively heavier
~ainfall. Structural activity in such regions would be costly due to the necessity of constant repairs.
So, it appears, in the case of religious establishments which were expected to last long, this ditficulty
was overcome here by resorting to rock-cut architecture. Befitting the purpose of these caves as dwellings for the monks, they are hewn in sequestered hills usually commanding a beautiful view of the
natural surroundings (PI. 6). They will be invariably located in places a little away from the towns
so that the monks could engage themselves in study and meditation without much distraction, but not
at too great a distance as to dissuade them from going to the towns daily for begging food or to keep
the ardent devotees away from them.
.ON ARCHITECTURAL TYPES AND FORMS
The influence of geology and geography in introducing some distinctive features in the rock-cut
architecture of the area can also be noted.
The area being comparatively rich in timber, due to the presence of heavy rainfall conditions, there
was good scope for the development of wooden architecture locally, and this appears to have been copied
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in early rock-cut caves. In the very early stages of rock-cut activity wood has been used freely, as at
Karle, Bhaja, Koudane, etc.
As the region experiences seasonal rainfall from June to September only, in the rest of the period
there will be dearth in water supply. This has necessitated the cutting of innumerable cisterns near the
caves themselves. In therainy season they would be filled by rain water led into them by channels cut
in the rock. During summer these would serve as major water sources for the community of monks in
the monasteries.
The very nature of geological structure has also decided the form of the monuments in several
places. The central Sahyadrian chain and the adjoining hiils in the Maval area present huge scarps.
It is possible to cut caves in these with little preliminary work. Here the caves are mostly of this type
cut into the scrap, as for example the caves at Ajanta, Pitalkhora, Kondane, Bhaja. Karle and Bedsa
(Pls. 1, 2 and 136). But in Konkan and other outlying areas of trappean formation, the trap hills are low
and they usually have a gentle slope on all sides. In these regions, one of the necessities is to obtain clear
vertical faces for cutting the caves. The architects have achieved this by scooping out the front rock.
This results in the formation of an open court in front of the facade. The presence of such fore-courts
with their side walls sloping down from the top of the facade, is a common feature of the caves of this
area. Many such examples can be seen at Kanheri, Kuda, Karad, etc. (PI. 5).
The nature of rock formation has also determined often the dimensions of the caves. It can be seen
from the descriptive inventary in Chapter VII that th: caves in Sahyadri-Maval region are usually higher
and bigger than those in Konkan.
The caves are generally cut half way up the hill where the living rock is most suitable. In order to
facilitate easy approach to these, another geological feature of trappean hills viz. the 'staircase' formation
-is exploited by the architects (Pls. 3 and 4). The second, third or the succeeding flat ledges of lava beds
not only serve as approach paths, but also as natural platforms from which the workers could operate
the cutting (e.g. Nasik, Bhaja, Bedsa, etc.).
Excavation of caves higher up the hill is a feature of Maval and Konkan coast only. It could be
expected that here towns were situated in the river valleys below. The caves meant for the mendicants were
located away from such towns to allow sufficient privacy for their religious pursuits. In the regular
Sahyadri and Satmala regions, however, which are bereft of valleys that could have supported large
townships, the location of caves was otherwise. There, the villages existed not in the valleys which are
just narrow crevices, but on the plain tops of trappean formations (as on the Rajamachi hill). In such
areas, the caves are normally situated down the village in the steep rocky sides of the ravines, possibly
not far from the roads which ran along these. Best examples are Kondane and Ajanta.

O N THE INTRODUCTION O F DECORATlON
Even though the trap rocks look to be singularly uniform in texture, they do contain variations due
t o the slow cooling and consequent grouping of tiner and coarser particles in the molten lava. In each
bed, the heavier particles would settle down first. That part would have a coarse texture, while the
upper part would be fine grained. The caves are invariably cut in a single lava bed starting from the
softer strata on the top and coming down to the hard layers in the bottom. Such a feature of selection
is well noticeable by close observation in the side and back walls of many caves. This feature has also
resulted in the introduction of sculptures mostly on the upper part of caves. The bottom levels are
hardly dealt with sculptural work (e.g. the facades of caves at Nasik, Junnar, Bhaja, Kondane (see PIS.
70, 135, 184, 192, etc.). In places where they are attempted (as in Nasik cave 3) the sculptures have hardly
survived in good condition (Pls. 75, 178, etc.).
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NOTES AND REFERENCES
1. Detailed geographical descriptions of the region can be seen in BG Vol. I and the district volumes. A succinct account
is available in Deshpande, C.D. 1971. The present description is based on the latter work mostly.
2. A few caves cut in this lateritic medium, like the group in Pandavadara near Panhala (Dist. Kolhapur) and some caves
near Panjim (Goa) have hardly retained their form and are also of a later period.
However, the situation in the Desh plateau needs some explanation. Though many trappean hills well-suitable for
hewing caves exist, rock-cut caves are absent in this region. Here major villages and to~11sare located on the banks of
rivers in the middle of broad valleys and they are usually removed from the hills at a distance not easily traveresible by
monks for begging food daily. So structural establishments not far removed from the towns may have been preferred to
rockcut ones.

Chapter III

Historical Background
The period in which the architectural monuments under consideration came into existence witnessed
the sovereignty over this region by atleast two dynasties successively, viz. those of the SBtavShanas and
the Abhiras. The Satavihana rule occupies the major period, but appears to have had a chequered
career with ebbs and tides in its fortunes, including a short eclipse of its rule in between due to the
K~aharfitaoccupation of this territory. The long span of time must have also witnessed in turn changes
in the socio-economic and religious situation. All these bear their impact on the development of
architecture in the region.
The purpose of the present chapter is not to delineate the history of the period comprehensively.
but to consider only such of the aspects that have a bearing o r utility for understanding the chronology
and development of rock-cut architecture. In this context, however, a somewhat lengthy discussion of
Sitavihana chronology has been attempted here in view of the fact that we have considered that the few
of the monuments that bear inscriptions of the kings of that dynasty can serve as useful time-style
references for understanding architectural davzlopm:nt, provided their dates or atleast relative chronological positions could be established reasonably on the basis of independent historical data (see Chap. IV).

POLITICAL HISTORY
NANDAS AND MAURYAS
The political history of Konkan and Western Deccan commences with the Magadhan hegemony.
ASoka's inscriptions at Sopara on the Bombay coast, Sanchi and Ahraura in Central India, Jaugada on
the coast of Bay of Bengal and Erragudi, Maski, Brahmagiri, Kopbal in South Deccan indicate that the
whole area amidst these was within the jurisdiction of ASoka's empire. As Agoka is not known to have
made any conquests here, he may have enjoyed this territory by inheritance. Either during the time of
the Nandas (Yazdani, 1960, p. 69) in about C.364-324 B.C.. or most probably by the time of Chandragupta Maurya (C. 324-300 B.C.) Western India may have come under Magadhan imperial hegemony.'
It may have continued so atleast till the end of ASoka's reign (232 B.C.).
SATAVAHANAS
The next dynasty that held sway over the area, for which any documentary evidence is available is
that of the SitavBhanas. Whether the SitavBhanas began their rule here during the time or immediately
after the disintegration of the Maurya empire, or long time after that, and how long the dynasty lasted
are problems which have remained controversial still.
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TABLE

EVIDENCES FOR SATAVAHANA
PURANIC KING-LISTS"
Sl. No.

Matsya

Yrs.

General Statement
29 kings

460

23
18
3. Sri Mallakarni (Sri S i t a k a r ~ ) 10
4. Wrpatsanga
18
5. Skandastambhi
18
6. Satakarni
56

1. Siiuka (Bali)

2. Krisna

7.
8.
9.
10.

Lambodara
Apilaka
Meghasviti
Sviti
11. Skandasvati
12. Mfigendra Siitakarai
13. Kuntala Svatikarni

14.
15.
16.
17.

Sviitikarpa
Pulomivi
Riktavarpa (Viknshna)
Hila

18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.

Mandalaka
Purindrasena
Sundara htakarni
Chakora Siitakarni
Sivasviti
Gautamiputra

18
12
18

I8
7
3
8

1
36
25

5

5
5
1

f
28
21

Vdyzr

General Statement
30 kings
Sindhuka (Bali)
Krisna
Sri htakarni

Yrs.

456

-

Sri ~ i t a k a r n i
Piirnbtsamga

56

SPtakarni

-

-

ApiIava

General Statement
30 kings

23
Sindhuka (Bali; Chismuka)
18 (10) Krisna

-

Sitakarni

Brhamrinda

12

-

-

-

Lambodara
Apilaka
Sandlsa
Avi ?
Skandasvlti
Mahendra Sata
Kuntala Sitakarni

-

PatumPvi
Nernikrisna
Hala

Putwlaka
Putrikasena
Sgtakargi
Chakora Sitakarni
Sivasvimi(ti)
Gautamiputra

5
21
1
23
21

Bhiivaka
Pravillasena
Sundara SPtakarni
Chakora Siitakarni

Yantramati (?)

17
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Other Literary
Sources

.
..

Yrs.

Vijnu'

456

General statement
30 kings 456

23
18 (lo)
18
18

Sipraka (Bali)
Krisna
Sri Sitakami
Purg6tsamga (Parnamisa)
-

Lambodara
Chibilaka (Divilaka)
Meghasvlti

7

-

3
8

-

12

1

5
12

1
f
34

Numismatic

Bhigavata

General statement
30 kings 456
Nanaghat No. 2
P5
Nasik No. 22
Nanaghat No. 3
PE
Nanaghat No. I K
Nanaghat No. l 6
Nanaghat No. l 8
(Probably
Hasthi
gumpha and Sanchi
inscription)'

Sindhuka (Bali)
Kfisaa
Sri Sitakarni
PBrnarnisa

-

Sitakarni

12
18

Epigraphica13

Lambodara
Chibilaka (Apilaka)
Meghasvlti

PC

-

-

-

-

Patumin
Ari~Iakarrni
Hila

Patum5n
Aristakarmj.
Hjleya

Puttalaka
Pravillasena
Sundara h t a k a r n i
Chakora Satakarpi
Sivasvlti
Gbmatiputra

Tallaka
Purisabhiru
Sunandana
Chakora
Sivasvati
Gautamiputra

V3tyiyana's
Kirnasritra and
Rsjasekhara's
Ki,:l~arriirnirnsa9

Cirha Saptaiati,
Lilavai
Abhidhina
Ckintirnayi. Deiirtimamila'O

Niryukti on
Nasik No. 2-3, etc. Jogelthambi
Ava~vakasritra~~
hoard, etc."
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3

2

1

4

24. PulomPvi

25. SivaSri
26. Sivaskanda S~takarni
27. Yajiia Sri S~takarni

28. Vijaya

29. Chanda Sri Satakarni

28

-

7

-

7
29

6
10

-

Yajiia Sri SBtakarni

Sstakarni

4

Avi

Sivaskanda Siitakiirni
29 (19) Yajiia Sri Satakarni

Vijaya

6

DanQa Sri Sstakarfi

3

-

DanQa Sri S~takarni

Nores and References :

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.

Very vague and indirect evidences have not been included here.
The lists are based mainly on Pargiter, 1913.
All the references to inscriptions with No. refer to the list given in the Appendix.
According to a rough estimate more than 10,000 coins of the period are known. A detailed bibliography is available
from Shastri (ed.) 1972. Attempts have been made there to distribute the various coins to the different rulers to the
dynasty. But the evidences are too scnty for such a consideration. In this table such of the cases in which coins are
definitely ascribable to the different rulers on the basis the legends, and a few others on circumstantial grounds, have
been shown with 'P'.
Rama Rao 1961, p. 30.
See discussion on Nanaghat inscriptions in Chapter V.
LL 346; Sircar 1942, p. 206.
Nilakanta Sastri 1957, p. 304.
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Nasik Nos. 4-5
P"
Karla 33, Amaravati (221248)
Banavasi inscrip- Chanda
tion'"
hoard, ct c.16
Sivaskanda
Yajfia Sri

Sivaskanda
Yajiiairi

Vijaya

Vijaya

2

Chandra Sri

7

Pulomfivi

Chandavijfia
(Chanda Sri)
Pulornftvi

8
19

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

14.
15.
16.
17.

18.
19.

Pll
Nasik No. 23
Plr
Kanheri Nos. 4, 21,
74, China ins.
(LL 1340)
PI7
Nagarjunakonda
inscription1"
Kodavolu inscrip- P''
tion (LL 1341)
Myakadoni inscriptio~'~

Ibid.
Ibid.,p. 305.
Ibid.,p. 306.
Rama Rao 1961. p. 33.
Yazdani 1960, p . 92.
Rama Rao 1961, p. 54.
Nararirnha Murthy and Raghunatha Bhat 1975.
Ranla Rao 1961, p. 32.
For coins of these later kings from the Chanda, Akola hoards and hoards from Godavari and Krishna districts, see
references in A.M. Shastri 1972.
EI, XXXVI, p. 273.
El, XlV, p. 153.
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Nature of sources

The problem is very much complicated due to the fact that epigraphical and numisnlatic evidences
are available sparsely and intermittantly, and these too are not dated in any known era. The major
sources currently available are the prrrd!ras. The Matsya, Vdyrr, Brahmdnda, V i g u and Bhr7gavata
purdnas have king-lists and the first three provide the length of reign periods for individual kings. But,
unfortunately. each purdnn is at variance with the other as to the number of rulers and years of their rule.
The names of kings too vary sometime^.^
A general review of the Purdnic accounts shows that the Brahnlinda, t'ijnir and Bhdgavata
Purdnas have lists which are very near to that of the Matsya. So, major variance is seen between the
Marsya and Vdyu accounts only (Table 1, p. 16). While the former provides a list of 30 kings
whose reign periods totalled together amounts to 4483 years, the V i y u has a list of 17 kings with a total
reign period of 2844 years. The preference to either the shorter span account of the Vdyu or the
longer span account of the Matsya has led scholars to propose varied chronological reconstructions.
Further, the historical accounts thus built up were also to allow some chronological correlations with
related historical events known from other sources. This complicates the issues further. This situation
has encouraged the growth of enormous literature on the subject but still many uncertainties persisL3
The Present Position of Research

Broadly speaking there are two major chronological schemes. The first, with the Matsya evidence as
the basis, allows a span of about four and a half centuries for the SBtavBhana rule and places its commencement around the end of the 3rd century B.C.' The second, having the Vriyu account as the main
basis, assigns three centuries to the SBtavShanas and places the beginning of their rule in the last quarter
of 1st century B.C5 As to the origin of SBtavihana rule a middle position, C. 73 and 120 B.C. respectively, has been taken by Bhandarkar6 and Dehejia,' and a n extreme position, C. 271 B.C. by Gurty
Venkat Raos and Ramachandraiya.'
A new approach
A review of the literature that has grown on the subject shows that the situation is not so hopeless
as it looks to be. The whole problem of reconstruction of Siitavihana chronology hinges upon the
following considerations :
1.

a . The validity o r otherwise of the purd!lic accounts as historical sources is to be determined.

b. If they are valid sources, the cause for the variations in the Matsya and Viyir accounts is to be
explained.
2.

Any chronology of the Sstavihanas built with the help of purdnic data should not only take into
account but also not contradict the various occassional evidences available from other sources
like inscriptions, coins and literature.

Veracity of the Puranic accounts

The nature of differences in the purdfiic accounts of the SHtavBhana dynasty can be made out from
Table I (p. 16). First of all, the variations in the names of a few kings come out glaringly. But on
closer scrutiny it can be seen that generally they are nearer or related forms, aed hence can be explained
a s drle to the errors committed by successive copyists of manuscripts; the differences in spellings are
noticeable mostly with reference to such letters, which have nearer shapes in the ancient Brrjlrrni script.
The major difference noticeable is in the number of rulers mentioned, particularly in the lists given in
the Mat.~yaand V i y u Purdnas. The Brahmrinda, Visnu and Bhdgavata Purd!ias follow closely the Matsya
details, and there is a general agreement as to the reign periods in the Matsya and Brahtnri!lda and in
the names in all. The few ommissions of names in the last three could again be due to the lapses of the
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copyists. But all the P~irdnas are consistent in two things. Firstly, in their general account they
invariably inform that among the Andhrabhrtyas there will be 30 kings ruling for 456 years.1° Secondly,
despite the omission of a few names, the relative sequencc of kings is uniform. This is a significant
point to be taken note of. So the reason for many ommissions in the Vdyrr list, the one with greatest
variations, may be otherwise. In fact the Vuyupurdna observes in the preface itself that it would mention
only the leading ones-Prtidhdnyatah pravaks,~dmi." Most o i the purdms were reduced to writing in
the Magadhan court in Gupta times. So the Viyu's purpose was probably limited to describe what
happened to the Andhris who displaced the Magadhan kings." Rarnachandriah says, 'It gives deftly
the barest details for the earlier kings; for example Sindhuka the founder; Kngna who rendered their
power dejure; Sitakarni ...who extended the power over the whole of Dak~ioipatha. ApiIava must have
represented a stage in the Andhra expansion towards or retreat from Magadha. These four excepted
all the other Andhra kings are left out by the Vriyu until the advent of Pulumivi 1. From then onwards
its account becomes fuller and more complete ......"I3. Thus while the Vdyupurdna provided a short
account concerning itself more with the events in Magadha," the compiler of the Matsyapurdna appears
to have opted to give a comprehensive account of the Andhra dynasty. "There is no conflict of substance
between the Vdyu and Mafsj~aversions of the Andhra Kings".I6
The fact that these purdnas are following a certain early source for their account can also be made
out from the uniformity in their general account and occurrence of almost the same n a m s (except
copyists' errors) in uniform relative position. Even in the reign periods of individual kings it can be
seen that there is general concordance. If all the king-lists are taken together, out of the details of
30 rulers of the dynasty inconsistencies are noticeable in the reign periods of six only, viz. Nos. 10, 19,
23, 24, 27 and 29 of the Matsya list. Between the Vdyu and Marsya lists differences are noticable only
with regard to three kings, Nos. 15, 19 and 29.16
The fact that the kings, names given in these purd!~ic lists are not just concoctions but must have
been faithful attempts to recapitulate the history of the dynasty becomes clear by a glance on columns
7, 8 and 9 in Table 1 (p. 16). There is clear epigraphical evidence for the rule of ten kings of the
dynastic lists. Coins issued by atleast six kings are definitely known. A few coins are ascribable on
various considerations to some other rulers. The same epigraphical and numismatic material provides
independent evidence to the general correctness of their relative positions too."
In the light of the above facts it would be injudicious to neglect the evidence of the purdnas. In fact.
the support of numismatic and epigraphical evidences to the king-lists in the plrrdnas is so strong that one
can hardly overlook that. Their general consistency is remarkable. The above evidence also shows that
the Mats),a account is more comprehensive and hence preferable.
But there is a serious defect in the purdnic accounts with regard to chronology. It is said in all the
purdnas that Sindhuka (or SiSuka) of the Andhraj~tiyaskills Suiarma, the 1st king of the Ksnvas, and
enjoys this earth. This statement and the span of 456 (460) years of their rule, if taken together,
would stretch the SBtavlhana regime upto the end of the 5th century A.D., which is absurd on
the very face of it. Even the so called short chronology of the Vdyu with a total span of about
272) years would bring down the end of the dynasty to about the end of the 3rd Century
A.D. which too would not be acceptable (see below). The mistake in the purdnas here is
apparent, and this needs explanation. The fact appears to be like this. The plrrnnas were being compiled
at a time when political situation was settled and, like the succession of kings, dynasties were considered
as holding sway one after the other. In all the currently avuilablepurd!ras this sentence occurs as an
introductory verse to the section on the Andhras. It appears that the compiler simply linked together
the last ruler of the preceeding section and the first ruler of the present section to provide a continuity; in
the very next pdda after that verse occurs a statement "and (destroying) whatever shall have been leftiof the
power of the Subgas".Ie This shows that the compiler himself was in doubt whether the Andhras succeeded the Sungas or the KSnvas. This statement, therefore, deserves to be overlooked.
Many scholars have tried to build up S2tavihana chronology on the basis of certain synchronisms of
events connected with its history, particularly those relating to Nahapsna and Rudradsman. But these
have their own limitations. Nahaphna's date is not definitely known and it is a much discussed problem
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by itself; Rudradtiman's date is known but his Siitavihana contemporary, unnamed in the Junigadh
inscription, is only to be guessed on circumstantial grounds (see below).
Evidence of the Kaluch~rri-Chedierci

But there are other useful clues. It is known that the so called Kalachuri-Chedi era starts in A.D.
248-49. It has been well accepted on circumstantial evidences that this era originated in the MaharashtraKonkan-Gujarat regionalu The inauguration of a new era reckoning, as known in other instances in
Indian history. must have marked an important event in the political hislory of the region. Here it is
likely to be the overthrow of the SBtavBhana hegemony and the establishment of a new regime. Mirashi
has shown from the palaeographical and orthographical evidences of Abhira fivarasena's inscription at
Nasik (No. 15) that fivarasena was not far removed in date from Yajfia Sri Sstakarni and that the Abhiras
succeeded the Siitav5hanas (in Maharashtra region atleast) and the puranas too support this saying, "when
the kingdom of the Andhras will come to an end there will be kings belonging to the l~neageof their
servants and out of these there will be seven Andhras and ten A b h i r a ~ " . ? ~Collating several evidences
together, A.D. 248-49, the initial point of the Kalachuri-Chedi era. has been taken to mark the establishment of the Abhira rule in M a h a r a ~ h t r a . ~ 'So it also marks the upper li~iiitof SBtavlihana rule.
The purd!lic evidence shows that there were seven Andhra kings holding sway between the last king
of the imperial Sitavihana line and the establishment of Abhira poRer in A.D. 248-49. But the time
span occupied by these intrusive kings is not known. As Abhira livarasena's inscription and Yajiiairi's
inscription are so much nearer in their format and palaeography, the gap of time between the two may
not be more than 25 to 30 years at the most. So placing te~itativclythe end of the Sitaviihana rule
around say A.D. 225 the Sitavahana chronology can be worked backwards on the bases of the Matsya
account which we have accepted as comprehensive and reliable (p. 21).
Ptolerny's evidence

A hint available in Ptolemy's Geography provides a useful information to settle the issue finally. He
informs that Chastana of Ujjain and Pu!um5vi of Paithan are contemporaries." Chastana's date can be
fixed around A.D. 130. A n Andhau inscription provides a date 52, in which Chastana and Rudradiman
are said to have been ruling together (the former as Mahdksatrapa and the latter as K~atrapa possibly).
By 72 Rudradiman was the only king and by that time he had been a stalwart in his own right with
many political achievements to his credit. The dates mentioned in the Western Ksatrapa coins and
inscriptions have been accepted on indubitable grounds as referring to the $aka era. So it is likely
that Chas!ana was holding sway between C . A.D. 130-40."Vonsidering A.D. 225 as the end date of
SBtavshana rule, A.D. 130-40 would also fall consistently within a Pu!umavi's rule, if we count backwards
the reign periods of the last Sitaviihana kings available in the prrra!ric accounts.

With this fairly fixed date minor adjustments can be worked out with other data available. It is
known froin the Nasik inscription (No. 3) of Gautami BalaSri that Gautamiputra Siitakarni (No. 23 of the
A4atsya list) destroyed the Ksahari7ta family (Kaltdrita kula nisliduna). The Jogelthambi hoard of coins
has revealed that Gautamiputra has restruck the coins of Nahaplina, and in that hoard coins of no king
other than Nahapsna are to be seen. So it is likely that Nahapiina, who is known from inscriptions as
belonging to the Ksaharita family, was the person dereated and killed by Gautamiputra Sstakarni. In
Western Deccan there are a few inscriptions of Nahapina's rule dated between years 41 and 46. Nahap3na
is known lo have held his capital in Western India, possibly at Broach according to some Jaina works.24
He was a K.~atropaas known from inscriptions. From the year 52 onwards the Ksarrclpas of the
Kiirddiimaka line held continuous sway there and hence Nahapiina could have flourished only in a period
earlier than Chasfana, the first known Ksatrapa of the Parddamaka line. So there is all likelyhood of
the dates of Ksaharita Ksatrapa NahapSna (i.e. year 41, 46) too being of the same era as used by the
succeeding KSrddsmaka Ksatrapa kings like Chastana (years 52) and Rudradaman (year 72) and
their successors. The members of both the lines held the post of Ksatrapa (satrap), probably under
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the nominal suzerainity of some imperial power and used a common era for dating their epigraphs.
~f so, the dates of Nahapiina's inscriptions too would refer to the Saka era.26 The Nasik
inscription (No. 2) of the the 18th year (Senart's reading) of Gautamiputra Sltakarni has an interesting
piece of information. The preamble in that states, "From Govardhana, the victorious warcamp of the army gaining victory, Gotamiputa Siri Sadakani, the lord of Benikataka, orders thus".-E
In the latter portion it states that certain lands hitherto enjoyed by Usabhadatn2' (Ksatrapa governor at
Nasik) be given to the monks living in the TriraSmi hill. This probably shows that Gautamiputra who
was till then the lord of Ben:kataka29ad just then gained victory over the region and was still in the
army camp. It was in the fitness of things to celebrate the victory by donating to the monks, a property
acquired afresh from the enemy. As the last known date of Nahapzinas rule is 46 (Junnar No. 3), either
in that year or a little later Gautamiputra's expedition (of his 18th regnal year) may have taken place.gg So
collating all these data a fairly well fixed date in Sltavahana chronology can be obtained, viz. year 46 of
Saka era= 18th regnal year of Gautamiputra Satakarni.
RECONSTRUCTLON O F SATAVAHANA CHRONOLOGY
With the above datum, and basing on the reign periods of individual kings mentioned in the Matsya
purdna, which being fairly substantiated by epigraphical and numismatic evidences (p. 21 above) happens
t o be the most reliable, the Sltavlhana chronology may be built up as given in Table 2.a0

CHRONOLOGY O F
Simuka
Krisna
Siitakargi I
Piirnotsanga
Skandastambhi
Siitakarni I1
Lambodara
Apilaka
Meghasviiti
Sviti
Skandasvlti
Mrgendra Sltakarni
Kuntala Siitakarni
Satakarni TI1
Pulum3vi I
Gauraklshna

228-205 B.C.
205-187 ,,
187-177 ,,
177-159 ,,
159-141 ,,
141-85 ,,
85-67 ,,
67-55 ,,
55-37 ,,
37-19 ,,
19-12 ,.
12-9 ,,
9-1 ,,
1-0 ,.
0-36 A.D.
36-61 ,,

SATAVAHANAS
17. Hiila
18. Mandalaka (Puttllaka,
Pulumiivi 11)
19. Purindrasena
20. Sundara S i i t a k a r ~
2 1. Chakora Sltakarni
22. Sivasvlti
23. Gautamiputra Siitakarni
24. Pulurnavi 111 (Vasivthiputra)
25. sivairi (Sltakami)
26. Sivaskanda S l t a k a r ~
27. Sri Yajiia SHtakami
28. Vijaya Siitakarni
29. Chandra Sri Sltakarni
30. Pulumiivi I V

61-66 A.D.

VALIDITY O F THE PRESENT CHRONOLOGY EXAMINED
This chronological scheme not only satisfies the synchronisms of some of the events like the relationship of Nahapfina and Oautamiputra SHtakarni and the end of SHtavihanu rule leading to the
establishment of Abhira rule, but also answers many other problems in contemporary political history.
One of the main defects in considering Siitavahana rule t o have commenced in the latter part of the 1st
century B.C. is that it envisages a political vacuum for about two centuries between the end of the
Mauryan rule and the commencement of the Siitavlhana regime. This position looks anomalous if
viewed in the light of political organisation that had already been established during the Mogadhan rule
and also the well-knit socio-cultural and political situation witnessed during the time of the SitavBhanas.
Right from Mauryan times, Deccan had well-developed contacts with politically organised Northern
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India: large towns had been established in this region with well-equipped armies (Pliny); regular unintermitteat cultural growth is witnessed in the area throughout the period as evidenced from the
excavations at Nasik, Nevasa and other places. These could have hardly been achieved in a state of
political anarchy. The present chronological scheme corrects the anomaly; Sitavihana rule began
almost immediately after the death of Asoka, when Mauryan hegemony was weakening.
It can also be made out that the events described in the Rudradaman's inscription, in which many
territories in the north previously held by the SiitakPhanas are said to have been conquered by Rudradiiman around A.D. 150,31 appear to have taken place in the reign of Vrisi~thiputraPulumivi. A
corroboration to this is possibly available in the omission of his name in the V i y u list of Andhra kings
(see note 14).
Another often discussed evidence relating to Sitavrihanas history is the mention in the Periplus of
the Erythraean Sea of a 'Nambanous'. Identifying him with Nahapina, attempts hale been made to fix
his date on the basis of the date of the Periplus. This is turn has been utilized to establish Sitavihana
chronology on the consideration of Nahapsna-Gautamiputra ~ontemporaneity.~'But the date of the
Periplus itself has not been established finally. Due to the fact that the internal evidences available in
the Periplus are confusing various dates ranging from A.D. 40 to 340 have been suggested for that
work. Further the reading of the name 'Natnbano~rs'in the manuscript appears to be doubtful. It could
as well be ' A f a r n b a r o ~ ' . ~
Thus
~ the evidence of Pcrip1u.s actually causes more confusion than contributing anything solidly to the reconstruction of Sitavihana chronology. In fact, an author has tried to
date the Periplus itself on the basis of Nahapina's dates obtained from Indian sources.34 Similarly no
definite date is available either for KhBravela, who had a SBtakami ruling contemporaneously in the
west. These factors hardly contribute to or affect our chronological scheme.36

A SHORT HISTORY O F SATAVAHANA RULE IN RELATION TO ART HISTORY
We may recount a few aspects of Sitavihana rule, as have a bearing on the architectural development in western India. The Siitaviihanas established the kingdom in a time of turmoil in the Mauryan
empire that followed the death of Aioka. Shortly afterwards political stability was achieved in the
territory of the SBtavBhanas. The Nanaghat inscription (No. 1) of Niiyanik;, possibly wife of Sstakarni I,
the third ruler of the dynasty, informs that, probably that king had already achieved the status of
Dak~ind-potha-pari,and either that king or one of his successors was quite wealthy enough to perform a
number of Vedic sacrifices including the rrijosQVaand the ~ S r a r n e d h u . ~If~ the Sritakarni mentioned in the
inscriptions at Sanchi3' and Hathigumpha3@ is wither this or the 6th king, the vast extent of the
Siitavihana territory during this time is also suggested. These details indicating a time of vast territorial
control and consequent prosperity may have encouraged artistic activities too. A situation for royal
patronage to art was present here, while Northern India itself was in a state of political chaos.
The next stretch of about nine decades from the end of Sitakarni 11's rule (85 B.C.) upto the time of
Pulumivi I (A.D. 0-36) is a blank period in Siitavihana history. The mention of Apilaka alone in the
Vayu Purd!ia list pertaining to this period and the discovery of his coins (and possibly of Meghasvsti
also) in Madhya Pradesh appear to show the play of ebbs ar?d tides in the fortunes of the empire.
Again, if the V i y u evidence as interpreted here (note 14) is correct, from the time of Pu!umavi I there
was continuous rule of Sitavihanas in Madhya Pradesh region, indicating possibly that they were still
powerful enough to hold these territories. However by about the time of Sivasvati there was a set back.
The rise of Kuslnas by this time may have affected the fortunes of the SHtavBhanas. There is a faint
echo of these troubled times in the Periplrrs. It mentions that the ships coming to the port of Calliena
(Kalyan). were taken under guard to Barygaza (Broach). This appears to be a result of change of control
over the Aparanta region.39 Shortly afterwards the whole of Deccan and Konkan was over ran and
controlled by the Ksaharita ruler K~atrapa Nahapsna, until it was retrieved again by Gautamiputra
Sitakarni in C. A.D. 124. By about A.D. 130 the Western Ksatrapas who rose to power began knocking
at the northern borders of the Sitavahana empire and succeeded in annexing vast areas north of the river
Narmada.'O During the time of Yajiia Sri again the imperial hegemony of the Sitavrihanas was strengthened and vast territorial expansion was achieved. This period of Sitavahana-Ksatrapa conflicts,
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however, saw the establishment of greater contacts between the regions held by the two dynasties, and
this may have resulted in the inflow of a number of foreigners (Sakas, Yavmao). There was greater
scope for fresh ideas to have crept into the art fabric of the Deccan during this period." Similarly, it
appears,
that atleast from the time of Gautamiputra Sitakarni the Krishna region too appears to have
-.
come under the sway of SBta~Bhanas.~'The inclusion of such a fertile area to the empire has its own
economic implications, and in turn can affect the development of art. That was also a culturally
progressive area which had given raise to art activities in a very early period.4a
Probably after the death of Sri Yajiia SBtakarni (C. A.D. 201) the dissolution of the empire began and
it terminated in C. A.D. 224.
T H E POST-SATAVAHANA PERIOD
The collapse of the SBtavShana empire resulted in the rise of a number of smaller principalities. A
few kings of the SBtavBhana line ruled bits of territory for some time (note 20). Around A.D. 248-49 the
Abhiras established themselves in the Deccan. Even though the purdnas mention 10 Abhira kings ruling
for 67 years (i.e. upto A.D. 316 or for 167 years-i.e. upto A.D. 416) according to Mirashi", nothing is
known of them except for the occurrence of an inscription of Madhariputra Isvarasena at Nasik (No. 15).
However, there is a stray indication to the fact that Abhiras held power in about A.D. 350. In the
Chandrakalli i n ~ c r i p t i o nthey
~ ~ are said to have come into conflict with Mayorasarman, the founder of the
Kadarhba dynasty.
Contemporaneously with the Abhiras, many minor dynasties appear to have been in possession of
different areas. A line of Mahabhojas is known from the Kuda inscripti~ns.'~ The Kolhapur region
was under the K ~ r a s . ~ 'At this time Iksvskus and Chufus had also risen to power in the Krishna
Valley and north-western Karnataka r e s p e c t i ~ e l y . ~It~ was a period in which Deccan was politically much
dissected.
A new political pattern appeared in the region in about the 4th century A.D. with the establishment
of the rule of the TraiWtakas, VakZfakas and Kadambas.'@ The beginning of this new pattern roughly
marks the end of the period of our study.

ECONOMY AND SOCIETY
All sophisticated arts happen to be creations of well-developed, economically prosperous and socially
well organised societies. Development of idealogical values in addition to the purely utilitarian ones is a
prerequisite for such an activity. Creation of art works in a large scale, would further require a class of
artists and craftsmen, as well as a class favoured with surplus wealth and time which could be easily
diverted to patronise art. All these are conditions that could be visualised to exist only in an urbanised
socio-economic stage.
BEGINNlNGS OF URBANlSATION IN WESTERN INDIA
Konkan and Western Deccan appear to have been triggered towards urbanisation some where around
the 5th or 4th century B.C. Possibly during the time of Nandas of Mauryas, when this region became
part of the Magadhan empire, new ideas of an economically and culturally superior society began to
spread here. For the first time the whole area became part of an organised political unit. Many officers
of the Magadhan empire hailing most probably from the imperial court, and a host of petty officials and
soldiers may have begum to settle here. There was also a close commercial contact from early times
and this probably increased in volume to a greater extent d s e to the politically peaceful condition that
was established. The state officials and the traders belonged to an economically superior group. The
local people belonging to these groups may have begun to imbibe ideas and practices that had already
well-spread in Northern India. Buddhism and Jainism began to percolate slowly. A new society began
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to shape itself, being fertilised by novel ideas and economically activated by the increase of trade and
other opportunities. A socio-economic set up of the pattern that was flourishing in contemporary
Northern India began to evolve here also.
The process of this change can be guessed from the evidences available from literature and archaeology. Apart from stray references to Daksiniipatha in Bodhiyana Dharmasritra and the Buddhist Vinaya
texts, there are specific references in the Rdmiyana to the places and rivers of Deccan like, Chitrakiita,
Nlsika, Godiivari and Narmadl. The Makribhdrata gives a good number of names in the digvijayu
section of Sobhiparva wherein are described various events that are said to have taken place at NBsika,
Sacjayanti (Sanjan) and Karah5!a (Karhad).=O Malribhirafa knew Surp%raka (Sopara) as a chief
and holy city in Aparinta. This city has been referred to elsewhere also in the same text as well as
in Rcimiya!ra and early Buddhist l i t e r a t ~ r e . ~The
~ Mahiniddesa mentions Surata (Surat) and Surplraka as
trade entrepot~.~'These references in early literature of northern India are indicative of a gradual
increase of its contacts with Deccan. The evidence of ASoka's inscription has already been referred
(p. 15). Many ancient sites like Nevasa, Bramhapuri, Nasik, Prakash, Kaundanpur, Dhatva, Bahal and
Ter have yielded sherds of the Northern Black Polished Ware, a pottery variety which had its origin and
wide circulation in and around the Gangetic valley. Similarly punch-marked coins of various types
have been discovered in some of the above sites. North Indian objects were popular here, a fact symptomatic of trade and culture-change.53
ECONOMIC PROGRESS I N THE SATAVAHANA PERIOD
This process towards shaping a new cultural and economic structure in Western India continued with
greater vigour during the time of the Siitavlhanas. The fact that duriug this period the region was
witnessing continuous economic growth can be visualised from the evidence of excavations conducted at
various settlements of the period, such as Bramhapuri, Nasik, Nevasa, Ter, Prakash, Bahal, etc.j4
Successive levels of the early historical phase in these sites reveal that while in the earliest period a few
potsherds, beads and bangles and such materials common t o village settlements are available, in the later
levels there is a gradual increase of materials indicating economic advance like better household equipments and weapons, beads and bangles of glass, coins, art objects in ivory and terracotta, brick structures
and various items coming from far off lands, like Roman coins, earthern ware from the Mediterranean
region, etc.
It is this change in the economic situation, coupled with the introduction of new religious ideas and
changed structure of the society, that was responsible for art activities in this period. Literature and
inscriptions of the Period which are more articulate than the above evidences facilitate a better delineation
of the situation. Such of the aspects that have a bearing on architectural study would be considered
here.55
PATRONAGE T O ART
Relative Patronage by vorious Socio-economic groups

Apart from the religious motive to acquire spiritual merit, the main factor that operates in the
creation of rock-cut monuments and their maintenance is the availability of money and patronage. An
analysis of the donatory inscriptions in Western Indian caves indicates that various classes of people
patronised the monastic establishments. Out of the 222 inscriptions, excluding those that are fragmentary
o r otherwise useless for the purpose; there are 156 instances recording some details regarding the donors.
The break-up of figures is shown in Table 3 (p. 27). It can be made out from that the class of
traders tops the list with 46 donations. This would be 35 percent of the total recorded donations,
leaving the indeterminable ones (24). Next in order come the royalty with 30 donations (23 per cent),
state officials and the clergy with 16 donations each (12 per cent) and agriculturists and craftsmen with 14
donations (10 per cent). The foreigners (Yavnnas) account for 10 donations (8 per cent). It can also b
seen that the main structures, that is the chaitya halls and le!~as,are largely the donations of the traders
( 4 and 19), the royalty (4 and 4), State officials (2 and 8) and the clergy (1 and 12). Though these figures
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pertaining to 70 excavations, out of the total of about 500 main excavations caused during this period,
may not be conclusive as to the relative percentage of patronage available to the creation of rock-cut
architecture, these may be taken as indicative of the situation.
Agriculturists and crafrsmen
The socio-economic conditions of the age as can be gleaned from various sources also tally well with
the above findings. Agriculture of course could have been the mainstay of economy. The fact that in
this period, and more so in the sr~ccedingperiods of Indian history, land grants were commonly made in
cases whenever the results of the donation were to be permanent is suggestive of the situation in which
land was considered to be an unfailing source of income and a stable economic resource. In the
activities pertaining to producing economy, agriculture could have been supported by home industries.
The Western Indian cave epigraphs mention a number of persons pursuing various crafts.js But neither
agriculture nor industry creates such sections of the society which could accumulate sufficient surplus
wealth and spend the same on economically non-productive items like patronage to sophisticated art.
The donations given by the members of these classes are meagre in quantity and the items donated too
are mostly those involving less expenditure (cf. Table 3). Between the two classes, it appears the craftsmen
enjoyed a somewhat better position. Some of them had organised guilds (senis). Those guilds were
considered to be so economically sound organisations as to rely upon depositing permanent endowments
with them with a view to provide for certain regular aunual expenditure from the interest accruing out
of them."
Increase in trade and the trading class

Commercial activities, which had gained fillip after this region came under a well-knit political
organisation during the time of Magadhan rule, increased with greater vigour now. Trade had developed
well and had organised into various sectors by this period. The contemporary inscriptions mention
dealers even in such items as perfumes." Dealers in metals and gold are known." A colony of traders
appears to have existed at the city of D h e n ~ k s k a t a . ~ ' Traders of various categories like Vdniyaka or
Vinij~a," se!hia2 and selhis who were also g ~ h a p a t i shave
~ ~ been named in the inscriptions of the period.
Merchants who carried on long distance trade, the Safhmdhas, find mention in three inscriptions from
K ~ d a . ~One
' of them is also termed gahapati. There appears to have been guilds of various categories of
traders. A guild of corn dealers was responsible for the making of a large lena at Junnar.=j There were
traders' associations (negat11a)~"n important cities.
Internal trade
The merchants carried on extensive trade within the region and outside. A picture of the movements
of traders and craftsmen within the region can be obtained from the data available in contemporary
inscriptions. Apart from these, other persons from different parts of the country were also visiting this
region. Records of donations made by various people from different places to the monastic establishments
of Western India provide interesting information. The details are given in Table 4.

INTER-REGIONAL MOVEMENT O F PEOPLE

--

Traderls

A. Movement of merchants and craftsmen
--

From

Two gold merchants
Chemu laka6'
Two members of negamas and a manikdra
Sopara
Four members of ~legarnus,wife of a gahapati, a gold- Kalyana
smith and a blacksmith

Made donationls at

Kanherias
Kanheri6'
Kanheri7'
COIII~.
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Tame 4 : Contd.

Trader/~

--

From

Made donation/~of
--.A

A gold merchant and a member of the guild of
goldsmiths
A seller of perfumes, a member of the merchant's
quarter, a seller of playing balls (?) and a gahapati
A merchant

,,
,,
A metal merchant

~al~a~a-

Junnar71

Dhcn~kiikata~~

Karlels

Vejayari~ti'~
K%mavana7'
Naika
Karahikada7@

Karl~~~
Vaisarga7?
Bedsa
Kudam

B. Movement of other persons
.-

Personis from

B2hadan
Bharukacchan3
Bhogavatae6
Dattimitri (a Y a v ~ n a ) ~ '
Daiapura (A Saka)es
DhenukBkata
GatBg2
Kalylna
NIsika
Paithanag'
Soparaga
UmehlnakataDs

Made donations at

Ajantas'
JunnaP4
BhajaM
Nasikw
Nasi ksO
Pitalkhora, Kanheri, Karle and Shelarwadisl
JunnarB"
Kanheris4
Kanherie6
Pitalkhoram
Karle, Nanaghats8
Karlelm

Communication system

The above evidence of movement of persons to distant places indicates the existence of agood
communication system. From the currently available material it is possible to infer that there was a-network of roads connecting various parts of the Indian sub-continent. Roads frorn various towns and
cities in the far south, from Madurai, Kaveripattinam, Arikamedu, etc. appear to have passed up the ghat
towards Bangalore and further on to Chandravalli (near Chitradurga, Karnataka), Vadgaon-Madhavpur
(near-Belgaum), Kolhapur (Bramhapuri) and on to Karad, Sirwal and Pune.lol Large sites of the
Sstavihana period have been noticed along this route. Bangalore itself may have been a big settlement,
a s atleast three hoards of Roman coins have come to light there. Chandravalli, Vadgaon (close to
Belgaum), Bramhapuri and Karad are well-known Sitavihana sites. A feeder route from Banavasi probably
touched this.lo2 The big SPtavBhana settlements at Tagara (Ter. Osmanabad district) and Kondapur
(Medak district) show that they may have been on the highway connecting the sites in the lower
Krishna valley like Dharanikota, Amaravati and Nagarjunakonda. Another feeder route leading from
Chandravalli up to Maski and Sannathi (a newly discovered S5tavlhana town) appears to have continued
further to touch this road at Ter. From Pune the highway went northwards to the city of Nasik via
Junnar and further on a branch went north-west to Surat and Bharuch and another to Bahal (District :
Jalgaon). Paithan could have been connected by roads from Ter, Nasik, Bahal and Junnar (via
Nevasa).'03 Even though the Konkan strip is intervened from this net work of roads by the Sahyadrian
chain of hills, there appears to have been many roads connecting the plateau with the littoral. The
important roads linking the Konkan ports to the plateau above have already been mentioned (Chapter I).
here were highways connecting the Deccan sites like Paithan and Nasik with Northern Indian cities.
From Paithan one road appears to have led to the Tapti valley crossing the Ajanta range near Pitalkhora
(a well-known centre of rock-cut architecture) and probably proceeded further towards the port of Bharuch
(ancient Bharuachcha in Gujarat). Another link could have been via Bhokardhan leading through the
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Ajanta range, near Ajanta, and proceeding to Mahismati (on the Narmada) from where access was
available t o the network of roads of Northern India. Early Buddhist literature refers to a highroad
leading from SBketa to Pratisthina via KauiBmbi, VidiS1, Ujjayini and MBhi$mati.lO'
How far the various roads were well-metalled and maintained for heavy traffic cannot be known.
For example the Nanaghat pass, which appears to have been an important communication link as
evidenced by the presencs of early SBtavShana inscriptions, was, and still is, unsuitable for vehicular traffic.
The Periplus of the Erythraean Sea informs that t o Barygaza were brought 'by wagons and through great
tracts without roads, from Paithana carnelian in great quantities, and from Tagara much common cloth,
all kinds of muslins and mallow cloth, and other merchandise brought there locally from the regions
along the seawast'.lo5 Whatever the condition of the roads, these had been pressed for use. Besides
the ordinary modes of transport, like horse and pack-animals the variety of wheeled carts that had come
into extensive use during this period must have facilitated the movement of men and materials.loG
Overseas trade
One of the features of commercial activity of the period is that vast increase in overseas trade. There
is evidence of maritime contacts of Deccan and South India with countries beyond the Arabian Sea even
during protohistoric times.I0' A number of evidences are available in the Greek sources to indicate
contacts between India, Ceylon, Arabia and Egypt that existed prior to the foundation of the Roman
empire.10s It appears, after the establishment of the rule of Parthians in Western Asia (C. 175 B.C.).
though the traffic by overland route from India to the Mediterranean world passing through their territory
was encouraged by them, trade through the maritime route got a fillip due to obvious reasons. In the
beginning centuries of the SBtavBhana period Arab and Egyptian middlemen played an important role
in the economic activities between Western India and the Mediterranean. An idea of the overseas trade
of the time is available in a small treatise written by an Alexandrian, Agartharchides, in 110 B.C.lo9
During Ptolemaic rule in Egypt, greatar facilities were created for Egyptian sailors for their commerce
with countries beyond the Red Sea. Alexandria on the Mediterranean coast in Egypt had
risen as a great trade emporium. Direct contact between the Mediterranean World and India was
facilitated through the Nile-Red Sea canal which had been opened in about 190 B.C.ll0 "The Ptolemies
secured the straits of Bab-el-Mandeb by refounding Deine on the straits .........and their ships sailed
direct to India. By 78 B.C. the general of Thebaid had become also general of the Red Sea and the
Indian Sea, a new name which points to regular con~iectionwith India. Indian traders on their side
began to come direct to the Somali ports, and Indians appeared in Egypt".I1l The foundation of the Roman
empire 'gave peace, facilitated the communication and secured the trade route's resulting in unprecedented increase in the volume of trade. The discovery made by Hippalus in about 45 B.C. of the 'existance
of the monsoon winds blowing regularly across the Indian ocean which enable the ships to sail easily with
its help'"? made the voyage easy. The occupation of Egypt by Octavius in about 30 B.C.HS further
facilitated the Roman control of the Red and the Arabian Seas. An expedition was sent by Augustus in
25 B.C. to secure the command of the sea route to India. 'Whereas before Hippalus' discovery hardly
twenty ships a year made the voyage, after it, on an average a ship a day left the ports of Egypt for the
East'.'I4
Such developments in seafaring and maritime trade had a sanguinary effect on the economic conditions of this region also. The Western Indian ports grew to become important trade ernporia. The
Periplus of the Eryrhraean sea and Ptolerny's Geography provide ample evidence of the ports and the
trade carried on from them. In the west coast, partaining to the commerce of this region, the ports of
Baryagaza (Bharuch, Gujarat), Soupara (Sopara, Thana district), Calliena (Kalyan, Thana district) and
Semilla (Chaul, Kolaba district) have been mentioned in them. They also provide evidence to the interest
evinced by Indians in maritime trade like the establishment of a colony of Indian traders in the island of
S o ~ o t r a . ~ lCommodities
~
of export and import must have been carried on to the various ports from
different parts of the country through inland routes described above. The account of the Periplus about
the commodities moved from Paithan to Broach has already been mentioned.
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The volume of trade between the Roman Empire and India could be best understood by the
discovery of a large number of Roman coins in different parts of south India, besides the occurrence of
various ordinary items like the Arretine and the Rouletted Wares, amphorae, terracottas made by Gaul
technique and clay Bullae in many a contemporary inland town like Brahmapuri, Karad, Paithan,
Nevasa and Nasik."'
The fact that this trade had some importance to the state economy also can be
guessed from a reference in the Periplus regarding the situation at the time of one Sandanes who had
gained control over the West Coast and diverted ships corning to Kaliyana towards Bharuch.I1' Probably
as a mark of his mastery over the sea, by which much wealth accured to his treasury, Gautarniputra
Satakarni had even issued coins with the symbol of a ship.n8
The effects of the increase in maritime trade are manifold. Many foreigners settled in Indian towns,
probably in pursuit of trade. Many inscriptions of Western India refer to the Yavanas of various towns
in this area and also to those coming from far off regions.11u Some of these participated in the cultural
life of the country like making donations to the monastic establishments. These foreigners bring their
own ways of life and ideas. The discovery of Roman bronzes at B r a m h a p ~ r i , ' ~a ~cornucopia at
Thana,12' various bronzes at AkotaK2 indicate that foreign art objects too found their way into India.
The new ideas and objects brought in by the foreigners may have had some impact on the art of the
region.lZ3
Rise of the trading class

More important effect of the development of trade, both internal and external, is the growth of the
trading profession, the accumulation of wealth among them and the availability of patronage to religion
and art from the members of that community. The whole development of trade was a continuous
process of gradual growth. Facilitated by the economic changes taking place elsewhere in the Westem
World and well-protected by the administration of the state, the trade and commerce of the period grew
up immensely. Coined money being an item of as much importance for the flow of trade as others are, the
history of the Sltavahana currency is also possibly indicative of the growth of better economic conditions
gradually. If the discovery of coins is any indication, greater number of coins both in types and quantity.
is known of the later kings of the dynasty than those of the earlier kings, the coins of Gautamiputra
Sitakarni and ~ r Yaj6a
i
SBtakarni constituting the major bulk. This may as well be symptomatic of the
economic situation.I2'
Adnlinistration and the rise of class of state o ~ c i a l s

The SBtavahana state with a sufficiently huge territory under its control, and with a general increase
of its wealth due to expanding trade had to organise itself with a suitable administrative system.
Probably the state was initially patterned on the Maurya s y s t e m . 1 2 V h e country was ruled by the king
with the help of an array of officials in the centre and provinces, and aided by a large army. The royal
glants of the period mention the king as rijan and ~ v d r n i , ~and
' the members of his court probably
included the queen and the yuvarija, styled kurnira.W There were ministers (atnrirya, some even called
rdjcimritya)' departmental heads ( r n a h ~ 3 n b t r a )treasurers
,~~~
(bl~nddgdrika),'~~
royal physicians ( r d j a ~ e j a ) ' ~ ~
scribes ( l c k l ~ a k a )and
~ ~ ~accountants ( G a n d ~ a k a ) . 'M
~u
~ h i t a l a r ~ r a "and
~ Mnhil.~enripati'~~
were military
officers. The state had been divided into various provinces like dhdras. The name of Govardhana.
Sop2ra and Miirnala akdrris are known from inscription^.'^^ Arndtyas were entrusted with the provincial
adminisetration. There were also chieftains like the malrdra!his and nlahiblrojas, who probably held sway
over their own hereditary provinces.'37 These persons too had a body of officials to look after the
administration of their province^'^ The members of the royalty and, chieftains and important officers of
the state whose number grew with the increase of state affairs were in the higher rung of the society
both socially and economically. This class was natural[y a major subscriber to religious and artistic
activities (Table 3, p. 27).
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Women and the Joint:farnily system

Women held a comparatively high position during this period. The custom of describing a person
Goutamiputra, Vgsisthiputra, Gotiputra, Kosikiputra-is widely
after the Rotra of his mother-like
prevalent.lag This is indicative of probably the survival of a social substratum of matrilineal system,
despite the fact that social pattern advocated by the smritikrjrns had come into vogue and widely
respected.140 However, the women of the age still enjoyed a position of prominence in the social and
family structure. Several of them claimed the titles of hereditary offices. Instances of Mahdbh6yf
Mahdrafhini, Mahrisanrjpatini and such are known in the epigraphs.'"
It appears the women had the
right to own property by themselves. There are many instances of ladies making grants of money to
Buddhist establishments: but n o mention of husband or father is to be seen in many such cases. Nearly
30 per cent of the donations recorded in the epigraphs are made by women. A good number of these
naturally belonged to the royalty and the trading class. But a significant group is that of nuns (bhikhuni,
Pavajitikd, amlev6sini). While some have made caves and cisterns and instituted permanent donations
by themselves, some times they are described as donating along with their sisters who were not nuns.Iu
The joint family system is widely in evidence. The heads of the family joined with brothers, sisters,
sons, daughters, sons-in-law, daughters-in-law, nephews and nieces have made donations.I4' Parents
were highly respected. Several donations have been made by persons for the accrual of spiritual
merit to their p a r e n t s . 1 4 V h i s system of family organisation was very much conducive to the continuity
of cultural patterns and customs. Continued patronage to religious causes too was one such.
Group subscriprions

Another feature deducible from the inscriptions of the area was the making of caves by joint
contributions by laymen. This may have been a common practice. In most of the instances, persons
making caves and other donations have caused inscriptions recording that fact. But there are umpteen
caves without any such record. While in the case of a few works the donors may have opted to remain
anonymous, many have had no individual donor and hence no associated record. They were probably
made with the help of small subscriptions from the people, and/or contributions made by individuals for
the making of particular parts of the caves. Instances of recording the names of a few such donors are
seen in the inscriptions at the chaitya halls at Karle and Junnar.
Socio-Economic Climate in General

The socio-economic climate of contemporary times was quite salubrious to the growth of religious art.
I n fact it is this factor which is mainly responsible for the development of rock-cut architecture in Western
India. It would have been never possible to the homeless begging monks to achieve this, but for the
social patronage. Zimmer has rightly remarked,14j "Early Buddhist art .........was necessarily the art
of laymen". It will be seen in the pages to follow how much these laymen were responsible for the
course of development of art. T o begin with the laymen contributed their mite to create facilities to
monks in strict accordance with the religious demands of the latter; in due course the latter had t o
compromise their principles to meet the religious demands of the laymen. T o a considerable extent,
the history of rock-cut architecture is also the story of this socio-religious i n t e r a ~ t i o n . ' ~ ~

RELIGION
The rock-cut architecture of Konkan and western Deccan is primarily religious in character. It is
the result of a widespread fervour for acquiring spritual merit, which was considered to be achieved by
providing accornodation, food and clothing for the monks. Many structural and rock-cut monuments
were caused to be made with this religious urge.
,All the centres of rock-cut architecture happen to be monastic establishments14' and it has been well
recognised that these are associated ,with ,Buddhism. Several inscriptions found in the caves clearly
mention them as donations made to the bhik~us,samgha or bhik~usari~gha.A few inscriptions inform
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the names of Buddhist sects in favour of which the donations were made (see below). The history of
rock-cut architecture in Konkan and western Deccan is intimately connected with the history of Buddhism
and Buddist m o n a c h i ~ m . ' ~ ~
BEGINNINGS O F THE SPREAD O F BUDDHlSM IN WESTERN INDIA
The missionary zeal of ASoka appears to have been responsible for the introduction of Buddhism
to Konkan and western Deccan. The Ceylonese chronicle Mahd~lamsa'" informs that Tissa Moggaliputta
who was the chairman of the third Buddhist Council (which was held at Pataliputra under
the patronage of ASoka in C. 250 B.C.)'So despatched missionaries to various countries for the propagation
of Buddha Dharma. And the list of countries there include Apargnta (north Konkan) and MahBrB~tra
(Deccan) to which Yonaka Dhammarakkhita and Mahadhammarakkhita were sent resmtively. The
chronicle further adds that MahdkaSyaharina Jdraka was preached by Mahgdhammarakkhita in
M a h l r l ~ t r a . Similarly Aggikhdopamasrrtra (of Angurtara nikiya) was preached by Yonaka Dhammarakkhita and 37,000 people were converted.15' Whatever be the correctness of figures of converts, these
accounts reveal that Buddhism had entrenched itself in Western India in the 3rd century B.C.152
Buddhism by that time had achieved the status of an organised religion with definite principles and
codified rules of conduct (the Vinava) for the followers. It had the backing of the rulers of the day and
many officers and others too may have begun to follow and patronize it. A situation for its easy spread
had been established. The volume of patronage thus gained and the needs of the monastic community
for their living according to the prescriptions of the Vinaya determined the nature and form of monastic
architecture.
EARLY BUDDHISM AND THE LATTER BUDDHIST SECTS IN THE REGION
By the time Buddhism spread in Western India, that religion had not remained as a solid entity.
During the life-time of Buddha himself, there was a break-away group of Devadatta and his followers.'53
Immediately after the death of Buddha further schisms arose. By Aioka's time, several sects with many
differences in ideology and practices existed side by side under the common banner of Buddhadharma. The
third Buddhist council convened at Pataliputra tried to put an and to the centrifugal tendencies. Thip
resulted in the acceptance of a ccrtain tradition as the true one, and all dissidents were kept away from
the
and further schisms were attempted to be stopped by the threat of severe punishments.'a
The doctrine accepted at this council as the true one taught by Buddha was that of the Vibkajyavddins'ji
and it can be construed that it is this sect that was introduced to Konkan and Western Deccan during
ASoka's time. The punitive measures that Aioka had declared did not, however, stop the schismatic
tendencies in Buddha's Order. The Ceylonese chronicles and other Buddhist works provide information
about different sects which had risen in later times.lb6
Nothing is known of the monuments in this area which can be definitely associated with the early
Theravlda. The early epigraphs are silent about their sectarian affiliation. The later epigraphs mostly
datable to the early centuries of the Christian era1=' reveal that the following sects were flourishing in
Western India.
1. Bhadriya~iiya'~~

2. Dharinortari)~a~~~
3. Mah6~amgliika'~~
4. Chetikn'"
5. Aparaseliya''"
Further information about these sects are available in the literary sources.
1. BhadrrSyaniya : The DQavamsa (Ch. V, 39-48) refers to this school as Bhadrliyanika and as one o~
the subsects of the Vajjipurtas, under the larger group of TheravrSda that is said t o have developed in the
2nd century of the Buddha-Nirvina era."= The northern Buddhist text of Bhavya calls it BhudrriyMiya.
Achdrya Bhadriiyana is said there to be its founder, and that the sect is named after hirn.le4
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The early history of this sect in Western India is not known. But in the 2nd century A.D. this secured
royal patronage. The two Nasik inscriptions mentioning this sect are of the time of VBsisthiputra
Pulumivi and are to be seen in the famous cave 3 made by Gaulamiputra Sgtakarni. That cave was
donated to the Bhadrcij~atliyas. At Kanheri too the sect had gained a hold. The first inscription mentioning this sect (No. 4) is in the big chaitya hall. The other one (No. 20) is in a dwelling cave and is
datable to about the 3rd century A.D.IeS
2. DIiarmottariyn : According to the Buddhist chronicles this is another sect of the Vajjiputlaka coming
under the Theravdda. The origin of this branch is generally traced to the 2nd century after BuddhaNirvdna. According to Blravya the sect is named after its founder Dharm6ttara.lb6
This sect appears first in the epigraphical records in about the 1st century B.C. The two inscriptions
from Karle (No. 8 and 9) mentioning this have the same content and record the donation of a pillar by
a person hailing from SopBra. In one he himself is described as belonging to the Dltarnuttariya sect where
as in the otber his preceptor-i thera-of the sect is named. It is not possible to know from the content
whether the chaitya hall at Karle belonged to o r was controlled by the Dhannotrariyas at that time.
Inscriptions from the same place of somewhat later date, however, clearly mention the Mahdsamghika
monks for whom a lena was donated. We can infer from another evidence that there could have been a
Dharmottariya community at Sopira. An inscription from Junnar (No. 28) datable to the 2nd century
A.D. records the donation of a cave by a person and the creation of a permanent endowment for the
benefit of this and the nunnery of the Dhamrnurtariyas located in the town.
3. Mahdsamghika : This is one of the well-known sects that had split off from the Theravddins right
before the council of Pataliputra, and usually described by the Pdli chroniclers as a heretic sect.IB7
However, it is known from the Buddhist chronicles that despite the exclusion of the Mahdsamghikas from
the samgha favoured by ASoka, they had a strong following and convened a seperate assembly. The
Pdli chronicles themselves give in one place the number of membzrs of the third Buddhist Council held
at Pataliputra as 700, whereas the assembly convened a little later by the excluded as 10,000. They
further mention this sect as dchdriyavdda, and this according to Kern suggests that the latter's cause was
upheld by the more learned clements of the O r d e r . I e V h e Mahdsamghikas had branched off in later
times as Sarvdsrivddins, Kdiyapiya, Dhartnaguptaka, Mahiidsaka, etc., but the core sect too had remained
intact."'
The Mahdsamghikas had a wider distribution. The inscriptions of the early centuries of the
Christian era show that they had spread in north-west India and central India. They had gained
patronage at Mathura from the KuSiina king Vgsudeva. Many inscriptions from Andhradeia give
indication to the spread of the Mahdsamghikas there by mentioning many of their sectarian branches.""
In western India the Mahdsamghikas are referred to in two Karle inscriptions of the time of VBsis!hiputra Pu!umBvi. They are mentioned as the community living at Valoraka (Karle) and it is quite likely that
the monks of this sect were in charge of the Karle monastery. The existence in this region of this sect
which had wider distribution particularly in areas with distinct art traditions like Giindhira, Mathura and
AndhradeSa is of some interest for art-historical study.
4. Chetika : This school, also called Chetikiya and Che~iyavdda,is a subdivision of the Mahdsamghika. It is said that the sect is so named because of a chetiva situated on a mountain where its founder
Mahadeva lived, and secondly due to its emphasis on the erection, decoration and worship of the
chaitya.~.~~'It is also said that the Cketikas and Lokottararddit~s are identical, as the emphasis on
chairi).a worship is seen in the texts of the Lokottara~~ddins
also. The Cheti~vavddinsare known to have
been flourishing in Andhradeia contemporaneously.17~
In Western India, the sect has been named in a Nasik inscription (No. 9). It mentions the making
of a cave by a lay devotee of the Chetiya school ( C l ~ e t i k u p d s a k a ) . ~ ~ ~
5 . Aparaseliya : M.G. Dikshit was the first to point out the occurrence of the name of this sect in a
Kanheri inscription (No. 26) of the third century A.D.I7"
Aparaseliya is one of the sects well-known from the contemporary inscriptions of the Krishna valley.
In the PBli tradition the Pubba and Apara Seliyas are mentioned as two subdivisions of the Mahdsamghika
school. Hiuen Tsang refers to the derivation of the name from a monastery o n the hill to the west of
of Dhanakataka. Aparaseliya is also considered to be one of the four sects of the Andhaka branch.17'

Historical Background
A.M. Shastri (or. cit.) thinks that the Saila schools, which were much favoured by the
Krishna region round about Dhanakataka migrated to Pratisfhlna on the transfer
capital.'7e This contention can however be passed over without comment as the shifting
itself is a doubtful guess. But it is clear that this school which had originated and spread
Valley had gained access to Konkan also by about the 2nd or 3rd century A.D.
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POSSIBILITY OF DEVELOPMENT O F SECTARIAN ARCHITECTURE
The brief account given above indicates that in Konkan and western Deccan, despite the possible
earlier introduction of Vaibhaj)la school favoured by ASoka, there were also the schismatic Mahdsamghikos. Both had their own subsects here, the first with the Bhadriyaniya and Dharmo~tariya
and the latter with Mahdsamghika, Chetika and Aparaseliya.I7' Ideologically it is said that the first
group stressed the ethical and moral descipline as of importance in following the Buddha's Dharma.
whereas the second emphasised on the metaphysical and altruistic d ~ c t r i n e . " ~It appears some of these
schools had developed their own Vinaya texts.I7'
In such a situation it is not unlikely that differences in ideological values and religious practices
could have demanded different varieties of architectural forms. This raises the fundamental issue of
recognition of sectarian architectural types.180 But in the present context where only two chaitya halls
(Karle and Kanheri) and five dwelling caves are possible to be associated with some sects, this matter is
not easy to decide.
The contemporary inscriptions of the area reveal a different situation. It appears that despite the
differences, some amount of catholicity of outlook existed there. For example, at Nasik where a small
compact group of caves exist, while cave 3 has been donated to the Bhadrdyaniya monks, cave 8 has been
donated by an updsaka of the Clretika sect. At Karle the chairya hall was under the control of the
Mahdsamghikas. But a pillar inside was the donation of a preacher (bhdnaka) of the Dharmottariya sect.
Again at the Kanheri establishment both Bhadriyani~tasand Aparaseliyas have been mentioned. It is
likely that monks of different sects may have lived there together.I8l After all they were knit together
by the common bond, the Buddha. But what is difficult to explain is the way in which these monks
could have co-operated in religious ceremonies. The Theravddins (Dlramrnuttariya, Bhadrdyaniya here)
according to the Pdli chronicles considered the Mahdsarnghikas as heretics. The Mahdsamghikas had
their own Vinaya redactions different from those of the Thera~(idins.'~'How different Buddhist ceremonies like Uposarha Prardrana could have been performed at the same place remains a matter of guess.
It is not unlikely that the sectarian differences much made of in the Pdli chronicles are the views of
later zealots, but they counted very little in the period under review at least so far as monastic practices
are concerned. The instances quoted above relating to the Nasik and Karle establishments indicate that
the laity too may not have cared much for the sectarian differences. In one of the inscriptions (No. 29)
of Kanheri there appears to be an instance of making a lena for the benefit of monks of all sects savesu
nikayeneti). The stipulation of the Buddhist canons for the monks to be on move from place to place
may have served the purpose of providing a link to the monk of various Orders. The inscriptions of the
period show that though monks of some particular sect could have been in charge of the monasteries,
most of the monasteries were meant to be open to the bhik~uscoming from all regions (clrdtudiscl
bhikhusamgha). The provision made for the benefit of the monks from the four quarters at the Karle
monastery which was probably under the control of Mahdshghikas is a good instance to quote. An
inscription from Shelarwadi refers to the making of a chailya hall for the Buddhasamgha without any
reference to a sect. There are many inscriptions in Western Indian caves which d o not mention any
sect but the Clli~udisabhikhusarilgha for the benefit of which caves were made, permanent money deposits
were donated and provision for distribution of food and clothing was made.'"
In such a catholic religious atmosphere it may not be easy to think of the development of sectarian architecture. But an
open mind is still necessary.
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MONASTIC PRACTICES A N D ARCHITECTURAL TYPES
The architectural creations under consideration were meant for the use of monks, and hence the
types, forms and other details of such works are to depend on the needs and practices of the monastic
community. The Vinaya texts provide a glimpse of Buddhist monastic liTe.le4 But Vinaya itself is
said to contain elements included in various times to make provisions for the changes that had crept into
the monastic life due to various historical reasons.l86 It would be of great interest if the changes in the
Viriaya regulations could be noted in a chronological order and the impact of these traced in the development of architectural types associated with monasteries.
The history of the Buddhist monastic order can be traced to a certain extent from the contents of
canonical and non-canonical texts.le8 TO start with, it appears, Buddhism had no conception of the
Samgha. Buddha himself was a n eremitic monk following the ways of the mullis, trjpasas and paribbdjakas, the antiquity of whose institution could be traced to the Vedic times.'87 Even when Buddha got a
few followers there is no idea of the function of the Sari~glta. The earliest disciples, Tapussa and
Bhallika took refuge not in the three iewels (Buddl~a,Dharma and Sariigha) but in the first two only.
When Buddha made up his mind to disseminate his ideas to the common people, the idea of a learned
order following strict descipline may have evolved. It is said that the Sariigha really came into existence
with the conversion of the three KBSyapa brothers along with their one thousand follower^.'^^ In the
beginning Buddha insisted on his disciples to follow certain strict rules-the four ttissayas, i.e. (1) to
subsists on food obtained by begging only, (2) to put on the robes made of rags thrown away by laymen,
(3) to dwell under the trees, and (4) ti, use urine as medi~ine.'~' This stage of Buddhist religious history
exalting a life of solitude and austerity to the monks is not of much interest to art history.
But in later times, with the growth of Buddhist Order and the accumulation of lay disciples, these
eremitic practices just remained ideals. The mendicants yielded to the pious care bestowed on them by
the laity. Even during the career of Buddha the practice of making rirrimas and vihiras for the benefit
of monks is attested to by Buddhist works.lgO Probably this initial allowance for the monks was connected with the introduction of the practice of vnssririsa i.e., retreating t o some fixed place during the rainy
season.1o1 Buddha himself is said to have sanctioned five kinds of dwellings (pamchalenini) vihira,
addhayoga, priscido, hammiya and guhB.lg2 But in the earliest stages the dwellings used by monks for
vassrivrjsa appear to have been simple units, each providing accommodation for a single monk, as can be
seen from certain expressions in the Vinaya-pifaka. In this stage of the growth of Buddhist cenobium, it
appears that many practices of the earlier muni and trSpasa traditions continued. Some passages in the
Vinaya-pi!aka give indication of the hard life the monks were expected to follow. Even when they lived
in a hut or a p h d during Vassa months, it is ordained in certain traditions that they were not to use beds
o r even stretch themselves completely for sIeep.Ig3 It is probably this stage of the history of monastic
architecture that first appears in Konkan and Western D e ~ c a n . ' ~ ~
T o begin with the residences were meant to be used obviously during ~~a.rsivrjsa,
and during other
times the monks were not expected to stay at a place for more than three nights. Even during their stay
i n the vassa rztreats, they had to subsist on food collected by begging only. For this they had to go to
nearby towns and villages. It appears that continuous communication between the monks and the
clergy thus established provided greater scope for an atmosphere of piety to develop amongst the laity,
and resulted in providing various means to the monks to alleviate their dificullies in their ways of living.
.Groups of dwelling provided with stone beds, etc., began to be established at suitable places. In Western
India, several inscriptions of the beginning centuries of the Christian era mention that permanent money
.endowments (akhayarlivi) were made to provide for the clothing and footwear and even medicines for the
monks living in rain-retreats.195
Taking residence in one or the other retreats in the rainy season became established gradually as a
sanctified custom'8Band thus a process by which eremitical mendicants began to settle down to monastic
life and organisation began. The provision of permanent endowments of money and sometimes land
made to the monasteries demanded a few monks at least to stay in these pemanently to take care of the
establishment and its assets. It is possible that at this stage additional structures like the refectory, the
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rest houie and such began to b= added. Sometimes provision was also made to povide food in the
monastery itself thus reducing the trouble for monks to go for begging.lD7 It is also Likely that monks
began to live permanently throughout the Year in these
By this time, what used to be
just retreats for the rainy season changed themselves to becorn* established rn~nasteries.'~~
This change
in the history of Buddhist monasticism is mainly responsible for the rich rock-cut architectural activity of
Konkan and Western Deccan.
BUDDHIST RITUALS AND ARCHITECTURE
The objects of reverence for the Buddhists are the three jewels-Buddl~a, Dharma and the Sahgha.
Besides these there were some material objects revered by them like the relics of holy persons and the
monuments erected to their memory. However, the early canonical texts like the Vinaya are almost
silent about the later aspect, even though several later stories do mention them. In the early Vhaya
texts there is no mention of the existence of chaityagrhas within the monasteries; while there are umpteen
references to specific duties including sundry ones to be performed by the inmates of the monastery, no
mention is seen of offering of worship to the chaityas o r looking after them.200 However, most of the
rock-cut monasteries of Western India have one or more chaitya halls with a stiipa inside. This
probably indicates that these belong to a stage slightly later than the one depicted in the early Vinayas.
During this stage there might have been efforts to popularise certain practices like the worship of the
cjaitya mostly to satisfy the religious needs of the laity (p. 33). This in turn would pave way for
a better communion between the Order and the laity resulting in the increase of patronage and more
such creations.
While in the other regions of the Indian subcontinent various symbols and objects of reverence like
the Buddlzapdda the triratna, niga, chaityavrik~a are to be seen, in the Western Indian caves, sftipa
appears to be the most popular object of worship. Several representations of this even in relief are
known. The large chaitya halls as well as the smaller ones invariably house a ~tripa:~' According to
the Buddhist works there are three kinds of ~ t ~ ~ a s - ~ d r i r(containing
uka
corporal relice of Buddha or other
holy men of the Order), Uddeiika (built on sacred spots, etc.) and Paribb8jika (containing objects used by
Buddha). Most of the stfipas in Western India appear to be of the first type. Crystal caskets containing pieces of bone and ash, obviously the remains of holy persons, have been extracted from the stlipas
in Pitalkh~ra.'~"any
stGpas actually contain inscriptions mentioning the names of theras in whose
honour they were made (e.g., Bedsa No. 1, Bhaja No. 5-8, Kanheri No. 6).
PROCESS O F INTRODUCTION OF

MAHAYANISM

INTO WESTERN INDIA

The art of Western India under review is often considered as that of Hinayana Buddhism. The
absence of figures of Buddha is taken to be an important mark to distinguish this as Hinayana. The
MahBydna Buddhist art is said to have commenced from about A.D. 450. A break of about 200 years
is postulated in the art activity of Western India.zos It is known that elsewhere in the Indian subcontinent
Mahlyinism had bagum to make its wide impact right from about the 2nd century A.D. as in Mathura,
North West India and possibiy a little later in Andhrad~ia.?~' It does not look logical to consider
Western India to be unaffected by new tendencies in Buddhist religion. In this context the very mention
~ ~ ) of some interest. It is said
of the Mahasari~glrikasand their other branches (ChetiXa, A p u r ~ s e l i j are
that Mahayrlna Buddhism itself originated with the Mahdsnri~glriknsand it is said that the sects allied to
this gradually introduced the idea of deified Buddha with his images made and installed for worship in the
Though this aspect of the anthropomorphic represen3rd century A.D. in the neighouring .&ndhrad~sa."~
tation of Buddha can not be conclusivel!: establishzd to have b-en present in Western India within the
, ~ ~inscriptions
~
provide some evidences relating to the prevalence of certain
period under c o n s i d e r a t i ~ n the
ideas nearer to those held in Mahgyinism. In a Nasilc inscription (No. 5) relating donation to the monks
of the Bhadrdyaniyas Buddha has been referred to as illuminating and as the best of the victors. Another
iucription from the same place (No. 18) refers to the worship of many Buddhas (save Buddha pujiya). The
idea of compassion regularly emphasised in MahHylnism is to be seen in the espression appearing
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in many inscriptions recording donations, as they having been done for the 'good and happiness of all
the sentient beings.'a07
These evidences probably indicate the need for a fresh look on the problem of beginnings of
MahSylnism in western India and the introduction of Buddha figures in turn. This has an important
bearing o n the chronology of not only the MahSyana caves, but also on that of the caves under
consideration here.?OO
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and for various other discussions relating to the coins of the period, sce Shastri. 1972.
18. Kzlnva) ans=taro bhlipah Susarnranah prasahya ra"r /
ivriganllril [ha= i ~ yach-chhejaril
a
k ~ a p i r ~ru~Baliyasah
a
j/
(Matsyn purana, Chapter 273, verse 1).
19. Mirashi 1955, intro., p. xxiii.
20. Ihid. Tlie puranic stanza as quoted by Mirashi runs :
Andhranatil saristhire rijye fesarn hhyry2lnvayah nrpdh /
Sapr-uiva=Andlrra blravi~yanridoj=Abhirb=tathl nrpah / /
(Quoted in Mirashi. 1955. intro. P. xxiii). Kubha SLtakargi, Siri Saka Sitakami. Kana SBtakarni and Ruda Sitakargi
whose coins have w m e to light from the Tarhala. Brahmapuri and Koildapur hoards (Shastri, 1972, p. 43). and Chamrpana Sitakarqi of the Vaisarga inscription (No. 1) are probably some of the k i n a of the Andhra lineage who followed
the imperial Sitavihanas. These were succeded by the Abhiras.
21. Mirashi 1955, intro. p. xxiii.
22. Yazdani 1960, p. 92.
23. The Western Kshatrapa chronology has been well-discussed in Nilakanta Sastri (ed.) 1957, p. 275 ff.
24. I b ~ l .p.
, 279.
25. It can be noted that this line of argument does not in any way impinge the fact of Cha~lana-PulumBvicontemporancity,
and the end of Sitavihana rule around the end of the first quarter of 3rd century A.D.
26. Senaj,e vejaj~arilriyevijayaskundh~varaGovodhanasa Benakafakd svami Gotamipuro Siri-Sadakani anapayari.
27. ajaki?liki~amU~abhadatinabhiitarn (ajakala=adyakdla).
28. BenBkataka is identified by Mirashi as a place on the river BenP in Madhya Pradesh.
29. These points have been discussed in Rapson 1908, p. xxix, Nilakanta Sastri 1957, p. 276, Yazdani 1960, p. 91 f. etc.
30. In this list the names of kings have been corrected suitably with the help of epigraphical and other available eviden-.
The span of Gautarniputra Sitakarni's reign has been extended by 3 years, as suggested by Nasik inscription No. 3.
31. In the Junagadh inscription ( E l VIII, p. 42) Rudradirnan is said t o have defeated a Sitakarni twice and to have mado
extensive conquests occupying many territories. The list of territories include Suratha. Kukura, Aparanta, Anfipa,
Akara and Akanti which had been claimed to have been under the control of Gautamiputra SZitakarni in Nasik No. 4.
For various other views see Yazdani 1960, p. 97, 108 etc.
32. There are numerous articles on this topic. Some of the important ones are Altekar 1951, Shoff 1912 and 1917, Kennedy
1918. Nilakanta Sastri 1926. and Mirashi 1965. Details of the problem and views of various scholars on this arc given
in Majumdar and Pusalkar 1953; Nilakanta Sastri 1957 and Yazdani 1960.
33. Barrett 1359, p. 76.
34. Palmer 1917. p. 136.
35. Various other views on Sativahena chronology and historical synchronisms are discussed in works referred t o in note
4 and 32.
36. The name of the king is lost in the inscription Pr0P:r.
But on circumstantial grounds the various details mentioned
therein can be ascr~bedt o him (p. 53).
37. Liider's List, NO. 346.
38. Sircar 1942. p. 206.
39. Yazdani 1960, p. 125.
40. See note 3 1.
41. The possibility of inflow o l foreign ideas and men in the preceeding period can not be ruled out. The present time
provided greater scope for that.
42. Majumdar and Pusalkar 1953, p. 201.
43. Cf. Arnaravati school of art; Barrett 1954. Sivaramarnurti 1942, Burgess 1887, and I882 Longhurst 1928. Subrahmanyam
1964 etc.; Ghosh and Sarkar. 1967. Deheija 1970.
44. Mirashi 1955, intro. p. xxxiv. Nilakanta Sastri, 1957, p. 331 for other details o n Abhiras.
45. MAR.. 1929, p. 50.
46. Kuda inscriptions are listed in the Appendix.
47. Nilakanta Sastri 1957. p. 338.
48. Ihid.. p. 333 and 336.
49. Majumdar and Pusalkar, 1954, p. 177; 192; 270.
50. Yazdani, 1960, p. 16 ff.
5 1. Charpentier. 1927, p. 111.
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52. Sen, 1922, p. 613.
53. Northern Black Polished Ware-Brahmapuri. Sankalia and Diksh~t1952, p. 59; Dhatva (District Sural) LAR 1967-68,
p, 19; Kaundanpur (District Amarcti) IAR 1961-62, p. 29; Nasik, Sankalia and Deo 1955. p. 20; Nevasa, Sankalia er a1
1960, p. 161; Rakash, Thapar 1965, p. 74; Ter, IAR, 1957-58, p. 23. Punch-marked coins-Dhatva, op. cir., Kaundanpur,
op. cif.; Nevasa, op. cif., p. 278; Prakash, ap. cif., p. 129.
54. For details see rererences in note 53 above and note 2 to chapter I.
55. Detailed general accounts are available in Nilakanta Sastri 1957, p. 29) ff.; Yazd~ni1960, p. 131 ff .; Al~ekar1952, p. 57.
56. e.g. Haliko (husbandman : Bhaja No. 1; Shelarwadi No. 1). Suvannakaru (Goldsmith : Kanheri Nos. 2 and 37; Junnar
Nos. 5 and 23) and Hira~il~okara
(Goldsmith : Pitalkhora No. 11). Kdsakara (brazier : Junnar No. 20). Kumirro (blacksmith : Kanheri No. 17), Vadhaki (carpenter : Ktirle No. 6), Seldvadhaki (Stone-cutter : Kanhcri No. 4). Kolika (weaver :
Nasik No. 12), lilapisaka (oil-presser : Nasik NO. 15). VusakZrra (bamboo-worker : Junnar NO. 20). The guilds of
Suvan~rakiiras,Kii~akarcsand Vasokaras have also been mentioned in some inscriptions (References as cited above with
those names).
57. e.g. : Usavadata, son-in-law of Nahapana, deposited 3000 (2000+1000) Karsapoaas /with two guilds of weavcrs of Nasik
with an understanding that the interest gained by that, at the rate of I per cent and 3,'4 per C-nt, be utilised for distributing robes for monks (Nasik No. 12). For other Sreyis, see note 56 and Yazdani 1960, p. 137.
8 . Cadhika : Karle No. 4, Pitalkhora NO. 1.
59. Lohalzaniya, Kuda No. 14; Heraniko, Kanheri NO. 9, 11, Junnar No. 21.
60. Karle No. 22.
61. Ajanta No. 5, Junnar No. 5, Karle No. 28, Kanheri NO. 4.
62. Karle No. 1, Bedsa No. 3, Kuda No. 21, Vaisarga No. 1.
63. The term galrnpori is usually understood as 'the designation of the head of a certain number of households of cultivators
(Yazdani 1960, p. 133). But thegahapatismentioned in our inscriptiolls generally refer them as se!his too. Hence
these are to be included in the class of traders (see Nilakanta Sastri 1957, p. 464 for discussion).
64. Nos. 20. 23,24. The mention of the SafhavZrAar in a coastal town like Kuda is of interest. The possibility of the name
of the SBtavlhana ling dynasty having any connectiol~with SathavBha is worthy of consideration. I am thankful to
Dr. S.H. Ritti for this suggestion.
65. Dharilfioko seyi. Junnar No. 20.
66. This is some times understood as citizens assembly. But the context of occurrence of the term appears to indicate the
interpretation given here. See Soparaga-negama (Kanheri Nos. 8. 12) and Kaliyanakosun~gatna (Kanheri Nos. 16,28,
29). The members of these neggrnos are also described sometimes as se!ltis.
67. Chaul in Kolaba District.
68. Kanheri Nos. 9, 11.
69. Kanheri Nos. 8, 12, 35.
70. Kanheri Nos. 14. 16.28, 29; 31; 2; 17.
71. Junnar Nos. 21; 23.
72. Not identified. Various suggestions are offered in Burgess 1883a, p. 24 and 1883b, p. 86; Senart 1903, p. 47; Johnston
1941, p. 208; Kosambi 1955, p. 51. Dhenuktikata is most likely to have been located near Karle.
73. Knrle. Nos. 4; 28; 31.
74. Banavisi, North Kanara District, Karnataks.
75. Karle No. 1.
76. Not identified.
77. Vaisarga No. 1.
78. Bedsa No. 3.
79. KarBd, District Satara.
80. Kuda No. 18.
81. Identified with Bahal, Jalgaon District. Maharashtra.
82. Ajanta No. 2.
83. Broach, Gujarat.
84. lunnar No. 14.
85. Not identified.
86. Bhaja No. 10.
87. The person from this place is described an a 'northerner' (otaraha). The town is identified with Demetrias in Arachosla
(Burgess 1883a. p. 38).
88. Nasik no. 18.
89. A town north of the river Chambal. in Rajasthan (Burgess 1883a, p. 100. note I).
90. Nasik No. 25.
91. Pilalkhora No. 9; Kanheri No. 26; Karle Nos. 6, 7, 10, 11, 23, 25, 26, 27, 29, 30; Shelanvadi NO. 1.
92. Burgess (1883a, p. 92 note 4) locates this in north Punjab. There i s another identification connecting this with the
country of the Goths.
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93. Junnar Nos. 30.33.
94. Kanheri Nos. 41,38.
95. Kanheri No. 1.
96. Paithan, Aurangabad District.
97. Pitalkhorq NO. 2.
98. Karle Nos. 8.9; Nanaghat No. 8.
99. Not identified.
100. Karle NO. 20.
101. The Bangalore-Punc national highway still follows the same route.
102. Nagaraju in Venkatachala Sastry. T.V. (ed.) Hlafary of Kannada lirerarure, Vol. [I, Mysore. 1975, p. 137.
103. Drshpande 1959, pp. 58-59 and map.
104. Ihid.. and Nilakanta Sastri 1957, p. 437.
105. Yazdani 1960, p. 138.
106. Margabandhu 1973. p. 182 ff.
107. Nagaraju 1973, p. 75.
108. Filliolat 1950, p. 23 ff.
109. Dehejia 1972. p. 18.
110. N~lakantaSastri 1957, p. 307.
111. Majumdar and Pusalkar 1953, p. 619.
112. Ihi(1.. p. 620.
113. Yazdani 1960, p. 130.
114. Majumdar and Pusalkar 1953, pp. 620-21.
115. Ihid.
116. Cl~arlcsworth1951, p. 131; Wheeler 1955, p. 173 ff; Deshpande 1965.
117. Majumdar and Pusalkar 1953. p. 199.
118. Rapson 1908, p. 22; Shaslri 1972, p. 22.
119. Karle Nos. 7, 10,20,21, 25.26.29; Junnar No. 19. Nasik No. 18 mentions a Yonaku, a northerner from Dattimitfl.
Junnar Nos. 30 and 33 mention a Yuvana each hailing from the Gat2 country. Dehejia (1972 p. 143) comiders that tho
fact that many Yuvanas do not describe their status or oxupation would indicate that they were all following a general
occupation, possibly trade.
120. Khandalawala 1960, p. 29 ff.
121. IAR 1961-62, p. 95.
122. Desai 1951. For these and various other discoveries of Roman objects in India see Wheeler 1955, p. 173 ff.
123. Deshpande 1965.
124. For the analysis of various aspects of win evidence see Shastr~1972.
125. A general description of Sitavahana administration is available in Yazdani 1960, p. 32.
126. Junnar No. 32, Kanheri Nos. 4.7, 14,27; Nanaghat No. 3; Nasik Nos. 1-5, 1G15; Karle Nos. 17-18, 33.
127. Nanaghat. Nos. 1, 3, 4, 6, 7.
128. an~aclia-Junnar No. 3; Kanheri No. 7; Karle 33; Nasik Nos. 2, 5; rijdrr~dcha-Kuda No. 12; Nasik No. 2.
129. Nas~kNo. 22.
130. Nasik No. 2.
131. Pitalkhora Nos. 4-7.
132. Nasik Nos. IG, 25-26; Kuda Nos. 1. 6.
133. Nadsur No. 1, Nasik No. 15.
134. Nilakanta Sastri 1957, p. 318.
135. Nasik Nos. 5 and 24.
136. Nasik NO. 5; Kanheri No. 5; Kprle No. 19.
137. r . g . Nasik No. 2 informs the king's orders t o the amdfya who was in charge of the distria. The Kuda inscriptions give
information about a line of Mahdbkajas. Also Yazdani 1960, p. 133.
138. Similar to the feudatory familiw of later times.
139. The custom is noticeable mostly in the upper classes of the society. The references in the Western Indian cave
inscriptions t o Gautamiputra SBtskarni. MBdhariputra Sakasena. Visigthiputra PulumPvi and Gautamiputra Sri Yajfia
Sitakami are well-known. Many others also belong t o the class of royalty, as for example the Mahathip Kosik~puta
Vinhudata (Bhija No. 6), Kosikiputa Mitadeva and his son VBsithiputa Somadeva (Karle No. 18) aud Gotipub
Agimitranaka (Karle NO. 2). Kochiputa Velidata is a MahdbhZja (Kuda No. 16). The Rdjuveja Magila is a Vachhiputa (Pitalkhora Nos. 5-7). A brahman ASvabhiiti is described as VBrBhiputra (Nasik No. 10).
140. Gautamiputra Sitakami is described as eka bornhapa, dijdvara ku!ubovivadhana, vinlvarifa ehdtuvaaa (Nasik No. 4).
141. Kuda Nos. 1,6; Bedsa No. 2, Kanheri No. 21; Nasik No. 23.
142. Altekar 1952, p. 63 ff. With regard t o the donations made by nuns Altekar opines that even after accepting the robe,
probably, these women retained the right over their share of hereditary property.
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e.g. Kanheri Nos. 12, 26, 29; Kuda Nos. 1 , 6, etc.
'tfrdtdpifaro udisa', Kanheri Nos. 16, 21.27, 28, 32, 3% Nasik Nos. 18.25; Shelarwadi No. 2, etc.

Zirnmer 1960. p. 231.
See p. 37 and 105.
The only exception is the group of caves at Nanaghnt (se: Chapter VII).
The Buddhist association of the early phase of rock-cut arch~tectureof Wcstern India has been well-recogniscd almost
from the beginning stage of research on the subject. In the forties of the nineteenth century itself Westergaard and
Bird described the Bhaja and Bedsa monuments as Buddhist caves. From 1881 onwards many scholars are so much
conv~ncedabout the Buddhist association of the early caves as to name their works on the subject as such as for
example Burgess 1881a. Biiddhist Care Temples arrd Their llisrriprions. Dzhejjia 1572. Early Bliddhisr Kock Tellrples.
<These, however. are slightly misleading as not all the rock-cut monuments covered in these works are 'temples'). The
specific mention of Buddha and Buddhist swts in many cave inscriptions is clear proof to this religious affil~ation. ~h~
adoption of many early caves by the Mahiylna Buddhists in later times by introducing sculptures of Buddha and
Bodhisattvas at Ajanta. Kanheri. Karad, Karle, Kondivite, Kuda. Mahad (in one cave only) and Nasik. and paintings
a t Bhajn. Jun~~ar-Tuljalenaand Pitalkhora, point out that these cave-groups could have b-en in use by the Buddhists
even in earlier times.
But there are more than thirty cave-group; for which no clear evidence of their Buddhist association is available.
These too, Iiowsver, have been considered as Buddhist establishments on the basla of similarities in plan, fornlat and
purpose of the caves in them with those known t o be Buddhist definitely.
Sankalia (1969, p. 167) has advanced a view recently that the cave of Ldle (Pune Dibtrict) could be of the Jains.
The reason for I ~ i conjecture
i
is the invocatory sentence or the illscr~ptlonat that place whlch reads natfro a,alioii~rciga~i~.
He has argued that arhatirra is a technical term often used by the Jains. Even though the term is known to be used
extensively by [he Jains only there are some stray instances of the employm:nt of t h ~ sterm by Buddhists too (Dehejia
19'2. p. 222. note 5).
There appears to be some more evidences pointing towards Jaina association of some caves. In threc inscriptions
from the Manmodi hill at Junnar (Nor. 10, I2 and 16) there are references to grants given to the monks of the
Siddlic~ga~ia
of Aparljita and there is a reference t o the ganrichdriya also. The terms gana and guncichririya appear to
have been in vogue among the Jains only and were being used t o designate specific mendicant groups or members of
-Such groups (Deo 1956, p. 119).
It is not unlikely that some of the cave-groups belong to the Jains. But at present, as there is n o clinching evidence
10 this fact, and as there are no recognizable differences in cave-types in different groups, we are inclined to keep this
question open, and t o deal in this section the various aspects of Buddhism only, the association of which religion t o the
rock-cut monuments is very clear. It may also be mentioned that early Jaina and Buddhist monastic ideals and practices
did not vary much from each other to cause easily distinguishable types in monastic architecture.
Chapter XlI, Geiger. 1912, p. 82.
The council was held 236 years after Buddha's nirvci!ra. If Buddha's death occured in 456 B.C. (hlajurndar and Pusalkar
1953. p. 36) the above date is obtained. According to Ceylonese tradition Buddha d ~ e din 541 B.C. Then it would be
in 308 B.C., a date which does not fall within the relgn p - r ~ o Jof Aioka.
Similar accounts are seen in Dlpaaaiirvn, Sri'rratrtpdrci.lrlid, .\lilinlaprrfiha, 7'h,iptr~rrfiisuand Snd~ihartl~uSariwraha.
The historicity of the despatch of niissioneries by Asoka is corroborated by a few ep~graphsfound near V~diSa
(Frauwallner 1956. p. 17; Shastri 1965, p. 57).
Some late works like Pupaficha~id~triand Sdralrlroppukari~ri have leg-ndary accounts of the visit of Buddha to
S b r p ~ r a k a(Sopara) on the west coast at the ~ n v ~ t a t i oofn a ~ncrchuntPbrna, and the erection of a nlonastery called
Chandanasila by the latter to mark the spot where Buddha 5tayc.d (Dutt, N. IV?5, p. 258; BG XIII, part 2, p. 406 ff.).
But there is no indication in any of thc early Ruddhijt works for Buddha's sojourn in western India. But it 1s not
unlikely that Buddhism could have sprcad a little carlicr th:in the time of Aioka t o western lndia when contacts had
begun to be established between this region and northern I n d ~ a ,say from the time of the establishment of the
Magadhan Empire. In the l'inayapi/aC.a th-rz is a referen~eto a m o : ~ kfro:n Bharukachcha (Diksh~t1912, p. 2).
Dutt, N., 1925, p. 222; Shastr~1965. p. 44.
Schism edicts at Sanchi, Sarnatll and Kausambi (S~rcar.1942, pp. 73-75).
Shastri 1965, p. 58; Kern (1898. p. 110) considers that the Third Council was not a general assembly but a parly meeting
of the 7'heravddins or Vibhaj).a~,cidins.
Rhys Davids 1891, p. 409 and 1892, p. 1; Beal 1880, p. 209.
The dating of the inscriptions is considered ~n Chapter V.
Kanheri Nos. 4 and 20; Nasik Nos. 4 and 5; spelt in the inscriptions as Bhadayaniva, Blmdrivuniyu and BhadrdjuWa.
Junnar No. 28; Karle Nos. 8 and 9. Spelt Dhamutariya.
Karle Nos. 19 and 33. Spelt Mahdraghiya.
Nasik No. 9.
Kanheri No. 26, Dikshit, 1942b, p. 61.
Sovmoka and Tdpasi).a are sometimess considered as the names of sects mentioned in Western Indian inscriptions.
So,,araka appears in a Karle inscription (No. 33) of VBsiglhiputra Sitakarni. Biihler pointed out (in Burgess Is81a1
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p. 113) that this may rerer to Suvarjoka, which according to Tibetan tradition is another name of the ~
&
~
Sircar (1942, p. 203) interprets it as 'a seller of scented objects' or as 'born in a country called SuvaJa3, J , N , ~~~~~j~~
(1948, p. 256) contribulej to the view of Buhler. The content of occurrence of the term indicater that it is a plwe or
personal name. It is so with the words Tdpasiya (Junnar NO. 22) and Apaguriya (Junnar 28 and 31) which are considered
by some as names of sects.
Rhys Davids 1891, p. 409; Kern 1891, p. 111; Frauwallner 1956, p. 8 note 2.
Shastri 1965, p. 83.
These dates and others mmtioned further are based on discussion in Chapter V. Also see chart Ill.
Shastri 1965, p. 83.
Frauwallner 1956, p. 7.
Kern 1898, p. 105: Dutt, N., 1925, p. 255 ff.
Frauwallner 1956. R. 8; Shastri. 1965, p. 56.
Shastri 1965. pp. 89.93.
2500 Years rr/Buddhisrn. pp. 117-18.
Shastri 1965. pp. 94-95.
This is the interpretation of Burgess (1881a, p. 115). By the context of its occurrence it is possible to consider the
Clte/ika of the in~criptionas a personal name. The word Chefiynsa occuring in a Junnar inscr~ption(No. 16) is also
interpreted as the name o l the sect (Shastri 1965, p. 95). But it is clearly a personal name.
Dikshit 1942b, p. 61. The text of this inscription has been read otherwise by Burgees. As ver~fiedfrom the original
Dikshit's reading is acceptable.
Shastri 1965, p. 98 8.

175.
176. Ihid.
177. For the classification of sects see Rhys Davids, 1891, p. 409 and 1892, p. 1.
178. Subrahmanyam 1964, p. 15.
179 Frauwallner 1956, p. 7 ff.
180. For an attempt of this kind with regard to monuments at Nagarjunlkonda, see Sarkar 1960 and 1956.
181. Later, in the 7th century. Hiuen Tsang saw teachers of difTersnt s ~ h o o l iliving in the same monastery (N. Dutt
1925. p. 291).
182. Frauwallner. 1956. p. 2 ff.
183. For example Kanheri Nos. 14, 16, 21,26, 31, 36 and 41; Karle Nos. 18 and 33; N y j k Nos. 6, 7, 10, 15, 17, 18 and 24,
It is to be noted, however, that the expression chdrudisa bhikusamgha appears OW in later inscriptions, when the
practice of making donations in favour of particular sects had also come into vogue. It is also of interest that the
provision made for monks of all sects is noticeable only at Kanheri. Karle and Nasik. (Other details relating t o
Chiftudisa bhikhusaw~ghaare available in Shastri 1965, p. I45 and Dutt, S., 1924, p. 67 Cj.
184. Various redactions are available, but there appears to be close concordance among them in the contents and generaL
treatment o l the subject matter (Frauwallner 1956. p. 2. 4 and 68 8.).
185. Shastri 1965, p. 117; 2500 years of B u d d h i r t n , ~ .162.
186. Kern 1898, p. 73 ff; Dutt. S., 1924, p. 95, etc.
187. Shastri 1965. p. 112.
188. Ibid.. p. 115.
189. Ihid.. pp. 116-17.
190. For example the gift of Veluvanirima, Jetavana at Srivasti, the construction of sixty viharar by the merchants of
Srivasti (Shastri 1965. p. 117).
191. Mahavamra indicates that vassavcira starts on the 13th day of bright half of the month of Asddha (chapter XVI-2) and
ends on the full-moon day of the month of Kdrtrika (Chapter XVII. 1). For the origin of the vassdvlsa ;~s
described in
the Malrdvagga, see Shastri 1965, p. 136 and Dun, S., 1924, p. 101.
192. Dutt, S.. 1924, p. 101; the evidences relating to architecture available in Buddhist literature have been summarised in.
Acharya, 1927 b. p. 9 ff.
193. For details see Shastri 1965. p. 118.
194. Probably this stage when the monks still co~tinuedsuch practiccs is indicated by a few single cells in the Jivadan-Virar
hill where they are small and open and where again there is no stone bed cut in them (see p. 130).
195. e.g. Kanheri Nos. 16, 18, 21, 22,26,28; Nasik Nos. 10, 12, 13, 15, 17.
196. Dutt. S.. 1924. p. 90. 112.
197. e.g. See p. 70. 173.
198. See p. 220.
199. See Kern, 1898, p. 81 ff. and Dutt, S., I922 10) ff. for gradual changes in the Vinaya rules made to suit to th: changed
way of life of the order. Mahdvati~s.~
provides a good picture of the monastic life as was prevailing in the early
centuries of the Christian era.
200. Dutt, S., 1924, p. 146.
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201. The occurrence of B~rdlhopddahas not been noted in western Indian caves. Instances of naga representation is known
from Chaul, Kondivite. Kanheri, Nasik and Pitalkhora only. There is only one instance of representation of chairyovykshn (e.g. J~mnar-GaneshPahar 34). Architectural monuments housing these are unknown. Could this be due to
the differences in sectarian belief$ or something else ? This is a point we have not becn able lo decide.
202. Information from Sri M.N. Deshpsnde.
2 0 3 . This idea of break in rock-cut arcliilcctural tradition betwcen the Hi~iayina and Mahayana stages, initiated by
Fergusson and Burgess (1880, p. 184-85) has been accepted by most of the scholars (Brown 1941, p. 68; Coomaraswanly.
1965, p. 65: Dehejia 1972, p. 9, etc). Howevcr. it may be noted that Fergusson and Burgess themselves wcre not
convinced of their theory as in another page of the same work (p. 170) they refer to the Buddha images appedring in
the 1st century A.D. and many so called Hinayana monuments were also made in the 1st and 2nd centuries A.D.
according t o them.
204. Durt, N., in Majurndar and Pusalkar 1953, p. 388.
205. Sarkar, 1960, p. 16.
206. An early representation of Buddha is seen, how-ver, on the base of the lion pillar a t the Kanberi chairyo hall (p. 541).
207. Junnar No. 29; Kanheri Nos. 16, 20, 21, 22, 26, 31, 32, 36; Karle No. 33; Nasik NO. 15.
208. The causes and circumstances lor th: break in cave architzcture for a period of two centuries and the sudden revival of
the same later have not been explained so far. The whole problem requires reconsideration. Thzse aspects have been
touched upon t o a ccrtain extent in Chaptsrs VII and VIII.

PART TWO

Aids to the Reconstruction of Chronology

Chapter IV

Direct Evidences for the Reconstruction of Chronology
Some evidences which can provide an idea of the dates of desired items directly, without depending
on relative phenomena like style-evolution or palaeography, are available for the Western Indian rock-cut
monuments too. But unfortunately in the present context they are not of a clinching nature. There are
many inscriptions associated with these monuments, but none of them is dated in an known era. A set
of radiocarbon dates is available for a monument, but there is a general feeling among scholars that
the radiocarbon dates, as they are presented today, are too crude to be useful for the histororical period.
So, we would like to make it clear before hand that the present chapter does not aim at deciding
absolute dates of making of any of the monuments. Here is an attempt to present the evidences,
whatever their nature be, and to find out the degree of utility of the same towards the reconstruction of
chronology of rock-cut monuments.
HISTORICAL DATES
There are a few inscriptions in Western Indian caves which mention the contemporary rulers of the
region. The dates of making of such of those monuments which have foundation inscriptions can be
postulated on the basis of the dates of the rulers, which have been arrived at in the previous chapter.
They are as follows :
--

Monu~nent'

InscriprionZ

King and Year

Date3

Nasik I9
-a Iena4
Nanaghat 1
-a ma[apas
Nasik 10
-a Iega
Junnar-Manmodi 7
-a ma!apa
Nasik 3
-a lena

No. 22

Krisna

C. 205-187 B.C.

Nos. 1-7

Sltakarni I

C. 187-177 B.C.

Nos. 10-14
No. 3
Nos. 2, 3

Nahapana
year 42
Nahapana
year 46
Gautamiputra
Sgtakarni
year 18 and 24

A.D. 120
A.D. 124
A.D. 124-130

contd.
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Monument'

Inscription2

Nasik 24
-a Ieno
Nasik 2
-a lena
Karle 15
-a leno
Nasik 23
-a lena
Kanheri 21
Kanheri 74
-a Iena

No. 24

King and Year

Date3

A.D. 132

No. 1

Visisthiputra
PulumIvi year 2
-doyear 6

No. 33

-do-

year 24

A.D. 154

No. 23

Sri Yajiia
Sitakarni year 7
-doyear 14
MIdhariputra
Sakasena

A.D. 203

No. 16
No. 29-30

A.D. 136

A.D. 212
end of 3rd
century A.D.

A few more inscriptions in caves record the additions done to the monument or donations made at a
later date than the making of the caves. These are of help in determining the dates of additions o r the
upper date limits of caves. Such monuments are :
Karle X
ckaitya hall
Nasik
(addition)
Kanheri 3
(final stage of the
main choitya hall)

No. 17

Nahaplna

No. 4

VSsisthipura
Pu!umIvi
year 19
Sri Yajiia
Siitakarni

Nos. 4-5

earlier than
A.D. 124
A.D. 149

C. A.D. 196-225
-

The acceptance of these dates for the respective monuments depends entirely upon the validity of the
historical chronology we have suggested. In view of the nature of date availabe for the reconstruction
of historical chronology even if doubts are t o be raised with regard to the initial date and the total span of
Sitavihana rule, we have shown elsewhere how all the sources like the literary, epigraphical and
numismatic are well in agreement with regard to one point, that is the relative chronological position of
the various kings of the dynasty (p. 21). Hence, even if we agree with regard to this point only, a
point which has not been disputed by any historian so far, here we have a set of monuments arranged
in a relative chronological order. This can provide a succession of stylistic data, consisting of
concomitant architectural and decorative material associated with each one of the above caves, useful
for building up and verifying the style-sequence of monuments. This itself is a valuable aid to arthistory in the context of early rock-cut monuments of Western India. And again, in this context and
purely with reference to art history, there is little harm in provisionally accepting the above dates as a
working hypothesis. Even if dates of individual kings, and hence of the monuments, are to be changed
in view of any fresh data forthcoming they are likely to shift at the most enblock and would not
materially affect the relative style-chronology based on this.

RADIOCARBON DATES
Three radiocarbon dates are known for the wooden remains in the
They are :

(A) 2240f 150 (290f 150 B.C.)
(B) 2180f 95 (230f 95 B.C.) 7
)
(C) 2075f ( 1 2 5 f lOOB.C.)J

for a wooden pin6
for the wooden ribbing7

chaitya hall a t Karle.
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The nature of dates offered by the radiocarbon method, as seen above, shows that it is difficult t o
rely upon the central dates excluding the margin of error. As all the datcd pieces come from the
wood-work of the same chairya hall it cannot be guessed as to how wood cut in a distance of more
than 185 years (290-125) could have been used together. SO this feature of radiocarbon dates curtail!,
their utility for finer dating.'
But when a series of dates is available as in the case noted above, we feel. that its indication can not
altogether be overlooked. Scientists consider that the true age of an object lies fairly probably (in 2
cases out of 3) within the limits of one standard deviation, and probably (1 9 cases out of 20) within the
limits of two standard deviations and highly probably (997 cases out of 1000) within the limits of three
standard deviations, and that 'for ordinary purposes one can say that there is a reasonable certainty that
the true result lies within the limits of two standard deviations from the experimental value.'O
Applying this standard deviation factor to the Karle dates an interesting fact emerges. The dates
would be :
--

-

Range of one srandard
dotalion

(A) 290f 150 B.C.
(B) 230&95 B.C.
(C) 125f 100 B.C.
Span of time common
to all ranges.

440 to 140 B.C.
325 to 135 B.C.
225 to 25 B.C.
225 to 140 B.C.

Range of rwo srandard
deeia~wns

590 B.C. to A.D. 10
420 B.C. to 40 B.C.
325 B.C. to A.D. 75
325 B.C. to 40 B.C.

~t can be seen from the above that the upper limit of none of the three dates, even with two
standard deviations does not shoot beyond A.D. 75. So there is very little possibility of the Karle
chailya hall having been made after the 1st century A.D.
~t can also be seen that the span common to all the three dates in the two-standard deviation (2 X)
group is 325 B.C. to 40 B.C., and the one standard deviation (z) group is 225 to 140 B.C. ~f we accept
the principle of probabilities mentioned above these ranges become more meaningful. If there is a
probability of 213 in the case of a range of one-standard-deviation (z) of a single date, there is a neater
probability of the true date being within the common span covered by the ranges of three dates. So it is
possible that the wood employed in the c h a i r ~ ~hall
a at ICarle having been cut in a period between 225
and 140 B.C. If a certain time for seasoning too is allowed the fixing of the wood work may not have
been done say after 120 B.C. While this could be taken as a reasonable conjecture, when this logic is
applied to the two-standard-deviation range (22) we feel, the indication obtained therein can hardly be
doubted. In this case, the common span covered by the dates is 325 to 40 B.C. There appears to
be little possibility to bring down the date of the Karle woodwork beyond the end of 1st century B.C.
Recently another method has been suggestzd for computing the mean date and error for a set of
radiocarbon dates determined for a single archaeological event.I0
If the dates are Af dA, B-CdB and C f dC;

Inserting the three rediocarbon dates of the Karle wood work (viz. Af dA=2240f 150; Bf dB=218Q
f95; CfdC=2075f100) the result obtainedn is 2151 *63, i.e.. 201f 63 B.C.
Again applying the single-deviation factor (27) the range of date would be 264 to 138 B.C. With the
two standard deviations, the probability of which is about 99.7 per cent, the range obtained is 327 B.C.
to 75 B.C. It is most unlikely that the true date is beyond this range (Chart I).
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These radiocarbon and statistical values can serve as clues for finally fixing the date of the
making of the Karle chaitya hall, which, however, will have to be done with reference to other
criteria too.'"

NOTES AND REFERENCES

1. All numbers of monuments refer to those used in Chapter

VU.

2 . The number of inscriptions are those listed up under relevant sites in Appendix I.
3. cj. Table 2, p. 23, above.
4. Lena is a dwelling cave.
5. Ma!opa is rnomtapa; a simple hall. The associated inscriptions here are not foundation inscriptions. But these appear
t o be of the same age as the cave itself. However, see p. 53.
6. Barker and Mackay 1964, p. 55.
7. Agrawal and Kusumgar 1966, p. 448. The wood work in the chaitya hall at Bhaja too has been dated by radiocarbon
method. But the sample taken for that appears to belong to the insertions done during repairs in the 19th century, and
thus has yielded a very late date. So this has been ignored here.
8. It has been well-recognised that the use of radiocarbon method in the field of historical archaeology is limited, while it
is highly useful for prehistoric periods where differences in the span of about a century or two (as in varied central dates
as well as*slandard deviations) are of a negligible nature.
9. Barker 1958, p. 259 IT.
10. Kusumgar 1973.
11. I am thankful to Dr. Pakshirajan, Profess01 of Statistics. University of Mysore, for kindly working out the value.
12. I1 more determinations are also to be obtained lor samples from different centres-all processed under common experimental conditions-we feel, there would be a good series of data utilizable for the reconstruction of the chronology of
rock-cut architecture (see note 16 to Chapter 1).

Chapter V

Palaeography
Out of the six hundred and odd monuments under consideration, 128 of them bear inscriptions.'
The number of excavations that are datable on the basis of direct evidences is hardly twelve (Chapter
IV). So, in order to fix the age of the monuments, at least relatively, the palaeographical characteristics
borne out by the inscriptions would be of help. These can b: futher used as verificatory material for
building u p relative sequences of architectural types, members and motifs.
EARLY ATTEMPTS AND PROBLEMS I N METHODOLOGY
The fact that the Brahmi script used in the inscriptions of the period developed gradually from
the ASokan Brahmi (which is the earliest known) and that the various inscriptions can be placed in a
relative chronological sequence by tracing the evolution of letter-forms in a logical sequence of
development have been well-recognised. Burgess was the first to work on these lines as far as the Western
Indian cave inscriptions are concerned.' His pioneering attempt has a great value as the one based on
pure palaeographical data without being influenced by knotty historical considerations that were to
come up later. The stages of evolution of letters given by him in PI. V of his work still stand
valid. Th? works of Ojha (1918) and Biihler (1904) that followed the above are also useful to a certain
extent but they being on an ambitious scale could not devote special attention to the Western Indian cave
inscriptions. Biihler and his contemporaries like Fleet and Hoernle introduced a number of new ideas
useful for understanding palaeographical evolution, like the recognition of development of regional
varieties, the changes in technological process in writing and their effect on letter-styles, etc.
Almost at this stage these scholars a i w:I~ a j th: historians b:gm to recognize the value of
palaeographical development as providing a time-scale against which the various undated inscriptions
could be placed and thus dated, so that these could be used further for historical chronology. This is
an understandable step. But, unfortunately, tendencies that developed later failed to appreciate the
nature and limitations of palaeography. As and when the chronological positions of kings and historical
events were to be put forth on the basis of various historical data, the dates of the attendent inscriptions
began to be dragged to a chronological position suiting their assumptions. When suficient palaeographical evidence is lacking in the very region, long range comparisons of letter-styles (say from Taxila to
Mathura, or Hathigumpha to Nanaghat, etc.), were put forth. The whole study has been made slushy
by such attempts.
This situation is well-illustrated in the case of the dating of the famous Nanaghat inscription (No. 1).
This inscription and Hathigumpha inscription of Khiravela were compared palaeographically as some
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possibly connected or connectable historical event is available in the two. As and when the idea of date
of Khsravela of the Hathigumpha inscription changed, the date of the NPniighat inscription was also
suitably adjusted. Similar attempts are also seen with regard to the comparision between the
Nanaghat record and the Sanchi inscription mentioning a htakarni. As a result the date of the
Nanaghat inscription is placed variously between a long span running from early 2nd century B.C. to rhe
latter half of the 1st century A.D.'
Recently DaniJ has reappraised the position, mostly on palaeographical grounds. He has taken the
changes in technique of writing and its effect on letter-styles as an important basis. In the context of
palaeography of the present period it is the introduction of the reed-pen and the consequent appearance
of head-marks of letters. Even though he recognises the existence and independent development of
regional writing styles, the single premise he has taken into account has led him to anomalous conclusions.
As for example, while the inscriptions of Nahapsna, Gautamiputra SBtakarni, VSsisthiputra PulumBvi
and Sri Yajiia h t a k a m i , which display not many significant changes in letter-styles are placed in a span
of about a century (2nd century A.D.), and in the same run the inscriptions from Bhaja, Ajanta, Nasilc
(early) Nanaghat and many others containing distinct variations and many developmental steps (chart 11)
have all been huddled within the span of 1st century A.D. He, however, recognises that there are
developmental stages in these, but by a strange logic assigns them to first half, middle or latter part of
first century A.D. How the writing tradition could change extensively in the course of just three
o r four decades is not known. The well-dated inscriptions of the later periods at least do not show
such a feature.
Very recently Vidya Dehejia6 has made an elaborate study of Western Indian cave inscriptions.
She has recognised the defects in Dani's approach (and the anomalous position to which the arthistorian is led to by his results). She has questioned the most important premise of Dani that of the
date of introduction of the reed pen. Dehejia's critical analysis of the inscriptions of this region has
led her to arrive at fairly consistent sequences of groups of inscriptions. But the method she has
utilised for fixing epochal dates is not convincing. She has attempted to suggest dates for early Western
Indian inscriptions on the basis of comparisons with inscriptions from distant regions as central India,
Mathura and Gujarat. The defects of such a method have been stated already (p. 6).
PRESENT APPROACH
Barring minor variations, the results of Burgess, Biihler, Dani (to a certain extent) and Dehejia
reveal that all of them are in agreement with regard t o the relative chronological positions of important
inscriptions and/or classified groups of inscriptions. They diverge widely with regard to the absolute or
epochal dates fixed for them.' Even here, consistency is noticeable with regard to the inscriptions of
the 2nd century A.D. and onwards. Major differences are to be seen in dates given for the early groups.
The cause for this is understandable, that in the 2nd century A.D. dated or fairly datable inscriptions
occur. So if similar data that could be used as time-style indexes are available for the whole period,
atleast at a distance of about a century from one another, much of the difficulty would be overcome.
DATA FOR IDENTIFYING TIME-STYLE STANDARDS
As the possibility of palaeographical sequences running parrallel in distant areas is remote as
stated above (p. 6), the time-style indexes are to be selected seperately for different areas and this
is possible when some independent data too are available for fixing some inscriptions in a chronological
scheme. In this context, we feel, Western India is in a far better position than any other region in
particular, so far as the early period is c o n ~ e r n e d . ~
Historical data for dating royal inscriptions

There are atleast 24 inscriptions which contain names of kings by whom or during whose reign they
were caused to be carved and they are datable on the basis of the chronology built up in Chapter 111,
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as follows :
King

Year

Dare

C. 205-187 B.C.
C. A.D. 119-124

K~isna
Nahapina

A.D. 120
A.D. 114
Gautamiputra
Sitakarni

Viisisthiputra
Pulumlvi

-doVlsi~thiputraSiva Sri
Pulumivi
Gautamiputra Sri Yajfia
Sitakarni
-doAbhira ISvarasena
Miidhariputra
Sakasena

(date lost)
7
16
9
8

Inscription/s

Nasih No. 22
Nasik Nos. 10, 11,
13, 14; Karle No. 17
Nasik No. 12
Junnar No. 3

(C. A.D. 1061124-130)
C. A.D. 124
C. A.D. 130

Karle No. 19
Nasik No. 2
Nasik No. 3

(C. A.D. 130-158)
C. A.D. 132
C. A.D. 136
C. A.D. 137
C. A.D. 149
C. A.D. 152
C. A.D. 154

Nasik No. 24
Nasik No. 1
Karle No. 18
Nasik No. 4
Nasik No. 5
Karle No. 33

(C. A.D. 158-165)

Kanheri No. 72

(C. A.D. 196-225)
A.D. 203
A.D. 212
A.D. 257
(C. end of 3rd
century A.D.)

Kanhcri No. 4
Nasik No. 23
Kanheri No. 14
Nasilc No. 15
Kanheri 29 and 30

It is seen from the above that sufficiently well datable inscriptions occur from the beginning of the
2nd century A.D. to the middle of the 3rd cantury A.D. Palaeographical comparisons so far as this
period is concerned can be easily done. There is only one inscription (Nasik 22) which can serve as
illustration of the characters of the beginning of 2nd century B.C. Further, there is a long gap of three
centuries from the time of Kfisna to Nahaplna and again a period of about a century o r so after the
time of Abhira TSvarasena. The first gap, however, can b: filled up partially with the help ot the Nanaghat inscriptions and the earliest Karle records.
Date of rlte Nanaghar inscriprion~

Out of the seven inscriptions from Nanaghat (Pls. 176, 177) the first one (No. I ) is a long record
detailing the religious benefactions of a queen. The name of the king is lost. The others are short
labels which were once associated with portrait sculptures of the members of the royal family (all the
portraits are lost now). The first of these (No. 2) mentions Simuka, the founder of the Sltavahana
dynasty. Then was a figure, but there is no trace of its label. Then comes an inscription (No. 3)
mentioning Devi Niyaniks and (her husband) king Siri SStakani. Then comes in order the names of
prince BhBya .........(No. 4), Mahiirathi Tranakayira (No. 5). and princes Hakusiri (No. 6) and Siitavihana (No. 7).
All the portraits, above the heads of which these inscriptions were seen, had been set in relief
on the back wall of the cave. The arrangement of the portrait sculptures was in such a way that the
figures of Niiyanikl-SBtakarni were to occur prominently in the middle. Among the portraits Sitakarni
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is the only king who is shown along with his wife. Further, there is no other king depicted after Sstakargi,
all the other sculptures being those of kumdras and of one Mahirathi. The whole arrangement indicates
that the set of sculptures may have been made during the time of Satakarni whose figure and that of his
wife were to occur prominently in the centre of the panel. Sitakami's portrait is the 3rd from left, the
first being of Simuka the first ruler of the dynasty. If the second, the label of which is now lost, could
be considered as that of Kyisna the second ruler of the dynasty the sequence of their occurrence becomes
meaningful by fitting very well in sequence with the first three kings of the Andhra dynasty mentioned
in the p~rrdnas.~It can also be seen that palaeographically these label inscriptions are not much
removed in time from the Nasik inscription (No. 22) of Klisna (chart 11). Hence it can be construed
that the portraits and their labels were made probably during or immediately after the time of Sitakarni I,
whose date according to the chronology adopted by us is C. 187 to 177 B.C. (p. 23).
The larger inscription (No. 1) is very much damaged. The name of the king is lost. But here too
circumstantial evidence provides htlp. The very position of the inscription, which commence in the left
side wall and concludes in the right side wall, indicates that the carving of the same was done after the
portrait sculptures were made. But the palaeographical features of the label inscriptions and the longer
record are very much akin; despite the fact that there are slight dilferznces they are not far removed in
date.1°
The text proper eulogises the achievements of a queen. Her name too is lost. But the importance
given to Niyanikii in the label inscriptions, she being the only lady to be depicted therein, the very
occurrence of this record in that very cave with the portraits and labels, as well as the palaeographical
proximity of this record and the set of label inscriptions, possibly suggest that the queen praised in the
longer inscription could be Niiyanikii herself. The epithets associated with this queen, like gaha-fripasiya
and charirabrahmachari~~ij~a
(1. 5 ) indicate that by this time she may have been a widow. These
circumstantial evidences and internal clues betray that the longer inscription could have been carved a
little time after the death of SBtakarni I, but when his widow Niyanikg was still living and leading a pious
and austere life befitting a widow according to Hindu custom.
Biihler and Bhagavanlal lndraji who have discussed the problem of the Nanaghat inscription have
shown that the persons of three generations met with in the labels can also be traced in the longer
inscription. The persons that find mention in the longer inscription are :
Line 1.
Line 2.
Line 3.
Line 4.

One Khadasiri (Vedisiri)" appearing immediately after the invocation.
Then a great king who is an apratihafachakra and was possibly lord of Daksiniipatha.
A MahiraIhi of the Amgiyakula.
One Siri-Sa .........with possibly royal epithets. His queen who is the mother of

(a) (Khada) siri with high flowing epithets and
(b) Sdti described as sirimata

Comparing these names with the names in label inscriptions and identifying the queen here with
NByanikli wifc of Sitakarni, the whole sequence lends itself to easy explanation. In accordance with the
practice in the early inscriptions (e.g. Nasik 4) the name of the ruler of the day appears first, immediately
after the invocation. He is Khadasiri. Then the genealogical connections of the queen whose religious
benefactions are to be recorded are given. The person that next appears can not be made out due to the
fragmentary nature of the inscription. He could be h t a k a m i I husband of Ndyanik5. It is quite natural
that the dead husband of the queen whose benefactions are being recorded in the present inscription is
praised with high flowing epithets like apratiliatachakra and Dakshi!lLTpathapati. Next comes the name
of the Mahdrathi of the Amgiya Kula who must have been closely related to Niyaniks. Then comes the
mention of the queen along with her husband siri Sa . . . (evidently Siitakarni I), to introduce her as the
mother of (Khada) sin and SSti, the Siritnata.
The sequence of names here tallies well with the sequence in which various members of the royal
family have been depicted in the portrait panel.'? So, varying slightly from the genealogy reconstructed
by Biihler and Indraji, the following relationships could be established for the persons, taking all the
Nanaghat inscriptions logether into consideration.

Palaeography

I

I

(a king whose name is effaced in the label)

I

I

1

I

Sitakarni =Niiyaniki

I
I
I

Bhiya

Mahirathi Tranakayira
(father of NiyanikH ?)

I

...

Khadasiri
(Hakusiri of label)

I

Siti (Sstavihana
of label)

Comparing this genealogy with the purrinic list of kings the position becomes clear. AS stated
already the first three names are those of the first three rulers of the dynasty. The Pursnic lists inform
that SZtakarni I was succeeded by Pornotsamga (variant readings : Purgatsarga, Purpisanga, Ptirgesariga,
pornamiisa, etc.). The latter part of his name Amga is suggestive. The person could have been the
Maharathi who is of the Amgiya family mentioned in Nanaghat No. I, who was closely related to the king
to find his mention in the genealogical description in the beginning of the inscription and to have his portrait along with those of the members of the royal family. The most likely possibility is that he held the
throne after Sstakarni's death, possibly due to the fact that the rightful heirs to the throne were very
young.'3 By thc time of Purnotsamga's death, it appears, BhBya ... the eldest son of S i i t a k a r ~I was dead
and hence does not figure in Nanaghat No. 1. So Pumotsamga was succeeded by Skandastambhi of the
purd!ras. It is this ruler who is mentioned prominently as Khadasiri (Skanda=Khada) immediately after
invocation in Nanaghat No. 1, suggesting that he was the ruler of the day when that inscriptions was
caused to be written. Hence the date of the longer inscription at Nanaghat (No. 1) falls in 159-141
B.C. (p. 23).
For easy reference, the dates of NZniighat inscriptions may be set as follows :
Nanaghat Nos.
Nanaghat No.

2-7
1

C . 170 B.C.
C . 150 B.C.

Date of the earliest Itrscripriotrs from the Karle Chaitya hall
The Karle chaitya hall has inscriptions of various dates and it is obvious that the earliest of them
would be those recording the donations of the essential parts of the cave.14 Such would be the inscriptions on the pillars inside the chaitya hall. Comparing the palaeographic features of these records
(Chart II), it can be made out that these belong to a time sufficiently later than the date of the Nanaghat
inscription of C. 150 B.C. and much earlier to the time of NahapBna's records of C . A.D. 120.
On the evidence of radiocarbon date for the wood-work in the Karle chaitya hall, it has been stated
already (Chapter IV) that its true date lies within 325-40 B.C., which is the common span covered by
the two-standard-deviation range of the three C14 dates available, or more probably within the 2 z range
of the computed date ot the three dates, i.e. within the range of 327-75 B.C. (p. 49).
The Karle chaitya hall has a consistent plan in its measurements and features, as to show that the
whole cave, so far its architecture is concerned, is the result of a single design and possibly continuous
execution. Hence, the interior pillars on which the inscriptions are seen and the ceiling in which the
wooden beams are inserted may have been done almost together. This leads to the conclusioo that the
true date in the radiocarbon date-span of 327-75 B.C. must be somewhere in its latter part, sufficiently
later than 150 B.C., the date of the Nanaghat inscription, to account for the palaeographical developments seen in the Karle pillar inscriptions. It could be anywhere around 100-80 B.C. As any early date
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within the date-span of 327-75 B.C. is ruled out due to the above consideration, even if we take 75 B.C.
as the true date, i.e. the date of the cutting of trees from which the beams have been made (for which
event the radiocarbon date is applicable), and even allowing some span of time for the seasoning of the
wood before their insertion in the ceiling, the date of the architectural work in the Karle chaitya hall can
not be taken beyond the middle of the 1st century B.C. In view of the general trends of palaeographical
development in Western India too (Chart II), this date for the Karle pillar inscriptions looks consistent.
For easy reference, the date of the Karle inscriptions could thus be taken as C. 60 B.C.
So, these evidences from Nanaghat and Karle supply useful datable records for palaeographical
verification for the three century gap between Kyi~naand Nahaplna, as follows :
C . 170 B.C.
C . 150 B.C.
C . 60 B.C.

Nanaghat Nos. 2-7
Nanaghat No. I
The inscription on
the interior pillar
of the Karle chaitya
hall Nos. 5-1 1, 20-31.

Polaeographical Analysis of Inscriptions
Chart I1 provides the letter-forms of the datable records as well as of a few others which are significant in tracing the developmental stages of the script. The chart is self-explanatory.
However, some of the features of importance, useful for building up the palaeographical evolution
and chronology may be analysed herein with reference to the important datable inscriptions.
CHART LINES I-3
C . 250 B.C. Aioka's inscriptions
The three series of letter-forms of Aioka's time given in the chart have been selected with a view to
provide an idea of the features of variance in letter-types during ASoka's time itself. Upasak, Dani, etc.,
have argued that there is no strict regional peculiarities in the script and that no particular type can be
specifically assigned to any particular regional5 Whatever be the situation, the fact that variants have
begun to occur in Aioka's inscriptions is significant. So we have illustrated here letters from the ASoka's
inscription from Sopira which is in the very region under consideration and Maski and Girnar edicts
which are just in the neighbourhood of the territory of the SCtavBhanas. With reference to these earliest
forms of writing available for the region further evolution of letters could be recognised.
CHART LINE 7
C . 200 B.C.IGInscription of Kanha (205-187 B.C.) Nasik No. 22 (PI. 201)
(i) Comparing this with the inscriptions of ASoka, it can be seen that this still retains many of the
old letter-types intact. The letters parlicularly noticeable in view of changes that have appeared
later are Ga and Ta in which the angular forms have continued.
(ii) Diflerences are seen only in the case of Pa aud La. In both there is a tendency to slightly
shorten the length of the vertical line.
Medial i shows a definite deviation. The right-angle shape is lost and it is now a small slightly
curved upward stroke.
CHART LINE 9
C . I50 B.C. NCiya~rikCi'sinscription, Nanaghar No. I .
(i) Continuation of the earlier types is seen in :
A, (i), Ka, Kha, Cha, Chha, No, Ta, Ta, Tho, Do, Dha, No, Ba, Ma, Yo, Ra, Va, Sa and Ha.

(ii) Variants too occur along with the old forms :

Ka, Na, Ra
Pa, La, Ha
Kha
Cha
Da
Va

: Have a tendency to lengthen downwards the verticals.
: Show a tendency to reduce the upward length of the verlicals.
: Has a slight bend of the right bottom.
: The lower semi-circle is compressed to the form of an irregular pear.
: The central semi-circle opening to left is somewhat compressed.
: The lower circle takes the shape of a triangle with rounded corners.

(iii) Definite change is visible in :

Ga

: Instead of the angular type, one with the angle part rounded and also a regular

parabolic form appear.

CHART LINE 13
C. 60 B.C. Early inscriptions from the Karle chaitya hall ( N o s . 4-11, 20-31).

These show significant variation from the early inscriptions with two easily recognizable features.
A. The letters generally bear a head-mark, achieved by slightly thickening the top ends of
verticals."
B. There is a general preference to regular geometrical forms, like straight lines, regular angles,
square, circle and semi-circle. The squarishness of many letters is emphatical.
Apart from these, some general observations may be made on the letter forms.
(i) Continuity of earlier forms is seen in :
(a) Letters which already had geometrical shapes as in U,T a , Tha, No, Tho, Dha, Na, Ba. Ya
and Ra.
(b) Other letter types to continue the earlier features are :
Ma with round bottom (occasionally), Sa and Ha.
(ii) Some types which were appearing as variants :in the early inscriptions become common and
standard ones :
Ga with rounded top (the earlier angular type went out of vogue)
Ja with horizontal lines and straight or angled back.
Ma and Va with triangular bottom.
(iii) Characteristically new forms (compared to Nasik 22 and Nanaghat 1) appearing here are to b e
seen in the case of :
: A slight downward elongation of the vertical is seen.
A
: Dagger shape is achieved with the lower line tapered and slightly elongated.
Ka
: Peculiarly the finer shape of this letter seen earlier is lost and an irregular pear
Cha
shape is seen with a small vertical rising above, slightly towards right.
: Sometimes rounding of corners is seen.
Dn
: A semi-circle with a straight line rising from the apex is the general type. (The
Bha
earlier angular variety does not appear any more).
: Lower elongation and tapering is seen as in Ka.
Ra
(iv) Tendencies of change are visible in the following :
(a) An attempt to equalise the verticals of several letters and/or introducing angles instead o f
curves is seen in Gha, Pa, La and Ha.
(b) Definite transitional forms with the occurrence of many variants are seen in the case of:
: Semi-circle with the vertical raising from the apex; two distinct curves meeting at
Ta
a point fro,m which the vertical rises; a straight line to left with a curve slanting
from its middle and tending downwards.
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: The central semi-circle variety is lost but a slightly compressed curve appears in
its place, the lower line is either straight or sometimes it shows a tendency to
curve to right.

CHART L I N E 15

C . A.D. 120-124 Inscription of Nahaprina
(a) Nasik variety (Nasik Nos. 10-!4)
All the inscriptions of Nahapina's time found in the Nasik caves are beautifully written and generally
continue the tradition of squar-shness and head-mark noticed previously in the Karle records.
Noticeable features are :
(i) Continuity of earlier (Karle) varieties is seen in A, I, U,E, Ka, Ga, T a , Na, Tha, Dha, No, Pa,
Ba, Ra, Vn, So.
(ii) Equalising of the verticals and introducing angles which were just tendencies in Karle have
become regular feature here in :
Gha, Ja, Ra, Pa. Pha, Ma, Ya, S, Ha.
(iii) Other changes are visible in :
: Now this is a horizontally placed figure '8' with the short vertical rising from the
Chha
left circle.
: A slight bend to left is visible in the elongated tails.
A, Ka, Ra
: The semi-circular type is standardised.
To
Do
: Now the standard form is a right facing lower curve with a left slanting line
on top.
Bha
: The geometrical shape of the earlier variety is now replaced by a type having a
compressed cushion shape, open bottom and short slightly bent vertical line
rising up from its right side.
(iv) The method of delineation of medial vowels and conjunct consonants is generally the same as
seen in earlier inscriptions. Medial I is indicated by a small semi-circle, opening to left, sometimes with a slight rise, attached to the top of the letters. For I the bottom arm of the I symbol
is slightly extended obliquely.

CHART LINE 16

C.A.D. 124 Inscription of Nahapri!ra
(b) Junnar-variety (Junnar No. 3)
The letters are practically similar to those in the Nasik variety except for the following differences :
A
: The vertical stroke bends much to left. The lower prong of the left stroke is slightly
curved.
Kha
: The left bend is longer. At the bottom of the letter is a small triangular attachment.
Chha : The vertical stroke rises from the middle knot of horizontal '8'.
Ta
: In the two instances of its occurrence one is similar to the Nasik type. In the other the
vertical stroke rises from the apex of the semicircle.

CHART LINE 17
C. A.D. 120 Inscription of Nahapiina
( c ) Karle variety (Karle No. 17)
This inscription shows a number of divergences from its contemporary varieties seen in Junnar and
Nasik. The inscription, however, is written with less care than what is bestowed on the others of the
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same donor (U~avadata). Generally there is less emphasis on squarishness; for example Ja of curved side
type is retained; Ha is more slanting.
CHART LINE 18
C . A.D. 124 and i30 Nasik inscriptions, Nos. 2 and 3 of Garttamipufra Sdrkarni, year 18 and 24.
These inscriptions belong to the same period as those of NahapBna. The letters are also almost of
the same type; still a few differences are noticeable. It appears the characters used in these inscriptions
represent the script that was in use locally in the Sitavihana territory while those of Nahaplna's
inscriptions were written by the scribes employed by the $aka rulers who may have been brought up in
a different tradition, probably in a different area. The possibility of a local script-tradition being
prevelent is also indicated by the Karle inscription of Nahapina which, as shown above, displays some
differences from the standard Kpatrapa script seen in the NBsik inscription of the same ruler. Karle No.
17 (of Usavadata) has also certain features comparable to the inscriptions of Gautamiputra SBtakarni.
The main features recognizable as ditTerent from the Ksatrapa scriptal tradition is the lesser
emphasis on squarishness and regular geometrical forms, eventhough the length-breadth evenness is
almost maintained in many of the letters.
The following comparitive items provide an idea of the relation between the local (Sitavihana) script
and the contemporary Ksatrapa (NahapBna) variety.
(i) (a) Common forms between Nahaplna and Gautamiputra's inscriptions are :
A, U,E, Ka, Kha, Ga, Gha, Cha, Chha, Ja, ma, T a , Tho, Da, (Dha), No, Tha, Da, Dha, No.
Pa, Bha, Ma, Ra, La, Va, Sa.
(b) In the case of the following, variants too are noticeable.
A
: Sometimes the lower left prong is turned inwards in hook shape.
A, Ka, Ra
: Sometimes show a little more elongation of the bottom bend.
: Sometimes the central prong is shortened.
Gha
: The curved side Ja, as well as the type with angles formed by three prongs
Ja
occur.
: The regular reversed 'D' shape is not always maintained. Often it looks
Dha
like an irregular triangle with rounded corners.
: Sometimes shows slight bend of the lower line.
Na
Pa and Ba : The left arm is sometimes bent in the middle.
Ma and Va : The types with circular bottom, instead of the triangular alone, also occur.
(ii) The following occur consistently in a way different from the standard Ksatrapa.
I
: Has three horizontal lines, than dots.
Chha : The vertical line rises from the central knot, instead of the left circle as seen in
K ~ a t r a p avariety.
: The vertical prong rises from the apex of the semi-circle.
Ta
: Has an inward bend of the left arms.
Ya
(iii) In two instances medial sign opens towards right, than the usual left facing position.
CHART LINE 19
C . A.D. 149-152 Inscriptions of Vdsi$thiputra Pulurndvi
N a ~ i kVariety (Nasik Nos. 4-5)
(Visisfhiputra's Nasik inscriptions 1 and 24 of C . A.D. 132 and 136 are in the same characters as
those of Gautamiputra SBtakarqi.)
Nasik Nos. 4 and 5 of A.D. 149 and 152 also have the general characteristics of Gautamiputra's
inscriptions. But the letters appearing as variants in Gautamiputra's inscriptions become regularly
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established here. In these cases the earlier Nahapgpa types hardly appear except for a single instance
each of Ta and Chha where the vertical strokes rise from the left. Some new features appearing along
with may be noticed.
(i) Some variants occur in :
Ja
: The English 'E' type ja as well as the types with angular and curved side too are seen.
: Often occurs as a triangle.
Dha
: Triangular as well as circular bottom types are seen.
hla
(ii) Some letters appear with new features.
: Has a small horizontal stroke to right below and looks like Arabic numeral 2, except
Kha
for the fact that the lower horizontal line is short.
Na
: The bottom line of this letter is bent down on either side slightly.
: The left side line is slightly curved inwards.
Ba
: Is invariably written with a straight line to right, and a horizontal or slightly curved
Bha
line running to left from a point a little above the bottom of the straight line and
ending with downward bend. This looks like a bench with straight back and curved
seat.
h
: The smaller left line is first slanted to right and the top portion of that bends to a
hook shape. The long line to right is also slanted to right and elongated and bent
a t the top.
: Always occurs with an inward bend in the middle of the left arm.
Ha
I medial : Always occurs as a slanted 'C'on the top of the letters.
CHART LINE 20
C . A.D. I50 Inscription of Vasi:!hiputra Pululnavi, Karle Variety
The general features noticed in the Nasik variety continue here also. But there appears to be still
lesser emphasis on geometrical shapes. Many show cursive varieties.
Distinct features are seen in the following :
Ka, ma and Ra : Have their tail ends curved up.
La
: Has the right vertical slanting inwards in contrast to the outward bend seen in
some earlier inscriptions.
CHART LINES 21-22
A.D. 196-225 ~ r Yujiia
i
Sdtakarni's inscriptions (Nasik No. 23, Kariheri Nos. 4, 14)
These inscriptions belonging to a time five decades after the inscriptions of Vasisthiputra Pu!umivi
have'most of the so called variant forms well systematised. The features may be analysed as follows.
(For the purpose the Nasik inscriptions datable to A.D. 203 has been taken into consideration mostly.
Slight variations noticeable in the Kanheri record may be made out from the Chart, Line 22).
(i) Generally the squarishness and regular geometrical shapes are lost now. Even in characters
having such a feature from the earliest times they have not been maintained. For
example :
U
: Does not remain a well-fashioned right angle.
E
: In one case, it looks like a bun.
Gha
: Neither the squarishness nor the equal size of the horizontal lines remains.
: The bottom line begins to appear with a bend.
No, Na
Tha
: Looks like a triangle with rounded corners.
Pa, Ba, Ha : A slight bend of the left arm is seen.
Ma and Va : The triangle bottom is not invariable; .though retained the corners are almost
rounded.
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(ii) Other notable features are :
A,Ka,Na,Ra : These letters with vertical lines are much elongated towards bottom and the end
bent to left, some show even a tendency to curl upwards.
: A small knot appears at the bottom instead of the horizontal line.
Kha
: Gets a pointed tip to left.
Cl~a
: The horizontal 8 remains but the vertical line now rises regularly from the left
Chha
circle. The central stroke variety disappears.
: Occurs more often with rounded back.
Ja
Ta
: Along with the semi-circular bottom type a new one having a knot at bottom
left makes its appearence.
Ya
: An arc with a central stroke becomes a common type, though-some earlier
types survive.
: The earlier form survives, but a type, with the verticals equalised add the bottom
So
left stroke to occur in line with the body, becomes common.
(iii) The method of adding medial signs and consonants continue but these features arc
regularised.
I medial : A thin elongated curve pressed like a tong is placed on top to open leftwards.
I medial : A three quarters circle placed on top to open rightwards.
U medial : This is very much elongated and bend leftwards at the tip.
CHART LINE 23
A.D. 257 Nasik inscription (No. I S ) of Abhira lsvarasena, Year 9
In the course of another five decades the letters have changed in their form slightly. A peculiarity
noticed in this inscription is the retaining of forms seen in Nahapana and VSsisthiputra's inscriptions,
like the triangular E, circular Tha and rectangular Pa. Further, the tails of A, Ka, Ra are still retained
with a slight bend only, though a little upward twist is seen in the letters of Sri Yajiia. So it appears this is
a variant script than the regular local Siitaviihana variety.
Still several previously unknown forms begin to make their appearance leading to the evolution of the
southern alphabet of 4th and 5th centuries A.D.
The following features are noteworthy :
Ka
: There is an indication that the upturning of the tail was already making its appearance.
Kha
: The bottom knot seen in the earlier days has now become sufficiently enlarged to the
shape of a triangle, and this has become the major part of the letters.
Gha
: The stem is much shortened.
Nu and Na : Both these appear regularly now with the bottom line slanted both ways.
Bha
: The stem is shortened; the lower part now attains hooked legs and double bend on back.
Ya
: Compared to the left half, the right portion of the letter has become smaller.
Va
: The vertical stem is much shortened.
Sa
: This appears with a straight or curved stroke on the right arm inside.
Sa
: A slight bend is sometimes seen in the bottom curve to left.
: The left arm appears with a bent back, the bottom line shows somewhat an upward
La
bend, the right arm is turned to left.
CHART LINES 24-25
Late 3rd century or Early 4th century A.D. Kanheri In~criptioriof MriQhari@rtra Sakasena (No. 29)
and the Shelarwadi inscriptions (Nos. I , 2).
These inscriptions which belong to the latest stage in the evolution of the script as far as the period
under our consideration is concerned show several distinctive features.
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One aspect that is generally recognisable is that the emphasis on squarishness is completely lost.
All letters generally appear in cursive forms.
The following features may be mentioned :
(i) Generally all letters with elongated lower verticals curl up towards left. (This feature which
had already appeared sporadically before is now standardised). e.g. Ka, Na, Ra and medial U.
(ii) Even the regular geometrical shaped letters of the earlier period show cursiveness.
U,70,(Nu), Dha, Ba.
(iii) The looped variety of Ta, the sickle shaped T a and Da are to be noted specially.
I t can be seen that these forms ultimately lead towards the southern variety of Deccan Briihmi.
EVALUATION O F PALAEOGRAPHY AS A CHRONOLOGICAL INDICATOR
The above analysis shows that there is continuous change in letter forms from time to time. While the
general letter styles are easily distinguishable in long spans, as between that of SZtakarni I and Nahapina,
in shorter spans of time it is not easy. The process of change follows a pattern. First a few letter
types appear as variants, along with the older forms. Than these variants thenlselves become established
as regular items. A few more variants appear and then they become regular, and thus continuity and
change are maintained. An idea of this process is of fundamental importance in attempting dating on
the basis of palaeography. As certain types of letters continue for a length of time, just on the basis of
occurrence of one or two letter-types of known date it will not be possible to date epigraphs to the
very date o r even very near that. At best, a span of time may be indicated for certain letter types.
But certain letter types which go out of vogue completely after a time, (like angular Ga and Ta) are
highly useful in determining the age of the inscriptions.
On the basis of 'tendencies', and particularly with the help of letters which are in the process of
change-the so called test letters-certain general sequence in large time-brackets can be built up.
Such a sequence too is not of absolute value when individual inscriptions are to be considered, unless
there is a regular verifiable data like that available for the 2nd century A.D. Even here, as noticed in the
case of differences in Nahaptina's inscriptions at Nasik, Karle and Junnar, there is likelihood of various
types appearing together. The cause for this, like the existence of regional sub-varieties, or the differences
(as often noticed in many cultures) between the traditions of metropolitan centres and rural areas are to
be taken note of. Further in a period witnessing alien culture influx, writing traditions of different areas
may appear here depending on the donor who is causal to the carving of records (and sometimes even
the scribes employed). A good instance to emphasise this fact is Abhira ISvarasena's inscription, in
which case a number of letter types of Nahapina's inscriptions appear, even though many of those types
had gone out of vogue in the Deccan proper in the intervening time.
Though these factors reduce the utility of palaeography as a firm aid to the building up of the
chronology of monuments, it can be used as a supporting evidence. However, when questions relating
to the placing of any inscription in longer time-brackets is to arise, palaeographical dating is certainly
useful. With this view in mind a general sequencz of epigraphs of the area becomes a desideratum.
CLASSIFICATION O F INSCRIPTIONS INTO EVOLUTIONARY GROUPS
Analysing the various inscriptions from Western Indian caves, they have been arranged in chronological groups in Chart 111. The method employed for the purpose can be made out from Chart 11,
wherein several undated inscriptions, not discussed above, have been included in the proper places on
the basis of letter-styles. For example, various inscriptions from Bhaja, Ajanta, etc., have been grouped
with Kanha's inscription (Nasik 22). They belong to a time later than ASoka for obvious reasons and
should be certainly earlier than Nanaghat 1 wherein variants have begun to occur, particularly in letters
like angular Go and Ta and many others. Similarly it can be seen that Nasik No. 19, found in the
chaitya hall at that place, bridges the gap between Nanaghat 1 and the earliest Karle inscriptions. It
can be seen that in Nasik No. 19 various froms of Nanaghat 1 type continue, but along with them
certain letters with the thickened head-mark and squarish types have begun to make their appearance.
Do of an intermediate type too appears there.
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Epochal dates for the various successive series have been provided with the help of dated
inscriptions. It is certainly impossible to lay stress on the veracity of these date brackets. They are
only to serve as aids for easy reference for the approximate chronological span to which the inscriptions
in question may belong. There is every likelihood of a few inscriptions in each group falling away by
two or three decades previously or succeeding to the terminal yean of the bracket.
Certain subtler divisions too have been made in the case of several inscriptions or in groups. For
example it can be seen from Chart I1 that the Karle inscriptions have been classified and shown in two
separate lines. An apparent direrence and possibly a stylistically developed stage can be recognised in
the second group when compared to the first. Such attempts have been done with regard to many
other inscriptions also in grouping them in sub-varieties of major groups. But, while there is a general
indication of succession, we do not insist upon suggesting any absolute chronological span for the subdivisions. The appearance of some earlier letter-types in later records as in the case of Abhira
Iivarasena's inscription forces one to be cautious. A general vagueness is apparent in palaeographical
style which, however, is caused by various circumstances; the continuation of earlier tradition by some
people (say older generation) or in a culturally backward region, and making their appearance along
with the newer ones, and such other factors cannot be ruled out. However, when the chronological
position of the sub-groups could also be substantiated by other evidences it appears it could be taken as
a certainty.
The succession of major groups, however, stand on logical basis and these could be generally used
as chronological indicators.
Charts I1 and I11 display the results of our palaeographical analysis. Chart I1 has been designed
in such a way as to illustrate mainly the palaeographical features of the important dated or datable
inscriptions from Western Indian caves. The inscriptions included not only provide an idea of the
letter-styles prevailing in chronologically successive dates, but also, to a certain extent, an idea of variant
palaeographical types prevailing a t the same time. The few undated inscriptions utilised for this chart
provide important link-forms of certain letters, thus facilitating the tracing of logical steps in palaeographical development.
Chart 111 presents the chronological positions of most of the inscriptions from Western Indian
caves. The positions of the individual incriptions have been determined by analysing their
palaeographical features and comparing with the features noticed in the dated inscriptions described
above.
As a result the various inscriptions have been grouped into seven epochal series. Sub-groups have
also been suggested, but we lay less emphasis on these. The major series have been organised as follows
(also see chart 111) :
SERIES
1 : C. 250 B.C.-175 B.C.
Inscriptions belonging palaeographically to a stage leading from the inscriptions of
ASoka towards the Nanaghat records. Typical varieties of letters are represented by
Nasik No. 22.
SERIES
11 : C. 175 B.C.-125 B.C.
Inscriptions belonging palaeographically to a stage from Nanaghat No. 1 upto Nasik
No. 20. Typical features of the series are represented by Nanaghat NO. 1.
SERIES 111 : C. 125 B.C.-60
B.C.
Inscriptions falling between Nasik No. 20 and Karle 4-1 1. Typical varieties are as in
Nasik No. 19.
SERIES IV : C. 60 B.C.-A.D.
100
Palaeographical stages leading from Karle Nos. 1-3 to the inscriptions of NahapPqa.
SERIES
V : C.A.D. 100-A.D. 180
Inscriptions of the time of NahapPna, Gautamiputra Sgtakarni and Visisthiputra
Pu!um2vi. (In this Series two variant types appear simultaneously. They are : ( a ) Kshatrapa
(or northern) variety, and (b) SBtavlhana (or southern) variety.
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VI : C. A.D. 180-A.D. 230
Inscriptions of the time of Sri Yajiia Siitakarpi and those palaeographically tending towards
the inscription of Abhira ISvarasena.
VII : A.D. post 230
Typical examples are provided by inscription of Abhira h a r a s e n a (Nasik No. l l ) ,
Madhariputra Sakasena (Kanheri No. 21) and the Shelarwadi records.
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placed to C. 120 B.C. A similar position exists even in eastern Deccan and southern parts of peninsular India. Compared to this, the situation in Western Deccan in somewhat better. (In Gujarat and Malwa Saka-K$atrapa inscriptions
dated in a known era begin to be available from the early part or the 2nd century A.D.).
9. Gopalachari 194 1.
10. The letters of the label-inscriptions and the bigger inscription bear slightly different features as to suggest a gap in
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p 67).
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indicating probably that they were still boys. It mav be noted further that while the plirci!lic account is fairly consistent
in giving the relationship of a ruler to his predecessor (as tarsutn/l, bhrdro, etc.), the accounts are silent in this regard in
the case or Purnctamga. They simply introduce him as toto rijci (Pargiter 1913. p. 39).
14. The inscriptions in the verandah are of later dates (Chart 11 and Appendix).
15. Upasak 1960; Dani 1963, p. 48.
16. There is no clue to the exact date but this well falls within his reign period C. 205-187 B.C. For further records too a
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dates are with reference to Table 2 (p. 23).
17. It has been pointed out by Biihler, Dani, etc. that this feature is the result of introduction of reed pen for writing.

Citapter V I

Architectural Analysis
Out of six hundred and odd monuments created during the period under discussion about one fourth
of them only are datable with the help of associated inscriptions. The other monuments require the
application of altogether different criteria for building up a chronological sequence for them.

METHODOLOGICAL ASPECTS
ART HISTORICAL METHOD O F STYLE-ANALYSIS
Style-analysis happens to be one of the important methods used by art-historians for chronological
reconstruction in the context of undated art-works. The theoretical basis of the method has been built
up by the study of well-dated series of art productions of certain regions (particularly Classical Art).
In simple terms, it is to trace the evolution of an art form from its initial simple way of depiction through
a series of increasingly sophisticated stages and possibly on to its devolution. It is also said that the
process of art evoltition takes place in three stages : I (1) The ardent and inspired embodiment of a great
idea, (2) the original inspiration tempered by increased knowledge and clearer appreciation of limitations,
and (3) the ebbing of inspiration and recourse to elaborate details. These stages are represented by art
works with : ( I ) strength and grandeur, (2) symmetry and (3) brilliant but somewhat disproportioned style.
It is possible to a certain extent to associate various monuments with the above mcntioned stages.
While this can serve as a guideline to a relative class-sequence of groups of monuments, when the individual monuments are taken for analysis and dating various difficulties arise. The niethod has more
limitations in the context of architecture. which happens to be an equally utilitarian art as it is a fine art.
Various factors-economic, social, religious, etc.-operate here and they too rzquire consideration. A
slightly different approach is called for.
UTILITY O F ARCHAEOLOGICAL METHODOLOGY
The abundance of varieties of architectural forms, members and motifs displayed by the Western
Indian rock-cut monuments can provide a good basis for building up a chronological frame-work. The
methods employed in the descipline of archaeology in the context of cultural assemblages of unknown
dates, viz. relative position of occurrence, technology and typology can as well be applied here fruitfully.
It will be seen from the paragraphs below that the archaeological methods too incorporate, to a certain
extent, the ideas adumbrated in the style-analysis methodology of art-history. The aini of both desciplines
is after all the same.
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Relarive posilior~sof cares
In many centres of rock-cut architecture the caves havc been cut in groups. Even though the
architects have taken care to hew neighbouring caves with sufficient space between the two, there are
several instances where they almost abut each other. Such cases are of great value in fixing up their
relative chronological position. For example, it can be seen in the Pandulena group at Nasik that an
attempt t o make a cell in cave 11 has damaged the wall of a cell of cave 10 which shows that cave 11
must have been made after 10 (Chapter VII). It is obvious that the fronts of caves were hewn first and
then the back portions and similarly from the evidences available in certain caves like Nasik 18, JunnarManmodi 2, etc., it can be made out that the cutting of the caves is commenced first at the top and,
usually finishing even the sculpture work at that level, the work proceded downwards. The recognition
of these aspects is an important element to decide the relative positions of making of various parts within
a cave. Several misconceptions relating to the association of certain typological forms as of the same
date just because they happen to be in the same cave, and various wrong deductions done thereon can
be easily avoided by the recognition of the relative positions of their occurrence and other circumstantial
data. The relation between the staircase and Yakso figure at the bottom and the upper carvings of the
facade, in the Cheriyagltara at Nasik is a good illustrative case (Chapter VII).
In many instances the architects themselves have realised the possible danger that may occur to
the neighbouring monument by the cutting of a cave with a set plan. There are instances where they
have changed the plan of the new excavation sacrificing beauty and symmetry. For example, the plan
of the fore-court of the chairyo hall at Kanheri is slanted rightwards by about 20' which gives somewhat
a n akward look (Fig. 39). But close observation there provides the clue that cave 4 was existing before
the making (or broadening) of the forecourt of cave 3. Instances of deviations in plan or design can
be cited from many other caves like Gautamiputra's Iena at Nasik and the great chaitya hall a t Bhaja
(Chapter VII). All such cases of deviations are useful in fixing up the relative ages of neighbouring caves
o r cave parts.
Technology
The technique involved in the making of caves appears to have remained the same throughout the
period under consideration. It is to select suitable rocks without much internal defects and hack the
rock with the help of picks and then dress the surface by chiselling.' This technique is hardly of any
chronological value.
The methods of finishing employed in Western Indian caves are somewhat useful in providing a
glimpse of the technological changes that appeared in course of time. A few of the cavesdisplay
polish, or, it would be better to say in the context of trap rock which does not take high polish, smoothening (e.g. Ajanta 10, Jivadan-Virar caves, some caves of Junnar-Tuljalena group). But most of the
caves have just rough finish. It is difficult to say whether the caves with the last feature too had painting
o r were left as such.
The evidences now available sho\v that plastering and painting were adopted generally in later
caves. There IS evidence in the Nasik inscription (No. 4) of A.D. 149 regarding the provision made
for the painting of Nasik 3 (Chilano-nimirtam). Many caves in Ganesh Pahar and Sivaneri groups at
.Junnar consisting of epigraphs palaeographically datable to 2nd and 3rd centurics A.D. contain plastered
walls and there are also traces of early painting. So it is likely that at least around the 2nd century
A.D. the practice of adorning caves with plaster and painting was prevalent. Recently, in cave
10 at Ajanta, an inscription (no. 2) assignable to palaeographical series IA written on the smooth wall
surface, but covered later by plaster has come to light. This possibly indicates that the walls of the
caves used to be s~noothenedin early times and somewhat later the practice of plastering and painting
over them came into vogue.
It may be noted that stone polishing (smoothening) had been well-developed in ASokan times. This
1s possibly indicative of the fact that this technique derived from the Mauryan craftsmen continued for
some more time in the Western Indian caves, and then disappeared gradually after the introduction of
plaster and paint.3
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So far as Konkan and Western Deccan region is concerned rock-cut architecture of the period is
a new innovation. Most of the art historians have recognised that the earliest rock-cut monuments
copy faithfully the contemporary architecture in wood. The general shape of the wooden buildings
and all details of wooden construction, even joints and fastenings, were faithfully reproduced in stone.
The pillars and door-jambs are shown with slight tilt, eventhough in the rock-cut monuments these
were not serving any more the technical pupose which their counterparts set in that way in the wooden
buildings had to serve. It appears the early craftsman who made these rock-monuments were workers
in wood as seen from the names mentioned in inscriptions ( V ~ d h a k i ) . The
~ technique in design and
fashioning in the early stages was necessarily that of carpentry. It is not unlikely that in the very early
stages an enclosure was just hewn and the appearance of a neat structure was obtained by freely
introducing various architectural members made of wood. A glimpse of a stage somewhat nearer to t h s
can be obtain-d from thc extant w ~ o d e nattachments in the chirya halls at Bhaja, Karle and Kondane,
as well as by a number of indications like socket holes, etc. seen in various other caves.
When we see nearly a thousand rock-cut monuments to have come up in a limited area as
Maharashtra in the course of about four to five centuries since its inception, we feel that rock-cut
architecture may have developed there to be an independent tradition gradually with its own specialised
craftsmen. The designers as well as workmen are likely to have become familixr with the new medium
they have adopted. In the later caves (those associated with the inscriptions of series IV onwards)
such extensive wood work as seen at Bhaja, Karle, etc., is hardly to be noticed. Though the general
features of appearance are retained to a certain extent many parts which were once used to be in wood
are fashioned in rock itself. The change in technique is evident. It is no more carpentry but regular
rock-cutting. Thus the progress in the process of achieving familiarity with the new medium itself is
a good technical aspect which could be of value for chronological reconstr~ction.~
The very fact that rock-cut architecture was a new element in Western India to begin with and that
it became established later is indicative of gradual progress in the technique of rock-cut architecture
in various other aspects too than just the emancipation from conventions of wooden architecture. In
the Indian sub-continent the earliest experiments in creating rock-cut monuments are seen in Magadha
(e.g. caves in Barabar hills) and it is most likely that the architectural tradition of that region provided
models to the early architects of Western India. But Western India is a region having a climatic
situation different from Magadha; the architectural productions of this region required slightly different
forms to suit to the heavy rainfall and hot summer conditions prevailing here. It appears the Western
Indian architects adopted their own formulae by making innovations like the verandahs, rough screen
walls in front and such other items. The introduction of these items appears to have taken place gradually
through continuous experiments. This process of architectural adjustments to suit local environments1
conditions is also of value for chronological reconstr~ction.~

TYPO~O~Y
The varieties of monuments, associated members and motifs can form a solid basis for tracing
the chronology and development of the monuments by the employment of typological classification
and analysis. The principle involved in this archaeological methodology is to classify the various items
into categories and sub-categories on the basis of their type-forms, and to consider the items of the same
type as belonging to the same age, provided they belong to a limited area and a unitary cultural
situation. In the context of rock-cut architecture, the rider involved in the enunciated principle is wellsatisfied as the area chosen happens to be a geo-cultural unit, and the cultural situation is singular
throughout, the monuments being made to serve as part of Buddhist monastic establishments. Theprinciple of synchronism of typological analogues could be applied here. The relative chronological
positions of these age-types can be worked out to a certain extent on the basis of evolutionary principleof simple forms developing into more complex varieties, or to be more precise, by recognising factors
causing typological variations like technological advancement, changes in socio-cultural demands and
taste.' It is also possible to cross-check and supplement the results of such typological sequences by
utilizing the other aids to chronology discussed in the preceding chapters.
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CLASSIFICATION OF ROCK-CUT MONUMENTS
Fergusson and Burgess, who first gave a systematic account of rock-cut architecture of the region,
suggested a classification of the Buddhist monuments into six types, viz. stupas, ornamental rails,
stambhas, chaityas, Vihiras and Pondhis ( ~ i c ) . ~In the rock-cut series, however, the first three varieties
d o not occur independently. Further, the abundant sub-varieties of monuments described by those
authors themselves show the inadequacy of their classifi~ation.~The terms chaitya and vihira too, to be
applied to the monuments for which they are intended by the above authors, are misnorners.'O
By recognising the differences in plan and purpose of the various kinds of monuments seen in the
rock-cut series, and by adopting the very names used for these in the contemporary inscriptions, these
may be classified into six groups viz. (1) Chetiyaghara, (2) Lena, (3) Mafapa, (4) Podhi, (5) Ksanaped/~ika
and (6) Kodhi.
These are further divisible typologically into the following types and varieties (Figs. 2-4; Chart IV).

I. CHETIYAGHARAS (FIG. 2)
Temples consisting of a hall or a cell with a stiipa, the object of worship.ll

A : HALL TYPE (CHAITYA HALLS) :
These consist of a large hall with a stiipa at the farther end and a large space in front for the
congregation.
i. Apsidal Variety
These have a rectangular hall in front and semi-circular apse at the back. The stGpa is
placed near the apse. The whole interior is divided into a nave and aisles by a colonnade
running parallel to the walls. Usually these are vault-roofed.
Good examples are Ajanta 10, Bhaja 12, Karle 8, Kondane 1, Kanheri 3, Nasik IS,
Pitalkhora 3, Junnar-Ganesh Pahar 6 and Manmodi 40 (uf) :
Noticeable sub-verieties in these are :
(a) with open front-e.g. Ajanta 10, Bhaja 12, Kondane 1, Pitalkhora 3,
(b) with stone-screen wall-e.g. Nasik 18,
(c) with stone screen wall and verandah-e.g. Bedsa 7, Junnar-Ganesh Pahar 6, Kanheri
3, Karle 8.
[Ajanta 9 and Aurangabad 4 are practically of the same type, except for the hall being
rectangular instead of having apsidal back.]
ii. Oblong Variety
The hall is usually plain, generally without pillars or partition and is flat-roofed. The sflipa
is placed at the farther end of the hall. Two subvarities are seen :
(a) without verandah-e.g. Kanheri 2c, 2d, 2e [Variant-Kondivite 91,
(h) with verandah-e.g. Junnar-Manlnodi 2, Ganesh Pahar 14, Sivaneri 2, 43, 56; Kuda 9,
1.5 and 2 1. [Variant : Junnar - Sivaneri 431.
iii. Circular Variety
The srcpa in the centre is surrounded by a circle of pillars.
Junnat-Tuljalena 3.

The roof is domed-e.g.

3 : CELL TYPE

These also contain stCpas but there will not be any space intended for the congregation.
The verandah is invariably absent.
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i. O b l ~ n gVariety

Small cel with flat roof.-e.g.

Junnar-Manmodi 25, Sivaneri 56; Mahad 15 and 21.

ii. Circular Voriety
Small cell with domical or flat roof.-e.g.
[Variants-Bhaja 24, Kanheri 361

Bedsa 3, Bhaja 26, Kanheri 4

C : CELL, HALL AND VERANDAH TYPE
A cell housing a sttipa at the back, a hall in the middle and a verandah in front.

AI~
rectangular and flat roofed.
Kuda 1 is the only clear example.
Practically Ie!la-cum-che~iyaghara varieties (see lena Type B (iv) below) too belong to this
tY Pe.

D : ABERRANT TYPES
Bhiija 19, Kondivita 9. Pitalkhora 10-13.
11. LENAS

Thesc are dwellings for monks. Generally all these are flat-roofed.l2
A : SINGLE CELL TYPE

i. Simple Cell Variety
(a) With open front. This looks like a large recess without front wall or door-way e.g.
Jivadan-Virar 1-5, Junnar-Tilljalena 1, 6-7, 9-1 1, etc.
(b) With front wall provided with a door-way e.g. Bedsa 12, Bhaja 23, Junnar-Sivaneri, 7, 12,
16.
ii. Cell and verondah aariery
The cell is set behind an oblong verandah. The verandah is usually open and may or may
not have pillars in front,
e.g. Junnar-Manmodi 8, 17, 18, 20, 24, 46, 47; Ganesh Pahar 3, 4, 25, 29, 31,33a-b; Sivaneri
1, 3, 5, 11, 20, 21, 33, 38, 47, 50, 57, 65, 68; Kanheri 47, 60; Mahad 2, 3, 7, 11, 12, 14, 22,
23, 25; Nasik 8, 12, 22; Kuda 1l a , 12-14, 20, 25-27.
iii. Cell, hall ond verondoh variety
The cell is placed behind or on a side of a square or oblong halllcell with a narrow verandah
in front,
c.g. Junnar-Manmodi 44; Sivaneri 15; Kanheri 13, 16, 21, 22, 26, 32, 33, 35, 40, 42, 49, 54,
56-59, 61-66, 68, 71, 73-82, 88, 91, 93-96, 98-100; Mahad 4, 9, 10, 13, 16, 18, 19, 26-28;
Kuda 10, 16-18, 23, 24.
iv. Cell, holl anti recess voriety
(a) A cell and a recess are set behind or a side of an oblong or square hall with open front.
e.g. Junnar-Ganesh Pahar 24, 26, 28; Kuda 29, etc.
(b) The cell and recess are set behind or a side of an oblong or square hall with a verandeh
in front.
e.g. Junnar-Ganesh Pahar 1, 2, 8, 10, 12, 13, 17, 18; Nasik 11, etc.
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B : MULTIPLE CELL TYPE
i. Cells and ~ r r a n d a hvariety
Cells set in a row behind an oblong verandah. The verandahs have a line of pillars in front
e.g. Junner-Manmodi 1, 9, 19, 27-30, 32, 43, 45; Sivaneri 4, 10, 34, 35; Kondane 5-7; Mahad 24;
Nasik 2, 5, 13, 14, 24; Kuda 5.
ii. Cells and hall variety
The cells are usually cut in one o r more than one side of a square or oblong hall
e.g. Ajanta 8, 12, 13, 15a; Bhaja 8 (11, 13, 14), 15, 16, 18; Junnar-Tuljalena 2.
iii. Cells, hall and verarldali variety
(a) The cells are cut in one or two sides of the square/oblong hall as in ii but there will be a
verandah in front,
e.g. Bhaja 8, 9, 10; Junnar-Manmodi 21, 38, 39; Sivaneri 26, etc.
(b) The cells are cut in all the three sides of the squareloblong hall and the verandah is present
in front,
c.g. Nasik 3, 10; Junnar-Ganesh Pahar 7, etc.
iv. Cells, Irall, ~vraridalrand shrine variety
This is substantially of the type of (iii), but a shrine chamber is added at the centre of the back
wall of the hall.
e.g. Mahad 8; Shelarwadi 8.

C : ABERRANT TYPES
i.

Cells around an apsidal hall,
e.g. Bedsa 11.
ii. Cells or hall with vaulted roof,
e.g. Bhaja 22, Pitalkhora 4.
111. MATAPAS (FIG. 4)
Simple halls provided with benches or without it and/or verandah (Upa!hana, Ma!apa, Bllojana
Malapa). All are flat-roofed.13
A : SIMPLE HALLS WITHOUT BENCH (Upa!hana)
i.

With verandah,
e.g. Junnar-Ganesh Pahar 9, Sivaneri 6 (uf), 8, 37, (55) [Varient : Mahad 51.

ii.

Without verandah
e.g. Bhaja 2, Junnar-Sivaneri 19, 29, 30. [Varient : Nasik 211

B : SIMPLE HALLS WITH BENCH ALONG BACK AND/OR SIDEIS
i. With verandah
e.g. Junnar-Manmodi 3, (16), (33); Ganesh Pahar 19; Sivaneri 24, 49: Kanheri 83, 101; Kuda 4.
[Varient : Sivaneri 181
ii. Wirliorrt verarzdah
e.g. Bedsa 15; Bhaja 3; Junnar-Tuljalena 17; Manmodi 7; Sivaneri 14, 23, 25, 64, 67; Kanheri 26,
14. [Variant : Knnheri 53, 70)
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IV. POQHIS
Water cisterns.14
These are subterranean cavities of sufficiently large size meant to store water. Usually they have a
small square mouth at the top. With the help of narrow groove-channels rain w a t a is led into these.
The water thus collected serves for the summer season.

A : PANIYA PODHIS
Drinking water cisterns.
Many of the caves have one or two podhis in front of them. Sometimes these are seen independently
too. Two sub varieties may be mentioned.
i. Cisterns irz tlte open
These are just made on a flat open surface in front or near the Ienas and by the side of pathways.
There are examples of this variety available in almost every monastery.
ii. Cisterns under reces5
The mouth of the cistern will have been made on the floor of a rectangular recess. The
location of these is similar to categop (i).

D : S A N K N A PODHIS
Bathing cisterns. Cisterns of this type are rare.
e.g. Jaunnar-Manmodi 14a, Kuda 14 x.

V. ASANAPEDHIKAS (PLS. 1 18, 127)
Simple rock-cut b e n c h e s . l V h e s e are seen sometimes cut along the forecourts of caves and independently too.
Generally these are about 1.5 to 2 rn long 40 to 50 cm broad and about 75 cm high. The back is
usually sloped slightly. The arm-rest too is seen a t either end sometimes. In a few instances a small
circular tub is made on the seat in the middle. The examples come mostly from Kanheri.
Vl.

KODHIS

Recesses hewn into the rock.16 These are generally small about 1 to 1.25 m broad, 30 to 50 cm deep
and 1 to 1.5 m high. The purpose of these is not easy to make out. These could have been just 'viewseats' or may have been meant to place an object of worship.
This typological classification of monastic rock-cut n~onumentsillustrates the \vide range of varieties.
With the help of the typological differences displayed by the various items it is possible to recognise
gradual increase in sophistication and use of better techniques in design and execution and a chronological scheme can be built up. However, this being one of the major aims of the present work and as it
has to be done with the help of various other data too, its consideration shall be taken up at a later stage
(Chapter VII).
For the present mention may be made of typological varieties of podhis which do not have any
accessory items. Among the two varieties of Priniyapodhi, those with recess appear to belong to a later
developmental stage than those without them. In fact most of the leno.~consisting of inscriptions of the
i
later have podhis of A (ii) variety. But this need not mean that A (i)
time of Gautalniputra ~ i t a k a r n and
variety went out of vogue completely. Our evidence detailed elsewhere points out otherwise.
TYPOLOGY 01: ARCHITECTURAL MEMBERS AND DECORATIVE MOTIFS
Apart from the major types, the associated architectural members and decorative motifs may also be
isolated and studied on the typological basis individually.
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In the cave groups examined in the present work there are 86 stripa~. The majority of them are to
be seen as main objects of worship in the chetiyaghara~and some are cut in relief in the walls of Ienas
(Many decorative ~rGpasalso occur but these have not been taken into account here).
The full fledged stlipa varieties consists of four parts-drum, dome, capital and umbrella. The
relative proportion of the dimeusions of these different parts in individual stlipas often reveal some
principle or the other. But no standardised formula can be arrived at for a group or class of stlipas.
Similarly it is not easy to make out any logical groups on the basis of other associated elements like
the presence or absence of the socle, the ~vdikdbands, the forms of the harnlikri, and for that matter
even the shapes of the different parts of the sttipa. It looks as though every srupa forms a
type by itself. In this context Dehcjia (1972, pp. 76-77) has remarked that, "The detailed
tabulation of various srlipa elements reveals that the different factors do not appear to have
been standardised. There is no consistency in the occurrence of single, as opposed to a double
d r ~ ~ or
m ,in the absence or presence of vediki bands." She adds that even though the proportion of the
drum to the ayda is said to be of some chronological significance "with regard to the early Buddhist
caves, we are on rather uncertain grounds in trying to obtain a sequence on the basis of the form of the
srtipa."

The situation is not so hopeless as it looks t o be, if the problem is viewed in the proper context.
It can be seen that the srri,oas which have broad drums occur in caves having very broad naves (Ajanta
10, Karle c h a i t ~ ~hall,
a
Kanheri 3 ) , whereas the tall stGpas with lesser base diameters are to be seen in
clte~i~~agharas
with comparatively narrower naves but with greater roof height (Bedsa 7, Nasik 18).
The stlipas are made within the caves almost as one of the architectural components and hence their
dimensions were to be in harmony with the architecture of the particular caves. Under this curcumstance, if any chronological sequence of stlipa~is to be made out it would be based more on architectural
chronology than on iconometric formulae.
But there are other criteria. The original models for the srtipas were those raised in brick and stone.
The well-preserved early stlipas at Sanchi and elsewhere show that the drum and the dome were constructed solidly and the capital and umbrella were later added as separate pieces in stone. 'The forms of the
latter two items happen to be copies of wooden models (for example the llarrilikci of the Sanchi st0pa).
SO it can be presumed that originally these parts were in wood only. When such sttipas were to be
copied in the rock-cut monuments of Western India it is natural to expect the drum and the dome cut
in stone and the rest added with wooden items. Such examples still survive in the fine wooden umbrella
adorning the stlipa in the Karle chui~yahall, and the wooden staff rising above the slLipa in the cllaitya
hall at Bedsa. With the familiarity gained with the new rock medium it is likely that the sculptors
realised that the wooden additions could be replaced by stone-cut members thenlselves. This process can
provide a basis for classification and chronology.
It can be seen from the illustrations of s/Gpas (Figs. 5-8) and Table 5, (p. 74) that there are some
stzipas with drum and dome only cut in stone, some with the l~arrnikdalso in addition and some include
the stone umbrella too. These possibly indicate the successive stages of better adaptation to stone
medium. With this criterion the srzipas in Western Indian caves can be classified as follows :
A. Stzipas with drum and dome only in stone.
B. Sftipas with drum, d o ~ n eand karriiikci in stone.
C. Stgpas with drum, dome, harri~iltdand inverted stepped pyramidal capital in stone.
D. Sttipas with drum, dome, Irarrilikd, inverted s~eppedpyramidal capital and umbrella in stone.
Various other elements associated with the srlipas like the presence or absence of socle, vedikd
decoration on drum etc., provide indications for further classification.
A

STUPAS WITH STONE DRUM AND DOME ONLY (FIG. 5 and PLS. 22, 56, 93)

This type can bc recognised in the srzipas in Bhaja 16, Bedsa 3, Junnar-Tuljalena 3, Kondivite 9,
and Kanheri 2e. It can be seen that slzipas in Bhaja 26, Kanheri 2e, and Junnar-Tuljalena 3, are very
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plain types. All others have a decorative vedikd band at the brim of the drum. The srripa in Bedsa 3
stands out separately with an inward slant of the drum wall. In fact all these ~tlipashad the harnlikd
and chharra in wood, as can be made out from the sockets on the top of the dome. It is not unlikely
that the vedikd band which occurs as a common decoration in most of the sttipas were to be seen in these
srlipas too either in paint or stucco. If the sflipas with vedikd decoration cut in stone are to be
considered as further improvement in stone cutting it is possible to recognise another successive stage
within the first group. The srlipas with slanting sides of the drum is possibly due to a change that
had taken place in the brick and mortar constructions of the age and hence probably belong to a
later stage."
B.

STOPAS WITH STONE DRUM, DOME AND HARMIKA (FIGS. 6 (1-2) and PLS. 38. 95)

The srlipas in Bhaja 12 and Kanheri 3 are the only examples of this type available in the chairyo
halls. The Bhaja srlipa is quite interesting in displaying a stage in technical advancement. Practically
this has the features of the stlipas in Junnar-Tuljaleoa 3 and Kanheri 2 e. The only addition is the stone
harmikd. This harmikd too is not a part of the monolithic stripa, but is of a separate stone slightly
different in composition and is placed above the dome. For that matter instead of placing a seperate
wooden harmikd as was being done previously, a stone one has been used here. Thus this harmikd is
possibly the earliest known in Western Indian caves. It is square, has the vedikd decoration in two
stages one above the other wrought on its four sides. On the top surface of the harnlikd is a square
depression and a deep circular hole in the centre. It is likely that originally the hole was meant to fix
the stave of the wooden umbrella and the square depression was to keep in position the inverted
pyramidal capital (of the type seen in Type C) which may have been in wood. The harnlikd of the big
sfripa in the Kanheri chaitya hall is broken, but the extant part shows that it is part of the monolithic
.\tlipa. Amongst the two, the stlipa in Bhaja 12 can be considered as earlier in date than the one in
Kanheri 3.
C.

STOPAS WITH STONE DRUM, DOME, HARMIKA AND INVERTED STEPPED PYRAMIDAL CAPITAL (FIG. 6 (3-5) and PLS. 8, 12, 24, 72, 129, 193)

The third type is characterised by the inverted pyramidal capital made of square plates of successively
increasing dimension placed on the top of the harmikd. This element appears now as part of the
monolithic sftipa. There are eight examples in the main chairya halls, viz. in Ajanta 9 and 10.
Aurangabad 4, Bedsa 7, Junnar-Ganesh Pahar 6, Karle chaitya hall, Kondane I, and Nasik 18.
In this group too successive stages can be recognised on the basis of increased sophistication found
in them. Sub-varieties can be recognised with the help of various features. Leaving Kondane in which
the capital is much damaged, the stllpo in Ajanta 10 and Aurangabad 4 have only three steps in the
square pyramid where as all others have five except Karle which has seven steps. The stlipa in Ajanta
10 does not have the vediki decoration. Even though the stripa in Aurangabad 4 does not have the
ijedikd band, there is already the idea of introducing that decoration. A large undecorated band
surrounds the brim of the drum there. The Kondane srlipa has (or had) a vedikd band at the brim
and this feature becomes common to most of the other srlipas. Among the stlipas with vedikd bands on
the drum, those in Bedsa 7 and Karle cliaitya hall have 3 and 2 bands respectively. The stlipa in
Junnar-Ganesh Pahar 6 has in addition to the redikd band a line of square knobs below that-a feature
which becomes common in the srGpas of Type D.
It appears, the shapes of the dome, the height and number of stages in the drum, the dimensions
and other features had not been standardised and the forms of these depended on the size and form of the
monument in which they were located. The decoration of the capital too does not show any principle.
All the stlipas had the umbrella in wood. The remnants found in Bedsa and Karle have already been,
referred to. In others, socket holes are usually seen in the centre or the top flat slab.
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D.

STOPAS WITH STONE DRUM, DOME, HARMIKA, INVERTED STEPPED PYRAMIDAL
CAPITAL AND UMBRELLA (FIG. 7 and PLS. 74, 89, 92, 103)

The stlipas of this type are all of a standardised form, probably achieved after continuous
experiments in the previous stages. All these are to be seen in low roofed chetiyagharas and have the
drum, dome, harmikci, capital as well as the umbrella cut in stone. The drums show upward tapering
and the domes are invariably bulbous with incurved sides looking almost like 2/3rd part of a sphere
placed above the flat drum. The socle and vedikd band o n drum too are common. The harmikd has
only one panel of sedikd decoration. It is extremely difficult to make out chronologically placeable subtypes amongst these.
Thus the sttipas in Western Indian cketiyagharas can be classified as follows (Figs. 5-8) :
Type A : STOPAS WITH DRUM AND T H E DOME, ONLY CUT IN STONE

i. With no decoration
e.g. Bhaja 26, Kanheri 2e, Tuljalena 3.
ii. Wit11~ r d i k ddecoration on the drum
e.g. Kondivite 9.
iii. With vedikd decoration and tapering drum
e.g. Bedsa 3.
Type B : STOPAS WITH DRUM, DOME AND

HARMIKA
CUT IN STONE

i. With the harrnikd made in separate stone and inserted
e.g. Bhaja 12.
ii. With the harmikd cut together with the drum and dome
e.g. Kanheri 3.
Tvpe C : STOPAS W I r H DRUM, DOME, HARMIKK AND T H E INVERTED STEPPED SQUARE
PYRAMIDAL CAPITAL CUT IN STO,VE

i. With inverted square pyramid of 3 or 4 steps.
(a) Without vedikd decoration
e.g. Ajanta 10.
(b) With a plain band around the brim of drum
e.g. Aurangabad 4.
(c) With vedikri decoration
e.g. Kondane 1.
ii. With inserted square pyramid of 5 or more steps.
(a) With no vedikli decoration
e.g. Ajanta 9.
(b) With vedikB decoration
e.g. Nasik 18, Bedsa 7, Karle chair~jahall, Junnar-Ganesh Pahar 6.
Type D : STOPAS H71TN DRUM. DO ME, HA RMIKti, INVERTED STEPPED PYRAMIDAL CAPIT A L AND ALSO THE UA4BRELLA CUT IN STONE

These are often seen with slight upward sloping of drum.
e.g. Junnar-Ganesh Pahar 14, Sivaneri 43, Kanheri 2c, 4 and 36.
The succession of typological varieties noted above, as already stated, is indicated by gradual employment of stone replacing the wooden items. It can be made out that types A i, A ii and B are simple
ones and possibly belong to a very early date and Type D represents a well-developed standardised
variety. But the slanting of the drum seen in A iii is a feature well associated with the sttipas of Type
D. It is to be placed possibly to somewhat later date than the others, nearer to the latter. Type C ii,
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iii and iv have many minor variations and it is difficult to recognise any chronological scheme for them.
(Table 5 on p. 74 provides a picture of the situation relating to the use of minor elements).
The palaeographical date from the inscriptions associable with the st$as roughly confirm the above
succession and also provide hint to the epochal dates for the use of various types as follows :
Stiipa Type
BiandCia
Cic
C ii b
A iii
D

Polaeographical Series
IA
IB
111, IV, v
IV
VI, VlI
Associated inscriptions are not available for A i, A ii,
stylistic sequence may be of help in these cases.

B ii, C i b and C ii a, but the above cited

PILLARS (Figs. 9-10)
The pillar types found in Western Indian caves appear to serve as consistent chronological
indicators. On typological and other grounds the varieties can be considered as typofossils regular to
certain periods of time. The use of the same variety of pillar in different monuments often indicates, if
not contemporaneity of such monuments, their proximity in age, particularly when compared to the
architectural works consisting of altogether different types of pillars.
The pillar types fall into five groups :
Type A : Octagonal pillars without base or capital.
Type B : Hexagonal pillars with one of the faces projected l o front.
Type C : Square pillars with their anises cut in the middle 113 part.
Type D : Pillars with octagonal shaft with ornamental pot-base and/or pot- or bell-shaped capitals.
Type E : Simple octagonal pillars with square base but no capitals.
Further typological sub-varieties too can be recognised in the above.
A. OCTAGONAL PILLARS WITHOUT BASE OR CAPITAL (FIG.9 (I))
If tall trunks of trees are to be converted to a pleasing geometrical shape the octagonal form is the
easiest one. The circular curvature can be sawed off vertically without much reduction of the size
and strength of the tree trunks. The tapering noticed in the pillars is also explained by this. So these
octagonal pillars bereft of any attempt towards sophistication may b: considered to be the earliest
types too.
Pillars of this type are seen used exclusivaly in Ajanta 10, Bhaja 12, Junnar-Tuljalega 3, Kondane 1,
and Pitalkhora 3 (Pls. 12, 38, 61, 202). All these are large chaitya halls with vault roofs. In order to
neutralise the outward thrust of the curved roof, the pillars are seen set at an angle. This rake is a
significant item which displays technological simplicity, wherein the features of wooden architecture have
been copied faithfully in stone. This aspect too indicates an early date for the pillar type. The
contention is further confirmed by palaeographical evidence. All the available inscriptions associable
with the caves of the type i.e. Pitalkhora Nos. 1 and 2, Ajanta Nos. 1, 2 and 3 and Kondane No. 1
belong to series I which could be dated to late 3rd and early 2nd century B.C. (Chart 111).
The use of this pillar type continuedeven further. But in these both the taper and rake are much
reduced or almost absent, which indicates a tendency towards eschewing features of wooden architecture
which are unnecessary in the rock medium. The pillars of this stage, are noticeable in the interior of
Ajanta 9 and Bedsa 7 (Pls. 8, 9, 24) and in the apsidal portion of Kanheri 3, Karle chaitya hall and
Junnar-Ganesh Pahar 6 (Pls. 72, 129). These too are vault-roofed chaifya halls. In all these however, the
octagonal pillars are used in the interior only. Pillars of other types too occur along with them. Thus
at Ajanta 9, a pair of hexagonal pillars with a face projected to a side (type B) and another pair of pillars
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of type C have been used in the front part of the pillar line inside the chaitya hall. At Bedsa too a
similar feature is present. Besides, the pillars in the verandah in that cave are of Type D. In the Karle
chaitya hall, Kanheri 3 and Junnar-Ganesh Pahar 6 the octagonal columns are set only a t the back, while
the pillars o n either side of the nave are of Type D. These details provide a further chronolgical clue
with reference t o the use of pillars of Type A. So pillar Type A can be subdivided on the basis of
changes of their form and employment as follows :
A. i. Octagonal columns with recognizable
Used exclusively as the only type in the early
tapering and rake
group of clraitya halls.
ii. Octagonal columns with less rake and
Continues to be the main pillar type in chaifga
tapering
halls, but pillars of Type B and C occur in the
frout line.
...
111. Octagonal pillars with no rake or
Used only in the apsidal end of the colonnade
ta~ering
inside cl~rtiyagharas. Pillars of Type D also
occur alongside."

B. OCTAGONAL O R HEXAGONAL PILLARS WITH ONE FACE PROJECTED (FIG. 9 (2))
These are used as only subsidiary pillars to be the front most pair of the colonnade inside the
chaitya halls where otherwise pillar type A is the general variety employed. Pillars of this type have been
noticed in Ajanta 9, Nasik 18, Bedsa 7 and the Karle chaitya hall.
Inscriptions (wherever present) found in the above belong to palaeographical series 111.
C. SQUARE PILLARS WITH TiIEIR ARRISES CUT IN THE MIDDLE (FIG. 9(3) and PLS. 10, 50,
55, 195)
While the pillars of Type A are to be seen in the large vault-roofed chaitya halls, these pillars of
square cross section having the arrises cut in the middle part appear to have been made use of generally
in smaller flat-roofed fenas too. Usually the pillars are slender and are closely set to carry beams supporting the flat roof. The pillar form is simple in design, and appears to have been copied from wooden
models in which the logs are just sawed longitudinally four times to take off the curvilinear outer portions
leaving the core with square cross section. Understandably, the sharp corners of such pillars are chamfered
vertically in the middle, at a level likely to hurt the shoulders of the people moving around. This pillar
type was in use in early times only, and occurs in the verandahs of Nasik 19 (Kanha's lena) and Bhaja
22 (New Vihara). This has been employed for subsidiary columns along with Type A ii in Ajanta 9 as
stated above, and for the pilasters in front of the same cave (PI. 7). Though no pillar has survived
completely, it will be shown that the pillars of Kondane 2, i.e. the Ie!ia adjoining the chaitya hall at that
place, are also of the same type. Pillar type C can be considered as a distinctive feature appearing in
caves belonging to a period around the time of Kanha (205-183 B.C.).

D. PILLARS WITH OCTAGONAL SHAFT POT-BASE AND POT-CAPITALS (FIG. 10)
The pillars of this type are prolific in occurrence and are seen both in the chefiyagharas and letia~.
The essential features consist of pot-shaped base raised on a stepped square pyramid, octagonal shaft
(rarely hexagonal) and a capital consisting of a pot/bell surmounted by an inverted stepped square
pyramid carrying animal figures. There are many subvarieties too.
This pillar type appears to be a form created with an eye towards greater ornamentation. This
is much different from the simple varieties of types A, B and C and its direct evolution from the local
forms is unlikely. But exactly analogous forms or prototypes are not easy to be located in other
region too. This variety appears to have been developed by a combination of varied types prevalent
here, by combining with them certain features drawn from elsewhere. The idea of pot-base may have
been borrowed from the practice seen in large buildings of early times wherein pillars are raised o n
stone bases, as known from the Mauryan pillared hall at Pataliputra.lg The idea of the capital is
distinctly traceable t o the Persepolitan and AJokan pillar capitals.
The clue for the fact that earlier Mauryan 'Persepolitan' forms began to be adopted to the local
architectural fabric appears from a n instance in Pitalkhora 4. There the bell-crrlrl-animal capital i s
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introduced on the pilasters copying pillar type C. Further, in Bhaja 22 and the relief decoration on the
facade of cave 18 or Nasik the same types of capitals are seen on shafts of octagonal shape (i.e. of
pillar type A) (PI. 194). But later, it appears the finer varieties of type D were evolved after sufficient
experiment, which was probably being done in contemporary brick architecture." A chrono-typological
succession of sub-varieties of type D pillars may be postulated, starting the series from Mauryan capital
types.
After an initial experiment to introduce the bell and animal capital of the Mauryan 'Persepolitan'
type
- - on the pilasters of square type, the use of octagonal shaft for the pillar type was standardised
finally. The capitals, however, show changes. Probably the earliest varieties are those which still retain
the essential characteristics of the Mauryan type viz., the bell-shaped member surmounted successively
by a thin neck, the abacus, and the animal sculptures. Such a pillar type was first attempted in the
annexe to the 'New Vihara' i.e. Cave 22, at Bhaja (PI. 52).'' Very grand pillars of the type, however, are
to be reen in the verandah of the Chaitya hall at Bedsa (PIS. 23, 25, Fig. 10, D ii). Here the 'bell' part is
still of the ASokan variety. The petals on its surface are well depicted. The neck above, however, is
of the arnolaka-shape and is set inside a square box-frame. The abacus is an inverted square pyramid
consisting of four steps. Instead of the simple animal sculptures, there are animals carrying female
riders. The changes wrought in the shape of the abacus and sculptures above it are probably results
of experiments towards sophistication done through a distance of time between the ASokan pillars and
the present ones.
The next stage is represented by examples having the 'bell' with similar incurve,.but the petals being
shown roughly with just ridges. Examples of this type are available in the chaitya hall at Karle (Fig. 10,
D iii; PI. 131).
In the succeeding stage the 'bell' shape with distinct incurve is maintained but the petal markings are
discarded. The surface of the bell is completely smooth and looks like a pot with prominent everted rim.
This stage is well seen in Nasik 10 (Fig. 10, D iv; Pls. 184, 185).
In the next stage even the prominent incurve is lost and the bell becomes rounded achieving the shape
of a globular pot with constricted neck and everted rim. Examples occur in Nasik 9, Junnar-Ganesh
Pahar 6, etc. (Fig. 10. D v; Pls. 72, 96, 182).
The last stage is represented by pillars with pot-capitals surmounted by a inverted stepped square
pyramidal member, but with no animal sculptures. The pillars of this variety are seen in Junnar-Manmodi
1, 2 etc. (Fig 10, D vi; Pls. 65, 82, 157).
Even in the representation of the animals a gradual decrease in their size and modification in the
mode of presentation can be noted. By the end stage the animals are represented as relief sculptures
over the beam resting on the inverted pyramidal abacus as in Nasik 9, Junnar-Ganesh pahar 6, 7 e t ~ . ~ z
(Pls. 71, 73). This is in contrast to the Bedsa variety where the animal and rider sculptures are shown
prominently almost in high relief. The transitional stages from the Bedsa types to the types seen in
Nasik 9 etc. may provide a clue for relative chronology.
The pot-base with the stepped square pyramidal support appears to occur through almost all the
stages mentioned previously. But in the latest stages, the pillars are often seen without any ornamental
base in cases where the shafts directly rise from a bench (e.g. Nasih 3, PI. 178). Probably the earliest
attempt to introduce pot-base to the octagonal shaft is to be seen in the pillars inside the unfinished chaitya hall Nasik 18 (Fig. 10, Di, PI. 193).
This analysis facilitates the grouping of Type D pillars into the follow in^ sub-varieties (Fig. 10).

TYPED
i. With octagonal shaft and pot-base only
(e.g. Nasik 18).
ii. With base similar to i but having elaborate capital of the 'bell' shape with prominent incurve
and marked with petals and surmo~nted by the inverted steppedpyramidal momber and the
animal sculptures.
(e.g. Verandah pillars in Bedsa 7).
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iii. With similar feature: as ii, but having o 'bell' type with the petal markings replaced by broad
bands seperated by ridge.
(e.g. Pillars in the Karle chaitya hall).
iv. Sirnilar to iii, but with 110 ridges on the 'bell'. This looks now like a pot with broad neck and
everted rim.
(e.g. Nasik 10).
v. a. Withfeatures siniilar to iv, but the 'bell' of the capital looks like a globular pot wirh everted
rim. The anintalfigures (which were forming part of the capital/or~nerly)are rlow depicted
as reliefs set in line on the beam carried by these pillars.
(e.g. Junnar-Ganesh Pahar 6 , Nasik 9).
b. Of the same type as va but the pot base is absent. The pillars uscrally rise from low
benchs.
(e.g. Junnar-Ganesh Pahar 7).
vi. a. 'Pot' capital similar to v but with no animal sculptures.
(e.g. Junnar-Manmodi 1).
b. 0f the same type as vi a, but the pot base is absent.
(e.g. Junnar-Manmodi 2).
One of the pillars with pot-base ( D i type) in Nasik cave IS bears an inscription of Series 111. D ii
and D iii varieties a t Bedsa and Karle chaifya halls are associated respectively with the inscriptions of
Series I11 & IV A. Subsequently, however, there appears t o be some overlap in the occurrence of
typological varieties. D iv variety well desplayed in the Nahapana's cave (10) at Nasik is securely dated
to C. A.D. 120. D va seen in Junnar-Ganesh Pahar 6 too is datable to the stage of palaeographical
Series V A and there is another instance in Nasik 2 where it is associated with an inscription of
A.D. 136 in the reign of VBsisthiputra Pulumrivi. D v b is seen in Nasik 3 of the time of Gautamiputra
Sfitakarni. The D vi variety without the animal sculptures on the capital appears to start at a time
slightly later than those of D v. There is some indication in Junnar-Ganesh Pahar 14, in which this
type could be associated with palaeographical series Vb. The instance at Kuda 9 also appears to suggest
i
Sitakarni and later, as in Nasik 20.
the same. This type continued during the time of ~ r Yajiia
There is one instance where there is evidence for the continuation of this type in a chaitya hall even in
the late 3rd century A.D., being in association with palaeographical Series VII (Junnar Sivaneri cave 43).
A variant of this type, viz. D vib, is noticed at the Ambivale lena (PI. 20) and there the palaeographical association is that of Series VII.

E. SIMPLE OCTAGONAL PILLARS WITH SQUARE BASE, BUT NO CAPITAL: (FIG. 9(4) and PLs.
100, 109, 110, 112, 150, 161, 164).
These pillars with simple short octagonal (rarely hexagonal) shaft with their lower part square in
cross section are seen in the lenas only. They rise straight from the base or generally from the backed
benches in the verandah (e.g. Kanheri 32, 49, 54, 88, 101, etc., Mahad 2-3, 16-19; Nasik 5, 6, 8, etc.).
The inscriptions seen in the caves with this pillar type are all of Series VI and VII. The type, thus
appears to have been in vogue in the last phase of rock-cut architecture under consideration.
The use of varions pillar types and sub-types in different times as indicated by palaeographical series
are shown in the accompanying Table 6.

ROOF TYPES (Fig. 11)
Understandably, due to the nature of rock-cut monuments of the times it is possible to make out
the interior forms (ceiling) of the roofs only. There are only two varieties of ceilings, flat and vaultshaped. The vaulted ceiling however, is a variety best suited for wooden architecture. It appears, in the
earliest times, this form was blindly copied in some monuments along with the use of wooden members
themselves and later with the experience gained in working in the rock medium this was given up.
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TABLE6
PILLAR TYPES AND ASSOCIATED INSCRIPTIONAL SERIES
Type

Series

Ai
A ii
A iii
B
C
Di
D ii

IA
IB
111, IV, VA
111
IB
111
Ill

Type

Series

--

D iii
D iv
D va
D vb
D via
D vib
E

IV
VA
VA, VB
VB
VB, VI (VII)
VII
VI, VII

The extensive use of wood is in evidence in the large vault-roofed chetiyogharas at Bhaja, Karle.
Kondane, etc., and is almost avoided completely in examples like Junnar-Ganesh Pahar 6. The forms of
the roofs of nave and aisles-ither
vault, quadrantal or flat-and the use of wood in them can be seen
from the analytical Table 7.
TABLL7
ROOF TYPES IN CHETIYAGHARAS
(P=Present, or evidence of their presence available)
Aisles
Vault roof
Wooden
ribs
Ajanta 9
Ajanta 10
Aurangabad 4
Bedsa 7
Bhaja 12
Junnar
Tuljalena 3
Manrnodi 26
Ganesh-Pahar 6
Kanheri 3
Karle chaitya hall
Kondane 1
Nasik 18
Pitalkhora 3

Stone
ribs

Quadrantal roof
Wooden
ribs

Flat roof

Stone
ribs

P
(unfinished)

-

There are also a few other vault-roofed cheliyagharas as Pitalkhora 10, 12 and 13, but these are aberrant types. Leaving these the clear examples listed in the chart show that the standard pattern of vaultroofed chetiyagharas with nave and aisle divisions is to make the aisle roof quadrantal and to set curved
wooden rafters in both nave and aisle roofs. This is seen in five examples Bhaja 12, Tuljalepa 3,
Kondane 1, Nasik 18 and Pitalkhora 3. These stand as a class by themselves.
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The Karle chaitya hall and Kanheri 3 share the common characteristics in having the vault-roof in
nave with wooden ribs and flat ceiling on aisles.
Ajanta 9 and Aurangabad 4 too have flat ceiling on aisles, and these are also closer in design with
their oblong halls, despite the parabolic arrangement of the colonnade. Between the two, Aurangabad 4
which has stone ribs may be considered as representing a n improved stage from Ajanta 9 which had
wooden ribs.
Ajanta 10, Bedsa 7 and Junnar-Ganesh Pahar 6 have the vaulted ceiling on na\e and quadrantal
ones on aisles. Junnar-Ganesh Pahar 6 stands out distinctly with stone ribs introduced both in aisle
and nave ceilings whereas the other two have that feature for aisle ceiling only.
The verandahs, wherever present, in the chaitya-halls have flat roof only.
The above groupings suggest a general proximity in age of the monuments with common assemblages.
But it is not easy to find a chronological scheme for all the members individually. The introduction
o f stone ribs in nave and aisle ceilings appears not to have been standardised till a late period. Various
othes factors are to considered along with the above features for fixing relative chronological positions.
The indication of atleast some typological consistency in chronological spans is evident in the types
with wooden ribbed ceilings like Bhaja 12, etc. Many of these have the simple octagonal pillars with
recognizable rake and tepering. Some of these are also known to have inscriptions assignable palaeographically to Series I. Junnar-Ganesh Pahar 6 with the ceilings of both nave and aisle adorned with
stone ribs has an inscription assignable to Series VA, besides advanced features in other members like
the stfjpa form of type C ii b and the pillars of type D. An apparent iconsistency in concomitances is
noticed only in the chetiyagl~arasfalling between the above to groups.
Flat ceilings commonly seen in many clietiyagharas (Kanheri 2 b, c, d, Ganesh Pahar 14, etc.) do
not have any typological variations of chronological value. But it appears the realtive levels of the
ceilings of the hall and verandah (wherever present) are of some interest. It can be seen in instances
like Junnar-Sivaneri 43 that the caves with the verandah ceiling in a lower level than that of the hall are
datable to a very late period. At least in 3 instances they are associated with inscriptions of the time of
Sri Yajfia Sltakarni and onwards.
Almost all the le!las and ma!apas too have flat roof only. Any chronological classification on this
basis is impossible. Here too, the relative levels of the hall and verandah ceilings appear to be of some
interest in this regard.
There are aberrant varieties of ceilings in three l e ~ ~ in
a s Bedsa 1 I , Bhaja 22 and Pitalkhora 4 where an
attempt has been made to introduce vault roofs. It appzars these belong to a period of experimentation.
The roof types can thus be classified as follows (see also Fig. 11) :
A.

VAULT ROOFS
i. Vault roof on nove and quadrantal roof on aisles.
e.g. Ajanta 10, Bhaja 12, Junnar Ganesh Pahar 6, Kondane 1 , Nasik 18, Pitalkhora 3, etc.
ii. Vault roof on nove andflat roof on aisles
e.g. Ajanta 9, Aurangabad 4, Kanheri and Karle Chaitya halls etc.

.B. FLAT ROOFS
i. Simpleflat roof
e.g. Kanheri 2c, 2e, etc.
ii. Roof of the verandah at a higher level than rhat of the hall.
e.g. Junnar-Manmodi, 2, 3, 5; Nasik 19, etc.
iii. Roofof the verandah on the same level as that of the hall.
e.g. Junnar-Manmodi, 8, 9 , 38, 43, 45, etc.
iv. Roof of the verandah at a lower level than rhat ofthe hall.
e.g. Junnar-Manmodi, 9, 14; Sivaneri 2, 36, 37, 42, 43, 66 etc.
Note : Rare examples of doomed roof as in Junnar-Tuljalena 3 and Bedsa 3, and the examples with
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partial vault roof in lenas like Bhaja 22. Bedsa 11, and Pitalkhora 4 have not been taken into account in
this classification.

SCREEN WALLS A N D VERANDAHS
It has been well-recognised that the replacement of the wooden screen in front of the Cheliyagharas
by a stone cut one marks an advancement in rock-cut architecture. This too happens to be the result
of the process of gradual adjustment to the rock medium. There is evidence to show that all the open
facaded type of chetiyagharas like Bhaja 12 (PI. 39), Pitalkhora 3, and Ajanta 10 had wooden screens in
front. These chetiyagharas are also associated with inscriptions belonging to series Ib.
The next stage is represented by caves like Ajanta 9, Nasik 18, and Junnar-Manmodi 40 where the
stone-cut screen appears instead of the wooden one (Pls. 7,70, 75).
An advancement is seen in Bedsa 7 in providing a verandah in front (PI. 23). This can be expected
as a natural development from the previous stage. In the earlier varieties the finely carved facade
screen is exposed to the actions of elements of nature and disfigured. So it appears that the verandah
rising on a row of front pillars to a height above the screen was introduced.
But, even this device was not sufficiently useful. As the verandah ceiling was very high, it still exposed
the screen to the action of splash of monsoon rain. It was finally warded off by putting a rough screen
wall in front of the verandah as in the Karle and Kanheri chaitya halls (Pls. 94, 128).
A similar chronological development can be postulated in case of verandahs of the lenas also. The
earliest Ienas probably had no verandahs (e.g. Ajanta 12, 13, etc), then came a stage when verandahs
were introduced with two pillars in antis in front (e.g. Nasik 19, etc.), and the next stagc was the provision
of a low screen wall running between the pillars and pilasters (e.g. Nasik 3, Kanheri 32, etc.).

DOOR FRAMES (Fig. 12)
Generally the door frames are rectangular in all the caves and do not display much variation. But
some variant types seen in a few caves appear to be of some importance from the chronological point of
view.
A few of the caves e.g. Ajanta 12, 13, 15A; Bedsa 7, 11; Bhaja 6, 7, 11, 13, 18, 22; Nasik 19; Karle
chaitya hall and Pitalkhora 4, show a slight inward slant of the door-jambs (Fig. 12 (3-6), Pls. 15, 17, 26,
32, 40, 53, 133, 196. Most of these bear chaitya window decoration above the lintel. It is likely that here
is a stage in rock-cut architecture which is still copying the features of wooden buildings, where t h e
slanting jambs were technical requirements to counteract the thrust of the bent-wood arches above a s
in the case of pillars with rake). Hence these could be considered as very early in the series compared t o
others where the door-frames are regularly rectangular. But whether this criterion is applicable r; not in
the case of door-frames without the chaitya window ornamentation above the door-ways requires further
consideration. Some lenas like Junnar-Manmodi 45, where the chaitya window decorations exist, d o
not show the slant of the door frames. Such ones may be considered as of later date compared to the
types with slanting door-jambs.
Inscriptions associated with Ajanta 12, Bhaja 6, Nasik 19 and Pitalkhora 4 are all of the early stage
palaeographically (Series I B to 111). Bedsa 7 and Karle chaitya hall with inscriptions of series 111 and
IVA also have these features. But slanting of jambs are not seen in any cave with inscriptions of series.
IVB and further on.

WINDOWS (Fig. 13)
There are two varieties of windows, open and grated. True to the fashion of wooden architecture
the grated windows appear to have been employed to begin with. However. the realisation of the
insu5ciency of the windows of this type for admiting light and air, may have prompted the architects t o
provide open windows instead of the grated ones. There are also instances in which the earlier gratings
were cut to provide wider openings.
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The following typological analysis may be suggested.
A.

OPEN WINDOWS (FIG. 13 (1-2,5-6))
This appears in two sub-varieties.
i.

One or two windows of small size (about 40 crns h X 40 crns b) set at head level on one or
either side of the doorway. (PI. 30)
e.g. Bhaja 5, 14; Junnar-Ganesh Pahar 1, 4, 5, 8, 10, 12, 13, 17, 19; Sivaneri 18, 29; Kanheri 47;
Mahad 9, 13, 16, 18, 23, 25, 26, 28; Kuda 16, 17, 22.

ii. Large windows (about 180 cms h X 120 crns b) set on either side of the main doorways with
their lintel in level with that of the main doorway and threshold at waist level. (only one
window too is to be seen occasionally). Pls. 149, 180, 184, 197.
e.g. Bhaja 9; Junnar-Ganesh Pahar 7, 9, 21; Sivaneri 36, 42, 49, 52; Kanheri 67, 70, 71, 93, 95,
101; Nasik 1 , 3, 10, 17, 20; Kuda 2.
Window Type A i is a very simple architectural form and it is difficult to know whether the occurrence o r otherwise of this has any chronological importance. However there are three examples in
inscription-bearing caves (Junnar-Ganesh Pahar 5; Sivaneri 8 and Kuda 16-17). All these belong to
palaeographical series VI and later.
Window Type A ii is seen in larger lenas. Most of these are known from caves assignable to 2nd
and 3rd centuries A.D. (Palaeographical series V onwards). The earliest datable instance is in Nasik 10
of Usavadata's time.
While it can be generally stated that the open windowtype was in use extensively in the early centuries
of the Christian era, the item is of such a nature involving no developmental tendency and hence appears
not to be of much value for chronological reconstruction.

B. GRATED WINDOWS (FIG. 13 (3-4))
These occur in many caves. But its prevalence in good numbers is noticeable in the earlier caves
mostly, whereas in later caves the open windows occur in profusion.
i.

An analysis of the window types reveal that most of the grated windows in caves consisting
of inscriptions Series I-IV are well fashioned emulating the vedikd pattern. They invariably have
square mullions and the cross bars are fashioned with a biconvex cross section and are
depicted as though they are passing through holes in the mullions. They are usually larger
(about 120 crns 1 x 90 crns b) and have wide holes. Some attempt to provide a frame around
is also seen.
e.g. Bhaja 13; Kondivite 9; Nasik 19; and Pitalkhora 4. (Pls. 41, 146, 195)

Bedsa 7 has a fine representation of this type of window. All these are datable to 1st century B.C.
a n d earlier on palaeographical features of associated inscriptions.
ii. This tradition of using windows of veriika pattern appears to have died out after the 1st century
B.C. Grated windows occur occasionally in later caves, as in Nasik 4, Kanheri 21, 50, 88 and 94.
These are of crude workmanship. It appears the wooden tradition of making vedikds with
lenticular cross bars had gone out of vogue, atleast as far as the windows are concerned. Nasik
4 and Kanheri 21 (with Sri Yajiia's inscription) have just square holes between mullions and
cross bars (Pls. 102a, 181).
iii. The Kanheri examples from caves 50, 88 and 94 are cruder than the previous examples. Here
square depressions have been scooped into about 2 crns depth and in the centre of such
depressions circular holes have been bored. This can be considered as the latest variety of grated
windows (Pls. 113, 124)

Architecfural Analysis

BENCHES
Benches are commonly seen in the lenas in cells, hall and verandah. The occurrence or otherwise
of the benches in the above parts of the cave and also the typological varieties provide some hints for
chronology.
A. BENCHES IN CELLS
These, meant for the monks to sleep, are cut along the back or side wall/s and are normally about
75 cm h, 75 to 80 cm w and 160 to 200 cm I. There are two major varieties.

The edges of the benches are flush with the walls on either end, and the ceiling above the benches
is in continuation of the cell ceiling itself.
ii.

Reces~benches (Bencli-in-recess)

Here the side walls above the benches are a little forward from the line of the cell walls and
the ceiling above too is a little lower than the cell wiling. The whole thing looks like a long
recess.
Typologically the second variety is certainly an advancement from the first, and hence could be
considered cs of a relatively later variety.
It is interesting to note that the later variety is to be seen in caves containing inscriptions of series
V (2nd century A.D.) and onwards. The earliest instance of its occurrence appears to be in cave 3 at
Nasik. The earlier variety of simple benches may have continued for a short while after the above date
but the second variety became common later.
While most of the caves contain only one bench per cell, there are some instances in Ajanta 12,
13, 15A and Kondane 2, 3, 4, 5 etc., where double benches appear in a cell. Such are very few in number,
but the caves with this feature may belong to a date nearer to each other. Some caves like Ajanta 13 and
15A have pillows too cut in the rock. A few have studs cut on the front face of the base (e.g. JunnarGanesh Pahar 3; Mahad 3; Pitalkhora 6). Some have box niches underneath (Bhaja 7, 13, etc.). But
all these are exceptional varieties.
An interesting aspect however is the absence of benches in a few instances. From our analysis
from other criteria it is seen that the caves that could be assigned to a very early period as well as the
caves belonging to the end stage of rock-cut architecture under present consideration do not have
benches. The presence of benches appears to have been a feature that was in vogue from about early
2nd century B.C. to the end of 3rd century A.D., as seen from caves having inscriptions datable on
palaeographical and other grounds to this span of five centuries.
B. BENCHES I N HALLS
These are usually very low benches (about 30 to 40 cm h and 60 cm b) cut along the inner walls of
the hall. They can be classified as follows :
i. Bench along a single wall
e.g. Bhaja 15; Junnar-Manrnodi 3, 16; Ganesh Pahar 1, 2; Sivaneri 23, 67; Kanheri 33, 42, 59,
68, 96, 97, 98; Mahad 4, 9, 10, 27.

ii. Benches along fwo opposite n'alls
e.g. Bhaja 13, 16; Junnar-Ganesh Pahar 19.

iii. Benches along adjacent walls (on L shaped plan)
e.g. Junnar-Manmodi 33; Kanheri 21-22, 32, 49, 50, 53, 56-58, 65-66, 70-71, 73, 75-77, 80-82, 88,
93-94, 99, 101.
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iv. B ~ n c halong the three inner walls
e.g. Arnbivale 1; Junnar-Manmodi 7; Ganesh Pahar 5, 7, 21; Sivaneri 14, 18, 24, 36, 49, 64;

Kanheri 2 f, 67, 78; Mahad 5, 8, 16; Nasik 3, 20; Kuda 4.
Though it is likely that every successive variety is an improvement from the previous, there is no
certain proof for that. The availability of space and the existence of need or otherwise may have as well
determined their presence and varieties.
If other criteria like pillar types and palaeography are taken into account, it is seen that no epochal
dates could be suggested to the first two varieties. They appear to have been in vogue throughout the
period.
But the varieties iii and iv are seen extensively in lenas with inscriptions of series V and VI and
pillar types D and E. Hence the low benches both L shaped and those along three walls of the hall can
be considered probably as features of lenas of 2nd century A.D. and further on.
In the Malapas, however, the low bench along the three inner walls appears to have been in vogue
even in the 2nd century B.C. (Nanaghat 11).
C. BENCHES IN VERANDAHS
(i) Narrow benches cut along the side walls. T h e ~ eappear in two varieties.
(a) Simple benches : e.g. Bhaja 5; Junnar-Manmodi 47, Ganesh Pahar 3, 4, 10, 31; Sivaneri 24,
26; Nasik 3 and 19, etc.
(b) Bench-in-recess : e.g. Ambivale 1; Junnar-Ganesh Pahar 12-13, Sivaneri 38; Kanheri 16,
21-22, 33, 42, 53, 59, 68, 74-75, 78, 88, 91, 93-94, 97; Mahad 7, 9-12, 16, 22-24, 26; Nasik
11; Kuda 2, 5, 7, 12-14, 25-26, etc.
(ii) Low benches running between rhe side pilaster and the central pillars
These have a low thin sloping back also. The bench and the back serve as a low screens in
front of the verandah. This is a distinctive variety and may be referred to as backed-benches.
e.g. Ambivale 1; Kanheri 32, 53, 56, 67, 78, 80, 81, 94-97; Mahad 3, 8, 10-13, 16, 18-19, 23, 26;
Nasik 3, 14; Kuda 4, 7, etc.
Variety i a appears to have no chronological signifiance. But i b and ii are seen in caves with
developed architectural elements like pillars of type E. These are datable to a late period i.e., 2nd century
A.D. onwards on palaeographical grounds too.
D. BENCHES IN FORECOURTS
These are usually cut along the side walls. Examples have been noticed only at Kanheri. Features
like the provision of side rests, and inserting a circular tub in the centre can also be seen sometimes.
This variety occurs mostly in caves with inscriptions belonging palaeographically to series VI, VII,
i.e. in caves datable to post-Sri-Yajfia period and onwards.

CHAITYA ARCHES
The chaitya arch is one of the common architectural members used in Western India and probably
the most common of the architectural designs used for decoration.
A. MAIN CHAITYA ARCHES
The arches appearing as part of the facades of the chetiyagharas show several diEerences in their
depiction. Some of the important varieties are illustrated in Pls. 7, 11, 26, 39, 67, 70, 75, 128, 137, 192.
It is possible to make out from them that the differences in their forms are more due to technical
differences in fashioning originally in wood. The architectural form of the chaitya arch itself is of course
derived from wooden constructions and the evolutionary stages are to be traced on the basis of gradual
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technical advancement in wooden construction and also from changes that were wrought in their form in
the rock-cut examples when gradual familiarity was attained in working in the rock medium.
Such Typo-chronological stages may be postulated as follows :
i. The chaitya arch appears to be the sectional view of the vault-roofed wooden construction (see
discussion under Bhaja 12). The simplest variety then happens to be of the type represented by the
chaitya halls at Bhaja 12 and Ajanta 10, wherein arches are shown as being supported by slanting pillara
to counteract the thrust of the bent-wood vault above (PI. 39). It can be seen here that suiting to the
nature of such constructions the span of the arch is widest at the base. This is a form that is possible to
be achieved by bending the wooden planks of the roof and fixing them to large longitudinal beams resting
on pillar lines on either side, these being further buttressed by the wall and vault-roof of the aisles. The
front of the arch was part of the yawning entrance. Except possibly for a wooden screen in the lower
part, there is no evidence of wooden fixtures in the upper part of the arch. It was left open to allow
sufficient light into the interior. This could have been so at least in the earliest stage.

ii. A slight improvement is to be noticed in the provison of a grated screen made of curved wooden
reapers and cross bars, all supported by two straight wooden posts rising on either side. The grating
simulated faithfully the perspective view of the open chaitya halls with the arch in front and the vault
roof with its series of bent-wood beams ending in smaller semi-circle of the quarter-sphere roof above the
apse at the other end. The whole looks like a sun-window. The stage is represented by the arch of the
Kondane chaitya hall (PI. 137, see the decorative arches too).
The vertical jambs introduced in the above stage, in wooden architecture, helped in another way too.
These could act as further safeguard against the lateral thrust of the tensile bent wood of the roof that
could be tied to the jambs with the help of wooden bolts. An indication of the use of this device is seen
in the stone cut horizontal bolts in the arch a! Kondane itself, as well as in the open arch of the stone
screen in the chaitya halls at Karle and Bedsa (Pls. 26, 75, 128). A sophisticated employment of the
device has been well-copied in the chaitya arches in Ajanta 9 and the main cave at Karle. As a result of
this effective device against lateral thrust of the bent-wood roof it was possible to make the arms of the
arch to bend to a desirable extent t o provide a more aesthetic look. At this time the chaitya arches,
instead of being just large semi-circles as in the previous stage, begin to become more horseshoe shaped.
This tendency resulting in the inward bend of the arm can be taken as an indicator of the use of
advanced technology, and in turn a chronologically later stage than the previous one.
iii. It has been shown by Le Roy Davidson and DehejiaCshow a further technical improvement was
effected in the wooden arch form by introducing a tie-rod connecting the feet of the chaitya arch. This
is a more effective device in achieving a form with much incurved sides. An indication of the possible
use of this is seen in the incurved arms of the arches in Ajanta 9. The large horizontal beams, often with
broad vedikd designs on them, below the arches in the Chaitya hall at Karle and Bedsa are more
sophisticated examples. The arch at this stage becomes more incurved.
When these tie-rods are employed the vertical jambs and the side bolts are not of much use
technically. Gradual omission of these items is a natural corollary. This stage is seen in the chaitya
arch in Junner-Manmodi 26 (PI. 67). A noticeable peculiarity appearing at this stage is the rise of the
paw ends.
iv. The next stage is the one adopting the form to the rock medium where the various items
emulating the wooden form like the beams on sofit, the jambs, etc., have been done away with. An
example is Kanheri 3.
v. The last stage is the one in which the large chaitya arch lost its utilitarian aspect and became
just a decorative design. This type of 'blind' arch is to be seen in Junnar-Oanesh Pahar 6 and Manmodi
2 (Pls. 65, 71).
The above relative chrono-typological sequence postulated above is in conformity with the chronological stages that can be built up on other concomitant architectural items like the pillar type, the sttipa,
etc. These would be considered in Chapter VII.
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However for the present, the palaeogaphical series contemporary to the different main chaitya arch
types as known from associated inscriptions, may be listed as follows :
A. MAIN CHAITYA ARCHES
( i ) Arches with wide base span, and no interior
fixtures e.g., Bhaja 12, Ajanta 10.
( i i ) Arches with somewhat wide span at base,
, but still displaying a slight tendency towards
becoming smaller; the interior tie bolts
appear decorated with grated screen in the
form of a sun window e.g., Kondane 1.
(iii) Arches of horse-shoe shape with definite
incurve of side arms and reduction of base
span; shown as fixed with tie beams and tie
bolts inner space of arch continue the decoration of sun window e.g., Karle Chaitya
hall.
(iv) Arches with incurved arms, but without the
wooden features like beams on soffit, jambs
etc. e.g., Kanheri 3
(v) Blind arches

Associared Palaeographical
Series

v
V and VI

The use of the chaitya arch appears to have gone out of vogue some where by the end of the 2nd century A.D. This does not appear in any of the chaitya halls after this date upto the end of the period under
consideration here, though a few later revivals in MahlyHna times are known, as in Ajanta cave 19, 26,
Ellora cave 10, etc.
B. DECORATIVE CHAITYA ARCHES
The chaitja arch has been used often as a decorative design in the Western Indian caves. It is a
popular design next only to the vedikd pattern. While in the case of main arches utilitarian necessities
and harmony in design with reference to the other architectural components were to be kept in mind by
the architect, the decorative designs had no such compulsion. This explains to a certain extent the
differences in the designs of the main arch and the decorative arches seen in the same cave often. The
decorative arches can be considered as just replicas of the form that was in fashion in the contemporary
wooden architecture.
The important stages of technological advancement delineated with reference to the main chaitj~a
arches can be used as indicators and the decorative arches may be classified into two main varieties
typologically.
i. Broad-sparined c1iait)~aarches with or ~ ~ i t h o ugrating
t
inside. Pls. 15, 31, 39, 40, 196.
e.g. Ajantal2 (decoration), 12; Bhaja 6, 12, 13, 15; Jannar-Tuljalena 15, 16, etc.

ii. Narrow-spa~~rlerl
rhairya arches with recognizable incurving of arms. Pls. 17, 25, 28, 63, 69, 70,
75, 76, 128, 137, 138.
These are invariably fitted with vertical jambs and tie-bolts.
The smaller semi-circle within the frame is some times decorated with half lotus or grill pattern.
e.g. Ajanta 15A, Bedsa 7, 11; Junnar-Tuljalena 12; Manmodi 40, 45; Kondane 1, 2; Karle clraitya
hall, etc.
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While these types fall in a definite chronological sequence (Type ii succeding type i with some
possibly representing a transitional stage) it can be seen that the variety is seen in many caves that could
be placed to different ages on other grounds discussed above. There are some other minor stylistic
indications like the shape of the paw of the arch, the finial variety and the use of vedikri band at the base.
But on analysis and tabulation of these items, these were not found to be in any logical sequential order.
They appear to be more due to the preferences of the artist at work. At best the occurrence of exactly
identical sub-varieties may reveal a somewhat proximal dates for them.
However, an interesting fact revealed by the analysis was that the chaitya arch ceases to occur as a
decorative design in Western Indian rock-cut caves from about the time of Nahaplna and Gautamiputra
Sitakarni (i.e. from the beginning of the 2nd century A.D.). No cave bearing the foundation inscriptions
of this or later periods has such a design, so far as the period under present consideration is concerned.
(Of course some late revivals are seen in MahayBna caves and in the Kfidu arch decoration in many
temples of the later periods.

The vedikd (rail ornament) is a popular decorative design employed in Western Indian caves almost
throughout the period under consideration. This occurs on the facade of the chetiyagharas (PI. 39),
drum and harmikd of stCpa~(Pls. 24, 38), on the interior walls, entablature and the basement of caves
(Pls. 28, 33, 40, 101, 138, 155, 166, 178, 181, 220), as well as in the grated windows as mentioned
above.
The pattern is derived from the wooden rail and display all its features-the base, square banisters,
lenticular cross bars passing through the coping and often even the pins o n the base-bar meant to affix
them to the other members. Almost all these members are seen in the representations throughout the
period (except in cases like the grated window where the trsni~a,nails, etc. were not necessitated) and it is
dificult to make out distinct typological groupings. But it can be said generally that the representation
of the railings is seen faithfully done with all the details in the caves of the earlier group (i.e. with inscriptions of Series I-IV), but in caves with Series V onwards (i.e. from about 2nd century A.D. onwards) they
become cruder and their use too is not so prolific as in the previous stage.
Certain special varieties too may be noted :
Fig. 14 (6-8) :
i. RON cornices with Vediki design.
Fig. 14 (7); PI. 7, 63, 64.
These appear as part of decoration in Ajanta 9; Bhaja 12, 22; Bedsa 7; Nasik 18; Kondane 1. 2
and Tuljalena 15-16.
ii. Window type panels with vedikd design.
Fig. 14 (8); Pls. 26, 39.
Bhaja 12 ; Bedsa 7 ; Kondane 1 ; Nasik 18.
iii. Railings with circular lotus panels on banisters and cross bars.
Fig. 14 (6); PIS. 94, 178.
Nasik 3 ; Kanheri 3.
The first two varieties, it may be noted, are seen in caves associated with inscriptions palaeographically datable to the centuries prior to the Christian era. The 3rd variety, as can be made out from one
instance of its occurrence in Nasik 3, may have been in vogue around the time of Gautamiputra
Sstakarni.
BRACKETS (FIG. 14 (I))
The quadrantal bracket seen in a few caves is an item copied from wooden architecture directly.
So, generally the occurence of this appears to provide an indication to a stage when the hangover from:
wooden proto-types was still strong. Instances of its occurrence are in Nasik 18; Kondane 1, 2; Pitalkhora 4, 6, 7; Ajanta 9, 12; Bhaja 12, Junnar-Tuljalena 15, 16, etc. (PI. 7, 64, 207).
It may be seen that the above quoted instances are mostly from caves datable to 2nd-1st century:
B.C. on palaeographical grounds. Brackets are not noticed in any of the caves of the later period.
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STEPPED MERLONS (FIG. 14 (3))
These are usually seen in a row above the upper most vedikd on facades of che~iyagltarasand in
interior decoration of Ie!~as. Like the bracket this too appears mostly in caves of the early period and is
noticeably absent in the later ones.
The occurrence of merlon has been noticed in Ajanta 9, 12, 15a; Aurangabad 4 (on stripa); Bedsa 7,
l l (front); Bhaja 7; Pitalkhora 6; Kondane 1, 2. etc. (PI. 15, 33, 137, 207).
Like the brackets, these too belong to the caves assignable to 2nd-1st century B.C.
STEPPED CORNICE (FIG. 14 (2); PLS. 7, 15, 21, 39, 51, 136, 139).
The occurrence of this is similar to that of Bracket and Stepped merlon.
Examples are seen in Kondane I, 2; Ajanta 9, 12, 15A; Aurangabad 4; Bedsa 7, l l (front) and Bhaja
22, etc.
It may be seen that most of the caves in which this item occurs are associated with inscriptions of
series I-IV assignable to the period before the beginning of the Christian era.
HOURGLASS DECORATION (DOUBLE-CRESCENT) (FIG. 15; PLS. 8 1, 102, 104, 123, 125, 153,162,
170, 174, 183, 187).
A decorative design consisting of two crescents placed back to back on the upper and lower side of a
central knot appears in many caves on the rectangular pilasters of the verandah. They have been noticed in
the following instances.

Junnar-Sivaneri
Kanheri
Kuda
Mahad
Nasik

26
32, 49, 50, 54, 56, 59, 64, 65, 66, 67, 70, 73, 75, 76, 77, 78, 79, 80, 88, 93,
94, 95, 97, 98, 101
1, 4, 6,7, 15
8, 10, 11, 12, 13, 18, 19, 27
6, 8, 9, 14.

Figure 15 illustrates some of the important varieties. Even though slight differences in their form are
noticeable in various examples, it is difficult to make out any typo-chronological succession amongst them.
However, certain examples with double lines in the crescent and some with a central line dividing the
central rectangle (Fig. 15, n-p) appear to be stylically developed forms. But as there are only four
examples of this type, all coming from Kanheri, it is difficult to assert any chronological significance for
this variation. At best the caves having this feature may be considered as belonging to a very small time
range.
On the basis of such of the instances in which inscriptions occur in hourglass bearing caves, it can be
inferred that this decorative design is a n item appearing only in late caves of the latter part of the 2nd
century A.D. and onwards. To be exact, out of the 12 instances of epigraphically documented caves
possessing hourglass decoration, only one cave (75 of Kanheri) has an inscription of Series VC, seven
caves (Kanheri 54, 88, 93, 98, 101; Kuda 15 ; Nasik 6) have inscription of Series VI, and thirteen others
have inscriptions of Series VII. If this number is any indication it can also be suggested that this design
which started somewhere in the latter part of the 2nd century A.D. became increasingly popular in later
times and was in use till the end of the period under present
STUDS (FIG. 14 (4); PLS. 73, 189, 197)
Series of vertical parallel studs are some times seen as part of basement decoration in front of some
caves. The examples are seen at Kanheri 74, 78, 79, 80, 81, 94 and Mahad 3, 5, 11, 12, 13, 19 and 27.
There are indications suggesting the existence of this decorative motif in some other caves at the above
sites and one or two at Kuda and Junnar.
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It is noticed that the basements of the caves are hardly decorated in the early period under consideration and this stud decoration is the only variety which stands as an exception. This element is
normally seen below a stretch of railing decoration on the front face of the backed banches. We have
shown above that the backed bench itself is a fealure seen in caves of the 2nd (late) and 3rd centuries A.D.
All the palaeographical date of inscriptions associated with the caves listed above confirm this chronological position.
It appears the stud decoration went out of vogue in the post-Hinayina period.:s

CHANDRASILAS (FIG. 16: PLS. 105, 106, 122)
Several caves at Kanheri have chcndraiilds in front of the steps. The varieties are few, but even in
them typological differences are noticeable to a certain extent.
Most of the caves retaining the chandraiilrj appear to belong to the late 2nd century A.D. and onwards, being associated with inscriptions of palaeographical series V I and VII. There is no cave of the
early period either in this place or in any other centre of rock-cut architecture possessing this element. So
the very presence of charidraiil~i in the Hiniiyiina caves appears to be indicative of a late date for
them.
The range of types are illustrated on Fig. 16. Typologically it is possible to consider that chandrajilris of simple semi-circular type are the simplest varieties and possibly the earliest. The next stage is
represented by those with slight rectangular projections on either side at their base. A further improved
stage appears to be one in which these side projections begin to curve to the front. Examples of
chandraiilis of Mahiyina times in which this curving is prominent appears to substantiate the above
contention."
Additional Remarks

The relative chronology of individual monuments and the epochal dates of certain groups can be
worked out well only on the basis of a combination of evidences of varied nature. The typological
analysis given above happens to be one of the series of data that could be taken into consideration. We
have covered herein the major items only, and have just indicated the clues they can provide for the
reconstruction of chronology, more as working aids for study than as final conclusions. However, while
each individual item could be taken as a pointer towards the general chronological position of the monuments concerned the exact position is to be worked out on the basis of various concomitants. such
considerations with regard to the architectural concomitants, palaeogaphical, historical and other data
have been taken into account in the next chapter while discussing the chronology of monuments in various
centres.

NOTES AND REFERENCES

1. Addington Symmonds, quoted in Fletcher 1956. p. 76.
2. It is possible to a certain extent to make out the details of techniques employed in hewing the oves. The finished
caves rarely retain any evidence. But some dues are available in the unfinished caves. In the case of large-scale
ren~ovalof rock, deep furtows were made first in the rock by using heavy pointed picks marking out bloch (about
SO to 60 cm broad, long and thick). These blocks were removed then by using either heavy picks or large hammers.
To facilitate easy removal of such blocks the method of cutting in step Like fashion was employed. A good example
of this method can be seen in the unfinished cave 1 at Nasik.
When limited space was available for working. as in the interior of water-cisterns, the cavity was created fint by digging
deep and then the sides were hacked out with the help of picks of suitable size. Haphazard pick-marks can be seen in
the interior of many water-cisterns, as well a s in some unfinished cells of caves.
Wherever the caves and cave-parts were to look well, the wall-surfaces and other parts were first fashioned roughly by
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using smaller picks. Then they appear t o have been further dressed by chiselling. Tlie fineness of chiselling depended
on the texture of the rock and also on the fact whether they were t o be smoothened or covered with plaster and paint.
3. An inscription (written in paint) noticed by Burgess on the wall painting opposite the 3rd pillar in the left wall (Ajanta
No. 4) provides clue to the date of the introduction of plaster and painting in that cave. That inscription appears t o
be an explanatory label describing the scene depicted in painting. The letters, as can be made out from the illustration
(Burgess and Indraji 1881), belongs to Series 111 and hence the inscription and in turn the earliest paintings in Western
India are possibly datable to late 2nd or early 1st century B.C.
While those caves displaying smoothening could be generally considered as of early date, the converse may not be true.
It is not unlikely that, due t o factors like limited funds and/or non-availability of craftsmen proficient in the art of
smoothening, some of the caves were just dressed and left as such.
4. e.g. Karle No. 6. There was n o separate term for stone-workers. They were simply called stone-carpenters (Selrivadhaki,
Kanheri No. 4).
5. This aspect has been discussed in detail below in this chapter as well as in Chapter VII. Many earlier workers too
have pointsd out the utility of this method of recognition of achievement of familiarity with the rock-medlum and
consequent emancipation from the hangover from wooden architecture as an important chronological indicator (Fergusson and Burgess 1880, p. 182; Brown, 1911, p. 26, Saraswati in Majumdar and Pusalkar 1953, p. 499). Some have
questioned its use altogether (Willetts, 1961 p. 63). Dehejia (1972 p. 77) too opines that 'there is no consistent pattern,
however, in the presence or absence of wooden appendages . . . . . .' and she has tried to fix up the chronology on the
basis of architectural forms only.
The very change in architectural plans and forms are very much due to the familiarity gained gradually by the architects
with the new medium they had adopted for work. It would be shown in the following pages that the chronological
sequence of monuments and architectural members built UP with the help of the above feature is confirmed by various
other historical and palaeographical evidences too.
6. e.p. p. 162-63.
7. The utilisation of this method requires greater cautior in a sophisticated culture context, particularly in the field of art.
There is a possibility of an earlier type being utiliztd in a later stage and this posing difficulties in the simple application
of the principle. But the architectural monuments being complex art items comprising several members and
decorative motifs, the age of the monuments would be indicated by the presence of one or the other items of a later
date despite the occurrence of far earlier items (as decided on the principle of evolution). So it ir desirable to recognise
general concomitances for the successive stages than depmding upon one or two items only for determining chronology
.on stylistic grounds. The necessity of this method may be illustrated by a very broad example. There are some
dwelling caves in Jivadan-virar which do not have rock-cut beds The absence of rock-cut beds in cells is a
well known feature of the late Mahiyina vihiras (as in Ajanta I. 11, etc.). But just by taking this one item they cann o t be equated in age nor the item itself can be overlooked as of n o chronological significance. The concomitances
,in the first group are that they are small, have no verandahs or doors and the walls are smoothened, whereas the
$Mahiyinavlhdras are of a regular type with the cells surrounding a large pillared hall with a pillar-lined verandah
.and decorated with exquisite sculptural work. The associated ittrns are clearly indicative of their chronological
disparity.
The above example also shows incidentally that the various architsctural concomitances arc determined by varied
ractors. The Mahlyina vihiras are of an age when monasticism was well institrltionalised, when monks stayed in them well
provided with amenities for their living. including possibly wooden cots. The caves in Jivddan-Virar could have been
made at a stage when the rigorous ways of life enunciated in the earliest Vinoja texts were still in vogue, when erametic
monks resorted t o caves only in the rainy season and whcn they were expected to spend nights without much comforts.
The religious practices of the monks as existed in different periods had a great say in the types of monuments that were
created in the monasteries. Similarly, the availability of patronage, thc demands of the laity and such others too have
their own inpact. Even though it may be desirable to discuss the conco~nitancesof architectural items as an aid to the
.study of development of rock-cut architecture, in view of the fact that this requircs the consideration of broad spectra
.of facts and a detailed analysis of the situation in the context of historical development of monastic establishments
,in different centres, we will be reserving these discussions for further chapters. For the present, however, the first
aspect of pure typological classification and analysis o~ilywould be taken into considerat~onhere.
'8. Fergusson and Burgess, 1880, p. 171.
9. The d~fficulty was well visualised by Dikshit (1942) and he has proposed a classification which varies slightly from
ours.
10. Many scholars have pointed out this. For example Paranavitana (1946, p. 89, fn. 1) has observed rightly with reference
t o the chaityo that "The word used by Fergusson is not correct for thc type of structure described. Choirya is actually
Ithe sripa inside and the structures should be called celiyaghara or cuilya hall." Similar opinions have been expressed
by T.N. Ramachandran (1953, p. 2. note 3). and P.K. Acharya (1946, p. 176). Fergusson (1880, p. 171) h~mself was
aware of the error and suggested alternate terms clrairya-cave or chailya-hall. Some E C ~ O ~have
S adopted the terms
.chairyo-hallconsifitently
(e.g. Commaraswamy 1965; Smith 1930; Brown 1941). Some scholars, however, have conti.nued to use chairyo for the chailyo-caves (e.g. Zimmer 1960, p. 246; Dehejia 1972, p. 224, etc.). Tlie contemporary
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literature and epigraphs too never use the term in the Bense of a building housing a 3tGpa. There arc references to the
making of such shrines in the Buddhist work1 of Ceylon, where the tcrnu wed for them are cherlyaghara, rhlipagharo,
ddrughara and dlrdrugeha (Paranavithana, 1946, p. 86).
The term Vihdra too which has become common in modern works on architecture to refer t o the residential unitl
in monasteries is not used in the sense in early literature and inscripiionr. Vihdra is the wholo m o m t i c complex and
not the individual residential unit (Childers 1875, p. 569; Dutt, S., 1924, p. 99). In the Mahdvahsa (Geiger, 1912).
the Vihdra built by the king Dutlagamani (1st century B.C.) is said to have contained an independent atalso (Chapter
X11). The Mahdvihdra at Anuradhapura had a great sttipa. a chalwsdl6 (a hall with cells around), a hall where gifts
were distributed to the monks, a branch of the Bodhi tree and a tank with a room for warm baths (Chapter XV).
There is only one reference to the chetiya in the contemporary inscriptions of western India (Kanheri No. 5). It1
context of occurrence is too vague as the inscription is damaged; it appears to refer to a srlipa 'constructed' in s o m
Buddhist centre outside Kanheri. The term Vihdra is seen in four inscriptions. Kanheri No. 5 refen to the Abdllkdvihdra founded at Kaliana; that vihdra consisted of a chetiyaghara, an upofhansda (assembly hall). and ovarakus (cellr
for monks). Kanheri NO. 16 also refers to a vihdra at KaliyBga. and reference has been made in this inscription to a
two-celled structure and a bkojanachatuscila that existed in this vihdra. Nasik No. 15 mentions the Trirajrni-parvaravihdro; the context indicates that the whole monastic eetablishment is referred to here than a ainglo residential unit. It
is so with refereoce to Junnar No. 5 wherein Gedha-vihdra (on the Manmodi hill) is mentioned.
The term occurs with different spellings such as chetiyaghara, clreridghara and chetidghara. The following monumcntr
are specifically referred to as cheriyagharas: Junnar-Ganesh Pahar caves 6 and 14 (Inpcription Nos. 11 and 12); JunnarSivaneri caves 43 and 66 (Inscription Nos. 29 and :4); Kanheri cavc 3 (Inscription No. 4); Kuda caves 9 and 1s
(Inscription Nos. 9 and 16); Nasik cave 18 (Inscription No. 19).
Mahad cave 8 is referred to as lena-cheriegliara (Inscription No. 2).
Lena is the word consistently used in inscriptions for t h e dwelling units. They are also referred to aometimee by
prefixing a word mentioning the number of cells in the unit as Bigabha (two celled), Pachagabha (five celled). Satagabha
(seven celled), Ndvogabha (nine celled). etc. The monuments referred to as I e g a ~in the contemporary inscriptions are as
follows: Junnar-Ganesh Pahar cave 26 (Inscription No. 25). Sivaneri caves 33 and 48 (Inscription Nm. 28 and 31); Kanheri
caves 21, 32, 39,50,54, 59, 60.64.65.66. 73,74. 75. 86.88.98.99 and 101 (Inscription Nos. 14.16. 18.20.21, 22,23,25.
26.27, 28.29-30, 31,35, 36, 38,40,41); Kol caves 3,4 and 5 (Inscription Nos, 1, 2 and 3); Kuda caves 1, 5, 6, 10. 12, 13,
14, 16, 17, 18.23 and 24 (Inscription Nos. 1, 4-5.6, 10, 12, 13. 14, 17, 20.21, 23, 24); Mahad cave 27 (Inscription No. 3);
Nasik caves 3, 6, 8, 10, 11, 12. 17, 19 and 24 (Inscription Nos. 3-5.6, 8-9, 10-12, 16, 17, 22 and 25).
[Mahad cave 8 is described as le?~a-clretiaghara(Inscription No. 2). Nasik cave 20 is referred to as dvdw (Inscription
No. 231.
Junnar-Manmodi cave 7 is a monument described in the contemporary inscriptions as rnorapa(Inscription No. 3).
Junnar-Sivaneri cave 64 is called bhojat~a-mafapa(Inscription No. 33). A similar monument in the same group. viz.
cave 18, is described as upathdna.
Podhi is a term of common occurrence in the western Indian cave inscriptions. They have been mentioned in many
inscriptions along with legas and matapas. The following water-cisterns bear inscriptions specifically naming them as
podhis: Junnar-Sivaneri 46 and 48 (Inscription Nos. 30, 31); Ganesh Pahar 20a, 2Oc (Inscription Nos. 23.24); Manmodi
5, 19a and 39r (Inscription Nos. 2, 17, 18); Kanheri 6 (Inscription Nos. 8-9); cisterns outside caves 16 and 21 at Kuda
(Inscription Nos. 19. 22); A cistern near cave 24 a t Nasik (Inscription No. 26).
'Pdniyapodhis' are mentioned in Kanheri Inscription Nos. 16,20,21,25,26 and 36. Santina podhi has been used for a
large cistern (14x) at Kuda (Inscription No. 15). The term occurs in Kanheri No. 31 also.
The cistern-in-recess variety appean to have been called Podhi-kodhi also. There is only one instance of such a
usage in Kanheri inscription No. 22 in cave 59. No other part of the cave than this recess could be associated with the
word kodhi mentioned in this inscription. See note 15a below.
The term occurs in Kanheri No. 16. It is interpreted by Burgess as a bench for sitting.
This term occurs in four inscriptions of the area-viz. Kanheri Nos. 5, 14 and 22; Mahad No. 3. The term has been
taken to mean a hall in all these instances. But the etymology of the word and the context of its occurrence in the
inscriptions do not permit such an interpretation. Kodlri appears to be the Prakrit form of the Sanskrit word Kosla
meaning a room, niche or recess. Mahad No. 3 makes the position clear. There a chrticikodhi is mentioned as being
donated and it evidently relers to the recess in a side wall of the verandah of cave 27, wherein a stlipa is cut in relief
(PI. 172). The context of occurrence of the word in other inscriptions is not clear. Additional evidencc is available in
Kanheri No. 22 (Note 14 above).
It may be noted that such stlipas occur generally in small low-roofed chetiyagharas.
The situation in the rhoityn hall at Kanheri is slightly different.
Various views on the origin of this type of pillar are available in Indian Historical quarterly, 111, p. 541, VI p. 373. VIII
p. 213, p. 827, X p. 125 and XI p. 135.
The rounded pot-base is a form which can be easily achieved in brick and mortar than any other material used in
structural architecture. Though it is possible to achieve the same form in stone, there is no indication of the early stages
of evolution of this pillar type in any of the rock-cut examples. The idea appears to have been borrowed to rock-cut
architecture at a time when the base-shape had become standardised.
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21, See illustration in Ferysson and Burgess 1880, PI. XCVII. This pillar is n o more existing.
22. Burgess (1883a, p. 31) considered that the pillars with simple bas-relief animal sculptures (as in Junnar-Ganesb Pahar 6)
are earlier than those represented boldly (ar in Bedsa cl~oiryahall).
23. Davidson 1971, p. 31.
24. The idea of the hourglass decoration appears to have been derived from the simplification of the form of pillars of
Type C. The chamfered arrises in the middlc or square pillars cause the crescentic forms a t their top and bottom.
In the hourglass design the two crescents are just very close. Probably one or the attempts which gives indication
towards this contention is to be seen in the pillars of Kanheri cave 55 (Fig. 15, f). But that cave having undergone much change, the date of this stage can not be made out easily. (A still earlier attempt is to be seen in the crude
chamfering of rectangular pilasters in the interior of k ! ~ a11 a t Bedsa. But those are nearer t o pillars of Type C in
appearance).
A soniewhat sophisticated form of the design is the one in which instead of the simple plain crescents halr-lotuses are
fashioned in them (PI. 115-The pilaster decoration in Nnsik 3 is slightly direrent). A further typological elaboration
is seen in the pillars of the Mahayina caves a t Kanheri wherein a few petals are added at the waist (PI. 220). The
pilasters with hourglass decoration and the pillars with decorated waist indicate typological succession and consequently
hint at the possibility of continuity of architectural designs from the Hinayiina to the MnhiyBna architectural tradition.
The hourglass decoration appears t o have survived in its cssential form too till a late date. A pair of this design occurs
on a pillar in the upper floor of Don Thal at Ellora (Burgess 1883 b, PI. X V I ) .
25. The caves of the Mahayana period generallv show horizontal cornices on the basement. An interesting example comes
from Karle cave 4 where the use of studs as well as horizontal basement cornices is seen together (PI. 218). Probably
this monument provides a typological link betwem thc Hinayina and the Mahayina architectural works thus disproving
the idea of break in architectural activity bctwcen the two stagcs.
26. ChandraSili is another architectural element which shows the continuation of the rock-cut tradition without break from
the H i n a y ~ at o the Mahayana and further o n to Hindu and Jaina rock-cut architecture of the 6th century A.D. and
onwards. It is possible to locate continuous evolutionary stages of the chandroiili starting from the earliest representations in the Western Indian caves down to the temples of the medieval period.

PART THREE

Architectural Development

Descriptive Inventory and Analysis of Monuments and
Architectural Development in Different Centres
The present chapter is intended to reconstruct the chronology and history of rock-cut architecture
in different centres, as could be made out from internal data and with the help of the ideas and aids
developed in the previous chapters. For this purpose each site has been treated seperately as a n
individual entity, and this method, in contrast to the general practice of viewing the rock-cut monuments
of the region together, has been adopted here with a two-fold reasoning. Firstly, it is with the contention
that detailed studies in the micro-level would contribute for a better understanding of the matter at a
macro-level; the treatment of the sites, and the monuments within them individually, would provide a
reasonable scope to muster and analyse the data as much comprehensively as possible. Secondly, this
method would be in fitness of things in the context, as in ancient times each monastery could have been
an independent organic entity by itself as it is to be in accordance with the Vinaya concept of simd.
If not in general purpose and practices, each one of them may have differed from the other, in its geoeconomic milieu depending on its location, in its outlook depending on its sectarian affiliation or at
least in its general temperament in being either progressive or conservative, and, of course, in the
quantum of influence of its inmates on the laity in generating patronage. All these are factors which
influence the course and quantum of architectural activity in those places and thus each site demands a
seperate treatment for a proper understanding of its architectural history.
In the following pages dealing with the sites, the matter relating to each has been arranged in three
sections generally; geographical details about the site, description and analysis of the individual monuments, and general discussion. Most of the basic data, both architectural and epigraphical, have been
included in the description part of each of the monuments and have also been analysed there to decide the
functional and chronological aspects of concerned monuments wherever necessary and possible.
In the general discussion, generally, the above data have been consolidated and interpreted to provide
a picture of the nature and chronology of the monuments and a short history of architectural activity
of the site. Wherever possible, attempt has also been made to provide an idea of social, economic,
religious and various other aspects relating to the site under consideration, to the extent that could
be deduced from the architectural and epigraphical data available therein and useful in the context of the
present study.
NOTE : Seperate series of numbers have been used for each site for referring to the 'Notes and References'
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AJANTA
The world famous Ajanta caves are located in the Aurangabad district, about 96 km north of the
district head-quarters. This group happens to be the northern most of the early rock-cut centres of
Deccan. The caves are located at the head of a pass that links the plateau with the vast stretch of the
Tapti plain below. Possibly one of the ancient highways connecting Ujjayini in the north with Pratistiina,
-the Satavahana capital in Deccan, ran along this pass. The hilly tract here is of good amygdaloid trap.
The river Waghora has cut a deep ravine amidst this, forming a large horseshoe shaped glen at its head,
with the scarp rising to a height of more than 100 m on either side. Part of this vertical scrap has
been selected for hewing the caves (PI. 1). The scarp feature must have come handy for the early
architects to cut in caves with minimum labour, without any necessity to prepare the facades.
Out of the 30 caves of the Ajanta complex, only six-8, 9, 10, 12, 13 and 15a-belong to the period
under consideration. All these are located in a single group in close proximity to each other at the
shoulder of the left arm of the horseshoe glen, and face south.

This is a small lena, situated at the eastern end of the early group and is in the lowest level. This
consists of a hall (9.85 m b, 5.18 m d, 3 m h) surrounded by seven cells, two on each side and three on the
back wall. The central cell in the back wall is large and much recedes into the inner side and gives the
impression of a deep central shrine of the later Mahlyina lenas. But even in this cell is a simple bench
a s in the other cells.
The whole of the front is broken, the interior is much damaged, and the cave is almost bereft of any
architectural element useful for stylistic comparison. The absence of verandah and the pillars in the hall
in contrast to the Mahsyiina Ienas where they are common, the presence of simple benches in the cells
(see p. 86) and its location in close proximity to cave 9 of the early group probably indicate that this too
might have been one of the architectural works of Ajanta belonging to the early period.
CAVE 9 (FIGS. 17, 7(1), 9(2-3); PLS. 7, 8, 9, 10)
This is a chetiyaghara consisting of a rectangular hall (13. 72 m 1, 6.93 m w) divided by a colonnade
of 21 pillars arranged in two parallel lines, both bending at the back to meet in a semi-circle. This
colonnade divides the hall into a central nave, two side aisles and the apse at the back. A circular
silipa is at the back of the nave. The front is covered with a screen wall, with a doorway in the
centre and a window on either side, the doorwav leading to the nave and the windows lighting the aisles.
The sttipa inside is raised on a cylindrical drum with a low socle, and the an& is almost hemispherical. It is surmonunted by a harmikd with an invered stepped pyramidal square capital over it. The top
of this member has two holes which were meant to receive probably the wooden umbrella and the flag
sta& which, however, are no more extant.
The pillars are octagonal and rise to a height of 3. 15 m. They have neither base nor capital but
.simply taper upwards. They also display a slight inward slant (about 5 cm), the degree of slant being
much less than what is noticed in the columns of cave 10 at this place and in the chcti.vuglruras of Bhaja
and Kondane. The frontmost pillars among these are somewhat difTerent. These, one on either side of
the nave, are also octagonal shafts as the other pillars, but the face towards the nave is projected forward
through out the height (pillar type B). Between these two pillars, are two more pillars, one on either
side of the passage leading to the nave. These are slender shafts with square cross-section, and have
the arrises cut in the middle part (pillar type C). These four pillars carry the roof over the transverse
aisle and are below the rood over which the open chaifya window is seen.
The walls are plain and straight. While the surface of the walls are rough (not smooth as described
by Burgess),' the stcpa has a somewhat smoothened body. The roof above the aisles is Rat, and is at
a level about 2 cm higher than the top of the columns, but the nave has the vaulted roof raised over the
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triforium (2 m h) which rests on the head of the pillars over a slightly projecting ledge. The vault
(1.78 m h) had been fitted with curved wooden beams. These are no more extant, but their positions can;
be made out from the small mortises remaining on the triforium.
The front screen wall is divided in its elevation into two parts, the lower part consisting of a rectangular doorway (1.52 m w, 1.90 m h) in the centre leading to the nave and a window (0.75 m w, 1.02 m
b) on either side at mid-height lighting the two side aisles. There are six pilasters about 2.5 m high,
projecting from the screen-wall, one on either side of the central door and the two windows, giving the
impression of a frame around them, or looking almost like mini-mukhan~an!opos. The pilasters are of
the shape of the t ~ frontmost
o
pillars in the interior of the hall (Type C). These have arc brackets at
the top supporting the cave above.? The projecting cave is rectangular and its front face is ornamented
with vedikd design. The spaces between the doorway and the two windows have been treated at
the cave level with a stepped cornice carrying merlons. The whole eave line is surmounted by
ornamental chaitya windows. These windows are of medium-spanned variety, well shown with vertical
jambs, tenons and concentric arched beams above lotus design.
The upper portion of the facade has a large open chaitva arch (3.50 m h) with an inner arch
(2.97 m h), the whole thing cut deeply to cover a rectangular area above the doorway. In the inner
arch there are the vertical jambs and the tie-rod. The soffit is decorated with beam-ends. A few holes seen
on the inner face of the vertical jambs and the soffit of the inner arch disclose that the chaitya window had
been covered with some wooden fixtures. They might have been the usual curved rafters intersected by radial
rafters (sun window) as seen in relief in the decorative arches. Projecting further out from the inner arch i s
the soffit of the bigger arch which is also decorated with stone beams. The front profile of this arch is
somewhat of a developed form differing in design from the other arches used for decoration on the
facade. Whereas the paws of the decorative arches are flat and project outwards as rectangular slabs,
the paws of the bigger arch have the toe-ends raised in a curved profile. The profile of the interior
side of the big arch is also much incurved. The crest of the arch is a bit splayed.
On either side of the crest of the arch, there are two decorative chaitya arches of the type found o n
the eave above the doorways. These are flanked by two similar but smaller arches placed over inverted
stepped mouldings. Below the end-most arch on either side, by the side of open arch at its shoulder
level, is a large rectangular roll-vedikd pattern.
The whole of this facade is sunk into the rock surface to a depth of about 1.2 m. At the top of
the sunken surface, at the level of the crests of the bigger arch and the smaller decorative arches, a
stepped cornice runs all along over this, the underside of the rock projection is carved with projecting
rafter beams which are delineated in such a way as carrying an entablature decorated successively with
a frieze of railing pattern, a row of arches, and ultimately a row of merlons. The smaller arches in this
series are all open without any indication of vertical jambs or curved beams, but have rafter ends shown
on the offi it.^
The measurements of the chetiyagl~ara show a certain organised plan. Barring minor variations
likely to occur in rock-cutting, it seems that the hall-width, including the two aisles and the space
occupied by the pillars, is half the length of the nave. The stlipa is located in such a position and is of
such dimension that its periphery is equidistant to the back wall and the two side walls, and the distance
between the doorway and the front of the strips is 213rd of the total length of the hall. The rest 1/3rd
is occupied by the stipa and the space behind upto to back wall. The height of the aisles is again
exactly half the total height from the floor to the crest of the vault-roof, and this itself is equal to the
width of the hall. The height of the pillars too, if the ledge on the entablature is taken into account as
forming part of the support to the same, is again half of the total height. The length-breadth
proportion of doorway is 5 : 4, and its length itself is 119th of the total length of the hall. Further it
has been located in such a height and position that the visitor standing just at the entrance of the
doorway, and not anywhere behind, would have the full view of the slipa The proportion between the
height and breadth of the facade is also 5 : 4, and the height itself is 18.29 m, i.e. bigger by 1/3rd of the
total lenght of the inner hall.
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Ajanta 9 happens to be the result of a single well-thought out design. The measurement pattern and
the execution display sufficient proficiency on the part of the architects. As it has been pointed out
already, the introduction of the stone screen wall is an advanced idea compared to the cheriyagharas at
Bhaja, Pitalkhora, Kondane, etc. In contrast to the high rake of the pillars in those, the pillars of the
present chetiynghara show much less rake. The ~ t l i p a too is of an advanced variety. The relative
position of this with reference to the above is obvious. But it can also be secn that the continued use of
the octagonal pillars, the polish seen on the stzipa show that this chetiyaghara may not have been very
much removed in time from the open front cheriyagharas. But in the absence of any insciiption in the
present chetiyaghara we are unable to provide an exact idea of the distance of time between these. It
can just be suggested for the present that this chetiyagliara may have been made somewhere in the 2nd
century B.C., the basis of this contention is the use of pillars and pilasters of Type C , an item well
associated with a cave (Nasik 19) belonging to the time of Kanha, the second ruler of the Sitaviihana
dynasty. The use of the rectangular wdikd panel, the roll-vedikd moulding, the stepped cornice, merlon
and the arches with broad span in the facade decoration is also indicative of the approximate epochal
position of this chetij~agliara. An interesting feature, however, is the shape of the main open chairya
window. The incurve of its arms is prominent, and the paws are slightly raised up, thus going nearer to
the features of the chaitya arch in Junnar-Manmodi 26, etc. This advanced feature indicates probably
that the chetiyaghara will have to be placed to a slightly later date but within the period when the other
features listed above were still in vogue.4
CAVE 10 (FIGS. 18, 6(3), 9(1); PLS. 11. 12, 13, 16)
This is one of the largest cfietiyagharas in the Deccan series, and is also one of the few displaying
very early features, stylistically falling in line with the chaitya halls at Bhaja and Kondane. This has an
apsidal hall measuring 12.5 m wide, 29.1 m deep (also see below) and nearly 17.10 m high. The hall is
divided into a wide nave, two narrow side aisles (1.78 m w) and a semi-circular apse at the back, by a
colonnade of 39 pillars. A huge circular ~rripawith a two-stepped cylindrical drum and a hemispherical
dome surmounted by a harmikd carrying a three-stepped square capital stands in the centre of the back
end of the nave. It is 5.03 m in diameter and is about 6.4 m high. The pillars are arranged in such a
way that the aisle width, is uniform throughout including that of the apsidal portion. The pillars are all
simple octagonal shafts without base or capital and are about 4.2 ni in height. They taper a bit towards
top and rake inwards to about 8 to 10 cm from their base line.
The walls are straight and smoothened. The aisle ceiling is quadrantal but has ribs in stone
fashioned in the model of the curved wooden ribs. The nave has a high vaulted roof rising on a vertically flying triforium about 2.9 m high. The apex of the vaulted roof is about 3.8 m high above the top
line of the triforium. The facade is conlpletely open, allowing entry directly throughout the width of
the cave including the aisles. It is very plain except for the ornamentation of any open chaitya arch,
springing from a height of about 3.2 m from the floor level. Its soffit is decorated with stone rafter-ends
in imitation of wooden ones. The front has no provision for a barge board (as seen in Bhaja 12) and is
simple and bereft of any other decoration. But just below the foot of the arch, towards the front and
in continuation to the quadrantal roof of the aisles, there are remnants of a quadrantal pavdda (overhanging ~ a n o p y fashioned
)~
with curved stone beams. The arch is wide spanned and semi-circular. Its
paws are straight and project at both the ends. The apex is raised at the top to the shape of a Kala.ia.
The whole of the facade is enclosed within a square frame (13.4 m h, 13.4 m W, 93 cm d) cut in the
vertical rock scarp.
Though the cave now looks to be very simple, plain and open, there is sufficient evidence to show
that this had a number of wooden fixtures, which must have given a different look originally. The vault
roof had been fixed with bent wooden beams, like those still extant in the chaitya hall Bhaja. Though
all of them are lost here, the vertical chases which received them are seen at the base of the vault above
the ledge on the top of the triforium. On the vault surface itself, there are remnants of chequered
pattern, being the impressions left on the rock by the curved ribs and crossing reapers. But a peculiarity
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noticeable in this cave is that there is no indication of such curved beams to have continued over the
triforium; it does not have the projecting ledge at the foot of the triforium, which could have supported
the beams.O
The front of the nave had a screen, probably in wood, at a line just abutting the front part of the
front most pillars. An indication of this is available on the underside of the front arch whence the stone
rafters of the pavada are drawn out horizontally forward. At that height, there are two huge mortises
(18 x 18 cm), one on either wall opposite each other. These may have received a large cross beam.
There are similar but smaller holes on the frontmost pillars too, which could have been meant for fixing
additional supports. However, a close look at the position of the mortises shows that they are the results
of afterthought. The mortises on the walls have damaged the stone beams partly. Even if a horizontal
beam had been laid across, its position in relation to the slanting stone pillars would have looked ugly.
It appears, that there may not have been any intention to put the screen originally and there was
necessity for a beam only to support the front part of the canopy which was necessarily to be in wood.
Observers of the 19th century have clearly stated that during the clearence of the lower part of this
facade bricks of large size were uncovered, and they have also suggested that these could have been used
for building the base for the front screen.'
The existence of the remnants of a quadrantal frontal canopy projecting to about 1.5 m in front of
the front most pillar line, is an item seen in this cheriyaghara alone and this calls for special attention.
If the run of the profile of this canopy is continued (which may have been in wood originally in the front
part) the whole plan of the cave at that level, would be elliptical in shape with apsidal ends o n either
side of the central rectangle and it looks as though the cave had a quadrantal ceiling above the aisle,
which ran all round the cave in an oval plan.B Structures of elliptical plan of early date were common
in Buddhist architecture elsewhere. A rock-cut monument of that plan having barrel-vault roof, the
Nagarjuni cave in Barabar hills, is well-known. Excavations have revealed the remains of such brick
structures, as for example the Jetavana Vihira at Srlvasti and GhositSrlma at KauSBmbi.'O Ajanta 10
appears to follow the tradition of such structures. But, architecturally there is an innovation here in
arranging the entrance at an end of the longer axis. This gives the impression of an elliptical structure,
with one of its longitudinal ends cut open. The pillars supporting thevault roof of such elliptical
enclosures are to be necessarily slanting inwards; the wooden roof cut across would be the face of the
arch and the ornamented finial at the crest of the roof would be the finial of the chaitya arch. This
provides incidentally a new vista to the problem of origin of the chaifya arches. From this example it is
possible to surmise that the c11air)laarch is nothing but the view of thecross section of the vaulted roof
that is invariably associated with elliptical structures.
It is extremely difficult to make out the exact mathematical formula utilized in the design of this
cave. It could be due to lack of definite ideas on the part of the designers, use of rough eye-measurements only, or the carelessness of the stone cutters. But allowing some divergences in exactness in
dimensions, it can be said that the whole length of the hall from the back of the apse to the front line
of the arch compared to its width is in the proportion of 5 : 2. The interior height is roughly 113 of the
total length of the hall. The central nave, however, is exactly 2/3rd part of the total width of the hall,
the rest 1/3rd being shared equally by the width of the aisles including the pillars. The width of the
nave itself is in the proportion of 2 : 5 to the length of the hall from the front of the stcpa to the line of
the front most pillars. The diameter of the stcpa is roughly 3/4th of the nave width. Its height in
proportion to its base diameter is 4 : 3. In the facade, the total height from the base line to the apex of
the arch is equal to the width of the cave. The deeply cut frame in the scarp enclosing the facade is a
square and is exactly double the width of the nave.
As it has been pointed out in the chapter on architectural analysis, the assemblage of architectural
members of this cave like the stiipa with simple drum and the capital of just three steps, the simple
octagonal pillars with high rake, the open facade and the broad-spanned arch display an early date
stylistically. The technical immaturity in rock cutting with its lack of good design and execution as
noted above and the extensive recourse to wood for the roof beams and screen (though all wooden items
are now lost), are in agreement with the above contention.
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A.ianta lo, which appears to be in the tradition of north Indian early elliptical buildings may be
considered to be a work of the early phase of rock-cut architecture in Western India.ll This northern
tradition is retained in the polish displayed by the walls too. The only advanced feature is the introduction of stone beams in the aisle ceiling and the pn1~dda.l'
These features are very well in conformity with the epigraphical evidence from the cave. There are
three early inscriptions here. The one carved on the facade (Ajanta No. 1) records the gift of that part
by one Visithiputa Katah5di. Another (No. 2) carved on the wall of the left aisle of the hall just below the
space between the 1st and the 3rd ribs, mentions the gift of the wall by Kanhaka of Bihada. This Bihada
is identified as Bahal a place of high antiquity situated about 50 miles west of Ajanta on the trade route
leading to Ujjain.12 Another inscription (No. 3) is seen painted in white colour on the greyish rock
surface of the 3rd rafter between the facade arch and the first rib, which records probably the gift of that
part of the cave. All these belong palaeographically to series IA (Chart III).I3
CAVE 12 (FIG. 19: PLS. 14, 15)
This is a simple le!ia of Type B ii and consists of a large hall (10.8 m sq, 2.4 m h) with four cells
(2.7 m sq, 2.4 m h) in each of the three inner sides. The facade has fallen and there is no indication of
the existence of any verandah. Rut it is likely that therz was no verandah at all, at least in stone, as the
roof and base remnants of the front screen wall indicate a very wide opening, at least about 5 5 m
originally. This may have been covered by a wooden screen, which had been affixed to thick uprights
set in the floor equidistant from side walls and themselves dividing the entrance to three equal parts.
The square (20 cm) mortises in the floor meant t o receive the uprights are still seen. But even the
wooden screen, if it existed appears to be a later finture. The location of an inscription on the back
wall of the hall, suggests that the front might have been open allowing sufficient light facilitating its easy
reading.
All the cells, except one, are provided with double beds, one opposite the other lengthwise along
either of the side walls. The one on the right side towards the back end has a bed running lengthwise
to the left of the doorway, and another on the back widthwise, which looks as though it is in continuation of the previous one but set at right angles to that. All the cells are reached by a small step. The
doorways are about 55 cm wide and 1.5m high. The cell doorways are simplc without any distinct jamb
or threshold or lintel. The sides slightly slant inwards as they go up. All the cell doorways are
provided in the interior with a latching arrangement consisting of simple semi-circular stone with a
central circular hole, jetting out from a jamb at mid-height.'Vhele are three niches (91 cm h, 81 cm b,
46 cm d) carved in the wall between the cell doors at waist level in each of the two side walls. Similar
niches are there between the 1st and 2nd, and 3rd and 4th cells on the back wall also.I5
The roof of the hall as well as of the cells is flat.
While the finish of walls in the cells is rough, that of the hall is excellent and perfect. There is also
the sculptural decoration of high quality workmanship on the upper portions of the three inner walls,
where somewhat large chai~yaarches are placed above the cell doors. Two smaller arches are set at the
same level between each pair of bigger arches. There are vediki carvings and quadrantal vediki rolls
below these smaller arches, and these are shown as resting over two vertical pilasters rising from a belt
of square cornice carved with rail pattern. The upper portions of the arches have a background of
stepped cornice running throughout the length of the walls, and above them is a continuous chain of
nierlons which reaches the level of the rsof. The decorative arches are all of the early variety similar
to the big arch in cave 10, with wide span and flat paws, and are decorated with tenons of rafters, and
the sunken surfaces inside the arch have half lotus decoration from which radiate straight reapers
crossed by concentric curved reapers. In some cases the half lotus is replaced by a semi-circle with
arabesque pattern. The cell at the front end of the right wall (the cell front itself recedes by 30 cms
from the line of the right wall) has the decoration somewhat different from the other in that the central
arch on the doorway is also small and rests on a rectangular belt with railing pattern, itself resting on
the head of the doorway looking like a projected lintel.
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GENERAL DISCUSSION
The above account shows that during the period under review Ajanta was a small monastic establishment with only six caves-four residential units and two halls of worship.
With the help of various architectural items discussed above, a resume of the relative chronology of
the excavations at this place may be given.
Among the two chetiyagharas several evidences show that Ajanta 10 is earlier than 9. The higher
degree of rake of pillars, the simplicity in workmanship, the simple form of the srlipa, the high degree of
imitation of wooden structures and also probably the d-gree of wood work now lost in it and the
polished finish of the walls, indicate the high antiquity of cave 10. In contrast, cave 9 shows developed
ideas of plan and design in the lesser rake of pillars, the appearence of the stone screen wall, the incurved
variety of chaitya arch, the wealth of decoration of the facade, the improvements in stGpa form, more
logical mathematical proportions in design and a bold attempt in introducing the square plan for the
hall. With these can also be included the existence of the square pillars with chamfered middle part.
Ajanta 9 has less of the hangover from the wooden tradition.
Among the three fe!ias, cave 13 appears to be the earliest. It is the only one with polished (smoothened) walls and shares this feature with chefiyaghura 10. Both of them, it may be noted, d o not have
decorative vedikri or chairya arches. So it is likely this is coeval with chetiyaghara 10, and happens t o
be earlier than the other Ienas which have decorations on the interior walls. Between 12 and 15A, it
has been shown that the decorative arches of 15A display a tendency of incurving of tho arms, whereas
those in cave 12 are generally broad spanned. With this feature 1SA can be considered as slightly later
in date compared to cave 12, but nearer to cave 9. Hence a relative sequence for these caves may be
given as follows :
(i) Chetiyaghara 10, Lena 13,
(ii) Ixna 12,
(iii) Chetiyaghara 9, Lenu 15A.
By utilizing the palaeographical evidence, chetiyaghara 10 (and hence Iena 13) with its inscriptions
of Series 1A could be placed to a time before the time of Kanha (205-187 B.C.), i.e. to the latter part of
the 3rd century B.C. The inscription in cave 12 belongs to Series IIA, i.e. around 175 B.C.
The use of merlons, roll-vedikri moulding, stepped cornice, etc., shows that Lena 12, 15A and
clretiyaghara 9 are all nearer to each other. Further the use of pillars of Type B and C as subsidiary
ones along with pillar Type A ii in cave 9 indicates that this is to be placed chronologically at not too
far a distance from the time of Kanha. Hence, collating this information with the relative position of
cave 9 made out with reference to cave 12, it may be suggested that chetiyaghara 9 of Ajanta (and
consequently lena 15A) could be placed to the middle of the 2nd century A.D.
Cave 8 does not retain any architectural feature of comparative value. But the presence of benches
and absence of pillars in the front varandah would indicate that this belongs to the Hinayana phase of
rock-cut architecture. However, the benches seen here are of a simple type and are not of the 'bench
in recess' variety which began to be used widely from about the 2nd century A.D. (p. 86). Hence this
too will have to be placed before that date. (See Chart V).
Leaving cave 8 out of consideration, it can be generally stated that early rock cut activity at Ajanta
started some where around the latter part of the 3rd century B.C. and continued for about five to six
decades. Ajanta being located possibly on one of main trade routes linking Uttarapatha with Deccan,
there was a great possibility of ideas prevalent in northern India to have percolated early into this place
through people travelling to and fro along this route. For many of them this place situated near the
head of the ghats could have been a place of halt (note 15). There could have been several monks too
travelling along the same route and it appears cave 13 was hewn for their use. At that time it could
have served for about hardly 14 monks at a time (on the basis of number of beds). T o serve the
spiritual needs of the monks and possibly also the people frequenting the place chaitya hall 10 was
made. Interestingly this is in the fashion of elliptical chaitya halls seen contemporaneously in northern
India. This is indicative of the flow of ideas through people from different regions, a person from.
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BBhada (Bahal) being one of them. Then gradually necessity for more accommodation may have been
felt and a bigger cave (12) which could have accommodated about 24 souls was made. It is likely that
there was still greater demand for more accommodation. The niches made in the walls in this cave
probably indicate an arrangement to keep the belongings of the visitors, while they could rest in the hall
itself. However, a little later another cheriyaghara (9) and a small cave 15h which could have accommodated about 6 persons were added. (Cave 8 probably had a capacity for about 7 persons at that time).
In all, the monastic establishment at Ajanta in the 2nd century B.C. could have provided accommodation
for about 50 (at the most) monks at a time."
This statistics leads to an enigmatic question. What could have been the necessity of having two
chetiyagharas for a mere monk-strength of about 50 ? l t is possible that sectarian differences had
necessitated seperate chetiyagharas for the followers of different branches of Buddhist faith. A more
likely possibility is that one more cheriyughara became necessary to meet the demands of the laity who
may have increasingly frequented this place.le
However, shortly after the 2nd century B.C. Ajanta ceased to receive any patronage for atleast
another 4 or 5 centuries to come by. There is absolutely no archit.cctural activity after the making of
cave 15A, till Mahayana times. The reason for the break in patronage is not known.

AMBIVALE
There is only one cave at this place, which is a lena. The cave is situated at the northern foot of
the hill fort of Kotaligad, about a kilometre away from the village Ambivale near Jamburg, about 25 km
north-west of Karjat. This is on the bank of a small branch of the river Ulhas. Ambivale is also on a
trade route leading from Kalyan-Thana ports to the plateau above, just on the hilly terrain of the Kusur
ghat. The cave overlooks the beautiful valley of the river below. Access to the cave being from a
sloping rock rising from the river edge, is a bit difficult. What town supported this monastery is not
known definitely. But it is likely that a small settlement might have been there near the present village
Ambivale itself, where sherds of red-polished ware are available.'
CAVE 1 (FIG. 20A; PLS. 18, 19, 20)
The lena here is of B iii type. It consists of a rectangular hall (12.8 m d, 11.9 m w, 3 m h)
surrounded by twelve cells and a verandah in front (9.4 m 1, 1.8 m d). The rectangular hall has a
bench (about 60 cm w, 45 cm h) running along the three inner sides. Above this are the doorways
(76 cm w, 1.67 m h) of the cells which are arranged to be four on each of the three inner sides. The cells
vary from 1.8 to 2.1 m in length and 1.5 to 2 m in width. They do not have benches. There are two
doorways leading from the verandah to the hall, one at the centre (about 90 cm b, 180 cm h) and
another to the right (about 60 cm b, 1.5 m h). The verandah has benches at the two ends and its roof
is supported in front by a row of four pillars, two pilasters and two return walls (1.14 m b), on either
side of the row of pillars.
On either side of the central entrance facing the inner side is a low seat with sloping back running
between the pair of pillars and the pilasters. On the outer side of the backed bench there were
decorations of festoons and rosettes. They are much effaced now. The pillars have octagonal shaft,
pot capitals, and grooved neck surmounted by inverted stepped pyramidal plates of successively increasing
dimensions. The pillars rise from the low stone bench and d o not have any base. The centre pillars
are eight sided, but the side ones are sixteen sided.
Tbe Ambivale cave resembles in many respects, Nasih 3, 10, etc., and this is one of the very neatly
designed Ienas of Type B iii b. But this lena does not have benches in cells. The absence of benches
is a feature normally seen in Mahiysna caves of the later period. The presence of the backed bench,
decorated with festoons and the pillars with pot capital of Type D vi b indicate sufficiently a late date
for the cave. It can also be seen that the pillars here are somewhat of a peculiar shape though belonging generally to Type D vi b; the pots are almost of the same thickness as the shaft itself; the sixteen
sided variety is also seen. In these features, the pillars appear to represent a stylistically transitional stage
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from the pillar type of D vi b towards types that became common in the monuments of the Mahiyina
period, as at Ajanta cave 11, 16, e t c 2
There are five inscriptions at the place carved on the front pillars. All these belong to Series VII, but
show advanced developmental tendencies palaeographically. This too leads towards the contention of a
late date for the cave.
So both architectural style and palaeography indicate that this Iena belongs to the transitional phase
between the Hinayina and Mahiysna architectural traditions. The cave may be assigned to about the
early part of the 4th century A.D.
The importance of the Ambivale Iena lies in the fact that this provides evidence regarding the continuation of architectural tradition in the so called 'gap' period postulated between the Hinayina and
Mahsyina phases of rock-cut a r c h i t e c t ~ r e . ~

AURANGABAD
Out of the three groups of caves at Aurangabad, the western one has a unique excavation which
appears to belong to the early period, while all others are assignable to the period of Mahiyina ascendency. The Archaeological Survey numbers it as 4. It is a chetiyaghara with open front looking like
the one at Kondane.
The front portion of the chetiyaghara (Pl. 21) has collapsed, and as it stands today the cave has a
rectangular hall (about 8.5 m 1, 6.9 m w). 17 pillars, of which the stumps or traces only survive today,
were arranged in a n apsidal pattern dividing the hall into a nave, two aisles and the back apse. A
sripa (about 2 m dia) stands at the inner end of the nave. The pillars are octagonal with each of the
faces measuring 24 cm in width and rise to a height of about 3.20 m. They disclose slight taper and
rake. These carry a triforium (about 1.5 m h) decorated with vertical stone ribs rising on a thin flat
ledge at the bottom. At the top level of these members is a string of stepped moulding in the background and the whole is surmounted by a string course of railing decoration. Above this is a decorative
arcade of chaitya wondows. These are of the type with medium base span, pointed apex, and the soffit
decorated with beam ends. Above this is the vaulted roof (1.5 m h) which is carved with curved stone
beams, each beam running along the line of a corresponding vertical stud on the triforium. The aisles
(90 cm w) have flat roof.
The slt2pa (Fig. 6-4) has a high drum with socle and carries a dome roughly a 415th sphere. The
sides of the dome, however, incline inwards slightly. The harmikri is small compared to the height of
the stzipa and has the usual railing decoration. Above this is another member (as in the case of the
st@a Bedsa chaitya hall) with vertical props only being delineated. This carries a stepped pyramid
with plates of increasing dimensions, but this member is again very small. The top most of the slab
carries on its outer face a series of triangles which appear to be the degenerated form of the stepped
m-rloa decoration. 0.1th- flat top of the top most plate, there are nine holes, the central one about
8 cm in diameter, and the others along the line of the periphery about 2.5 cm in diameter. It is likely
that the central hole carried a wooden umbrella, where as the others might have been meant to receive
shafts for small banners.
Stylistically Aurangabad 4 has many items in common with cave 9 of Ajanta. Along with Ajanta
this happens to be another example of a vault rooted chaitya hall with oblong plan but having the pillar
line ending in a semi-circle at the baclc. In both, the aisle ceilings are flat and d o not display any
evidence of wooden or stone rafters there. The decorative chairyo arches on the triforium show Somewhat m:dium base span. Both have octagonal pillars with the slight rake. However, the rock-cut
rafters on the vault roof of the nave is a progressive element. The some what tall sllipa with small
hartnikri and 415th globular dome is also a type witnessed in some later examples. With these elements
of mixed nature Aurangabad can b: considered as a progressive experimental example in rock-cut vault
roofed chilityo halls. There is no doubt this is later than the chaitya halls like Ajanta 10, as no more
hsngovsr of the wooden elem:nt is to be seen. So possibly this can be placed to a period proximate to
the time of Ajanta 9, but slightly in the later part. (Also see Chart V).
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It looks problemetic to explain the open facade which is a feature of the early chaitya halls, as at
Bhaja, Kondane and Ajanta. But a closeobservation reveals that the front portion of the cave has
considerably fallen. The present continuation of the scarp by its side has on the same line the back wall
of the inner hall of a lena. If the plan of the lena is completed it coulil be guessed that the rock scarp
must have been originally atleast 3.5 m more to the front than what it is today. If so, this chairyo
hall too must hake had a considerably longer front portion in which the screen walls in stone may have
once stood (the disintigration of the scarp may have started very early as there is indication that structural
additions were attempted in the front portion of the chaitya hall, as revealed from some remnants
there).
Another problem that faces us is the absence of any other excavation in the group, which could be
dated to the period of this chaitya hall. It is likely that some of the earlier ones were enlarged during
MahSyina times, destroying the original forms of the lenas. It is also possible that the early le!las are
destroyed due to the collapse of the scarp near the chuitya hall.

BEDSA
The Bedsa caves are situated on the eastern side of the same range of hills consisting of the Bhaja
group, but overlook the broad valley of the river Pavnzi, at about a hundred metres above the plain o r
about 661 metres above MSL. The caves are approached from the village by travelling west and climbing a steep flight of steps which leads to a wide flat ledge of the trap hill. The ledge serves as the front
open yard to the caves which are cut in the second deposit of lava flow rising as a scarp above this. The
caves face east and they are numbered here from south to north.
An inscription at this place (No. 1) provides its ancient name as Mzirakuda.
CAVE 1
The first cave t o the south is an unfinished circular chetiynghara of type B ii. It is 3.04 m in
diameter and rises to a height of 1.75 m with a flat roof.' In the centre of this circular room is the
stlipa with a plinth (1.8 m dia, 0.9 m h) and a rectangular piece above rising up to reach the 0at roof.
The doorway in front (1.37 m b) rises from the floor to the roof with no indication of having been fixed
with any wooden door. I n front of the doorrvay is a n open court (1.52 m w, 1.82 m d).
The cave is bereft of decoration or finish. The surfaces are still left rough. It is likely that the
excavation was leR unfinished, perhaps due to the peculiar form the stGpa took in the hands of an unskilled worker. The stripa if it had been finished may not have conformed to the tradition of the day
because in the little space available above the plinth it was not possible to cut the an& and the harmikd.
It is likely that cave 3 further down, which follows the same plan, is the one which was done later on to
serve the same purpose as this one.
EXCAVATION 2
This is a cistern with a square mouth (60 cm sq) cut in the floor of a rectangular recess.
CAVE 3 (FIG. 5 (5); PL. 22)
This is a chetiyaghara of Type B ii. The top and front portion have fallen. The circular chamber
(2.4 m dia) has a srlipa in its centre. The front porch was about 2.3 m wide projecting forward to about
a metre in front of the sttipa. Despite the fallen top it can be made out that the circular cell had a
domical roof which may have risen to a height of 2.6 m when complete. There is no indication of the
existence of any door-frame, and it is likely that this had open front. The floor of the circular cell is
about 7 cm higher than that at the entrance, and is also well finished.
The sttipa inside is about 1.4 m in diameter at the base. The cylindrical base is 1.06 m high with
a band of railing ornament (20 cm h) running round at the rim. Above this is the dome (91 cm h).
This has four holes on its top and these were probably meant to receive the harmikd, which was probably
made of wood. The cylindrical base has the sides slightly slanting inwards and the dome has straight
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sides up to half of its length, and thence it is hemispherical. On the bacla wall of the circular st~ipa is
an inscription (Bedsa No. 1) belonging to palaeographical series 1V A. This records that this sttipa was
made in honour of Gobhuti, a monk living at MSrakuQa.
EXCAVATION 4
This is a cistern just by the side of the above. This has a square mouth cut in the floor of a rectangular recess (90 x 210 cm) and is similar to Excavation 2.
EXCAVATION 5
Close to the above is another cistern of the same type and it bears an inscription (Bedsa No. 2) on
its back wall. Palaeographically the inscription belongs to series IV B and records that the cistern is a
gift of a MahSrAthini.
EXCAVATION 6
This is a broken recess.
CAVE 7 (FIG. 21, 7(3), 10 (2); PLS.23, 24, 25, 26, 27)
This is the great chetiyaghara, the best and the biggest of the rock excavations at Bedsa. This is
hewn in gently sloping rock, and hence, in order to obtain the necessary height for the facade which is
nearly 9 m high, a passage about 12 m long and 2.5 In wide has been cut through to lead to an open court
lying transversely to the passage. Behind this rises the facade with two majestic columns and two half
columns consisting of pot base, octagonal shaft, inverted bell capital and animal figures on the bracket.
These columns form the front of the verandah which is nearly 3.7 m deep and 9.19 1x1 broad. There are
two cells, one on each back corner. These project a little to front from the side walls. Thz cell to the
left has a simple bench at the back wall and the cell to the right has a bench running along three walls.
In the right side just between the front end and the cell there is another cell with a bench. An attempt
t o make a similar cell on the left side correspondingly is seen, but it is left unfinished. The hall behind
the verandah has two doorways. The one in the centre, which is the main doorway, measures about
90 cnl by 180 cm. The other doorway is smaller and is to the left side and is only 68 c m x 167 cm. In
the corresponding place to the right there is a pierced screen. The inner hall is 13.54 m long and 6.25 m
wide. It is rectangular in the front and semi-circular in the back. The whole is divided into a central nave
and two aisles on either side divided by a colonnade of 24 pillars laid parallel to the wall and meeting
semi-circularly at the back. The nave is 3.12 m broad and the aisles arc 1.06m wide. The columns
are about 40 cm thick. These columns are all octagonal (type A ii) and rise to a height of 3.12 m
carrying the triforium. They slant inwards slightly by one degree, but do not taper. There are two
more pillars of the same height but somewhat thicker, and of a design with five faces at the back, and
from the other single face a rectangular projection is there which turns towards the nave (pillar type B).
These pillars are placed right near the doorway, as the first ones in the line of pillars on either side
nnd are similar it1 gcneral dssign to those in th: Sam- position at Ajanta 9. Karle chaifya hall and
Xanheri 3.
The roof on the aisles is quadrantal, the curvature commencing at about 2.75 m above the straight
wall. The roof on the nave is barrel-vaulted. This rises on the vertical triforium about 1.52 m high, with
a thin fillet (10 cm h) at the bottom just above the pillars. On the top of the triforiu~nwhich forms
.a ledge about 2.5 cm wide, the vault roof springs upto a heignt of 1.61 m. Thus the total height of the
interior is 6.25 m. The triforium and the quadrantal roof of the aisles have some vertical chases and
:holes which once received wooden fixtures.'
At the farther end of the nave about 9.34 rn away from the doorway stands a rock cut stcpa. Its
diameter at the base is 2.08 m. The plinth rises in two tiers, the lower to a height of 1.55 m and the
upper to 99 cm. The anda is 91 cm in height, and thus the crest of the anda is in the same level as the
base of the triforium. There are vedikd decorations both at the base and the rim of the lower plinth
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and again a t the rim of the upper. The anda is almost hemispherical. The harr,~ikdis in two tiers and
is surmounted by the capital consisting of five horizontal plates of increasing dimensions and the upper
most of this has the vedika decoration. The total height of thcse members is 1.04 m. From a circular
hole in the centre of the top of the uppermost horizontal plate rises the y a ~ ( i of
, wood, with a hump of
calyx design on the top. This part is about Im h. Probably this is part of the wooden umbrella of the
type found in Karle.
The front screen wall is cut by the central doorway 91 X 182 cm. The most importat feature in its
elevation, however, is the rake of door jambs by which the breadth at the top is reduced by about 5 cm.
The soflit of the lintel of this doorway slants inwards by 45'. The roof of the area between the front
screen wall and the first pillars is again quadrantal. The upper part of the screen wall cut into the
shape of a chaitya arch is directly in front of the barrel roof of the nave. This sheds light on the stiipa,
the object of worship, and the effect of this 'spot-lighting' in heightened by the barrel roof itself which
slopes inwards by about 6". The chaitya arch is deep and covers a large rectangular gallery above the
doorway extending from the front screen wall to the first two pillars. At the inner end of this 'chaitya
window' two vertical jambs, one on either side, has been carved simulating the uprights which originally
would have placed the arch in position in wooden constructions. There are vertical rows of holes on
their inner sides. These were probably meant for wooden fixtures of the same design as seen in the
decorative arches outside. The soffit of the arch is cut with dentils copying wooden rafter ends. The
smaller doorway to left leading into the nave is 68 cm w and 178 cm h. This has straight sides.3
The outer face of the screen wall is a singular piece of art adorned with high quality decorative work.
The base of the screen wall as w-ll as the upp-r portion above the lintel level of the doorways are carved
with rledikd pattern. Above the upper part of these are three mouldings, the lower and the upper
rectangular and the central one rolled. The plain bands in between are curved with guttae at regular
intervals. Three such series rise one above the other on the back and side walls of the verandah. The
vedikd bands on the top are relieved at regular intervals by decorative chaitya windows. The carved
front arch of the central window is very big and reaches the top of the verandah roof. There are
similar but smaller false ones above the doorways and the pierced screen to right. All these arches are
decorated with the dentils to indicate rafter-ends and concentric circular bands intersected by radiating
jambs simulating the perspective view of barrel roofs with bent wood rafters. The innermost circles,
rather the semi-circles above the door lintel, are carved with diaper design (on the central doorway) or
with lotus design (the others) with calyx and radiating petals. Similar ornamentation is seen on the
side walls of the verandah also which copy and continue the same patterns and divisions as the front of
the screen. The decorative design covering the inner walls of the verandah give the impression of a
four storeyed structure each decorated in front with series of vedikd designs and ornamental chaitya
arches.
The first cells on either side nearer the screen wall have doors with sloping jambs. These deorways
(70 cm b, 1.5 m h) are also decorated with arches above the lintel. The doorway of the cells at the
outer part of the verandah sides, however, have vertical jambs. These cells appear to be due to after
thought. But still the symmetry of decorative work is continued here too, which appears to be due to
the original design, the only later aspect being the cutting of the doorway and cells further in. This
contention of posteriority of this cell work is also proved by the way in which the run of the dado
rledikd is abruptly cut by the door jambs which are straight.
The verandah pillars and pilasters too contain fine decorative work on the top, with beautiful
carvings of addorsed animals. These pillars (7.6 m h) support a heavy architrave. They rise on pot
bases placed on three thin horizontal plates set in pyramidal pattern with the dimensions of each plate
reducing successively. The capital is bell shaped, with vertical groves around and supports a square
frame over which lie agaiu four thick plates each proje2ting over the one below. On the faces of the
abacus above the uppermost plate there arz graceful carvings of crouched elephants, horses or bulls with
a man and a women riding over them.'
The Bedsa chaitya hall is remarkably perfect in architectural design. The proportion between the
various parts is so mathematically arranged and meticulously executed to be an achievement laudable in
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rock excavations. It can be noted from the measurements that the interior of the chaitya hall has a
breadth of 6.25 m and its height from floor to the apex of the barrel roof is exactly the same. The width
of the nave between the pillars (3.12 m) is half of this. The aisles are 114th of the total width on each
side. The height of the pillar is also 112 the total height of the hall, the other half being the height of
the triforium and the barrel roof. The length of the hall is arranged in such a way as to accommodate
the stlipa in an organised position. The length from the inner wall of the screen to the front of the
stiipo is exactly one and a half times the breadth (6.25+3.12), the stlipa itself is exactly 1/3rd of the total
width of the hall and is placed in the centre equidistant from the sides and the back. Thus, the total
length of the hall happens to be 13.54 m. (x being taken as the width, x
112 x
113 x
113 x). The
are of a thickness exacty 115th of their total height (about 60 cm) and the intercolurnnal space is
about 38 cm, which is 518th the thickness of the ~ i l l a r s . ~The central doorway is 1/3rd the total height
of the nave. Similarly the stlipa, which has a diameter equal to 1/3rd of the total width (i.e. equal to the
height of the doorway) has the same height upto the brim of the second plinth. The an& is half of this.
The total height of vedikd and capital is equal to that of the an&. Thus the rock part of the stiipa is
divided into two halves in height, the plinth, and ando and capital. The wooden ymli is a little less
than 115th of the total height of the rock part, probably the shortage was being made up originally by the
thicknessr of the canopy of the umbrella which once surmounted this.
The measurements of the front verandah also display regular mathematical proportions. The total
width across is exactly 1# times the width of the inner hall. The length from the front of the screen
t o the front row of pillars is again 113rd of the total width of the verandah. Its height is about five
times the above length. The base of the verandah pillars, i.e. the thickness of the flat base of the pillars
(1.65 m) is 1110th its total height. All these measurements reveal that the architectural planning is
perfect and is based on considerable thought and possibly long standing tradition.0
The Bedsa chaitya hall is immaculatly perfect in design and excellent in decorative sculptural work.
The whole thing is a result of single-phase planning, except for slight alteration in cutting the left doorway
leading to the left aisle and the two front cells in the side walls of the verandah. No other chaitya hall
of this time has such dwelling cells as seen in the back corners of the verandah but it is likely that even
the cutting of these is not far removed in time from the making of the cave itself, as adduced by a
short inscription (NO. 3) seen on the lintel of a cell to the right in the verandah. Palaeographically this
belongs to series 111, and hence is assignable to about the 1st century B.C.
This chetiyogltara contains important architectural elements of interest like the stone-screen wall in
front of the hall, the verandah and the pillars with pot base and pot and animal capital type. In these
features, this belongs to the same class as the chairyo halls at Karle and Kanheri and these are certainly
the features far developed from the primitive cireliyaghoras Bhaja 12, Kondane I, Pitalkhora 3, etc., which
have open front and which follow very faithfully the earlier structural traditions of wooden buildings.
However, the stone screen wall before the hall is met with in Ajanta 9 and Nasik 18 also. It can be seen
from the occurrence in Ajanta 9 and Bedsa 7 of common elements-like the use of octagonal pillars with
slight rake, the chaitya arches with slightly incurved arms, the large railings, the rolled moulding with
railing, the stepped cornice and also the general treatment of the front face of the stone screen that the
two may not have been far removed in age. On the contrary, Ajanta 9 lacks the verandah whereas it is
seen in Bedsa 7, and Bedsa 7 does not have the subsidiary pillar of Type C. The pot base-pot
and
animal capital pillar in Bedsa 7 is a feature unknown in early caves, and is wanting in Ajanta 9 also.
Hence it may not be unreasonable to suggest that Bedsa 7 is later in date than Ajanta 9, but still not
completely isolated from its tradition. (The relative position of this chetiyagl~ara,with reference to those
at Karle, Nasik, etc. will be discussed below).'

+

+

+

EXCAVATION 8
A small cistern in a recess, situated about 3 m north of the entrance of the chetiyaglrara.
EXCAVATION 9
Another cistern of the same type as Excavation 8, about 10 m north of the previous one. The right
side of the recess is broken and opens to the next excavation.
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CAVE 10
An unfinished lena intended to have a front cell and another inner cell. This is somewhat at a
higher level in the series.
CAVE 11 (FIG. 22; PLS. 28, 291
This is the main lena (dwelling cave) of Bedsa, and the most singular type in the whole of Western
Indian series. This has an apsidal pillarless hall, with the cells hewn in the inner wall on the three sides.
The hall originally was 5.5 m wide and 9.9 m deep to the back of the apse and had nine flat roofed cells
with a n average dimension of 1.8 X 2.0 m, all with two benches, one each on opposite sides, except the
1st cell of the left wall and the 2nd cell of the right wall which have single beds only. The three cells at
the back have a slightly curving profile in plan at the front and the back inside. The roof of the apsidal
hall is barrel shaped, but there is no indication of any wood work as seen in the similar roofs found in
the chetiyagharas.
The walls are relieved by doorways leading to the cells which have prominent jambs slightly raking
inwards and canopied by the choiryo window decoration. These cltaitya arches are connected by two
rail friezes, one at the level of the springing of the arches and the other touching and including the apex
of these. Below the lower vedikd guttae have been shown in a row. The chaitya arches are similar in
design to those depicted in the chaitya hall of the place with incurved arms, slightly projecting out paws
and pointed finials. The soffit of the arches is treated with dentils representing rafter-ends and the space
above the lintel of the door and within the frame of the arch has half lotus design, and concentric arch
pattern cut by rediating beams, again as in the arches of the chetiyaghara.
The wall surfaces in between the doorways have rectangular pilasters near the door jambs. These
are thin, and about 15 cm broad at the bottom and slightly taper at the top. The arrises are cut in the
middle p o r t i ~ n . ~Between these, at shoulder height are some panels with diaper and basket-weave
designs (PI. 28), representing grated windows.
The entrance to the cave is now through a large opening about 5.25 m wide, marked by two vertical
jambs, one on either wall, about 90 cm broad and 17 cms thick. A 10 cm wide chase on this, and in
the roof in the same alignment, suggests that a wooden screen might have stood here once.
In front of this, were four more cells, two on each side. Only two of these are intact now. The
other two have lost their roof and front. The one remaining at the left has two beds, one at the back
and the other along a side, and the right cell has only one bench on the left side. The ruined cells retain
one bench each. The doorways of the extant cells have straight jambs and are again surmounted by
chaitya arches of the type in the interior cells, but with only a single band of sedikri decoration near the
roof. This vadikd band is surmounted by stepped merlons. This is of some interest; in one and the
same cave two varities of decoration of vedikd, with merlon top and without them, are seen. The
entrance to this whole complex is much ruined.
The variation in decoration and the fact that the front cells are a bit receded from the alignment of
the inner cells and also separated from the inner hall by the wide jambs, show that this Iena was made in
two stages.
The age of the hind part of this cave which has neat design and workmanship must be the same as
that of the chaitya hall (7). These two have the same type of decorative designs (chaitya windows,
diapers, vedika with a line of guttae below). The delineation of the door frames in front of the cells is
similar to the door frames of the main chaitya hall. Further it can be noted that the dimensions of the
inner hall too are well organised as in cave 7. The width and height of the hall are equal and the length
is exactly double the ~ i d t h . ~
It is likely that the front parts with four cells was existing prior to the above extension.1° Merlons
and stepped cornice were common designs in Ajanta 9, 12, etc. Those caves are datable to a period
earlier than the Bedsa chaitya hall (to which date the hind part belongs). While this extension with
apsidal hall was made, the lena existing in front could have been fashioned as the verandah, by which the
general plan of this whole complex became almost similar to the chaitya hall itself.
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EXCAVATION 12
About 6 m north, beyond the above lena and under the steps that lead up to left is a small cell
1.8 x !.2 m. The front of this cell is open.
EXCAVATION 13
A cistern, just by the side of the above, in a recess (2.1 X 1 m) with sockets in front probably for
some wooden door or some break of a simple type meant to obstruct the entrance of animals.
Beyond this a small footpath leads to the nallah.
EXCAVATION 14

A small open tank (1.05 x2.1 m) with sokets around. This may be a bathing tank.
EXCAVATION 15
About 12 m beyond the above is a small flat roofed hall (4.4 m square) with a doorway 2.1 nl wide.
This is bereft of any decoration. This could be an open rest hall (n~alapa)for pilgrims.
GENERAL DISSCUSSION
Bedsa is a small monastic establishment with only fifteen excavations in all. Only two of them, the
great chaitya hall 7, and lena 11 are architecturally noteworthy. The others include two small
cheiiyagharas of Type B ii (caves 1 and 3, the former unfinished), two single-celled le!lus (caves 10 and
12, the former unfinished), a mafapa (cave 15), a recess (Exc. 6), six pdniya pidhis of Type A ii (Excs. 2,
4, 5, 8, 9, 13) and one sancina podhi (Exc. 14).
The caves being removed from one another by sufficient distance not much information can be
gathered from their location as to the relative chronological positions. However, the cisterns 2 and 4
have their walls oriented in such a way as not to damage cave 3 situated between them. So these two
could be considered as creations later in date than cave 3.
On the basis of stylistic aspects of caves narrated above cave 7 and 11 (interior) are seen t o share
common features in the delineation of decorative chaitya arches, vedikd and the form of the doorways.
Hence the two may be considered as coeval. It has also been shown above that the front part of cave
11 consisting of doorways without rake of jambs, but decorated near the roof level with vedikci and
merlons was already existing prior to the making of the back portion consisting of the apsidal hall and a
different decorative design (p. 11 1).
The small chetiyaghara 3 has the srlipa of Type A iii.
Cave 7 has an inscription (No. 3) belonging to Series 111, cave 3 has the inscription (No. 1) of Series
IV A and cave 4 has the inscription (No. 2) of Series IV B.
Collating all these data a relative sequence for some of the caves at Bedsa can be built up. Successively they would be :
Cave 11 (front part)
Cave 11 (back part) and Cave 7
Cave 3
Cave 4 and Cave 2.
Nothing can be said about the dates of other caves, in the absence of data for reconstruction of
chronology. But most of these being accessory items like ~nafapaand cisterns these could have been
made only after the main Iena and chetiyaghara came into existence.
The inscription of cave 7 being of Series I11 it can be considered that cave was made somewhere
in the early part of the 1st century B.C. and this would be the date for the interior part of cave 11 too.
So the architectural activity at Bedsa appears to commence slightly earlier than the above, around 100
B.C., with a small le!ta, viz. the front part of present cave 11. At that time the capacity of the monastic
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establishment was restricted to only 4 monks or at the most 6 if one or two cells existed at the back of
this cave originally. Bedsa being located in a strategic place nearer the trade routes linking the Konkan
ports and inland towns, it began to gain importance gradually and shortly afterwards in the early part
of the 1st century B.C. the beautiful c h a i ~ y ahall 7 and Ieno I I were made. Probably the demand for
accommodation was so much that cells were made even in the chetiyoghara, a feature not usually met
with in the early Western Indian architectural tradition. It is interesting to note that a merchant from
a distant place like Nasik was responsible for a donation towards this (Bedsa No. 3). It is also noteworthy that both Bedsa 7 and I1 are bold and creditable achievements in rock-cut architecture due to a
number of innovations like the apsidal hall for a lena, the introduction (possibly for the first time) of a
high verandah with pillars of Type D, new features of stripe and such other items, in the chaitya hall
mentioned above. If our contention of the use of the Greek foot as the unit of measurement (note 6 )
is correct this gains added significance.
After the making of these caves the monastery could have accommodated about 30 monks. For the
increased number of monks and also for the visitors coming to this beautiful temple, provision had to be
made for the supply of water. A number of water cisterns were made. A rest hall (mafapa, cave 15)
and a bathing tank (cave 14) were also added.
Probably by the end of 1st century B.C., i.e. in the course of about a century since the beginning of
this monastic establishment, it may have become a holy place too. A desciple of a thera created here a
c h a i t ~ ~shrine
a
(cave 3 ) in honour of his teacher, who by himself had preferred to remain a forest dweller
(dranoka), as stated in the associated inscription. It could gain the donation of a rnahdralhini too (Bedsa
No. 2) in the 1st century A.D.
The monastic establishment at Bedsa, the ancient MSrakuQa, appears to have enjoyed patronage
hardly for about a century and a half. While the monastery wuld have wntinued to be in use in later
times," there is no evidence of architectural activity at the place after about the 1st century A.D.'?

BHAJA
Bhaja in the Maval taluk of Pune district is located about 5 km south of Malavli, a railway station
on the Pune-Bombay line, about 10 km south of Lonavala. It was one of the important monastic
establishments on the trade route passing via Bhorghat; and is in the transitional strip between the
Sahyadris and the Desh plain. Bhaja is probably one of the oldest Buddhist religious centres in the
Deccan and its importance is further enhanced by the fact that it is one centre which flourished only in
the early (Hinayina) period. All the excavations belong to this period and due to some cause or the
other this centre appears not have attracted any patronage during MahHylna times. This very fact of
restriction of architectural activity to the early times provides a matter of importance for the historian
as herein can be studied the phases of development of architecture of the early period in its purer form
untampered by later works. Indeed, it can be seen from the following account that Bhaja provides
valuable evidence regarding the development of a religious centre from its foundation to its heyday.
There are altogether 29 excavations at the site (including minor ones), at a height of about I20 m
higher up from the plain below and all facing west, on a spur of a hill branching nothwards from the
chain of hills with Isapur and Lohagad forts. The caves are numbered from north to south.
At the time Fergusson and Burgess (1880) wrote, it appears that the Bhaja group of caves had not
been completely cleared of debris as a result of which they have missed many items of interest, and
this has also led them to skip over the description of a few caves, and has caused some inaccurate
statements and deductions. The site plan on Plate IX in their work is incomplete. Bhaja deserves a
fresh and detailed treatment.'
CAVE 1
This is a natural c a ~ e r n . ~
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CAVE 2 (FIG. 23)
This is a plain hall (about 7.5 m sq, 2.1 m h). The back side however, is some what oblique. A
recess (90 cm w, 1.5 m h, and 2.1 m d) carved in the left wall has on its floor the square mouth of a
large cistern. The front portion of the cave has fallen down, but sufficient remnants are there to show
that this had a return wall, and also a verandah. There are no cells o r benches. This is a ntafapa of
Type A i and may have been meant for the visitors to rest.
CAVE 3 (FIG. 23)
Adjacent to cave 2 is this cave which is again another plain ha11 (7.5 m sq, 2.1 m h). A bench (40
cm h, 40 cm b) runs along the three inner sides. The walls are well finished. Here too the front part is
ruined. The cave could be a rest hall for visitors. Possibly the caves 2 and 3 are results of a single
effort. The wall between them is thin. There is only one cistern for the two caves and it is likely the
b e ~ ~ c h ehall
d was meant for sitting or eating and the other for rest.
EXCAVATION 4 (FIG. 23)
This is a small plain recess (1.5 m sq, 1.5 m h) right in the face of the scarp.
CAVE 5 (FIG. 23; PL. 30)
This small le!~aconsisting of a rectangular hall (6.4 m d, 4.26 m 1) with three cells to the right and
two to the left. An attempt has been made to carve another cell on the left wall. The cells have been
provided with a bench each except the first one to the right which has no bench. The front wall is cut
by a central doorway. On either side of the doorway, is an open window (left about 45 cm sq, right
about 53 X 68 cm). The top of the window as well as the doorway is on the roof level itself. On the
inner side of the window there are vertical chases meant for insertion of wooden members, probably
grating. On the innerside of the lintel of the doorway there are mortises to receive the wooden fixtures.
Outside on either side of the doorway is a low bench. The cave is bereft of any decoration and practically is a piece of very rough execution and is partly unfinished. It is likely that this cave belongs to
the stage when open windows were common (p. 84).
CAVE 6 (FIG. 23; PL. 31)
This is a lena on somewhat irregular plan and is very much ruined. This consisted of a square
hall (4.26 m sq) with two cells on either side and three at the back. The cells (1.82 m sq) have doors
(76 x 167 cm) opening to the hall. The door jambs are a little raised from the wall surface and these
slant inwards at the top. The roof is flat. The front portion is completely broken. There is an inner
cell in the left corner cell. The cells are provided with one simple bench each, but are very much ruined.
The importance of the cave lies in the fact that it has got some datable evidence in the decorations above
the cell doors. A large chairya arch covers the top of the doorways of the central cell on the back
wall and one on the right side. The tops of these doorways are curved. Just below the flat roof all
s
of railing pattern interspersed
along the head of the doorways on the back and right walls r u ~ a~ course
with small cl~airya arches. These arches have wide span and the paws are flat and apex pointed, and
their soffits are shown with dentils representing the extension of vertical reapers.
The facade is now ruined. Some cells including the one ill the left wall (now broken) have the
socket arrangement cut in a projecting stone, which was meant to receive the pivot of the door. 011the
back wall of this is an inscription of Series I B recording that this was a gift by one Bldha wife of a
ploughman (Bhaja No. 1). The occurrence of the inscription on the back wall of the hall suggests
that there was no front screen wall to the hall. Sufficient light facilitating the reading of the inscription
would have been there. It may be remembered that an inscription is located in a similar position in
Ajanta 12. So this lena too, like Ajanta 12 inay have had no front wall and verandah and hence
would belong to Lena Type B ii. The extra care taken in providing arrangement to fix doors to the cells
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would probably indicate the same contention. This would not have been necessary had there been a front
door.
The interior decoration with the vedikri band relieved by small chaitya arches, and the arches themselves with broad span and bereft of jamb or tie rods seen in this cave are nearer in form to tho% in
Ajanta 12. It shall be shown below that in cave 22 also prominent jambs are seen on the doorways.
But it has some advanced elements too and hence stylistically the present cave could be placed to a stage
nearer to Ajanta 12 and earlier than Bhaja 22. The inscription of Series I B is in conformity with this.
CAVE 7 (FIG. 23; PLS. 32, 33)
This is a small lena with a hall (about 1.8 m deep and 3.6 m broad) having a cell on each side and
two in the back. The cells (about 2.14 x 1.5 m) are provided with a simple bench in each along one of
their longer walls. A special feature of these benches is that all have rectangular niches (45 cm sq, 20 cm d)
at the bottom which might have been meant for the monks to keep their belongings. The cell doorways
(about 75 crn w, 1.7 m h) show slightly sloping jambs. A single raised Sakhd is seen on the doorways
of front cells.
The door jambs in all the cells are polished, but not the walls. One of the cell doors has two sockets
(2.5 x 7.5 X 5 cm) on the interior face of the lintel to receive the wooden fixture. Similarly sockets
may have existed at the bottom level also, but in recent restoration the floor has been paved with cement
concrete and nothing can be made out. The hall (2.3 m h) is entered by a doorway (1.7 m w, 2 m h).
There is some ornamental work in this le!la also. In the hall, above the cells all along the three
inner sides runs a band of railing pattern. Here the vertical uprights as well as the cross beams are
shown in a simple and naturalistic way. No where the chaitya windows are shown. This feature of
broad and simple railing form is probably an indication of a unsophisticated decorative work of the
early period. On the back wall of the verandah near the cell to the right, at roof level, there is, in addition
to the railing pattern of the above type, a course of merlons. This appears only to a width of about
50 cm and probably it had continued on the front top of th: right cell also. We may note that, here
probably is an early attempt to introduce the merlon design in decoration. While the existence of the
slightly out-projecting jambs and the rake in them suggest the stylistic proximity of this cave with 6,
the polish on the jambs and the simple type of vedika decoration here in contrast to the vedikd with
ckailya arches in cave 6 would indicate a slightly earlier date. So it may be inferred that cave 7 is
earlier in date than 6.
CAVE 8 (FIG. 23)
This is a lena just between the great chairyo hall and cave 7. This has a pillarless hall with four
cells at the back and four to the left. T o the right is a simple plain wall screening it away from the
great chaitya hall. The front of the cave has collapsed completely. All cell (about 1.8 m 1, 1.5 m b.
2.1 m h) have a single bench each along a side, except the frontmost on the left wall which has no bench.
The doorways of these are somewhat higher than usual, rising from the floor to the ceiling and they are
about 75 cm. wide. The top sides of all the doorways are notched to receive wooden lintels. The jambs
d o not show any rake. There is no decoration or other architectural items for stylistic comparison, but
the absence of any attempt to carve cells in the right wall is probably indication of the existence of the
chaitya hall before this excavation was commenced.
CAVES 9, 10, 11
These caves are on a n upper level. Originally these were approached by a ledge-path in the scarp,
the continuation of which still exists further northwards. As the front portion of these caves including
the ledge-path has fallen, these are now approached through a recently built staircase in front of cave 8.
CAVE 9 (FIG. 23)
This cave, the northern most in the upper level, is a Ieno with a hall (about 7.3 rn sq) having four
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cells at the back and two to the left. The right wall is plain and thin and divides this Ie!la from the next
to its south (Cave 10).
The cells (about 1.8 n~ 1, 1.2 rn w) in the back wall have stone beds, but not those on the left wall.
The doorways (about 1.8 nl h, 60 cm w) are roughly hewn.
The front wall of the hall appears to have had a doorway in the centre cutting the screen wall
throughout its height of about 2.2 m, with a width of about Im, and with holes on the floor to receive
the wooden frame. On either side of the doorway there was a rectangular window (1.5 m w, 1.2 m h).
Though all these are ruined, the original feature of the screen wall could be made out from its remants
still hanging from the roof. Again a verandah about 2.1 m wide runs throughout the length of the cave.
This further projects northwards for another 4.6 m. There is a cell (1.5 x 1.5 m) at the northern most
end of this verandah. Two cells (2.1 x 1.5 m) are also cut in the back wall of this projection. On the
front wall of this projected portion of the verandah two windows (90x 105 cm, now broken) existed and
had been provided with notches for wooden fixtures. The cells do not have benches and their doorways
are plain without any indication of any device for fixing doors.
This cave is very plain and bereft of any decorative work. The only element that helps in fixing its
age is the bare thin right wall where no attempt is made to carve the cells. But, similarly no attempt is
made to cut cells in this wall in cave 10 also. It is likely that the two are nearer in date. The projected
portion of the verandah with its associated cells, however, appears to be a later annexe made t o provide
more accommodation. The rectangular cell doors rising from floor to roof is a feature seen in common
with cave 8. The absence of benches in some cells is also noteworthy.
CAVE 10 (FIG. 23; PLS. 34, 35, 36)
This is an irregular lena with a rectangular hall (about 6.7 rn 1, 3.7 m w and 2.4 m h) with its larger
axis going deeper inside and with two cells in the back and three cells in the right wall. The cells (about
2.1 x 1.2 m) are provided with a bench along the side walls. All the cells are approached by low steps
about 30 cm high. The doorways are narrow (about 1.8 x 75 cm). They are unfinished and crude and
d o not show uniformity in their placing, nor do they have clear indications of door fixtures. The form
and position of the cells hewn in the right wall, particularly the first one from the entrance, which is an
irregular trapezoid in plan, show that suficient care was taken by architects not to damage the neighbouring wall, which happens to be the wall dividing this from cave I I. This is an indication of the fact
that this cave was wrought after cave 11.
On the back wall above'the lintel of the door and just below the roof is a projected portion. On the
face of this is a frieze of railing decoration with chaitya arches at regular intervals. The arms of these
arches are somewhat incurved showing an advanced style. This is further in consonance with the possible
date of the cave. There are further indications of the later date of this hewing in the two pillar
fragments still surviving in front of the much ruined verandah of this c a v e . V n the overhanging roof,
the top portion of the capital of a pillar is still hanging. On the floor also there is a similar remnant in
which the stepped base can be recognised. The form of these pillars can be better made out from a
fragment of a capital (PI. 35) which is lying in front of cave 7 which is directly down below. It must
have been part of a pillar of this cave only as no other cave in this group had such pillars. That
fragment has the carving of addorsed lions, elephants and winged horses resting over a stepped pyramidal
member. It could be reconstructed from this pillar style that Bhaja 10 is one of the later excavations
among those jllst to the north of the clruit)~a haL4
CAVE l l (FIG. 23; PL. 37)
This is the lena on the upper series abutting the big cl~aityahall. It is a neatly executed composition
with well-dressed walls and perfect right angles for corners, but much of it has now collapsed. It consisted of a hall (4.8 m w, 2.7 rn h, 3 m d) with three cells (1.8 m 1, 1.5 rn b) at the back and one on each
side. The door jamb of the cells slant inwards a bit. A cut-in ledge runs all round along the side edge
of the jambs, lintel and threshold. One of the cells has two square holes on the inner side of the lintel
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to receive the wooden frame and another retains an L shaped projection with a rectangular cut, at the
middle level of a jamb, made for latching. There are stone beds, one each, in all the cells arranged on
the side wall lengthwise. On the inner three walls of the hall between the lintels of cells and the roofline runs a projected band, the face of which is decorated with the railing pattern and small chairyo
windows at intervals. The delineation of railing is bold and naturalistic which is an early feature and
the chaitya arches too are somewhat broad spanned. Nothing can be said about the existence of the
verandah as the front has completely ~ o l l a p s e d . ~
The back wall of one of the cells to the left is damaged due to the cutting of a cell in cave 10.
This is indicative of the fact, that cave I 1 is earlier than cave 10, which is substantiated by
the existence of the frieze in which difference in the delineation of the railing pattern could be seen.
Another indication however in the slanting of jambs of cell doors in cave 11 and the absence
of the same in cave 10. There is one element of similarity in the two caves, in the fact the railing
decoration is carved on a raised band. It is likely that the artists of cave 10 may have copied
this from the neighbouring cave. This feature, however, is not seen anywhere else wherein the
pot-base-pot-capital
type of pillars exist. The arrangmement for fixing the wooden frame seen
here in the two holes on the inner side of the lintel, and the rake of the jambs are seen again in Ajanta
cave 12. Further this shares the rake of door jambs with cave 6 of this place itself, but differs from
both Ajanta 12 and Bhaja 6, in the absence of large chaitya arches capping the cell doorways. This
feature of the doorways brcame common in the caves of a date nearer to the Bedsa chaitya hall.
Hence it is likely that Bhaja 11 is earlier in date than cave 6 of this place and even cave 12 of Ajanta.

CAVE I2 (FIGS. 24, 6 (I); PLS.38, 39)
This is the famous Great chaitya hall of Bhaja a monument of singular importance for the study of
the development of rock architecture.
This chetiyaghara consists of a large rectangular hall with open front and semi-circular back. It is
8.13 m broad and the length from apse-end to the front is 17.08 m. Twenty-seven pillars, in two straight
rows meeting in a semi-circle at the back and arranged in such a way as to run parallel to the walls,
divide the hall into a nave and an aisle running on the three inner sides. The pillars are simple octagonal
shafts rising to a height of 3.45 m. They taper a little towards top and also rake inwards to about 12 cm,
so that the distance between the pillar lines at their head level is 4.72 m, and at the base 4.95 m. The
latter also happens to be the width of the nave. The aisles between the pillar line and the side walls
measure 1.04 m in breadth. A stripa with a cylindrical drum, 3.45 m diameter, carrying a raised
hemispherical dome and a square h a r t n i k ~is placed at the inner end of the nave. One of the interesting
features of the cave is that the walls too rake inwards slightly. This is seen prominently in the back
than in the front. The roof above the nave is quadrantal and that above the nave is barrel-vaulted.
This barrel-vault rests longitudinally along the bigger axis above the nave ending with an arch in front
and a semi-dome at the back. The under surface of the vault is covered by arched wooden beams and
horizontal parallel reapers intersecting them at right angles. At the semi-dome, however, the curved
reapers are set in such a way as to meet at its apex right above the stiipa. The vault is 2.26 m deep
and rests on a ledge above the triforium. The trifonum itself is 2.34 m. high rising straight above the
head of the pillars. The quadrantal roof above the aisles does not retain the wooden beams, but it is
likely that this too had such wooden fixtures, as can be guessed from a line of square holes (5 cm sq,
5 cm deep) all along the wall of the aisle at a height of 3 m from the floor, which could have been
intended for fixing a wooden cornice to support the arc braces.
The entrance to the cave is completely open, but enough data remain in the form of mortises cut
in the floor and side walls to show that this cave had a front screen, probably in wood which. however,
has perished completely. There are two mortises just in front of and in the same line as the pillar rows.
These are about 25 cm broad and 45 cm wide, and are rectangular with a wedge shaped projection
towards the nave. In the same line between these two, are two more mortises, about 18 cm square cut
in front of the nave equidistant from the walls, and 1. 37 m apart from each other. On the walls, on
either side at the level of the springing of the arch, is a huge mortise about 25 cm square and 25 cm
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deep. Again in the same plane as these near the 3rd, 4th and 5th projecting beams on the soffit of the
arch, there are holes. From these holes, on the analogy of the stone screen walls seen in Ajanta 9, Bedsa 7
etc., it can be surmised that the front wooden screen in this cave had a doorway with jambs rising from
the central pair of mortises. In the huge mortises on either side of these, bigger square pillars with a
projection on one side (Type B) may have stood. These pillars and a large architrave resting on them
(and also inserted into the wall mortises) may have carried the load of woodwork above. The square
mortises in the soffit of the stone arch were probably meant for receiving the arched reapers set above
the doorway to cover the front of the vault roof, as seen in the extant wooden portions at Kondane and
in the decorative stone chaitya arches in this cave and elsewhere.
The facade of the chetiyaghara is an imposing piece of art. Its lower part is now ruined, but the
upper part remains in good condition. The large arch which commands the greater portion of the facade
has a very wide span. It has the usual rafter-end decoration on the soffit and the paws are of the
projecting type. It is crowned at the top with a rising pointed pinnacle. Its front face is zovered with
three rows of tiny pin holes which run ou the rising apex too, 170 in all, which "indicate beyond doubt
that some wooden and probably ornamental facing covered the whole of it in the manner shown in all the
faces of similar arches at Udayagiri and at Bharhut0.= The facade is rectangular 8 m wide and 9.7 m
high. Its upper part on either side of the upper half of the main chaityn arch is adorned with beautiful
sculptural decoration. Along the actual width of the cave spreading on eithcr side of the chaitya arch
the carving is seen at a level a little behind the plane of the front face of the arch. Then it continues
to front for about a metre on the side walls and extends further sidewards for about another metre to
end up, with another right angular turn, near the scarp face of the rock (PI. 39) At the topmost level is
a double-course of railing pattern and a little below that is a thick stepped-cornice, with its topmost band
having stepped-merlon design, and it is these only which run along the whole width of the facade in the
fashion described above. Between these, stretching on either side of the main arch upto the side walls,
are rectangular panels, two on each side, consisting of a small rnithlrr~a figure in each and flanked by
rectangular uprights. In the same level on the right side wall there are curved brackets. These rise
from the stepped cornice to support the railing above, which looks here like a projecting gallery. It is
difficult to say whether there were brackets correspondingly on the other side also.. On the front face
of the further extension on either side is a chaitya arch which stands on the stepped cornice and rise up
to cover part of the stretch of railing pattern above. Actually the finials of these shoot up a little
beyond the top line of the railing like the finial of the main arch itself. These decorative arches are
exactly of the pattern of the main arch, but the interiors are adorned with semi-circular and radiating
beams. It is rather strange that there is no symmetry in the decorations done on the facade on
either side further below the stretch of the stepped-cornice. On the right side below the stepped-cornice
is a square niche consisting of a rnithuna panel. This is flanked by rectangular pilasters and is shown
as rising above a stretch of railing. But, on the left side there is a tall rectangular panel consisting of a
simple vedikd design. This too is shown as rising from a stretch of railing, but this railing is not at
the same level as the one on the right side. Further below this railing is a sculpture of a y a k ~ iwhich is
partially broken. A small inscription in early characters on the base of the lower railing here reads
' Vadha'.
The mathematical formula adopted in the architectural design of the Bhaja clroitya hall is very
simple, but the result is aesthetically elegant. Overlooking workmen's minor errors to a margin of
about 8 to 10 cm it can be seen from the measurements given above and from the plan, lateral and
transverse sections, that the width of the cave is equal to its height (base to soffit of the front arch).
The hall, measured from the front original wooden screen to the front of the stiipa, is It times the
total width. The diameter of the stipa is again 14 times the distance between the edge of the stCpa
and side walls. Again the distance between the stipa and the back wall is equal to the distance
between the side wall and the sttipa. The height of the interior roof is less than the width by about
5 cm only. Again the aisles are 118th the total width. The nave is about 315th of the total width.
The height of the pillar is 215th the total height of the arch. The height of the triforium and the height
of the vault from the ledge of the triforium, are equal.
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The width of the doorway, that was there between the wooden jambs (as can be made out now
from the mortises on floor) is 118th total width of the cave. It is also of interest to note that the total
height of the facade from the base up to the apex is higher by 118th the height from the base to the
soffit of the arch. The architectural proportion would be as follows, taking W i.e. the width of the
hall, as the unit :
Width
Height
Hall
Sttipa
Stopa to Back
Stfipa To Side Wall
14 w
W
W
317 W
217 W
217 W
Aisle
Main Doorway
Pillars
Triforium= Vault
Height To Facade
118 W
118 W
215 W
W-2/5W=8 cms
1'1s w
2
The most interesting aspect of the chaitya hall at Bhaja is its faithfulness in copying the wooden
architecture. The wooden members in the making of this are more in number compared to any other
of the chaityci halls of Deccan, they being the roof ribs in the nave as well as the aisle and a full screen
in wood (no longer extant). The retainment of quadrantal shape even on the aisle (they became flat
in some later examples as in Ajanta 9) the barge-board of wood (now lost) affixed on the face of the
arch, the prominent rake of pillars, the rake of the walls too, and faithful copying of wooden architectural motifs, as the chaitya arch and the railing with uprights, cross-bars and copings with all details
including the shape of the curved cross-bars, the delineation of the projected upper storey supported by
brackets are other prominent items displaying the heavy reliance of the present architects on structural
wooden tradition, thoush they had selected a different medium for execution of this work. Duly
recognizing the copious use of wooden elements in this, Fergusson and Burgess have lightly remarked
that, "it seems impossible that any one can look at these and not see that we have reached the incunabula
of stone architecture in India. It is a building of a people accustomed to wooden buildings, and those
only, but here petrified into the more durable material."' It is this consideration that justifies the
contention of many scholars that here in Bhaja 12 is the earliest of roclc-cut chetiyagharas of Western
Deccan. Reasons being adduced e l s e ~ h e r e ,it~ will suffice to observe here that this contention is to be
modified slightly and restated that this is the earliest of the rock-cut chetiyagharas of the apsidal-vaultroofed type.
This heavy dependence on wooden tradition is sufficient to establish the greater antiquity of this
cave over the chetiyagharas like Ajanta 9, Bedsa 7 and their stylistic analogues and successors, -wherein
is to be seen the gradual adjustment to the new medium in replacing the wooden elements in stone like
the stone screen wall and also certain elaboration of the plan in the introduction of the verandah, etc.
But there are chetiyagharas like Kondane I, Pitalkhora 3, and Ajanta 10 which share several features
similar to Bhaja 12.
Bhaja 12 and Ajanta 10 are very close architecturally as suggested by the occurrence of the arch of
wide span, the high rake of pillars and the open front (probably covered with the wooden screen).
The replacement in stone of quadrantal beams in the aisle roof seen in Ajanta 10 is a n advanced
future. The sttipa forms however are definite indications, and it had already been shown, how the
stlipa in the Bhaja cave could be considered as earlier than that in Ajanta 10, where the stepped pyramidal
capital has appeared over the harmiki, whereas it is absent in Bhaja 12 (p. 72). Again while the walls
in Bhaja 12 slant slightly, those in Ajanta 10 are straight, which is rather clear indication of the
commencement of a trend towards the gradual adjustment to the new medium of stone, slowly departing
from the hangover of wooden tradition. However, an early feature, the polish of the stone surface, is
seen on the wall of Ajanta 10 but is noticeable in Bhaja on the stlipa only. Another point in which
Ajanta 10 retains the earlier architectural tradition is the quadrantal cave in the front, but whether such
a thing was present in Bhaja 12 or not cannot be ascertained now. Again, while the facade of Ajanta 10
is very simple, and remarkably plain, the facade of Bhaja 12 is carved with beautiful sculptural
decoration, a feature which is seen extensively in the later caves with stone screen as in the chetiyagharas
at Nasik, Karle, Bedsa, etc. So inferring from stylistic grounds, this occurrence of the decoration which
becomes regular in later caves should place Bhaja 12 to a date a little later than Ajanta 10 where it
does not occur. This is in contradiction to the indications available in architectural elements set above.
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But a conspicuous feature noticed in the facade of the Bhaja Chairya hall is the absence of symmetry
in the decoration on the right and left sides of the chaitya arch. It could not have been so, had the
whole decoration of the facade was part of a single scheme of work done at one stretch. It can be seen
that the run of the lower railing pattern on the right side is in continuation to a similar design on the
facade of cave 15, on the upper series to the right of the clraitya hall, whereas the railing decoration
at the bottom on the left side of the facade is in a lower level and has been adjusted probably to a
similar decoration which was running on the facade of cave I1 on the left side. So it is likely that the
facade decoration on the sides was done at the date when the two Ie!zas, cave 11 to left and cave 15 t o
right were made and right in continuation to these the central portion of the facade was also filled with
decoration. This would mean that to begin with the facade of cave 12 was plain, like Ajanta 10, and
the sculptural decoration is the result of after thought. It has been shown above that cave 11 is earlier
in date than Ajauta 12, which however has been placed on stylistic grounds to a period later than Ajanta
10 and earlier than Ajanta 9. So it is likely that this is the age of the facade decoration on the chaitya hall
at Bhaja, an inference which is well in order with the evidence presented by the broad spanned arches
seen on this facade. That would mean that the facade decoration of this cave is later than the cave
itself, but not far removed in time. This contention of later date for facade decoration is further
substantiated by the fact that, whereas in various other places the decoration is seen almost flush with
the same plane as the chaitya arch, here it is somewbat set behind, which could be due to the fact that
the original flat surface was cut backwards for decoration in later times. Another indication is the
occurrence of the yaksi figure on the left side of the facade of the present chaifya hall. This yaksi with
longish body and peculiar type of head dress looks nearer in style to the female figures above pillars in
the Bedsa cave, a monument definitely assignable to a period later than Bhaja 12 architect~rally.~
There are three newly discovered inscriptions (Nos. 2, 3, 4) from this cheriyaghara. Two are
carved on the curved wooden beams in the ceiling and record the donation of possibly those parts by
two persons. On the basis of the letter types, these inscriptions have been assigned to Series IA
(Charts 11, 111). This is quite in conformity with the architectural evidence. The other one is seen on
the left side of the facade below the lower railing, a little above the yakshi figure, and reads 'Vada'.
The meaning or purpose of this inscription cannot be made out, but the characters are also of the early
stage, but any finer palaeographical comparison of this inscription with the wooden rib inscriptions
cannot be attempted as there are only two letters in this inscription, and they are not regular 'test letters'.
I n continuation to the series four excavations run to south on the same level as the c11air)qa cave,
and there are two more on the upper level which are approached by a stone staircase cut between caves
14 and 17.
CAVE 13 (FIG. 23: PLS. 39, 40, 41)
This is the lower lena to the right of the chaitya hall. Its front is ruined, but what remains consists
of a large rectangular hall (9.1 m w, 4.4 m d) with benches (about 75 cm h, 60 cm w) cut along the side
walls. On the back corner of this hall are two cells, one on each side, with their walls projecting into
the hall. On the back wall again are three cells in a row. The hall is about 2.7 m high, and flat roofed.
The cells are about 2.1 m by 1.7 m. The cell on the left corner does not have any bench while that on
the right corner has one running along the side wall. Both these cells are provided with a grated
window (60 cm sq.) on their outer walls. The grated windows consist of uprights and cross-bars of
square cross section delineated in such a way that the cross bars look like piercing through the vertical
uprights, and between them are square holes (Type i). The window of the left cell has some .iakhds
also cut on three sides and above the top line is a series of semicircles. But this attempt towards
decorating the windows has not been completed. There is no such decorative work on the window of
the right cell. All the three cells on the back wall have a bench each along a side wall. There is a
small niche cut on the front face of the stone bed in all the cells. The doorways of all these cells are
narrow (about 60 crn w, 180 cm h), and their jambs rake inwards. While the doorframes of the side
cells are decorated each with one sunken SakhB that of the central cell has the engaged jamb along with
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this type of Sakhd. Its upper part is covered by the clraitya arch. The soffit of this shows the usual
beam-ends and the interior face has the curved ribs and the radiating reapers. Similar decoration is
seen on the door-frame of the corner cells also. But these doorways are smaller, about 45 cm wide and
1.5 m high, and their lintels are semi-circular. The door jambs of these have on the interior an arrangement for latching the doors with a circular hole in a projecting bar, as seen in cave 6. The top of the
side cells of the back wall has a stretch of railing decoration with arches cut in them at either end. The
base of the railing has the projecting pins represented in stone. The railing decoration is simple and
naturalistic. The arches, here, however, have narrow span compared to the others. The facade of the
cave which is half ruined shows a double row of railing pattern running all along its width. This stretch
of decoration is relieved by two chairya arches of the type seen in the back corner cells in the interior.
These arches are wide-spanned but, still the span is a little shorter than that of the great arch of the
cliailya hall.
These decorative features of a somewhat developed variety, specially the form of the chairya arch,
are indicative of the fact that this cave is of a date later than the chairya hall, but not very much
removed from it.
It can be noted that this cave has the same plan as le!la 11 (and to a certain extant cave 6) of this
place in having a hall, wherein the seperate verandah is absent and the side cells are a bit projecting
inwards, and hence belong to the same class. In this plan and the presence of the sunken iakhd
of door jambs and also the rake and bolting arrangement, this cave is again similar to cave 11, but that
lacks the extensive decoration, particularly the arches hanging over the doorways, a feature that became
common in later caves like Bedsa 7, 11. etc. So here is possibly an indication to consider cave 13 as a
later work than cave 11.
The pattern of the doorways, with their arch-top enclosed by a chairya arch Banked by a stretch
of railing pattern on either side, the rake of door jambs and the introduction of cut ledge in the Sokhd
and the shape of the decorative cltaitya arches are items which are identical with cave 6 of the same
place and hence the two are to be considered as nearer in age. But the chairya arches in cave 6 are
somewhat broad spanned compared to those in cave 13 and hence cave 6 may be considered as belonging
to a slightly earlier date than cave 13.

CAVE 14 (FIG. 23)
To the south of and adjacent to cave 13 is this excavation, with its orientation tilted forward by
about 120" from the previous one. This is also a Iena with a rectangular hall (2.03 m w, 7.77 m d) with
three cells on each side and one at the back. The front cells are about 3 m wide and 1.8 m deep while
the others are about 1.8 m square. These are provided with two benches each along opposite walls. The
other cells, except the 2nd on the left and the 3rd on the right, have single beds on a side. The 2nd cell
on the left has no bench but there is a niche ( 1 . 2 ~ 0 . 9m) on the back wall. This also has an open
square window by the side of the front doorway. The 3rd cell on the right side too does not have the
bench but it has another cell at its back which has one. There is a small window cut at a low level in
the front wall of the inner cell, which cuts partly the stone bench also. The doors are all plain and d o
not have any latching arrangement. The front part of the cave is broken.
The cave is very plain bereft of any decoration and is roughly hewn. The wall surfaces are all rough
but there are traces of plaster in some places.
There was a cistern in the front to the left, but this is much ruined now. The only indication for
dating is the existence of a square open window. This, the plan with a deep hall, and probably the rough
way of execution are seen again in cave 5 of Bhaja and it can be suggested, without much emphasis, that
these two are nearer in date.
A staircase cut in the rock by the side of the above cave leads to two caves on the upper lever
located directly above caves 13 and 14. This staircase is modern. Originally, however, the caves could
have been approached from a ledge path at a higher level.
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CAVE I S (FIG. 23; PL. 39)
This is a Ie!ta adjacent to the great chait).a hall at the level of the front arch. It consists of a hall
(3.8 m w, 3 m d) with a bench along the right wall and two semi-circular niches (80 cm w, 30 cm d), with
arched top, cut in the left wall. There are two cells (left 2.1 m sq, right 2.1 n~ 1, 1.2 m w) in the back
w, 75 cm h) each. The doorways (2.1 m h, 60 cnl w) have straight jambs. The
wall with a bench (60 c n ~
front part of the hall is now broken. The semi-circular niches are of the pattern to be seen generally in
later caves at Kanheri, etc., which usually house a Buddha image and these niches too should be considered as later cuttings.
The facade decoration of this cave continues on the neighbouring cave 16 also and consists of three
chairya arches connected by the rail pattern at the bottom and a course of single stepped cornice at the
top level. These two i.e. the rail pattern and the stepped cornice are arranged in such a way as to run
in continuation to similar ornamental work on the facade of the great ckaitya hall. Further the decorative chaitya arches here are wide spanned and have dentils in the soffit and radiating sun window
decoration in the centre. In design they are identical in shape with the decorative arches on the facade
of the chaitja hall. It can be deduced from these that this lena is not far removed in date from the
sculptural work on the chaityn hall. The absence of a seperate verandah indicates the similarity of this
in plan with cave 13 and others mentioned along with those. Rut the absence of any decoration on the
doorway of the cells and the walls of the hall is a feature in contrast to what is seen in cave 13. It is
likely that this cave is a little earlier in date than cave 13. This contention is substantiated by the
difference in sculptural design of facade decoration. While the decorative arches on the facade of cave
15 are wide spanned, those on the lower cave display slight incurving of the arms. And, as stated
already with reference to the facade sculptures of the chaitya hall, this cave with its decoration is to be
placed to a date nearer but slightly earlier than the date of the sculptural decoration of the cltaitya hall.
CAVE 16 (FIG. 23)
The cave, located adjacent to the previous one and at the same level, consists of a hall (about
6 m w, 7.5 m d, 2.4 m h) with long benches on either side. In the back wall are two cells with a bench
i n each, along the side walls. The doorways are rectangular and have no arrangement for doors.
The general features of plan-the absence of verandah, provision of bench in hall and setting cells at
back-shows that this cave is similar to its neighbour, cave 15. Further as both these share the same
stretch of decorated facade, it can be construed that they are contemporary.
EXCAVATION 16a AND 16b
About 4 metres further south were two open cistcrns on a somewhat higher level than the floor level
of cave 16. These are now filled with mud and their tops broken, but the evidence is sufficient to contend
that once these stood beside an ancient path leading to the upper caves.
EXCAVATION 17 AND 17a
Down below, by the side of the staircase and along the line of the lower caves 13 and 14, there are
-two more cisterns. Their moulhs are square and are cut in the floor of a rectangular recess (2.4 m w,
1.2 m d , 2.1 m h). This type of cistern (A ii), as noted above (p. 71), is a later feature in Deccan
excavations associated mostly with the inscriptions of 2nd century A.D. and subsequent periods.
CAVE I8 (FIG. 25)
A little to the south of the above water cistern is this lena with a hall (5.6 m 1, 3.7 m d) and five
cells (c. 2.1 m sq-3 a t the back and 2 to right). One of the cells on the right side consists of a bench
along the side wall. The back cells do not have benches. On the left side of the hall is a bench which
might have been originally at the back of an irregular recess or cell. There is no verandah. On the left
side of the forecourt is a broken cistern.
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The doorways of cells are without any decoration, but their jambs show rake. They are provided
with mortises on the top of the lintel. On: of thc cells (thz central on: at the back) has a hole made in
the jamb for fastening the door. An inscription (No. 5) recording the donation of that cell by one
NBdasava NBya of Bhogavata is on its front wall. The inscription belongs to Series IA. Though the
cave is not well-executed the rake in jambs and the simplicity of plan (Type B ii) and the inscription
itself, would support that this is one of the earliest caves in the group. The rake of the door jambs (but
without projection or decoration) and the method of fixing the wooden fram: with square mortises would
go to show that this is nearer to cave I I.
EXCAVATION 19 (FIG. 25)

A little to the south of the above is a very well cut cistern (Type A ii) in a recess. In the floor are
two square openings for the cistern cut underground. There is an inscription (Rhaja No. 6) on the back
wall of the recess, which records that this was a donation of one MahPrathi Kosikiputa Vinhudata. The
inscription belongs palaeographically to Series V B and hence is datable to the 2nd century A.D.
EXCAVATION 20 (FIG. 25; PLS. 42,43, 44, 45,46, 47, 48, 49)
About 10 metres south of this cistern is an excavation containing a grouD of 14 stlipas of various
sizes sculpt in round in the rock of the scarp. The top rock above the front line of sttipar is broken.
All the stlipas vary in their base diameters from 1.6 to 2.5 m and in height from 1.8 to 3 m. T h e
surface of all the srlipas particularly those in the front line are very much disintegrated and pitted. Still
their general characteristics can be easily made out.
Sttipas 1 and 2 are very simple types consisting of almost straight drum with vedikd pattern on the
brim and a roughly hemispherical dome. These belong to Type A ii.
Stlipa 3 is also of the same Type, A ii, but the dome is slightly incurved. The drum too tapers
slightly.
StGpas 4 and 5 betray the same characteristics as the above, but have small flat square additions on
the top of the dome. (In this feature these resemble the sttipa in Kondivite 9).
Stlipa 6 is of Type B ii consisting of cylindrical drum with sedikd design on the brim, the dome with
slightly incurved sides and the harmikd. This has an inscription (Bhaja No. 7) recording that it is one
made for Thera Bhayarnta Samghadina. Stlipas 7 and 8 too are of the type of 6. But it is interesting
to note that the harrnikd has the vedikd decoration in two stages like that of the main stlipa i n
cave 12.
But these display in addition the vedikd band on the drum. Further stlipa 7 has its drum sides
slanted slightly. Both these bear inscriptions (Bhaja No. 8 and 9). Stlipa 7 was one dedicated in
IIOIIOU~of Thera Bhojjanitn Ampikinaka, and stripa 8 was for Thera Bhoyamto Dhamagiri.
Sttipa 9 at the left end of the front row is finely designed. Its base does not show any socle and
drum has straight sides and its brim is ornamented with railing pattern. The drum is 2/3rd sphere and
is mounted by a square harnrikd with double railing. and above this is another square member ornamented with single chaitya arch on each face. The chaitya arch has a smaller span like those in cave 13
at this place, and at '1 and 11 of Bedsa. Over this rises a capital of five square plates each succeeding
one being bigger than the previous, giving it an inverted stepped pyramidal form. Over this is a thin
moulding of qudrantal profile and ribbed in the fashion of the vedikd. Above this again is a square
member with a stretch of railing decoration on all sides, each side being relieved by two chaitya arches
placed symmetrically on either side of the central line.
The capital of this s~lipahappens to be the most elaborately ornamented of all the sttipas in western
Indian caves. The inscription on this (Bhaja No. I I ) is much effaced.
Stripa 10 is a small one having a cylindrical drum with straight sides and decorated with railing
pattern. The dome whose sides are somewhat straight carries a lrarrnikd with single band of railing
pattern, but no other crowning member.
Silipa 11 has a high drum with the usual railing decorating the brim. Its dome is about 314th of a
incurved sides. The ltarmikd has single railing and over that is the stepped
sphere with
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pyramidal capital like that of sttipa 9, but not so well wrought. There is a much damaged inscription
(No. 12) on this.
Sftipa 12 is the smallest of the whole group. The drum is slightly sloping and has the vedikd decoration. The dome is somewhat hemispherical. The vedikd decorated harmikd carries the capital. The
topmost of the plate has merlon decoration and below that is vedikd pattern. There is a circular
umbrella representation cut in the roof directly above the capital. But the yasfi is not carved. (It is
likely a wooden stave had been inserted).
Stripas 13 and 14 are also of the same type as 12, but are bigger. Stiipa 13 has a short incomplete
inscription (No. 10).
The positions of these s~lipns,at least in some cases, are indicative of their relative ages. It is obvious
that in rock excavation the stripas is the front line are to be cut first and then only the others in the back
could be wrought. This gives some scope for recognising the development of the stzipa types.
In can be seen from the plan that 12th, 13th and 14th stiipds are latest in the series. Chronologically
these are preceeded by stiipas 10 and 11. Stipas 10 and 11 should be later than 7 and 8. And stlipa 7
must have been cut later than the cutting of stupa 6. (Stzipas 9 and 1-5 could have been made at any
time, so far as the evidence of their position is concerned.)
This sequence very well corroborates the typo-chronological scheme made out in Chapter VI. The
latest ones (12, 13, 14) have the umbrella too carved on the roof whereas they are absent in the sftipas in
the middle lines (Nos. 10, 11). It is so with reference to the position of the stepped pyramidal capital
too. Their presence is indicative of a later stage than those without them. Further indication is also
available to show that stzipas with vedikd decoration in two stages, like 7, (as seen in the main chaitya
hall at this place) are earlier than those having only a single stage vedikd decoration on that member
and that the sloping of the drum is no indication of age by itself.
Again on typological grounds the stzipas 5 and 6 having only a square flat member instead or
the harmikd can be considered as earlier than those with liarmikd. The stzipas 1-3 consisting of drum
and dome only would be the earliest naturally. Sftipa 9 with elaborately carved capltal can be placed on
stylistic grounds nearer to sttipn 11 in the middle row. But the double vedikd decoration (as in Bhaja 12)
o n sttipa 9 probably indicates a slightly early date compared to stcipa 11. Thus both the relative positions
and typology go consistently as chronological indicators. The sequence of srripa cutting in this group
appears to be in the very order of their numbers.
All the six inscriptions found on the srGpns are very much mutilated. It is extremely difficult to
make out the exact features of the letters. But on the basis of the eye copies of these given by Burgess
(1883 a), these appear to belong to series 111 and IV. These inscriptions are to be seen on sriipas 6, 7,
8, 9 and 11. All the sriipas are commemorative in character made in honour of individual thera
Bliadaliitas (also, see below).
CAVE 21 (FIG. 25)
About 18.24 m to the south of this is an unfinished single-celled type 1 b lena (3 m w, 1.8 m d,
2.1 m h) with an unfinished bench on either side. Its doorway (2.1 m h, 75 cm b) is simple with straight
jambs. In front of the cell is an open court.
CAVE 22 (FIG. 25; PLS. 50. 51, 52, 53, 54, 56)
Along the scarp about 20 m further down from the previous cave is this excavation which has
attracted greater attention than any other of the Western Indian caves. Impressed by the wealth and
character of the sculptures carved on the walls Fergusson and Burgesslo considered this (the New Vihara)
t o be the earliest lena in the whole of Western India. The sculptures in this excavation, however, are
n o doubt of singular interest for the study of Western Indian cave art. This excavation is unique from
the architectural point of view also and represents a unique type in design in the whole gamut of Western
Indian caves.
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This is a small lena consisting of somewhat an irregular rectangular hall (4.9 m w, 5.05 m d,
3.28 m h) and two cells in the back wall and two in the right. The cells too are rectangular, but
irregular, and they are not exactly at right angles to the main hall. The cells, except the first one to
right, have a stone bed each cut along the side wall. There are no cells in the left wall of the hall, hut
a bench (5.3 cm b, 51 cm h) stretches along it, and three large niches (90 cm w, 1.5 m h, 60 cm d) are
cut in that wall probadly to provide space for storing things. The front wall is very thin. There were
two doorways in this wall connecting the hall and the verandah. A grated window is also cut in this
wall." The verandah (5.3 m w, 2.1 m d) is again irregular in plan. T o the right of this verandah is
another neatly cut cell (2.4 m b, 1.5 m d ) with a stone bed along the left side wall. The front of the
verandah was much ruined but (as restored by the Archaeological survey of India recently) has six
pillars in front. (The form of the original pillars appears to have been faithfully reconstructed on the
basis of the pilaster to the right which is well presented). These pillars are square in cross-section but
their middle 1/3rd part has been made octagonal by chamferring the arrises (Type C).
There is a small passage to left now opening into a large cell with a stone bench. Within this cell
two more cells are cut, one in the back wall and another in the right wall. These appear to be later
additions, and their proper entrance was from the path outside. At the start of the passage in the left
side of the verandah, was a pillar with pot base raised on a stepped pyramidal pedestal, octagonal shaft,
and pot capital surmounted by the inverted stepped pyramid and human and semi-human sculptures
(This is no more extant. An illustration of this, however, is available in Fergusson and Burgess 1880,
PI. XCVII). Opposite this in the wall is an engaged pillar surmounted by an inverted bell capital
supporting the inverted stepped pyramid and the sculptures of the type seen on the pillar described
above.
A small platform (90 cm w, 45 cm h) cut in stone rising on moulded legs is attached to the back
wall of the verandah to the right of the central doorway.
While the roof of the inner hall and the cells are flat, the ceiling of the verandah is peculiar in
shape. It is roughly quadrantal and is covered with vertical and horizontal beams carved along the
same profile. The lower part of this is decorated with a stretch of srtjpas and standing caryatid dwarfs
supporting a four stepped cornice. The decorative stzipas have the cylindrical drum, hemispherical
dome I~armikdand the stepped inverted pyramid.
The doorways of the cell and the hall are rectangular and somewhat broken on the sides and
featureless. The way in which the sculptures12 on the right wall abruptly end near the door Frame
probably indicates that the cell here itself could be a n after thought, and similar is the case with the right
doorway leading to the hall, where the jambs have been cut carefully so as not to damage the sculptures
proper. The central doorway appears to have been the only original one and it is featureless.
The decoration on the cells (PI. 53) in the interior is of greater interest. Here all the doorways
have jambs distinctly projecting like struts from the wall surface and they rake inwards. The heads
of doorways are adorned by chaitya arches and into these the vertical struts of the jambs project. The
span of the arches is somewhat narrowed by the incurving of the arms. They have the sun-window
pattern and their soffits have the usual dentils. All the arches above the doorways are connected by a
thin railing pattern at the level of their bases. At their shoulder level too are small arches of the same
design as the bigger ones, but these are without interior decoration. Their paws connect the two bigger
arches on either side. At a lower level, connecting the doorways, runs a dado of railing pattern all
round the three inner walls of the hall. On the left wall, however, where the niches exist, the jambs of
the niches rise from this dado itself. In the plain surface on the wall, framed in the sides by door or
niche jambs, the dado at bottom and the rail on the upper side, there are again big chaitya arches, but
without interior decoration.
This cave considered by Fergusson as 'one of the oldest if not the oldest' among the Western Indian
excavations, can be placed securely in a relative position into a certain definite period on the basis of
architectural style. The doorway pattern with jambs projecting from the wall surface and covered by
cltairya arches is a feature noticed in caves 6 and 13 of this place. The decoration is no doubt very
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much profuse in this cave, but the chaitya arches are of the pattern found again in 6 and 13 and further
are similar to the arches of cave 9 at Ajanta. The pillars of square section with partially chatnfered
anises is another item which brings this cave with cave 9 of Ajanta. Again the decorative stiipas here
and the Ajanta 9 stlipa are similar. All these items are so much of a comparable type by which this
letla could be placed in the same age bracket as those of Ajanta 9 and Bhaja 6 and 13. The roof of
the verandah of this cave however is of peculiar form. (The only other cave in Western India which has
a comparable feature is leya 4 of Pitalkhora, near which again this has to be placed).
There are two more members i.e., the pillar and pilaster cut to the left of the verandah, which are of
interest. The fact that these pillars and pilasters d o not fit into any symmetrical plan of the lena would
indicate that this again may be the result of an afterthought and wrought at a time when need for more
accommodation in the Iena was felt. So these pillars and pilasters and the adjoinig annexe with three
cells can be considered as later work than the original le!ia. The older portion of the le!ia with hall,
cells, verandah and pillars in front can be assigned to a period very near to Bedsa 7 where the similar
interior decoration, with doorways having prominent raking jambs and the crowning arches of almost
indentical design are to be seen, and with Ajanta 9, and Nasik 19 (Kanha's cave), where the pillars
with square cross-section with chamfered arrises in the middle part occur. So this cave possessing
architectural elements occurring in common in Ajanta 9 of an early data and Bedsa 7 of a subsequent
data can be placed stylistically between these two. The form of the pilaster in the passage leading to
the annexe shows a hyhrid pillar type, wherein the shaft is of square cross-section with octagonal middle
part (Type C), but the capital is of the bell-stepped pyramid type (Type D). This again is indicative of
the trasitional stage between Ajanta 9 and Bedsa 7.
Taking all these into consideration this Iena can be placed stylistically to a date later than caves
6 and 13. This position is applicable to the main le!~aas well as the annexe, even though there is slight
difference in age between the two stages.
CAVE 23 (FIG. 25)
Abous 40 metres further down is a cell (1. 8 m sq, 2.1 m h) with a bench along the right wall. In
front of this is an open court (2.1 m d and 1.8 m w). The doorway is broken and the cave is
featureless.
CAVE 24 (FIG. 25)
Further south of this excavation the scarp becomes steeper and there is a series of three water falls.
About 15 metres to the south-west of cave 23 near the 1st water fall is an empty flat roofed
circular cell (2.4 m dia). Its doorway is rectangular (I. 5 m h, 60 cm w) and featureless. This might
have been a chetiyaghara of Type B ii which may have housed a structural sttipa.
CAVE 25 (FIG. 25)
This is a large unfinished lena right under the 2nd water faIl.l3 Its frout is now broken and the
interior has a large irregular rectaugular hall (4.3 m w, 6 m d, 2.4 m h) with three cells in the left wall, a
naturally formed cavern in the back and two cells in the right. In the left wall the first two cells are
finished, but the third is unfinished. The cells are about 2.1 m deep and 1.5 m wide. The first cell to
the right has no bench. The second is unfinished. There is indication of the commencement of the 3rd
also. The cell doors are broken and featureless.
The position of this cave is problematic. This being situated right under the waterfall, is exposed
to the action of water. Further if at all this cave was in use, this could have been used only during
summer, as in the rainy season the entry into the cave is impossible due to the heavy cascade of water
falling right at the entrance. What is more likely is that the excavation was commenced without much
forethought and left unfinished when the excavators realised the difficulty for its use.IP
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CAVE 26 (FIG. 25, 5 (1); PL. 56)
This is the southernmost of the Bhaja series situated about 40 m south of cave 25. It is a circular
chctiyaglrara (2.4 m dia, 1.8 m h) with flat roof and a rectangular entrance (1.2 m w, 1.8m h). In the
centre of the cell is a small stripa about 1.2 m in diameter and height. The stripu is of a very simple type
with only a cylindrical drum and a hemispherical dome (Type A i). The whole thing is absolutely bereft
of any decoration. It does not even have the harmikd but the existence of the same once probably in
H~OO
is ~suggested
,
by a central circular socket (5 cm dia).
The features displayed by this stripa are clearly early, being of Type A i and comparable in shape and
proportions to the other oldest stlipas in Western India (chapt. VI). This is stylistically earlier than even
the stzipa in Bhaja 12. This sttipa form and the simplicity of the cave are suggestive of the high antiquity
of this amongst the caves in the Bhaja group.

GENERAL DISCUSSION
The Bhaja monastery consists of two chetiyagharas 12 and 26 (and probably 24 also). There are
13 Ie!las (5-11, 13-16, 18, 25) out of which three are partly finished (5, 21 and 251, two ma!apos (2-3) and
five independent pcitriyapodhis (16a, 16b, 17, 17a. 19). Three more piniyapodhis are to be seen in caves
2, 5 and 18. Besides, there is a recess (4) and a group of rock cut stlipas (20).
Collating the results arrived at above in connection with different caves as to their relative chronological position, those may be placed in the following sequence :
Chcti)*aghara26, lena IS, chetiyaghara 12 (but without decoration), lena 7, leno 11, lenas 15-16,
decoration on chetiyaghara 12, lenas 6, le!ra 13, lena 22 main and annexe, lena 10, l e n a ~8 and 9,
le!rus 5 and 14 and podhi 19.

The location of the caves show that caves 2 to 18 are all clustered together with the large chaitya
hall 12 at the centre, whereas the rest are isolated excavations. As most of the architectural activity of
successive periods are restricted to the cluster arouud the c h i l y a hall, the simple excavations i.e. cave
24, and two single celled Ic!ras of A i b type, i.e. 21 and 23 may also belong to the same age as cave 26
of that group. Cave 24 is a circular cell. Nowhere else in the Western Indian series of rock-excavations
there is evidence of such a cell having been used as a lena. SO it is likely that, like 26, this could have
been a chetiyaghara of Type B ii. and there was a structural stripe inside. If so it can also be contended
that this may have been one of the earliest attempts to make a rock-cut che!iyaghara where even the strip0
too was not cut out of the living rock yet.
The palaeographical evidence indicates that the inscriptions of chaitya hall 12 and lena I8 belong to
Series I A and the one in cave 6 is of Series I B. If so all these caves are to be placed to a period
between 250 B.C. and 175 B.C. (p. 63), caves 12 and 18 in an early stage and 6 in the later stage within
this time bracket. The only other inscription of importance is the one recording the donation of cistern
19. This belongs to Series V B, roughly to the time of Gautamiputra SQtakarni in the 2nd century A.D.
These chroriological details facilitate to visualise the history and architectural development in the
Bhaja monastery. The earliest architectural activity at Bhaja is to be seen in the last four caves of the
group, viz. caves 23-26. It is interesting to note that these isolated excavations are located near the
natural water falls and do not have any water cisterns near them. The monks may have depended on
the streams for water. But as there will be no water flow during summer here and it is likely that these
escavations belong to a time when the monks used to stay in caves during the rainy seasononly as
ordained by the earliest virlaya texts (p. 36). Before any artificial excavation was wrought, eremitic
monks may have preferred to stay in huts or natural caverns. Probably it is to this stage that the small
24 and 26 belong.
circular cl~i~tij~ogliaras
The volume of patronage bestowed on the monastic complex successively from now on suggests that
Bhaja was growing to be an important centre for the spread of Buddhism. Either due to the idea of
holiness that may have been associated with the place or more possibly due to the commanding influence
of a venerable monk or a line of monks, lay devotees appear t o have been attracted. Their zealous
patronngc began with the making of very small and simple chetiyagharas (24, 26) dedicated in honour
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of such monks. Probably not much later, the excavation of 21, 23 and 25 may have been undertaken.
21 and 23 were meant for single monks, and are very simple. Cave 25 might be the one attempted t o
facilitate the accommodation of a group of monks representing a stage in the history of this religious
centre when more monks began to throng this holy place, and patronage from the lay community too
increased. The architectural works of this stage are to be assigned to the beginning stages of spread
of Buddhism in Deccan somewhere in the early part of the latter half of 3rd century B.C. a chronological position substantiated by the dates of the caves that followed them as will be shown below. Like
Buddhism, Buddhist architecture and specially rock-cut architecture was new to the area. Hence, nothing
more than the small and simple architectural works as seen in caves 23-26 can be expected here. The
inadvertant location of cave 25 may also be due to initial inexperience.
The period of prosperity marked by extensive architectural activity followed, in which ambitious
projects were undertaken, first with the great chetiyaghara, an excavation of unprecendented dimension
in the ~vholeof Western India at that time. It is likely that Bhaja played a great role in the dissemination
of the Buddhist creed from early times, and such a centre needed an impressive temple. The simple
Ie!~a 18 may have also been created during this time as shown by the associated inscription which belongs
to palaeographical series IA. The Bhaja chetiyughara 12, covering an area of nearly 60 square metres
in the nave in front of the stlipa can easily accommodate more than 80 worshippers at a time. The
simple lenas 18 and other single celled ones which appear to have been in existence in this period could
have housed only about ten monks. This situation indicates that the chetiyagharas even when they
are located in the monastic units were meant for the benefit of lay devotees than the monks (p. 32, 105).
The chaitya hall I2 of Bhaja being one of the earliest works of the type in the area naturally followed
faithfully the wooden proto-types. Even in this, this happens to be an adventurours experiment in rockcut architecture of Western India. It became a trend-setter. This stage is datable to around 200 B.C.
on grounds of palaeographical characteristics of the iscriptions in Bhaja 12.
A new wave of enthusiasm of the laymen towards this newly introdwed creed helped the rise of a
community of specialised sculptors and architects who began to bestow their energy in bringing out new
innovations in architectural work. The new excavations did not remain to be purely utilitarian, but
began to be adorned with simple decorations too.
At this site this stage is marked initially by cave 7 consisting of simple but boldly executed railing
ornamentation copying the wooden features faithfully. The cave is probably one of the earliest le!los
to be adorned with sculptural work, even though in a simple way. But remarkable achievement is to
be seen in the introduction of decoration on the facade of the great chaitya hall. Probably it is the first
attempt in the whole of Deccan to cover such a wide area with sculptural work. The initial inexperience
of the designers and craftsmen working here on a new architectural form and new medium can be
witnessed in the lack of symmetry in facade decoration. Caves similarly adorned, but with less details,
were created along with (15, 16). These were shortly followed by le!las 6 and then 13 which display
a little more elaboration in decoration. All these belong to the early half of the 2nd century B.C. By
this time the monastery had g o w n to a capacity to accommodate ncarly twentyfive monks at a time.I5
Patronage continued to flow, even from people coming from distant places. Newer experiments
were being made in designing rock-cut monuments. Cave 22 (New Vihara of Burgess and Fergusson)
has a tinge of foreign look and an attempt towards novelty. Many early workers in the field have
indicated that the sculptures of Siirya and representation of foreigners here indicate the hand of the
foreign artists, or that the cave itself could have been the donation of a foreigner or a group of
foreigners.16 Whatever be the source the architecture of Western Deccan began to imbibe some alien
elements from this stage onwards. The annexe to this le!~aprobably introduces for the first time a new
pillar type which became a common feature of the architecture in later times i.e. the pillar with bell/pot
capital (Type D). On grounds of stylistic comparisons detailed above the main lena is assignable to
about the second quarter of 2nd century B.C. and the annexe to about two or three decades hence.
A regular pillar type of D begall to be introduced in the verandah, in a monument created a little
later, i.e. in leaa 10. This is the only example at Bhaja of a lena using such a pillar type and this is
possibly one of the earliest to introduce the same regularly in lenas of Western India. On circumstantial
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grounds described above this belongs to a date somewhere around 100 B.C. This may have been
followed by caves 8 and 9, to accommodate more monks, almost as annexe to cave 10.
Upto this time i.e. for about a century and a half commencing from about the middle of 3rd century
B.C. there was continuous creative architectural activity. Henceforward Bhaja ceased to remain in
importance. The number of monuments that came up later is hardly 4 or 5 and these too arc very
simple ones. After a lull of activity for about a century or so, somewhere in the 1st century A.D. or
early 2nd century A.D. two more lenas 5 and 14 were made. Probably the accessory items like the
ma!apas 2, 3 also belong to this period.
The last of the excavations in Bhaja, however, is the double cistern donated by Kosikiputa
Agimitanaka which on palaeographical grounds of the associated inscription could be placed to Series
V B-early 2nd century A.D. (Two more cisterns Exc. 17 and 17a may also belong to the same period).
To summarise, the chronological position of the caves at Bhaja may be set as follows :
24
26, 21, 23
25
18
I2 (main)
7, 11
12 (decoration), 15, 16
6, 13
22 (main)
22 (annexe)
10
9, 8

(middle of 3rd century B.C.)

C . 200 B.C.

C . 150 B.C.
C. 140 B.C.
C . 100 B.C.

C . A.D. 100

(The stfipas in cave 20 belong to different dates ranging from late 3rd century B.C. to about the end of
the 2nd century A.D.).
The cause for the cessation of architectural activity here in such an early period is a matter of some
interest. Is it due to some internal weakness of the monk community of this religious centre and thedwindling of their influence ? Could it be due to the opening of new trade routes as a result of which
this Bhorghat route might have fallen into disuse ? Judging from the number of stone beds in the cells
in different lenas, this religious centre at its height had grown enormously in monk strength; the total
being 58 resident monks. At least some more may have frequented this place often. The fact that t h e
monks lived in these caves even in non-rainy seasons can be made out by the occurrence of good number
of cisterns which were meant to provide water for them in dry seasons, and the occurrence of a number
of cells without beds, almost invariablv at least one in each lena, where the things necessary for their use
may have been stored." Can it be that this economically non-productive monk-community had outgrown the patronizing capacity of th.: neighbouring laity ? It is possible that all these factors may have
contributed their bit in stalling the growth of this religious establishment.
A more plausible explanation is that the hzwing of caves any more in that already crowded
monastery may have been intentionally discouraged after about 1st century B.C. Continuation of
patronage to a certain extent is seen in the creation of caves 5, 14 and the water cistern 19. Further
the commemorative stripas in cave 20 show that the monastery was active till about the 3rd century
A.D.l8 It is likely that the monk-community here diverted the patronage available to that monastery
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to raise institutions nearby at Bedsa and Karle which are located just within a redius of about 10 km.
All the three monastic units may have been under the control of this monastery itself.'O It may be noted
that almost immediately after the cessation of major architectural activity at Bhaja, very fine monuments
came up first at Bedsa and that was followed by Karle20. Taking the three together the growth of
Buddhism and rock-cut architecture can be visualised from the earliest times to the end of the period
under our consideration and a little afterwards even.
The group of stlipas in cave 20 probably indicates the importance the Bhaja monastery enjoyed.
Bhaja may have been an important pontifical seatz1, playing a prominent role in the dissemination of
Buddhism in Western India. It is one of the earliest Buddhist centres of the area wherein evidence is
available not only for the existence of Ruddhist monks in about the 3rd century B.C. itself but also for
the influence it wielded on the local people by which it could attract so much of patronage as to create
a number of rock-cut monuments. Such an influence may have been due more to a line of resident
monks who could establish continuous contact with the laiety than itinerary monks who just visited the
place now and then. It is not unlikely that Buddhist monasteries of the time, as the one at Bhaja, had
developed an organisational set up of the type seen commonly in Buddhist, Hindu and Jaina monasteries
of the later historical period. It is the practice in these monasteries to have a chief or a pontiff who is
normally considered as the head of a particular sect, and he is held in highest reverence. There would
be continuous succession of pontiffs. Usually a cemetery is set apart exclusively for these pontiffs and
monuments are raised in their memory (as for example at Sringeri, Nanjangud, Hampi, Mudabidri).
The group of stlipas in Bhaja 19 also is probably such an area where commemorative sttipas have been
made in honour of the pontiffs. The stylistic difference of these stlipas show that they belong to various
periods stretching in date from about the 2nd century B.C. to about the 3rd century A.D. (CJ 78).

JIVADAN-VIRAR
Jivadau is a small hill situated about 3 kilometres east of Virar, a railway station on the BombayBaroda line, about 56 Kilometres north of Bombay city.
The caves are located about 100 metres above the plain on the western scarp of the hill. A beautiful
view of the vast stretch of green fields and the Arabian Sea beyond is presented from here. The remains
of Sopara are about 5 km away from the foot of the hill.
The caves are in two groups, cut in the second and third scarps from the top respectively. They
a r e reached by a flight of steps leading to the temple of JivadBnimSta on the hill.
FIRST GROUP
This consists of 7 excavations done in a line and almost adjacent to one another. The caves are
numbered here from north to south.
CAVES 1 AND 2 (FIG. 26; PL. 57)
Both these are small cells measuring about 1.60 m square and 1.60 nl high. They are placed
adjacently, but the dividing wall between the two which is about 8 cms thick is partly broken. Both
these have no front wall and are completely open. The cutting of the caves is neatly done with perfect
right angles for corners and the walls had also been finely smoothened.'
EXCAVATION 3 (FIG. 26; PL. 57)
Next to cave 2 is this unfinished excavation, about 1.50 m deep and 1.50 m high.
and back parts have been left uncut.

But the right

CAVE 4 (FIG. 26)
This cave, now serving as the shrine of Jivadanimata, also appears to have been one of the caves
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like 1 and 2 with cubical dimansions each side measuring about 1.70 m. But the walls are now covered
with paint and roof and front part is now provided with a doorway.
CAVE 5 (FIG. 26; PL. 58)
This is a small cell measuring about 1.70 m 1; 1.20 rn b and 1.00 m h. The walls are roughly hewn.
EXCAVATION 6
This is a small tunnel about 90 cm h and 90 crn wide going up in about 45' incline and reaching
slightly a broader, space, where now an image is kept warshipped. The hewing is irregular and probably
of recent date.
CAVE 7 (FIG. 27)
About 6 m beyond to the south of the above is a large cell about 6 m wide, 5.5 rn deep and 2.1 m
high. It appears there was a front wall to this but only part of it is now preserved to a length about
1.2 rn on the right side. It is difficult to make out how long this wall projected and where the doorway
was, as this portion has been built up in recent years. The interior however is remarkably well-cut with
perfect right angles at corners and the walls are also finely dressed, almost looking like smoothened o r
polished surface.l
S ECOND GROUP
There are five excavations in this group, all cut in a lower scarp about 8 m below the first group.
These are reached by a narrow footpath from the top of the hill (The numbering, from north to south,
is continued from the above).
EXCAVATION 8
This is a small water cistern (about 1.1 rn 1; 0.90 m b, 0.90 m d) with its top open.
CAVE 9 (FIG. 26; PL. 59)
This cave, situated about 6 m to the south of the above, is a large cell about 2.7 m long 3.8 m
wide and 1.7 m high. There is a rectangular doorway in front about 1.5 m h and 0.5 m w. The whole
of the interior is well made; the planes of the walls, floor and ceiling mzet in exact right angels and it is
so with the corners of the doorframe also (the lower part of the door frame, however, is partly broken).
The wall surfaces too had been well smoothened and this is visible wherever the surface rock has not
peeled off due to weathering. The facade of this cave is cut deeper into the scarp by about 15 cm, and
is rectangular again about 3.8 m wide and 1.7 m high and is made in such a way that the doorframe
of the cell is equidistant from either side. The surface of this facade is also finely dressed.
CAVE 10 (FIG. 26; PL. 60)
Adjacent to the above, seperated only by a 25 cm wall, is this cell, a smaller one measuring 2.10 m I,
1.9 rn b and about 1.5 to 1.6 m h (The floor is much disintegrated). Now the front is open but there is
indication to show that there was a wall with a doorway in the centre. This cave too had been executed
neatly with perfection in making the corners and wall-ceiling joints. The fine smoothing of the walls too
is noticeable wherever the surface has not peeled off due to weathering.
EXCAVATION 11
This is an unfinished hewing showing an attempt to make a cell. The cutting done in different steps
is still visible.
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EXCAVATION 12
In front of the above is this excavation an open water cistern, with its top about 1.20 m wide

0.90 m long and 1.2 m deep, and the area below slightly wider. The cistern is partly ruined now.
GENERAL DISCUSSION
Omitting cave 8 which appears to be a modern hewing and caves 3 and 11 which are unfinished.
there are seven simple single celled lenas and two podhis in this place. The single celled Ie!tas too fall
into two distinct categories. Four are of Lena Type A i a, i.e. with open front, and three are of type
A i b i.e. with a front doorway. The podl~is are also of simple open top types (Type A i a). The
excellent dressing, nearing polish, of the walls of the Ienas is a noteworthy feature.
However, the architecturally unsophisticated nature of the caves in the group make it difficult to
consider this as a monastic establishment. Amongst these caves too the typologically simpler and
possibly earlier variety of caves of A ia type appear to have come up fisrt followed a little later by the
caves of A i b type. This contention is possibly proved by the fact that whereas the caves of A i a type
are all situated adjacently to one another as a single cluster, indicating that they may have been done
together, the Icnas of the latter type are removed from the former. If so, to start with in this place
there appears to have been only four le!las of simple A i a type. These le!~asare odd in size. Some of
them are comparatively narrow or low to be used for comfortable living. They are not provided with
stone beds. Despite the fact that the caves face west and are directly open to the hot sun and the gushing
monsoon rain, they had not been provided with a door or any other arrangement to close the front. Another
point of interest is the fact that even though this cave group is located nearby a hundred metre above
t h e hill, no cistern needed for storing water is to be seen near the caves of A i a type.
We feel that here are caves of a very early stage in which Buddhist monastic rock-cut architecture had
not yet been systematised. The very simplicity of this group with A i a le!ias is possibly indicative of its
high antiquity. These could be the simplest form of rock-excavation which could be attempted in an
area where the tradition was to begin afresh. The existence of the tradition of smoothening the walls
t o a degree nearing polish, an item not seen in the majority of rock-cut caves of later date, is a strong
point in favour of linking these technologically with the Mauryan caves elsewhere. Though, of course,
the perfection in polish reached on sandstone by the Mauryan craftsmen can never be achieved on
coarse grained trap of this area, the attempt to use the technique itself is of interest. Probably indicating the flow of that idea along with that of creating shelters for the Buddhist monks. Further these
small caves with no provision for personal comfort, with not even the common stone beds, appear to
belong to that early stage in the history of Buddhist monkhood, when the monks still followed the
rigorous erernetic practices of draAakas and paribbrjlakas according to which they were to resort t o the
caves during the vassa months only and were not to aspire for any comfort in living. (See note 180 to
Chapter 111). These small and simple creations could have certainly sufficed their needs. When the
monks were to stay in vassa months only there would not be any need for water cisterns too, in a region
like this where the rainfall is quite generous in that s e a s ~ n . ~
This contention of a very early date for this group of caves at Jivadan-Virar looks quite plaus~ble
as the nearby Sopara is known, according to tradition, to have been one of the earliest cities in Western
India to which Buddhism was first introduced; the ASokan inscriptions from Sopara are well known.
(Could these caves be of Mauryan times ?)
Typo-technologically these early caves at Jivadan-Virar can be considered as preceeding or coeval
with the single-celled lenas with open front found in Junnar-Tuljalena, where too the caves are generally
cubical in measurements and display good dressing nearing polish. There again, comparing those caves
with a large number of others found in the same place, we have considered these as the earliest rockcut architectural works of Western India.
However, shortly afterwards when the craftsmen of the region were gradually becoming familiar
with the rock medium, slightly better caves with a front doorway (letta type A i b) were also made.
These lenas at Jivadan-Virar (Caves 7, 9 and 10) could not have been far removed in date from the
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early series of A i a type. Except for the insertion of the front wall with a doorway, both retain the
other features of making the corners perfectly at right angles and smoothening of the walls which we
may note, are items absent in caves of later date. At this stags people could have realised the necessity
of having some water-source near the caves themselves and two water cisterns have been made. It is
interesting to note that these are also of very early type (type A i a) with open top. Their storage
capacity too is much less and these could have served only for a few days in a year, perhaps during the
dry intervals in the rainy season i t ~ e l f . ~

JUNNAR
Junnar, in Pune district, is the chief town of the taluk of the same name and lies about 96 km north
of Pune. Geographically it is located in the transitional belt between the chain of the Sahyadris, about
25 km to the west and the broad plains further east. The town is in a cup-shaped valley surrounded by
the Sivaner and the Tulja hills to the west, the Sulaiman to the north and east, and the Manmodi hill
to the south. It is on the southern bank of the river Kukdi. River Mina too flows to the west of it
about 5 km away.
Junnar has the largest number of rock excavations, about 252 in all.' This great number of
excavations indicates the existence of a large and prosperous city supporting the monastic community
residing in the caves. The location of Junnar, however, has all the gee-economic aspects favourable for
the growth of such a city. It is iust on the plain oot far from Nanaghat, a pass which was a vital li&
between the ports of Sopara, ' ~ a l ~ aand
n Thana and the big inland cities like Nasik, Tagara, and
Paithan. Trade routes from thtse big cities might have converged on this town before passing through
the Nana pass towards the ports. This strategic position, coupled with the natural protection provided
by the hills around this cup shaped valley, and also the salubrious climate and availability of plenty of
water in the perennial rivers Kukdi and Mina appear to have contributed to the growth of the city and
its prosperity and the consequent rise of the large monastic complex around. An ancient site, yielding
sprinklers and red-polished-ware, stretching along the right bank of Kukdi has also been noticedP and
this gives some idea of the location and extent of this ancient town. Realising the enormous economic
potential on the part of the settlement that supported the monks that lived in the large number of caves,
Fergusson thought that this might have been the ancient Tagara which was famous as a great inland
mart as known from the accounts of Ptolemy, the Periplus, etc.' Now, however, Tagara has been
identified on surer grounds with Ter in Osmanabad district. What else could have been the ancient
name of this big city, is yet to be established. It is known that this area is called Minner, i.e.. 'the vale
of Mina r i ~ e r ' . ~Basing on this Joglekar has suggested that Minnagara mentioned as the capital of
NahapHna in some historical sources may be Junnar i t ~ e l f . ~
The importance of Junnar for the study of architecture is enhanced not only by the fact that it has
the largest number of excavations compared t o any other centre in western India, but also that it has
good number of inscriptions, which provide useful palaeographical data for the relative dating of the
caves. Further it is one group where all excavations belong only to the H~naySnaperiod of Western
Indian excavations, as revealed by the absence of Buddha sculptures and by the architectural fetures
t o be described below. Its importance has aptly been recognized long back by Fergusson who has
remarked that the Junnar caves are 'full of interest to the student of cave architect~re.~
The excavations at Junnar are in four groups located seperately on four hills around the town, viz.
Tuljalena, Manmodi, Ganesh Pahar (Sulaiman) and Sivaneri.

TULJALENA
This group of caves is in the Tuljabai hill, about 5 kilometres west of Junnar.' It is approached
.by a small path from the Junnar-Nanaghat road by a deviation near the northern tip of the Sivaneri hill.
A11 the caves are together in a row over the head of a valley and face roughly east-north east. From
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the caves, a pictursque view presents itself with the stretch of the Hatkeshwar hills to the east and north,
the rising scarp of the Sivancri to the south-east and the green valley of the Kukdi right in front.8
All caves are ~ h o w non siteplan, Fig. 27.
CAVE 1
This is a simple cell (1.82 m d, 1.75 m w, 2.34 m h). Its front portion is broken almost diagonally
but the extant parts display that it was a neatly executed excavation with perfect corners and straight
sides. The walls are finely dressed.
EXCAVATION ix
A cistern with a square mouth (broken).
CAVE 2
This Iena lying closely to the north of Cave 1 consists of a hall (5.44 m sq. 2.2 m h) and five cells
cut in the three inner walls, two in the left wall, two in the back and one in the right. The left cell of
the :left wall is roughly cubical (about 210 cm3) and others are also of almost the same size except for
some minor variations. In the left side, the front wall of the right cell and the partition wall between
the cells are broken. The floor and roof of the cells are in the same level as those of the hall. The
floor and ceiling of the back cells are about 8 and 10 cm higher than that of the hall.
No cell has any bench. Except the right one, all others have holes in opposite walls to receive
wooden poles for hanging clothes of the monks (~lalagni). The cell doors (78 cm w, 2.28 m h) are plain.
The jambs are straight. All cell doorways have cut grooves at the lintel level to receive wooden frames
for doors.
The front of the cave is now broken but there is indication to suggest that a doorway (1.37 m b,
2.2-m h) with its bottom and top flush with the floor and roof of the hall existed. In front, there is the
projection of the roof beyond the line of the doorway on the same level as the roof of the hall.
The cave is devoid of any ornamentation and even benches. But a noteworthy feature is that all
the walls, the floor and roof are well-dressed and retain at places traces of slight polish. If this polish is
taken as indication, and considered with the simplicity and neatness of the cave it may be suggested
that this is one of the earliest experiments of making le!~osof this plan, i.e. the hall surrounded by cells.
The dimensions of the various parts of the cave are arranged with a very simple mathematical
formula. The cells are almost cubical with equal height, width and length except the one in the right
wall. The hall is square. The front doorway has a width measuring 114th the width of the hall. This
simplicity in design too may be a n indication of the early date.
However, the cell in the right wall has been reduced in length. This appears to have been dictated
by the fact that cave 3 was already present at the time of making this; any attempt to make it cubical
like others would have damaged the wall of cave 3. So it is likely that cave 2 is later than cave 3.
CAVE 3 (FIGS. 5(3), 20B; PL. 61)
Just to the north and adjacent to cave 2 is this chetiyaghara of Type A iii. This attracted the
attention of historians as an important specimen of rock architecture in which can be seen the earliest
attempts to copy simple wooden structures in stone, and in which could be recognized a type of
chaityaghara from which later apsidal cltetiyagharas with vaulted roof were evolved.
This has a circular hall (7.77 m dia.) having in its centre a sttipa (2.48 m dia.) surrounded by twelve
octagonal columns, (3.35 m h, 48 cm b). Between the pillars and the wall running all around, is an aisle
1 m wide. The stripa is very plzin and of early type and has only two parts extant, the drum and the
dome. The dome is much damaged now, but the head of the dome still retains its flat
surface (40 cm sq) in the centre of which is a hole (IS cm sq, 25 cm d). It is likely that a harmikd,
either structural or made of wood, stood on the flat surface and the square hole was meant to receive the
staff of probably a wooden umbrella.
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The pillars rake inwards by about 5 cm. They are arranged equidistant from the stripa and from
each other. The intercolumniation, measured from centre to centre of the pillars is about 1.45 m. The
walls are slightly smoothened. The roof above the central stripa is domical like a hemisphere placed
over a cylinder (triforium). The base span of this is about 4.9 m. The height from the Boor to the apex
of the dome is 6.7 m, and the height of the dome itself is 3.35 rn. The triforium (1.12 m h) rises from
a cornice (13 cm h, 5 cm b) at the base and ends in a set back ledge. The dome rises above this. The
hemispherical dome had been titted originally with arched wooden rafters. The impressions of these
still remain. At the junction of the dome and triforium, there are eight notches located equidistant
from each other which were problably meant to carry the wooden refters and it can be made out from
this that there were eight curved beams meeting at the apex of the dome. The aisle has quadrantal
roof rising from the wall to meet the upper side of an architrave (18 cm thick) running over the pillars.
The cave front is now broken. There is, however, a 3.95 m wide opening. This appears to have
been fitted with a wooden screen, in the centre of which was the doorway 1.98 m h) rising from the
threshold which was about 48 cm higher than the floor, as indicated by the mortises still seen in the
floor and the side walls. One of the side walls has an 'L' shaped cut running vertically upwards and this
looks like a Sdkhd. There are rectangular mortises at the top and bottom of this which were meant to
receive the wooden fixtures.
In front of this doorway was a huge open rectangular gallery extending further for about 3.95 m on
either side of the wooden fixtures. Thus its total width is 11.85 m. HOWfar the rock roof projected to
the front cannot be made out as the roof, the Boor, as well as the side walls are broken. The facade is
devoid of any ornamentation.
The mathematical proportions of different parts of this chetiyaghara reveal a simple design. It can
be seen from the plan and elevation that the prominent member of the whole composition, i.e. the
sttipa, has a diameter exactly 113rd the total width of the hall. The area around the stlipa is finely
bifurcated by the circular collonnade. The pillars themselves are located in such a way that their intercalumniation (measured from centre to centre) is three times the diameter, of the pillars and their height
is seven times the diameter, and exactly half of the total height of the cave measured from the floor to
the apex of the central dome.
The occurrence of simple octagonal pillars displaying rake, the domical roof, and the quadrantal
aisle roof indicate that the cave belongs to an early period sharing similar architectural features seen in
the chetiyagharas Bhaja 12, Ajanta 10, etc. The form of the stripa, with a simple drum and a raised
hemisphere, bereft of any decoration including the railing pattern on the brim. shows that it is stylistically
closer to the srzipa in Bhaja 12 than any other. But, the absence of even the hermikd in the present srcpa
would suggest a date still earlier than the stripa in Bhaja 12, where this member has been made in stone,
and in this feature this can be bracketted stylistically with the sttipa in Bhaja 26 (and Kanheri 2e), which
has been noted elsewhere as anterior in date to Bhaja 12 (p. 129). The introduction of pillars in the present cave is the only advanced feature compared to Bhaja 26 and if this is any indication, it can be suggested that this cave 3 of Tuljalena group is stylistically later than Bhaja 26 and anterior to Bhaja 12.
The front open gallery of this cave has been cut by the side wall of cave 2, and this is indicative
of the fact that cave 2 was made after the present cave. The polish of the walls of cave 2 and
simplicity of design of that cave show that the two caves may not havz been far removed in date from
each other.
It has rightly been pointed out by Fergusson and Burgess (1880, p. 252) that a close analogue of
this cave is to be seen in a sculptural representation from Bharhut (the D e v a d h a r m sabhd) and as
such this is an earliest attempt on the part of Deccan architects to copy woodeu structures in rock.
CAVE 4 (PL. 62)
This cave, which serves now as the temple of Tulajl BhavBni, is a lena of irregular plan. From the
open verandah (1.2 m w, 1.8 rn d, 2.1 m h) in front a doorway (90 cm w) on the left side leads to the
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hall (2.1 m d, 2.4 m w), at the back wall of which are two cells (2.1 m sq) placed somewhat obliquely to
each other. Their doorways (60 cm w,2.1 cm h) are cut from floor to roof. Now the front walls of these
cells, as well as their partition wall, are broken and the two form a single hall. Originally there were
stone beds but they are much r ~ i n e d . ~
From the location of this lena (Fig. 27) it can be seen that it has actually cut the original broad
verandah wall of the chetiyaghara which must have extended to the right as in the left side. The left wall
of the lena is very thin, exposed to the danger of caving into chetiyaghara 3. This definitely indicates
that this lena is of a later date than chetiyaghara 3. But due to the absence of any other indication its
exact date is impossible to be made out.
CAVE 5 (PL. 62)
A simple rectangular recess (90 cm w, 1.20 m d, 1. 8m h) with its front and right wall broken.
CAVE 6 AND 7 (PL. 62)
These are two neatly carved cells adjacent to one another. The fronts of both the cells are broken,
as well as the partition between them, but enough indication remains on the roof and back wall to show
that they had been seperated by a thin wall. Both appear to be about 1.98 m square and of the same
height. The cells do not have benches but their walls were once polished.
In their simplicity in execution, the cubical form, neatness and polish these resemble cave 1, and
are probably of the same period. The location of these lenas (1, 6, 7) just on either side of the original
extent of the verandah wall of the chetiyagkara and the common element of polish seen in all would
suggest probably that caves 1, 3, 6 and 7 might have been very near in date. (The caves 4 and 5 are
later innovations.) These plain cubicles with polished walls and without benches cut in a line show a
genetic similarity with simple hewings at Jivadan-Virar (above) and it could be considered that all these
fall within a short time bracket.
CAVE 8 (PL. 62)
This is a simple cell (1.06 m w, 2.1 m d, 1.8 m h) cut at an angle of about 15" from the previous
cave. The partition wall between this and cave 7 is also broken partially. Its front is now broken but
on the roof there is indication of the existence of the doorway with its lintel cut at ends for the wooden
door. The cave is roughly hewn and does not have any polish. The rough execution and oblique
orientation from 6 and 7 suggest that this was excavated much later than 6 and 7.
CAVE 9 (PL. 62)
This single-celled le!ra to the right and adjacent to cave 8 is approached by a covered passage
(2.1 m d , 1.04 m W, 2.13 m h) having a doorway in front (2.13 m d, 74 cm h). The cell inside (2.1 ms sq,
2.1 m h) is bereft of any decoration and devoid of bench. The cell here is also cubical and this is
the only feature in which this goes with the others in the series like 6 and 7. But the existence of a
passage leading to it provided by a doorway is a new item. Nothing can be said about its date. But
the form of the cave with atleast one early feature may indicate that it is not far removed in date from
caves 6 and 7.
About 60 cm' inside from the doorway in the passage there are huge mortises cut in the floor and
in the side walls, probably to fix a heavy door. This appears to be a later work.
CAVE I 0 AND I1 (PL. 62)
Adjacent to the above is cave 10, a single room (2.1 m sq, 2.1 m h). Its front wall is still preserved.
A doorway (90 cm w, 2.1 cm h) cuts the front wall. The lintel of this is cut on the sides and on the
floor is a groove in which the wooden threshold had been fixed. On the side walls of the cell, a t a
height about 75 cm from the grolind level there are three holes facing one another. The holes at this
low height may have been meant for fixing a wooden bench.
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Cave I1 is a single cell (2.1 m sq, 2.1 m h). Its front is broken. The walls are smoothened.
Caves 10 and 11 share a common, plainly cut rectangular facade. This facade is a little wider than
the breadth of the cave. This innovation of the facade probably provides an indication that these caves
with facade are later than others without them. Caves 10 and 1I with the same facade may be contemporary. The possible introdnction of the wooden cot is of much interest.
CAVE 12 (PLS. 62 AND 63)
Cave 12 is close to I I . The thin partition wall which separated them is now broken. The two
caves look like one. But it can be easily made out that I I and 12 are caves of different ages due to the
fact that 12 alone has decorated front (see below), while 11 is bereft of that.
Cave 12 too has a single cell (2.28 m sq, 2.28 m h) with neatly carved walls and corners. Its right
and front walls are broken. On the face of the scarp above the entrance is a stretch of beautiful decoration, 1.5 m and as broad as the cave. Right in the centre of this decorated area is a huge chairya
arch, with its lower part broken. On either side of this arch, at its shoulder level, is a small arch and
a stiipa, all cut in half relief. These stlipas have a male devotee, bowing down to the right and a man
and a woman to the left. At a higher level a flying gandharva is shown as approaching the stlipa.
The stiipa on the right side has near it a sculpture of a Ndga also. Above this series is a band of
railing pattern running along the entire width of the facade of this cave.I0 The arches are somewhat
narrow spanned and have concentric beams and radial ribs emitting out from a semi-circular flower
design resting o n a band of railing design. The decorative stripas are also of developed variety with
somewhat a longer drum ornamented with railing pattern at the brim, slightly hemispherical dome
surmounted by a single harmikd, and a dosseret of inverted five stepped pyramid and a circular umbrella
over a staff rising above that. Even though this cubical cell is in the same level and almost of the
same form as the neighbouring cave 1 I, this is certainly much removed in date from the other, due to the
adoption of a developed decorative pattern on the facade. Further indication for later date is also
available in the absence of polish on the walls of this. Instead, traces of plaster exist.
CAVES 13 AND 14 (PL. 62)
Closeby to the north of 12 are two cells cut side by side. Their front, partition, the roof as well
the floor are broken, but enough remains to indicate that these were two seperate cells.
Judging from the width and height and the smooth surface of the walls, these could be considered
as cubical bench-less cells (each side 1.8 m) close in pattern and age to caves 1, 6 and 7 of this group.
CAVES 15 AND 16 (PLS. 62, 64)
Situated further north of 14 are these two much damaged single celled lenas. Their front walls and
lower parts are broken. One is about 2.35 m and the other about 2.4 m in height. But both these
appear to be part of a single plan, as a common stretch of decoration spans the width of both the cells,
on the facade above the roof level. This decorative panel has two prominent chaitya arches sunk
symmetrically, probably just above the original doorways of these cells. The lower part of this decoration
is broken, but there was a stretch of railing connecting the two arches, and extending further along the
same line beyond these arches on either side. One either side of these arches again are railing patterns
at their shoulder level, above which rise single smaller chaitya arches. The two smaller ctlaitya arches
between the bigger ones are placed above railing bases which are shown as carried by brackets of t h e
type found on the facade of the chaitya hall at Bhaja. Further between all these chaitya arches, in a
line, at the shoulder level of the smaller ones and the apex of the bigger ones, there are quadrantal rolls.
with railing pattern. At the top level above the line of these runs a band of railing pattern. The
decorative arches here have somewhat wider span and their soffits have rafter-ends in stone.
The use of this type of chaitj~a arch in decoration here, coupled with the common pattern in facade
decoration and the existence of brackets and the roll moulding show that this decoration is similar to
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the decoration on the facade of the chaitya cave at Bhaja; the only difference being the absence of
stepped cornice in the present one. It is likely that this excavation is nearer in date to the decoration
stage of chaitya hall at Bhaja. In the Tulja series, this decorative pattern appears to be of an earlier
,type than that of cave 12 in which the arches have bent-in arms, and sttipas and human (or semi-divine)
sculptures appear.
EXCAVATION 16a
To the right of 16 is a large open water cistern (about 1.8 In w, 90 cm d) but now its front part is
completely broken.
EXCAVATION 17
Closeby to the north of the above, is a large hall (7.06 m b, 9.14 m d, 2.57 m h) with a low bench
(30 cm h, 45 cm b) running along the three inner sides. In the right wall is a plain cell (3.07 m b ,
2.39 m d, 2.57 m h).
The existence of a cell, either meant to keep the provisions or cooked food, and the water cistern
nearby probably indicate that this could have been used as a dining hall.
EXCAVATION 17a-e
Beyond this cave to the north are traces of five water cisterns which are now filled up.
CAVE 18
About 15 m beyond cave 17 is a Iena with a passage and a cell behind, almost like cave 9. But there
is a bench and recess along the side wall of the passage. Nothing more can be made out of its architectural features or date, as the cave is very much in a ruined condition. However, the cell and recess
type (Lena Type A iv b), it will be seen below, is a feature common in caves of 2nd.3rd century A.D.
GENERAL DISCUSSION
Though many of the excavations of the Tuljalena group are much damaged by the undercutting of
the scarp ruining their fronts, there is so much of indication to make out that here are the earliest Buddhist excavations among the inland group of caves in Western Deccan. The nature of cheriyaghara 3
with its primitive simplicity and faithfulness in copying the wooden structures has been discussed. Its
unique design itself is sufficient to show that it is of an age when standardisation of the form, in plan,
elevation and decoration of the vault-roofed chetiyogharas had not yet been achieved. It was still of
the age of experiment and emulation. It is interesting to note further that the majority of the Ienas
a r e single celled (Nos. 1, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16) and are placed in a row, and are all
without stone benches. Lenas are generally provided with stone benches in the rock-cut architectural
tradition as seen from various such instances from Bhaja, Bedsa, Ajanta, etc., but these do not appear
again in very late excavations of the age of the MahBysna period, as seen in the later Ie!ias at Ajanta and
Ellora. But by that time a typical standardized form had been evolved for such lenav which are much
different from what is seen in the Tulja group. It is likely, as it has bcen pointed out in the case of
Jivadan-Virar, that these le!ias were meant for monks who were still rigorously following or were expected to follow the rules prescribed by early Vinaya texts (p. 132). Secondly it could be seen from the form
of these lenas that they are all cubical cells, with the height, length and breadth equal, a form which is not
seen with such regularity in later caves. Thirdly many of these have their walls polished (smoothened).
suggesting the continuation of a tradition seen in the Bihar caves of Mauryan times. So it is likely that
these cubical caves arranged in a line are of the earliest period in the lena series. Circumstantial evidence
trom Jivadan-Virar has already been put forward to suggest that such Ienas could be the earliest rockexcavation on the coast. It is likely that this inland group of single cells too are near to them in date.
Both groups, share the common features in the presence of polish (smoothening) and the absence of
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bench inside. The application of polish to the wall surfaces is seen in clretiya.~hara 3 and the Ienab
1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 13 and 14. Out of these from the location and elaboration of plan of lena 2, it has been placed to a date later than caves 1 and 3. All these belong to an age when cave making was purely the work
of the stone-cutter than that of the sculptor. These caves are absolutely devoid of any decoration. From
the illustrations (Fig. 27; PI. 62), it can be seen that these early caves are hewn with sufficient intervening rock space between them, probably wherever easily workable space was available readily in the
vertical face of the scarp obviating the necessity of preparing the facade.
The Ti~ljalenagroup of caves is of extraordinary interest as it provides an idea of the gradual development of lenas of the early stage. With the increase of patronage by laymen to the monastic community
various amenities began to be provided for their living, and the monastic community too began to compromise its principles of conduct diverging gradually from the code enunciated in the earliest Vinayas and
adopting an easier life.
An important architectural stage here resulting from this tendency is the one in which a new plan of
making the le!ias was arrived at by hewing the cells around an interior hall. Such lenas not only provided good places for them to sleep, but also security and warmth, compared to single open cells. There
are only two such lenas 2 and 4 in the present series. Two intermediate stages marking architectural
development between the open single-cells and hall-with-cells can be made out here. The first is
represented by Ienas of Types A i b where the single cell type continues but is now provided with a
front wall and door. Examples for this are available in this group in caves 10 and 11. The next
is the one in which the cells are sufficiently set back behind a gallery as in cave 9. Possibly the earliest
stage of providing a bench inside the cell is seen in cave 10, where it appears to have been in wood.
The development in monastic rock-architecture took another trend too, in which the caves began t o
be decorated and made more attractive. In the present group of caves such instances of sculptural
decoration are seen in caves 12 and 15-16. The undecorated but dressed facade of caves 10 and 11
is probably the earliest attempt to make the cave fronts appear neat, and then the introduction of sculptures may have begun. Elsewhere it has been shown that the pattern of decoration of 12 is later than
that of 15-16 (p. 137). However an interesting feature is that even these decorations have been
added to caves which still continue to follow the simple plans of the early lenas. Could this be due to.
the fact that lenas of such type only were possible to be done in the limited space available amidst t h e
already existing lenas ?
Further increase of patronage in later ages was responsible for the making of various accessories like
the dining hall (bhoj6ria rria!apa). One such was also attached to the monastic establishment at
Tuljalena in cave 17. Probably cave 18 away from the cluster of the above caves may belong to a late.
date.
With these considerations, the sequence of monuments in the Tuljalena group emerges as follows :

I
I1

111
1V a.
b.
V

1, 6, 7, 13 and 14 Simple single cubical cells with open front.
10, 11 and 3
Similar single cubical cells but with front wall and door. Incidentally the
two examples in the group have plainly cut facade, an item present in
chetiyaghara 3 also. (Possibly provision of a wooden bench is seen in
lena 10).
Cubical cell/s set behind a recess or around a hall.
2 and 9
Cell/s having the facade adorned with sculptural work.
15-16,
Cells behind recess and provided with stone-cut bench.
12 and 4
17and18
Ma!apa and a cell with a recess.

As it has been stated already that I stage represents the earliest attempts in making rock-cut Ienas i n
Deccan.
The 11 stage has near examples at Bhaja; the stlipa in chetiyaghara here has a near analogous type.
in Bhaja 26; the plain cut facade was there in ~ h a j a12 (pre-decoratiom stage; also in Jivadan Virar 9.
Ajanta 10). So on typological grounds the I1 stage of Tulja may be placed to a stage between Bhaja 26
and Bhaja 12a contemporary to Jivadan-Virar 9.
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The 111 stage appears not to have parallels elsewhere. However, these may still be a little earlier
that the Ie!~ailike Ajanta 13 (which too has polished wall) due to the fact that these are without benches
still.
Stage IV with its two subdivisions has some vagueness with regard to the exact chronological position.
Both sub-stages are in advancement of stage 111, with regard to decoration and plan. In what relation
the two stand together cannot be guessed easily. Between the examples in 1V a, caves 15-16 should be
assigned to an earlier date than 12. The decoration of 15-16 is closer to Bhaja 12 (decoration); that of
12 appears to be in the tradition of chaitj~ahalls at Nasik, and Manmodi 40 and 45 at this place (below).
Stage V has parallels in Sivaneri and Ganesh Pahar to be described below.
With reference to these stylistic comparisons from other sites1' stage I may be assigned to the
middle of 3rd century B.C., stagc 11 to a date very near that but with a difference of a decade or two and
111 following it immediately. In fact, even though evolutionary typological trends are noticeable in
these, they all appear to have been results of a period of experiments and emulation. Caves 15-16 of
IV a is to be assigned to a date near Bhaja 12 i.e. around 200 B.C., and cave 12 of Tuljalena to a period
near Nasik 18, i.e. around 100 B.C., Cave 4 of stage IV b too may belong to about the 1st century B.C.;
Cave 17 of stage V may be assigned to 1st or 2nd century A.D.
So, the major part of the architectural activity in the Tuljalena group appears to have been confined
t o about five or six decades in the latter half of the 3rd century and early decades of 2nd century before
the Christian era. Twelve out of the eighteen major excavations were created during that period. Then
there were one or two architectural additions done sporadically around the beginning of the first century
B,C. An accessory to the monastic unit, i.e. the dining hall, and another cave (18) were added probably
in the 2nd century A.D.l1
Possibly due to the non-availability of any more suitable space after hewing about twelve caves (at
a period when scarp faces only were being used instead of preparing the front with fore-court) it appears
other hills around Junnar began to be preferred for making caves. There may be other causes too.
Tuljalena remained a small monastery throughout. With all its Ienas, it could have accommodated
only about 20 to 25 monks at a time. It may be noted that the seating capacity of the bench running
along the three inner halls of rna!apa 17 (p3ssibly dining hall) is also just about 30.

MANMODI
The Manmodi hill lies to the south of the present town of Junnar. The inscriptions reveal that the
ancient name of this hill was MBnamukuda" and the monastic-complex was called Gidha-vihiira
(Gyidhra-i3ihdra).l3
The caves stretch to a length of about 1.5 km, half way up the hill to the south and south-west of
the town. They are in three sub-groups, each separated from one another by a distence of about 150 to
400 m.
1. Bhimashankar group, situated towards the south-east of the Manmodi hill.
2. Ambika group, along a bend of the hill a little to the north of Bhimashankar.
3. Bhutling group, about 200 m to the west of the previous one.'"
The cave haves been numbered here starting from the south-east end of the Bhimashankar group
and ending in the west end of the Bhutling group.15

About thirty metres to the south of cave 1 of Bhimashankar series is a ruined lena of type B i, which
originally appears to have had three cells in a row with a common rectangular verandah. At present
lhe cave i s so much broken and filled with debris that no details can be made out.
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CAVE 1 (FIG.28; PL. 65)
This is a lepa of type B i, consisting of a verandah (5.74 m b, 2.92 m h, 1.90 m d), with pillared front
and 3 rectangular cells (about 2.3-2.4 m d, 2.1 m b, 2-2.3 m h) cut in a line in the back wall. Along the
right wall of the right (3rd) cell is a stone bench (60 cm b, 75 cm h). The doorways (66 cm b, 1.98 m h)
are rectangular.
The verandah walls are well-finished. In front of this verandah are two pillars in the centre and
two engaged ones on the side walls, all placed symmetrically with a distance of 1.2 m from each other.
These are of Type D vi a. They have stepped pyramidal base surmounted by a circular ring with a
globular pot above from which the octagonal shaft rises. This canies a capital consisting of an inverted
globular pot succeded by an dnialaka carrying a dosseret of inverted square stepped pyramid. Between
the head of these and the roof runs a joist about 8 cm thick. The engaged pillars project much from
the wall, with 7 of the eight octagonal sides exposed. The facade does not have any decoration.

CAVE 2 (FIG.28; PL. 65)
This is an unfinished flat roofed chetiyaghara of peculiar design, and consists of an inner hall
10.29 m deep and 3.58 m high. Its breadth varies from 4.1 1 m in the back to 3.35 m in front. In front of
the hall is a neatly made verandah (3 m b, 1.1 m d, 3.9 m h), with its ceiling about 20 cm higher than the
ceiling of the ha1116. Two pillars and two engaged ones are in front of the verandah. In the hall, near
the back wall is a mass of rock about 2.4 m high and 1.7 m thick with a rough figure cut on that. It
appears that this mass was meant to make a sriipn but was left unfinished, probably after noticing a
huge slit at ceiling level of the present back wall through which water percolates. Some time later,
however, this water source itself appears to have been taken advantage of and a huge cistern was cut in
the floor at the back of the hall.
The doorway opening to this hall from the verandah is plain and rectangular (1.8 m w, 3.6 m h).
The pillars in the verandah are of Type D vi b-octagonal shafts rising straight from the podium,
but adorned with inverted pot capitals of the same type as those on pillars in the neighbouring cave I.
There is one difference between the two pillar types in the replacement of the rimalaka member by a
simple round moulding. Here too the engaged pillars look like pillars in round with their 7 faces of
octagon jutting out. Between the pillars and the engaged pillars o n either side is a bench (60 cm b,
30 cm h) with a low curtain back (30 cm h). On the bock of this curtain wall of the bench i.e. on the
outer side, is a stretch of railing decoration.
The pillars carry a huge rectangular beam. Over this is the roof projecting a little to the front to
form a horizontal eave. The facade decoration is peculiar. Along the whole width of the facade just
above a horizontal band on which the ends of the projecting beams have been shown there is a stretch
of railing decoration (75 cm h). Above this is a broad rectangular recess (5.5 m w, 3.6 m b, 30 cm d) and
in the centre of this is an arched recess with one more smaller arch within it. It could be presumed
that this is an attempt to depict the cltaityo window in front of the cheriyaghara, but here this cave being
a flat roofed one, the arch happens to be a false window. Even other details seen usually in chairya
arches, like the rafters in the soffit or decorations on the plain surface framed by the arch or even the
projecting finial, have not been shown.
A small rectangular doorway cut in the right wall of the open court leads to the next cave, 3. This
shows that this and cave 3 were possibly the result of a single plan. Above this doorway is an inscription referring to the making of the doorway (or the cave itself) by one VirabhDti who belonged to a
neganla and who was an updsaka (Junnar No. 1). The dimensions of the different parts of the cave
show that certain regular mathematical proportions have been adopted in designing this chetiyaghara.
The pattern of the pillars shows that this cave may not have been far removed in date from the
neighbouring Ieno 1. However, the facade decoration, the insertion of a bench with the back screen wall
are new items in this cave. But the most striking feature happens to be the flat roof of hall of the chetiyaghora, and this coupled with the absence of pillars inside shows that this is altogether of a design different
The blind chairya window in which even the normal features like the
from the vault roofed cheti~~agharas.

finial, the beams on the soffit are absent, would show that this is a half-hearted degenerated imitation
probably of a much later date.
The letters of the inscription referred to above belong to Series VI which suggests thzt the cave has
to be dated to a period around A.D. 200.
CAVE 3 (FIG. 28; PL. 6 5 )
This is a nla!apa of type A i consisting of an irregularly rectangular hall and a verandah in its
front. To the right, along the length of the wall is a low seat (23 cm h, 46 cm b). The hall is 2.1 rn high.
A rectengular doorway (1.5 m b, 2.1 m h), leads out to the verandah which has its floor 15 cm lower and
its ceiling 84 crn higher than the floor and roof of the hall. In front of the verandah there were two
plain octagonal pillars and two engaged ones of similar type. Both the pillars and one of the
engaged pillars are now broken. But the remnants show that they had been raised on a
low rectangular podium on the floor, which probably ran along the width of the cave in the line of
pillars and that on the top of the pillars in each was a flat square member about 5 cm thick." The
engaged pillar has its seven sides seen, with only one face attached to the wall.
The door from the right wall in front of the chailj~ahall led to the verandah of this cave.
The existence of a simple hall with a low bench indicates that this could be a bhojann-mafapa
though the low seat does not run along all the inner walls as in other cases. A look at the relative
position of this with cheti.vaghara 2 would show their close connection. The engaged pillar with only one
of the faces attached to the wall suggests that this mzy be a contemporary of cave 2.
EXCAVATION 3a, 3b, 3c AND 3d
To the right of 3 is a water cistern with o p m top and further bzyond about 6 m to the north there
were probably 3 more similar cisterns which are now filled up with debris.
CAVE 4
About 20 m below the level of the above there is this unfinished excavation with a hall and a pillared
verandah. A crack in the wall of the verandah from which water percolates could bz the reason for
leaving the cave unfinished. A cell (1.9 m sq, 1.8 m h) has been partially cut, and this has a doorway (1 m
90 cm w, 1.8 m h). The verandah (6.3 m b, 1.9 m d) has its roof 30 cm higher than that of the hall. In
front of the verandah were two pillars and two engaged ones. Now only the left ones are extant, but
these are of simple square cross section. Nothing can be said of the date of the cave, particularly in view
of its unfinished state.
EXCAVATION 5
About 100 m north-west of the above at a much higher levsl is this, a cistern in a recess. This is
very much broken now, but it can be made out that this was 6.5 m broad and 3.9 m deep. In the recess is
an inscription mentioning it as the donation of Sivabhiiti son of Sivasama (Junnar No. 2). The inscription
belongs to Series VI.
EXCAVATION 5a
To the left of this is another cistern, now filled up with earth; this too had an inscription, but it is
much effaced.'.
EXCAVATION 6 AND 6n
These two excavations now look like small recesses. These were also originally cisterns at the same
level as 5 and 53, but their roof and front walls are broken.
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CAVE 7 (FIG.28)
This excavation is again on a level lower than 1, 2 and 3 but is cut along the same ledge with cave 4.
This consists of a simple hall (4.5 m b. 4.5 ~n w, 2 m h) with a low bench (30 crn b, 30 cm h) running
along the three sides. Its front is broken. There is a cistern to the left of the cave.
An inscription carved on the right wall of this excavation refers to this as 'Mafapa'. The inscription
is of Ayama, a minister of Mahdkshafrapa Nahapina and is dated year 46. It records that the cave and
the cistern were made by him for the accrual of religious merit. This cave though of a simple type and
devoid of any decoration is useful in establishing the existence, during the time of Nahapina, of a tradition of making malapas with bench along the three inner walls.
CAVE 8 (FIG. 28)
About 30 metres along the same ledge with cave 7, towards north, is this excavation which consists
of a simple cubical cell (2.1 m sq, 2.1 m h), opening into a front verandah (2.2 m b, 48 cm d) through a
rectangular doorway (75 cm W, 2.1 m h). The verandah is rather an open space without any front pillars
or wall. Its roof and floor are almost on the same level as those of the cell.
This simple excavation is without bench or decoration and in this feature and in its cubical form,
the cell resembles to a certain extent the early excavations in the Tuljalena series. This excavation
too, in such a case, would be of the early period, and would naturally be the earliest of the Manmodi
group. But this shows, when compared to the single cells of Tuljalena, the addition of a rudimentary
verandah, still pillarless and primitive. Rather this can be compared more with Bhaja 23.
EXCAVATION 8a
At a higher level above 8, and along the ledge with 5 and 6 is a cistern, broken and filled up with
earth.

CAVE 9
Next to cave 8 is this Ieya of B i type having a line of seven cells sharing a common verandah. The
cells (2.1 ni b, h and d) do not have benches, but possess a small circular hole opposite each other on the
front and back walls inside, for the pole (valagni) on which the monks could have hung their cloth. The
doorways (w, h. 75, 210 cm) are plain.
The verandah is now broken in front and has no pillars and the overlying roof has an uneven front
line with the greatest breadth of about 1.5 m.
The position of the cells indicates that the first two which are not exactly in line with the others
and which are also of cruder workmanship were cut at a later date than the others. In the centre of
the walls, between the doorways, at roof level there are holes (10 cm sq, 10 cm d) which might have been
meant for keeping the lamps. This cave, at least the 5 cells, in a line enjoying the common verandah, appears to be an extension of the idea of having cells at the back of an open verandah, as seen in
cave 8. The cubical measurement of the cells and the pattern of placing them in a line probably indicate
the survival of an early tradition noticed in Tuljalena group. Because of the introduction of the new
item, the verandah, this can be considered to be somewhat a developtd type, and probably of later date
too, but still not far removed in time from the above groups.
EXCAVATION 10, 11, 12
About 30 m north-west of cave 9 the scarp gently dips into a ravine. At this place three cisterns
have been cut in a row to catch a spring flowing there from the hill top. The first two, 10 and I1 look
like recesses and as their partition wall is broken they give a n impression of a lena with two cells.
Traces in 10 show that its mouth was near the left end. The front and top of 11 are completely gonr.
A little further from this is 12, which is cut in a recess. Its front too is ruined.
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EXCAVATION 13
Next to the above is a n open seat, now broken.
EXCAVATION 14
Next to 13 is another cistern, now featureless and entirely filled up with earth.
EXCAVATION 14a
About 5 m beyond 14 is a large mouthed open cistern (3.7 m 1, 1.8 m b) of Type B.
EXCAVATION I 5
At a lower level, along the ledge with cave 16 and about 4 m to the left of that is another cistern.
now broken and featureless.
CAVE 16
This is on the lower scarp about 10 m below the line of 8 and 9 along the same ledge with
Cave 4.
This consists of a hall looking like an irregular quadralateral. The right wall narrows towards the
front to avoid a defective rock surface. All along the length of the left wall runs a low bench.
There are two doorways cut in the front wall of the hall, one in the centre (b 1.5, h 2.1 m) and the
other (60 cm b, 1.5 m h) to the right. In front, the projection of the over hanging roof is now broken.
Whether there was a verandah or not can not be decided, but in front of the hall is an area with finished
side walls. This may be a rnarapa.
CAVE 17
At the bend of the hill to north-west about 80 m away from Excavation 10-14, but along the same
ledge, is this cave, an unfinished excavation with an open verandah and a cell. The cell is half-hewn
but the verandah is finished.

GENERAL DISCUSSION
The excavations of the Bhimashankar group are located on three ledge paths. Out of these 1-2-3, 3a,
b, c, d, 5-6 and 8a are on the upper most ledge path, 7, 8-9, 10-14a and 14b are on the middle ledge,
where as 4 and 15-16 are on the lowest. These ledges themselves must have served (and still do so) as
the approach roads to these caves.
It is interesting to note that in this group there are only three lenas with a maximum capacity to
accommodate hardly a dozen monks (at the most a score) if each cell is taken as meant for one monk.
There are fifteen cisterns and three rna!apas, at least two of these being bhojanarnafapas. These accessories are more in number than the need. There is practically no che~iyagkara,the one attempted being
unfinished. The best that can be thought of under reasonable limits of logic in these circumstances
is that the Bhimashankar group might not have been an independent group by itself, and that this
could have been the annexe to the other groups even though they are a little removed from the present
one.
Within the group, however, it can be made out that the earliest excavations are those on the 2nd
ledge. It has already been pointed out above how caves 8 and 9, the lenas with cubical cells and pillarless verandahs, could be considered as of an early age close to a tradition found in the earliest rock
excavations as exemplified in the Tuljalena group of caves. Another indication for this is the-way of
locating the cisterns, particularly Excavations 10 and 11. They are on the bed of the stream itself. Herr are
probably the earliest, simple efforts to pool running water from the natural sources by digging rectangular
depressions along their path, so that water would be available at the very same source even during summer, though there would not be any flow. However a cistern of later type under a recess has also been
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made a t a later time and also a bench, now ruined, which provided a beautiful vista of the large flat land
in the foreground and the hills beyond.
Cave 7 of Nahapsna's time on the same ledge path may have been made for the people visiting these
caves. Probably the excavations on the third or the lower most ledge path, a cistern and a bhojanu
rna!opa may have again been meant for visitors or for the monks living in the above lenas (8.9). The
excavations on the uppermost ledge path appear to be the latcst in date. These three ( I , 2, 3) which arc
farthest in the group, were probably intended to be a single unit" and it has already been described how
their architectural features display late characteristics. This is substantiated by the palaeographical
features of the associated inscription by which the group can be dated to a period around A.D. 200.
All other excavations along that ledge are simple cisterns, probably meant for use by the visitors to these
caves.
Thus the relative sequence of caves in the Bhimashankar group would be as follows :
I stage
I1 stage
111 stage
IV stage
The excavations not included here do not havc sufficient typo-chronological data.

About 500 m to the north-west of the above series is the present group of excavations, which stretches
along the scarp of another hillock of the same Manmodi range in an ESE-WNW direction. The caves
generally face E-NE. These start with a group of seven cisterns at a level about 10 m above the first cave
of the series, but these cisterns are very much ruined and hence unnumbered. The cave numbers are
continued from the Bhimashankar group.
The &st three caves, 18, 19 and 20, are all adjacent to one another and their fronts are completely
broken now.
CAVE 18
This is a cell (2.5 m 1, 2.3 m w, 2.1 m h) with an open verandah.
and left sides and the roof of the verandah are all broken.

The front wall of the cell, right

CAVE 19
This is an unfinished lena with two cells placed adjacent to each other to share a common verandah.
The cells have been left incomplete. The verandah is finished, but both its sides and front are broken.
EXCAVATION 19a
A square-mouthed cistern under a low recess in front of cave 19. An inscription on the recess
records that this cistern is a gift of Sulasa daughter of Kumi. The inscription belongs to palaeographical
series V B.Ig
CAVE 20
Further west of cave 19 is this excavation with a cell (4.7 m b, 2.3 m w, 2.1 m h) and a verandah
(2.4 m b, 85 cm d, 2.1 m h). The sides and a little of the front of the verandah and the front wall of
the cell are broken. There were two pilasters of rectangular cross section in front of the verandah.
CAVE 21 (FIG. 29)
Next to cave 20 is this much damaged cave consisting of a central hall (5.6 m sq, 2.7 m h) with a
cell in the back wall, two cells each on the right and left sides and a n open verandah (5m b, 1.7 m d).
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A rectangular doorway (1.8 m b, 2.1 m h) leads to the hall. The right wall of the verandah is broken but
the roof is intact.
There is a fragmentary inscription No. 4 on the left wall which'mentions the making of a five celled
cave (Paclrogabha) by a person, son of a gahapali (name lost). The inscription belongs to palaeographical
series VI.

CAVE 22
Next to the above cave is this excavation. This consists of a large cell (3.9 m d, 3.6 m b, 2.4 m h)
with a doorway (1.3 m b, 2.4 m h). There are holes in the side walls for the valagni. The cell has the
overhanging roof in front, but nothing can be said or the existence or otherwise of the verandah.
CAVE 23
A ruined cell (2.1 m d, 2.6 m b, 2.2 m h). Holes meant for the valagni exist.
CAVE 23a, 23b
These were two cells set side by side. In there nothing remains, except the back wall and some
indications of the original plan. Their side walls being broken, these, along with 22, look like a large
cavern.
CAVE 24
T o the right of 23 is this excavation which consists of a cell (2.2 rn d, 2.4 m b, 2.4 m h) and a
verandah. The verandah and front wall of the cell are broken. Probably a door in the left wall of this
verandah led to cave 23 b.
CISTERNS AND UPPER CAVE
Above the level of these caves 22-24 which are in a single line, is again a row of cells (cave 30 below)
which looks like the upper storey of these excavations. Burgess treats this whole group and the upper
series as a single excavation but close observation reveals that they are different. The fronts of the
excavations 22-24 are broken, as well as those of 18-21. But it appears that once all these excavations
had overhanging rock-roofs projecting forward, at least to another 1.2 m than the present line. On the
floor, vertically down the original rock projection, is now a row of cistcrns, almost along a line. All
these have square openings, though tops of some of these are broken. It is likely that once these cisterns
existed at the entrance of the caves just in front of the verandah (as seen in many excavations in Kanheri).
There are six cisterns in all. It appears caves 19, 21, 23a and 23b had one each before them and cave 22
and two.
CAVE 25 (FIG. 29; PL. 66-bottom

left)

This is a flat roofed chetiyaghara stapu of Type A ii a consisting of a simple rectangular room (2.7 m b,
3.6 m 1, 2.9 m h). There are indications to show, that the side walls extended to the front at least for
another 60 cm. The front is broken. A stzipa (1.6 m dia), is at the back side of this rectangular room
removed by about 15 cm from the back wall and by 53 cms from the side walls. The sttipa is of a very
developed type with its drum having tapering sides and with tenon and railing decoration at the brirn.
The dome is somewhat bulged like a n inverted ghata, or 314 circle. There is a single harmikci on the top,
and from this rose a stone shaft (now broken) which reached an umbrella cut in stone in the roof.
This stapa is of Type D and this is indicative of the fact that it belongs to about the 3rd century A.D.
(P. 78)

EXCAVATION 25a AND 25b
Two featureless cisterns in front of cave 25.
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CAVE 26 (PLS. 66, 67, 68)
Next to 25 is the largest excavation of the group. This was intended to be a large chetiyaghara. but
has been left unfinished due to the occurrence of bands of soft rock inside from which water percolates.
Now, this consists of an apsidal hall with a verandah in front.
The hall is 11.55 m deep and 4.87 m broad but the dimensions vary from point to point due to the
unfinished nature of the walls. The aisles and pillars have not been formed, but attempts to make the
pillars can be recognised. The barrel vault roof, almost ogee shaped rises over a 5 cm deep ledge above
the present side walls. The total height to the apex of the roof from the floor level is about 6.7 m.
Attempt has also been made t o fashion a stGpa at the back end of the hall. But even this has only tiers
of rough square masses, intended for the different members of the stlipa which was never finished.
More progress is seen in the making of the verandah. It is 6 m b, 2.7 m d, 7.6 m h. The screen
wall between the verandah and the hall is divided in front elevation into two parts by a thick quadrantal
moulding running across the width at the head of the doorway about 3 m high up from the floor level.
The plain lower division is pierced into by a rectangular doorway (3 m h, 60 cm b) leading into the inner
hall. The quadrantal moulding itself acts as the architrave above this. The upper part of the screen
wall has a huge square recess (4.5 m h, 4.5 m b, 60 cm d) and its plain face is decorated with a large chaitya
arch in relief framing a horse-shoe shaped window pierced through the screen wall.
The chaitya arch is of a developed type with incurving sides. There are two straight jambs, witb
slight inward rake, shown as flanking the inner open window. Peculiarly the soffit of the decorative
arch does not have the dentils. There are the projecting paws on either side. The left paw curls u p
slightly and the right one is unfinished. The arch has a small ribbon band projecting all along its outer
edge. The pinnacle of the arch widens as it rises and its top is Banged.
The verandah has two pillars and two engaged pillars in front. The pillars O are of the pot-capital
and pot-base variety (Type D vi) comparable to the pillars in Manmodi 1. The engaged pillars on either
side are placed in such way that it looks as though half of a full pillar is made to jut out from the wall
surface. There is no decoration on the facade. The worked area in the facade happens simply to be
the area covered by the pillars and the beam. These being cut right in the front face of the scarp, there
was no scope for the projecting chajji or side walls, which would have facilitated the insertion of
decorative work. In these features this chetiyaghara appear to be a piece of bad workmanship.
The unfinished state of this clretiyaghara hinders detailed comparison of the architectural featuresHowever, the pillars of the verandah show that these are of a type advanced from the pillars of Bedsa T
type, as herein the capital had achieved the form of an inverted ghata, and in this feature these are
similar to those in caves 1 and 2 of the Bhimashankar group. In essential features of its p!an (with the
inclusion of verandah and pillars) this is closer to the chaitya hall at Bedsa than the one in Bhimashankar.
It can be seen that both Bedsa and the present one are vault roofed ones and have the true chairyo
window in the screen wall, where as the Bhimashankar chaitya hall is flat roofed and has only the blind
chaitya window on the facade. Secondly the engaged pillars in the present cave jut out from the side
walls showing half of the full pillar, while those in Manmodi 1 and 2 have 718th part of the pillar
showing out. Thirdly while the architrave rests directly on the pillars of 1 and 2, in the present example
a short rectangular stud intervenes between the top flat member of the dosseret and the architrave above.
This feature is seen again in Bedsa, but the front and back sides of this rectangular stud are cawed with
human and animal figures there. Fourthly, while the Bedsa screen wall is well decorated with all details
of the arch and has sloping jambs in the doorways. the present one has straight jambs of doorways and
the chaitya window has a different shape. But this shape is more comparable to the shape of the blind
chaitya window in cave 2 of Bhimashankar group. SO it is likely that the age of this chetiyaghara falls
somewhere between those of Bedsa 7 and Manmodi 2, possibly very near the latter.
This cave has been used in later times for cawing a number of inscriptions (Junnar Nos. 5-13)
recording various land and money donations made to the monastic establishment of this place. T h e
earliest of this (No. 6) belongs to Series V B.
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CAVE 27 (FIC3. 29)
Next to the clrai(va hall is this lena of Type B i having two cells (2.3 m sq, 2 m h) sharing a common
verandah (4.4 m b, 1.8 m dl. The front of the verandah is broken. Holes on opposite walls for the
pole (~salagni)are seen inside the cells. The cell doorways are rectangular and are flanked by pilasters
with square cross section with their arrises on their middle third part chamfered and fluted. The wall
surfaces between these jambs, and the jambs and the return walls are slightly sunken in to form rectangular panels. The pilasters are comparable to the pillars in Ajanta 9, Bhaja 22, etc. But fluting of the
chamferred faces is an interestingly new item.
An inscription is carved on the back wall on the upper part of the sunken panel between the doorways. The inscription records that this two called lena (digablra) was the gift of two Lankudiyas named
Budhamita and Budharakhita, sons of Asasama who hailed from Bharukachha. The letters are of
Series V A and hence the cave is datable to early 2nd century A.D.
CAVE 28 (FIG. 29)
This cave adjacent to the above is an exact replica of 27 in plan. The dimensions however vary a
little. The cells at the back are 2.1 m square and are nearly of the same height. They have no benches
'but holes for ralagni exist. Their doors are plain and rectangular (70 cm b, 2 m h). The verandah is
about 8.2 m broad and 1.8 m deep. There is some indication in the front line of the verandah to show
that there existed two pillars and two pilasters. But all are lost now.
On the back wall of the verandah, at head level, between the two doorways is an incomplete
inscription (Junnar No. 15) which mentions the name of a gahapati Sivadisa, son of a gahapari and his
wife (unnamed). The characters of the inscription are similar to those in inscription No. 14 inthe
neighbouring cave, and this is well in accordance with the architectural features too. Caves 27 and 28
appear to be contemporay.
EXCAVATION 28a
T o the right of 28 between that and the wall of cave 29, a sttipa had been cut in relief. But now
only the lower part of that remains. This has the socle in three steps and the drum with sloping sides.
CAVE 29
Next to 28, on the same level is this excavation which is unfinished. At present this consists of a
verandah (5.5 m b, 1.9 m d) only. It appears to have had in front two pillars and two engaged ones.
The pillars are broken and the pilasters are unfinished. From what remains of a pillar, it appears to be of
the usual pot-capital with inverted stepped pyramid type (D vi a).:'
Outside the verandah, to the left, is an inscription (Junnar No. 17) which mentions a disciple of a
monk Sulasa, the tevija, rhera and gandchirij~a. The characters of the inscription belong to Series V B.
All the caves in the Ambika group described above are contiguous to each other, and stretch along
t h e scarp with a stretch of flat ledge in front. Just about I to 2 m higher than the roof of these caves is
another series. One of them has been treated as the upper storey of the lower cave by Burgess (1883a).
But on close examination it can be seen that these excavations were hewn seperately and their age too
differs from the excavations below them. Now these caves are approached from the lower ledge by a
staircase, recently built, between caves 21 and 22. Originally, however, it appears that these were
approached by a separate ledge path running at the floor level of the upper caves. Now this ledge path
and the front portions of many of the lower caves which were dirzctly under this led,oe have all collapsed.
CAVE 30x
About 2 m above the top of cave 21 is this ruined and inaccessible excavation which appears t o be
part of a cistern. It was along the ledge, now broken, which once provided the approach to Iena 30 and
others in the same line.
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CAVE 30
About 3 m west of 30x is this excavation which is almost directly above the caves 22, 23, 24 of the
lower series. This is a Iena of Type B i with a row of five cells opening into a common verandah
(15.2 m b, 2.2 m d, 2.3 m h). The front portion of this is broken and nothing can be said about the
possibility of the existence of any pillars. The cell doorways (75 cm b, 2.3 m h) are rectangular. The
cells very in size (around 2.1 m d, 2.4 m b and 2.1 m h). There is a recess (2 m d, 90 cm w, 2.1 m h)
between the 2nd and the 3rd cell. It appears once, in medieval times probably, this recess housed some
image, as a pedestal and drain to lead out water are seen. Now the 1st and 2nd cells have been joined
together by breaking the partition wall between the two and some crude Jaina images (of Ambikl,
Ksetraplla and ChakreSvari) have been placed there. The cells do not have benches. There are catch
holes in some cells at a higher level. These indicate that they might have been made to tie scaffolding
for plastering or painting. The cave itself is a piece of crude workmanship.
CAVE 3 I
This is an unfinished excavation on the same level as cave 30, but about 50 m further westwards.
This consists of only a verandah (4.6 m w, 1.2 m d, 1.5 m h) with three square pillars in front. The
pillars too are unfinished. Above the pillars, in front of the ceiling, there are imitations of wooden beam
projections and the entabuture has a stretch of railing decoration. The decoration in much effaced.
Almost 9 m above the first ledge is a stretch of another ledge which has four more excavations.
Access to these is difficult.
CAVE 32
Almost in a line vertically above the big chaitya hall 26 is this lena (Type B i) which has two cells
(each 3.4 m d, 3.2 m w, 2.3 m h) adjacently placed, with their doorways opening to a common verandah
(7.6 m w, 90 crn d, 2.3 m h). Holes for cloth-poles (valagni) are cut in the front and back walls in both
the cells. The doorways (I m b, 2.3 m h) are plain. The front part of the cave is broken.
CAVE 33
This again is an unfinished excavation with a hall (3.6 m sq) and a verandah in front. There are
three openings in front of the hall.
But the back wall is well finished and there are two seats, one each running along the side walls.
This may have been meant for a malapa.
The excavations 32-33 are at a high level and from this a very fine panoramic view of the city and
the hills beyond can be had. Bhagavanlal suggests (BG. p. 174) that these excavations were meant only
as view seats.
EXCAVATION 34a AND 34b
Further up, about 6 m from the above, to the right, are two cisterns which are much broken and
featureless.
GENERAL DISCUSSION
Out of the twenty-four excavations (including smaller ones) in the Ambika group, six are cisterns,
and five, including the choitya hall 26 are unfinished. Among the rest eight are practically ruined and are
devoid of sufficient architectural details. From what remains a history of excavations can be worked out
to a certain extent.
There are two chetiyagharas in the group, 25 and 26. It has been mentioned above that chetiyaghara 26 follows Bedsa 7 in plan in the inclusion of verandah, and in the delineation of the pillars,
though there are significant differences due to the absence of sculptural work in the present cheriyaghara
both on the verandah walls and the pillars. The capitals of the pillars too have achieved regular ghala
shape and are removed from the bell-capitals of Bedsa. In this respect the pillars are somewhat closer to
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those in Karle 8, but again with the difference in the absence of animal sculptures above the capital. So
it appears this chaitya hall has to be placed to a date later than Bedsa and Karle chaitya halls, and,
again due to reasons adduced elsewhere, to a date earlier than the flat roofed chaitya hall Manmodi 2.
The earliest inscription carved in this chaitya hall, but not connected with its making, being of series V a,
it can be said that by that time (about the beginning of the 2nd century A.D.) this chaitya hall was
already existing. So, if this is to be later than Bedsa and Karle chait).a halls also, this should have been
done somewhere in the 1st centruy A.D.
This chetiyaghara is unfinished, and thus it appears that the whole of the Ambika group had no
chairyo hall for congregational worship. Very late in its history, however, in about the 3rd century A.D.
when srGpas of D Type had become the fashion, a small chetiyaghara (Cave 25) was made.
There are altogether twelve lrnas in this group. Most of them have veratidahs in front of them
(though many are broken now). Seven are single-celled, three double-celled and one has four cells
and another five. All are without benches, but are provided with holes for fixing the poles for hanging
monks' clothes. The total accommodation in all these can be reckoned to be meant for about 22 monks.
Again what is surprising (as in the Bhimashankar group) is the fact that there are more number of
cisterns than would have been necessary for the small population in this monastic establishment.
Though the ruined oature of the excavations hinder any evaluation of features, it can still be noted
that these are very simple, modest and conservative. There is a preference to single celled lenas, but
even when more than one is cut together with a common verandah, they are placed in a row. This
probably suggests the continuation of the early architectural tradition exemplified in the Tulja series at
Junnar itself and elsewhere. But these excavations of the Ambika group can not certainly belong to that
age of the Tulja series, as these are much irregular, and they have an advanced architectural item, the
verandah (many with pillars), and lack those distinctive early features as the cubical shape of the
cells, and polish on walls. This is brought out clearly from the evidence provided by a t least one cave
(29) which was to have pot-base pot-capital pillars (Type D vi). Another, cave 33, again some architectural decoration by which it could be placed with Nasik 3, etc. Palaeographical evidence too substantiates this. This further reveals that among the Ie!ias cave 27 (incription of Series V a) is the earliest, then
comes lenas 28 and 29 (with inscription of Series V B) followed by l e ! ~ a21 (with inscription of
Series VI).
With these meagre evidences and on other circumstantial grounds, the chronological sequence of
caves in the group may be set as follows :
C. 1st century A.D.
Cheriyaghara 26, (1 8)
2nd century A.D.
Ienas 27-28, 33, 29; cistern 19a, (19-20, 30, 31, 32)
3rd century A.D.
Ie!ia 21, (22-24). chetiyaghara 25.

About 200 m to the west of the Ambika group, but on a higher level is the third series of the Manrnodi excavations, locally called Bhutling. This group'stretches along the SE-NW scarp of one of the
hillocks of the Manmodi chain, and generally faces north-east. The numbering of caves is continued from
the last of the Ambika group.
EXCAVATION 35p, 35q, 35r
On the way to Bhutling group about 80 m from the last of the Ambika, there are three cisterns, each
on a slightly lower level than the other. These cisterns are now broken and filled with clay.
TO the right of the lowest is a path cut in the rock which may belong to the ancient period.
I n the Bhutling group also, the caves are cut in two levels.
ledge.

The following are along the lower
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CAVE 35
This is a cell (1.8 m b, 2.1 m d, 2.1 rn h) left unfinished due to the percolation of water through a
crevice in the ceiling.
EXCAVATION 36, 36a AND 36b
Father along the same level, there are three cisterns at a distance of about a metre away from each
other. These are now much broken and look like recesses.
CAVE 37
This is a small crudely cut cell (2.1 m w, 2.4 m d, 2.1 m h) with broken front.
CAVE 38 (FIG. 29)
Further west of the above and along the same level as 37 is this lena of Type B iii a.
The front is broken, but a hall (5.5 m sq, 2.75 m h) with two cells (2.4 m sq, 2.4 m h) cut in the left
wall and two on the back wall remains. The doorways of all the cells too, except that of the 1st cell on
the back side, are broken. The still extant doorway is 70 crn broad and as high as the ceiling. The right
cell in the back wall contains two recesses in the right and back walls. All the cells have holes at head
level on their right and left walls for fixing the valagni. On the right wall of the cave is a hole connecting
this with the next cave 39.
The cave is bereft of any decoration, but the shape of the hall being square and its height half of the
side of the hall and the cubical measurement of the cells are interesting. (The cell to the right in the
back wall, however is small). These features remind the tradition of cubical cells of the early caves in
Tuljalena. The Iena too may be ;..carer in date to the above.22
CAVE 39
Close to the right of 38, is this lena which has an elaborate plan but crude and unfinished. It consists
of a hall (4.6 rn b, 5.2 m d, 2.4 m h) with a cell in the left wall and three cells in the right and a verandah
(6 m w, 2 m d, 2.4 rn h) with a cell on either side.
The left side of the hall is unfinished with a crude mass of rock left in the front corner, where also an
attempt to make a cell is seen.
The cell in the left wall too is unfinished, the extant excavated portion being about 1.2 m wide and
1.5 m deep with all that walls uneven. It appears to have been left at the stage as this excavation had cut
into the hall of cave 38. The cell on the right side wall, nearer the back wall (about 1.8 m d, 1.5 m b) too
is unfinished. The other two cells in the hall are also 1.8 rn deep and 1.5 m wide. All cells are about
2.1 m high, and their their doorways are 75 cm wide and as high as the cells themselves, and are featureless. All the cells are the without benches. The hall is connected with the verandah by a doorway 2.1 m
wide and 2.1 m high.
The verandah is irregularly placed, extending on either side of the doorway for a foot towards left
and for nearly 3.6 m to the right. The cell on the left side of the verandah is well-finished. The cell to the
right of the verandah is unfinished. In front of the verandah there were three pillars and two pilasters.
All these are broken, but the pillar to the left retains sufficient features to make out its form. This is of
square cross section with its corners chamferred in the middle to 1/3rd of the total length.
This cave though unfinished can be dated to the time when pillars of the variety describcd above were
in vogue in the Deccan caves. In this, the cave goes along with Bhaja 22, Nasik 19, Ajanta 9, etc. Further
the hole caused in the back wall of the left cell in the hall, cutting into the hall of 38 indicates that cave
38 had already existed before the cutting of this. This give a clue to the relative age of 38 and 39, and
substantiates our contention about 38, that it belongs to an earlier period, nearer to the tradition of
Tuljalena series.
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EXCAVATION 39p, q, r, s
There are three cisterns in front of cave 39, all with their square mouths still intact. A little beyond
to the west of 39r in the same line there is another cistern.
An inscription found on the 3rd cistern (39r) records that it is a donation by one Kunli mother of
Sulasd (Junnar No. 18). This belongs palaeographically to series V B.
CAVE 40 (PL. 70)
This excavation adjacent to and to the west of cave 39 is the largest on the Manmodi hill, but is
but due to the existence of a band of
unfinished. This was intended to be a vault roofed chefiyagl~ara,
soft rock inside it has been left incomplete.
In the present state, this consists of an apsidal hall about 9.1 n~ deep and 3.7 m broad. On the right side
wall a few pillars have been shaped roughly and these show they were intended to be of simple octagonal
shape. Above the head of the pillars, at the base of the triforium there is a stretch of slightly projecting
ledge and this might have been meant for supporting the curved ribs of wood. The roof is barrel-shaped
and its profile in section can be described as 1/3rd part of at circle. The height of this is about
60 cm and of the pillars is about 3.3 m. A sfiipa is cut at the back end of the hall. But this too is
unfinished and consists of a drum and dome only and is completely devoid of any ornamentation. The
shaping of these two members too is very rough. Though it is unfinished and crude this stiipa has three
holes on the head of the dome which were meant to receive the harmikd, probably of wood or brick.
In front of the hall is a doorway almost as broad as the nave itself and about 3.6 rn high. But the
architrave above the doorway is now broken. Above this architrave is a semi-circular window allowing
light into the hall. But the peculiarity of this window is its position in that this docs not open into the
whole length and width of the barrel vault, but is much smaller and at a lower level along the line of the
triforium.
The facade, is well-decorated. It consists of a large chaifj.a arch springing from the top of the
architrave above the doorway, and is set inside a huge rectangular frame. The arch has its exteriors of
the arms flush with the side jambs of the square frame, and hence there is no representation of the paws.
It is a raised arch with the soffit dentilled by the representation of jutting beams of rectangular cross
section. The apex of the arch rises up to a point and is crowned by a trirafna symbol. Inside
the arch on the two sides, two heavy vertical jambs are seen. Above the open window is a semi-circular
flat surface framed by the big arch itself. This is carved with half lotus pattern with a central semi-circular knob representing the stigma, surrounded by a smaller semi-circle with radiating lines representing
the stamen, and seven leaf-shaped petals emitting from this-all set within a semi-circular border. The
petals have carved figures in bas-relief. The central petal has a female figure ( h i ) with one hand held
akimbo and the other raised in the abhaya pose. The petal on either side of this has elephant on lotus
shown as sprinkling water from a pot. The petal on either side next to this has a male figure in the
posture of paying obeisance with the hands folded above the head. The bottom most petal on either
side has a female figure in a similar posture.
On the spandrels, there are two male figures, one on either side of the finial of the arch. The one
to the left has wings (Garuda 'a) and the other has serpent hood above the head (ndga) and is shown as
offering flowers. On either side of these is a stupa. These srcpas have high straight undecorated
drums. These features of the drum, the dome and the hannikri remind us of the sttipa inside cave 9 at
Ajanta. The upper most part of the facade has the design of a string of chaitya arches, rising from the
railing pattern carved on the architrave. Between them, at their shoulder level, similar smaller chaifya
arches are carved. Similarly the side frames too are decorated, the chaitya arches here rising one above
the other.
Despite the unfinished state of this chetiyagltara, the extant architectural features sufficient to arrive
at the possible age of the monument. The insertion of the stone screen wall in front of the hall, would
show that this is of a date later than those with open fronts like Bhaja 12, Kondane 1 and such, while
the lack of the verandah would indicate its anteriority to those like Bedsa 7 and the Karle chetiyaghara.
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Thus in its intermediate position between the above two series, this can be grouped along with Ajanta 9.
Ijowever, there are several differences between the present one and Ajanta 9. Ajanta 9 appears to be
an experimental work wherein a number of newer ideas, like the square form of the hall, square pillars
with chamferred amses in the middle (Type C pillars) and the pilasters of the same type on the facade
are seen. Manmodi 40 however continues the earlier practices of vault roofed cheriyagharus except
for the fact that the screen wall in stone is introduced here. This shows an advancement over Ajanta 9,
in the introduction of human or semi-divine sculptures in the facade decoration. This is an element of
great interest because in all the other decorations of the clreriyaghara facades the repetition of architectural motifs only is seen. One more feature of the present clreriyugharrr is the exclusion of Type C
pillar, an item seen in Ajanta 9. Probably these would indicate that the present cheriyagharu could
have been slightly later in date than Ajanta 9. But this is certainly not far removed from that as indicated by the form of the decorative stGpas and chairya arches.z3
This contention is further well supported by a short inscription on the inner semi-circular lotus design
above the choirya window. It states that the doorway of this ckaityo hall is a donation of Chanda a
Yarana. The characters of this inscription, are closer to those of Nasik No. 19 and belong to Series 111.
EXCAVATION 40a, 40b
In front of cave 40, by the side of the rock wall to left inside the open court and again a little to t h e
west of the above along the same line two cisterns are seen. Both are broken and featureless.
About 9 m above and almost parallel to the lower ledge, having a series of excavations (41-49).
These are now reached by broken steps between caves 38 and 39.
EXCAVATION 41
This is an unfinished excavation (about 4.7 m b, 90 cm d, 2.1 m h) with irregular walls. There are
two unfinished pillars and pilasters. A fine view of the city and hills can be had from this, and it is
possible that this might have been used as a view-seat even in ancient times.
EXCAVATION 42 a, b, c, d, e, f
About 150 In farther west of the above there are four excavations, which look like cells. But al!
these are remnants of simple cisterns, and are featureless. These are in a line just above caves 36 and 37.
A little further there are remnants of two more cisterns.
CAVE 43 (FIG. 29)
This cave is reached through broken steps rising from the lower ledge, between caves 38 and 39, a n d
is about 9 m vertically above cave 39.
This is a leno of Type B i with a row of four cells (2.2 m d, 2.2m b, 2.2 m h) opening into a common
verandah (10.5 m b, 1.5 m d). All, except the one at the right most, have provision for the vologni.
The front portion of the roof is broken partly. It appears that there were two pillars and two pilasters originally. All are gone now, and even the traces are of doubtful nature. But Burgess writing in the
latter part of the 19th century has noted that one of the pilasters had the hour-glass decoration on it. At
the right end of the verandah is an irregularly cut open recess.
The hour-glass decoration suggests the contemporaneity of this cave with similar ones at Kanheri and
Nasik (p. 90) datable to about the 3rd century A.D.
CAVE 44
This lena located below cave 43 is of an aberrant type. This consists of an unfinished cell (56 cm sq,
1.8 m h) and a large hall in front. The hall is divided into two parts by a frame of two pilasters on the
side walls and an architrave in the ceiling.
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Tlie feature of division of hall in this way is noticeable again in Mahad 8 which will be shown as
belonging to the 3rd century A.D.'*

C A V E 45 (FIG. 19; PL. 69)
Closeby to the west of 44 is this Iena (Type B i) with a row of four cells sharing a common verandah.
The cells are rectangular (about 2.1 nl d, 2.3 rn b, 2.1 n~ h in average)." Valngni holes exist inside.
The verandah (8.8 In b, 1.3 m w) has its ceiling about 60 cm higher than the ceiling of the cells. The
front portion of the verandah is broken and no indication exists there now for the pillars or pilasters. The
back wall of the verandah has some good decorative sculptures.
These consist of chaitya arches, above the rectangular doorway (60 cm w, 3 m h), proniinently
projecting for about 40 cln from the wall surface. The arches have incurved arms and projecting paws
and their finials rise higher than usual. Their soffits are dentilled with imitation beams. The extrados
of one of the arches is also decorated with creeper design. The interior space within the arches and
above the door lintels have bas-relief work, with grating and Buddhist symbols. The arches are connected
at the level of their paws by a projecting railing pattern laid over a band decorated with stone imitation
of wooden fixing pins. Between the arches are two sttipas placed side by side carved in mid-relief and
rising from the railing pattern below to the level of the head of the arches. These have the drum shown
with the railing pattern on their brims surmounted by hemispherical dome, square hartnikd, inverted
pyramidal five-stepped member and a curving umbrella over a circular boss. There are two more similar
stlipas one each on the either side of the extreme arches. On either side of the arches, at their shoulder
level there is a smaller similar arch resting on railing pattern and treated in a similar way as the bigger
arches. A stretch of railing pattern all along the width of this decorated surface runs at the shoulder
level of these, and on this the finials of the bigger arches overlap.
The cell at extreme right has no such decoration, and it appears that this cell was added a t a later
date to provide extra accommodation in this lena. On the wall to the left of the verandah of the original
lena, there was a beautifully carved dharmachakra with a diameter equal to the height of the decorative
work on the front of the cells. Now only half of this chakra remains.
The shapes of the arches and the sttipas and the delineation of the whole sculptural work above the
doorway are very much near to the decorative work in Bhaja 22. These again are similar to the decorative work seen on the facade of chaitya hall 40, which is just about 10 m away from this. This is at a
higher level than that chaitya hall, but it can be remembered that this was the feature of chetiyaghara-lend
complexes of early period. This le!~aand chairya hall 40, as far as their locations are considered, stand
in the same relationship as similar complexes, at Kondane, Bhaja, etc. These two excavations may be
due to a single effort and design and hence contemporary. The nature of plan of this le!la with a line of
cells arranged to open to a common verandah is a feature common in the Junnar caves, and probably
one derived from the pattern of having a line of cells, seen in the earlier excavations of the place on the
Tulja hill. The decoration is almost similar to the one seen on the facade of cave 12 of that group.

C A V E 46
Between legs 45 and chaitya hall 40, on the same level as 45, is this le!~a(Type A ii) which consists
of a cell (2.6 m b, 2.6 m d, 2.3 m h) with a plain doorway (78 cm b, 2 m h) and a verandah (2.6 m b,
2.1 m h) in front. Its front is broken.
CAVE 47

T o the right of cave 40 (chaitya hall) on the same level as of 45 and 46, is this lena (Type A ii)
consisting of a cell (2.1 m sq, 2.1 m h) and a broken verandah (2.3 m b). The Valagni holes exist in the
cell. The doorway (66 cm w, 1.8 m h) is plain and its lintel has on the inner side two square holes for the
wooden frame.
The verandah is broken. T o the right of this is a bench. The cave is difficult of access as the ledgepath which led to this is now ruined.
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CAVE 48
Further to the right of the above and in the same level is this excavation, a lena of A ii type with a
cell (1.8 m b, 2.1 m d, 1.9 m h) having a featureless doorway (60 cm b, 1 .S m h).
The verandah is broken. Ruined rock-cut steps are there in front.
EXCAVATION 49
A little below 48 is a featureless ruined cistern with open top.
The position of this cistern indicates the level on which the original ledge path leading to caves 48,
47, etc., was running originally.
GENERAL DISCUSSION
From the architectural point of view, the group is of much interest, though many excavations here are
in a ruined state or unfinished.
This group has only one chetiyaghara (40). but that too is left unfirlished, and there is no other in
this co;nplex which could have served the same purpose." Out of the other twenty-six excavations of
the group there are two caves (38 and 39) which are lenas of B iii a type with cells set around halls and
provided with a front verandah. Caves 43 and 45 again are multi-celled lenas, but of B i type with fells
ranged in a line behind a common, probably pillared verandah. Five more, 37, 44, 46, 47 and 48 are
single-celled Ie!~as,with verandahs (Type A ii). Cave 35 was also intended to be a single celled Iena, but
unfinished. There are 15 pdniyapodhis-all of Type A i. One may be a view-seat.
As a result of the stylistic analysis done in the previous pages the following relative chronological
positions may be suggested to some of the caves having typo-chronological indications.
Lenas

38

39
Chetiyaghara 40, lena 45
Lena
43
Le!ia
44

From the study of the plan of the lenas, it can be seen that all in the group have been provided with
verandahs. This itself is a feature representing a stage further than the single cells of cubical shape
arranged in a row, but without verandah, as seen in the caves of the Tulja series. It has already been
described above how the Bhutling group of caves appear in two levels along the successive ledge paths.
The existence of a series of cisterns at the upper level, almost in a row, indicates that these were easily
accessable at one time. The caves 35, 37, 44, 46 and 47 which are simple single-celled lenas located
along the same ledge could have been the first to come up in the Bhutling complex. It may be noted
that contrary to the general practice of making a Iena-chetiyaghara set side by siae (as in Kondane),
the two caves of the set here i.e. 40 and 45 are intervened by Ienas 46, 47 and 48. All are of a simple
type and it is likely that these existed prior to the making of the clretiyaghara-leria set (40 and 45). At
least one of them, cave 47, betrays an esrly characteristic of having cubical shape. So it is not unlikely
that 47 is of a prior date compared to 46 and 48 and even 38 and 39.
It may also be noted that all the water cisterns in this group are of simple variety (Type A i). This
is possibly an indication that architectural activity in the group was mostly restricted to an early period
before the tradition of making cistern-in-recess began, i.e., before 2nd century A.D.
The le!ra 39 having definite architectural features i.e. the use of pillar of Type C would show that
it will have to be placed to a period around the early part of 2nd century B.C. Cave 38 which is typologically earlier may belong to a still earlier date and in turn possibly the single celled lenas, at least cave 4 7
amongst these. Even this, however, belongs to a type later than the earliest cubical lenas with polish
and without verandah seen in Tuljalena group. Hence it may be construed that somewhere around the
last decade of the 3rd century B.C. a few isolated single celled lenas were made and then came caves 38
and 39 somewhere around 200 B.C. The next important excavations are the clreti.vaghara 44 and Iena
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45, both being beautifully sculptured. These works which are to be placed typologically between Ajanta
9 (of c. 150 R.C., p. 100) and Bedsa 7 (of c. 80 B.C., p. 112) and nearer to Bhaja 22 (p. 126) may
have been made somewhere in the 3rd or 4th quarter of 2nd century B.C. This is in consonance with
palaeographical data too. Le!m 43 with its association of the hour-glass decoration (mentioned by
Burgess) may have to be placed to early 3rd century A.D. Probably 44, an aberrant single celled Iena
having analogues in Mahad, etc. may belong to a slightly later date.
So, it appears that major architectural activity in the Bhutling group was confined to a period of
about a century from about the last quarter of the 3rd century B.C.to the last quarter of the 2nd
century B.C. The only caves to be made later (43, 44) were done after nearly 200 years.
About 300 m to the north-west of the Bhutling group, where the Manmodi hill ends dipping into a
narrow valley, there is a group of six excavations cut on the face of a single rock but a t different levels.
All these are simple unfinished excavations. These have been numbered here in continuation to the caves
of the Bhutling group.
CAVE 50

A featureless unfinished cell (about 1.2 m d, 1.2 m h) cut at n higher level than the other caves.
CAVE 51
This excavation located about 6 rn below cave 50 and about 6 m to the right of it of a verandah
(2.4 m b, 1.5 rn d, 2.1 m h) with an unfinished cell (80 cm d, 1.5 m b, 2.1 m h) having a well-finished rectangular doorway (90 cm b, 1.8 m h).
CAVE 52
About 15 m to the right of 51, is this an unfinished cell (3 m d, 1.5 m b, 1.8 rn h) with a doorway
-(75 cm b) having two holes o n the inner side of the lintel for fixing the wooden frame.
CAVE 53
Below cave 52 is this excavation. This is a Ie!~aof A ii type with a verandah (3.8 m b, 2.lm d)
and a cell (2.1 m b, 2 m d, 1.8 m h). The doorway is now broken. The floor of the cell is rugged.
There is a plain rectangular pilaster to the right along the front line of the verandah.
CAVE 54
An unfinished cell on a higher level and about 40 m further than cave 53.
EXCAVATION 55
A featureless broken cistern located about 20 m further from 54.

It is peculiar that all these excavations are unfinished. The reason for stopping the work abruptly
i n these caves appears to be the hardness of the rock.
tIowever, here are attempts towards single celled le!zos of A i b (50, 52, 54) and A ii (51, 53) types.
'The only cistern i s of simple variety (A i type).
:MANMOD1 CAVES-GENERAL

DISCUSSION

The rock-cut monuments in the Manniodi hill present some interesting characteristics. There is
a n element of individuality present in the composition of this monastic-complex.
Taking all the monuments from the three groups into consideration there are altogether 88 independent excavations.
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Finished
Chefiyagharas
Lenas
Ma[apas
Piniyapodhis
Asanapedhikri

1
24
2
40
I
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Unfinished
3
11
3

3
-

It is peculiar that one cheti~.agharaof Type B ii (a rectangular cell with sttipa) is the only one that
is complete in the group. Typologically this too belongs to a late stage in the history of the monastic
establishment i.e., to the 3rd century A.D. There are no cheti.vagharas of hall type practically, all the
three attempted being left unfinished.
Still these chetiyagl~arasare of architectural intereet displaying various stages of the development
of the chait~la halls. Cl~eriyaghara 40 in the Bhutling group is the earliest and probably an ambitious
attempt. This cheti.vaghara which had no provision for a verandah but provided with a stone screen
shows an interesting stage in advancement to what had been attempted first in Ajanta 9. Its date is
somewhere around the last quarter of the 2nd century B.C. After the lapse of nearly two centuries, in
the middle of 1st century A.D., the next venture to make a cheriyaghara (26) was undertaken in the
Ambika group. Now this was provided with a verandah with pot-base pot-capital pillars in front and
inner screen wall with practically no decoration but with a chliaitja arch which, however, is very small.
This possibly indicates a stage in the history of the chetiyagharas in whlch the utilitarian value of the
chaitya window was being slowely forgotten. Here the main lighting into the hall is from the central
doorway itself. The original characteristics of the vault roofed chaitya halls are gradually being discarded.
A stage is seen here in which the rock-cut tradition had taken strides to free enough from the
trammels of wooden architecture. Further emancipation from the wooden tradition is noticeable in
made nearly a century and a half later (cave 2). Now not even the vault shape of the
the clieti~~aghara
roof is maintained. The roof is now flat. The apsidal form would naturally be incongruous in such a
context. It was well-understood by now that the pillars are unnecessary in the rock medium. So a
simple broad rectangular hall is made herein with the provision of some space for the sttipa at the back
end of the plain hall. Pillars of Type D vi are seen in front more in the nature of ornamentation than
as a matter of necessity. Towards tho same end, however, a facade with chaitya arch has also been
carved but here it is just a blind arch. It is no more utilitarian.
What strikes most is the fact that how a monastic-complex could have been there for such a long
time without its usual adjunct-the chetiyaghara. The very attempts made to fashion the chefiyagharas
show that they were considered by the community here as requirements, but their unfinished state reveals
that they were not absolute necessities.
The lenas too display a peculiarity. Typologically they are very simple unsophisticated varieties.
They are :
Total No.
4
Single called Ie!ias without verandah, A i
19
Single called Iena with verandah, A ii
11
Lenas with cells in a row behind a verandah, B i
Lenas around a hall with verandah in front,
3
B iii a and b
It is interesting that the majority consist of single-celled ones only. Even in the second variety most
of them are two-celled. Further the single-celled lenas are interspersed distantly from one another in the
long stretch of nearly a mile and a half. Probably this is indicative of the fact that what could be
described as monasticism or community living was not a much desired or preferred practice in the
establishment here.
The chronology of lenas in the group discussed above reveals that the work was spread for nearly 5
centuries (Chart V) and the number of monuments that were created is too meagre for that long span.
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A noticeable feature in the le!las of Manmodi is the fact that most of them are provided with
verandahs. There is a distinct typologically advanced stage here when compared to the early cuboid
Ienas without verandahs seen in the Tuljalena series. Further none of the le!las in the present series
shows polish, or even attempts towards that. Various letras of A i type, do not betray the continuation
of tradition of cubical dimensions. Many of the cells in this group do not betray any principle in the
relative dimensions of the breadth, width and height. This is probably a result of the emphasis on
utility that developed gradually, and the realisation of the fact that all these cells set in the interior
around a hall or behind a verandah are semi-dark hollows where no decoration or proportion could be
appreciated, and as such they would become meaningless. Such items having been realised, even the
lenas that follow a simple plan may belong to any date as such. So in this context we are unable to
provide any chronological sequence for the le!ias of A i type unless there are other clues.
Such clues are available in a few. Le!ias 8 of the Ambika group and 47 of the Bhutling group are
the only A i variety of legas that still retain cubical form with their length breadth and height equal. As
such they could be considered as the earliest in the group. With reference to the dates adopted for the
early le!ias of Tuljalena group the present ones are datable to C. late 3rd of early 2nd century B.C. In
the same period, however the le!ias with cells around hall (caves 38, 39) were made in the Bhutling group,
in which 38 is earlier than 39 and 38 is to be placed around 200 B.C.
In the period succeeding probably a few double celled le!ras particularly those with cubical
dimensions of cells and hall but simple ones without decorations may have been made.
Somewhere around the 3rd quarter of the 2nd century B.C. contemporaneous with the clraitya hall
40, a lena (45) of Type B ii with four cells having its verandah hall excellently decorated was made.
Again it was in the beginning of the 2nd century A.D. a mafapa (7) was added by Ayama, the
minister of Nahapina. This is in the Bhirnashankar group. Even though this happens to be the earliest
datable excavation in that group the very fact that an accessory item like rna/apa was made shows that
there might have been some other excavations nearby. What they are cannot be made out.
In the latter part of the 2nd century A.D. lcna 29, again of B ii type but with the verandah provided
with pillars of pot-capital and pot-base were created.
The next stage is represented by le!~as0, 1, 5 and mafapa 3 all in the Bhimashankar group.
Probably around A.D. 250 lenas 4 in the Bhimashankar group and 44 in the Bhutling group
came up.
So generally it can be seen that architectural activities were present in almost all the groups together.
The major works like Ienas and well-decorated chetiyagharos appeared first in the Bhutling, then Ambika
and lastly in the Bhimashankar groups. The time span involved is nearly five centuries and the few
Ic!~osthat are interspersed in the period show that there was not any consistent continuity of patronage
towards architectural creations here.
The maximum accommodation capacity of the Manmodi establishment when all the Ie!ias were
complete was about sixty. In the 2nd century B.C. when the chai~ya hall in the Bhutling group and
even later in 2nd century A.D. when the chairyu hall in the Ambika group were made, the number of
resident monks must have been still smaller. The dimensions of those chaitya halls display, as in Ajanta
etc., that they were made for larger number of worshippers than the resident monks.
A similar disproportion between the needs of the resident monks and the number of water cisterns
can also be seen in this group. While there are only 23 finished lenas, the number of cisterns is about
40. The cisterns have not always been made in front of the caves themselves. Many are seen on the
way to the different groups. In view of the huge number and placing of cisterns, and also in view of
the fact that single celled le!ras are to be seen mostly, a suggestion may be hazarded that the Manmodi
establishment was the one under the control of a more conservative section of the brotherhood (a sect ?).
which still preferred the rigorous eremetic practices to a large extent. Many monks living in the hills
around may have either stayed here only occassionally while many others used to frequent the place on
their way to and from the forest dwellings to the city when they were to go for daily begging. The
conservatism on the part of the community here is patently seen in the provisions made in the le!las.
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While elsewhere beds cut in stone are to be seen as a general feature, none of the /ems in the Manmodi
group has a stone bench.
The ambitious schemes for making large chaitya halls but their incomplete nature, preference to
single-celled le!lus, the absence of benches in the /enas, disproportionately rich number of water cisterns
are really enigmatic.
It may be seen from the types and number of monuments listed above that there is again a very high
~roportion of unfinished ones compared to the finished ones.27 The flaw in the rock could be an
explanation, but probably this may indicate a lesser capacity of the establishment and its patrons to
comn~and expertise. It could as well be due to the unsteady flow of patronage available to the
monkhood at the Manmodi establishment, at least for sutficiently a good length of time in its history.
The inscriptions in cave 25 in the Ambika group reveal that by the end of 2nd century A.D. and in
the early part of 3rd century A.D. the monastic establishment on the Manmodi hill, called Gidhavihira
on the Minamakuda in some of those inscriptions, received sufficiently good number of money and land
grants. During this period there were some attempts towards making fine monuments in the Bhimashankar group. But these too (like 2, 3) are unfinished and no alternative work is to be seen done
instead. This shows that the Manmodi complex is peculiar in its composition. It stands out as an
individualistic group missing many of the regular features seen in other Buddhist establishments. The
absence of stone-cut benches in the cells is particularly perplexing. Is it likely that these caves belonged
t o a Buddhist sect with more conservative ideas and having much less influence in the region or to a
non-Buddhist faith even ? We are unable to provide a proper explanation. A likely possibility may be
suggested wirhour rnucli emphasis. At least two inscriptions from this place mention the donations made
to 'reilija' and 'ga!iichiri~ta'. Both words, particularly the latter, appear to be specifically associated
with Jainism. This Gidhavihira may be a Jaina monastery (See note 148 to chapter 111). Probably the
memory of its past Jaina association is still preserved there in the Jaina temple consisting of 13th
century images of Ambik2, JviIBmllini, etc., now located in cave 30 of the Arnbikl group.

GANESH PAHAR
The Ganesh Pahar, also called Sulaiman Pahar but known to the sthalap~rrcinaas LegyBdri, is a
range of hills across the river Kukdi, about 4 kilometres north of Junnar town. The caves are popularly
known in the region as Gnnesh Leni, because of the sacred temple of Ganesh here (Cave 7). They are
located on the southern face of one of the hills in the group. They are about 40 metres above the plain.
and can be reached by a flight of steps of recent date. An inscription (Junnar No. 25) provides the ancient
name of this hill as Kapichita (Kapichitta). The caves face south and a beautiful view of the green
stretch on the bank of the Kukdi and the bare hills beyond can be had from this place. All the caves,
except a few to be described later (Eastern group), stretch continuously. These have been numbered from
east to west.'7

CAVE 1 (FIG. 30)
This is a leno of Type A iv b with a front verandah (1.1 m d, 4.5 rn b, 2.2 m h), a middle ha11 (1.7
m d , 3 . 8 m b , 2 . 1 m h ) , a c e l l ( 2 . 1 m d , 2 . 7 m b , 2 r n h ) andarecess (half-cell, l . I m b , 2 . 5 r n d , 2 m h ) .
The cell and the half-cell have a bench each along their right walls. Both the cell and the half-cell are
provided with doorways.
The middle hall has a bench along its right wall. In the left wall a window (60 cm sq) is cut, and
this opens into cave 2. There is an open rectangular window (60 cm sq) near the roof level on the front
wall to the left of the doorway.
The verandah has a bench ( l m 1, 73 cm b and h) along the right wall. In front of the verandah,
there were two pillars and two pilasters. These are not extant, except for a part of the left pilaster,
which is rectangular in section. The shape of the pillars can not be made out.?' These pillars and
pilasters supported an architrave carrying the roof projecting to the front for about 60 cm more and
adorned with stone imitations of jutting beam ends. Above this, on the entablature was a stretch of
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railing decoration along the whole breadth of the facade of the cave, but only part of that survives now.
A flight of two steps leads up from the front court to the verandah.
The cutting of this cave has been done in a somewhat sloping face of the rock and hence the height
required of the facade has been obtained by cutting a rectangular court in front. In the right wall of the
court, is a cistern-in-recess.
CAVE 2

(FIG. 30)

Adjacent to cave I and to the left, is this leya which has almost similar plan and elevation except for
some difference in the location of the inner cells. This is also the better preserved of the two.
The middle rectangular hall (4.6 m b, 2.4 m d, 2.1 m h) has a bench (2.4 m 1, 53 cm b, 75 cm h)
along the left wall with a simple ledge cut at the brim. On the right wall is the open window (45 crn
sq) opening into cave 1. On the back wall, to the left, is a doorway (75 cm b, 2 m h) leading into a cell
at the back. The cell (2.4 rn d, 1.8 m b, 2.1 m h) has a bench (1.8 m 1, 78 cm b, 75 cm h) along the
back wall. The recess (60 crn w, 1.2 m d, 2.1 m h) to the right of the cell has no doorway and is unfinished too. The doorway in front of the hall is rectangular (70 cm w, 1.8 ni h).
The verandah (3.6 m b, 1.1 m d, 2.1 m h) is lined in front with two pillars and two pilasters rising
from a low bench (38 cm h, 32 cm b) with slanting back. The front side is carved with the railing
pattern. The back of the right bench, however, is broken. The pillars that stand now are modern reconstructions. The original ones appear to have measured 23 cms in thickness and 1.44 m in height. The
pilasters have rectangular cross section with a projection of 8 cm from the walls. One of them has the
hour-glass decoration.
The front of the verandah is spanned by a rectangular architrave (8 cm) running on the head of the
pillars and pilasters. In front of this architrave at somewhat a higher level there is the projection of the
rock roof to about 60 cm to front which serves as the cave. On the underside of the cave imitation
rafters jutting out from the architrave have been shown.
Above this, on the entablature, there is the stretch of railing pattern. Above this again the rock
further projects to about a foot, serving as a protecting hood to this decorative work. A llight of three
steps leads from the front court to the verandah.
The plan of the lena, the hour-glass decoration on the pilaster, the pattern of the verandah fronted by
pillars and pilasters and the existence of the backed bench etc., are all well-known features appearing in
a host of monuments at Kanheri and other places and this cave too should belong to the period of those
caves, i.e. to the 2nd or 3rd century A.D.
The window of cave 1 cutting into the hall of this lena, and the relation between the stretch of
railing decoration o n the facade of the two in which the railing of the 1st cave appears to overlap a bit
over that of the present one show that this cave is earlier than cave 1. Stylistically the two are so much
similar that the distance in time between the two may not have been much, and they could be described
almost as contemporary ones.
EXCAVATION 2a
Between caves 2 and 3, is a recess (90 crn h, 30 cm d, 60 crn b) which can serve as a seat from which
a fine vista of the Kukdi valley can be had.
CAVE 3 (FIG. 30)
About 1.5 m to the left of cave 2 but on the same level is this le!la of type A ii consisting of a cell
(2.4 m d, 2.5 rn b, 1.8 rn h) behind on open verandah (4.9 m b, 1.7 m d, 2.1 m h). In the left wall of
the cell is a bench (75 cm h) cut in a recess (2.2 m 1, 75 cm b, 1.2 m h). The front portion of the bench
is panelled with projecting cornices 5 cm broad, one at the brim and two of the same width placed
vertically below that, thus dividing the plain front face of the bench into three panels. The doorway
(75 cm W, 1.8 m h) is rectangular. A bench (45 cm h, 60 cm b) runs along the whole length of the back
wall of the verandah. The threshold of the doorway to the cell is at this level and in front of that a step
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is cut to give access to the doorway. The verandah roof projects forward to about 2 m from the back
wall. There are no pillars or decoration.
The presence of the recessed bench, however, is noteworthy.
CAVE 4 (FIG. 30)
This cave has several features similar to cave 3, but is a rnalapa consisting of a hall and a verandah.
The hall (5 m 1, 3.3 m w, 2.4 m h) has a bench (60 cm b, 65 cm h) running along the entire length of
its right wall. There is also a bench (60 cm b, 45 cm h) along the entire width of the verandah wall, as
in cave 3 above. On the bench near the doorway is a basin like depression (40 cm dia, 17 cm d).ag The
only new element in this cave, compared to cave 3, is an open window (60 cm sq) to the left of the doorway letting light into the hall. Here too the flat roof over the verandah juts out, and is bereft of decoration or supporting pillars or pilasters.
In view of the presence of common trait6 in plan i.e., projecting roof and verandah bench, caves 3
and 4 may be considered as contemporary ones. Probably the additonal item in cave 4, the open window,
was necessary to provide enough light into the hall which is bigger in dimension compared to the cell in
cave 3.
CAVE 5 (FIG. 30)
About 4.5 m below the level of cave 4 is this Iena of cells-around-hall type (Type B iii b). The hall
(7.6 m w, 8.8 rn d, 2.5 m h) has three cells in the back wall and two each in the side walls. The cells
are very large varying from 2.7 to 3 m in depth, 2.1 to 2.4 m in width and 1.8 to 2.1 rn in height and all
have a bench each on the back wall. There is a stretch of a long low bench (53 cm b, 30 cm h) along
the three inner sides of the hall. The doorways of the cells are narrow (60 cm w, 1.7 m h) and are a t
the level of the bench.
There is a broad doorway (1.6 m b, 2.6 m h) in front opening into the verandah and an open window
(50 cm sq) on either side of the doorway at shoulder level. The verandah (6 m b, 1.8 m d, 2.8 m h) has
its flat roof higher by about 8 cm than that of the hall. The roof, hosever, is much broken. Originally
there were two pillars in antis in front of the verandah, but all these are gone, but indications remain t o
show that these pillars were octagonal shafts with pot and animal capitals. The verandah is approached
by a flight of two steps from the front court. T o the right, in the court, there is a cistern.
There is an inscription (Junnar NO. 20) on the back wall of the verandah which mentions that this.
seven-celled cave (satagabha) along with the cistern, is a donation of the guild of corn-dealers. The
characters of the inscription are of Series V A. This is well in accordance with the architectural features
in which this cave compares well with Nasik 3 and 10, where again the pillars of the present variety
occur. The cave can be assigned to the early part of 2nd centuly A.D.
EXCAVATION 5a (FIG. 30)
Between caves 5 and 6 there is a cistern of irregular shape cut in a recess with a bench to the left. I t
appears this was intended to be a seat-recess or cell originally, but that work was given up, and it was
converted to a cistern.
CAVE 6 (FIGS. 3 1, lO(5); PLS. 7 1, 72)
This is the main chetiyaglrara of the LenyBdri-complex. Compared to the well-known vault roofed
chaifl*a halls like, Bhaja, Bedsa, Kondane, Kanheri, etc., this is very small in dimentions, but happens t o
be a fine piece of architectural work with agreeable proportions and neat delineation, with its beauty
heightened by simple but well-arranged sculptural work.
This consists of a hall (13.30 m d, 6.7 m w, 7.36 m h) with semi-circular back, divided into a nave
(3.76 m b, 7.47 m d) and two aisles (1.06 m b) by two rows of pillars, running parallel to the wall. A
sfiipa is placed in the back of the nave a little in front of the semi-circular end. This hall is opened inta
and lighted by a plain but large doorway (1.80 m b, 2.79 rn h). The doorway is rectangular, and has its
jambs and lintel slightly sunk in the corners, to the form of a SBkhB. The threshold has some rough
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carvings. In front of the hall is the verandah (6.3 m b, 2.03 m d. 3.76 m h) which is at a higher level than
the open court in front and is approached by two steps.
In the hall there are altogether 16 pillars (3.33 m h). There are two engaged pillars also jutting out
from the front walls in the same alignment. The engaged pillars and five pillars on each line are of the
pot-capital-pot-base type (Type D v a) and the six pillars in the apsidal portion are simple straight
octagonal shafts without base or capital (Type A iii). The pillars and pilasters of the first type have, as
usual, the base with five square plates raised one above the other in pyramidal fashion supporting a
circular ring on which is the globular pot with rim. The octagonal shaft rising from this carries the
capital having an inverted pot with neck and rim, another circular plate and an inrolnku-shaped thin
member, and over this lies the inverted pyramidal square member as in the base. This is surmounted
by a dossert decorated in relief on the front and back sides with addorsed elephants, tigers or lions.
The pillars carry a joist running all through. From this the vault roof of [he nave rises. This is
braced with curved rafters in stone, 13 on each side and 6 at the back. Between each pair of stone rib is
a hole possibly for some ornamental wooden fixtures.1°
The walls of the aisle rise straight to the level of the top flat plates of the pillars and from that
springs up the quadrantal roof to meet the pillars at a line above the animal sculptures. This quadrantal
roof too is fashioned with curved stone rafters.
The srirya in the nave occupies a central position. It has a drum raised on a low socle and its brim
ornamented with the railing pattern. Over this is the dome of 2/3rd sphere type, surmounted by a square
harntikd supporting an inverted stepped pyramidal member with five plates and a top coping, one of
bigger dimension which is decorated on its side with a series of merlons. On the top of this Rat member
is a circular hole in the centre and four small holes at the corners, the central one meant for thc yagli of
the ~ m b r e l l a , ~and
' the smaller ones probably for banners. The doorway was originally fitted with
wooden frame and doors, as seen from the sockets made in the floor and the lintel.
The verandah with flat roof has two pillars and two pilasters exactly of the type of the pillars in the
interior, except that these outside pillars are taller and thicker, and there is a box-like decoration covering
the &naloka-shaped thin member in the capital. These pillars and pilasters too have the sculptures of
elephants and tigers carved in front and back sides above the abacus.
On thc facade above the verandah is a stretch of railing pattern and above this is a semi-circular
area and over this a rectaligular area sunk in the face of the rock. This bears no relationship with the
vault roof of the hall. The surface of this sunken area is made smooth and it is extremely doubtful
whether any intention was there on the part of the archi~ects to fashion the whole to the form of a
clrairyo arch with all details. In this respect this resembles, partly, the delineation of a similar blind
choiryu window on the unfinished clroityo hall of the Manmodi-Bhirnashankar group (cave 2).
This choiryo hall is unique in many respects and marks an important step in the evolution of the
form of the vault-roofed chaitya halls. Many of the elements introduced and developed in the ManmodiBhutling, Bedsa and Karle chai~yahalls have been adopted here but with certain alterations. The first
thing noticed prominently is the introduction of stone ribs in the vault roof of the nave. This is nearer
,to Karle 8 with the similarity of disposi~io~l
and delineation of the ornamental pillars with animal
capitals, but departs from that substantially in reducing the height of the verandah and doing away with
the major element, the choiryu arch leading light into the nave, the lighting being restricted now to what
best could be obtained from a single lofty doorway. The elaborate front screen has also been omitted
here and instead the verandah is reduced in height considerably and provided with two pillars in antis as
in the Bedsa cllniryo hall. The chair~.nwindow fashioned on the facade has become functionless, and
is treated carelessly. Seeing from the architectural point of view, a point in progress is the lowering of
the height of the verandah. The architects had realised the effect of heavy rain and hot sun on an open
front cl~uiryahall as those at Bhaja, Kondane, etc.. and a solution was partially sought at Bedsa by
introducing a verandah deeper in the rock. Tradition. however, persisted in retaining the large choitya
window above the doorway, which necessarily makes the verandah to be very high, thus reducing its
effectiveness in warding off sun and rain. The next solution sought was crude and ugly; it is the intro-
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duction of a screen wall in front of the verandah retaining a large mass in the screen wall with
rectangular spaces cut in them to allow light, as seen in the partly collapsed front of the Karle chaitya
hall and the well preserved front of the chaitya hail at Kanheri. It is probably in this chairya hall in
Lepyadri that a better solution has been sought out, by reducing the height of the verandah, in whicb
the practical need of protection from sun and rain is served and the aesthet~c appeal and majesty of the
Pillared front is retained. But now the casualty is the chailya window, with attendent delinquencies in
the treatment of the interior. As the doorway became the only source of light to the interior hall.
however lofty it could be, it could shed light to a limited area only. One can see easily in this cliairya
hall that even rhe capital of the srtipu is ill-seen and the vault roof is plunged in semi-darkness. The
elevating effect that a devotee could feel by a shed of Light from the chaitva window falling directly o n
the holy object of worship-the slripa-bringing it out prominently from the abyss of the aisles behind
pillars, can not any more be experienced here. In this the architectural delineation of this chairya hall
suffers a set back. However, the general treatment of the facade and the interior, particularly the wellproportioned pillars in line are appealing. The sculptural work is poor in details, but good in totab
effect, well in harmony with architectural members. But somehow or the other the same care and
interest has not been taken in the treatment of the blind-chatiya arch, and this mars to a great extent the
good impression that this chairya hall has the potential to create, particularly when viewed from a
distance.
The nature of plan, the shapes of pillars and the introduction of stone-beams, indicate that this cave
stylistically falls into a later stage than the Karle-Bedsa-complex. and with the retention of the vaultedroof and the adoption of a low verandah this stands between the vault and flat-roofed chaiwa halls. It
can be construed that the Manmodi cheriyaghara 2 (of Bhimashankar group) which has the same frontaL
features as this with the pillared verandah and the blind chaitya arch continues the tradition of the
present clteriyaglrara. But in the delineation of the interior Manrnodi 2 marks an advancement, wherein
the vault roof and nave-aisle divisions, which had become functionless and redundant due to the omission
of the large true chaitya arch, have been done away with completely, making the interior into a simple
rectangular flat roofed hall, placing a low srlipa directly opposite the front doorway.
An inscription carved on the back wall of the verandah states that this cheriyaghara is the donation
of a single man (ekapurisa), Sulasadata son of Heranika of Kalylna. The characters are of Series V A
and hence datable to the first half of the 2nd century A.D.
CAVE 7 (FIG. 32; PL. 73)
This is the largest excavation among the whole of Junnar monuments and probably one of the wellwrought of the whole of Deccan excavations of the period.3' This is a leca of Type B iii b consisting of
a hall surrounded by cells and a pillared verandah in fronl. It is located by the side of the clraitya hall,
but is about 4.5 m higher up. The approach is now by cut-steps starting from the floor in front of the
chaitya hall 6 and leading into the court in front of the Ie!ia. originally, however, there must have been
a separate approach a little t o the front, as there is suficient indication to show that much of the front
court has now collapsed.
The hall is large (17.37 m I, 15.54 m d, 3.38 m h), and its walls have traces of plaster and painting.
A bench (53 cm b, 45 cm h) runs all round the hall along the three inner sides. At the level of this
bench the doorway to the cells open. There were 20 cells in all, seven in each of the side walls and six
at the back. These cells vary in size from 2.4 to 2.7 m in depth and 2.1 and 2.4 m in breadth. They
are about 2.1 m high and all, except the 2nd of the left and 2nd and 7th on the right which are smaller
cells, have a bench (about 80 cm h, 70 cm b) cut along the back wall. The doorways (45 cm W, 1.8 m h)
of the cells are rectangular. There are three doors to enter into the hall from the verandah, a larger one
at the centre and two smaller ones on the sides, and two large open rectangular windows are cut in the
plain wall between the doors. The central doorway (2.24 m b, 3.4 m h) has a flat Sakhri all round. The
side doorways (about 80 cm b, 2.1 m h) are plain. The left window (1.8 m b, 1.2 m h) midway between
the left side door and the main door is at head level. The right window (1.8 m 1, 1.17 m h) is also
similarly placed.
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The verandah has six pillars and two attached ones rising from a low bench (48 cm b, 40 cm h) in
front. The bench runs as usual in two parts on either side up to the side walls from the central pair of
pillars, with a gap in between them, from which a step leads down to the open court. These benches
have a low screen of sloping back. The pillars are of the pot-and-animal-capital type. They do not
have any base ( D V b) The octagonal shaft rises straight from the bench and carries the capital with the
inverted pot with neck and rim and then a square plate and then the firi~alakamember surmounted by the
inverted stepped pyramidal dosseret consisting of five concentric square plates of increasing dimensions.
These pillars carry a huge architrave. Above the abacus, in front of the architrave are animal sculptures
.of lions, bulls, tigers, and elephants with riders. On the inner side of the abacus also similar sculptures
were intended to be carved; uncut blocks exist there. The verandah ceiling is marked with stone beams
a n d the ends of these are shown as projecting to the front of the architrave forming the eave. The face
of the eave is carved with series of knobs on a plain member looking like the barge board fitted with
nails, and above this is a string course of railing pattern. The overhanging rock projects further to
ahout a metre from this.
The basement is also sculptured. The beck of the seat above the benches has the railing pattern.
Below this, the basement has parallel vertical studs in relief. It appears this basement ran below the
present ground level, which is now paved. In the open court there were five cisterns in a line.
In the treatment and disposition of the different architectural members, particularly the pillarless
ball with a low bench around and cells, and the way in which the verandah is made with pillars rising
from backed-benches and the shape of the pillars and animal sculptures and even other minor details of
4he facade, this Iena resembles Iena 3 at Nasik. Stylistically these two are very close, and would probably
belong to the same age. Further the chaitya hall by its side (6) has exactly similar decoration and
pillar types by which these can be securely considered as contemporary works. The relative location of
this Iena and cl~etiyagharaagain follows the pattern found at Kondane, etc. As it is in the case of
Kondane and many other chefiyaghara-lena, complexes, these too might have been the result of a
single design and thus belong to the same age. Then this cave too belongs to the first half of the 2nd
century A.D.
EXCAVATION 7x
Next to 7 at a lower level is this open cistern.
EXCAVATION 7y
By the side of 7x is a wide recess (2.7 m b, 1.2 m d, 1.8 m h) with a bench at the back.
view seat.

This is a

CAVE 8 (FIG. 32)
This is a Iena of probably Type A iv b, and has a cell and a recess at the back of a hall. Half of the
hall is ruined, as well as probably the verandah which could have existed once. There is a small open
window to the right of the cell door. The door too is broken. Both the cell and the recess have a
bench-in-recess. There are two holes on opposite walls of the cell, meant for the vala,cni.
CAVE 9 (FIG. 32)
Next to cave 8, and entered through a door cut in the right wall of the hall of cave 8, the original
entrance being ruined due to the collapse of the front rock, is this cave which appears to be a nta!apa of
type A i.
This has a large benchless hall (9.5 m b, 7 m d, 2.7 m h) led into by a doorway (1.8 m b, 2.7 m 11)
in the middle and a small door (2.7 m b, 2.6 m h) to left. There are two large open windows, one on
either side of the central doorway. The windows, which are at waist level measure about 1.2 x 1.5
metres. The verandah (9.6 m b, 1.6 m d, 28 cm h) has its floor about 60 cln lower than the level of the
hall floor and the doors are approached by steps. There were four pillars in front of the verandah, but
all are ruined. A few remnants sticking to the floor and roof, indicate that they had stepped pyramidal
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base and capital. This does not have the benches seen usually in bhojana-mafapas, but this could not
have been a le!m for dwelling due to the absence of cells. Further, the large open windows at waist
level without any covering would indicate that this might not have been used for living purposes. This
could be a nlalapa, serving as a rest-hall for travellers.
The low height of the verandah and the pillar type probably indicates the cave to be of a later date.

CAVE 10
This cave to the left of 9, is at a higher level and is diWcult of access. This is a lena of type A iv
similar in plan to caves 1 and 2 with some minor additional features. The verandah in front is broken,
but it appears that it was 6.7 m wide, with a low bench along the back wall to the right of doorway
returning along the right wall. The back wall is pierced into by a central doorway (1.35 m b, 1.93 m h),
now broken, with an open window (63 cm sq) on each side at head level. The doorway leads into a
narrow hall (6 m w, 1.5 m d) with a bench (75 cm h) in a recess (68 cm b, 1.2 m h). The cell to the
right has a bench-in-recess (68 cm b, 2.1 m 1, 1.2 m h). The recess (68 cm b, 2.1 m d and h) to the left
on the back of the hall has a seat (83 cm h) at its back.33
CAVES 10a AND lob
A little further from 10 is a featureless cistern and a small recess provided with a bench.
is a view seat.

The latter

CAVE I1 (FIG. 33)
Moving west along a dificult ledge from the above is this cave with a large plain hall and a cell
consisting of a bench-in-recess.
The cell appears to be an after thought, and it is likely that originally this cave served as a simple
rest hall (mafapa, Type A iii).

CAVE 12 (FIG. 33)
This cave, is adjacent to cave 11 but difficult of access.
This is a l e of~ hall-cell-recess-verandah type (Type A iv b) as seen in caves 1, 2 and 10, but possesses some extra features in inserting more bench recesses and a window.
The front part of the verandah (5.8 m w, 2.4 m h) is broken. I n the back wall of this near the right
corner is a bench (90 cm h) in a recess (1.7 m 1, 75 cm b, 1.2 m h). In the centre of the back wall is
the plain doorway (90 cm w, 2.1 m h) leading into the hall. To the left of the doorway is a small open
window (45 cm sq) at head level. The ha11 (3.9 m b, 1.7 m d , 2.2 m h) has a bench-in-recess (1.6 m I,
78 cm b, 1.4 m h) 75 cm above the floor in the right wall.
In the back wall of the hall to the right is a cell (almost 2.1 m cube) without any bench. T o the
left is the recess (2.6 m d, 95 cm b, 2.1 m h) with a bmch-in-recess (1.8 m 1, 75 cm b, 1.2 m h) 70 cm
high up the floor.34

CAVE 13 (FIG. 33)
A little to the west of 12 is this lena with its plan same as above, but is larger and better preserved
with all the members of the architectural design extant in a recognizable form.
As usual this has an inner cell and recess at the back of the hall, a front verandah with two pillars
in antis, behind and open court. The hall (3.8 m b, 2.3 m d, 2.1 m h) has a long recessed-bench on
either of the side walls about 60 cm above the ground level. In the back wall to right is a benchless
cell (1.9 m b, 2.1 m d and h) with a rectangular doorway. To the left is the recess (3.1 m d, 1.7 m b,
2.1 m h) with an 'L'shaped bench-in-recess running along the right and back walls. To the left of the
central doorway of the hall is an open window (60 cm sq) cut at head level, almost near the ceiling.
The verandah (5 ni b, 1.2 m d, 2.1 m h) has along its right wall a bench-in-recess (1.2 m 1, 75 cm b,
67 cm h) about 90 cm above the ground level. In front of the verandah there were two pillars and two
pilasters, disposed in such a way to have a pillar and pilaster on either side of the entrance, raised on a
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low bench (40 cm b and h) with a sloping back. The pillars and the left pilaster are lost. But there is
enough indication to show that the pillars were octagonal shafts. The right pilaster is rectangular in
section and still retains the hour-glass decoration. However, with these extant features the original
shape of these members can be reconstructed on the analogy of cave 2 described above. A little of
railing decoration which once adorned the back of the bench is still seen near the right pilaster. The
front open court was about 45 cm lower than the verandah and is reached by a flight of two steps. The
slabs are thin and slope down to the 1st raiser and end up with rectangular humps jutting out to front.
The hour-glass pattern on the pilaster is of interest; this and many others features rernind us of those
present in cave 2.
T o the right of the front court is a ruined cistern-in-recess.

CAVE 14 (FIGS. 33, 8 (4) )
By the side of 13 is this neatly executed architectural work.
This is a flat roofed clrcriyagliara of type A ii, consisting of a hall and a pillared verandah. The
hall is rectangular (6.75 m d, 3.93 m w, 4.16 m h).35 The sriipa (base diameter about 2.6 m) is placed
about 3.3 m back from the doorway, thus leaving a space of about 80 cm at the back and 50 cm on the
sides. The sropa (PI. 74) is an excellent piece of workmanship. The cylindrical drum is raised on a
socle of 3 steps and its brim is decorated with railing pattern. The a!lda is a low 315 sphere. Above
this is the square Irarniikd, decorated with railing pattern, carrying an inverted stepped pyramidal abacus.
Above, rising from the centre of the top flat plate is the umbrella carved completely in stone, consisting
of a low circular staff carrying the large circular canopy which is cut in the flat roof.
The doorway in front of the hall is large (1.5 m w, 3.6 m h). This is the only source of light into
the hall. It is plain but cuts have been made in the threshold and jambs for fixing the door frame. The
verandah in front is 6 m broad and 80 cm deep. The flat roof above this is at a lower level than the
roof of the hall, the roof being only 3.9 m high. In front of the verandah were two pillars in antis. The
pillars are ruined but part of the base of the left engaged pillar extant now has square pyramidal base
with four steps, and one of the pillar stumps hanging down from the roof has a similar member below
which is part of the pot-capital but without animal sculptures. From these indications it can be made
out that the pillars of the present cave were of Type D vi a, similar to the pillars in 1, 2, etc., in the
Manmodi group at Junnar. The pillars carried a very heavy architrave. In the projection of the
verandah roof, jutting out to the front from this architrave, stone beam ends are cawed. The projecting
chajja is parlty ruined, and the original delineation of the front can not be made out. The front of the
verandah basement which is also ruined retains in some portions part of the decoration consisting of
vertical struts set parallel to each other as seen in lena 7 of this group.
The front court is about 90 cm below the level of the verandah floor, and is approached by a
staircase with four steps. On either side of the steps is a side slab of the usual sloping type with projections to front and sides.
Any mathematical formula, if at all adopted in the making of the cave, might have been followed
only to a certain extent, without being meticulous as to the correctness, but satisfied more by visual
proportions of different members then actual measurements. The dimensions given above do not reveal
any cogent relationship with each other. However, the depth of the hall is more than the width. Leaving
the area occupied by the srCpa, the area meant for the congregatiou is almost square. The height of the
hall is a little more than its width, say by l/lOth part. The verandah roof is lower than the hall roof by
about a foot. The width of the verandah is arranged in such a way as to be divided into three equal
parts, the central one occupying the passage, and the two benches occupying the same width on each
side of that. This dimension is again 24 times the depth. The height of the verandah is again about
5 times its depth or 213rd of the length. The door of the hall occupying the central 1/3rd is again
fashioned in such a way that its width is half the height.
Architectural evidences help to fix the relative age of this chaitya hall. It has already been shown
elsewhere how the stripa form in this marks a stylistically successive stage to the stLipa in cave 6, in casting
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ofl finally the only wooden appendage which used to remain with the sttipa, the umbrella, now replacing
even that in stone. However, the fact that this chailjla hall, even though of later type, is not far removed
in date from cave 6 and its contemporary lena cave 7, is seen in the form of the verandah, with the potbase pot-capitalled pillars and the retention of the decoration of the front of the projecting cave. The
difference due to the age, however, is marked in the omission of the decorative cltairya window and the
animal sculptures on the capital of the pillars. In these respects this chairga hall is nearer to chairya hall
2 in Manmodi-Bhimashankar.
It appears that this che~iya,ol~ora
and the neighbouring lena 13 are contemporary works. Both of
them have verandahs of same type inciuding the common details in the disposition of pillars (2 in antis),
the decoration in front, the railing on top, and the vertical struts on the basement. The common pattern
of the side slabs of the staircase again brings these two excavations to proximity in style and age. From
the clue of the use of hour-glass pattern seen on a pilaster of the lena, etc., it can be made out that this
cheriyaghara-le!ia set (caves 14, 13) belongs to c. late 2nd century A.D.
An inscription carved on the back wall of the verandah of this chaitya hall records, that this
cher~lagharawas a donation by one Tspasa-upisaka son of Kapila-upisaka. The characters of this
inscription are of developed type compared to what has been used in the inscription in cheriyaghara 6.
The present inscription belongs to Series V B, and provides further substantiation to the date inferred
from architectural grounds.
CAVE I5 (FIG. 33)
Next to 14, but at a higher level, is this lena of Type A iii with a single cell, a hall and a broken
verandah.36
All the caves after 15 are along the precipitous ledge and are difficult to approach.
portions of all these have collapsed.

The front

CAVE I6 (FIG. 34)
This is at a higher level than 15 and consists of a cell with a bench to risht, and a verandah or hall
(3.6 m b, 2 m w) in front. The front is broken.
CAVES 17, 18 AND 19 (FIG. 34)
These three were once separate excavations, but share a common verandah now being connected by
cutting off the partition walls of the verandahs and chiselling their back wall evenly. It is likely that
sometme when these caves were still in use, the front portions of these collapsed and some structural
additions to the verandah were made. There is a row of sockets 35 cm square and 30 crn deep at about
1.8 m in front of the back wall of the verandah and these might have received wooden posts which
carried the roof in thatch. Some holes on the upper portion of the roof are also seen. It may be at
this stage that the rough surfaces were chiselled and the three caves were brought together.
Cave 17 was originally a le!ta of A iv b type, with a hall, a cell and a recess. There are two
rectangular windows one on either side of the hall doorway. A small window was also there to the left
of the cell door to allow light and air to the cell. All these windows are at the head level. There is no
bench in the cell, but the recess has one at the back wall.
Cave 18 is similar in contents to cave 17, but a bit longer. The recess, however, is deeper and the
cell door opens from the recess and not from the back wall of the hall. Both the cell and the recess have
a bench-in-recess along the back wall. There are no windows in this.
Cave 19 is the largest of the three of this group and is someyhat different in its plan. It consisted of
a large hall (7.6 m b. 4.8 m d. 2.2 m h) with a low bench (60 cm b, 55 cm h) along the right and left
walls. There are two cells, both cut in the back wall, side by side. Both the cells have a bench along
their back walls. The doorways are narrow, rectangular and featureless. There is a small square open
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window at head level on the front wall of the cells to the left of the doorway. A small bench-recess
(1.1 m 1, 80 cm b) is cut at either end of the back wall of the hall.
The doorway of the hall (1.7 m b, 2.2 m h) is now broken. The floor and roof of the hall and
verandah are on the same level throughout, being about 2.3 m high. The cells are low being only about
2 m in height.
EXCAVATION 20a (FIG. 34)
T o the left of cave 19 is a large water cistern with a square mouth in a recess.
EXCAVATION 20b
This is just the beginning of an excavation next to the cistern.
EXCAVATION 20c
This is another cistern with its mouth in a recess. It is interesting to note that the recesses (20a
and 20c) are cut in the present vertical face of the rock, which suggest that the collapse of the rock and
cave fronts referred to above in connection with caves 17-18-19 must have occurred before the making of
these cisterns.
Excavation 20a and 20c have inscriptions on the back wall of the recess. Palaeographically these inscriptions belong to Series V B. One of the cisterns is a donation by the guild of goldsmiths of Kalyina.
EXCAVATION 20d
This is a large featureless cistern.
CAVES 21, 21a, 22 AND 23 (FIG. 34)
All these share a common front projecting roof.
Cave 21 is a large hall (about 9 m d, 7.4 m w, 2.1 m h). There are no cells but a low bench
(48 cm b, 35 cm h) runs along the three inner walls. The front wall is pierced into by a central doorway (1.7 m w, 2.1 m h) and two windows ( l m b, 85 cm h), one on either side at head level. The doorway
was approached from the front by a flight of four steps, and on either side of this along the walls was a
low bench. The benches as well as the steps are broken.
This is probably a dining hall (bhojana nto(opa) with long seats provided for monks to sit. It is
interesting to note that a large cistern of A ii type, 21a, with a capacity to hold abundant water is cut to
the left of 21. The mouth of this cistern is rectangular and is in a recess.
Next to this under the same front roof are two more excavations 22 and 23.
22 is a cell (1.8 m 1, 2.4 m d, 2 m h) with a bench-in-recess in the right side and a small cistern with
its opening in the left corner inside the cell near the front wall. The making of a cistern within the cell
is peculiar (see below).
Next to this is 23 which is a hall (4.9 m w, 3.6 m d, 3 m h) with its front completely open. There
is a low bench (2 m 1, 35 cm b, 32 cm h) starting from the back wall, and covering only a short distance
along the left wall. There is a large groove in the ceiling running from the right to the left wall at a line
just to the front of the bench. This however, is a peculiar arrangement not seen in any other caves.
EXCAVATIONS 23a AND 23b
These are two more cisterns-in-recess situated side by side a little to the west of cave 23.
CAVE 24 (FIG. 35)
This cave with broken front appears to be the back part of a lena of the type of A iv a or b. Now
a recess and a cell remaim. The cell opens from the left wall of the recess and has a bench along its
right wall.
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CAVE 25 (FIG. 35)
This too is broken, but a cell at the back and an open verandah in front still remains.
verandah, to the right, is a bench-in-recess. There is a similar bench in the cell also.

In the

CAVE 26 (FIG.35)
This is an excavation with a very large verandah with its back wall having recess benches at either
end. In the centre are a deep recess and a cell with bench at back, in the middle. The verandah is
usually large (10.2 m 1, 1.2 m d). The front is broken.
An inscription (No. 25) on the right wall near the bench records that this was the donation made
to the samgha at Kapichita by a person named Sivabhiiti.
Ordinarily this cave could have been considered to be of A iv b type, with part of the hall and
verandah broken. But the presence of the inscription on the front wall indicates that this itself was the
front portion of this cave. No where in Deccan excavations inscriptions are seen cawed inside the hall.
They would have served no purpose in such a dimly lit place. There are many instances of incising
inscriptions in the verandah, where sufficient light is available and the writing could be easily read. Here
also such could have been the case; the present hall itself must have been open in front, which means
that there was no verandah. Hence this can be considered as a representative of lena Type A iv a .
The inscription belongs to Series V B.
CAVE 27 (FIG. 35)
The essential components of this lena are the same as its neighbour 26. But there are a few changes,
and hence could be considered as a variant. The front portion of this is also broken, but the open area
in front of the back cells is wide about 5.9 m. It is at present 1.1 m deep and 2.4 m high. There are
two cells cut in the back wall of this hall, and in the broad wall space between the two cells, under the
ceiling, a smoothened space (about 60 cm 1, 30 cm h) has been prepared probably for an inscriptionThere is, however, no inscription but the very intention for such a n inscription to be in that place s u u e s k
that this too had an open hall like the one in cave 26 described above.
The cell to the left (2.4 m sq, 2.1 m h) has a bench-recess at the back. The cell to the right (2.4
m sq) has a recess (2.4 m d, 90 cm b) to right cut in the back wall with a recessed-bench along its left
wall. T o the left of this lena is a small recess.
After walking along a narrow ledge further west from the above, a few more excavations in a line are.
met with. These are very difficult of access.
EXCAVATION 27x
The first among these is a large broken cistern.
EXCAVATIONS 27y AND 272
About 3 metres further are two recess-benches probably meant as open seats.
CAVE 28 (FIG. 35)
A broken door cut in the left wall of the open space in front of 27 leads to the open verandah of
this cave. This cave is identical in plan with 26, except for the fact that there are three recessed benches,
one along the left wall of the verandah (8.2 m b, 1.7 m d, 2.1 m h), one along the right wall of the cell
and another in the back wall of the deep rectangular recess.
There are old paintings on the walls of this cave.
CAVE 29 (FIG. 35)
About 5 m further west is this unfinished excavation which is almost inaccessible.
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This has an open verandah with a cell a t the back. In the left wall of this is a natural cavity
.caused due to the erosion of a weak rock band running here.
CAVES 30 AND 30a
About 12 metres below cave 6 is a simple cell and further to its east is a large featureless cistern.

.EASTERN GROUP
C A V E 31
Along the eastern face of the spur of hill about 500 metres away from the above group is a
.solitary excavation.
This consists of a cell with an open verandah in front (Type A ii). A bench is cut along the left
wall of the verandah. There is a cistern to the left of the cave.
Moving further for about 500 metres from the above, the steep south face of another spur of hills
is reached. Here are some excavations cut into the vertical scarp facing S-SW. The following numbers
are given from west to east.
CAVES 32a, 32b, 32c AND 32d (FIG. 35)
All these shared a common open court, which is now almost collapsed. The first one 32a is on the
left wall of this open court and is a simple cell (1.8 m d, 1.5 m w, 2.1 m h) without any bench. 32b. 3 2 ~
and 32d are cut in the back wall of the open court.
32b is another simple cell of the same dimension as 32a. This has a simple bench along the
left wall.
32 c adjacent to the above, is also a simple cell about 2.6 m square and is benchless.
32d is next to this and is a lena with a large hall and three cells. The hall is irregularly cut and can
b e described as rhomboid in plan (about 3.6 x 3.6
The hall roof is about 2.4 m above floor level.
There are two cells in the back wall and one in the right wall. All the cells are about 1.8 m d and 1.5 mw.
The left cell is without a bench, where as the other two have simple benches along their right walls. All
the doorways of the cells are narrow (53 cm w, 2.1 m h).
On either side of the doorway there is a small open window (53 cm b, 75 cm h) cut almost near the
roof level.
There are no definite architectural features of comparable value in these excavations except the
presence of simple benches.

CAVES 33a AND 33b
Both these are simple cells situated sidz by side, each having a small open verandah in front and a
simple bench along the left wall.
CAVE 34 (PLS.75, 76. 77, 78, 79)
About 40 metres further east of cave 333 and b, at somewhat a lower level is this excavation. This
is a cheti)~rrglraru",of the vault-roofed type, but unfortunately unfinished. This is 2.51 rn w, 6.8 m 1,
5.53 m h. The stipa is 1.17 m in diameter and 2.84 m high and is placed about 4.67 m inside the
d o ~ r w a y . " ~The walls and floor are unfinished and uneven. The aisles have not been begun at all and
s o there are no signs of pillars too. However the top portion is well-finished and has the triforiurn about
1.2 m high and the vault roof is further deep by about 60 cm. This vault is very shallow compared to
the span and looks like 114th arc of a whole circle. The vault surface is smooth and does not have stone
ribs and there is no indication that any provision for the wooden ribs had been made. The facade too
The soffit of the chaitya arch is
I S unfinished, except for the chaitya arch above the large architrave.
decorated with stone beams. There are two vertical jambs rising straight from the architrave on either
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side of the interior of the arch. The front of the arch is finely decorated throughout with six petalled
flowers.
The cave front looks like a rectangular alcove, the s c r a n wall above described forming the back
wall of this. On the side walls of the alcove, at a higher level, there are some good carvings.
(a) The left wall has on the top, a chai~yaarch. This houses a srtipa with single hrmikd and
stone umbrella, and stands on a stretch of railing pattern. On either side at shoulder level of the arch
again is the railing pattern.
(b) Below this are two chaitya arches side by side rising from another stretch of railing pattern.
(c) Below that is another chaitya arch rising from a stretch of railing pattern. This arch houses a
tree in railing.
(d) On the right wall, the top decorations are similar to a and b of the left wall.
(e) Below this is the chaitya arch, but inside the chairya arch is a sacred wheel with 24 spokes.
The outer face of the chaitya arch is decorated with an arabesque of triskelions.
This chaitya hall, though unfinished, deserves some special attention due to the sculptural work in
which probably the earliest use of the arabesque pattern is to be seen and it is here that the tree-inrailing appears probably as a lone instance of this motif in Deccan art. It is difficult to make out the
date of this cave but the profile of the main arch and the decorative arches. and the stlipa types in relief,
are comparable to the decorative work in the Bedsa caves. Another point in similarity between the two
is the existence of the front screen wall.
The decoration on the front face of the chaitya arch and the sflipa forms, however, bear closer
resemblance to a cave at Junnar itself, viz, lena 12 of Tuljalena group, with this are to be mentioned
its near contemporary caves the chetiyaghara 40 and lena 45 of Manrnodi, wherein again decoration
of comparable style occur. It may be noted further that the present cheriyaghara, is also one that follows
the same plan as Manmodi 40, in the inclusion of the stone screen wall but the absence of the verandah.
So architecturally this chetiyaghara can be bracketed with Manmodi 40. This makes the present cave
to be the earliest architectural attempt in Ganesh Pahar. But the cave is left unfinished.
GENERAL DISCUSSION
The stages of development of the monastic establishment on the Kapichitta hill can best be under-.
stood if the caves in the major group (1-30) and the Eastern group (31-34) are taken seperately f o r
consideration.
Among the isolated ones the possible place of cave 34 in the sequence of the evolution of chetiyagharas has already been described as near Manmodi 40. With the occurrence of such motifs as the
chaitya arch and stlipa, in decoration this has the tradition of Bedsa-Karle chetiyagharas, but precedesthose and fall nearer to Manmodi 40 in the feature of the plan where the verandah is still wanting. The
Ienas 31-33 do not have any specific architectural features of comparable value except for the occurrenceof simple benches. But these can be generally said to belong to the time of chetiyaghara 34 itself. But all.
these are simple lenas.
The excavations of the main group fall into five categories.
Chetiyagharas -Two
LenasTwenty-two
Ma(apas-Three
PciniyapoQhie-Ninteen

: 6 a n d 14
: l , 2 , 3,4, 5, 7 , 8 , 10, 12, 13, 15, 16, 17, IS, 19, 24,25,26,27,28,
29, 30.

: 9, 11 (21-23).
: one each associated with caves 1 and 5a, five associated with.
cave 7, 7x, lea, one associated with cave 13, 20 a-c-d, 21a, one.
inside cave 22, 23 a-b, 27x, 30 a.

View-seats (recesses)-Seven : 2a, 5a, 7y, lob, 20b, 27y-z.
Among these the view-seats can not be dated to any period definitely, except that generally theyfall within the time bracket to which the caves of this group belong, and it is so with the cisterns also.
However, among the cisterns, leaving thirteen featureless ones, five others belong to a single variety falling
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under the 'mouth-in-recess' type and most of these would probably go with the major caves with which
they are associated.
It has been described above how clletiyaghara 6 occupies an important position in the evolutionary
sequence, marking the last stage of the early vault-roofed ones and paving way to the development of
-the simple flat roofed ones. The palaeographical evidence clearly sets the age of this to the 2nd century
A.D. which is quite in accordance with the architectural data. The simple flat-roofed rectangular chairya
hall 14 probably represents the most perfect architectural form suited to the medium of live rock, a form
ahat has been achieved ultimately after a long process of experimentation.
The Ganesh Pahar lenas fall into three main groups .
(i)

Single celled lenas (Type A)

( i i ) Cells-around-hall type (Type B iii)

(iii) Cell-recess behind halllverandah type (Type A iv)
Six lenas (3, 4, 15, 25, 29) are of the first type. All these have a verandah in front of the dwelling
cell, and are entered by simple rectangular doorways, which usually have cut lintel and threshold ends
for wooden frame. Except cave 29 which is unfinished all the others have a monk's bed of the benchin-recess type. This bench-type indicates that they belong to a much later period. Minor elements like
the panelled decoration on the bench in 3, the stone-cut basin on the ban-h 4, further points towards the
same chronological position, as such thing are noticed only in caves of 2nd-3rd century A.D. as in
Mahad and Kanheri.
Caves 5 and 7 are of the well-known 'cells-around-hall' type. These Ienas generally have some
regular architectural features like verandah with pillared front, the pillars of the pot-base pot-capital
variety, the backed benches decorated with railing pattern on the outer side, the vertical struts on the
basement and railing decoration on the entablature.
The relative position of 6 and 5 shows that 5 is earlier than 6, if 6 and 7 are contemporary 7 too
would be later than 5. But due to the common pattern of the two caves these may not be far removed
in date from one another.
The third group has thirteen Ienas, further divisible into two sub-types. The lenas of first sub-group
(1, 2, 8, 10, 12. 13, 17, 18) display uniform plan, their essential parts being a cell and a recess at the
back, a hall in the centre and a verandah in front. This is a new plan not met with anywhere hitherto in any of the groups of Junnar described above. The date of this Iena type could, however, be
decided on the basis of the pillars used in some, of the pot-base pot-capital variety without animal
sculptures, and hence are probably coeval or only a little later than the 2nd type described above. This
position could be postulated with some degree of certainty with regard to only one cave in which the
pillar type could be made out, i.e. with reference to cave 13. But there is one more item on the basis
o f wllich the same corralation could he extended. The pilasters in cave 13 just have rectangular cross
.section and one of them bears the hour-glass decoration. This type of pilaster exists in 1 and 2 also
and cave 2 further has the same type or hour-glass decoration and these should be considered again
falling within the general type group. C;~\,esIS and 19 are different from the above but they are the
of their type and are devoid of canlparable architectural features, except the presence of
.only
the bench-in-recess in them. Ho\vever, 19 could be considered as a variant of Type 2 of Ganesh Pahar
.and cave 15 a< that of Type 1.
Four le!~as(24, 26, 27, 28) have the same elements, the cell with a deep rectarlgular recess by its
side, cut in the back wall. Here the verandah is absent but the hall itself would be spacious. These
can be considered as a sub-group of the 3rd type. These are bereft of any clear architectural item of
,comparable value, and hence their relative position as to the age cannot be fixed on this ground.
However, the inscription in cave 26 belong to Series V B a. Further comparison shows that this particular
inscription falls in somewhat a later stage within the series. This sub-group may have been of later date
ahan the first.
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Nothing definite can be said of the date of the matapas 9 and I I, but these being accessories to the
major caves must necessarily be of a date most probably contemporary to the later ones by which time
the need for these may have grown.
Basing on deductions from stylistic analysis done above and on relative locations, the architectural
activity in Qanesh Pahar main group may be put in a sequence as follows :

5
6, 7
8, 9, 10, 11, 12
16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21-23, 24, 25
26, 27, 28, 29
13, 14
1, 2, (3-4)
Palaeographical evidence suggests that the earliest excavation of 5 and 6 (and 7) could be dated the
early part of 2nd century A.D. and that most of the excavations were done within that century. Except
the inscriptions in caves 5 and 6, which are of Series V A, all others belong to palaeographical series V B.
On architectural data caves 13 and 14 and 1-2, and probably 3-4 too, are to be placed to about the
latter part of the 2nd century A.D. So it appears that Ganesh Pahar displays almost a continuous
activity of hewing of caves throughout the 2nd century A.D.
It is of interest to note that the chaitya hall 6 which served the monks living in fenas 5 and 7, is a
very small one with a capacity for accommodating about 20 to 25 persons only. The lenas judging from
the benches in them, could have housed 27 monks. It is Ekely that this chaitya hall which was donated
by a single person (See p. 163) was meant more for the monks who lived in this distant settlement.
When the establishment grew with the lenas, with an additional capacity to accommodate more monks,
another chetiyaghara was made.
The monastic establishment in Ganesh Pahar has its own peculiarities. Like the Manmodi, this too
has certain individuality. Probably, to start with, the establishment was just meant to accommodate
monks. But gradually it appears to have attracted special attention and developed in a distinctive way;
the course of development being the result of the attitude of the monks to compromise their rigorous
codes of living by responding to the pious care bestowed on them by the laity.
Though epigraphical records, which are the most articulate of the sources do not mention much, the
architectural development itself reveals such tendencies. In Ganesh Pahar s ~ ~ tendencies
ch
are easily
recognisable in the monuments that were created in the latter part of the 2nd century A.D. and later.
Caves 21, 21a, 22 and 23. are of some interest in this regard. In their plan and arrangement they are
peculiar and do not conform to the well-known types but they provide some clues. All these four
caves share a common projecting roof and hence may have been made to serve a common purpose.
On the basis of plan and seating arrangement cave 21 has already been described as a bhojana-malapa.
It has the capacity to seat about 40 persons. To serve this huge number of diners much water is needed
and that has been provided in the large cistern 20a. This is probably the largest watercistern in the
whole of Ganesh Pahar group. The next one, 22, which is a small room with a doorway and a recessed
bench was probably the store room, and to facilitate servers a water-cistern is also dug within the hall
of the cave. The next open hall with a low bench covering only part of the hall has neither the
features of dwelling cave, nor of a dining hall. This might have served as the kitchen. The whole set
of this cave group can not be explained in any other way. If our explanation is correct, here in Ganesh
Pahar is seen for the first time an attempt to meet the comple~needs of the monastic community by
hewing separate caves for different purposes. It may be noted that even though bhojana-malapas have
been made in many places, no where else is clear indication of any associated kitchen. This would
naturally indicate that the food must have been brought from elsewhere and served in the bhojanaina!apas. But in the present monastery, it appears, complete arrangements had been made even for
cooking. Probably this happens to be the only rock-cut monastery of the period which had this
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facility of a refectory with all necessary accessories. The hall is large enough to accommodate all
the monks residing in the monastery to dine together, a feature not noticed normally in other examples.
The difference in architectural types of the earlier and later periods probably indicates that the life
in the monastic establishment was becoming easier. The large number of simple recesses with bench
(view-seats) overlooking the beautiful valley in front is probably another attempt made here to facilitate
monks to relax themselves.
The lena types are all the more revealing. While earlier many monks used to be crowded in the
le!tos of cells around hall type (caves 5, 7), later it appears each individual monk was provided with a
cave for himself. These caves of A iii a and A iii b types (caves 8, 10, 11, 12, 13, 15, 17, 18, 19, 24,
26, 27, 28) possess a cell each with a stone bench for the resident monks. But along with this they also
have a large hall and a deep recess (half-cell). What could have been the need for such extra accommodation for one monk ? These should have been made certainly with a purpose. Ganesh Pahar is the only
group having such a special architectural variety in such number together, and this monastic establishment may have had some function in addition to serve as simple residences for mendicants. If permitted
to make a guess, it can be suggested that each one of these units was meant for a monk who lived in
the cell and met persons in the hall and had his own possession to be preserved in the recess-may be
for a teacher having a good number of books, etc., meeting a body of students. It is known that many
monasteries of later times served as educational institutions too, and this feature may have begun in
the stage represented in architecture here in the caves of cell-recess-hall type. But unless and until this
contention could be substantiated by other positive evid'ences, it is better to treat this opinion with
reserve.
Architectural activity in Ganesh Pahar ceased by the first half of 3rd century A.D. There is no
evidence to show whether this monastery in Kapichita was in use in later times or not.

SIVANERI
The Sivaneri hill is about 3 kilometres west of Junnar town. This is a huge flat toped rocky mass
with steep sides rising for about 100 metres above the plain. The remains of the famous fort of Sivaneri,
the birth place of Sivaji, is on this hill. The caves are clustered in six seperate groups (i-vi) hewn all
round the hill in different heights.

GROUP 1
This group which is the one approached first along the path leading from the town to the Sivaneri
fort is near the base of the eastern scarp of the hill. The caves face east and are numbered from south
to north.40
CAVE lx
High up on
path are broken.

the scrap is that appears to be a cell with no means of access now, as the steps and

CAVE 1

A little to the north of Ix is this lena of Type A if which has a cell (2.3 m sq, 1.8 m h) and an
open verandah (3.6 m w, 1.5 m d , 2.1 m h). The cell doorway (75 cm b, 2.1 m h) has vertical chases cut
on the jambs. There are a number of catch-holes in various places on the wall probably meant to afford
plastering and painting.
EXCAVATIONS l a , l b
These are two broken cisterns between caves 1 and 2.
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CAVE 2 (FIG. 36; PLS. 82, 84)
This is a simple Rat roofed chetiyagharo of type A ii b, with a ha11 (5.9 m sq, 3.3 m h) opening
through a broad doorway (1.7 m b, 2.36 m h) into a front verandah (5.1 m b, 1.2 m d, 3 m h) which has
two pillars in antis in front. The floor and roof of the verandah are about 40 and 70 cm lower than
those of the hall respectively. The strips is placed about 3 m behind the doorway. It retains only the
drum (1.5 m dia, 1 m h) raised on a socle of two steps. The sides of the drum slope inwards. On the
flat top of the drum are three holes, a round one in the centre and two square ones on the sides, and
some cuts at the edges. These might have been meant to keep in position the upper part, which was
probably in brick. There are catch-holes on the walls and small round holes in the floor of both the hall
and the verandah.
The pillars and engaged pillars are of the pot-based-pot-capital type, but without animal sculptures
(Type D vi a). These have only 4 plates in the stepped pyramidal member both at the top and bottom.
In the engaged pillars only one face of the octagonal shaft is attached to the wall and the rest jut out in
full. An architrave carrying the roof runs on the head of the pillars.
In the form and disposition of these pillars, this clretiyaglrara resembles exactly the cheriyagharo 2 on
the Manmodi hill. But there is no intention seen here to carve the false cltaitya window, which, however,
occurs in Manmodi 2. This shows an architecturally advanced stage, wherein the useless member has
been dropped out ot the scheme. Further, however, this can be comparad with Ganesh Pahar 14, with
which there is a greater similarity. These may be very much near in date. In the present monument,
however, it can be seen that the floor and the roof levels of the verandah are placed at a lower level
than those of the hall, which appears to be an ingenious device to protect the interior hall from the
erect of rain and sun, an exigency for which the Deccan cave cutters were trying to find a solution
continu~usly.~'This solution for the problem might have been all the more necessary in this cave, as
this faces east, and the architects had to avoid the glare of the morning sun at the time of services in the
chapel. Another point of difference between Ganesh Pahar 14 and the present one is that even the
facade decoration is completely avoided here. It can be seen that the conflict between tradition and
utility in architectural design seen throughout the architectural history of the chetiyaghara from the
earliest times since its introduction with its vault-roof design came to an end finally; utility and
economy of work have broken the traditional shackles. This psychological change on the part of the
artists appears to have tempted them to avoid, even the hangover of the traditional but useless decorative
motifs on the facade, the railing pattern, the projection of rafters under cave etc. The architecture
has become more need oriented, except, of course, in the case of the still surviving pot-base-potcapital pillars.
The proportions of the different part of the chaitya hall have also undergone change. The earlier
rectangular shape of the hall has been given up in preference to the square. The srlipa too has become
small, its diameter being almost 114th of the length of the hall and occupies the central position in the
3rd quarter lengthwise. The doorway is almost 113rd of the total breadth of the hall and 2/3rd of its height,
thus allowing plenty of light into the hall, the shed of light covering a wider area, than the old
fashion of spot-lighting the srtipa only. The breadth-length-height proportions of the hall is about
2 : 2 : 1 . The proportion of the same in the verandah is roughly 8 : 2 : 5. The intercolumnation between
the pillar and pilaster (centre to centre) is double the base-breadth of the pillars and that between the
central pillars is three times the base-breadths. The base-breadth (i.e. the breadth of the lower
most square plate) is double the diameter of the octagonal shaft.
CAVE 3 (FIG. 37)
Next to cave 2 is this cell (2.9 m 1, 2.6 m b, 2.3 m h) with an open verandah (1.2 m b, 2.1 m h). The
doorway (73 cm b, 2.1 m h) has vertical chases on jambs.
CAVE 4
This leya (Type B i) had two cells side by side sharing a common verandah. They are plain and
without benches. The front and partition walls of these are broken.
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A fragmentary inscription (Junnar No. 26) seen on the left wall of the verandah belongs palaeographically to series 111.

CAVE 5
This lena located at a higher level had a cell (2.6 m d, 2.4 m b, 2.7 m h) and a verandah (3.2 m b,
1.8 rn d, 2.7 m h). The doorway (71 cm b, 2.6 m h) has vertical chases on the jambs. There are catchholes on the walls.
The cave has been much altered in recent years. The front is broken.
CAVE 6
An unfinished simple hall (4.5 m b, 3 m d) with a cistern lo its right. This might have been intended
for a mafapa.
CAVE 7
A cell (2.1 m sq, 2 m h) with a plain rectangular doorway (71 cm b, 2 m h) opening into an open
court (I m b, I m I, 1 m d).
The doorway has vertical chases for wooden frame. There are some round holes in the cell floor.
CAVE 8
This is a mafapa with a simple hall (4.9 m b, 5.1 m d, 2.4 m h) of trapezoid plan.4z This opens into
the front open court (4.3 m b, 2.1 m d) by a doorway (1.6 m b, 2.6 m h). There are vartical chases on the
jambs and huge sockets at the ends of lintel and threshold suggesting the existence of a heavy wooden
door. Catch-holes exist on the walls of the hall.
EXCAVATIONS 8a AND 8b
About 30 m beyond, to the north of the above, there are two brokeu cisterns.
EXCAVATIONS 9 AND 9a
Further beyond in a huge cistern (3.3 m 1, 2.1 m w, 1.6 m d), wrongly described as a cell by Burgess,
with its front and sides now broken. At the right end there were steps leading down to the water. This
may have been a bathing cistern.
T o the left at a higher level, there is a recess (9a) for shelter.
CAVE 10
This is a le!ra (B i type) with three cells in a line sharing a common open verandah (5 m b, 1.2 m d).
There are traces of painting.
CAVE 11
This cave at a higher level is reached with much difficulty from a ruined staircase by the side of 8b.
This is a cell with an open verandah. The cave is unfinished.
CAVE 12
On the same level as cave 10 is this excavation which is a single cell (2.1 m cube). The doorway
and the front side are broken.
The cubical form of the cell is of interest reminding the single cells of early period, but the walls
here are rough.
EXCAVATIONS 13a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i, j AND k
Towards north, along the same path and steps leading up to the fort from cave 12, there are 11
excavations at irregular intervals. All these are broken pdniyapodhis except 13 i and 13k which are unfinished recesses.
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This huge number of cisterns along the path probably indicates that right in early times too the
present, the path was being used to go up to the upper series of caves. The recesses in this position
suggest that they may have been meant for travellers to sit and take rest.
CAVE 14
This is an open hall (2.97 m b, 2.74 m b, 1.8 m h) with a low bench (40 cm b, 22 cm h) running along
the enrire length of the left wall (malapa of type B). This too might have been intended for the
travellers to rest, bcfore attempting the steep climb further up.
GENERAL DISCUSSION
The caves in group I at Shivaneri are bereft of any definite architectural element which is useful for
fixing their age at least relatively with others or bstween themselves. In the making of thzse, it appears,
the idea of utility and economy played a dominant role. However, Iena 4 of B i type may be dated to the
latter part of the first century B.C. on the basis of the inscription present there. Lena 10 too belongs to
the same class typologically. Lena 12 with its cubical form is probably the earliest but of a later date than
similar caves in Tuljalena as the present one lacks the pdlish on the walls. Cheriyagharo 2 of the group.
shows that this is later than Manmodi 2 and Ganesh Pahar 14. As the pot-capital-pot-base is still seen
it is likely that this belongs to about the later part of 2nd century A.D. If the method of fixing doorway
is any clue, caves 2, 5 and 8 having vertical chases cut in the jambs which is a speciality noticed in these.
only, may be contemporary works. The others might have come up later on.
There are altogether 8 Ienas in the group out of which one is unfinished. Seven are single-celled and
two have 5 cells together, thus suggesting the strength of the group to a minimum number of 12 monks.
All are without sleeping benches. For this small number the cheriyaghara is quite spacious, and even so
are the mafapas 8 and 14. Both these might have served as resting halls for travellers. The number
of cisterns in the group is 24, which far exceeds the need of the resident monks and thus these also could
have been meant more for travellers.

GROUP I1
This group of excavations is on the same eastern side of the hill as group I, but at a higher level.
CAVE 15
This is at a high level, impossible of access now, and appears to be just an attempt for a cave, butunfinished.
CAVE 16
This is a single cell (1.8 m w, 2.4 m d, 1.8 m h) located at the southern end of the eastern scarp of
the hill. It has a bench running along the back and right walls. The front is broken.
EXCAVATIONS 17a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h
After cave 16 is a series of a cisterns, cut at indefinite intervals along a path running northwards u p
to cave 18 about 100 m away. All these cisterns are featureless and mosty ruined. The first five in a
cluster appear to have been used probably in medieval times by breaking their sides and converting them
to cell like shelters. 17f is a large open pond, probably a Sonandpodhi.

CAVE I8 (FIG. 36)
This is a double-storeyed cave.
The lower storey has a hall (7.4 m b, 7.1 m d, 2.7 m h) surrounded by cells and a verandah in front.
There are ten cells, three each in the side walls and four in the back wall. All the the three cells of the
left wall, the first of the back wall and two of the right wall are unfinished. The other cells are rectangular
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with their measurements varying from 1.8 to 2.3 m in breadth and length and 1.4 to 2.1 m in height.
The doorways of these cells are 73 cm broad and their height varies from 1.7 to 2 m. The floors of the
.cells are somewhat at a higher level than the floor of the hall. The hall opens into the verandah by a
huge doorway (1.7 m b, 2.7 m h). There are two windows (1.2 in w, 1m h), one on either side of the
doorway at head level with their upper side meeting the roof. The verandah (7 2 m w, 1.5 in d) is open
.and partly broken.
The upper storey is reached by a stairway opening from the right wall inside the hall of the lower

#lens.
This is a simple hall (6.3 m b, 3.2 m d, 2.1 m h) with an open verandah (7.2 In b, 1.6 n~ d, 2.1 m h)
in front. There is no partition between the hall and the verandah, but a pilaster on the left side in
front of the hall marks the division, and the front of the hall appears to have had a wooden screen, as
mortises to receive the posts still survive in the floor along the line of the pilaster. This pilaster is
rectangular in section and is decorated with the hour-glass design (PI. 81).
An inscription (No. 27) carved on the upper part of the right front corner records that this is an
upalhd!~a,a donation by two persons, Mudhakiya Mala and Golikiya Anada of the br!~ajanos. The
use of the term upa(hri!ra for the hall is interesting and would indicate its purpose as a sitting hall.
The characters of the inscription belong to Series VI.
The palaeographical evidence is quite in consonance with the existence of the hour-glass decoration
o n the pillaster and may be grouped with siniilar sitting halls elsewhere and dated to about the first half of
the 3rd century A.D.
EXCAVATION 18a
To the right of 18 is this featureless cistern.
CAVE 19 (FIG. 37; PL. 80)
This is an irregular open ha11 (4 m b, 2.7 m d, 2 m h). The back and side walls are not finished, but
the front appears to have had a wooden screen as a row of three square mortises is there in the front.
O n the left wall near the roof level is a square niche with a relief representation of srtipa inside that.
This sriipa is of an aberrant form and has a cut between the drum and dome and is bereft of the harmiki.
This peculiarity may be due to either the unfinished nature or the ruined state of the slips.
EXCAVATTONS 20 AND 21
These are two unfinished excavations both intended for a cell behind a verandah.
verandahs are finished, but the cells are just begun.

In both, the

EXCAVATION 2 1x
About 50 metres further to the north is a broken cistern.
GENERAL DISCUSSION
This small group I1 is not of much interest except for cave 18. It appears that this is the only double
storeyed cave amongst the whole series of early Deccan cavesd3
Out of the 16 excavations in this group three (15, 20, 21) are unfinished and nine are cisterns of no
interest. Among the remaining four. one is a plain hall (19) probably meant for visitors to rest and the
cave 18 also has a similar hall, and there are only two excavations i.e., caves 16 and 18 (Lower storey)
which were used for residence accommodating not more than 5 to 6 persons. There is no cheriyaghara
in the complex. This group is on the way up the hills and naturally has a good number of cisterns and
at least two rest halls. All these excavations may belong to about the 3rd century A.D. as suggested
by the palaeograghy of the inscription and the hour-glass decoration in cave 18. It should also be
noted, however, that cave 16 has the 'L' shaped bed arrangement which is noticed only in earlier
caves in Bhaja. Whether this has any chronological implication can not be decided.
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GROUP III
A little further to the right of 21x, on the same eastern scarp, a flight of steps leads up to a higher
level and at the end of this the present group of caves is located.

EXCAVATION 22a
The first one to be reached is a featureless recess.
EXCAVATIONS 22b, c
Next to that are two cisterns side by side, with well-cut square mounts with a rectangular recess on
the back behind the space between their mouths. The cisterns are now ruined. The mouths of the
cisterns have around them small holes in which probably the uprights of a railing or some covering over
them may have been there, to protect the animals or men from falling into the cistern, whose mouths are
flush with the surface. Here is probably to be seen the beginning of an idea for the making of cistern
with their mouths in recesses.
CAVE 23
This is reached after moving for another 10 m northwards from 22, after crossing the place from
which steps leading to the fort start. This is a small mafapa with open front (type B ii). The hall
(2.6 m b, 2.2 m d, 1.9 m h) has a low bench (40 cm b, 30 cm h) along the right wall. There are two
recesses (45 cm sq, 1.2 m d) in the right and back walls.
CAVE 24 (FIG. 37)
About 6 metres beyond the above is this cave which is a large hall (6 m b, 6.8 m d, 2.7 m h) with
a bench (48 cm b, 50 cm h) running along the three inner walls, and a wide front verandah (5.1 m b,
73 cm d). There are two plain rectangular pilasters in front which have some holes on them and there
are also a few holes in the floor along the same line. These indicate that this hall had a wooden screen,
The verandah, is open in front. The ceiling of this is about 30 cm lower than that of the hall.
At the middle portion of the bench along the back wall there is a frontal projection 1.8 rn wide
and jutting forward to about 1.2 m. This is a peculiar feature and cannot be easily explained. This.
may be just a device for providing accommodation for more people to sit.
The age of this cannot be made out in the absence of definite architectural items or inscriptions.
Its purpose, however, could be guessed, on analogy, as a rest or a dining hall. This is one of the well
executed caves on the Sivaneri hill, with perfectly cut sides and smoothly dressed walls, floor and roof.
To serve the need of the monks or travellers there is a cistern with its mouth in a recess just to theleft of the cave. This recess-cistern associated with the above hall probably indicate that the hall t o o
may not be earlier than the 2nd century A.D.
CAVE 25
This is another mafapa having only a large hall (4.5 m w, 45 cm d, 2.5 m h) with a low bench.
(45 cm b, 30 cm h) along the left wall and returning to run along the back wall, only to half its lengthThere is also a water cistern to its right. The walls of the cave as wall as the cistern are much ruined.
CAVE 26
This is a large lena of cells around-hall type, but with a significant difference.
The hall at present is 9.45 rn wide 7.46 m deep and 2.92 m high. The front floor of this hall to the
extent of 2.1 m is lower by an inch than the back. In the line of the difference in Boor level there are
mortises for wooden fixtures. This feature clearly points out that the front portion divided by a wooden
screen, served as the verandah. Further there are benches along the side walls of this verandah, and in
the hall proper six cells have been cut, two in the left and four in the back. The cells are roughly
cubical. The 4th cell on the back wall, however, is unusally large (3 m b, 3.9 rn d) and has a bench
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,near the end of the right wall. Holes for 18alagniexist in other cells. There was probably a lean-to roof
in thatch in front, as mortises are seen on the facade above the eave level.
At present, this cave has been very much altered by putting various additions in ashlar masonry and
used as a temple of Ganesa. So all the features seen now may not be of early date.
There is an inscription on the right wall of the verdndah but it is too much effaced to be helpful for
dating.
CAVES 27, 28
These are two excavations next to 26. Cave 27 has two cells one above the other and the lower
.cell opens through a doorway to 28. Cave 28 is a large hall with a number of benches placed along the
walls irregularly. These may be ancient caves but have lost all their original features due t o alterations
done probably in medieval times.

G E N E R A L DlSCUSSlON
The small group of 8 excavations is of some interest due to their peculiar, rather primitive nature.
Out of these four (22a, b, c, d) are only cisterns. The next three (23, 24, 25) are all nla!apas with
simple halls, but all had wooden screens. Cave 26 is the only le!ra with an accommodation for five at
least (leaving the large one with bench which appears to be of later date). It is likely that in this group
we have either early caves or caves still reatining some early characteristics. But the existence of three
ma!apas suggest that these may have been made at a time when there was much movement of people
up the hill, i.e. probably after many of the excavations on the hill had already come into existence.

GROUP IV
About a hundred metres away from the above group, moving along a path which takes alomost
half way down the hill, this group of caves locally called BIrIgadad is reached. All the caves are in a
cluster located almost adjacent to each other along a south-north scarp. The caves face east.
CAVE 29
The first excavation of the group is somewhat at a higher level than the rest and is reached by a flight
of steps cut in the rock.
This is an unfinished le!ia, and now consists of an open verandah (10.1 m b, 2.4 m d, 2.3 m h)
with its floor broken, and behind it a partly cut hall (5.5 m b, 1.9 m d, 2.3 m h). To the left of the
verandah is a small cell (1.6 m b, 1 m d, 1.9 m h) with a rectangular doorway (50 cm b, 1.9 cm h).
Inside the cell in the back wall is a small simple bench (86 cm I , 6 6 cm h, 30 cm b).
On the back wall of the verandah near the cell described above there is another unfinished cell with
a narrow featureless doorway. (The way in which this is situated suggests that this was originally
intended to be a small doorway leading into the hall).
On either side of the central d o o r ~ a y(96 cm w, 2.2 m h) of the hall there are two open windows
cut at head level. Catch-holes exist in the verandah.
There is evidence for this cave having been used with some arrangements made for fixing wooden
doors.
There is a broken cistern to the right of this excavation. It appears the cave was originally intended
l o be a rlla!apa, probably a dining hall of the type of Manrnodi 1, to have a large hall, with two doorways and a cell in the side wall of the verandah.
CAVE 30
About 10 m to the right of the above at a lower level is this excavation which is a simple ma(apc1
(Type A ii) with a plain open hall, and a cistern in front to the right.
The hall (4.9 m w, 3.9 m d, 2.7 m h) appears to have had wooden screen or a barricade in front;
there are a few mortises in the side walls and the floor.
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CAVE 31
This is a cell (2.7 m b. 2.1 m d and h) with a bench-in-recess in the left wall (76 cm b and h).
front of the cave is ruined.
There are traces of painting in this cave.

The

EXCAVATION 32
This is a bench in a recess, a view-seat.
EXCAVATION 33
Next to 32 is this Ie!ra consisting of a single cell behind a verandah. The cell (2.3 m b, 2.2 m d,
2 m h) has a bench-in-recess (1.9 m 1, 78 cm h, 68 cm b) in the right wall, and a doorway (75 cm w,
2 m h) in front. The verandah (4.1 m b, 1.8 m d) has its ceiling 22 cm higher than that of the hall.
In the left wall of the verandah is a recess (1.5 m h, 1.2 m b) with a srfipa in half relief (PI. 83).
Its lower part is broken. What remains shows the brim of the drum with railing pattern, a dome
somewhat higher than usual but with the sides having convex profile. There is the square harmikd
with railing pattern surmounted by an inverted three-stepped pyramid. Above this is the stone shaft
carrying the circular umbrella.
An inscription (Junnar No, 28) is cut on the back wall of the verandah, high up on the wall to the
left of the doorway. This records the donation of this le!la by one GiribhMi of the Apaguriyas. There
is also the mention of some permanent endowment of money made by him from the interest accruing
from which, a robe was arranged to be provided for the monk staying in this cave.
The inscription is written in ornamental characters but may be assigned to Series VI.
CAVES 34 AND 35 (FIG. 36)
These caves lying adjacently next to 33 give an impression that they belong to one unit. But on
closer examination it can be made out that they are two different caves with the dividing wall now
broken. Both are of similar design, the arrangement being two cells behind an open verandah (lena
Type B i). The middle wall in the verandah is broken. It appears it was SO in early times itself and had
been replaced by a wooden screen. Only a few mortises remain at present.
Cave 34 has the open verandah (6.8 m b, 1.6 m d, 2.8 m h) with two cells at the back (about 2.7
to 3 m b. 2.6 to 2.9 m d, 2.3 to 2.4 m h). There is also an open window (75 cm sq) at shoulder level
to the left of the doorway of the 1st cell. It has vertical chases on jambs for the wooden fixture. The
cells have no benches. Peculiarly, the floor levels of the cells are about 10 cm lower than that of the
verandah.
These two cells jut forward a little into the verandah from the line of the cells of cave 35 and the
verandah ceiling of this is about 5 cm higher than that of cave 35.
There are traces of painting on the ceiling of the cells.
Cave 35 is almost of the same dimensions as cave 34. The left cell and its doorway are broader
than the right. The right cell has a recessed-bench in the left wall. Thele are holes for the vaiagni in
both the cells.
Traces of painting exist in this cave also.

CAVES 35x, y, z
These are three water cisterns, located further to the right of 35
CAVE 36 (FIG. 36)
Next to the above cisterns is this excavation, the largest in the group. This is leqa (Type B iii b)
with a hall surrounded by twelve cells and a verandah in front. The hall (9.8 m b, 10.2 m d, 3 m h)
has a low bench running along the inner walls. The cells are arranged to be four on each side. They
vary in dimensions from 1.7 to 2.3 m in depth and 1.6 to 2.4 m in breadth and are about 2.4 m in height.
=he third cell in the left wall is unfinished.
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The sills of the cell doorways are about 22 cms above the level of the bench. All the doorways are
plain and rectangular and have vertical chases on the inner side of jambs. There are two doorways cut
in the front wall of the hall, one in the centre (1.8 m b, 2.6 m h) and the other (90 cm b, 2.1 rn h) very
near the left side wall. There are two huge rectangular windows one each on either side of the main
doorway. They are at chest level.
The verandah (10.4 m b, 1.7 m d, 2.6 m h) is partly ruined in front and any possible existence or
otherwise of the pillars and pilasters cannot be made out. An interesting feature is that the roof and
floor levels of the verandah are about 30 cm lower than those of the hall. Traces of painting exist here.
A stairway cut in the left wall of the verandah leads to cave 37 at a higher level.
This cave is a typical example of [e!la Type B iii b. However, it should be noted here that the cells
d o not have benches and the verandah roof is at a lower level than that of the hall. These two features
are commonly seen in caves of a later date and hence this cave too may be surmised to be later than
Nasik 3, 10, Ganesh Pahar 7, etc.
CAVE 37
This is a malapa of Type A i consisting of a simple hall with a frsnt verandah. 'The hall (4.8 m b, 4.5
m d, 2.1 m h) is plain and has a rectangular doorway (1 m w, 2.1 m h) in the centre of the front wall. The
verandah (5.7 m b, 1 m d, 2.6 m h) has its floor about 60 cm lower than that of the hall, and obviously
the roof too is about 10 cm lower. In front of the verandah there were two pillars in antis. The
pillars are now broken, but were unfinished even originally. However, steps hanging from the roof show
that these pillars had inverted stepped pyramidal member on the top of the capital lying over an
cimafaka shaped moulding. The pilasters too are unfinished, but appear to have been intended to be
plain and rectangular in cross-section.
The fact that the only approach to this cave is through cave 36 clearly shows that this could have
been made later than 36. But these may be almost contemporary also, this simple hall being meant as an
annexe to the large le!~a36, to serve as a bhojana Ina!apa or upa!hdna for the monks residing there.
The two are probably in the same relation as the upper and lower storeys of cave 18 in the same hill.
If so, it is likely that letla 36 too, could have had pillars of the type of 37 once (now ruined), and
these would become sufficient indicators to fix their age. The pillars in antis arrangement, the shape of
the pillars, etc., very much resemble the features seen in cave 13 of Ganesh Pahar, and the window on
either side goes with cave 7. But this [ena lacks the decoration of facade seen in both. Hence it is
likely that these caves 36 and 37 are later in date than Ganesh Pahar 7 and 13 and nearer to
Sivaneri IS. The placing of the roof and the floor of the verandah at a lower level than those of the
hall is a notable technically advanced feature.
CAVE 38
The next one is a Iena (Type A ii) with a single cell (2.3 m b, 2.28 m d and h) and a front veraridah
(4.87 rn b, 1.3 m d, 2.28 rn h)
The cell has no bench. The doorway is 86 crn broad and as high as the cell. The verandah is
partly broken. There is a recess-bench (76 cm h, 1.1 cm b, 71 cm d) in the right wall of the verandah.
Traces of painting exist.
EXCAVATIONS 38x, y
These are two featureless cisterns beyond cave 38.
CAVE 39
This is a ruined cell with a bench on the left side and a cistern to its right.
walls and bench.
EXCAVATION 40
A small recess (1.2 nl sq, 1.8 m h) with a recess-bench on the back wall.

Catch holes exist on the

This is a view-seat.
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EXCAVATION 4 1
An unfinished recess.
CAVE 42 (FIG. 37)
This is a neatly made Ie!la of Type B iii a. The hall (5.66 m b, 5.48 m d, 2.2 m h) has five cells
in all, three in the left and two in the back wall. All cells are about 2.1 m in height. They have no
benches. The cell doorways are narrow (70 cm b, 2.1 m h). The front doorway is 1.77 m w, 2.18 m h.
A broad open window (1.47 m W, 66 cm h) stretches at chest level from the doorway up to the end of the
left wall. Originally there was a thin block dividing the doorway and the window.
The verandah in front is broad and is shared by this I e w and the next cave chetiyaghara 43. The
verandah floor is broken. It was about 4.7 m wide. The front roof projects forward to about 4 m and
there is no evidence of any pillars of pilasters.
An interesting aspect of this small lepa is the presence of a slcpa in bas-relief in a niche between the
two cells in the back wall of the hall (PI. 86). Its position reminds of the later MahayPna vil~draswith
a shrine, and it is likely that simple representations like this were the precursors of the idea of introducing
a shrine within the dwelling cave.
CAVE 43 (FIG. 37)
Adjacent to and sharing the verandah of lena 42 is this cave, a chetiyaghara with some interesting
features. This belongs to the type of flat roofed chetiyagharas with rectangular hall, verandah and flat
roof. but retains some pillars inside the hall also.
As it is in the case of its neighbouring Ieya 42, the floor of the verandah is broken, the roof,
however, projects to nearly 4 metres to the edge of the scarp. A bench (75 cm h, 60 cm w) runs along
the right wall of the verandah for about 2.4 metres and further on it too is broken. There is no evidence
of any pillars or pilasters. From what remains of the verandah, it appears that it was intended to be
about 9.9 metres wide. But probably some time after the making of this chetiyaghara the partition
wall in the verandah between this and 42 was broken to join the two. Consequently the roof level of
the Ieya which was about 20 cm lower than that of the chetiyoghra was further chiselled and brought
to a common level. The evidence for this w ~ r kstill exists on the upper part of the walls in the verandah
before the lena.
There are two doorways leading into the hall. The central one (1.9 m b, 3.4 m h) has its sill
about 45 cm higher than the present level of the verandah and is approached by five steps. Its lintel
is flush with the ceiling of the verandah. The other door (1.1 m b, 2.1 m h) to the left was originally
intended to be a window only and appears to have been cut down further to form a subsidiary entrance.
To the right of the main doorway is a large rectangular window (1.8 m b, 1 m h) cut from the level of the
verandah ceiling.
A row of four pillars, two engaged ones and two in the middle, lying across the large hall divides
it into a front transverse aisle (6.2 m w. 1.4 m d, 5.5 m h) and the hall proper at the back. The pillars
rise from a low podium (about 12 cm h, 90 cm b) and are of the usual pot-base-pot-capital variety
(type D vi). The octagonal shaft slightly tapers. Above the flat top of the uppermost square plate
in each rises a square jamb. On this the roof rests directly without any architrave. The two central
pillars are 1.6 m apart from each other just on either side of the line of the jambs of the entrance doorway. The engaged pillars on the side walls are 70 cm away from the central pillars. These have 518th
part of their body jutting out so that 5 faces of the octagonal shaft are seen outside (PI. 85). The hall
behind is 9.4 m deep and 6.2 nl wide and about 5.5 ni high.14
A little in front of the back wall of this hall is a stlipo (3.1 m dia) occupying a central position just
opposite the doorway. This stipa (PI. 89) is a piece of excellent workmanship. It has a drum, rising
on a socle of three steps, with its brim ornamented with rail pattern. The dome above is a hemisphere
with its lower part much inclined inwards. Above this is the square ;rartniko decorated with rail pattern
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and surmounted by the five-stepped inverted pyramid. From the Bat top of the upper most plate a thick
stave in stone rises to carry a circular umbrella with a heavy central boss, cut in the ceiling.
The measurements of this clze~iyagliaradisplay some coherent mathematical basis. It can be made
out from the drawings and the measurements described above that the hall behind the transverse aisle
has its length roughly 14 times the breadth and its height is 315th of the length. The diameter of
the stripa is exactly half of the width of the hall and is placed in such a position that the distances
between the edge of the stiipa and the hind and side walls in every case is one quarter of the width of
the hall. A line drawn across the hall in front of the strips cuts the length of the hall proper into two
equal parts. The transverse aisle is as wide as the hall itself. Its depth is 114th of the width roughly.
The central doorway is roughly in 1 : 2 proportion in its width and height and the height itself is 213rd
the total height of the hall. The side window too shows the 2 : 3 proportion in height and width.
Despite the neat execution in measurements and finish, this chetiyaghara is peculiar in design,
without precedence or following, and will have to be considered as an aberrant type. However, the
circumstances which led the architect to clioose this design may be suggested by comparing this with
other flat roofed chaitja halls. This appears in logical succession to many others wherein can be seen
the process of continued attempts on the part of the local architects to evolve a plan for the chetiyaghara,
which well-suited to the rock medium and the local climatic conditions. It has already been described
above how, the chetiyagharas 14 of Ganesh Pahar and 2 of Sivaneri have become progressively simple
and utilitarian. In the present example the verandah has been arranged in such a way, with its roof
much below that of the hall to provide complete protection from sun and rain to the doorway and the
interior. And the usual decorative work seen in the facade, i.e., the ornamented backed bench, the
pillars in antis, the railing on the fronton of the cave, which were all still exposed to the elements of
nature have been done away with. It is likely that the architects had realised how these elements of
nature affect adversly the carvings on the facade, wrought with the bestowal of much money and labour,
almost disfiguring them slowly by erosion or by the growth of moss and lichen. So even the pillars
have been taken inside the hall by the architect who designed the present chetiyaghora. This served a
double purpose. Beside preserving the pillars, the invariable associates of the chetiyaghara, they have
been disposed in such a way as to give the impression of nave and aisles, as seen in many other places
of worship. At the sametime, probably unconsciously, the monotonous vacuum of the pillarless flatroofed chaitya halls has been removed by the introduction of the two pillars inside; these pillars act as
a beautiful carved frame to the neatly done siripa behind, and the aesthetic effect produced by this can
be appreciated only on the spot.
These new architectural innovations indicate that this chetiyaghora may be later than Ganesh Pahar
14 and Sivaneri 2. This is substantiated further by the form of the strip11 also.
A more conclusive evidence is in the inscription carved in the verandah (Junnar No. 29). It
records that this cheiiyaghara is a donation of one Virasena the chief of the gahapatis, made for 'the
good and pleasure of the whole world.' This phrase 'Sava-loka-hita srrkh6ya' is a statement appearing
in later inscriptions only and as one probably associated with the changing ideas and ideals in the
Buddhist creed itself, when the good of others was considered to be more important than achieving
personal salvation, an idea which plays an important role in MahByfinisrn. The characters employed in
writing the inscription are much developed and go with palaeographical series VII. The cave may
belong to the latter part of the 3rd century A.D.
These considerations would show that here in chetiyaghara 43 the forms of one of the latest type of
the flat roofed chetiyagharas is to be seen. Hersin is an ingenious architectural work where both utilitarian and aesthetic needs have been well-harmonized.
EXCAVATION 43a
This is a cistern to the right of the verandah of the above che~iyagharaand probably this was associated with that excavation itself. The cistern is much ruined.
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EXCAVATIONS 44,45 AND 46
Next to the above are three cisterns-in-recess. An inscription in the recess of 46 (Junnar No. 30)
records that two cisterns were donated by one Irila a Yavana of the Gat& country. The characters arc
of Series VI.
CAVE 47
Next to the above is a simple cell (2.3 m sq, 1.9 m h) with a doorway (75 cm b, 1.9 m h) and an
open verandah (1.9 m b and h, 1.3 m d).
EXCAVATION 48
Next to the above and last of this series is a broken cistern-in-recess. There is an inscription
(Junnar No. 31) on its back wall, written in characters of Series VI. This records the donation of a
cistern and a leya by one Siva-pilanik2, wife of Giriboti of the Apaguriyas. Some permanent endowment
(akhaj,anivi) was also given by her.
The cistern referred to is obviously the one in which the inscription is seen and the cave referred
must be cave 47 by the side of this cistern. This inscription is important, as it establishes the continuation of the practice of cutting cisterns with mouths in recess (Type A ii), and the single celled Ienar
with verandah (Type A ii) even in the 3rd century A.D. It may also be noted that lena 33 of Type
A ii too is contemporary to this being donated by the husband of the lady who was responsible for the
present donation.

GENERAL DISCUSSION
The Barigadad is the biggest among the groups in the Sivaneri hill with a total of 26 excavations
(including the minor ones). Out of these there is one flat-roofed chetiyaghara with a capacity in the
hall in front of the srtipa for a congregation of at least 40 persons. There are two big lenas of the hall
surrounded by cells type (B iii b) accommodating at least 16 monks, two Ienas of cells behind verandah!
type (B i) accommodating at least 4, and five single-celled legas (A ii type) accommodating 5 monks.
The total monk-capacity in the group would be about 25. For these there are two open halls (30, 37)
to sit and deliberate or to dine, and three long seats in recess, probably as view-seats, and I I water
cisterns. In all, this appears to have been a group well-provided with all the architectural necessities f o r
the monastery.
The caves of this group appear to have been made in a short span of time. All the four inscriptions
in this group, three of Series VI and one of Series VII, are to be dated to the 3rd century A.D. However.
the earliest excavations here appear to be caves 34 and 35 which follow the pattern of many in Manmodi.
Then came probably caves with single cells and cells arround hall (36 and 42) and along with this the
cheti.vaghara. It is difficult to fix the age of the others. The cheriyaghara (43) is the most important
of the excavations in this group marking an important stage in the evolution of the chairya halls, and.
possibly, this is the last of the cheriyagharas in the Sivaneri group and for that matter in Junnar itself-

GROUP V
This group of caves is on the west face of the hill and can be reached either by a path from t h e
town by climbing the hill from the northern end, or by crossing the pointed northern end of the hill
from the upper cave group 111 on the east face. These caves are at a higher level than those on the
east face. Though there are only 12 excavations (including cisterns) in this group, the whole length of
about 500 metres of the west face of the hill has to be traversed to reach all of them as these caves stand
isolated at considerable distances from one another. All the caves face west. The numbering of caves
in the present account is from north to south.
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CAVE 49 (FIG. 38)
This is the northern most excavation on the west face. This consists of a simple hall and a verandah.
T h e hall (9.3 nl w, 8.4 m d, 2.6 m h) has a run of low bench all along the inner sides. The front wall
,of the hall is pierced into by a central doorway (1.5 m b, 2.4 m h) and an open window on either side
,of the doorway. These windows (58 cm h) are cut at chest level. The verandah (9.75 m b, 1.06 m d)
had 4 pillars in antis in front. No pillar is preserved but there are four stepped inverted pyramidal abaci
still attached to the architrave under the roof (PI. 87). These abaci are finely finished and have square
holes in the centre of the bottom most plate, probably to receive the tennons of wooden shafts.46
.On analogy it can be surmised that the pillars were of the pot-base-pot-capital type. The pilasters
are of plain rectangular cross section. In front of the verandah there is still some flat place, in which
a line of holes can be seen. The rock above forming the roof projects in front of the architrave for
about 1.2 m. The holes in the floor are also just at that line. It is possible that these holes were
intended for some sort of a balustrade or fencing. The plan of tbis cave clearly shows tbis to be a benched
ma!apa, probably a dining hall.
There are fine paintings still preserved on the ceiling of both the hall and the verandah.
EXCAVATION 49a
A broken cisteru to the right of the above cave.
C A V E 50
About 9 m to the south of 49 is this single celled lena (2.2 m d, 2.1 m b and h) with an open
verandah. The front and side walls are broken, but traces of plaster and painting exist on the ceiling.
EXCAVATIONS 51a, b, c, d, e
intervals between caves 50 and 52.
These are cisterns, now broken and filled up, situated at irreg~~lar
CAVE 52 (FIG. 38)
About 100 meters south of 50 is a lena (Type B iii b) with four cells around a hall and a front
verandah. The hall (4.7 m b, 4.4 ni d, 2.4 m h) has two cells in the back wall and one each in the
side walls. Except the left cell the others have a simple bench each, and also holes for the valagni.
The benchless left cell, however, is a little smaller than the others. The doorways of the cells are narrow
(about 65 cm) and they are plain and as high as the cells.
In the front wall of the hall is the central doorway (1.3 m b, 2.2 m h) and two windows (about
1.4 m b. 75 cm h). one on each side of the doorway. set at chest level.
The verandah (5.9 m b, 1.8 m d. 2.2 In h) has its ceiling in the same level as that of the hall. The
floor and front are broken.
This Ie!ia, on the basis of ground plan can be classed along with caves 18 and 46 of Sivaneri.
Whether pillars existed here also or otherwise cannot be ascertained. But the fact that the verandah
ceiling is in the same level as that of the hall. even though this cave is facing west and is open to the
gushing monsoonal wind and rain, probably shows that this Ie~iais of an earlier date, when architectural
solution for this climatic nuisance had not yet been well-evolved. Though nothing can be said in the
.absence of any other substantiating evidence, the presence of benches in cells in contrast to their absence
in most of the definitely later Ietlas in Sivaneri is probably a feature indicating that this is anterior to the
,others of the 'cells-around-hall' type of le!ias on the Sivaneri hill.
The use of simple benches in the cells of this Ie!~ais also noteworthy. Another interesting feature
,is that while most of the lenas of this class which are definitely assignable to the 2nd century A.D. and
later like Nasik 3, Ganesh Pahar 7. etc.. have the low bench running along the three inner walls,
t h e present cave does not possess that feature. This may indicate a somewhat earlier date in which the
tradition of having only a simple hall in lefias of B ii b variety was there. But the presence of large
.open windows on either side connects this with Nasik 3, etc. So stylistically, it appears, this lena
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represents an intermediate position in the evolutionary stages of the lenas of B ii b type and hence could
be placed possibly in the 1st century A.D.
CAVE 53
About 8 m further south of the above is a ruined single-celled Iena (3.1 m b, 2.2 m d, 1.9 m h)
with a simple bench along the left wall.
CAVE 54
Is an unfinished excavation, now having only an irregular hall (1.8 m b, 2.1 m d, 1.6 m h). The
front is broken. This is located at about 20 meters south of cave 53, at a higher level.
CAVE 55
About 6 m further from the above is this cave, a simple hall (4.7 m b, 5.3 m d, 2.3 m h). The
front wall is broken, but thr side walls and ceiling have some holes indicating that a wooden screen
was there dividing this cave into a hall and a verandah. Traces of painting also exist.
To the left of the cave is a broken cistern.
GENERAL DlSCUSSlON
These caves on the western flank of the Sivaneri hill are all simple excavations without any architectural pretensions. Out of the twelve excavations there is not even a single Clleriyaghara. There
is one Iena of cells-around-hall type with accommodation for 4 monks and two single-celled ones meant
for two monks. At the most there might not have been more than 5 or 6 monks permanently residing
here, and this may be the cause for the absence of chetiyaghara also. But peculiarly enough there
are three halls (49, 54 and 55) in this group serving as dining or rest halls. The rest are water cisterns,
8 in all. The cisterns (50a, b, c, d, e) strewn along a distance probably suggest that here was a path.
Further south of the last excavation described above, there appears to be few more cisterns along the
same ledge path, not accessible now. If these too are taken into consideration, it can be inferred that
this path led towards the cave group on the south side of the hill (to be described below). These
excavations on the west face of the hill show in the very nature of their location that they were never
intended to be a compact monastic unit.
In this series, however, on grounds of typological analysis lena 52 can be considered as the earliest
and datable to about the 1st century A.D. Cave 49, by virtue of its pillar type would belong to late
2nd or early 3rd century A.D. As far as the other malapas and cisterns it may just be stated that they
were meant more for the travellers going up the hill, possibly to group V1 on the southern side and hence
could have been made after the major excavations in that group had come into existence (see below).

GROUP V i
The caves of this group are situated at a high level up the southern scarp and are within the secons
line of fortification on the hill. It appears many of these excavations were in use for some purpose
or the other in medieaval times, and hence the caves are slightly altered or damaged. The caves range
in an east-west direction and face south. The numbers here are from east to west.
CAVE 56
This cave, the easternmost of the series, was once a flat-roofed c'letiyaghara. Now this serves asthe temple for the Hindu goddess SivZbii. The cave is much altered, but the ancient rectangular hall
isstill there. The strjpa which once existed in the hall has been chiselled off to give room for the idol
of the goddess. The umbrella cut in the roof still remains. The front of the hall is also broken.
CAVE 57 ( F l a . 37)
At a lower level, to the left of 56, is this lena (A ii) with a single cell (1.8 m d. 2.1 m b and h ), and
an open verandah (3.1 m b, 1.6 m d, 2.3 m h). The verandah had plain pilasters in front but they a r e
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partly broken. The verandah roof is at a higher level than that of the cell.
i s somewhat of an early date.

It is likely that this Ie!lp

CAVE 58
An unfinished cell to the left of the above.
C A V E 59 (FIG. 38)
Further west of the above is this le!~a(Typf: A iv a) with a cell and a recess behind a verandah.
The cell (3 m b. 2.3 m d, 2.1 m h) has in its back wall towards right a recess (1 rn b, 1.8 In d,
2.1 m h) and in the left wall a bench-in-recess (68 cm b, 1.8 rn 1, 75 cm h). The front wall of the cell
i s broken, but traces of a doorway (68 cni w) still remain. The verandah (7.3 m b, 1.5 m d, 2.3 rn h) has
i t s ceiling at a little higher level than that of the cell.
An inscription (Junnar 32) on the back wall of the verandah records that this cave is a donation of
one Isipilita son of UgBha. The letters are assignable palaeographically to Series V c and hence the
cave is datable to the latter part of the 2nd century A.D.
'

CAVE 60 (FIG. 38)
This is a lena of cell-recess-hall type (A iv) like caves 8, 10, 12 etc of Ganesh Pahar. This and the
previous one are the only caves of the kind on the Sivaneri hill. The hall (4.4 rn b, 2.5 rn d, 2.3 m h)
has its floor and ceiling broken in front, and the verandah, if there was one, has completely disappeared.
There is a recess in the left wall of the hall (1.5 rn b, 62 crn d, 77 crn h), cut about 60 crn above the
floor level. The cell (2.4 m b, 2.1 rn d and h), is towards right in the back wall. This has a benchin-recess (2.3 rn b, 60 crn d, 70 cm h). The doorway of the cell is 78 crn wide and as high as the cell.
A n open window (30 crn b, 45 crn h) is cut to the right of the doorway.
The deep recess (90 cm b, 1.5 rn d, 2.1 m h) is to the left in the back wall.
EXCAVATION 61
Next to 60 is this recess (1.4 m b, 1.5 m d, 2.1 m h) which appears to have been part of a cell with a
bench at the back. It is now much ruined and opens partly to the verandah of 60.
EXCAVATION 62
A broken water cistern.
EXCAVATION 63

An unfinished open seat in recess (view-scat-90 cm w, 2.7 m 1, 1.5 m h).
CAVE 61 (FIG.38)
About 10 metres further west is an open hall (5.8 In b, 4.4 rn d, 2.4 m h) with a low bench running
along the three inner walls. The front is open, but two pilasters, which were probably rectangular in
section are at either end in front of the hall. Along the line of these pilasters and also a little further
to the front many mortises cut in the floor are seen. There are corresponding mortises in the roof also.
I t is likely that the front portion of this hall had been covered by a wooden screen.
There is a cistern a little to the west of the above.
An inscription (No. 33) cut on the left side wall, mentions this cave as Bhojano molopo. The
,characters of the record belong to palaeographical Series VII and the cave is datable to the latter part
of 3rd century A.D. The cave was a donation of one Yavona Chita of the G a t i country.
CAVE 65
This is an unfinished single cell with a verandah.
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CAVE 66 (FIG. 38)
Next to the above, beyond three huge water cisterns (which may be the works of medimval times)
is this cave, a small flat roofed chetivaghara consisting of a cell and a verandah.
The hall (3 m b, 6.2 m 1, 3.8 m h) has a srfipa placed about 3.6 m behind and directly opposite
the front doorway, with a distance of 56 cm to the side and back walls. The doorway (1.6 m b, 3.1 m h)
in the front wall is the only source of light for the hall. The verandah (6.8 m b, 93 cm d) in front
is on the same level as the hall but its ceiling is low being at a height of 3.1 m above from the floor.
On either side of the passage leading to the central doorway in the front part of the verandah, there
was once a low bench from which rose a pillar at the inner end and an engaged one at the wall end.
Now both the pillars and the left pilaster and also the benches are ruined. But there is indication in
the floor that the low podium was about 45 cm thick and the pillars and pilasters were of the potcapital-pot-base type (D vi). The engaged pillar on the right wall (PI. 88) is partly preserved and shows
that 118th of the pillar only had been attached to the wall, while 718th of it jutted out.
A door cut in the right wall leads to a lena (cave 67) next to this.
The chetiyagltara 66 is another simple but elegantly executed cave favoured with high quality
workmanship and agreeable mathematical proportions in architectural design. Unfortunately, however,
the front portion of the verandah is broken, but this does not preclude the onlooker from visualizing the
quality of the work.
It can be seen from the plan, sectional elevation and the measurements given above that the hall
is almost in 2 : 1 proportion as far as the length and breadth are concerned and is 4 : 5 with reference to
the width and height. The sriipa diameter is 2/3rd of the width and is placed in such a way as to leave
equal spaces between that and the side and the back walls. The doorway is roughly half the width
and its height is almost double its own width. The verandah roof in front is at a low level almost flush
with the lintel of the hall door. The verandah is again almost 1 : 4 : 2 proportion with reference to the
depth (including the podium) width and height respectively.
This chetiyaghara- with its pillar type, the 718th part jutting attached pillar and the lowered level
of the verandah ceiling-is homogeneous with cave 2 of Sivaneri, and the date of this too may be somewhere near that. The cave can be placed stylistically to a stage nearer to Manmodi 2 also with the
use of similar type and disposition of pillars and pilasters. But the present one is certainly later than
Manmodi 2 as here probably for the first time in flat-roofed chetiyagharos the verandah ceiling appears
at a lower level than that of the hall. The shape of the sttipa (PI. 90) would indicate that this should
be considered as one of the earliest of the flat roofed type; there is no umbrella cut in the roof,'O
which is a feature in other flat roofed chaitya halls and heoce may probably be earlier than even Ganesh
Pahar 14.
This cave is a donation of Isipiilita son of UgHha, the man who has donated cave 59 of the same
group. The letters of this inscription belong to Series V C and hence the cave is datable to the latter
part of the 2nd century A.D.
CAVE 67
Is adjacent to 66, led into by a door cut in the left wall of the latter.
This is a simple hall (7.5 m 1, 6.8 m w, 2.5 m h) with a bench (2.1 m b and h) running all along
the entire length of the right wall. The doorway to this is in the centre of the front wall. The front
portion is broken. This cave is of a later date than its neighbour 66, as unhewn surfaces on the
left wall of this cave indicate that these had been left as such with the fear of damaging the thin wall
dividing this from 66. The door cut in this wall leading to the verandah of 66 may be a later addition.
EXCAVATIONS 67x, y
Two broken cisterns beyond 67.
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CAVE 68 (FIG. 38)

This is a simple cell (1.8 m d, 2.1 m b and h) with a doorway (90 cm b, 2.1 m h) and a verandah
in front which is of the same dimension as the cell, but with its front part broken. There is a bench
along the left wall.
EXCAVATION 68x
To the right of this cell is a deep recess.

Probably this is an excavation of mediaeval times.

GENERAL DISCUSSION
The south face excavations (group VI) of the Sivaneri hill are all of simple type. There were two
cltetiyagharas 56 and 66 of which the latter is earlier than 56 as indicated by the absence of stone cut
umbrella in the former but presence of the same in the latter. But in contrast to the existence of two
halls of worship with a capacity to accommodate at least 40 devotees at a time together, there are
only three single celled le!ra in which hardly 3 monks could have stayed. This probably suggests
that these cheliyagharas were serving the needs of a floating population. The two halls,
rna!apas, 64 and 67 would also indicate such a use not by the three monks living in the place but by
people resorting to these cl~etiyagharas. It is likely that path leading from the Nanaghat pass to
the Junnar town might have been along the bank of the Mina, which flows just to the south of the
Sivaneri hill. If so these caves would be the first to be reached by travellers moving from Nanaghat
to Junnar, and the chetiyagharas would have served their religious needs and the halls were there for
them to rest or dine. Cave 64 is clearly referred to in the inscription as a dining hall. It is, however
intriguing that there are only two cisterns assignable to that period, but there is every likelyhood that
there were several more, which have been converted for different uses in mediaeval times. In this group
of caves, the inscriptions betray that the chaitya hall 66 and the Iena 59 belong to the same date, and
with these also go the inafapa 67. The bhojana malapas 64 is somewhat of a later date. The dates of
other excavations cannot be fixed. But cave 60 of the hall-cell-recess type would, however, go with
similar excaxations in Ganesh Pahar.17

KANHERI
Kanheri, situated just to north of Bombay, is one of the biggest Buddhist centres on the Konkan
coast. The beginning of its history is almost coeval with the introduction of Buddhism to southern
India, and this religion and its monastic establishment flourished uninterruptedly for a greater length
of time here than in any other place south of the Vindhyas. In the course of about 1500 years of its
life, like buddhism itself, Kanheri too had its chequered career, starting unpretentiously on a small
scale, growing stronger with great patronage and activity and running through times when it began to
languish with internal indolence and external apathy, until it petered out from the religious scene around
the 13th century A . D . Here, however, only the earliest phase of architectural activities at Kanheri is
covered.
The caves are cut in a huge trappean outcrop, 'a bubble of rock' as described aptly by Fel.gusson,
rcising from the plain coastal strip, which actually forms part of a small chain of hills in the northern
part of the Salsette islands. Most on the caves are located in small clusters between 60 and 90 m above
the surrounding plain.
Ancient inscriptions provide the name of Kanheri as Kanhasela.'
There are about 120 excavations at this place and 87 of them (75 out of 101 numbered caves) belong
to the period of our interest. The numbers of caves used are here mostly those given by the Archaeological Survey of India recently.'

CAVE 2 (FIG. 39; PL. 91)
This cave, which is much broken in the front and looks like one simple unit actually consisted of
six separate excavations, wrought in different times. These have been subdivided here as 2a, 2b etc.
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CAVE 2a
This is the southernmost of 2. It is a simple cell (1.2 m sq, 1.5 m h).

Its front is broken.

CAVE 2b
This is adjacent to the above. Its left and front walls are broken and its original plan can not be
made out easily.
Now a transverse middle wall divides a hall into a back cell (1.8 m b, 1.6 m d, 2.3 m h) and an
open area in front. The cell has a bench (68 cm b, 50 cm h) along the right wall. The doorway
(81 cm W, 2.3 m h) is completely broken except for an indication on the floor.
On the right side of the area in front of the cell is a bench (75 cm h, 1.8 m 1, 53 cm b) of recess
type, the recess itself being 1.1 m high. What remains of this cave suggests that this may have been
a Ie!~aof type A iii.
CAVE 2c

(FIG. 8(2))

This is a flat roofed rectangular chetiyaghara (3.6 m b, 2.9 m h and a little more than 6.7 m d).
But its walls are not well-cut and the measurements vary a little as a result of some later attempts to cut
Buddhist sculptures on the walls. Now there is a clear difference of about a metre in the width between
the front and back. A sriipa (PI. 92) is placed at the inner end of the rectangular hall, about 75 cm
in front of the back wall, and with almost the same distance from the side walls.
This stlipa (about 2m dia) has a tapering drum raised over a socle and is ornamented with railing
pattern at the brim. The dome is 314th sphere with incurved bottom. The harrnikd and the capital
are roughly carved. An umbrella is carved in the roof above. The srQa belongs to Type D.
CAVE 2d
This too is a flat roofed chetiyaghara, but is smaller than 2c (2.9 m b, 3.1 m h). The side walls
are broken in front. But the position of the original doorway can be inferred from two steps which
still survive in front, and from this the original length of this chaitya hall can be estimated to be about
3.7 m. A sttipa (2.1 m dia) was at the back of the hall, 60 cm away from each of the three inner
walls. Only the drum of the stlipa remains now to a height of about 90 cm. Its sides taper a little bit.
CAVE 2e (FIG. 5 (2))
This is the most interesting of the group and probably the earliest of the extant Kanheri excavations.
This too is a flat roofed rectangular chetiyaghara with a broken front.
The rectangular hall is 4.57 m broad and 4.1 1 m high. The length cannot be made out easily as
the front wall is completely broken. The side walls too are ruined to a great extent. An indication,
however, exists in front on the floor, in a small flight of steps with two huge rectangular mortises (about
60 cm b, 32 cm I, 20 cm d ) on either sidc. It is possible that this marks the position of the original
doorway. If so the length of the hall would have been about 9 m.
The stlipa is placed as usual at the inner end of the hall about 1.1 m away from the back and sidc
walls. It is small and simple (PI. 93). The dimensions of this stiipa with the low drum and high dome,
its polished surface and the absence of even the harmikci are all indicative of its high antiquity. It has
been shown above how in these features this stiipa represents a stage earlier than the stiipa in the great
chaitj9a hall at Bhaja (see p. 72) and belongs probablv to the early part of the latter half of the 3rd
century B.C.
It is no wonder that Kanheri being very near Sopara, to which town Buddhism was to arrive fist
in the Konkan area according to tradition (see note 152 to chapter 111). is to be the one to experiment
first with the rock-cut cllaitya halls. The present chetiyaghara being the earliest so far known in this
area, it is also the simplest, bereft of any attempt towards high architectural pretensions and forms. It
is, however, a problem to explain the absence of any other cave at Kanheri itself which could be dated
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along with this chaitya hall. But it is likely that very small hewings as cave 2a described above may
have existed here on either side of this chetiyaghara, which, however, were enlarged in later times. It
is also possible that this chetiyaghara was serving the religious needs of the Buddhist anchorites who
preferred to stay in secluded natural caverns or small huts, In accordance with the prescriptions of the
early Vinaya texts (p. 36).
CAVE 2f
Intervening between the above chetiyaghara 2e and the great chaitya hall 3, is this excavation of
irregular plan and crude workmanship, consisting of a large hall with a bench running along the three
inner sides and two cells cut adjacently in the back wall. The hall is 16.5 m wide in the back and about
1.2 m less in the front. The roof and the floor in the front are now broken, but the extant indications
reveal that the cave was about 10.3 m deep. The bench running in the hall along the three inner walls
is 60 cm high and 70 cm broad. It is well-preserved along the north and back wall, but the southern
bench is at present only about 2.1 m long, and it is likely that it was not more than that even originally.
The two cells in the back wall are at a higher level with their door sills 30 cm above the level of the
bench. Their doorways are plain and rectangular (80 cm b, 2.1 rn h). Both the cells are of equal size
(about 2.65 m d and b, 2.6 m h) and each has a bench (60 cm h and b) along the right wall. The hall roof
is about 3.8 m high in the northern end and this slopes down gradually to about 3 m height at the
southern end. There are three large rectangular water cisterns with open top (about 1.2 m b, 2.1 m 1)
cut in a row just in front of the facade.
This cave is hardly a vihcira (lena), as contended by earlier scholars. The expenditure of much
labour and money for making such a large ha11 (16.5 m b, 10.3 m d) with only two cells cut in the back
indicates that the hall was more important than the cells, for the purpose for which the cave was
intended.'
The large hall with the seat running along the three inner sides indicate that it is a ma!apa. The pair
of cells at the back which is an additional element in the present cave can be suggested as meant
for casual itinerary monks or as store rooms in which the food to be distributed may have been kept.
However, a proper icterpretation of the inscriptions engraved here provides welcome evidence for a
better understanding of the purpose of this cave. There are three inscriptions here -(Kanheri
Nos. 1. 2. 3).j
The first inscription is on the back wall of the hall, to the left of the doorway of the right cell and
reads :
1. Ndsikasa Ncika
2. nakasa sots deyadhama
This has been translated as 'A seat, the meritorious gift of Niganaka (Nikanaka) of Nasik'.
The second inscription stated by Burgess to be "in cave No. 11, near a t a n k is actually again on
the back wall to the left of the doorway of the left cell. This reads :
1. Kaliyaiia sullana-kcirass Sdr~ida
2. tasa saha saghma pdniycika deyadhamma
It is translated as "A cistern (?),the meritorious gift of the goldsmith Simidata of Kalyana, associated
with the community of ascetics and lay brethern".
The third inscription which is a new discovery is carved on the top of an opcn cistern in front of the
cave, and reads :
I . Kaliaiiasa ncgamasa Chita ......
2. Kiyasa [pritosa] Vasrryata~apodhi deyadho [ma]
It means, 'The cistern, the meritorious gift of Vasuyata son of Chita ...... kiya of the guild of
Kalyina.'
Burgess contended that the first inscription refers to the stone bench in the hall taking the word
'sara' to be a corruption of Skt. 'Sadah', and his approach for such an interpretation is guided by the
wrong notion that the inscription is 'on the back wall of cave 11, above a bench.' Rather the word
'Sara' (Skt. sutra) is commonplace in Prakrit language meaning among other things, 'an alms house'.
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A Praknt dictionary clearly describes this word as 'the place where cooked rice, etc., arc given'' and
the word satra is used in the same sense in many of the Indian languages. This leads us to infer that
the cell by the side of which this inscription is seen was meant to distribute food.
The second inscription carved by the side of another cell records the donation of a 'pdniyoka.' By
virtue of the very location of the in~cription,~
it can be contended that it refers to the cell and not to the
water cisterns which are all cut at a distance in front of the cave. The word commonly used for water
cistern in the Prakrit inscriptions of the age of podhi, and it is unimaginable why a rare word like
'pri!liyaka' (to mean cistern) had to be used i n ~ t e a d . ~
The third inscription at the very cave records the
gift of a podhi. So this 'priniyaka' may be something else.
The distribution of food and beverages (usually sweetened water) to people visiting holy places is a
practice widespread in India. In the present context, while the first cell, 'sofa',was the place where
food was distributed, the second cell, 'pd!~iyaka',could be the place where the beverages were distributed
(Pd!~i)~aka=Piniyaka).
These contentions explain the architectural composition of the present cave that the two cells in the
back wall were rooms in which the food and drink used to be kept and the large hall with seats around
was meant for the persons who received the same; the huge open cisterns in front were to serve a n
important need in eating places, to provide water for washing. The fact that they are broader, have open
top, and are three in a line also suggests that these could not have been pdniya-podhis.
So, cave 2f is an almonry. Whether this was meant for the resident monks, or wandering monks o r
the lay devotees who used to come to this place cannot be made out. However, it should be noted that
even the sari~glra was associated with this charitable act, which means that the samgha by this time had
begun to own money or property, a fact to be taken note of for the history of Buddhist monachism.
On palaeographical grounds, all these inscriptions belong to Series V B and are hence datable t o
the latter part of the 2nd century A.D.
CAVE 3x AND 3y
Just in front of the cistern to the left of cave 2f and partly in front of the right parapet wall of cave
3 is a long seat with back. By its side are two steps leading up to a large flat area cut in front of t h e
right parapet of cave 3. The purpose of the latter is not known.
CAVE 3 (FIGS.39, 6 (2): PLS. 94-99)
This is the largest excavation at Kanheri, and one of the largest of the chetiyagharas in the whole o f
Konkan and Western Deccan. This is next only in dimensions to that at Karle. but if the amount of
labour involved to cut the whole complex is taken into consideration this happens to be the costliest
rock-cut architectural work undertaken in this area in the period under consideration. But it will
become clear as we proceed with the discriptions that this work is not the result of one man's donation
nor was it wrought in one period.
The chetiyagharn resembles closely the chaitya hall at Karle. This too consists of a large rectangular hall with semi-circular back (apsidal). a verandah and a spacious open court in front. The interior
hall is 26.36 rn long and 13.66 m wide. A colonnade of 34 pillars (4.27 m h) has been arranged in a
way so as to run parallel to all the inner walls, thus dividing the hall into a central nave (6.7 rn 1, 1.8 m W)
aisles (1.5 m w) along sides and back and a rectangular transverse aisle in front. A huge strips is placed
at the back end of the nave. The pillar types used in this, however, are not identical, nor is there symmetry
in the arrangement of different type of pillars. The central two pillars in the front line parallel to the
front wall are simple octagonal shafts with no base or capital. The extreme pillars in the same line are
also of the same type but arc provided with a rectangular projection running along the whole length o f '
the pillar on one of its faces (Type B). This pillar, however, is similar to those in such positions in the
chetiyapharas at Bedsa, Ajinta 9, etc.
The first six pillars, counted from the front line, on either of the side rows, are of the type found
in the chaitya hall at Karle and consist of the stepped pyramid and pot, both at the base and capital, and
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further have s .ulptured abaci (Type D v a). The next five pillars of the northern line are also of the
same type but peculiarly the base members are absent there (Type D v b).@ The corresponding pillars
in the southern row, however, are much too simple, and lack the pot and stepped pyramidal members,
both at the base and the capital. They are slender octagonal shafts with only a simple rectangular plate
.on the head. The pillars further behind, which run along the apsidal portion of the nave are again
simple octagonal shafts. The roof over the apsidal part and the aisles (side as wall as transverse) is flat,
but that on the nave is barrel vaulted. The triforium rises straight over the head of the pillars to a height
of about 3.6 m and above this is the curved roof, its apex being 12.9 m above the level of the floor.
The curved wooden rafters which once braced this vault roof are no more extant, but enough indications
to show the original positions of these, in the form of impressions on the roof, and mortises
*ewn on the triforium.
A huge sttipa (4.9 m dia, 6.7 m h) is placed in the middle of the nave at back end equidistant from
.the back and side walls. Its drum rises in two steps and is bereft of any ornamentation. A row of
mortises (about 18 cm sq and d) are cut at mid-height of the lower steps of the drum. The dome
is almost hemispherical. The harmikri is small and is decorated with vedikd pattern. Its top is broken.
The verandah is about 3.8 m deep, 11.4 m wide and 11.1 m high and its roof is flat. The wall
screening the inner hall from the verandah is almost plain and is divided into two parts in front elevation.
The lower part is pierced by three doorways, big central one leading to the nave and a small one
.on either side leading to the aisles. The upper part has a deep cut semi-circular window shedding
light on to the sttipa, but there is no decorative work either on the soffit or on its outer face. A few
mortises, however, are present on the sofit and in the plain face over the apex of the semi-circular
window. It is likely that any decoration, if present, could have been done with wood work fixed into
these mortises. The wall surfaces between the central doorway and the side doorways on either side are
carved with huge rectangular panels consisting of two pairs of mithuna figures in each. These are
framed by decorative sill and lintel at the bottom and top and finely carved pilasters of the pot-base-potcapital variety on either side. There are also a number of sculptures of Buddha on all the walls of the
verandah. These are of a date far later than the making of the cave itself. The front of the verandah
is again screened by a thick rock-cut wall. This consists of the return walls extending from either side
for a distance of 2.7 m and end with two massive square pillars on either side of the entrance passage.
The pillars rise from the end of a low parapet connecting these with the side walls. Large open windows
have been cut above the parapet between the pillars and the side return walls. The entrance passage is
about 3 m wide and 7.5 In high and its head and heads of the windows are set in the same level. The
rock mass above this is further pierced into by five rectangular windows arranged in a line, and these
look like doorways, flanked by square pillars, meant for rooms in an upper, but practically they serve as
windows allowing light into the verandah.
111front of this screen wall is the huge open court, cut mainly to provide the height needed for the
facade and interior work. This is an irregular quadrilateral on plan and is about 9 m deep. The width
varies From 8.5 to l l m.
In the open court, to the left is a cell entered into through a verandah. The walls of this are
:adorned with MahjiySna sculptures. Two gigantic engaged pillars, about 9 m high, have been cut, one
,each on either of the side walls. These are of Type D v a, with pot-base-pot-capital variety and look
almost like freestanding pillars, but for the single face of the oclagonal shaft attached to the walls.
Four huge mortises cut in the floor in the line of the pillars possibly suggest the existence of heavy
wooden posts which may have supported a lean-to-roof in thatch resting on the front screen wall at the
other end.
The front portion of the open court has a low parapet running on either side of the entrance.
'They have square posts at the entrance ends and similar ones at the wall ends. All these are carved with
sculptures of Yaksas or Ptirnaghatas and the screen itself has on the outerside railing decoration in relief,
with lotus design carved on both uprights and cross bars. The court is approached by a flight of six
steps from the plain ground in front.
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All the architectural parts of the cave described above appear at first glance to be part of a coherent
plan. But it is otherwise.
A close observation of the positions and method of delineation of the different members of this
ciiaitya hall reveals that the whole thing is not a piece of single design; there are at least four stages in
the making of this cave. The Buddha figures cut on the walls of the verandah and the open court and
in the small lena hewn in the north wall of the open court are the latest and of Mah5y;ina times, and
hence do not fall under the purview of present discussion.
So far as the remaining parts are concerned, the stages of work can be recognized with the help of
stylistic variations of different members. It is known from Junnar-Manmodi 26, 40 and other unfinished
chetiyagharas, that the nave, the vaulted roof, the stcpa, the central doorway and the chaitya window
used to be cut first. Here all these reveal early features. The ~ r l i p a has
,
a huge cylindrical base rising in
two stages and surmounted by hemispherical dome and a small square harmikd (now broken). The shape
of the dome and the absence of decoration on the cylindrical base, and the proportion of its different
parts reveal that this stlipn stands stylistically between stlipas in Bhija 12 and the Karle chaitya hall.
With this, however, the very fact that there was already the intention of having the verandah is also t o
be taken note of which Indicates that this has to bc placed to a slage later than that of Ajanta 9 and
even Junnar-Manmodi 40.
It is interesting to note that the pillar arrangement in the hall is not symmetrical. In the row of
pillars dividing the hall into nave and the aisles, four pillar types have been employed; the pot-basepot-and-animal capital variety has been used for six pillars from the front on each line. Similar pillars
but without pot-base have been employed for the next five in the north row.@but opposite these in the
south row there are simple octagonal shafts having just a flat square plate at the head. The back
pillars are simple octagonal shafts without base or capital. This probably indicates that the work in this
cave stopped after octagonal pillars to right had been cut. Then after a lapse of time, at a time when
the pot-base animal-capital pillar types had become the fashion of the day, the cutting work in this cave
was renewed and all the other pillars in the hall were cut in that fashion, but nothing could be done
for the pillars that had alreadv been made, and they were left as such. This explanation for the lack
of symmetry in pillar arrangement is also substantiated by the fact, that the sriipas represented in
sculpture on the capitals of the later pillars1° have their drums decorated with railings, the dome with
incurved sides and the karnzikd surmounted by inverted stepped pyramidal members, in contrast
to the simple form of the main stlipa described above. This is indicative of the distance in
time between these two types. It is known from the chaitya hall at Karle that this stage, in which
the use of pot-base animal-capital pillars is seen, is also the one in which the high-roofed
varandah, the carving of rnitkuna sculptures on the inner screen, and the plain front screen wall were
also in vogue. All these features repeat themselves again in the present cave too. But the stocky
pillars of this chaitya hall and the mode of sculptural work found in the capitals are far inferior in
workmanship compared to those in the Karle chetiyaghara; these appear more to be specimens of imitative craftsmanship, and lack the care and freshness of novel experiment as seen in Karle. The inner
screen wall too is crude enough. The door frame is no more adorned and lacks the rake in the jambs,
which is a feature of the early period. Even in the delineation of the nlithuna sculptures, the natural
postures and expressions found in those at Karle are replaced by a stoic rigidity. Further, the Karle
mitknuas appear to be pieces of after thought, introduced quite later than the finishing of the screen walk
itself, and these being possibly earliest experiments in the introduction of such sculptures in the chetiyaghara, these lack any framework or a definite position in the scheme (see below). In Kanheri 3 the
sculptures give an impression of these being part of the original design itself. They are neatly inserted
between the two doorways and are also framed by railing design at the top and bottom and by pilasters
of the type of the inner columns on each side. These points of difference are sufficient enough to show
that the second stage of work at the Kanheri chaitya hall must have been after a sufficient lapse of time
from the date of the Karle chairyo hall.
Comparing the pillars of Type D V employed in this cave with those in Nasik 3 it can be seen that
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they are practically nearer in design. Hence this stage of work may have been done somewhere near that
o f Nasik 3, of the time of Gautamiputra Sitakarni.
Another feature copied in this cave from the Kirle clzeriyagltara is the pair of pillars in the court.
But significantly the two pillars here are of different types. The pillar to the north has all the essential
.elements of the pillars in the interior of the hall and hence can be considered as a piece wrought along
with them. The southern pillar apart froni the stepped pyramidal base and octagonal shaft has a roll
.moulding at its middle and looks almost like two pillars set one above the other. Further, there is a
figure of Buddha carved at the base of the shaft, on one of its octagonal faces. These items of difference
reveal that the two pillars are not contemporary works. The Buddha sculpture here appears to mark
the earliest instance of introduction of Buddha figure in human form in this region. While the
majority of Buddha figures known frcm Kanheri are, stylistically local redactions of the Gupta idiom,
the present Buddha figure is different and definitely earlier. So it is possible that the pillar itself, along
with the associated Buddha figure was wrought somewhere between the time of making of the north
pillars and the time of later Buddha sculptures usually assigned to c. 5th century A.D. The stylistic
features of the sculptures on the podium of this pillar indicate that they are of an earlier period. The
drapery and head wear of these are similar to those employed in the mitltuna figures in the verandah.
Further these sculptures show in their way of delineation of the human form and the ndga, and the use
of the redikd pattern, the cotinuation of the Hinayina sculptural tradition and betray their relationship
with the sculptures from Amaravati. So it is likely that this pillar was made at not far a distancc in
time than the north pillar and the mirltu~zasculptures.
The parapet in front of the open court too has similar sculptures of ndga, etc., and these can be due
t o their contemporaneity. The cornparisan can be drawn with regard to the rosette decoration on the studs
o f the outer railing pattern and also the depiction of series of animals below the railing with such a
frieze seen in Nasik 3. The continuation of tradition is indicated herein.
It can be further seen that in the cutting of the open court and the front parapet, care has been taken
Qot to damage cave 4. The orientation of the court itself has been shifted from its normal position by
about 20" to right. Actually cave 4 juts partly into this court itself and hence there is a clear proof
that the large open court is a piece of after thought and was made after the time of cave 4 (see below).
It is again with this fact that the presence of the rectangular decorated stump at the right end of the
front parapet and the lack of the same in the corresponding place to the left, i.e. near cave No. 4, could
be explained. It is possible that originally there was only a narrow passage leading into the cave, as in
Bedsa, but later this was further extended along with the cutting of the low parapet wall and probably
the right pillars too.
With these considerations the stages of making of this cave can be set as follows :

J. Hewing of the nave with vault roof, the sftipa and the fashioning of the 13 plain octagonal
pillars. (The work was stopped abruptly at a stage in which the hewing was looking roughly
like the present unfinished cave in Manmodi 40). This phase belongs to post-Bhaja pre-Karle
stage, to a time when making of verandah had become part of the tradition.
11. After a lapse of some time, in accordance with the fashion of the age, the mzin cave was
completed by introducing the pot-base and pot-and.animal-capital pillars in the hall. Finishing
touches were given to the verandah also finally trimming the doorway5 and the clraitya arch
and sculpting the mithuna panels. Probably the north pillar in the forecourt too belongs to
this stage.
111. The forecourt was enlarged, the front parapet was cut, and probably the south pillar in the
forecourt was also made. (It is likely that at this stage provision for a wood and thatch
lean-to-roof was made. Huge mortises are seen in the forecourt and on the front screen.
Possibly between stages I1 and 111, cave 4 had been made and hence the spread of the forecourt
had to be tilted slightly southwards.)
IV. The sculptures of Buddha in the verandah were made. A shrine with Mahiiyina sculptures was
cut in the north wall of the forecourt.
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This contention based on stylistic grounds is strengthened by the statements of an inscription
(Kanheri No. 4) carved on the huge square pillar of the front screen wall. The inscription is of the time
of Gautamiputra Sri Yajna Sitakarni. This mentions that the chaitya hall was installed (pati(hipita
1.10) by two persons Gajarnita and G ~ j a s e n aand was completed (sanrdpifa 1.19) by a group of persons.
The use of the words 'pati!hdpita' and 'samripila', instead of Kdrita or J e y a d / ~ & ~found
~
usually in
other inscriptions, is significant. It can be inferred from this also that some stages, at least two, are
involved in the making of this cave. T o what stages narrated above the words 'pati~hdPita1and
'Sanripita' are to be applied is dificult to decide. But a clue provided by the inscrption on the stlip0 in
cave 4 (which came into existence between stages I1 and 111) makes the point clear. The inscription in
in characters belonging to palaeographical series V A. The person in whose memory the sttipa in cave 4
is erected is one thera B h a h m t a Dhammapila. The same thera appears to have been one of the
persons responsible for the completion (samipira) of the chaitya hall; the fact that a tliera Bhadamta
DhammapSla is mentioned in that context in the inscription in the chaitya hall, couled with the fact that
a stzipa dedicated to the thira of the same name has been made just by the side of the same monument
may be considered as a strong circumstantial evidence for this. If so, the inscription (Kanheri 6) being
of Series V A the completion of the chaitya hall may have to be assigned to the life time of this thara
Dhammapila, to about c. A.D. 120-130. The architectural evidence of the use of pillars of D v type is
well in consonance with this date. The date of the inscription (Sri Yajiia's time) recording the details
of the stages of making of this chetiyaghara hardly goes against this contention. There is sufficiently
a long passage after the mention of 'samdpita' though its contents cannot be made out due to its fragmentary nature, and it is not unlikely that a further stage of work may have been referred to in that part.
The location of this inscription is also of interest. This is on a front pillar and it is quite likely that the
work relating to the forecourt (near which the inscription is carved) may have been mentioned herein;
the place selected for this against the tradition of carving the foundation inscription on the verandah as
seen in a large number of monuments of the period is to be taken note of.
In view of the above epigraphical evidences two stages of work in the Kanheri chaitya hall made
out from architectural analysis may be dated to c. A.D. 120-130 (I1 stage) and c. A.D. 200 (111 stage).
It has been averred already that the initial attempt to make the clietiyaghara was during the preKarle post-Ajanta 9 stage when the use of octagonal pillars inside the hall and the making of the
verandah, were in vogue. Such a stage would be near that of the Bedsa chaitya hall and, if the stlipa
shape is taken into consideration, this should b: placed a little earlier than that. Hence the date of
commencement of the work of the chaitya hall may have to be placed around 100 B.C.
Thus the chaitya hall at Kanheri shows different stages of work spanned through a range of about
three centuries.
To recount it, the stages would be as follows :
I. Initial attempt to hew the chetiyaghara : a passage in front, the nave,
13 octagonal pillars of Type A iii and the stQa were made
('pati!hipita').
c. 100 B.C.
11. The pot-base animal-capital pillars were fashioned, the aisle formed,
the verandah, doorways and the front screen with windows, etc.
were trimmed to shape; i.e. the cheti))agliara proper was completed
('Sarncipita' 1.
c. A.D. 120-130"
111. The forecourt was enlarged, the front parapet and the south pillar
were fashioned and the inscription dated in Yajiia Sri's reign was
put up.
c. A.D. 200
1V. Buddha figures were cut in the verandah, a n additional cave adorned
c. A.D. 5th century
with Buddha figures was also made in the north wall of the fore court.
CAVE 4
T o the north of the open court of the big chairya hall is this cave, a small flat roofed circular
chetiyaghara. The circular cell is about 3.5 m in diameter and 2.3 m high, with a front doorway about
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1.2 m wide and of the same height as the cell. This cell is at a little higher level and is approached by a
flight of 8 steps from the open space in front (PI. 94). The sttipa is about 2 m in diameter and rises
u p to the roof of the cell (PI. 100). It has the usual cylindrical drum, with a thin belt at the bottom,
the socle and the railing decoration at the brim. The dome is a compressed sphere with prominent side
bulges and almost flattened top and bottom. Above this is the square harmikd slightly battered, with
the usual railing. Over this is a four-stepped inverted square pyramid. From the top of this member
a yasti rises and connects a circular umbrella carved in the roof.12 An inscription (No. 6) carved on
the harmikd records that this is the srripa of rhara Dhammaplla and was made by a lady SivapBlataniki.
The characters of this inscription can be assigned to Series V A. Stylistically too this cheliyaghara can
be dated to the same time, i.r, early 2nd century A.D. It has already been pointed out above (p. 196)
that this cheriyagkara is earlier than the open court of cave 3.

EXCAVATION 5
About 20 m to the north of the above, reached after a bend in the path, is a water cistern (Type
A ii) with two square mouths cut under a rectangular recess. There is a Sari~skytinscription on the back
wall of the recess in characters of Series V B. This records that this water cistern is the meritorious
donation of one Siteraka, the confidential minister of Vssisthiputra Sitakarni's queen who is a descendent of the Kiirddimaka royal house and daughter of a Mahdksafrapa (Kanheri No. 7). The inscription
is very much damaged.
EXCAVATION 6
This is another water cistern of Type A ii with two square mouths cut in the floor of a rectangular
recess. This is situated a little further off from 5. Two inscriptions (Nos. 8 and 9) carved in the recess
record the donation of the tank by (1) a merchant of Sopara and (2) certain Sulasadata of ChemOlaka.
These are in characters of Series V B. It appears this cistern was a common donation of the two, and
both had their names mentioned separately in two inscriptions engraved above the mouths of the
cisterns.
CAVE 7 (FIG. 40)
This is a much ruined excavation with practically the whole of the front part vanished. At present
this consists of a large hall (9.1 m b, 3.6 m d, 2.1 m h) with a low bench running along the three sides.
There is a cell each on either side. Both the cells have a bench each.
It is difficult to make out the original plan of this cave completely. This could have been a Iena
with cells around the hall type or just a malopa, with a cell on either side. If the latter contention is
correct this may be another architectural version of the almonry as seen in cave 2f. The floor of the
cave is much pitted.
The following excavations are on the northern side of a ravine opposite caves 5, 6, 7, 8.
EXCAVATION 7x
This is a long bench located just on the north bank of the ravine. It has a sloping back, and on
that is an inscription (No. 10) which is much effaced. The remnant letters indicate that they are of
Series V C.
EXCAVATION 7y
A little to the NE of 7x is a path with steps cut in the rock. By the side of this is an inscription
(No. 11, Series V A) which records that it is a donation of one Rohinimita.
By the side of the above path nearer its commencement a group of six excavations, cut in a semicircular scarp. All these are very much ruined, due to the fragile nature of the rock.
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CAVE 13
This, in the westernmost of the group, is a lena of Type A iii consisting of a broken verandah, a
room and an inner room. The inner'room has a stone bed running along two adjacent sides. The outer
room has a bench at the back. There is a grated window about 45 cm square lighting the inner room.
CAVE 14
This was a large hall (malapa) with stone benches on two adjacent sides. The bench is cut in a
recess, 3.6 m long on each side and 1 m high. The front is broken.
CAVE 15
This is very much dilapidated and now featureless.
CAVE 16
This is an improved version of the lena of cell-hall-verandah type (A iii). There are two sets of
cell-halls placed side by side to share a common verandah. The cells at the back have recess-benches
along the back wall. The halls in front do not have benches. In the verandah there is a recessedbench on the sides. The pillars, if there were any, have not survived. There are grated windows, one
each at head level on the right side of cell as well as hall doorways. The window to the right in the
verandah, and those in the inner hall are very roughly carved, with simple rectangular piercings, but the
one on the left hall door shows some attempt made to give the vedikri shape, but even this is unfinished.
An inscription (No. 12) carved on the left wall of this cave, records the donation of (probably) this
l e ! ~ aand some permanent endowment of money made by a member of the negama of Supiraka.
Palaeographically this belongs to Series VI.
There are two cisterns with square mouth, one on each side of the fore court.
CAVE 17
A very much dilapidated cave. A bench-in-recess exists in each of the two partly surviving cells
EXCAVATION 18
On the path from 17 to 19, a little up the hillock is a small dressed surface containing a much
effaced inscription. This place, it appears, was intended for a cistern.
About 72 m further east of 18, reached after crossing the stepped path leading up the knoll, is
the next group of caves (caves 19 to 30) hewn along the north bank of the stream. These are numbered
from west to east. In this group the caves belonging to the period under consideration are only two,
viz. 21 and 22.
CAVE 21 (FIG. 40; PL. 102a)
This is a lena of cell-hall-verandah type (A iii). The hall (6 m sq. 2.7 rn h) has a bench (75 cm h.
60 cm b) running along the right and back walls. At the farther end of the left wall a rectangular
doorway (75 cm w, 1.8 m h) leads into a cell (2.1 m. sq, 2.4 m h), with a bench-in-recess along its
back wall.
The front wall of the hall is pierced into by a cxtral rectangular doorway (90 cm w, 2 m h) and a
lattice window at head level on each side. The verandah is narrow (1.2 m d, 7.6 m w) and has a bench
in-recess along the left wall. The front portion of the verandah is broken.
There is an open court in front of this, and on the left wall is a recess (1.2 m d, 1.5 m b, 2.1 m h)
with a square mouthed cistern underneath.
On the back wall of the recess is an inscription (No. 14). It informs that the cave was donated by
one Aparenu of Kalyana. in association with many of his relatives on the 5th day of the first fortnight of
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the Gripnu season in the 16th year of the reign of Gautamiputra SvSmi Sri Yajiia Sstakargi. The date
would be A.D. 188. The donation was given to the samgha of the four quarters. A permanent money
donation was also made, so that robes be distributed to the monks from the interest gained on that.
CAVE 22 (FIG. 40)
Adjacent to 21 is this cave. This too has a cell with a bench-in-recess at the back, the hall with
the run of benches along the right and back walls, the central doorway and the grated windows on the
sides, the verandah with the recessed bench to left, and the open court with cistern under recess cut in
the left wall. In size this is smaller than cave 21. Another slight difference, however, is in the placing
of the inner cell. In the present cave the run of the bench at the back wall has been shortened a little,
and, in the mass of rock retained in that corner, a doorway has been cut in the projected side parallel to
the front wall.
There is an inscription (No. 15) on the right wall of the frolit court, just opposite the recess-cistern.
The characters of this inscription are sinlilar to those used in Sri Yajiia's inscription in cave 21. This
record mentions the making of this cave by a nun. Caves 21 and 22 are contemporary works.
Opposite the above caves on the southern bank of the ravine is a group of ten caves arranged in a
row (caves 32-41). These face north or north-east. Numbering is from west to east.
CAVE 33 (FIG. 40; PLS. 100, 101, 102)
A well-preserved lcna of the cell-hall-verandah type (A iii). The hall (4.6 m sq, 2.3 n~ h) has a
low bench running along the left and back walls. In the right wall, nearer the front corner, a doorway
(76 cm w. 2.3 m h) has been cut to lead into a cell (1.8 m d, 2.3 m w and h). There is a bench-in-recess
along the back wall of the cell. A doorway (1.2 m w, 2.1 m h) leads into the front verandah. There
are two grated windows of sinlple type, one on each side of the front door at head level. These have
just three rows of four square holes. The left grated window, however, has a depressed frame looking
like a Stkhd. The verandah (1.2 m d, 5.5 m 1, 2.3 m h) has two pillars in antis in front. The pillars
have square base and octagonal shaft and are placed on either side of the entrance to stand on low
benches which run up to the side walls. At the other end of each bench is a pilaster of simple rectangular
cross-section. These bear hour-glass decoration. The pillars and pilasters carry a low architrave. The
benches have raised back towards their outer edge and the back faces of these are decorated with railing
pattern. Below this railing design, the basement of the cave has a sunken rectangular moulding with a
row of knobs. Further below this is the decoration of a line of vertical studs (PI. 100). There is an
open court in front about 90 cm lower than the level of the verandah floor. A flight of four steps leads
up to the verandah from the court. These have low plain sloping side slabs. The sloping part ends
near the first step and then becomes thick and flat to extend a little beyond the line of the side stone as
well as the front of the first step. A semi-circular CandrAili is cut in front of the first step.
The eave projects forward to about 90 cm from the line of the architrave and acts as the drip
ledge. This carries two rectangular humps one each above the line of the pillars, and smaller square
ones above the line of the pilasters.13 There are rectangular mortises cut in the architrave and a double
curved groove on either of the court walls at cave level. These show that some thatched canopy was
provided in front to protect the verandah from sun and rain. Its shape indicated by the grooves on the
side walls is interesting (PI. 101).
There are t\vo cisterns-in-recess in the open court cut opposite to each other in either of the walls.
An inscription (No. 16) carved above the left cistern-recess and below the drip-ledge informs us that
(this Ie!ia) along with the cisterns, the sitting bench, and the seat, was donated by a man from KalySna.
He made some permanent investment of money also, from (the interest of) which, shoes and clothes
were to be given to the monk, residing in this cave. The characters of this inscriptiou resemble those of
Series VII, displaying slightly developed characteristics. I t is likely that this belongs to the latter part of
the 3rd or early 4th century A.D.
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This being a very well-preserved cave displaying all the architectural features can be considered
the standard example of lenas of A iii type.''

a9

CAVE 33
This cave situated to the left of 32 is almost similar in plan with that, except for the fact that this is
much ruined. However, in this case the cell was at the back of the hall and both had benches along a
single wall. Here too, there are small grated windows on either side of the central doorway. The
verandah was roughly cut and has a bench to left. The front portion of the cave is damaged.
The destruction of the cave appears to have happened long back as the court in front is known to
have been used as a cemetery. A number of structural stfipas that once stood here had survived till the
last century."
EXCAVATION 34x
After passing cave 34, a later cave, there is a flight of steps leading to the upper series of caves. A n
inscription (No. 17) carved on the rock by the side of the above path records that this path was donated
by a blacksnlith N;Ida, a resident of Kalyrina. The record belongs palaeographical to Series VI.
CAVE 35
This is another Iena of Type A iii, but now this is very much ruined.
CAVE 36 (FIG. 40; PL. 103)
This is a small circular flat roofed clzetiyaglrara of Type B ii. The circular cell is about 3 m in
diameter and about 2 m high. The sttipa cut in the centre of this is about 1.45 m in diameter at the base.
The drum of the stripa has slightly tapering sides and is ornamented at the brim with the rail pattern.
Above this is the compressed 314th spherical dome with much incurved sides and flattened top. Over
this rises the square harrnikd ornamented with railing design, and this carries an inverted stepped
pyramidal capital. The stone stave rises from the centre of the flat top of the above and connects this
to the circular knob at the centre of a large circular canopy carved on the roof. The features of the
stfipa are similar to those in the sttipa of cave 2c.
To the right, inside the circular hall, is a small rectangular cell (2.3 m d, 1.9 m w). Its roof is at a
lower level than that of the circular cell; being only about 1.7 m high. A bench is cut in the left wall
of the cell. The position and shape of the bench suggests that the cutting of the cell is a piece of later
activity.lg The doorway of the circular hall is roughly cut. It is rectangular (1.7 m w, 2 m h). The
interior faces of the jambs are bevelled, so that the external width of the doorway is more than the
internal span.'' The floor of the cell is at a higher level than the front ledge-path, and hence is reached
by a flight of steps which is roughly cut.
This chetiyaghara with its later type of sttipa clearly shows that the circular plan had survived to a
much later date. This may have been dedicated to some monk of high status, as it is in the case of
cave 4. The making of the cell with a bed inside this is an interesting item. The sftipa type probably
suggests this to be a work of about the 3rd century A.D.
EXCAVATION 38
A cistern with its square mouth under a recess.
CAVE 39
A simple single celled l e w (Type A i b) with a bench at the back. There is a grated window at.
head level to the left of the doorway. The cave is small and unimpressive.
In the open court in front, on the left wall, there is an inscription (No. 18) in characters of Series VI.
It records that the lena is a gift of Anada, a monk.
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CAVE 40
This is very much ruined. As it survives today it looks like a huge cavern with some low benches.
This might have been a le!la of Type A iii, having a verandah with a bench to left, a hall with a bench
i n the back and a cell to left with a bench in the back wall.
Further east of the above is a later cave 41 and then the rock scarp takes a turn and runs towards
south. On this face are a few more excavations (42-48). A small foot-path on the ledge between the
scarp to right and the valley to left leads to these excavations. These face east. (Between 41 and 42 is
a rock bearing inscription No. 42).
CAVE 42 (FIG. 40)
This is a neatly cut lena, a variant of Type A iii. This consists, as usual, of a n open court and
a verandah, the floor of which is about 60 cni higher than that of the court floor. The front portion is
broken and the existence of pillars or otherwise and the nature of pilasters are unascertainable. The
verandah has a bench along the left side wall. A central doorway leads into the hall. There is also a
grated window of a simple type with three lines of four square holes pierced at head level to the left of
the doorway. The hall has a bench at the back. A cell has been cut in the right wall of the hall near
the front wall. This too has a bench at the back.
CAVE 43
A ruined cave. Only the back portion with a recess and part of a small cell remains.
plan cannot be made out.

The complete

CAVE 44
This too is ruined, but appears to have been only a small cell with a bench to right (lena Type A i b).
T o the left of the doorway at head level is a simple grated window consisting of only 4 square holes,
like that of cave 42.
EXCAVATION 45
Just an attempt to cut a Cave. This is about 30 m south of cave 44.
CAVE 46
About 10 rn further south of 45 is this ruined Ic!ia (Type A i b) having a small cell with a bench a t
the back. Its front is broken.
CAVE 47
This too is very much ruined. Its front part is completely gone. Behind is a cell with a bench
along the back wall. This had a rectangular doorway. There is a small open square window to left at
head level. This might have been a simple cell nit11 a verandah.
About 15 m higher up from the lower ledge with the caves described above, there is another ledge
path. At the eastern extremity of this are three caves facing north. These caves are numbered from
,east to \vest (Nos. 49-51).
.CAVE 49 (PLS. 104, 105, 106)
This is a lrna of Type A iii consisting of a hall with a bench running along the right and back walls,
a cell cut in the left wall having a bench along its back wall, and a verandah in front with a bench along
the left wall. There is central doorway in the front wall of the hall, but no windows. In front of the
verandah there are two simple octagonal pillars in antis, and also the low benches with screen wall
connecting the set of pilaster and pillar on either side. The hour-glass decoration is seen on one of
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the pilasters. There is a flight of three steps with sloping side stones leading down from the verandah to
the front court. In front of the steps is the semi-circular candros'ild.
On the left wall of the open court, there is a much effaced inscription.
The rock being fragile, the ormentation on the back of the low screen wall in front of the bench is
not preserved. The steps, the bench as well as the pillars are also damaged. The eave is just of simple
rectangular cornice type. The candraSilri is similar to that of cave 32. The cave may be a little earlier
than 32 and hence may belong to about mid 3rd century A.D.
CAVE 50 (FIG. 41;

PL. 107)

This cave though looks unimpressive from the front is an interesting monument in many ways.
This is similar to cave 49 in its essential components, but larger than that. As usual, this too consists of
a hall with a bench at the back and right side walls. Two cells are cut in the left wall each with a bench
at its back. A central doorway, leads to the verandah. There is a grated window (PI. 113) at head
level to the left of the doorway. Therc is a bench along the left wall in the verandah also. The front
floor of the verandah is broken, and there is no indication of any pillars. But the pilasters on either
end have rectangular cross section, and the left one still retains the hour-glass decoration. The steps
are broken. The roof projects to about a metre in front of the architrave over the pilasters. There is
no indication of any decoration on the front. The candraiild in front of the sleps is well preserved.
There is a niche, with the mouth of a cistern, to the right cut in the wall of the open court, below the
projecting chajji. (There is also a later excavation in the left wall).
While the above are the usual features of lenas of Type A iii there are two noteworthy additional
elements. Unusually the door-frame of the hall has a sunken ledge all round giving the impression of
the S i k h 6 decoration. Directly opposite this on the back wall of the hall, there is a rectangular niche
with arched top.
These and several other features indicate a stylistic advancement and possibly a later date to this cave
compared to its neighbour, 49. The plan as well as the existence of the hour-glass decoration on the
pilaster suggest, however, their common genetic connection. But the candraiili is no more a simple
circle here. This looks like a segment of a circle placed on a flat base with vertical projections at either
end, a development which appears to lead towards the candraiilis of later ages.
It is also of interest to note that Buddha figures have been carved on the side walls of the verandah.
This may, however, be of later date. But the presence of an empty arched niche in the centre of the back
wall of the hall is a significant item, particularly when viewed from the historical context, and with the
background of advanced stylistic features narrated above.
It is likely that at a certain time in the history of the religion in the area, Buddha's sculpture in
human form may have begun to be introduced. It is a separate problem worthy of consideration, which.
falls beyond the scope of the present architectural study. However, it can be simply suggested here,
without emphasis, that here in the cave of this type falling in the last stage of early Hinayina excavations
a transformation could have set in and here could be recognized the beginning of the well-known form
of Itna-cum-chaitya hall of the later period wherein the sanctum at the back and dwelling cells around the
hall are seen. The niche in the present instance may have housed an object of worship. There are
rectangular holes on either side cut parallel to the jambs of the niche which appear to have been meant
for receiving lamps. This simple arrangement for a cult object in the dwelling cave may have ultimately
gigen rise to the provision of a seperate cell in them.
On the left wall of the court of this cave there is an inscription (No. 20) which on palaeographical
(Series VII) and orthographical grounds could be placed to the late 3rd or early 4th century A.D. The
points of particular interest are the use of later forms of na and sa, which resemble those of the inscriptions of 4th century A.D. Secondly, even though the language of the inscription is Prikrit, there is a
good admixture of Samsklit. This hybrid language is again a feature of the inscriptions of the period
assigned to this inscription, and the analogies, though distant, may be mentioned in the Malavalli
inscription of Kadamba MayiiraSarman, the late I k ~ v i k uinscriptions of the Andhra country and t h e
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early copper plates of the Pallavas.lB The inscription mentions that this cave was donated collectively by
members of some family to the satitgha of the Bhadr6yani)~as. Statements such as 'Sare~lasatvit~anicha
hita sirkhdrthriJ~abhavatu' used in this inscription resonate Mahiiyina concepts, and are similar to such
phrases used in the later Sanskrit inscriptions of the same area.
These suggest that this cave could be considered as an architectural piece of the transitional phase
from the Hinaylna to the MahlyPna.
CAVE 51
This is a small le!ra much ruined and somewhit altered too. The extant remains of the main Ie!l~,
leaving the cells cut in the right wall of the forecourt which may be of later date, reveal that this is of
Type A iii. The cattdraSild preserved here is identical in shape with that of cave 50. The two caves
may be contemporary.
About 30 m west of the above are two caves 53 and 54.
one and face north-west.

CAVE 53 (FIG.41; PLS.

These are at a lower level than the previous

108, 115)

This is a nla!apa, rather a double nra!apa, displaying uncommon features.
This consists of two square halls (4.6 m sq) placed side by side to open into a common verandah
(1 1.4 m 1, 1.9 m d). Both the halls have low stone benches running along two adjacent walls, and there
is also a bench along the left wall of the verandah. There are long benches along the walls of the open
court also.
The verandah is approached by a flight of 5 steps from a large open front court which is about 1 m
lower in level than the floor of the verandah. There is the candras'ild in front of the steps.
There is some discrepency with regard to the other components in the cave. A comparison of the
description of the cave given by Bhagawanlal Indraji in 1882 (BG), an illustration of a pilaster available
in Burgess and Indraji, 1881, pl. XXVIII fig. 5, and what is seen at present shows that the original look
o f the cave has been much altered by modern restoration work. At present the front part of the verandah
has a low bench, stretching on either side of the entrance passage upto the wall. These benches have a
thin parapet rising from their outer edges to form the back of the seats. Two pillars and a pilaster rise
from these benches to support an architrave spanning the whole width of the verandah. The roof of the
verandah projects over this and further on to front for about a metre, but this projection is well-dressed
at the end to form a flat eave.lS At present the pillars are simple rectangular masses supporting a thin
capital of the same width, but decorated with the sculpture of a man seated behind a couchant lion.
Possibly these were originally pillars having the usual octagonal shaft, pot-capital and inverted stepped
pyramidal dosseret and that the sculptural work was above the top most plate of the stepped pyramid.
The pililsters are of the usual rectangular cross-section. The decoration over them have been
partially oblitcrated by recent restoration, but it can be made out that this consisted of a line of small
rosettes at the top, just below the architrave, and a half lotus below that and a full lotus further below,
,srperated from the previous by two adjacently placed diamond shaped reliefs. The verandah basement,
including the backed bench has two horizontal series of vertical studs in relief seperated by a thin horizontal band consisting of a line of small knobs.
While the decoration on the basement shows some similarity with that seen in cave 32, a difference
in the two is easily noticeable in the replacement of the railing pattern by simple vertical studs on the
backed bench. Whether this is due to the work of the modern restorers are actually one displaying the
change due to chronological differences cannot be made out. However, the flat eave and the candraiild
which are identical in shape with those in cave 50 show that these two are nearer in date, and
further the presence of an archtopped niche in the back wall of the left hall in this cave is
a copy of a similar feature seen in cave 50. The pot-capital, the stepped pyramidal dosseret and the
animal sculptures above them are well-known in various excavations of the area. But it can
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be noticed that the animal figures are crudely executed, in half-hearted fashion. This can be easily
explained in the present context, as this cave is nearer in date to cave 50 which has been placed on
other grounds to the Hinayina-MahiyBna transitional phase. It is quite likely that by this time, the
tradition of carving pillars of Type D had ceased, and that the present examples were just due to some
imitatory attempts by unaccustomed hands. The decoration on the pilasters also subscribes to the theory
of a late date for the present cave. A close examination of the decoration reveals that the basic form
used here is that of the hour-glass seen in many caves at Kanheri itself.?O But in the present example
instead of being satisfied with simple lines, the interspaces have been filled up with rosette designs. ~t
may be further noted that this advanced feature in decoration ultimately gave rise to certain pillar types
seen in Deccan architecture of later times, as those in some Mahiyina caves at Kanheri itself.21
So cave 53 can be considered as a significant architectural document for the reconstruction of the
art history of Deccan as this work preserves evidence in its pilaster type, for an important transitional
link between the Hinayana and Mahlyani pillar types. Along with cave 50, this too may be assigned
to the late 3rd or early 4th century A.D.22
CAVE 54 (FIG. 4 1)
This is a le!za of Type A iii, consisting of a hall with a bench running on two sides, a side cell with a
bench to the left, and a verahndah in front. But the lena is much altered now in recent renovation.
There is a small grated window with circular holes bored in sunken squares (Type B iii). It has a i&hd
frame around. The verandah has two octagonal pillars (Type E) and two rectangular pilasters rising
from a low backed-bench. The door jambs are straight. The steps leading down to the court have
sloping side plates and the candraiild in front is a simple semi-circle like the one seen in cave 49. The
projecting eave is flat and plain.
In the front open gallery, in the left wall, there is a rectangular recess with a water cistern on its
floor. On the back wall of this recess is an inscription (No. 21) in characters of Series VI. It records
that a nun, associated herself with her sister and others, donated the cave and the water cistern. She
made some investment of money also for providing clothes and shoes for the monk residing in this cave.
The characters of the inscription and the architectural features indicate that this is to be dated to the
first half of 3rd century A.D.
About 20 m to the south-west of the above, at a slightly higher level, is another group of caves
(56-60) running from east to west. These caves face north.

CAVE 56 (FIG. 41)
This is an old cave which appears to have been remodelled subsequently. Now it has a large
rectangular court in front and a verandah at a higher level. The verandah has four pillars and two
pilasters. The steps leading from the front court to the verandah is between 1st and 2nd pillar from
right. The pillars rise above a low bench. They are square but the corners are chamferred in the middle
for a height of about 22 cm. The rectangular pilasters bear hour-glass decoration. There are two
doorways in the back wall of the verandah. The right doorway leads into a large hall with a bench
running along the back and side walls.'s A doorway on the left wall leads to a cell, which is also
approachable from the left doorway in the verandah. Behind the cell, to right, in another cell with a
bench at the back and a recess with an 'L'shaped bench running along the back and right walls. It can
be made out from the plan that originally this cave was also a Iena oPType A iii with a hall, a side-cell
and verandah. Later, however, it appears the verandah was extended to left, two more pillars and the
left pilaster were provided and a door was cut in the verandah to lead, to the left cell and further the
small cell and recess were carved (Lenas Type A iv).
The cave is too much remodelled. T h e pillar type though comes nearer to Type C is extremely
crude (Fig. 15-1). It appears to be an attempt to copy some old form than that itself being old. This
could be one of the attempts in pillar form which ultimately led towards the pilaster decoration. In the
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context of varied architectural items like pillar of Type C, pilaster with hour-glass, a combination of
A iii and A iv lena plans, etc., its date cannot be fixed easily. Middle of 3rd century A.D. would not be
a far date of the final stage.
CAVE 57 (FIG. 41)
Adjacent to 56 is this small Iena, a variant of Type A iii. The hall has 'L' shaped bench
running along the back and left walls. The cell is cut in the right wall and this has a bench. A small
doorway leads to the verandah. There is a grated window on either side of the doorway. This is at
head level and is of a simple type with rectangular holes (Type B ii). The front portion of the verandah
has two simple octagonal pillars, and two plain pilasters. There is no bench or screen wall in the
verandah. A flight of steps leads down to the open court. The cnndraSild iseffaced. Though in
essential features this resembles A iii lena like 32, the absence of the backed bench cannot be explained.
This may be considered as a variant of A iii. The cave with its general features will have to be dated
to the 3rd century A.D.
EXCAVATION 57a
T o the left of the front court, between cave 57 and 58 is a cistern-in-recess.
CAVE 58 (FIG. 41)
This is a Iena of Type A iii exactly similar in plan to 57 but larger. The type and disposition of
the grated windows are the same as in 57 but in addition there is another one cut in the left wall of
the inner cell which has only 4 square holes. Here too, the candraSild is gone. A cistern-in-recess is
cut in the right wall of the open court.
CAVE 59 (FIG. 41)
A Ie!ia of Type A iii but the arrangement and form of different parts are slightly irregular. The left
wall in the hall is not straight but bends at an angle and then proceeds along a different line, thus
making the front portion of the hall broader than the back. The beuch runs only along the back wall.
The verandah is larger to right than to left and a bench is along the left wall. There is a grated window
to the right of the doorway at head level and this is of the type seen in cave 57. The inner cell too has
been provided with a similar grated window. There are no low benches, or screen wall or pillars in
front of the verandah. The pilasters, however, bear the usual hour-glass ornamentation. Two crudely
cut steps lead down to the open court. A cistern in recess is cut into the right wall of the open court.
The bend in the left wall of the hall is probably due to the prior existence of the cell of cave 58 and
this gives a clue to the posteriority of the present cave to 58.
There is an inscription (No. 22) engraved on the right wall below the projecting eave. This belongs
to Series VII, and records the donation of the cave, the cistern and the recess (probably the cistern-recess)
by a monk hailing from Kalyina.
The architectural and palaegraphical features reveal the date of this to be around A.D. 300.
EXCAVATION 59a
On the scarp face between cave 59 and the next 60, a long bench is cut. The place for the bench
has been well-selected; a beautiful view, of the plain ground down the hill and the sea and the Bassein
Creek beyond, can be had from this place.
CAVE 60 (FIG. 41)
This is a simple cell with a verandah (lma Type A ii). The cell has a bench along the left wall.
It appears there were two octagonal pillars in front of the verandah, but they have disappeared now.
The pilasters are rectangular and bear the hour-glass decoration of the type seen in cave 61. There are
steps leading to the court and the candraiild in front of these is semi-circular. This cave has a special
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feature in the delineation of the eave in the fact that below the projecting Bat rock in front, a smaller
beaked ledge has been made in continuation of the roof in front of the architrave.
In the right wall of the open court below the projecting chojjd is a cistern-in-recess and along the left
wall of the court towards the front side is a long bench. A circular bowl sort of thing is cut by the side
of this bench.
There is an inscription (No. 23) cut on the right wall of the court, but it is much effaced. The
characters are of Series VIt. The inscription app:ars to record the donation of the Icna by an Updsaka.
CAVE 61
This ruined cave, standing isolated about 20 m left of cave 53, is a lena of Type A iii. An inwription
(No. 21) of Series VII, though much effaced, appears to record the donation of the lena.
CAVE 62
A little to the west of the above is this lena of Type A iii. This is a very much ruined hardly
preserving any typical feature. The eave pattern, however, is similar to that of cave 60 above.
CAVE 63
This too was a Iena of Type A iii, but is renovated to such an extent as to obliterate the old features.
CAVE 63 (FIG. 42)
A little further west of the above is this lena of Type A iii, with the usual benched hall, cell and
verandah (ruined). There is a grated window (Type iii) to the right of the hall door.24 The pilasters
are rectangular and bear the hour-glass decoration. The eave is similar to that of cave 60. The inscription (No. 25) in this cave belongs to Series VII and records the donation of the Iena and a water
cistern for the benefit of Chdtudisa-bikhusamgha.
CAVE 65 (FIG. 42)
This is similar in plan to cave 64 (lena A iii), with the usual hall-cell-and-verandah. The octagonal
pillars (Type E) and rectangular pilasters with hour-glass decpration are also present, as well as the steps
with side slabs and the semi-circular candraiild of the type of the one in cave 32.
In the left wall of the open court, another set of verandah, hall and cell has been cut. This is
smaller than the main suit and bereft of pillars and decorative elements. The bench is seen only in the
back wall of the hall.
An open bench is provided along the left wall in the open court. In the right wall of the court
there are two cisterns-in-recess.
On the right wall outside the verandah there is an inscription (No. 26) of Series VII. It records the
donation of the cave and the cistern by a nun hailing from DhenukBkap. The sect of the Aparaseliyas
has been mentioned in this inscription.
The form of the hour-glass decoration and the candraiilri as well as the inscription of Series VII
suggest this cave to be a work of late 3rd century A.D. The small suit cut in the side wall of the court
may have been added a little later.
CAVE 66
This is identical in plan with cave 65, including the presence of a sub-unit, but all are in reversed
position here. The ca~~draiildof the type seen in 65 is well preserved. Cave 65 and 66 appear to be
contemporary works. In this cave too there is an inscription (No. 27), in characters of Series VII. It
records that this cave is a donation of a one Nlgamilaniki, daughter of a mahdrija and wife of a
maltdralhi.
Further west of 66, at a higher level are three caves in a line (67-69). These face north-west.
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CAVE 67 (FIG. 42; PL. 109)
This is a large cave with a rectangular hall having a low bench running along the three inner sides
and two cells cut on each of the side walls. The cell doorways are rectangular and have cut lintels and
threshold and are placed at a slightly higher level than the bench in the hall. All the four cells have a
sleeping bench along their back walls.25 The front wall of the hall is pierced by a large plain rectangular
doorway, and two sn~allerdoorways one on each side. The verandah has a bench each along the side
walls. The roof of the verandah is supported by four octagonal pillars with square base, and two
rectangular pilasters. The pilasters have the hour-glass decoration. These pillars and pilasters rise
from low backed benches, which extend on either side from the pilasters up to the pillars flanking the
central entrance passage. The external sides of the backed benches are decorated with railing design.
The verandah is at a higher level than the front court, and a flight of seven steps connect the two. The
backside of the backed benches are decorated with studs and below this is a sunken panel with guttae.
The basement further down is decorated wtih a series of vertical studs. The steps have sloping side slabs
with broadened ends, and a semi-circular car~dris'ilnemerges from this. The verandah roof projects a
little to the front and has a cut drip ledge and sloping eave similar to the one in cave 60.
Just in front of the verandah is a cistern-in-recess in the right wall of the open court. There are long
benches cut along either of the side walls of the open court from which one can enjoy a panoramic view
of the Salsette coast and the sea beyond.
This cave (67) happens to be the only representative of the cells around hall type (B iii) at Kanheri.
The pillars of Type E discloses the period to which this cave belongs. The catldras'ild, the type of
hour-glass decoration and the decoration on the backed bench are exactly identical in design with those
found in cave 32. The only difference in the facade designs of the two caves is to be seen in the cave
in the presence of rectangular and square blocks (proto-Srilri,-~~!a) above that member in cave 32 and
the absence of the same in the present cave. But, in view of the closeness in other features the two caves
appear to be contemporary works.
CAVE 68
This is a le!ia of Type A iii having the usual components, verandah, cell and inner cell. The hall
has a bench along one of the side walls only. Most of the other features useful for dating are lost.
A grated window (Type iii) is seen to the left of the cell door, and hence the cave may be dated to 3rd
century A.D.
CAVE 69
This is an old cave but has been much altered during modern restoration work. All old features
have been lost and recent restoration work has introduced items unfamiliar to the contemporary
architecture.
A path, partly with a flight of steps leads down from cave 69 to the side of cave 5 on the bank of
the ravine. At mid-height on this path, not far from the top of cave 3, there are 4 caves hewn
haphazardly (70-73).

CAVE 70 (FIG.42)
This is a cave with a peculiar plan.
This consists of a large hall with a low bench in 'L' plan running along the right and back walls.
In the left wall is a doorway leading into another hall with a recess to its left side, and another opposite
that with a bench at the back. T o the right of this hall nearer the wall dividing the two halls is a cell
with a banch at the back. In the front wall of the larger hall is a large doorway leading into a long
verandah with 4 pillars and two pilasters. The doorway leading into the hall is not centrally located but
is just opposite the right extreme pair of pillars. In front of the passage between these pillars is a flight
of steps leading down to the front open court.
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Two huge open windows (1 m sq) one on either side of the doorway have been hewn in the back
wall of the verandah at waist level. These admit light into the large hall. Another similar window
(1.5 m b; 1 m h) cut on the back wall of the verandah is meant for the smaller hall and actually the
light is thrown from this right into the cell at back. A small window at roof level is carved in the front
wall in the line of the pillars to allow light into the recess of the inner hall. Thc pillars in the verandah
are simple octagonal shafts, but the pilasters have rectangular cross section and are ornamented with
deeply incised hour-glass design. It is difficult to say whether there was the low backed bench, or
whether the pillars had square bases as in 69, etc., as the lower portion of the pillars and the verandah
are broken.28
There is a cistern-in-recess in the left wall of the open court. A number of square mortises in the
floor of the court indicates the existence of some wooden fixtures.
Even though the hall and inner cell are present, this appears not to be a lena. The large open
windows at chest level meant to admit copious light even into the cell show that safety and privacy,
the items essentially required for a dwelling place, were not in view of the designer. This cave does not
have the compactness of the le!ras seen elsewhere, and further if this was meant for dwelling the pdrpose
of the inner hall and recess cannot be explained. It is possible that this cave was a bhojana-ma\apa.
The smaller hall and cell with benches could have been meant for keeping the cooked food intended
for distribution to men sitting in the larger hall. The shape of the pillars and the pilaster decoration
indicate that this cave too may belong to the age of caves 67, 68, etc.

CAVE 71 (PL. 110)
This is a small lena of Type A iii with a verandah, a rectangular hall with a bench on two sides
and a cell to right. There is a large open window for the hall and a small grated window for the room.
The hour-glass decoration is seen on the pilasters. The candras'ild is not well-preserved. The pillars
and the low screen behind the backed bench had been lost and what are seen are recent reconstructions.

CAVE 72 (PL. 111)
The cave is very small and simple, but lacaks clear architectural elements of comparable valueThe recent renovation appears to be not faithful to the original.

CAVE 73 (FIG. 42; PL. 112j
This is another Iena of Type A iii consisting of a benched hall, a cell and a verandah. But here
large open windows are cut in the front wall of the hall instead of small grated ones. However,
originally the left window which admits light into the hall was the only one of the open type. The
window to right which is meant for the cell was a grated window. Sufficient indications remain on the
inner side of this window for the existence of grating and subsequent breaking of the same probably to
admit more light.
The verandah has a recessed bench at one end, and in front are two pillars with square bases
flanking the entrance passage. There are two rectangular pilasters one on each of the side walls. The
pilasters have the hour-glass decoration. The backed beach contained the usual railing decoration.
(The lower portion of the verandah had been damaged but now reconstructed in concrete. The backed
benches have been left out in reconstruction. But indications of their existence are seen in the rough!
surface of the pillars and pilasters.) A flight of four steps with sloping side slabs leads down to t h e
open court from the verandah. The candraiili is obliterated. The rock projection in front of t h e
architrave is cut to the shape of a flat ledge and this serves as the eave. Its face is partially broken, but
traces of primitive Sali and Ktim members of the type seen in 32, are still extant.
There is a cistern-in-recess cut in the left wall of the verandah.
An inscription (No. 28) engraved on the inner wall of the verandah records that the cistern and
the cave were donated by one Isipila of KalyBna, for the accrual of merit for his parents. He also
invested some money from the interest of which the monk residing in the cave was to be provided with
clothes. It is also stated that the amount remaining after meeting the above expenditure has to be
utilized for the repairs of the pavcida and mafapa.
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The inscription is undated, but palaeographically this belongs to Series VII. This and the architectural features reveal the similarity of this cave with cave 32. Hence this too may be of late 3rd or
early 4th century A.D.

CAVE 74 (FIG. 42; PL. 114)
This is located in isolation and is higher up the slope in the same vertical line of cave 3 to the
.right of the path leading from the side of cave 5 to the series of caves 56-60. This is a Iena of the hallcell-and-verandah typ: (A iii), but with a difference that two units of hall and cell are placed adjacently
,to share a common verandah. Neither the cells nor the halls have benches, but the verandah has a
seat-recess each on both the side walls. There are two pillars in antis in front of the verandah and
these carry a plain architrave. The pillars are thick octagonal shafts. The pilasters are rectangular
but have no decoration. It appears there was a bench with back supporting a pillar and pilaster on
either side of the central passage, but this part is now broken. A flight of 4 low steps leads down to
the open court. They have sloping enclosing slabs and the candraJ:ild in front. The latter is semicircular and resembles that in cave 53 above. The flat roof of the verandah projects far to the front
beyond the architrave. The outer portion of this projections is cut to form a drip ledge looking like a
beaked moulding.
There is no cistern but long benches have been cut along the walls of the open court.
Thgle are two inscriptions, one each on either wall of the open court. Both record the same matter,
that the cave was donated by a person from KalyZ~aduring the 8th year of the reign of Midhariputra
Svimi Sakasena.
Acc~rdingto Bhagavanlal Indraji the peculiarity of the cave in the absence of benches in the hall
a n d cell, is an indication of a later date and this of course may belong to about early 4th century A.D.

CAVE 74a
A broken featureless cistern situated between caves 74 and 75.
CAVE 75 (PL. 116)
This is another isolated cave located about 10 m south of 74, but is at a little higher level than
the previous one. This is a much ruined le!la of the hall-cell-verandah type (A iii), but good lot of
restoration has been done. The hall has the bench in 'L' plan along the right and back walls. In the
left wall is the doorway leading to the cell which has a bench at the back. There are two grated windows
of simple type, one on either side of the central doorway. The verandah has a recessed bench along
the right wall. The plain rectangular pilasters bear the hour-glass decoration. It is difficult to make
out the existence of the pillars, bench and low screen wall as there are no proper indications at present.
These members seen now are modern reconstructions. There are steps leading to the open court but the
co~~draiild
is partly ruined.
In the left wall of the open court is a cistern in recess.
Along the same wall is a long bench from which a picturesque view of the Arabian Sea can be had.
There is a circular basin sort of thing cut in stone near the bench (PI. 126).
The projecting eave has railing decoration on its face. There are sloping grooves cut on the side
walls of the open court. These were intended for wooden fixturcs to carry a thatched canopy to protect
the cave from the rains (This was a necessity as the cave faces west).
The general plan of the cave, and the grated window and pilaster decoration display that this
cave too belongs to the class of A iii lenas like 49, 56, etc. There is, however, an additional element
in the present cave in the decoration of the entablature. A tradition seen in the 2nd centu;y Icnas like
Nasik 3 of Gautamiputra Sitakarni's time is continued here in incorporating a stretch of railing design
here. It is likely that here is a cave which links up stylistically the le!ras of the 3rd century A.D. with
those of the 2nd century A.D. seen e l s e ~ h e r e . ~ '
It may also be noted that the inscription in this cave (No. 31) belongs to Series V C. The inscription
records that the wife of a gahapa~isefhi of Kalyina caused this cave, a water cistern, a bathing cistern
a n d instituted a permanent endowment.
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This cave may have been wrought in the last quarter of 2nd century A.D.
CAVE 76
This is another le!ia of Type A iii but is very much ruined. The pillars are lost. One of the pilasters
retains the hour-glass decoration. This and the candrcliilri in front are of the type seen in cave 75.
There are cisterns-in-recess cut in both the walls of the open court.
CAVE 77
This lena is also of Type A iii having the benched hall, benched cell and a verandah, but is very
much ruined, including the pilasters and pillars. There is a cistern-in-recess in the left wall. The steps,
leading from the verandah down to the open court, do not have side slabs but the candraiild has the
usual semi-circular profile of the type seen in 75, 76.
Caves 78 to 83 are on the highest level on the top of the Kanheri hillock.
CAVE 78 (FIG. 42; PL. 117)
High up above cave 60 is this lena, a variant of Type A iii.
The ha11 (6.1 m sq) has the bench along the three inner walls. TO the left is the cell with a
bench at the back. The verandah (3 m d, 6.1 m w) has a recessed bench in its back wall to the left.
Just in the middle part of the side walls of the verandah is a square pilaster on each side decorated with
hour-glass design and carrying a plain architrave. The front portion of the verandah has again two
pilasters in side walls and two pillars in the centre, all rising from the usual type of backed benches.
These pilasters too have the hourglass decoration. The outer side of the backed bench has the usual
railing decoration and below this on the basement is a sunken cornice with double row of beam ends.
and below this further is a line of vertical studs. The pillars are octagonal shafts with square base
(Type E).
The peculiarity in the arrangement of the verandah is probably due to the fact that this is on thetop most part of the hillock where the rock surface has a very gentle slope. The usual feature of the
roof to project in front beyond the line of the front pillars could not have been made here as the top
rock would have been so thin as to collapse by its own weight. So the normal position of the pillars
and pilasters is taken here by the two inner pilasters from which, however, the roof furthcr projects, but
the end of this projection is supported now by front pillars and pilasters which act as utilitarian roof
supports. The eave, which is just a flat cornice, is almost flush with the front architrave. The entrance
passage between the two central pillars is some what wider than in other cases. The front court is at a
lower level than the floor of the verandah and is reached by a low staircase with wide steps. The
side stones here are different from the simple sloping side stones usually seen in the monumcots of this
class. These are flat slabs projecting horizontally to a certain distance and having a profile of the.
curled trunk of an elephant. The outer sides are actually carved in such a way in very low rzlief as
to give the impression of the head and proboscis of an elephant. The candraiild in front has a flat
rectangular strip at the back and the semicircular profile in front (Fig. 16).
A long low bench runs along the right wall of the open court and from this an excellent view of
the western sea is offered. At the end of the bench is a circular basin cut in stone.
There are several holes in the side walls of the open court, which indicate the existence of s o m e
wooden covering here.
There is a cistern in recess in the left wall of the open court.
Though this cave is somewhat different than others, the presence of the hour-glass decoration, the
octagonal shafts wit11 square base and the backed bench with ornamentation and basement with studsand such components suggest that this belongs to the same age as cave 32 etc.
CAVE 79
This cave is again a lena of A iii type. In plan the usual cell-hall-verandah are present.
are two cells in this. The front is nicely carved.

But there
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The rectangular hall has as usual the bench in 'L' plan along the right and back walls. The two
.cells are carved side by side in the left wall, but have no benches. The hall doorway shows a single
idkhd around it.
The verandah is well-preserved with its front having two pillars in antis with the usual backed bench.
The pillars are octagonal shafts with square bases. The pilasters are rectangular and have the deeply
incised hour-glass decoration.
A flight of steps with sloping side stones leads down from the verandah to the open court. The
.caridraiild is present.
The roof of the verandah projects to front from the architrave and its face is cut as a drip ledge
with a simple horizontal moulding.
The interesting feature in this is the decoration on the front of the low screen wall (the backed bench)
and the basement below.
As usual the basement has the studs. The front face of the backed bench has the railing pattern and
there is a sunken horizontal panel between the two having a series of imitation beam ends. The railing
and the studs have fine lotus and half-lotus medallions on its vertical members. The spaces dividing these
have three sunken holes, and the whole thing gives the impression of decorated hour-glass design. The
combination of the idea of hour-glass and lotus in this is interesting. In the presence of the lotus
medallions, this cave resembles cave 67. The plan of the cave and other architectural details show that
$his is not far removed in age from 32 and others of its class, but, the new idea in decoration may
indicate an evolutionary step, and hence this may be a little later than the cave of the class of 32.
The absence of benches in the cells may also suggest the some later date, c. early 4th century A.D.
There is a cistern in recess in the right wall of the open court. 1n the left wall again is a doorway
leading to a verandah with a cell at the back. This appears to be a piece of later work, done to facilitate
more accommodation. It is also likely that another peculiarity of this cave, the double cell inside the
hall, could also be due to the same cause, and all these may indicate a growth in resident population in
the monastic establishment at Kanheri at this age.

CAVE 80
A little to the south of 79 and facing west is this lena of Type A iii with all its essential features.
This is neatly hewn, but smaller in size. The hall with 'L' shaped bench and the cell with a bench are
there. The doorway is in the centre of the front wall of the hall. and on either side of this is a square
grated window at head level, one admitting light into the hall and another into the cell. These are
simple windows with square perforations.
The verandah has the usual pillars with octagonal shaft and square base and rectangular pilasters
with hour-glass decoration all rising from the low backed bench. The open court in front is at a lower
level. The front face of the backed bench and the basement have the usual decoration with railing
pattern above and a series of studs below, divided by a horizontal sunken panel with a line of knobs.
The steps and candraiild are of the type of 67. The projecting roof has drip ledge, formed by a
single horizontal rectangular cornice.
In the proper left wall of the open court is a cistern with its mouth on the lloor of a rectangular
recess. A bench runs along the other wall of this court.
The types of candraiild and cave employed here, apart from the general features of plan, pillar
and pilaster forms facilitate the grouping of this cave in type and age with caves 32 and 67, to a period
around A.D. 300.
A damaged inscription (No. 32) seen in the left wall of the open court appears to record the donation
,of the cistern, (probably Iena too), and akhayanivi. The characters employed here are of Series VII.

This is an exact replica of cave 80, including its size. The inscription (No. 33) in this cave is much
damaged. The characters are of Series VII.
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EXCAVATION 8 l a (PL. 1 18)
About 10 metres to the north of cave 81, a narrow flight of steps leads to a neatly cut open bench.
The bench has a flattened area in front. The seat of the bench has a roll moulding at its top ledge and
the back of the bench is smoothly carved and on either side is a quadrantal cushion rest cut in the rock.
The front faces of these side rests are decorated with volutes.
The bench, though simple, is a excellent piece of workmanship and is located at such height and
position that no better place could be found for enjoying tht cool breeze and an exciting vista of the
green fields down below and the blue sea farther.2e
CAVE 82
This is a small le!lu of A iii type with hall-cell-and-verandah, but is much ruined.
The hall has benches on two sides, and the cell at the back. The verandah including the pillars and
pilasters is practically ruined. The doorway is also broken, but a grated window with simple square
holes in two rows of four each exists at head level to the left of the doorway.
In the open gallery, there is a frame sort of thing cut in the left wall. This may have been intended
for a proposed cistern-in-recess.
CAVE 83
Next to 82 is this cave a malopa with a hall and a verandah.
The hall has only one large bench along the back wall. The verandah had two pillars in antis. but
the pillprs and the floor of the verandah are broken. The pilasters have no decoration. The candraS i l i is not seen. The eave is broken. There is no cistern, but a recess exists in the right wall of
the open court. An inscription (No. 34) carved abovz the recess is very much damaged. The characters
are of Series VII.
CAVES 84-87
About 600 m south of cave 3 there are somz caverns facing south-west and consisting of a number
or structural sttipas. Many of these sftipas appear to be of a date later than the period under consideration. ' They are more than 100 in number, and it is likely that these caverns were used to raise memorial
sfipas for the pontiffs (or all monks ?) who died at this religious e s t a b l i ~ h m e n t . ~ ~
It appears that once these caverns were regular caves. In one of them numbered 86, there is an
inscription (NO. 35) by the side of a ruined cell. This is in characters of Sri Yajiia's time and states that
the dwelling caves (lenu) was a donation of Nigapilita a bead-maker of SopBra. This probably indicates
that the cave here was originally an ordinary dwelling cave like others in the major group, but when this
disintegrated due to the fragile nature of the rock, it could not be used any more. Thence the area may
have begun to be used as a cemetery.
High up on the north face of the hill is the uppermost series consisting of seven caves (88-94).
CAVE 88 (FIG. 42; PLS. 119, 122, 123)
This is a lena of Type A iii consisting of a cell, a hall and a verandah.
The hall is square and has the bench in 'L'plan along the right and back walls. In the left wall is
the doorway leading to a square cell with a bench along the right wall.
There is a grated window at shoulder level on either side of the doorway. These have three parallel
vertical chases with a square sunken surfaces at the ends and the middle, and circular holes are bored in
the centre of these. There is a similar grated window at head level admitting light into the cell. This
has only six holes in two rows of three each.
The verandah has a bench-in-recess along the left wall. The front part of the verandah has two
pillars of type E and two pilasters with hour-glass decoration, all rising from the backed bench decorated
with railing pattern. The besement below is eroded. A flight of four steps leads down from the
verandah to the court. The steps too are partly broken, but it can be made out that there were sloping
side slabs. The candraiilri in front is semi-circular. The roof projects considerably in front of the
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architrave above pillars. The front part of the roof has a narrow sunken rectangular band ornamented
with rail pattern between a beaked cornice below and a rectangular cornice above. This too is partly
damaged.
On the left wall of the open cour cistern-in-recess.
An inscription (No. 36) engraved above the recess is in characters of Series VI and records
the donation of merit for his parents and for the welfare of all the sentient beings (savasatdna-hitasukhatha).
The architectural details reveal that this is of the general class of le!las of A iii type. But the
presence of the stretch of railing pattern set between two projecting cornices on the entablature is
noteworthy. Stylistically this is a step in advancement to cave 75. The cave may be of a date around
A.D. 200 Palaeography also supports this.
CAVE 9 1 (FIG. 42)
This is a much ruined le!za of Type A iii. However, instead of the usual low bench in the hall there
is a bench in recess towards right in the back wall. In the same wall to the left is the cell which has the
bench along its back wall. The verandah has a bench-in-recess along the left wall. The pillars and
pilasters are lost. There is another bench in recess in the left wall of the open court.
EXCAVATION 92 (FIG. 43)

A cistern-in-recess.
CAVES 93 (FIG. 43)
This is another lena of Type A iii having a large hall with a low bench in 'L' plan along the left and
back walls. The cell is cut in the right wall. There are two large oblong open windows on either side
of the doorway. The verandah is also large, but the pillars are no more extant. One of the rectangular
pilasters retains the hour-glass decoration (Fig. 15, k).
In the open court there are steps with side slabs. The candraiili is lost. There is a recess to right
and by its side a cistern-in-recess. Along the left wall is a long bench. There is a unpublished inscription (No. 37) in this cave, written in characters of Series VI.
Caves 91-93 appear to belong to the same date, possibly to the early part of 3rd century A.D. (The
Buddha figures carved in the verandah are of later date).
CAVE 94 (FIG. 43; PLS. 120, 124, 125)
This is one of the well-preserved lena of Type A iii, but the inner cell is unfinished.
The hall has the usual 'L' shaped bench. An attempt to cut the cell is seen on the left wall. There
is a grated window (Type iii) on either side of the doorway admitting light into the hall.
The verandah has a bench-in-recess in the right wall.
There is the backed bench from which rise, on each side, a pillar of type E and a rectangular pilaster
with deeply incised hour-glass design (Fig. 15, e). In front is a flight of steps with sloping side stones.
The staircase here shows a rectangular projection from the line of the basement and thence the steps
start. The side stones are carved with a sloping moulding and a thin stud at the end of the projection.
The candraiili is semi-circular. The outer face of the low parapet wall and the basement have the usual
decorative patterns, railing pattern on the front face of the bench, with a sunken panel having the line
of beam ends and studs below. The studs, however, are ruined, but indications exist. The cave has a
simple drip-ledge.
In the right wall of the open court is a doorway leading to a verandah and further into a cell. Both
the verandah and the cell have a bench along the left wall.
The cave belongs to the early part of 3rd century A.D.
A little to the west of 94, along another ledge path are five caves in a line, 95-99.
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CAVE 95 (FIG. 43; PL. 121)
This is an A iii le!la of the early period, but is much altered by the MahPyBnists, and recent
restorations too have obliterated some of the early features.
The front wall of the hall is pierced by a large doorway in the centre and an open square windows
on either side.
The verandah has two octagonal pillars. There is no indication of its square base, but the bench
appears without back. It is likely however that these features are lost and even the indications have
been obliterated in modern restoration, as most of the lower part of the pillars and the benches are of
concrete. The rectangular pilasters retain the usual hour-glass decoration. There are steps in front of
the verandah. The eave is broken.
The pillar type and the hour-glass decoration show the original similarity of this cave with cave 94.
CAVE 96 (FIG. 43)
Is another I e ! ~ aof the cell-hall verandah type (A iii). The hall, however, has the low bench only
along the right wall and the cell is cawed at the back, and has no bench. There is a small grated
window at shoulder level to the right of the cell doorway. There is a similar grated window to the left
of the hall doorway in the back wall of the verandah.
There were two octagonal pillars rising from the backed-bench which has the railing decoration on
the outer side. There is a similar decoration of railing on the front of the projecting eave also. In this
ftzture it resembles cave 88.
There is a cistern-in-recess in the left wall of the open court and a small bench along the right wall.
CAVE 97 (FIG. 43)
This is a r?ia(apa of Type B i, with a hall and a verandah. There is a bench along the left wall of
the verandah, and a low bench runs along the right wall of the hall.
There are the usual backed bench with railing decoration, the octagonal pillars with square base and
the rectangular pilasters with hour-glass decoration. The steps d o not have side slabs or candroiild.
There is no cistern in the open court. The cave appears to be either unfinished or a piece of half-hearted
workmanship.
CAVE 98 (FIG. 43)
This is also a l e ! ~ aof cell-hall-verandah type. The hall has a bench along the back wall and at the
left end of that is a quadrantal pillow, resembling the one in 81x. The cell is cut in the right wall and
has a bench at the back.
The verandah has a bench-recess to the left. There is a small grated window on either side of the
doorway, one admitting light into the hall and another into the cell. The verandah is very narrow,
about 2.3 m wide, and hence it appears the pillars have been omitted, and consequently the bench also.
The pilasters of the rectangular type, however, have the usual hour-glass design. There is a flight of two
steps with sloping side slabs, but there is no candrafild. A cistern-in-recess is cut in the left wall of the
open court. In the front part of the same wall is a bench with a circular tub at an end.
There are two inscriptions (Nos. 38, 39) one above the cistern-recess and the other on the back wall
of the verandah. Both record the same matter that the cave and the cistern were the gifts of a nun,
Damili of KalyHna. The inscriptions belong to Series VI.
CAVE 99 (FIG. 43)
This is a very small cave with a cell and a verandah. This cell has the bench in recess cut in the
right wall, with a further run along greater part of the back wall. The doorway is small and there is a
small grated window at shoulder level to the left of the doorway. The verandah has a bench-recess
along the right wall.
There are no pillars, as the span of the entrance is small, hardly 1.8 m wide. But the pilasters are
there with the hourglass decoration.
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There is a bench cut along either side wall of the open court. The bench to right has a circular tub
at one end.
An inscription (No. 40) calved on the back wall of the verandah records that this cave was a gift
by a monk Mitabhiiti. The cave is rightly called 'sea-view' (Sigarapalaganinam) as an excellent view of
the Arabian sea and the Bassein Creek could be had from this. The characters of the inscription are of
Series VC.
A little to the south west of 99, along the same ledge are two more caves (100 and 101) placed
adjacently. Both face north.
CAVE 100
This is a leno of A iii type, but very much decayed.
CAVE 101
This is a neatly made iliafapa with a verandah (Type B i). The hall inside is about 5.8 m square
and has the low bench running along the right and back walls. [A niche however has been cut in the
back wall to house an image, but this is a work of about the 10th century A.D.].
The hall has the doorway in the centre of the front wall and an open window at waist level to
the left.
The front verandah has four octagonal pillars with square base and the rectangular pilasters rising
from the bench. This bench appears to have had sloping back, but now the whole thing is broken. (A
part of this is now reconstructed in concrete). The entrance passage is between 1st and 2nd pillars to
left, and the benches naturally run between the left pilaster and the 1st pillar and again from the 2nd
pillar to the right pilaster. Thus the right bench supports three pillars while the left only one. The
pilasters have hour-glass decoration (Fig. 15, 1). There are vertical chases cut on the sides of pillars and
pilasters for a screen of wood. This appears to be a later work.
Steps lead down to the open court, but there is no candraiila.
On either side of the gallery there is a bench approached by a step. The sides of the bench have
sloping rests. In the middle of the lower step there is a circular tub cut in the rock (PI. 127). Several
square mortises cut in the floor of the open court indicate that the benches had been covered by a light
wooden roof raised on vertical pillars.
An inscription (No. 41) in characters of Series V1 records that this was a gift of a lay devotee of
Kalyana.

GENERAL DISCUSSION
Kanheri or Kanhasela as two inscriptions from the place have named it, is the biggest Buddhist
monastic establishment on the Konkan coast. For a casual visitor, the huge number of Buddha images,
carved in every four out of five caves at least, gives an impression that it is mainly the work of Mahiyiina times. But a careful examination of the caves shows that out of the 101 numbered monuments at
Kanheri, 75 belong to the period under consideration, which means to say that 75 per cent of the
Kanheri monuments were created during the early or 'Hinayann phuse' of Buddhist rock-cut architecture.
We have actually enumerated 88 independent excavations ( I 3 not separately numbered by Archaeological
Survey of India) of the early period in the descriptive inventory given above.
The type of monuments found in the group are as follows :
SI. No. Particulars

1. Chetiyagliaras
A ic
A iia
B ii

Types

Apisdal hall
Oblong hall
Circular cell

Cave Nos.

Tot01-- No.
---
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2.

4.

Lenas

A ib
A ii
A iii

Single cell without verandah
Single cell with verandah
Single cell with hall and
verandah (16, 65 and 74
are twin suites. 42 and 79
are variants)

B iii a

Cells around hall

B i
B ii

With verandah
Without verandah

Podhis

A ii

B

5.

53, 70, 83, 97, 101
2f, (7). (14)

Pdniyapodhi of recess
variety
(21 podhis of recess variety
occur as accessories)
(There are three open
mouthed cisterns in front of
cave 2 f)
One saninapodhi opposite
caves 42-45

5, 6, 38 57a, 92

Freestanding ones
(Seven as accessories to

7x, 59a, 8 1 a

Asanapodhikas

lenas)

[Amongst others two are paths, two are unfinished and nine are ruined]
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The evidence of style and palaeographical indications discussed in the previous pages facilitate the
grouping of most of the monuments into successive chronological stages as follows :
2e
?( 1st stage)
?.(2nd stage), 4, (Path near 7 x)
?f, 5, 6(7), 75 to 77, 88, 96, 99, 100.
3(?rd stage), 21, 22, 78, 86, (971, 98.
2c, 2d, 49, 54, 56, (90), 91 to 95, 101.
.3?. (36), 51, 57, 58, 59, 60 to 83 including
(62). (69) and (70).
50. 53, 74.

Latter half of 3rd century B.C.
C. 100 B.C.
C. A.D. 120
C. A.D. 203

C. A.D. 300

The architectural activity at Kanheri appears to have started very early almost immediately after
the introduction of Buddhism to Aparinta. Kanheri is located closeby Sopira. a town which figures in
early northern Indian literature and to which, according to tradition, Btlddhism was first introduced (see
note 152 to Chapt. 111). It is likely that the place was being frequented by the monks of the new
religion and one of the first works was wrought here, in cave 2e. Quite consistently with the beginning
stage of rock-cutting tradition in the region, the cave is a very simple monument consisting just a rectangular hall-without even the front wall in stone. This resembled closely the early Ienas of JivadanVirar, a hall very near Sopira. The sttipa made in cave 2e has a very simple form with the drum and
dome only cut in stone; the rest of the members were to be of wood probably. In accordance with the
practice prevailing in contemporary architecture in northern India, from which the idea of s t ~ p a and
the stone-cutting tradition are borrowed, the stlipa here is finely polished.
The next stage of work at Kanheri is seen in the main chaitya hall (first stage). It has been show11
above that the earliest attempt to make this chaitjla hall, commenced around the beginning of 1st century
B.C. This was at a stage in which was there in vogue the custom of making vault-roofed chetiyagharas
having the verandah and the interior adorned with simple octagonal pillars without base or capital.
However, the work was left incomplete.
The second stage of work began again in the same chetiyaghara when the uncarved areas were finally
worked according to the fashion of the day. The pillars which had already been carved were left as
such. The others were fashioned afresh with the pillars of pot-base-pot-and-animal-capital type (Type D).
The verandah was trimmed and the main part of the chetiyaghara was completed (see above). All these
may have been done in the first quarter of the 2nd century A.D.
The above contention of sporadic rock-cutting activity at Kanheri, based on style analysis, though
appears to be consistent, is not fully substantiated unfortunately by other evidences available at the site.
N o epigraphical material is extant except for a statement in Kanheri No. 4 which is of a much later
.date. The interval between the time of cave 2e and the 2nd stage of work in the main ckairya hall is
nearly three and a half centuries. But what other works were wrought at the site during this long span
of time is not known. Strangely there is not a single lena which could be assigned to the above period.
Kanheri caves, however, display much remodelling and tzmpering of the early caves. It is not unlikely
that some of the old ones were enlarged in later times, thus obliterating all evidences of small hewings
of the early period. Probably cave 2a which is a small simple cell happens to be a sole remnant of
le!ios of the earliest phase contemporary with 2e. It is also a fact that Kanheri must have gained
popularity and patronage only from about the beginning of the 2nd century A.D. All the water cisterns
that are present here are of the recess-variety. This is an item which can hardly be tampered in later
times and this situation points out that regular dwelling caves in which the monks stayed even during
summer, may have been made only from about the 2nd century A.D. This is also the time in which
the main chetiyaghara took shape. Before this, Kanheri may have contained just a few small open
raves, like those in Jivadan-Virar, and Junnar-T~ljalena.~O
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With the completion of the main chetiyaghara there was a fresh wave of enthusiasm on the part of
monks and laymen. One of the earliest creations as a result is a small chetiyaghara (4) raised in honour
of one of the persons (Dhammapila mentioned in inscription Nos. 4 and 6) responsible for the completion of the big chaitya hall 3. At this stage le!las 75, 76, 77 and 99 which still preserve to a certain extent
the traditions of Nasik 3, 10, etc. of the early decades of the 2nd centrury A.D. were made. These Ienas
are smaller ones meant for a monk each. Architecturally the plan of A iii lenas has been adopted in
these consisting of a hall (cell) and an inner cell, the hall provided with (usually) a low 'L' shaped
bench meant for sitting and the inner cell with a sleeping bench. These have verandahs too. The
pillars of Type E begin to appear as well as the hour-glass decoration on the pilasters. But continuing
the previous tradition the facade above the cave has the stretch of railing docoration.
The Kanheri monastery may have become famous by now due to the making of a huge chctiyaghara,
unprecedented in dimension and beauty, the first of its kind, in the Konkan region. Monks and laymen
may have been attracted by this new creation. More donations began to be gained by the monastery.
In order to satisfy the needs of the resident monks and also those who frequented the place many
accessory items were made by laymen. Water cisterns like 5 and 6 (one of them donated by a minister
of a princess) and resting halls like cave 7 were made. Even an almonry (cave 2f) was instituted just by
the side of the big chctiyaghara. The inscriptions of the period show that people coming from the
nearby cities like Kalyina and Soplra, as well as distant places like Nasik, were causal for these
works.
This wave of enthusiasm for creating fresh monuments which started with the making of the large
cl~etiyaghara in about the early decades of the 2nd century A.D. continued unabated till the end of the
period under our consideration. Rather. the successive periods are marked by continuous increase
in the quantum of patronage as can be gleaned from the number of monuments and the number of

donation^.^^
By the time of Sri Yajia Sitakarni the open court in front of the chetiyaghara was extended and
was beautified with the finely carved front parapet and huge engaged pillars (at least the southern
one) rising high on either side of the open court. At least 6 lenas of A iii type were added (21, 22, etc.).
The short octagonal pillars with square base rising from low benches in the verandah (pillar type E) and
the hour-glass decoration on the pilasters became common features, to be followed later throughout the
period under considerarion. Around the first half of the 3rd century A.D. about a dozen lenas were
created (49, 54 etc.). Probably it is during this period that the small chetiyagharas of oblong variety (2c,.
2d) also came into existence.
The later part of the 3rd century A.D. was the most active period in the architectural history of t h e
Kanheri establishment. More than a score of lenas and three ma!apas belong to this period (32, 53,
etc.) Probably there was continuous growth of monk strength in the monastery and more and morelenas were needed. A few of the lenas were added with additional accommodation by making slight
changes (as seen in Ie!la 16, 65, etc.). A lena of cells around hall type (cave 67). the only one of its type
here, was also made. The circular chetiyaghara 36 too belongs to this period and it is of interest to note
that even in this a sleeping bench was added.
Throughout the period of 3rd century A.D. the general architectural patterns continued to be the
same. One significant feature, however, is the omission of the railing decoration o n the facade; a
distinct break in tradition which had flourished right from about 200 B.C. is seen here. Probably this
period marks the time of cessation of the use of vedikd decoration on the facade once for all. Instead,
simple eaves with rectangular or beaked ledges became common. Similarly the candraiild which
became almost an invariable component also shows gradual changes in design.
Possibly in the end of the 3rd century or the early part of 4th century A.D. a new tradition in the
making of the Ienas appears. Three small caves 50, 71 and 79 show an additional item of great significance in the history of rock-cut architecture of Western India. In these caves small rectangular niches
with arched top are cut in the back wall of the hall right opposite the hall doorway. While generally
the doorways were simple rectangular piercings in the b ! ~ a sthese
,
examples have a s'ikhd frame around
displaying the importance attached to these caves, presumably in view of a cult object placed in the niche
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inside the hall. There are several instances at Kanheri itself where Ierlas consisting of arched niches
housing stone-cut Buddha figures are to be seen. But such letias are also adorned with a different
varietv of pillar which on circumstantial grounds could be placed to about the 5th or 6th century A.D.
But in the three Ie!~asunder reference the architectural features including the pillar type employed are
regularly of the 3rd century tradition. The addition of arch niche can be considered as an early experiment to introduce the cult objects in the lenas, which. inferring from the other examples of a slightly
later period found in this place itself, could be images of Buddha. In this early stage of their introduction here they may have been of wood or stucco.
The importance of Kanheri lies in the fact that here are monuments which display an architectural
tradition of the latest stage of the HinayPna phase of Buddhist architecture from which a gradual transition towards the earliest MahPysna-architectural forms can be traced. Kanheri is one site which has
examples to disprove the so called 'gap' in rock-cut architecture between the Hinaydna and MahPy3na
stages. We may just point out here that the representation of what looks like Sdld and Kri!a above
the eave in cave 32, the forms of the candraiilris, and the hour-glass decoration on pilaster are items of
interest to understand this transition. More of this will be detailad el~ewhere.~'
The Kanheri monastery belongs mainly to an age in the history of Buddhist monachism when the
monks had taken to somewhat an easier life. The large number of water cisterns in the monastery
must have been necessities for the monks staying here in summer than for those spending the vassa.
There is an inscription in almost every other cave recording not only the making of the lena and podjli
but also permanent investments (akhayanivi) of money. Even though the figures of such donations cannot
be made out exactly in all instances due to the fragmentary nature of some of the inscriptions, it can be
.estimated roughly that the total of monetary investments made for the benefit of monks in this monastery
exceeded sixty thousand Kdrsipa!las. It may also be noted that a tank too had been built within the
precincts of this monastery, the only instance of its kind in Western India, and it is not unlikely that, the
monastery, as suggested by Gokhale (1979, had proprietary rights over the lands fed by this tank.
If the number of cells meant to accommodate the monks is taken as any indication, i t appears by the
end of the period under consideration there were nearly 60 to 70 monks residing at the place. The total
capacity of all the t~ia!apas,if they are considered as dining halls would be somewhere around 120 diners
a t a time.
An interesting feature is that in Kanheri there is an extra expenditure of energy and money bestowed
o n the creation of the lenos, than it is n0rmally necessary for providing just the accommodation for the
monks to reside. Most of the Ie!las here are of Type A iii, wherein apart from the cell meant for the
use of the monk, a hall with a low bench running along the two adjacent walls is provided. The additional hall provided in all the 45 fe!lasof A iii type calls for an explanation. The bench in the hall, often
stretching for 5 to 6 m in length, appears more for the use of a group of persons than for one monk living
in the cave. These halls may have been meant for the laity frequenting the place to offer their devotion
to the holy monks! A better explanation would be to consider this situation as similar to the one discussed
with reference to the caves in the Junnar-Ganesh Pahar group. It is more likely that Kanheri monastery
served as an educational institution too (p. 174). The total capacity of the nlalapns which could have
ser\ed as common dining halls is more than what is needed for just 60 or 70 monks. Similarly the
water cisterns are sufficiently huge enough to serve drinking water for a greater number .of persons, than
could have stayed in the cells.33
Kanheri's situation is idyllic and it is best suited for the calm life of the cenobites. Despite the
location of highly industrialized city of Bombay in the neighbourhood, it is not uncommon for the visitors
t o Kanheri to feel a spiritual thrill in the freshness of the picturesque surroundings. This should have
been all the more so in ancient times, when thick green forests studded the countryside around. It is
not without reason that this place has good number of open benches cut in the rock, and that almost
all the caves have benches in their verandah or front court. One can realise easily the purpose of these
simple pieces of architectural work by spending a little time there; it is refreshing with the evening breeze
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from the sea; the individual sitting there feels his infinitesimal self dissolving itself into the infinite nature
around, an inexplicable experience highly spiritual and elevating.
Despite the fact that this monastic establishment is situated in isolation it had close links with the
neighbouring towns and cities. In fact the extensive architectural activity here depended on the
philanthropy of the wealthy laity of the towns. Several inscriptions at this place reveal that most of the
architectural works were actually the donations of the residents of nearby towns.
The location of Kanheri closeby, the then metropolitan centres like Soplra, KalySna and Thina may
have enabled it to develop as a progressive centre. It was probably receiving people3 from different part
of the Buddhist world and there may have been good lot of exchange of ideas, which made their impact
on the architecture and sculpture. The fact that the sects Bhadriyaniva and Aparaseliva find mention
in the inscriptions of this place, particularly that of the latter which is said to have originated in the
Krishna valley, is of interest. It is known that the Aparaseliyas played a prominent role in the Krishna
valley specially regarding the introduction of worship of anthropomorphic Buddha figures. At Kanheri
too a similar tendency is to be seen, as stated already, in the first appearance of a Buddha figure on a
pillar in cave 3 (during the time of Sri Yajiia Satakarni) and in the lenas themselves later (p. 196, 219-20).
Attention may also be drawn to the fact that the earliest instance of introducing an object worship in the
Ienas is to be seen in another metropolitan centre, viz. Nasik. Cave 3 of that place where a sftipa seen
cut in the back wall of the hall is a donation to the Bhadriyaniyas. A strain of likeness recognizable in
the decorative designs found in parapet of Kanheri 3 and Nasik 3, with decorative sculptures of the
Amaravati school of art, appears to be of further significance in this context. Again, in the whole series
of Western Indian rock-cut architecture it is at Kanheri where the extensive use of cmdraSila is to be
seen. Parallels for the wide use of this element are to be witnessed contemporaneously in the Krishna
valley and in Ceylon.34

KARLE
Karle is a small monastic unit consisting of only 16 independent excavations. But this is the most
famous of the centres of early rock-cut architecture and possibly among them no other place in Western
Deccan has received so much attention by art historians as this one. Its place of pride is due to the
existence of the Great Clmitya Hall, the biggest and also the most ornate of all the che~iyagliaras wrought
during the period of the Satavahanas-'the best in the whole of Jambu-dvipa' (Karle No. 1).
Karle is situated in the Maval taluk of Pune district, on the Pune-Bombay highway, about 60 km
north-west of Pune.' It is just about 8 km north of Bhaja, and this too was on the ancient Bhorghat
road that stretched from the seaports of Kalyan and Sopara up the Sahyadris and on to the cities of
the interior like Ter.?
The caves are located at a height of about a hundred metres above a high spur of the chain of
hills on the north Aank of the lndrayani valley. The caves face west generally. They are in a line
with the chairyo hall in the centre and have a suficiently wide Bat area in front of them. As one moves
southwards from this major group this area narrows down gradually to a ledge path and turns eastwards
running almost at the edge of a high cliff. There are a few isolated excavations along this ledge path
too. In the present account we have given our own numbers for the cavss commencing the series from
the easternmost of the isolated excavations on the southern face of the spur.'
EXCAVATION l x
A small broken cistern of Type A i, located at about 40 m beyond the southern bend of the hill.

CAVE 1
About 30 m west of l x is this single-celled I e m of Type A i b.
left wall.

There is a simple bench along the
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CAVE 2
Further west of cave 1, almost at the bend of the hill, is this single-celled lena (Type A i b) with a
bench, along the back. The front portion of the cave is ruined, but there is a bench on either side of
the broken doorway. A magnificent view of the Indrayani valley and the hills beyond is presented from
this spot.
An inscription (No. 34) on the front wall records that this is a gift by a monk. The characters belong
to Series VII.
CAVE 3
This is an unfinished excavation, at the southern end of the path.
room with evidence of an attempt to make a cell at the back.

NOW this consists of a smail

CAVE 4 (FIG. 44; PL. 218)
About 20 m north of the above is this interesting lena belonging to the class of cells around hall
type (B iii). It has some early features like the decoration of studs on the backed bench. But the
pillar type and the basement with horizontal mouldings betray its later date, and hence does not come
under the purview of the present work. However, its importance lies in the fact that this could be
considered on several grounds as representing a stage of transitio~ibetween the Hinayha and MahSyBna
Ienas. In the back wall of the hall, there is a niche with the relief figure of a seated Buddha cut right
opposite the central doorway.
EXCAVATION 5
About 9 m west of the above is a broken water cistern.
CAVE 6
Close to Excavation 5 is this lena, a small cell with its front broken. This appears to be a later
cave, with a Buddha figure carved on the back wall. The cell looks like a rectangular recess.
CAVE 7 (FIG. 44)
Situated closely to the south of the chaitya hall is this unfinished excavation now consisting of
a large hall about 9.3 m wide and 4.7 m deep. In the front wall of this towards left is a rectangular
doorway flanked by two large open rectangular windows, one on either side, at waist level. Perhaps,
this is a ma!apa.
CAVE 8 (FIGS. 45, 7(4), lO(Diii); PLS. 128 to 133)
This is the Great Chaitya Hall. a neatly executed monument endowed with beauty and majesty.
This is one of the best examples of chetiyagharas of Type A i c, consisting of an apsidal hall with
a front verandah. The hall is rectangular in front and semi-circular at the back, and is divided into a
nave and two aisles by two rows of pillars which meet together in a semi-circle at the back forming the
apse. Fifteen pillars on each side running parallel to each other and the side walls are of Type D iii
having stepped pyramidal base su~mountedby a pot, the octagonal shaft, the capital of inverted flower
vase shaped member, a neck of enclosed c7malaka and an inverted stepped pyramid over which lies a
dosseret decorated with animal sculptures with riders. Seven pillars arranged in the semi-circular
fashion parallel to the back apsidal wall are simple octagonal shafts without base or capital. These do
not show rake or taper (Type A iii). In front of the first pillars of the two side lines there is a transverse
line of four pillars, situated parallel to the front wall. The central two pillars are again simple octagonal
shafts of the type seen at the back. The outer pillars are of a variant variety of Type B consisting of
semi-octagonal back and rectangular front with another smaller rectangular projection. These four
pillars carry a flat roof over the transept aisle running parallel to the front wall. The side aisles, which
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continue at the back also, have flat roof. The pillars on either side of the nave carry a simple architrave
and over this rises a barrel vault roof which ends in a semi-dome at the back, directly above the stlipa.
This barrel vault roof is fitted with wooden curved ribs and longitudinal rafters.'
The stzipa (Fig. 7(4)) placed at the back end of the nave has a cylindrical drum rising in two stages.
Above this is the hemispherical dome supporting a cubical harrnikri on which is a seven stepped inverted
square pyramid. On the flat top of this member is a circular hole in the centre of a slightly raised
rectangular hump and from this rises a ribbed shaft carrying the canopy of the umbrella. The umbrella
including the shaft is of wood.
The front wall of the hall is pierced by three doorways. A large central one opens into the nave.
Two narrow side doors, one on each end of the wall, open into the aisels. The top portion of the front
wall projects over the transverse aisle also and in this thick mass of rock a chaitya arch is carved in to
shed light on the srfipa. This looks like the rood of the Christian churches where there would be a
chamber above the front doorway for the playing of music. The open arch has semi-circular top, and
is depicted as springing from two huge rectangular jambs one on either side. The back portion of the
soffit of this arch is plain, but in the line of the vertical jambs square mortises have been cut and into
these some concentric curved wooden raflers have been inserted. The front portion of the sofit has been
further carved with imitation rafter ends. On either side of the vertical jambs, there are five ribbed
bolts fashioned in stone as though these are meant to keep the bent arch in position fining it to the
strong jambs. The fronton of this arch is plain but its profile is singularly attractive. It is a 2/3rd
circle. The apex projects upwards into a tapering finial, which is slightly flanged at the top end.
The front face of the inner screen wall, and the two side walls of the verandah are filled with
extensive carvings. The ornamentation of the front wall is done in two parts. The lower part consisting
of the doorways is decorated with a dado of railing pattern and above this are six mithrina panels rising
up to the level of the lintels. These panels are placed on eitherside of the three doorways. Above
each of the doorway there is a decorative chaitya arch in relief copying the general features of the large
chaityo window described above. These arches are connected by a vedikd and a roll cornice, which
stretched across along thc whole width of the screen wall..i Above this is a square cornice having
decorative beam ends and over this is another string course of railing pattern connecting the apex of the
arches.
The upper part is covered by the large chaitya window described above. The spandrels are divided
into four horizontal sections. The lowermost, has small mithuna figures in dancing posture (carved
just above the paws of the big arch) and by their side is a small arch rising over two slightly raking
jambs, imitating the doorways with arched top. Just above the dancing rnitlrrrnas there are two more
smaller arches set between the above described smaller arches and the sides of the bigger central arch.
Above this is a roll moulding and over that is a cornice showing pin ends and over this again is a
string course of railing design. The same pattern is repeated with slight variation in the upper three
panels also, except for the fact that small arches take the place of the i?githtrrtas. Here all arches are
of equal size and are placed adjacently over a uniform string course of stepped moulding. This decorative work is wrought in such a way that the whole thing gives the impression of a five storeyed building
with a huge cltaitya arch in the middle.
The side walls of the verandah continue the same decorative patterns in the sarnz lin: as seen in the
back wall. However, in the lowermost part, on either side in the level of the mithuna sculptures of the
back wall, the busts of three elephants have been carved in high relief.'
The front portion of the verandah is covered by a screen wall raised on two octagonal pillars without
base or capital or taper or rake. The thin wall above is plain but its upper part nearer the roof has been
split into five divisiolis by huge rectangular piercings divided by what looks like square pillars. This
part of the screen wall is partly broken now.
In the open court in front, to the left, is a huge sixteen sided pillar standing on a ~latform.
This pillar is in the style of ASokan columns surmounted by a capital with the inverted fluted bell, the
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gmalaka enclosed by a box shown with flat bottom and top plates with their corners connected, and the
inverted stepped pyramidal plates above. On the flat top of this are four addorsed lions. It is
surmised by many that on the top of this was a Dharamacakra, but no evidence remains there at present.
There is indication in the form of a short stump to suggest that another pillar of the same type once stood
on the other side of the open court.
The chaityo hall at Karle is the biggest of its type in the whole of India. It is 37.87 m deep from
door to back, 13.87 m wide and 14.02 m high from the floor to the apex in the interior. Even though
there is a general appearance of a neat plan some variations in measurements are noticeable. The hall
is about 14.6 m broad in the front, but near the back it is only 13.7 m wide, the nave width has been
kept uniform throughout, but the aisle width is reduced by 30 to 45 cm from front to back. There
is a variation in height also with a slight downward slope from front to back, but this is almost not
recognizable. Such variations may have been done purposely with an intention to increase the impression
of great depth of the hall.
Overlooking these variations and taking the average measurements into consideration a certain
formula that may have been adopted by the designer of the cave may be reconstructed as follows :
The width of the hall (x)=the height of the hall, measured from the apex of the outer arch to
bottom. (The crown of the vault is about 30 cm lower than this).
The length of the hall is in three parts :
(a) Distance from door to stiipa, (b) Diameter of the stiipa and (c) Distance from stfipa to back wall.
They bear the proportion
a
:
b
:
c
2x
:
1/2x : 1/4x
The nave itself is 315 x in width. The width of the aisle on each side including the pillar is 115~.
The stripa occupies 215th part of hall width. Hence the diameter of the sttipa happens to be 2/3rd of
the nave, the remaining 1/3rd distance is divided equally on either side and the same distance is kept
a t the back also. However, it can be seen that except for the diameter of the stiipa the mathematical
arrangement of its placing in the hall is similar to what is seen in Bedsa.
The height of the iuterior pillars is 314th the height of the vault roof, or the same can be expressed
as follows :
The height of Hall
:
Roof
:
Pillar
= 7
4
3
The height of the verandah is also in a definite relation with the interior height, the two bearing
the relation of 6 : 5, the height of the verandah being more by 115th the height of the hall. The width
of the verandah appears to have been tampered by sculptural work, but roughly it was equal to the
height. The depth of the verandah, i.e. the interior distance between the inner and outer screen walls,
is 114th of the total height.
The doorways show the following proportion in height and breadth.
h : b
2 : l
Central doorways
Side doorways
4 : l
The height of the central doorway is again 116th of height of the verandah.
The large arch has the following relationship in its measurements.
Open portion of the window
Jamb to jamb width-height from base to apex
Base span : Height from base to crown
8 : 7
Outer part of chaitya arch
Breadth from one end of paw to other : Base to tip of the pinnacle
11

: 9
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The total height of the arch is exactly 213 the height of the verandah, the rest 113 below is occupied
by the doorways, smaller arches and the railing frieze at top and bottom of these.
These show that the mathematical formula adopted here is of a highly complicated form.'
The Karle chairyo hall has a rich repertoire of palaeographic and architectural elements facilitating
the examination of its relative chronological position with reference to the various monuments elsewhere.
Some of these have already been touched up011 in Chapter 6, but a few of those and some additional
points may be recapitulated here.
This chaitya hall belongs to the class and stage of cheriyagharas of Type A i c, in which the apsidal
hall and verandah are regular parts. This very stage illustrates that this chaitya hall is far removed from
the open front cheriyagharas like Bhaja 12 and Ajanta 10 and even those with simple front screen like
Ajanta 9 and Junnar-Manmodi 40. It is so of course with regard to the flat roofed chetiyaghuras like
Junnar Manmodi-2, Ganesh Pahar 14 etc.
Amongst the chctiyagharas of A i c type Bedsa 7 and Kanheri 3 are the closest in design to the
present cave. Bedsa and Karle share many of the common features, in the presence of the ~ t i r p aof
Type C ii b where the umbrella is still in wood. in the use of pillars of pot-base and pot-and-animalcapital type (Type D) and even in the insertion of wooden elements in the vault roof and of course the
beautiful multi-storeyed building decoration fashioned on the verandah walls. Except in dimension, the
sttipas show closeness in decoration with the double stage drum adorned with double belt of vedika
design. There are some minor elements too like the slight sloping of the vault roof from front to back.
Conspicuous differences too are noticeable between Bedsa 7 and Karle 8. In Bedsa 7 the pillars of
D type occur only in the verandah. Its interior has simple octagonal columns only, as in the earliest
chaitya halls at Bhaja, Kondane, etc. But here such pillars adorn the interior too. In this Karle 8
displays a specific point in advancement in style from Bedsa 7. Further, the pillars though of the class
of Bedsa reveal some change, that here the bell capitals no more retain that fine petalled shape
(Type D ii), but are treated more in a conventional way (D iii). The animal protomas too show a
deterioration. The grace and naturalness and roundness of the Bedsa sculptures have now degenerated
into a form of relief, and are cut more conventionally.
This contention is further substantiated by the fact, that while in Bedsa, the surfaces between the
doorways in the back wall of the verandah are plain, here they are decorated with mithuna figures.
Karle appears to be the place where such sculptural work was first attempted.
Another feature from which the posteriority of the Karle chaitya hall to that of Bedsa can be made
out is the insertion of the plain screen wall in front of the verandah. It has been mentioned above how
a verandah was introduced in the architectural plan of the chaitya halls first in Bedsa (p. 110). At
Karle, there is no doubt it is copied, but by this time experience may have revealed to the architects that
a high verandah is as good as useless in a region where the action of the summer sun and the monsoon
rain is severe. In order to protect the interior from these two elements of nature, and more to protect
the excellent sculptural work on the inner screen wall and the sides, some solution had to be found out.
This was all the more necessary at Karle than Bedsa, as here the cave faces west, more exposed to the
gushing south-western monsoon rains. Such a solution has been found out here in inserting a plain
wall, which, however, happens to be an ugly appendage to an otherwise a beautiful piece of architectnre.
It appears even this was found ineffective in course of time, and it can be seen that a number of mortises
have been cut in the front screen wall into which wooden rafters may have been fixed to provide some
sort of a thatched covering.
The other architectural features that show an advancement from Bedsa are the lack of rake of the
door jambs, and the making of the aisle roofs flat instead of a quadrantal roof found in Bedsa.
Despite these features revealing an advancement from Bedsa, it should be noted, that this may not
have been far removed in date from that. The extensive decorative work on the verandah is almost akin
to that seen in Bedsa. The form and delineation of the chaitya arch, the occurrence of steppe* cornice
and the honeycomb patterned roll mouldings are repeated here also. The employment of a general
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design of storeyed arrangement of decoration in the verandhah is so remarkably similar in the two caves
as to think they were designed by the same sculptors.
The chaifya hall at Kanheri which comes closer to this in plan and delineation, has four stages of
work, as it has been pointed out elsewhere (p. 189). The first stage there is nearer to that of Bedsa 7
due to the idea of having Type A iii pillars. The second stage of work at Kanheri belongs to a period
later than that of Karle 8. In the pot-base-animal-capital pillars even the ribbings found in the Karle
capitals have been done away with in Kanheri 3, and, instead they have been sinlplified as pot capitals
(Dv a). This represents a later stage cf that pillar type nearer to thc pillars seen in caves associated
with Nahapina and the rulers that succeded him (p. 80). Secondly, at Kanheri the inner screen wall
definitely shows a deterioration in workmanship with the whole surface left blank and omitting even the
details of the cltait~aarch, which were considered to be essential in early chaitya arches whether found
a s real architectural elements or in decoration. Thirdly in the depiction of the rnitkutla figures the grace
and simplicity of the Karle figures has been replaced by rigidness in the Kanheri sculptures. Also worthy
of note is the fact that while the twirltuna panels at Karle are just inserted in shallow niches, separate
architectural frames around these sculptures have been made at Kanheri, which too incidentally have
pilasters of type D v a.
SO, it may be generally contended that stylistically Karle 8 occupies an intermediate position
between Bedsa 7 and Kanheri 3 (2nd stage). Considering the dates suggested for the above caves (pp. 1 1 3,
197) the Karle chaitya hall will have to be placed between c. 80 B.C.and A.D. 120 possibly at point not
far from the date of Bedsa 7 in view of greater stylistic proximity between these two.
Much discussion has transpired relating to the dating of this chuitya hall, and opinions have
.been expressed by various scholars suggesting dates between 2nd century B.C. and 2nd century A.D.
IP. 4).
Fortunately enough, there is an inscription (No. 17) of Usvadata, son-in-law of NahapBna. The text
.of the inscription makes the point clear that the cave was alreacly in existence at the time of the
donation. Secondly the inscriptions contemporary with the making of the eave, which record the
donation of the lion pillar, the interior pillars and various other parts, reveal in their palaeographical
character that those are anterior to the inscription of Nahapina. These belong to Series IV a (Charts
11, 111). On the basis of a statement in NahapBna's inscription that donations were made to the monks
from all quarters (chirrtdisa bhikhusagkiyu) a suggestion has been made (Khandalawala and Motichandra,
1975) that the cave may not have been made far earlier than the time of Nahapilna, as if any particular
religious sect had taken hold of this sancturay it would not have been possible for making the donation
for monks from all quarters. However, it may be pointed out that the phrase clrdlrrdisa bhikhusaghaya
is of common occurrence in the contemporary Buddhist inscriptions, and we have already made out
elsewhere that sharp sectarian distinctions were not much emphasised by the contemporary Buddhist
fraternity (p. 35). An instance is seen in inscriptior! No. 33 at Karle itself wherein the lena is said to
have been dedicated to the 1t4ahdsititgl1ikasbut that it was meant for the monk community of the four
.quarters (saghe chdtudise). Secondly it is unimaginable to consider the very establishment of a reiigious
.unit free of any sectarian association. The holy man for whom or under whose inspiration this cave has
;been made, must have belonged to one sect or the other and naturally his followers would be having a
,stronger hold than any other. Even if it is taken that the remains of Buddha or some other holy man
respected by all the sects have been interned in the stripa, the person who was the driving force behind
the organisation of this community effort, or the chief donor himself would have belonged to one sect or
the other. So we feel that the mere mention of clrcitrrrlisa bhikhusaghriyu need not be taken into account
t o infer that the cave could have been very near the time of Nahapana's inscription. The palaeographi.cal character of the early inscriptions militates against this view. It has been shown elsewhere
l h a t palaeographically the inscriptions contemporaneous with the making of the cave are sufficiently far
removed from the inscription of Nahapana (p. 55, Chart 11). So the best that can be said from this
evidence about the date of Karle 8 is that it is earlier than c. A.D. 120. It may be earlier by any length
of time, but at least by more than a century if palaeographical trends of development are to be taken into
consideration.
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The evidence from the three radiocarbon dates for the wood work in this chaitya hall has already
been examined (p. 48, 55-56). Taking the span of two standard deviation of the three dates it has been
pointed out that none of the upper dates of these shoot beyond A.D. 75 and that there is little possibility of this chaitya hall having been made after that date. Rather, the greater possibility would be a
date falling within the common span covered by all thc thres date ranges with two-standard deviation
factors. This provides a span extending between 325 B.C. and 40 B.C. (pp. 528). Any date in the 4th or
3rd century B.C. is obviously impossible. We have shown above that palaeographical consideration of
the earliest inscriptions of Karle would indicate a stage for that after the date of the Nanaghat inscription, and hence somewhere after 150 B.C., and that too sumciently long after that (p. 55, Chart 11).
Combining these data from palaeography and radiocarbon dates it can be stated safely that the chaitya
hall may have been done somewhere between 100-40 B.C., the lower limit suggested by palaeography and
the upper by radiocarbon evidence. Further palaeographical comparison between the early Karle inscriptions and the Series I11 inscription from Bedsa provides hardly any scope for the early Karle inscriptions
to be placed nearer 100 B.C. We have already pointed out the stylistic evidence which points to data,
the Karle chaitya hall after that of Bedsa 7, but not far from that. So, while the radiocarbon data,
provide clue to the upper limit of the Karle wood work to be before 40 B.C. but after 325 B.C., the
palaeographical and architectural evidences hint towards the possibility of the date of the ffirle chairyo
hall being later than the early part of 1st century B.C. Hence the interior part of the Karle chnitl~ahall
with the pillars, stcpa and vault roof fitted with wooden beams can be considered as to have come into
existence around 60 B.C. This appears to be the only possibility that fits in well with all the lines of
chronological evidences viz. historical, radiocarbon, palaeographical and architectural.
A close comparison of the inscriptions on the interior pillars and those in the verandah (as well as
the one on the first pillar) show that there is some difference in age between the two sets, the latter showing slightly advanced characteristics (Chart 11). It is likely that the decorative work in the verandah was
taken up a little later than the making of th: essential parts of the choitya hall in the interior. Probably
the completion of work in the chaitya hall is recorded by Karle No. 1 which says that "this mansion in
stone, the best in Jambudvipe was 'installed' by the merchant Bhitapdla of Vejayamti". It is interesting
to note that while all the early inscriptions in the cave record the donation of individual parts like rhabo,
veyika, hatltino. etc., with the specific use of words like dinam or de)vadhama. Knrle No. 1 is the only
~ , mentions its installation or
inscription which refers to the whole cave, sel2ghara (house in s t ~ n e ) and
inauguration with the word parirti!ltapita. It is likely that se!hi Bhfitapila was mainly responsible for the
making of this chetiyaghara, while others just contributed donations for the making of some individual
parts, Bhutapala's inscription is in characters closer to the others in the verandah than those in the
interior pillars. While the inscriptions in the interior pillars mark the beginning of work in the
chetiyaghara, BhUtap3la's inscription marks its completion. The difference in date is however anybody's
guess. But a likely possibility is that BhCtap5la was the person mainly causal for the making of this
chaitya hall as to claim the credit of installing the chaityaghara, and hence the whole work of the chaitya
hall can be considered as within the span of active years of an individual. If so, it may be contended that
the work in the chaitya hall commenced in about 60 B.C. may have been completed at the most by about
40 or 30 B.C.
CAVE 9
Just to the north of the lion pillar in front of the Chaitya hall, there is a ruined lena. Fragments of
three cells with simple beds are seen, but they are much ruined and no systematic plan of the original
cave could be made out.
EXCAVATION 10
In front of the above is a large open cistern.
stripa stood before cannot be made out.

A huge stone stiipa has fallen into this.

Where this
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EXCAVATION I1 (FIG. 44; PL. 134)
North of the above is what looks like a large cavern nearly 30 m in length, but very irregular.
In the middle of this cavern, is a circular umbrella cut in the rock ceiling. This suggest that below this
there stood a sttipa once. It appears there were some remnants of structural sttipas also. All have been
cleared now. It is likely as in Kanheri 84-87 this cavern was used for stone-cut and/or structural stlipas.
There are some indications to show that there could have been lenas here once.
CAVE 12 (FIG. 44; PL. 134)
This too is now a large open cavern. There are indications, however, to suggest that originally this
was a large hall with a low bench running along the three inner side walls, and with at least 4 cells with
benches cut in the left wall. All the cells are now in ruins.
In front of this cavern is a cistern with square mouth. A much mutilated inscription (No. 3 1) on
this cistern appears to record the donation of a cave by some nun and this cistern by another nun, in
the 5th year (of some king). The characters are of Series VII.
,CAVE 13 (FIG. 44; PL. 134)
This cave described by Burgess as the first floor of Vihara No. 1 is a lena approached by a staircase
from cave 11. But originally there may have been a ledge path which led to this cave.
The 1ena consists of a large hall (8.5 m b, 5.2 m I, 2.4 m h) with four cells in each of the three inner
side walls. The front portion of the hall is broken and hence the hall looks open. Out of the twelve
cells only six cells have stone benches. The cave is bereft of any other architectural features.
CAVE I4 (FIG. 44; PL. 134)
This is above cave 13 and is reached by a staircase in one of the cells of 13. This too is a lena of
cells-around-hall type, but appears to be of a later date having pillars similar to those in Cave 4. There
are two Buddha figures on the walls. This cave too, is a significant architectural piece, probably
illustrating a Iepa type of the transitional stage form Hinayina to the Mahiiyiina, but does not fall
within the scope of the present work.
CAVE I5 (FIG. 44; PL. 135)
This too is a le!la at the same level and next to cave 13 and is now reached by a staircase from the
cavern below. But this may have had an independent approach by an upper ledge path originally. This
le!la consists of a rectangular hall (1 1.7 m 1, 5.3 m w, 2.3 m h) with two cells cut on either side and four
at the back. All the cells are reached by a single step. Five of the eight cells have stone benches. These
cells are very large, 3.6 m broad and 2.4 m deep. The cell doorways are rectangular and plain. The
,front wall is pierced into by a central doorway (90 cm b, 2.1 m h) and two small open wi~ldows at
shoulder level, one on either side of the doorway. The verandah in front is partly broken.
Fortunately an inscription on the east wall of the cave sets the date of this excavation as the 24th
year of Visisthiputra Pulumlvi (A.D. 154). The inscription states that one Harapharana of Abulima,
made the donation of this nine-celled hall (navagabha malapa) for the benefit of the Mahrisamghikas of
the four quarters.
GENERAL DISCUSSION
The remains of the Karle monastery as they have survived today present some difficulties to
understand the original nature of the establishment. Out of the 16 excavations in the group, the
cheriyaghara is the only well-executed and well-preserved monument. All others are puny creations
before this. Leaving three monuments of the Mahlylna period, amongst the rest two are unfinished,
two are entirely ruined and three are just broken water cisterns. The five others are lenas, caves 1 and 2
a r e single cells, 12, 13, I5 have cells-around-hall. The fronts of all these are broken and none of them
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bears any evidence to go with the chefiyaghara, chronologically. Even the ruined Iena 9 which is by the
side of the chetiyagltara cannot be placed with that monument as their relative positions clearly indicate.
Lena 2 bears an inscription of Series VII and will have to be dated to the 3rd century A.D. The
inscription in cave 15 dated in the 24th year of Vdsisthiputra Pulumivi is of course of A.D. 154. Cave 12
has the stretch of low bench running along the three inner walls of the hall, a feature known to have
been associated with the lenas of 2nd century A.D. and later. The relative positions of Ienas 15 and 12
probably suggest that 12 is earlier than 15 and hence cave 12 will have to be placed to the early part of
2nd century A.D. (It is not unlikely that it belongs to the time of Nahapina, whose inscription is seen
in the chaitya hall). Nothing can be said about the date of cave 13. The absence of the run of low
bench in hall, and the presence of simple benches (Type i) in cells may suggest that it is of an earlier
date than cave 12. In view of the simplicity of this le!~awith absolutely no decoration in the interior
this too appears not to be contemporary of the chetiyaghara. It is not unlikely that one or more lennr
existed in the place of present cave 11 which is just a yawning cavern now, but which has a few indications of cells having been cut. Here could have been the Ieya (or Ienas) serving the monks who stayed
here in the 1st century B.C. But these were already in ruins by about the 3rd century A.D., as
suggested by the remanent umbrella of a sriipa seen in the roof of this cavern.
Thus, the sequence of main excavations at Karle would be as follows :
Chetiyaghara 8 and one or two lenas,

C. 60-40B.C
(now disappeared)
lena 13
C. 1st century A.D.
lena 12
C. A.D. 120
Iena 15
A.D. 154
le!ia 2
3rd century A.D.
3rd century A.D.
The use of cavern 11 for raising stGpas
[These were followed by the three lenas of the Mahiyina period].
In the surviving monuments of the period there are evidences to show that there were at least 33
sleeping benches in the lenas, thus accommodating the same number of monks. There is only one
rnalapa (cave 7) and that too is partly finished. As most of the surviving lenas belong to a date later
than the cheriyaghara, it appears, to start with, there could have been only one or two lenas made along
with the chetiyaghara. As and when the number of monks seeking accommodation in the monastery
increased and as and when patronage too was available additional facilities were provided by creating
more lenas and other accessories. Still, Karle remained a small monastic establishment till the end of
the period under consideration with just one chetiyaghara and 4 or 5 lenas of importance.
Thirty-three inscriptions (see Appendix) and other incidental evidences available here and elsewhere
are helpful in understanding various other aspects of the Karle monastery.
With reference to the chetiyaghara Cousens writes, "In the top of the tee (inverted stepped pyramidal
member!, under the umbrella, is a deep square hole, which when we opened it, probably for the first
time since the cave was abandoned by the priests, was found to be full of saw dust in which, very likely
some relic had been deposited secured by the close fitting stone lid.OY So this chetiyaghara could be
dedicatory in character and was meant t o preserve the relics of some monk. The huge dimensions of
the chetiyaghara, the amount of care and money spent on its design and execution would suggest that this
may have been meant for a highly revered man who exerted a great and lasting influence on the lay
devotees. It is unfortunate that our historical sources are reticent about the man in whose honour this
wonderful architectural work was dedicated.
The Karle chaitya hall is unique in another respect, that though the whole cave is of a single design
(except the later Mahiyana sculptures) its execution was actually financed by a number of persons. These
include an assorted group of individuals like a prince of the illustrious Mahirathi family, merchants and
merchant guilds, monks and nuns, and lay devotees including men and women, i.e. practically persons
from various strata of society that had the capacity to make donations. In this list of contributors,
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in which atleast 27 names can be easily recognized in inscriptions, there were people coming from
Vejayamti (Banavasi, in North Kanara district, about 600 km south of Karle) and Sopara (situated
about 100 km north-west of Karle) and the unidentified towns of Umehlnakata and DhEn~kikata.~"
(Incidentally most of the donors from DhenukBkta are Yavanas). These are further indicative of the
high place Karle held in the contemporary Buddhist world. This may probably again due to the influence
of that illustrious, but now unknown personality, in whose honour the cave was made. The result of
all this of course is the creation of a great monument of beauty and grandeur. It may also be noted
that the importance of the Karle monastery is indicated by the fact that this is the only centre located
away from the royal seats but still enjoyed direct royal patronage. The inscriptions of Usavadata
and Vr?sis!hiputra Pulurnlvi (Nos. 17, 18, 19) mentioning the gift of lands to the samgha here are illustrative of this fact.
The above mentioned inscriptions inform the ancient name of this place as ValDraka and the community of monks of the place is called VaMraka sanigha. Even though the monastery was open for
use by the members of Buddhist church coming from all directions (chdfudisa bhikhtisamgha) the
monastery was under the control of the Mahlisaui,ghikas (Karle Nos. 19, 33). The very association
of this sect with the monastery is of some interest, as we have pointed out elsewhere (p. 34, 37) that the
Mahisorirghika represents a break-away group differing in certain tenets and practices from the Tl~erallnditls
and that this had several ideas which paved way for the developlnent of the Mahlyina concepts. How
far these doctrinal differences are indicated in the architectural works of the place is difficult to assess.
However, it may be mentioned that the cheiiyaghara at this place has certain items which appear to be
the result of a n attempt to represent some religious ideas symbolically. This is one of the only two
cheiiyagharas (out of about 40) in Konkan and western Deccan which had the huge lion pillars in front,
the other being the chaiiya hall at Kanheri." This is also the first chaitya hall in which the rliithuna
panels have been cut so prominently. The way in which the inscriptions refer to these panels as simply
'rnirhrma' in the same tone as other donations like kaihino, rhabo and i)eyiki, probably shows that this
too is a common symbolic representation dnd certainly not the portrait sculptures of donor couples as
the point of interest is the prominent displayal of such couples in
contended by some s~holars.~"ut
a monastic unit, that too within the cheriyaghara. The occurrence of such figures in only a few clrcti).ngharas in western lndia while they are absent in many others is a matter to be taken note of. Karle
probably provides a clue relating to the Buddhist sect which permitted such representations.l3
Another feature noticed in this cave is that there are a number of pillars with small holes bored
into one of the faces, often in the centre of a lotus in relief. It has been reported sornetimc back that
a few bone relics were found in these holes. All such pillars have illscriptions and one of them (Karle
No. 9) specifically mentions the fact that the pillar was the donation of a bhB!laka, a disciple of a
Dharnutariya teacher from Sopira, and the gift was made along with body relics (saiariro dinarn)."
The three le!las consisting of Buddha images are also of interest in this context. Karle is one of
the few sites in Western India where there is a continuation of architectural activity from the Hinayina
to the MahHyiina stages. Cave 4 located to the south of the chefiyaghara still preserves features of
le!ias of Hinayina tradition. Here the verandah is provided with backed bench having the railing
decoration on the front side and supporting the pot-capital pillars of the type seen in Ambivale, etc.
There is no shrine behind but a niche housing a Buddha image is carved on the back wall of the hall
directly opposite the doorway. The lenu has definite advanced architectural features tending towards
the Mahdylna tradition in the horizontal basement cornices in front. This transitional architectural
work located in a centre of the Mahdsamghikas is probably indicative of the role of that sect in introducing the MahPyiinic religious practices in Western Deccan. This Karle monument is also one of the
important evidences indicating that there was no gap in rock-cut architectural activity between the
Hinaydna and the Mahiyina stages.
The nearby monastery at Bhlja consisting of a gronp of significant monuments of architectural
interest appears to have been an infuential Budhist centre in the 3rd and 2nd centuries B.C. (pp. 127ff)
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and important architectural works came up in the early part of the 1st century at Bedsa, a site very near
Bhaja (pp. 112ff). Now, in the middle of 1st century B.C. the KBrle chaitya hall was made and other
architectural works were created through the three centuries that followed-thus entering into the
Mahzyiina period of Buddhist architecture. We have already hinted at the significance of shifting of
architectural activity from Bhaja to Bedsa and on to Karle-all three sites located closeby to one another
(pp. 129-130). The hktory of these three sites provides a continuous account of the development of
Buddhist rock-cut architecture from the puny beginnings in the 3rd century B.C. to the onset of MahiiyBnic tradition in about the late 3rd or early 4th century A.D.
The existence of dedicatory stlipas in cave I I shows the continuation of a tradition seen in Bhija, and
it is likely that the three monastic units Bhija-Bedsa-Karle were part of a great monastery, probahly
the seat of an important Buddhist sect, which attracted continuous patronage and war responsible for
the creation of three huge cheti)~agharas-each done on a magnificent scale and each representing a
significant progressive step in the history of Western Indian rock-cut architecture.

KOL
Kol is a small village about 3 km south east of Mahad in Kolaba district. The caves are located
on a hill, across the river Savitri, in two groups, one to the south-east of the village and another to the
north-east.
In the first group to the SE of the village, there are six caves along a single scarp at the head of a
ravine, and these face west. The fronts of all the caves are broken.
CAVE 1
This is the northernmost of the group. This is a simple hall (about 3 rn 1, 3.6 rn b) with no bench
or cells.
CAVE 2
A similar hall as cave 1, but only two walls remain now.
CAVE 3
This was a lena of Type B i, with two adjacently placed cells opening into a common verandah.
Both the cells are small (about 2.4 m 1, 1.8 rn b, 2.1 m h). The doorways are rectangular and plain. The
floor is partly filled up.
An inscription (Kol No. I) on that wall states that this is a donation of one Sivadata of the village
Aghikisa.
CAVE 4
Adjacent to cave 3 is a single cell with a verandah. The verandah is broken except for the left wall.
An inscription (Kol No. 2) on the back wall of the verandah above the door refers to this cave as a
donation of one Dhamasiri wife of Sivadata.
CAVE 5
This is a hall about 4.5 m deep and 3.6 m wide. The front and a side are broken.
On a side wall is an inscription (Kol No. 3) stating the making of the lena by Sagharakhita, a
gahapari se!hi.

ln the second group to the NE of the village there are three excavations and all face west.
CAVE 6
This looks now like a natural cavern, due to the collapsed front. In the back wall, however, remnants of two cells with beds at back can be recognized. Originally this appears to have been a lena with
a hall and two cells at the back and probably at least one more along the right wall.
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CAVE 6a
A featureless water cistern to the south of cave 1.
CAVE 7
This is somewhat better preserved. and has a hall (3.6 m sq, 2.7 m h) with two cells on the left wall
and, two unfinished cells (rather just attempts) in the right wall.
The front is broken and now looks like an open natural cavern. There is no indication of even
the verandah. There is a recess-bench in each of the cells along the back wall. The doorways are plain
and rectangular.
The caves at Kol are very much dilapidated and hence are of no architectural value. The inscriptions
which are of Series V show that they belong to the first half of the 2nd century A.D. It appears all
the caves in the first group are donations made by the members of one family. Nos. 1 and 2 mention
donations made individually by a man and his wife. The position of the next cave with inscription 3
which shares one of the walls of cave 2 also may be a donation made probably by a person related to the
above.
There are no indications to find the age of caves in the second group, except for the fact that they
may have been made when the benches-in-recess were in vogue (i.e. 2nd century A.D. and later).

KONDANE
Kondane in Karjat taluk, Kolaba district, is one of the well-known centres of rock-cut architecture.
It is about 6 km south-east of Karjat. The cave group, cut in a cliff on the north bank of the river Ulhas,
below the Rajamachi fort, appears to be one of the main religious establishments along the Bhorghat
route leading frorn Kalyan-Sopara ports towards Bhaja, Karle and further on to Ter, etc. The location
of Kondane caves probably indicates that the highway between the ports and the inland towns might have
been running along the river Ulhas.
This is small group consisting of one cheriyaghara and seven lenas, all belonging to the early period
under consideration, and are untampered by later activities of the Mahiyina period. The caves are not
well-preserved, but enough remains to testify the grandeur of at least two of the caves in the group. All
the caves face west and these are numbered from south to north.

CAVE 1 (FIGS. 46, 6 ( 5 ) ; PLS. 136, 137, 138, 141, 142)
This is the well-known chetiyaghara, a highly impressive architectural work adorned with exquisite
carvings. This belongs to the class of apsidal, vault-roofed chairya halls (Type A i). The measurements can
not be accurately made out due to its much deteriorated lower portion, but appears to be 8.1 m wide and
8.6 m high and about 22.2 m long from the back of the apse to the place where once a doorway existed.
The hall is divided into three parts, a nave and two side aisles, by two rows of octagonal columns meeting
in a semi-circular line at the back. The nave is about 4.9 m wide and the side aisles including the pillars
are about 1.6 m wide. The srlipa is about 2.9 m in diameter and is placed at the back end of the nave
equidistantly from the side a n d back walls. The walls are straight, but the octagonal pillars rake inwards
slightly. The roof over the aisles in curved, the profile being about 116th segment of a circle. The roof over
the nave is vaulted. This rises straight to a height of about 2.4 m from a thin beam carried by the pillars,
and then the actual curvature of the roof begins. This part can be better described as a pointed vault
then barrel shaped. There are square mortises cut along a simple ledge at the top of the vertical rise.
Similar square mortises are also seen on the aisle walls below the ledge which carried the curved wooden
rafters and it is likely that the beams stretched downwards upto a level, about 2.1 m higher up frorn
the ground.
At present the lower part of the front of the cave is very much damaged. The front part of either of
the side walls has disintegrated to form deep cavities. The whole thing gives an impression that this cave
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too belongs to the type of chetiyagharas with open front like Ajanta 10 and Bhaja 12. But ,-loser
observation reveals that this had a front screen, partly cut in stone and partly made of wood, just in
front of the left aisle, remnant of a disintegrated return wall still preserved to a height of about 45 cm and
stretching for about 60 cm is visible.' In the upper part two huge stone jambs supporting the arch are
still extant. These arc square in cross-section and taper as they go upwards. The broken parts show
that these continued down to the floor and divided the front of the cave into three parts, forming a wide
doorway in the centre flanked by a window in front of each of the aisles. The upper portion of these
jambs still retains two curved wooden reapers connected by a radial reaper, which once adorned the
c / l a i t ~ ' arch
a
in the fashion of a sun-window. The whole facade could, however, be reconstructed on the
analogy of the rock facades from Ajanta 9, B:dsa cllaitya hall, etc., in which case thess jambs would
have had a heavy wooden architrave below the arch and probably a wooden screen wilh a wide doorway
below. In front of the aisles there may have been windows in the fashion of those seen in Ajanta 9,
But here the screen in front of the aisles may have been of wood, the lower part alone being cut in stone.
The chaitya arch projects to about 1.5 rn in front of this and its soffit is carved with parallel
longitudinal reapers. The spandrels on the facade, as well as the side walls, have excellent decoration of
railing and chairya arches above, and the whole thing looks like a three storeyed mansion. Above a
horizontal railing decoration which stretches along the line of the springing of the arches are beautifully
carved square panels alternately carved with chequred pattern and a pair of man and woman. It appears
the panels with man and woman depict some story in a sequence (PI. 138). This is again surmounted
by a stretch of stepped cornice with its topmost riser ornamented with triangular rnerlons and over this
is another stretch of chaitya arches. There are overhanging balconies, one on either side of the big
cllailya arch and these are again in two stages-amidst
the horizontal decorative bands in succession
consisting of the railing pattern, the chaitya arches and the stepped cornice-the only difference in the two
sets being in the size and number of chaitya arches in the middle. The sides of the projecting balconies
as well as the spandrels on either side of the big arch are also treated in a similar way as the fronton of
the balconies.
The wall surface below the railing band in the line of the paws of the arches is plain, except for the
figure of a Y a k ~ carved
i
in high relief on the lel't wall (PI. 142). There is an inscription by the side of
the Yaksi figure (Kondane No. 1). This refers to the making of that sculpture by Kanha a disciple of
Balaka. The letters belong to series I B.
The mathematical formula adopted in designing Kondane 1 is difficult t o make out in the absence of
exact measurements of different parts due to the ruined nature of the cave. However, one thing that
strikes conspicuously is that the height of the hall is more than the width. In almost all cases (Bhaja,
Ajanta 9 and 10, Karle 8, etc.) they are equal or the height is less than the width. The only other chaitya
hall that shares the feature is Nasik 18. Secondly the nave is very wide and it appears, the width of the
nave is 315th of the total width of the hall and the aisle including the pillar is 115th the width. The
diameter of the stiipn appears to be 1/3rd the width of the hall, and in this feature it is similar to the
Bedsa chaitya hall. The nave in front of the stiipa, if measured up to the place where the wooden
doorway may have stood once appears to be double its own width.
There are several architectural features which reveal the relative chronological possitiln of this
cherij~agharawith reference to many others.
Firstly, the absence of the verandah, the open front and the raking of octagonal pillars are features
which testify that this belongs to the generic class of Bhaja 12 and Ajanta 10. But there are a few
features that show the later date of the present one than the above two. The form of the srlipa has the
harmiki and the stepped capital done more elaborately than in Ajanta 10 and Bhaja 12.
The appearance of huge tapering jambs shown as supporting the front arch is a new feature, and
these appear to be the forerunners of similar ones found in the chaitya halls Ajanta 9, Bedsa 7 and Karle 8
where the screen walls are completely in stone. The possible form of the facade when completed in
wood as conjectured above, shows that the facade was divided into two parts dominated by the big arch
above, and below it the central doorway flanked by windows.
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However. Bedsa and Karle chaityu halls have regular verandahs, but Kondane displays none. So the
immediate step subsequent to Kondane I but preceding Bedsa 7-Karle 8 can be surmised to be one in
which the screen wall is replaced completely by stone, but which still lacks the verandah. Such a stage
is well-represented in Ajanta 9. The low stone-cut screen wall, now indicated by a remnant, shows a
tendency towards adoption of stone in preference to the wooden parts. In this feature too Kondane I
stands in a position slightly anterior to Ajanta 9, but ahead of Ajanta 10.
Another architectural element also helps in bringing these two nearer. It is the square pillar with
chamferred corners in the middle (Type C ) , seen in relief on the facade of Ajanta 9. This is not
noticeable in the Kondane chaitya hall but a very fine representation of this is seen in relief in the
aeighbouring lena, and it will be shown below that the interior pillars in this lrna were also of this form
and that the Iena is contemporaneous with Kondane I . Further all the other elements in the facade like
the form of the chaitjla arches, the stepped cornice and mrrlon decoration also appear in both Kondane 1
and Aianta 9.
Thus, in stylistic sequence, the chetiyaghara at Kondane occupies an intermediate position between
Ajanta 10 and 9. It is also of interest to note that the chaitya hall at Aurangabad has some features
nearer to Kondane 1, particularly in the form of the stripa and the use of triangular merlons, seen on
the sttipa there and in the facade decoration here. The difference in date between the two may not be
much.
The inscription (Kondane 1) belonging to series I B substantiates the relative chronological position
of the Kondane cltaitya hall and this can be roughly placed around c. 170-180 B.C.
CAVE 2 (FIG. 47; PLS. 139, 140, 143, 144)
This is a lena situated adjacent to cave 1, at the level of the chaitya arch. The cave is very much
ruined, but still retains Sufficient features for a detailed examination.
This belongs to the class of Ienas with cells-around-hall and a verandah in front (Type B iii b).
The verandah is about 2.4 m d, and 6.4 m w. It appears to have had a line of five pillars in front.
T h e lower part of the verandah being broken, the form of the pillars can not be ascertained. Square
stumps still hanging from the roof are the only indications. A pilaster partly preserved in the right wall
is of Type C. The back wall of the verandah was pierced into by a doorway and two large windows on
either side. The lower part of this wall is broken. Still it is possible to make out that the central
doorway was 1.6 m wide and its lintel was 86 cm below the ceiling. The side openings are 1.7 m wide
and their lintels are 1 m below the ceiling, thus these side op-nings could be considered as windows at
waist level.
The interior hall is 8.5 m wide and I I m deep and 2.5 m high. There were fifteen pillars arranged
about 1.2 to 1.3 m apart from one another in a row running parallel to the three inner walls. The bases
of all these are gone, and only stumps remain hanging from the roof. From the remnants however, it can
b e inferred that these were square in cross section both at the bottom and top but were octagonal in the
,middle (Type C). They were slender pillars, 37 cm square, and rose to a height of 2.5 m. The original
shape of these pillars is also revealed by the pilasters set in a row below a decorative sttipa on the right
,wall of the verandah, and also from a remnant part of the pilaster of the front of the verandah, seen by
tits side. The chamferring of the arrises in the interior pillars started at 50 cm down from the top as
,seen in the 3rd pillar in the right row. There are eighteen cells in all around the hall, arranged in such
a way as to be six on each of the three inner walls. The cells vary in size from 4.8 to 7.2 m in length
and breadth. All have stone beds along a side, except the first two cells nearer the front wall which
have two benches in each. The doorways of the cells are narrow just about 57 cm broad and 1.7 m bigh
but they have no slanting jambs. In many of the doorframes, a chase runs from top to bottom on one
of the iambs. All the lintels and jambs including those of the main doorway have cut corners for the
,insertion of the wooden frame. A peculiarity seen here is that to make provision for the wooden frame
so~netimesthe decoative sculptures above the doorways too have been cut. This probably shows that
.originally there may not have been the intention to make all the cells and some may have been inserted
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later. The roofs over the hall and the verandah are flat. The hall roof is finely carved with large
beams and smaller connecting joints, dividing the whole roof surface into square panels. The pillars in
the hall are shown to be carrying heavy beams, but the beams are less in thickness than the pillars. It
looks as though the beams themselves are passing through the pillars. (This feature appears to be seen
only in caves of very early date). The verandah pillars supported the heavy architrave. The roof in
front of the architrave projects forward to about 2.4 m and the under surface of this has parallel beams
cut in it. The extensive copying of wooden architectural features in the roof of verandah and hall has
been done so faithfully that with the sooted surface of the rock. the whole interior can pass for woodwork itself.
The interior hall has a stretch of decorative work running along the three inner walls, above the
level of the doorways. This consists of a band of railing pattern connecting the legs of large chairya
arches. The arches used here are of simple type and these too have the delineation of curved wooden
reapers on the surface bracketed by the arch, and the soffit of the arches has the dentil decoration.
representing projecting parallel beams. The decoration reminds of similar work in Bhaja 12, Nasik 19, etc.
The right wall of the verandah has some fine carving (PI. 143, 144). The lower part has four
square pilasters with the arrises cut in the middle. These support a band of railing pattern. Above
this is a chairyo arch of the usual design housing a stzipa. The stlipa has the drum with a fillet of
railing decoration and this supports a hemispherical dome which carries a harn~ikd with railing pattern
and the square inverted pyramidal capital. A square y@[i rises from its top flat member. This appears
to have been a dedicatory srzipa, as a square hole is seen on the side of the drum which may have been
meant to keep the relic.
The facade has a simple decoration in two stages. On the fronton just above the projecting chaj~E
there is a band showing the square pins in a line. Above this is a stepped cornice supporting a string
course of railing decoration. Again the roof projects forward from this with its under surface decorated
with the parallel beams. The fronton of this projection too has the wooden pins and railing, and above
this is a stretch of decorative chaitya arches in a line. Above this is a further projection of the overhanging rock. These chaitya arches are neatly cut with pointed finials, incurved arms and curved and
radiating reapers w~thin. It is interesting t o note that the second chaitya arch to right has a small
srcpa cut in it. The decoration though simple has a magnificent effect, and the whole thing has been
wrought in such a way as to give the impression of actual woodwork. The facade decoration has been
so arranged as to be in continuation of the decorative work seen on the facade of the chaityo hall. This
suggests that the chaitya hall and this Iena are works resulting from a single design.
There are two inscriptions carved on the facade, one each on the lowermost band of the two successive projections. The upper one records that it is a donation by one Kamchikaputa (Kondane No. 3).
The lower one probably states that that overhanging eave (possibly the decoration) is of (caused to be
made by) Kamchika's son Dhamayakha of Baraka. The inscriptions are in characters of series I
Apart from the position of this Iena and the palaeography of the inscriptions which connect this
with the neighbouring chaitya hall, the use of square pillars with cut arrises in the middle part shows that
this is nearer in date to Bhaja 22, Ajanta 9, Nasik 19 etc. But the doorways of this lena appear not t o
show any rake of jambs. Most of the doorways are of course very much damaged. (It is also noticed
that the decorative chaitya arches are not just above the cell doors. This is probably due to the fact
that the decorative work at the higher level, was finished first and then the cells were cut. There might
have been demand for more accommodation and hence more cells may have been cut than what was
originally planned, by which the doorways were displaced from their originally intended position below
the arches.)
The present lvnn is peculiar due to the fact that this is the only one of the early period having
pillars in the interior h a l l . V h i s could be due to the fact that this is the first of the Ienos of such huge
dimension that was attempted by the rock cutters of west Deccan. There was no need for pillars for
smaller halls, where, even in wooden architecture, the length and breadth could have been short enoughto
be spanned by single rafters. It is possible that in this Iena having a large hall the wooden architectural
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feature of providing supports when the space to be spanned was more was copied. This appears
to us to be a logical explanation. When the stone cutters realized by experience that such pillars were
useless in the new rock medium, they may have given up the practice even while cutting large lenos like
Nasik 10, or Junnar-Ganesh Pahar 7. But the practice mav have risen up again duriog Mahiyina times
purely for decorative purposes.
CAVE 2n (FIG. 47)
This small Iena with two cells placed adjacently is cut to the left of th- verandah of cave 2. One of
the cells has two benches while the other has only one. Thin letra appears to have been made as an
ar.nexe to cave 2 for providing accommodation for the increasing number of monks.
In its full capacity cave 2, along with 2a, could have accommodated 23 monks.
CAVE 3 (PL. 48, 3)
Next to the above is a simple Ie!la, belonging to the class of cells around hall type (B iii). The hall
is about 6 m wide and 6.3 m deep. There are eight cells around the hall, two in the left wall and three
each in the hack and right walls. All the cells have two beds, one along each side wall. The front wall
has a central doorway and an open window on each of its sides. The Ie!io is very much ruined.
Practically all the front walls of the cells and the front wall of the hall and almost the whole of the
verandah are broken and not much architectural element of value remains. There are no pillars in the
ball probably due to the fact that the hall is small. The cave does not have any decoration too, either on
the walls or on the ceiling. This cave appears to have been made more with an eye towards utility, to
provide as much accon~modation with as minimum expenses as possible and hence there was no scope
for decorative work. The fact that the cells here are provided with two beds too indicates the same
attitude of the donors; while the bigger lena 2 could accommodate 20 persons, this le!ia which is one
third of its size has a capacity to accommodate 16 persons. As there is very little space in the cells for
the monks to keep their belongings, additional rectangular niches have been cut in the back wall in all
these cells. This resembles cave 12 and 13 of Ajanta so far as providing the double bench and additional
niches are concerned.

.CAVE 4 (FIG. 47)
This lena adjacent to the above has two cells, one behind the other. Both have two beds. This
cave meant for four monks, is such a simple one that the idea of economy (but greater utility) appears
to have been in the minds of the donors even in this case. There is no architectural feature worth
recording.
All the caves further on from this are ruined to such an extent that all of them together look like a
large single natural cavern. However, different units can be recognized from a careful examination of
the extant remains.

CAVE 5 (FIG. 47)
This was a Iena with three cells in a row (Type B i). These probably opened into a common
verandah, of which too the traces do not remain. All the cells have a single bench in each.

CAVE 6 (FIG. 47)
This is similar to the above, but had 4 cells. One of the cells however has two beds one along each
of the side walls.

CAVE 7 (FIG. 47)
Lena of Type B i.

The verandah is partly preserved.

There are two cells, with a bench is each.
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EXCAVATION 7a
This is a simple recess. The front is broken.
CAVE 8 (FIG. 47)
Though broken, this is somewhat an interesting cave. This has a peculiar plan and is the only one
of its kind at Kondane. This consi~tsof a hall with a low '1,' shaped bench running aloog the left and
the back walls. In the back wall is a doorway Icading to a cell with a bench to the left. In the right
wall of this cell is another doorway leading to a narrow recess. Though the arrangement of the different
parts is aberrant, this cave rnay be compared in type to several caves with hall, cell and recess (A iv
type) seen in the Ganesh Pahar group at Junnar. This may be a lefra meant for a monk of status. Or,
more likely, it was a dining hall as the presence of the low bench in the hall indicates. The inner cell
with bench and the recess could have served as kitchen or pantry. There is a large cistern by the side
of this, and it is of interest to note that this is the only cave in which a cistern is present. Its location
at the end of the group is also noteworthy.
GENERAL DISCUSSION
Among the Kondane caves, only 1 and 2 are of interest. All others are simple and much ruined
excavations, bereft of useful architectural elements.
This small monastic unit had at least seven dwelling caves, with a capacity to accommodate 54
monks. The clraifya hall is big enough to hold this huge number, but the dining hall (cave 8) could
have accommodated not more than 15-16 at a time. For a small place like Kondane the number of
monks appears to be rather high. It has not been possible yet to locate the city or town which was
supporting this monastic establishment. Kondane is situated in a heavy forest area surrounded by
rugged hills and it is not possible to expect ally town of considerable size to have been there, as for miles
around no cultivable land of useful extent exists. So it is more likely that this place was serving as
caravanserai along the main trade route in which the people, particularly monks, moving along could
have just spent a day or night on their way, up or down the ghats. The trading community frequenting
this place could have provided the necessities for the few monks permanently residing there.
Nothing can be said with certainty regarding the sequence of cave cutting at the place. However,
Caves 1 and 2 are contemporary. They being placed on the basis of style analysis and palaeographical
evidence (above) between Ajanta 10 and Ajanta 9, they are datable to the early part of 2nd century B.C.
After the making of these when their usefulness as a suitable place for temporary halts during the long
journeys was recognized, more monks may have begun to resort to this place and as a result the highly
economical architectural works like Cave 2a and 3 came up shortly afterwards. Later, caves 4 to 8 may
have been hewn one after the other in the very same order, but their dates cannot be made out. However,
even in these caves simple benches are seen. This indication possibly suggests a slightly earlier date,
perhaps not later than 1st century A.D.
Shortly afterwards the importance of Kondane appears to have diminished for some unascertainable
reasons. It is possible that the Bhorghat route itself began to be used sparingly, due to some economic
or political reasons, and in such a case, bereft of the resources available from the trading community.
this place which had little local economic support could hardly have flourished any more.

KONDIVITE
The Kondivite group of caves in Bombay city is situated on the hump of a small hillock about 6 km
east of Andheri railway station.
There are about 20 excavations in thegroup, but only three belong to the period under consideration.
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CAVE 9 (FIGS. 48, 5 (4); PLS. 145, 146)
This cave locally called Anasicha Kamara, is a chetiyaghara having a circular cell housing a srtipa
in its centre and a rectangular hall in front. The hall is 7.6 m long 5.3 m broad and 2.7 m high. The
side walls touching the sides of the semi-circular front wall of the cell are 9 m and 9.4 m long. The
circular cell cut in the back, has a semi-circular front projecting for about 1.5 m from the back wall of
the hall. It has a rectangular doorway 1.14 m broad 2.3 m high and on either side of the doorway
is a latticed window I m high and 83 cm long. The roof over the hall is flat, but the circular cell has
domical roof.
The interior of the circular cell is 4.4 m in diameter and the domical ceiling rises to a height of
about 4.6 m. In the centre of this cell is the srlipa 2.2 m in diameter. The space between the srlipa and
the walls all around is 1.1 m wide. The sttipa (Fig. 5, 4) has a cylindrical drum with vedikd band at the
rim, and over this is the hemispherical dome. There is no harmikd above, but a Bat member with holes
in the corners is present and this may have received the harmikd, of wood. The total height of the
extant part of the srripa is 3 m. The sttipa is partly ruined.
The lattice windows (PI. 146) are finely carved imitating the wooden vedikd.
The front of the rectangular hall is now open, but mortises in the floor of the hall suggest that there
was a wooden screen. In front of this three low steps have also been cut in the rock.
An inscription is carved above the left grated window in the thin front wall of the circular chamber
(Kondivite No. 1 ).
CAVE 10
A small lena with a hall and a cell at the back. The cave is much ruined. Its front, however, has
completely fallen down. This cave is at a higher level than the chairya hall and the hewing of this has
partly broken the right wall of the latter and so this may be considered as later in date than the chaitya
hall.

CAVE 12 (PL. 147)
This is a much ruined lena of possibly Type B ii. It consisted of 3 cells in a line all opening into
a hall in front. At present all the front and partition walls of the cells are broken. The hall was about
7.6 m long and appears to have had a niche in the left wall. Inside the hall, in a projected portion just
under the ceiling, there is a stretch of vedikd design.
GENERAL DISCUSSION
The peculiar plan of the clreriyaghara at Kondivite, the only one of its kind in Western India, has
tempted art historians to attach great importance to this monument.' There is a general similarity
in plan between this and the Sudhima cave in Barabar hill, both having a rectangular hall with a circular
cell at an end. The Sudhiima cave belongs to the Mauryan period and this is to be considered naturally
as one of the early attempts in rock-cut architecture. While in that cave the hall and cell are placed
to stretch axially into the rock scarp, Kondivite 9, cut perpendicularly into the scarp, shows an
advancement in technique. In the S u d h i n ~ acave the whole hall had to be lit by the only doorway cut
in the centre of the front wall; the circular cell is almost dark. The plan adopted in the Kondivite
cave has sought a solution for the defect; light is shed from the front opening directly into the hall as well
as the cell behind, and for that matter even on the stlipa inside. The next step towards having a better hall
of worship is to do away with the front wall of the circular cell by which the form of the apsidal
~11eli)~agliara
is achieved. The introduction of pillars or otherwise may have depended on the dimension
of the clretij*aghara.
Though this contention looks logical, we have suggested another possibility too regarding the
origin of the apsidal chaitya halls (p. 101). It is not unlikely that several architectural forms in brick
and wood may have been in vogue so far as the chetiyagharas are concerned, and Kondivite 9 may
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represent one of the experiments to adapt a variety, an example of which is fortunately preserved in
the Sudhima cave. However, just the fact of fortuitous availability of a rock-cut c h ~ t i ~ a g h a r of
a
Mauryan times with which Kondivite 9 has certain similarities need not lead to the conclusion that this
is the earliest chetiyaghara in Western India. The relative chronological position of this with reference
to the other cketiyagharas in this region can be made out from the form of the strjpa installed here. It
has been shown that the Kondivite stlipa comes very near the stlipa in Junnar-Tuljalena 3 . The
Kondivite strjpa has, however, an advanced feature in introducing the railing and also a square platform
to receive the Iiarmikci which may have been of wood. Both from style and technique this stlipa
comes nearer to the great stlipa in Bhaja 12. The stlipas in Bhaja 12 as well as Kondivite 9 represent,
both in their own ways, a slightly advanced technical stage compared to those in Junnar-Tuljalena 3 and
Kanheri 2e (p. 728). Taking this feature into consideration the chaitya hall in Kondivite occupies
stylistically a position later than Junnar-Tuljalena 3 and others of its clan and nearer to Bhaja I2 and
certainly earlier than Ajanta 10, where the stlipa is fashioned with the harmikd and the stepped pyramidal
capital also in stone. It can also be noted that this strjpa at Kondivite is similar in features to stlipas
4 and 5 in the group of dedicatory strjpas in Excatation 20 at Bhaja, in which connection we have contended that these stlipas belong stylistically between those without the harmikd in stone and those with
that member.
Hence, we feel, the cave could have been made sometime in the latter part of the 3rd century B.C.
This is quite in tune with the stylistic relationship this b-arj with the Sudhima cave, as delineated above.
Another item which substantiates the contention of the above mentioned date is the set of perforated
windows (Type i). These are finely wrought, sirnulatins the vedikci pattern and are comparable to the
one seen in Kanha's cave as Nasik.
However, the inscription carved above one of the perforated windows is in characters of Series V B
and is datable on palaeographical grounds to the midile of the 2nd century A.D. It is not known
whether this inscription is contemporaneous with the making of this cave. The record is much damaged.
According to the reading provided by Bhagavanlal lndraji (BG), it appears to record the making of a
vihdra by a brahmin. It is possible that the inscription was carved long after the making of the cave.
It is dificult to make out the exact nature and age of the Ienas in their present dilapidated condition.
However, the single celled lena 10, which appears to have been of type A ii or A iii is a work wrought
later than the chetiyaghara, as its making has damaged partly one of the walls of the latter. The duration
of interval between the making of the two is uncertain. Lena 12 with the railing decoration in the hall,
just underneath the ceiling reminds of similar decoration in Bhaja 7. Like the latter the vedikci here
is also neatly carved faithfully depicting all the details of w o ~ d s nvedikds, and hence has to be dated t o
an early period, nearer to cave 7 at Bhaja, i.e. to around 200 B.C. Thus this Iena appears to be a contemporary of chetiyaghara at this place.

KUDA
A group of caves near the village Kuda in Kolaba district is of great interest displaying the nature
of rock-cut architecture of an area distant from the focal centres of this tradition. Here can bc seen how
a number of architectural elements developed elsewhere were simply received and adopted. The wealth
of inscriptions in the Kuda group enhances its importance.
The caves are situated on a bench of the Mahoba hill at a height of about 50 to 70 m above sea
level, and overlook south-wards the great expanse of water of the Rajapuri creek. Situated in picturesque surroundings this monastic establishment could have been one of the favoured retreats of the monks.
No town which supported this centre has so far been discovered, but it is likely that such a town could
have been a natural port on the Rajapuri creek which provides easy access from the sea and safe
shelter to the ships coming thither, this creek being surrounded by high hills all around.'
The caves are located almost adjacent to one another, but in two groups, one lower and the other
upper. The numbering for these has been done here starting from the western most cave of the lower
group and moving eastwards and then along the upper group in the same direction.'
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CAVE 1 (FIG. 49 : PL. 148)
This is a flat roofed reclangular chetiyaghara (Type C) consisting of a sanctum with a stljpa at the
back, an inner transverse verandah, a hall, and a front verandah with a cell to the left.
The front verandah (9.7 m w, 2.1 m d) had two simple octagonal pillars on eitherside of the entrance
passage but they are now bloken. The rectangular pilasters had the hour-glass ornamentation of the
type seen in Mahad, Kanheri, etc. The facade is much ruined. To the left of the verandah is a cell
(2.1 m) with a bench-recess along the right wall.
A doorway (2.1 m w) leads to the hall (9.7 m sq). Behind this is the transverse verandah (7.6 m w,
2.2 m d) seperated from the hall by two pillars in antis rising from a stretch of low podium. The
pillars are again simple octdgonal shafts. The pilasters are square and are adorned with the hourglass
ornament. A low bench runs all along the side and back walls. A doorway (2.9 m w) provides access
to the shrine (about 4.5 m, w. 4.4 m d) having a stripa. The stripa has the usual drum, dome and harmikd,
but there is no umbrella; tlie harmik6 itself is flush with the ceiling.
An inscription (No. 1) carved on the back wall of the verandah, to the left of the doorway,. records
that this is a donation of one Sivabhoti, son of Sulasadata and Utaradati, and writer to Mahibhoja
Mandava Khandapilita, son of Mahibhoji Sadageri Vijayri.:'
The plan of this cave resembles those of Nasik 17 and Mahad 8, wherein a similar feature of
forming a shrine in the back of the hall is to be seen. But there are also some minor differences among
the three caves of this class. While Nasik 17 and Mahad 8 have provision for a number of cells on
the sides of the hall, here is none, but only one cell has been made in the side wall of the verandah.
Secondly, Mahad 8 does not have a transverse verandah, but only a large open chamber behind the
back of the hall. Nasik 17 has, howcvx, the pillar fronted transverse verandah in front of the sanctum,
but pillzrs are of the pot-base. and animal-capital vareity there. Other architectural features in the
present cave are the presence of the recess-bench in the cell and the occurrence of the hour-glass
decoration of the pilasters. With these it can be postulated that this belongs to a date later than
Nasik 17 but nearer to Mahad 8 as indicated by the presence of octagonal pillars and rectangular pilasters
with hourglass decoration. Further, the characters used in the present inscription (Series V1I)-in the
squarish form of letters. the extensive voluted flourish of the prongs of ka, ra, etc, and of the medial 'i'
sign-are very close to the inscription in Mahad 8.
Mahad 8 and Kuda 1 appzar to be nearer in date. Both architectural and palaeographical features
reveal that these caves may be assigned to late 3rd century A.D.

CAVE 2 (FIG. 50)
Adjoining cave 1 is this Iena (Type A ii) having a simple room with a stone bed in its left wall
and a verandah in front. On the left side of the verandah is a recessed bench. There is a large open
window in front to the left on the front entrance. The cave is cut behind an open Porecourt.
The presence of the recessed bench would indicate a later date for this. The position of this cave
in relation to cave 1 may suggest that the two are nearer in date.
CAVE 3 (FIG. 50; PL. 149)
This cave situated next to cave 2 is also a lena (Type A ii) with similar features as the previous,
except for the fact that the recess-bench in the verandah is to the right and there is an open window on
either side of the front entrance. In the right wall in the open court, a niche with a relief stupa has been
made.
A weathered inscription (No. 2) extant on the right wall of the forecourt retains a few letters
(Series VII) reading bhritisa and lena. If the bkciti is part of the name of SivabhOti, mentioned in No. 1
in cave I , this could also be nearer in date to that. In its other features, however, this goes closely with
cave 2 aud the two may be contemporary works.
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CAVE 4 (FIG. 49)
About 4 m away to the right of, and at a level about 3 rn higher than 3, is this cave. This consists
of a large rectangular hall and a verandah in front, cut behind an open court.
The ha11 (16.9 m d, 10.2 rn W) has a low bench running along the three inner sides. In the back
wall are commencements of three rectangular niches. The f r o n ~wall of the hall is pierced into by a large
rectangular doorway and two large rectangular windows at waist level, one on either side of the doorway.
The front verandah, which is about 45 cm lower in level than the hall floor, has two pillars in antis.
The pillars are simple octagor~alshafts with square base, and the pilasters have rectangular cross section
and are decorated with the hour-glass pattern. The pillars and pilasters rise from the low backed benches
running from the entrance passage to the side walls. These benches have rail pattern decoration on their
exterior. Two broad steps lead down from the verandah to the front court. Along each of the side walls
of the court is a stretch of stone bench.
This is a mafapa (Type B i) meant for dining or to rest, as indicated by the absence of living cells.
and the presence of large hall with bench and well lighted by the two open windows and the large
doorway. The facade pattern with the octagonal pillars with square base, the pilasters with hour-glass
omamentation and the backed bznch decorated with rail pattern clearly suggest that this cave is in the
tradition of many such ina!apas known from Kanheri and Junnar, and may be dated to about the 3rd
century A.D.
CAVE 5 (FIG. 50)
Situated close to 4 is this Ie!ia with an elaborate plan.'
There is an open court extending to the front for more than 3 m and its floor is cut in two levels.
On the left wall of this is a large cistern-in-recess. The facade is broken, but extent indications reveal
that in front of the verandah behind there were two pillars in antis. At the right end of the verandah is
a bench-in-recess. In the back wall of the verandah, a doorway has been cut on the right side leading
to a rectangular cell behind which another smaller cell with a recess bench has been made. Towards
left, at the back of the verandah there is a wide entrance leading to a horizontally laid rectangular hall,
which can as well be described as the inner verandah. On the back wall of this is a doorway leading into
a square cell with a recess bench on its back wall. In the left wall of this cell again is a doorway
leading into a smaller cell with a bench-in-recess in the right wall inside. (Two huge rectangular mortises
one on each side, have been cut at the entrance of the inner verandah. There are some big mortar holes
in the verandah).
There are three inscriptions in this cave. The first one (No. 3), above thc water cistern is much
worn, but appears to refer to the making of water cisterns. On the opossite wall is inscription No. 4
which is also worn and it too probably had the same matter. The inscription (No. 5) at the left end of
the verandah is somewhat better preserved and records that the cave and the cistern were the gift of a
female ascetic Padumari~nikiand her female disciples Bodhi and AsBlhamitB.
In its general features. this cave can be considered as a double unit of Ieno Type A iii. The
occurrence of the recessed bench and cistern-in-recess, are indcative of a later date. The characters of
the inscription (Series VII) are closer to those of No. 1; this Ieno too may be nearer in date to that.
CAVE 6 (FIG. 49; PLS. 150, 151, 152, 153, 154, 155)
Situated next to cave 5 is this flat roofed chetiyaghara, the best and the biggest of the excavations a t
Kuda, having an eloborate but neatly laid out plan and adorned with some sculptural works too.
In front of the cave is an open court. At the back end of this court, just in front of the facade of the
cave, is a sculpture of an elephant cut on either side. They are almost life size and rise from the floor of
the court upto the rock roof projecting forward from the facade of the cave. Only the head and the front
two legs of the elephants are shown, but it looks as though they are standing there face to face, expressing
their pride in supporting the heavy projecting roof of this sacred structure.
The facade (PI. 150) consists of the entrance passage flanked by an octagonal pillar with square base
on each side and two pilasters of rectangular cross section at either end, all these rising from a low
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backed bench. This bench extends from the entrance passage to the line of the pilaster on either side and
its outer side is decorated with rail pattern (PI. 155). The pilasters bear the usual hour-glass decoration.
The verandah (7.5 m w, 3.3 m d) is plain. In the back wall of the verandah is the large rectangular
.doorway (1.8 m w, 2.7 m h) leading into the hall, and the hall is further brightened by the huge rectangular open windows at shoulder level, one on each side of the doorway. The hall (8.8 m w, 8.9 rn d) is
provided with a low bench running along the three inner walls. Behind the hall is another transverse
verandah divided from the hall by a line of two pillars and pilasters (PI. 151). Here too the pillars are
octagonal shafts with square base and the pilasters are rectangular, and these again rise from the backed
bench and carry a thin architrave. These pilasters too have the usual hour-glass decoration. The bench
has the raised thin screen wall. A speciality of this, however, in contrast to the facade of the cave is the
insertion of some fine sculptures. On either side beyond the pilasters on the back wall of the hall is
a panel of mithuna sculptures, and the low parapet walls have the carving of animals and herdsmen
(PI. 151, 152, 1541."
The transverse verandah inside (7 m w, 2.1 rn d) has its floor about 60 cln higher than the floor of
the hall, while its roof is in the same level as that of the hall. To the left is a doorway leading into a cell
with a simple bench along the right wall, and above the bench in the wall is a large recess (80 cm d,
1.7 m w) possibly meant as storage space. In the back wall of the verandah is a broad rectangular doorway
about 3 m wide and as high as the wall leading to the senctum behind (4.7 m w, 6.2 rn d, 3.2 m h). In
the centre of this sanctum stands the sllipa (dia. 2.2 m). This rises from a socle consisting of three thin
tiers. The drum has straight sides and its rim is decorated with the vedikd baud, the dome above is 415th
sphere and carries the square harmikd ornamented with rail pattern on all the four sides. Above this is
the stepped pyramidal capital and from the top of this rises the staff of the umbrella. The umbrella,
which is circular is cut in the roof.
An inscription (No. 6) carved on the left wall of the verandah, to the left of the doorway, states
-that this cave was the gift of Sivama, the younger brother of the writer Sivabhiiti the son of Sulasadata
.and Utaradati. Sivabhfiti's sons and daughters also appear to have contributed for making the sculptures
and pillars.
The details provided relating to Sivabhfiti, as the son of Sulasadata and the writer of Mahibhoja
Mandava Khandapalita, clarifies, that Sivabhiiti of this inscription is no other than the one mentioned in
No. I, the donor of cave I. It can be made out from this that this cave made by his younger brother,
with independent contributions by his three sons and four daughters, could have been wrought a little
time later than cave I, with atleast a gap of about 10 to 12 years. The palaeographical features of the
two inscriptions i.e. Nos. I and 6 are almost identical.
Architectural features, in the plan in which a shrine with verandah is placed at the back of the wall,
shows the continuity of tradition from Kuda 1, Mahad 8 and Nasik 17. The existence of the backed
bench, the plain octagonal pillars with square base, the pilasters with hour-glass ornamentation reveal
$hat this cave has to be placed to the period of or later than the time of YajiiaSri SBtakarni, as it is
.during this time that all these features appeared, as it is well revealed in Kanheri and Nasik. So the
contention of Burgess and Fergusson that this is very near to the Karle cliai~yahall, which is based on the
apparent similarities of the rnithurin figures in the two places requires reconsideration. Ir is true that the
two sets of ?nithurlas in the present cave display in their bodily delineation, dress and ornamentation some
likeness with those in the chaitya hall at Karle. But the total eliect presented by the present set of
rnitltur~o figures is of a far inferior order, looking more like unsuccessful copies than the creation of an
originai artistic ta1ent.O Secondly. it has been shown elsewhere that the animals and heardsmen panels
appear for the first time in Western Indian caves only during the time of Gautamiputra Sfitilkorni. Apart
from the inferiority of sculptural workmanship, the adoption of these two sculptural themes in the
present cave, that too at an odd place with insufficient light for its appreciation, probably indicates that
this could be the work of a zealous but unimaginative mind attempting to copy certain beautiful items
seen elsewhere. The various features of the facade are nearer to cave 32 etc. of Kanheri. Under these
circumstances the cave could at best be placed to the late 3rd or early part of 4th century A.D. This
contention is supporled from the palaeographical evidence too, as described in connection with inscription
No. 1 above.
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CAVE 7 (FIG. 49; PL. 156)
Close to, but at about 1.5 m higher level than cave 6 is this cave, a single celletl lena. This consists
of a verandah fronted by two simple octagonal shafts with square base. The pilasters are rectangular
and bear the usual hour-glass decoration. The two pillars and the right pilasters rise from a single stretch
of a low bench with back. The front part of this bench is plain hut at the lower level on the basement
is a projecting ledge and a band showing a line of square knobr. A flight of three steps cut on the left
side leads up from the front open court to the verandah, through the entrance passage provided between
the left pilaster and the first pillar. The verandah (5.3 m W, 2.2 m d) has a bench-in-recess cut in the
right wall. Towards the right of the back wall of the verandah is the doorway leading to the cell at back,
which has a bench-in-recess cut along the left wall.
A cistern-in-recess is there at the right in the open court.
An inscription (No. 7) carved on the back wall of the verandah states that the cave is the
meritorious gift of the physician Somadeva. The characters of this inscription (Series VII) are identical
with those of No. 6. The cave, apart from the evidence of palaeography, can be easily placed with cave 6
due to the similarity of architectural elements like the backed bench with rail decoration, the octagonal
pillars with square base and the hour-glass decorations on pilasters.
EXCAVATION 7 x
Slightly beyond the above cave is a ruined cistern under a recess. On the back of the recess is an
inscription (No. 8) recording that this is the donation of one KumHra Madava of the Mamdavas. The
use of the term Kumsra for the donor may suggest that he belonged to a royal family, and it is known
from other inscriptions that Ma~ndavas were Mahlbhojas. The characters of this inscription are similar
to the other inscriptions Nos. 1-7 in the basic forms of the letters, but do not have the flourish.
CAVE 8
Closely beyond 7x and about a metre lower in level than 7 is this le!ra. The front of this is broken,
but appears to have had a doorway, with a window to left, leading to an oblong chamber. At the right
end of the back wall of the chamber is a rectangular doorway leading into the backcell. This
has a bench-in-recess to the left. At one end of this bench is a hollow (55 cm square and 40 cm deep)
with a ledge provided at its mouth for a flat lid. This appears to be a case where provision has been
made to keep, probably, valuable things. Bench-in-recess is the only chronological indicator here.
CAVE 9 (FIG. 49; PL. 157)
This cave situated next to cave 8, at a slightly higher level, is a flat roofed rectangular chetiyaghara
with a verandah in front. The verandah had two columns (Type D vi) with octagonal shaft rising from
the pot-base on square pyramid, surmounted by the pot-capital, the 'enclosed' itnalaka and the Josseret
of inverted square pyramid. But one pillar is completely broken. The pilasters are plain and look like
crudely carved octagonal shafts with one face attached to the wall. Behind the verandah is the shrine
which is irregular in plan being 4.4 m deep and 2.6 m wide in front and 3.4 m at the back. Near the back
wall is the stripa 1.3 m in diameter and the abacus of the capital touches the roof. There is a cell cut in the
left wall of the verandah. This has a door and a window in the wall. At the back of the cell is a bench..
An inscription (No. 2) on the right wall of the verandah, records that this chetiyaghara is a benefaction by BhHyilB, wife of Ayitilu, a Brahman lay worshipper. The occurrence of the columns of pot-baseand-pot-capital type shows that this cave goes with Junnar-Ganesh Pahar 14. Hence on stylistic
analogy this can be assigned to the 2nd century A.D.-probably to a slightly later stage than Manmodi 2,
as the feature of having the blind chaitya window too has been dropped here. This chetiyaghara with
its D Type pillars is of course earlier than 1 and 6 and Kuda itself as those display pillars of Type E.
The inscription (No. 9) in this cave substantiates this surmise, as herein can be seen the use of
much earlier characters (Series V) with simple straight lines of K a , ra, the roundish ma, etc., compared
to the developed characters of the inscriptions in caves 1 and 6. The architectural and palaeographical.
features indicate generally a date in the 2nd century A.D.
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CAVE I0 (FIG. 51)
Next to 9, at about 1.5 m lower in level than that, is this Icna. The front portion of this is broken.
At the back of the open court is the wall which had a doorway and a window. Both of these are now
broken. Originally there could have been a verandah in front of this. The doorway led to an oblong
chamber and at th: right end of the back wall of this is a doorway leading to a back cell with a bench
a t the back.
The inscription (No. 10) written above the window in the front wall states that this Ic!za is a donation
,of one Vadhuka, a garland maker. The charactersof thisinscription are ~ndenticalwith those of inscription
in cave 9 and the two may belong to the same date.
CAVE l I (FIG. 50)
Originally this cave consisted of a single cell with a bench at the back behind an open verandah.
Now the verandah is almost broken, except for the remnant of a recessed bench along the right wall.
Above this recessed bench and partly on the back wall is a broken inscription (No. 12) recording the
donation of this cave by one Goyamma daughtear of HBla, the royal physician. The letters of this
inscription are similar to those of Nos. 9 and I9 and hence this cave may be of the same age as cavz
9 and 10.
CAVES 12a AND 12b (FIG. 50)
Close to 10 are these two caves situated side by side, but with their dividing walls now brokec. 12a
is a larger room with an open front. On the right wall of this room is a damaged inscription (No. I I)
in which the words Mal~ibhojiyaand Mamdaviya can be read. The inscriplion belongs to Series V.
12b has a verandah and an oblong room behind with a bench along the back wall.
CAVE 13 (FIG. 50; PL. 158)
This letla consisting of a single cell behind a verandah (Type -4 iii) is close to cave 12. The
verandah is open in front and there is a bench-in-recess in the right wall. The cell is cut towards right
in the back wall, and this has a bench along the back wall.
An inscription in this cave (No. 13) states that this is donation of one VijyamnikB daughter of
Mahibhoja Sidakara Sudamsana. The characters of this inscription being similar to those of the
inscription in cave 10, this cave too can be placed to the same period.'
CAVE 14 (FIG. 50)
This /e!ra situated adjacently to cave 13 is larger in dimensions than that but is exactly of the same
plan in all its details. In the foecourt, a little in front of the right side wall with the bench-in-recess of
the verandah a circular depression (about 60 cm dia) with a lingo like boss in the centre has
been made. In front of the forecourt slightly at a lower level than the cave, on either side on the face of
the rock, face, a rectangular niche has been cut.
An inscriplion (No. 14), on the back wall of the verandah, displaying similar characters as NO. 13,
states that this l e ! ~ uis a donation of one Mahika, an ironmonger of KarahBkada.
This cave too is close in date to cave 13.
EXCAVATION 14x (FIG. 50)
This is a cistern under a recess about 6 m away from 14. A very much damaged inscript~on(No. 15)
records that this is a bathing tank donated by a merchant Gohapati Vasula.
EXCAVATION 14y
About 8 m further from the above is another similar cistern.
After this the path leads to the upper group of caves.
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CAVE 15 (FIG. 491
About 55 m beyond cave 14 and at a level higher by about 6 m is this cave. This is a flat chetiyaghoro with a srzipa shrine, a verandah and two cells. The verandah (7.2 m b. 2.2 m d) had in front four
octagonal pillars (now some of them are broken) between two rectangular pilasters bearing the hour-glass
decoratioll (Fig. 15, m). The open court in front of this is neatly cut. A cell is hown in each of the
side walls of the verandah and these have a bench at the back. The sanctum, cut in the back wall of
the verandah and entered into by a plain recta~lgular doorway measures 3 m in width and 4.1 m in
length. Near the back wall of the sanctum is the stlipa, 1.9 m in diameter of the base. The sttipa
is of the type in cave 1 and has its stepped pyramidal member on the lrarrnikci Rush with the ceiling
(PI. 159).
An inscripti011 (No. 16) carved on the left wall of the verandah states that the chetiyoghom and a
cell were donated by one Rimadata, an Adhagachchaka, son of Ahila, when Mamdava Kochiputa
Velidata was the Mahibhoja. Another cell was donated by the wife of the above donor.
The use of octagonal columns and the addition of cells in the cheriyaglrora and the presence of the
hour-glass decoration on the pilasters indicate a date nearer to cave I and 6. However, this che~i~crgl,~ra
does not possess such elaboration in plan with the add~tionalhall and front verandah as in caves I and 6
but is similar to cave 9 in its simplicity. The feature of the srlipa in arranging the abacus to meet the flat
roof, but without inserting the umbrella, is shared in common by these two chairya halls. The only
other significant difference is however, in pillars. Whereas the pillars in cave 9 are of the pot-base-potcapital variety, the pillars here are octagonal shafts. So it can be suggested purely on stylistic grounds
that cave 15 of Kuda falls between cave 9. the earlier one. and caves I and 6 the later ones. This
contention is also supported by palaeographical evidence. The letters used in the inscription in cave 9
do not have any flourishes but those from the inscriptions in 1 and 6 display extensive flourish. The
present inscription in this cave has the flourish in the letters but it is of a more simple type compared to
the later ones.
CAVE 16 (FIG. 50)
About 6 m higher up from the previous, in a line vertically above the space between 14 and 15, is
this cave. This is a simple lena of Type A iii. In front of the cave at the back of the open court is a
low becch. The front wall of the cave has a door to right and small open window to left, which open
into an oblong chamber having a bench-in-recess along the left wall. T o the right side of the back wall
is a doorway leading to the back cell which has a bench-in-recess in the left wall.
On either side of the forecourt, cut into from the front rock face is a cistern under recess.
On the front wall, between the door and the window is an inscription (No. 17) (PI. 160) recording
that it is a donation of a nun Sapila, made along with some other nuns. There were inscriptions
(Nos. 18 and 19) on the back walls of the recesses of the side cisterns, but these are damaged. One of
them appears to state that this was a donation of a female desciple of a nun Bodhi, and the other informs
that that cistern is a donation of the garland maker Mugudisa. The characters of all these inscriptions
belong to Series VI.
CAVE 17 (FIG. 51)
Next to 16, this leflo with a similar plan to that, except for the fact that the window is a tittle larger.8
On the back wall of the chamber to the left of the cell door is an inscription (No. 20) which is
partially effaced. It appears that there was mention of the donation of this cave by a trader (Sathavciha)
Ngga.
The letters of this inscription are similar to those from the inscriptions in cave 16, and hence this
too can be assigned to the same date.
CAVE 18 (FIG. 5 1)
Adjoining cave 17 is this Ieno (Type A iii) having the same plan as the previous one except there is
the large open window on either side of the front doorway. An inscription (No. 21) cut on the left side
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of the front wall refers this cave as a donation of a trader Vasulanaka. The characters of this inscription
are similar to those in the inscriptions in caves 16 and 17.
CAVE I9 (FIG. 51)
Closeby to the right of cave 18, but slightly at a higher level is this lena of Type A iv b.
The door in the front wall is to the right and to left is a large open window. These provide entrance
and light to an oblong chamber (4.5 m w, 2 m d). To the left in the back wall is a recess (1.1 m w,
2.5 m d) with a bench-in-recess along its right wall. To the right in the back wall is a doorway leading
into a cell (2.1 m sq) with a bench-in-recess at the back wall.
This cave with a hall, cell and recess resembles several caves in Junnar-Ganesh Pahar and hence is
datable generally to the 3rd century A.D.
CAVE 20 (FIG. 50)
This is a small single celled le!ia (Type A ii). The door and a window in the front wall, as well as
the front verandah, are broken.
The cave is situated about 50 m further from 19 and is difficult of access. Next to this is a ruined
flight of steps and a broken cistern.
CAVE 21
Nearly 30 m further from 20 is this cave, an unfinished flat roofed chetiyaghara. This has a rectangular hall with a square block at one end intended for the sttipa but left un-finished. The form of the block
indicates that the capital of this was intended to reach the roof, a feature seen in caves 9 and 15.
In front of this is a verandah which now has rough square blocks intended for two pillars and pilasters.
A cistern cut in the left wall of the front court has an inscription (No. 22) stating that it is the
donation of the merchant Vasulanaka, who also happens ro be the donor of Cave 18. The inscription
belongs palaeographically to Series VI.
This cave, though unfinished, is of interest due to the fact that this provides an idea of the process
of hewing caves, in the step like cuttings made inside the hall, the rough block for the stzipa and pillars
etc. The occurrence of a finished cistern with an inscription is also noteworthy.
CAVE 22 (FIG. 50)
A single cell (lu!ia Type A i b) close to 21, but at a lower level.
There is an open court in front with a bench along the left wall. There was a door to left and a
small open window to right in the front wall of the cell. The cell has a bench-in-recess along the left
wall.
EXCAVATION 22x
Between 22 and 23 is this cistern-in-recess.

Further down is a flight of steps and a small recess.

CAVE 23 (FIG. 51)
This cave consisting of an oblong chamber and a cell behind is a Iena of Type A iii, similar in plan to
caves 17, 18, etc.
The cell has a bench-in-recess along its back wall, and there is a small open window by the side of
the doorway in its front wall. The oblong chamber is plain and its front wall has a doorway in the centre
flanked by a large open window on either side.
An inscription (No. 23) on the outer wall states that this is a donation of Sivadata wife of Vehamits.
a sathavbha. The letters of this inscription are of Series VI.
CAVE 24 (FIG. 50)
This cave situated about 4 m further and higher up than 23 is also a lena of similar plan as cave 23.
The inscription from this cave, written in characters similar to those in cave 23 records the donation by
Asiiiamita, wife of a Safhaviha.
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I n front of the front wall of the cave a pillar about a metre and a half long ia lying. It is square in
cross section and its upper end is carved with a raised band around and over that the four faces slope
down suddenly to meet in a low crest. It is difficult to make out where this pillar was standing originally.@
CAVE 25 (FIG. 51)
A lena of Type A ii, situated close to 23. The front verandah is gone, but a bench that stood in the
left end remains. There is a large open window and a door in the back wall of the verandah leading into
a cell with a recess-bench at the back.

CAVE 26 (FIG. 51)
This is next to 25 and is almost identical in plan and features with the previous cave.
GENERAL DISCUSSION
There are altogether 31 independent excavations (including the minor ones) in the KuQa group. The
following are the varieties seen in them.
Chetiyagharas :

Lenas

:

Four (caves 1, 6, 9, 15) and one unfinished (21).
Type A ii b : 9, 12, 21 (unfinished)
Type C : 1, 6
(All these show some variations from the standard forms of the types mentioned)
Twenty-one

Type

Caves

A
A
A
A

22
2, 3, 7, 8, 11, 12b, 13, 14, 16, 17, I t , 20, 23, 24, 25, 26
5 ( 4 , ( 10)
19
Two
4
12 a
Three Four
Excavation 7x, 22x+four associated with caves 5, 7 and 16.
Excavation 14x (unfinished)
Four
14 y and three others.

ib
ii
iii
iv b

Ma/apa

B i
A ii
Podhis

Type A ii
Type B
Kodhi

+

The Kuda caves are highly interesting due to the fact that here almost every cave is bestowed with an
inscription. The inscriptions themselves display somewhat an individualistic character in the palaeographical
style compared to the palaeographical features of epigraphs discussed elsewhere (Chapt. V) Here is a set of
inscriptions belonging to the writing tradition of a town, which had the advantage of maintaining its
individuality due to, probably, somewhat an isolated situation. Though the general development
tendencies of the region (chart 11) are noticeable to a certain extent and the grouping of epigraphs on
that score has been done in the descriptive analysis above to series V, VI and VII, it is possible to notice
further internal changes in these sets of inscriptions and build up a relative chronological position for
them. We feel, that the individualistic character displayed by the Kuda set of inscriptions merits such an
exercise. It may be noted that the donors of most of the caves are persons associated with the court of a
local line of chieftains of the family of MahBbhoyas, and there appears to be a family of scribes attached
to them. Probably we are dealing here with the writing tradition cultivated by successive generations of
a family of scribes.
The inscriptions generally ascribable to Series V (Nos. 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15) are characterised by
the use of k a , ua and la with straight vertical lines, and simple type of medial i and u signs. Amongst
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these Nos. 12 and 13 fall into the earliest group with the use of circular knotted ma, hook shaped /a
and fa with semicircular bottom, and slightly curve-prominent letters, in contrast to the squarish letters
of the other inscriptions with the bottom lines almost flat and the verticals of right and left sides almost
equal, and preference to straight lines particularly in ba, sa, Ilia etc.
Inscriptions of Series VI (17-24) show the use of squarish type of letters and the bent hooks of
verticals, as in a, ka, ra and la.
Out of these Nos. 17. 18, 19, 20, 21 have less of bend in hooks and that feature is prominent in
others (Nos. 22-24).
The third group (Series VII, Nos. 1-8, 16) betrays the use of squarish letters and preference to
straight lines and the employment of curls in the verticals and the medial i signs. Amongst these, '1-8
and 16 stand palaeographically between Series VI and the other inscriptions of Series VII.
Thus the palaeographical sequence of inscriptions of Kuda would be :

V
VI
VII

12, 13.
9, 10. 11. 14, 15.
17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24.
7. 8, 16.
1, 2, 3, 4. 5, 6.

This evidence provides the following sequence for caves
(a) caves
(b)
(c)
(dl
(el
(f)

12b, 13
9, 10, l l b , 14, 14x
16, 17. I8
21, 23, 24
15
1, 3, 5 . 6

The sequence obtained from the architectural evidences discussed above is as follows

The two sets of evidences are fairly consistent.
Combining the data from these, the developnlent in the Kuda group of caves can be worked out. It
can be made out that the architectural activity at Kuda started with the making of single celled Ie!las;
12b and 13 were the first to be made in a line in the lower scarp. At that time Kuda provided
accommodation hardly for 2 monks. It was not stric!ly a monastic establishment equipped with
varieties of buildings to cater to the various needs of the community. It can be noticed that not a single
water cistern is seen near these caves, and hence it can be surmised that these caves were probably being
used by eremitical monks as vassa retreats. Similar smaller dwelling caves (10, 11, 14) with single cells
were added next along the same scarp. It was probably a t this time that the first chaitya hall 9 came
into existence along with a few cisterns in the caves, making it a fulfledged monastic unit. At this time
the strength of the resident monastic community was about 8 to 10.
Shortly afterwards came up more single celled dwellings like caves 16, 17, 18 and (19), followed by
20, 22, 23, 24 (and probably 25 and 26). These are i n a seperate scarps and provided additional
accommodation for 7 to 8 more monks. T o this date belongs the unfinished chairya cave 21 wherein for
the first time an attempt to introduce simple pillars and square pilasters in the verandah is to be seen,
in contrast to the earlier practice of the pot-base-pot-capital piliars and similar engaged columns as seen
in cave 9.
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Cave 15, the next to be made, is a chetiyanhara of the type of 22, and it has been shown that these
two share a common feature in having the abacus of the srapa reaching the roof, but without the stone
umbrella. Chetiyaghara 15 was meant probably to replace 22 which was left unfinished for unknown
reasons. While this was done by the side of the first series in continuation to cave 14, a small singlecelled lens (7) was added on the other side of the then exisiting caves in the same line.
Next to be added to the group is chaitya hall 1. It belongs to a time when the plan of the
flat-roofed chetiyaglrara was elaborated to include a larger hall and a verandah in addition to shrine and
verandah at the back. With the chaitya hall 1 were made the single celled le!ras 2, 3 and 5 to accommodate about 4 to 5 monks. At this stage when the strength of the monastic establishment was around
20 the dining hall 4 too could have been added. And this happens to be the stage when the use of
octagonal pillars with square bas: and pilasters with hour-glass ornamentation had become common in
this place.
The latest cave in the group is the chaitya hall 6 which is the result of great philanthropic zeal in
which a number oP sculptures were also accommodated.
The architectural elements are so meagre in the earliest caves of the period as to give any clue for
comparison with other sites, but the palaeographical evidence shows that these could be assigned to the
early part of the 2nd century A.D.
Chairya hall 9 with pot-base-pot-capital pillar in the verandah resembles Manmodi 2. This and
other caves in the group would belong to the middle of the 2nd century A.D. The succeeding stage of
flat-roofed chaitya halls, with octagonal pillars and hour-glass decoration on square pilasters go with the
types seen in late 2nd andearly 3rd century A.D. Afterwards some m i n x caves were made in the middle of
3rd century A.D. The latest caves with elaborate plan (chaitya halls I and 6) and their adjuncts came
up. These compare themselves in architectural 'features and palaeographical characteristics of the
associated inscriptions with Mahad 8, etc., and are to be placed to late 3rd or early 4th century A.D.
The chronological position of Kuda caves can thus be delineated as follows (chetiyagharus
Italicised).
Caves
2nd century A.D.
early
middle
late

12b, 13
9, 10, 11, 14
16, 17, 18, (19)

3rd century A.D.
early
middle
late

20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26
IS, 17. 17x
1, 2, 3, 4, 5

Late 3rd or early
4th century A.D.

6. 7. 7x

Thus a continuous activity in architectural creations is seen in Kuda stretching for a period o f twcr
centuries from the early part of the 2nd century A.D. to about the early part of the 4th century A.D.
It is remarkable that not a single leno of cells-around-hall type exists at Kuda. There was a
preference to single-celled lenas only. Despite the fact that there are 21 lenas not more than 30 monks
could have been accommodated. It is likely that this was due to the modest resources of the donors, and
the relative poverty of the area compared to the rich establishments near the major trade routes, like
Pitalkhora or Kondane or Junnar. Most of the donors are individuals from the lower economic classes
like garland makers or iron dealers and even nuns. The richest class is probably that of the royal officials
who. however, made beautiful chaitya halls 1 and 6, and the dining hall 4. The only donation from. the
royalty happens to be a single cistern 7x.
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MAHAD
Mahad in Kolaba district is situated about 150 km south-south-east of Bombay at the confluence of
the rivers Savitri and Gandhari. Though this is about 30 km inland from the seacoast, it is said that
during high tide boats can reach this place. It is likely that this served as an inland port. Several roads
lead from Mahad towards the various Sahyadrian passes like Kumbharli and Bhor and these give access
t o the towns on the plateau.
The caves are located on a hillock near the village Pale which is situated about 3 km north-west of
Mahad on the Bombay-Mahad highway. They are about 60 m high up above the surrounding plain and
face east, thus providing a beautiful view of the town and the vast stretch of green fields in front. In the
rainy season, the lower plain is flooded with river water, and the whole area looks like a cup-shaped lake
amidst hills, with the small low11and several villages floating on the watersheet.
The ancient township which supported the monastic establishment here has not been identified, but
it might have been somewhere near the confluence of the rivers which served as the natural harbour for
ships plying from the Arabian sea.'
There are 28 main excavations in the group. All caves face east and they are numbered from south
t o north.
(No. 1 is a late unfinished cave)
CAVE 2
This is an unfinished cave consisting of an open court, a verandah with two pillars in antis and a
.cell behind. There is a roughly cut bench along the right wall of the verandah, as well as the cell.
The pillars are just uncut square blocks.
CAVE 3 (PLS.161 AND 167)
Close to the north of the above is this lena (A ii) with a cell and a verandah.
The cell is very broad (5.2 m w, 2.6 rn d, 2.1 m h). There is a stone bench along the right wall. The
front of the bench has a rectangular ledge at the top. The verandah in front is screened by two pillars
in antis rising from a low stone bench with high bdck. The backed benches are on either side of the
entrance passage and they, as usual, connect the pillar and pilaster on each side. There is no ornamentation on the back of the bench but the front part of the bench has a ledge like that seen in the bench
inside the cell. The pillars have square base and the shafts are octagonal (Type E). The pilasters on
the side walls are plain and have rectangular cross section. A bench cut along the right wall of the
verandah has also the beaded edge and a ledge runs along the bottom line. The sunken surface is
flanked by two ornamental pilasters of th.: pot-base-pot-capital and octagonal shaft type (Type D vi).
There are steps leading down from the verandah to the open court below. The rock roof projects
considerably from the verandah, but has no decoration.
Though this cave is a lena with a cell and verandah, it appears that t h ~ could
s
have been meant for
rhe residence of a monk of high rank, as the cell inside is spacious and the benches have unusual
ornamentation.
The pillar type shows that this belongs to Type E well-seen in Junnar, Kanheri, etc., but the absence
o f the hour-glass which is common to the pillar t y p s of this class is to be noted. The ornamental pillar
motif seen on the bench indicates that this type might have survived as just a decorative element at this
.time when the pillars with octagonal shaft and square base had been established as the standard form.
A stairway cut in the rock leads down to the next, cave 4.
CAVE 4 (FIG. 52)
A small Iena of Type A iii with a cell, hall and a verandah. The cell has a bench along the back
wall. The hall is larger than the cell and this too has a bench along the right wall. The verandah had
lwo pillars in antis towards the front, but the pillars and pilasters are broken.
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There was an inscription cut on the right wall of the verandah, but the letters are effaced except for
traces of a few here and there. [In the first line (ma) yanasa is seen]. The letters are of Series VII and
are comparable to those in other inscriptions of the same place.
CAVE 5 (PLS. 162 AND 164)
Closeby to the north of cave 4 is this, a malapa of Type B i.
The hall has a low bench running along the three inner walls. Its front edge is beaded. The
verandah has in front two pillars in antis. The pillars and pilasters rise from a low bench running on
either side. The bench has the leaning back but has no decoration on the outer side. The pillars are
simple octagonal shafts with square base. The pilasters are rectangular and bear the incised hour-glass
ornament. The benches with sloping back, the pilasters and the pillars are smoothly dressed.
In the type of pillars and the backed bench, this resembles cave 3 and the two appear to be near
in date. The crudely cut left wall of the cell shows that it has been made with great caution so as not
break into the back cell of cave 4. This shows that cave 4 was existing before the making of this cave.
However, there is another possibility that originally cave 5 was only a malapa without a cell, and it is
probably at a later date that the cell was attempted either to provide accomodation for a monk o r
probably to use that as pantry, the hall being used for dining.
CAVE 6
Situated at a lower level than 4 and 5 a simple recess (probably an unfinished lena) with a cisternin-recess on either side. Only one of the cisterns is finished.
CAVE 7 (FIG. 52)
Next to cave 6 and almost at the same level is this roughly hewn cave which consists of a cell behind
a verandah (lena Type A ii). A bench-in-recess is cut along the back wall. The verandah too has a
bench-in-recess in the left wall. The front portion of the verandah is broken.
CAVE 8 (FIG. 52; PL. 165)
This happens to be the most interesting architectural work at this place. This is a lena of the cellsaround-hall type, but is provided with a stlipa shrine behind.
This consists of a large hall with a low bench running along the three inner walls. There are three
cells cut in each of the side walls. A large shrine is in the centre of the back wall and on either side of
this is a cell. All the cells have a simple bench at the back. The shrine and cells are at a higher level
than the floor of the hall. The shrine has a wide doorway. There are several mortises cut in the floor
and side walls in the front line of the shrine, which suggest that some sort of a wooden screen might
have existed here. There was a stiipa in the centre of the shrine, but the whole thing is now lost, except
for the indication provided by a rough circular surface on the floor and an umbrella cut in the rooE
Even though the shape of the sicpa can not be made out, the existence of the stone umbrella cut in the
roof suggests that this belongs to the late stage of chetiyaghara architecture, corresponding to those from
Kanheri, Kuda, Junnar, etc.
Peculiarly there is no verandah in this cave, but the front of the hall was supported by two pillars.
The pillars are not extant, but stumps hanging from the roof show that these were of the type seen in
Nasik, Junnar, etc., with the capital having the inverted stepped pyramid, the rimalaka neck and the
globular pot (Type D vi). The pilasters are rectangular and bear the hour-glass decoration (Fig. 15, C).
These pillars and pilasters carry a heavy but simple rectangular architrave. There is no carving om
the eave or facade, but the roof projects a little more to the front.
An inscription (No. 2) carved by the side of thf pilaster on the right wall, just below the projectingroof records that this dwelling cave having eight cells, a chetiyaghara, two water cisterns, and the path in
front was the donation of one Kumdra KBnabhoS VhenupHlita. The inscription is written in characters
of Series VII.
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This lena-cum-chetijsaghoraplan is of much interest, suggesting a stage leading towards the development of n plan with shrine behind a hall, a feature seen commonly in the succeeding le!~asof Mahiysna
times. In this feature this cave is similar to the cltetiyaghara at Shelarwadi, and Nasik 17 and to a certain extent Kuda 1 and 6. Probably the present cltetiyaghara at Mahad belongs to late 3rd centuryearly 4th century A.D. as indicated by the well-developed letters of the associated inscription corresponding in its features with those in caves I and 6 at Kuda. But this may be of slightly earlier than the Kuda
examples due to the presence of pillars of D vi typa. It is likely that ths pillar type had survived till a
later date. The whole set of evidence leads to indicatt that the cave could have been made somewhere
in the latter part of the 3rd century A.D.
CAVE 9 (FIG. 52)
This is at a higher level than 8.
The cave (lena Type A iii) consists of a cell, a hall and a verandah. The cell has no
hall is rectangular and has a low bench along the right wall. The front wall of the hall is
by a central doorway and a small open window on either side at head level. The varandah
in-recess cut along the right wall. In the front are two pillars in antis in the usual fashion,
pillar is connected with the corresponding pilaster on either side by a low backed bench.
no decoration is seen on the back of the backed bench.

bench. The
pierced into
has a benchso that the
At present

CAVE I0 (PL. 166)
This cave placed adjacently to cave 9 is similar to that except for the fact that there are no open
windows here and the backed bench is decorated. The back of the backed bench has the railing decoration, below this is a band with the wooden pins shown in a line. The studs normally seen below this in
other caves of this class are absent here.
The pillars are, as usual, octagonal shafts with square base (Type E) and the pilasters are rectangular and have the hour-glass decoration. All these rise from the bench. There were steps originally
but these are broken. There is no carving on the facade now, but it appears that the original facade
Bas collapsed. The facade of the cave at present is flush with the scrap face, and nothing can be said of
the possible court or the projecting roof, if they existed once.
Even though this is comparable to 32, etc., of Kanheri, one striking difference seen here is the
absence of the studs below the railing pattern. The railing decoration on the back of the backed bench,
however, is decorated in such a way as to give an impression of the hour-glass decoration. This peculiar
decorative element compares itself to Kanheri cave 79, and hence these two caves can be possibly bracketed
together in style and date.
CAVES I l and 12 (FIG. 52; PL. 168)
These, situated to the north of 10 and on the same level, are two identical caves each consisting of a
broad cell behind and a verandah in front. The cells and verandahs in both have a recessed bench
.along their right walls. In front of the verandah there are the usual backed benches and two pillars and
;two pilasters rising above them. The pillars are octagonal shafts with square base and the pilasters
which are rectangular have the hour-glass ornamentation. The pillars and pilasters and the backed bench
are finely smoothened. There is no decoration on the back of the backed bench and in this these resen~ble
cave 3 above.
In cave 12, in front of the entrance between the pillars is a projecting platform and steps are cut
sidewards to left from this. In both, the open court is ruined but it appears there was a doorway
providing access between 11 and I? in the dividing wall between the courts of the two.
CAVE 13 (FIG. 53; PLS. 168 AND 170)
This cave at a lower level and almost below cave 11, is similar in plan to cave 9 (lena A iii), consisting of a cell, a hall and a verandah, but without a bench in any of these. The doorway of the hall is
.rectangular and on either side is a square open window at shoulder level. In front of the verandah there
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are the usual two pillars in antis, the pillars being octagonal shafts with square base (Type E) and the
pilasters rectangular. The pilasters bear the hour-glass ornamentation. There were backed benches connecting and supporting the pillar-pilaster set in each side of the entrance passage, but these are broken.
Traces however remain, and these show that there was no decoration. The pillars carry a thin flat
architrave and its front is cut slightly for a drip ledge. There were steps but these are now broken.
In front of this is a cistern with square mouth.
CAVE 14
A simple cell with a verandah (lena Type A ii) situated next to cave 13. This has no bench or
pillars. The doorway to the cell is towards a side and it is rectangular. The court in front is in the
same level as the verandah. It is as broad as the verandah itself, but narrows towards the front.
This is a crudely cut cave with no significant architectural features.
CAVE 15 (PLS.163 AND 168)
Next to 14 is a rectangular recess about 1.2 m deep containing a sftipa in high reliel cut in the back
wall.
The sttipa has a socle of three thin tiers. The cylindrical drum rises above, and the brim of this is
ornamented with the rail pattern. Above this is a 314th spherical dome and from the top of this rises
the plain square Izarmikl? and on this is the inverted stepped pyramidal member made of five thin plates
of increasing dimensions. The top of the top plate is Bush with the roof of the recess.
The sicpa is of a developed type. The absence of the umbrella decoration on the harmikd is interesting. In this feature this resembles the sfGpa in Kuda 9 and 15.
CAVE 16 (FIG.53)
This is a mafapa of Type B i, consisting of a verandah and a hall, but has a small cell in addition.
The hall has a low seat running along the three inner sides. In the left wall is the doorway leading
into the cell. There is no bench in the cell. I n the front wall of the hall is the central doorway flanked
by an open square window on either side cut at waist level and opening right up to the roof. There is a
bench to right in the verandah. The front part of the verandah has the usual two pillars in antis. The
pillars are partly preserved. They were of the octagonal shaft and square base type (E). The pilasters,
as well as the backed benches, are broken.
The architrave above the pillar is thin and its front face is neatly dressed. From the line of this, the
rock-roof is further projected to cover part of the open court.
There is a small benchless cell to the left of the verandah. It has a low doorway opening to the
court.
CAVE 17
This is an unfinished excavation. The hall is just comnznced, and the pillars of the verandah have
been blocked out like a square mass.
CAVES 18 AND 19 (FIG. 52)
These were intended to be like caves 4 and 13. Both have the hall and verandah only finished but
not the cell. But attempl to cut the cell can be noticed in both. Cave 18 has two open windows one on
either side of the hall doorway but this is not seen in 19. The verandahs have the usual backed bench
over which the octagonal plllar and rectangular pilaster on each side are set. These carry a simple
rectangular architrave. The back of the backed beuch has no decoration. The pilasters have the hourglass decoration.
CAVE 20
Is just the commencement of a cave.
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The next series of caves (21-28) is along a lower ledge, about 10 m below and about 12 m away to
the north of the above group. All these are in a line and face east.
CAVE 21 (PLS. 168 AND 169)
This is a small chetiyaghara of Type B i. The cell (2.8 m b, 2.6 m d, 2.1 m h) housing the sllipa in
its centre is open in the front. Except for the fact that the srripa here is in round, in all other features
this is identical with the~reliefsttipa in 15. The socle however, is partly ruined here. (A sculpture of a
seated Buddha carved on the right wall is of M a h a y h a times).
A peculiarity of thls cheriyaghara however is that a cell has been cut in the left wall with a benchrecess at the back. In this feature this resembles cave 36 of Kanheri.
CAVE 22 (FIG. 53)
A lena of Type A ii. This consists of a cell with a recessed bench at the back and a verandah with
a recessed bench to left. The front is broken.
CAVE 23 (FIG. 53)
This too is a le!ia of Type A ii, with a large rectangular cell at the back of a verandah. There is an
open window at shoulder level on either side of the central doorway. Neither the cell nor the verandah
has any bench.
The front line of the verandah has the usual backed benches on which the pillars and pilasters rise.
The pillar is an octagonal shaft but has no square base. The pilaster is rectangular but brokeu.
The back of the backed bench has the usual stretch of railing pattern standing on a sunken panel
with the pin ends shown in relief. The railing pattern is very much deteriorated, but appears to resemble
in features the decoration in cave 10.
There is a broken cistern to right in the open court.
CAVE 24 (FIG. 53)
A lena of Type B i, having a verandah and two cells placed adjacently behind that. The cells have
a recessed bench each, the left one in the left wall and the right one in the back wall. The doorway
opening to the common verandah is roughly rectangular but one of the jambs slope downwards in eacb.
This appears to be due to bad workmanship. The verandah has a recessed bench to left. The front
portion of the verandah is broken but small stumps still attached to the roof show that they had
octagonal shafts.
While all caves in the Mahad group have just a single cell, this happens to be the only one with two
cells.
CAVE 25 (FIG. 53)
This is a simple le!la having a cell opening into a verandah. The doorway which rises from Boor to
roof has cuts made at the top and bottom of the side jambs. There is a square open window to the left of
the doorway at shouldar level.
The front part of the verandah, including the area where the pillars and pilasters may have stood, is
broken.
CAVE 26 (FIG. 53)
This is a lena with a cell, hall and verandah (Type A iii). There is a bench to right in the cell. There is
a square open window at shoulder level on either side of the hall doorway. In the front part of the
verandah there are the usual backed benches (with partially broken back) on either side of the entrance
passage, but the pillars and pilasters are broken.
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CAVE 27 (FIG. 53; PLS. 171. 172. 173 AND 174)
A well made lena of Type A iii. This has a cell at the back, a hall in the middle and a verandah in
front. The cell has a bench-recess at the back and the hall has a similar one in the right wall. There
is a square open window on either side of the central doorway at shoulder level. The windows have a
.iakha sort of frame round them. The verandah has two pillars in antis. The pillars and pilasters rise
from a bench on either side of the entrance passage. The pillars are simple octagonal shafts without
base or capital and they taper slightly towards the top. The pilasters are rectangular and have hour-glass
ornamentation. The bench does not have the back nor the ornamentation is there.
There is a niche carved in the right wall of the verandah, and in this a sttipa is cut in half relief.
The lower portion of the wall below the sttipa niche is panelled with a square framing of rised band, and
the interior is divided into three portions with two studs placed symmetrically in the middle. The top
cornice of the frame has the wooden pins shown in stone in relief. Above this is a stretch of railing
ornamentation, and over this is the sunken niche. The stcpa is of the type seen in Junnar-Sivaneri 43,
and has a socle in three tiers, a cylindrical drum having at the brim a band decorated with square pinends and vedikd ornamentation. Above this is the dome which looks like 314th sphere. Over this is the
hartnikd with vedikd decoration and surmounted by the inverted stepped pyramidal member carrying a
vertical shaft supporting an umbrella, all cut in relief.
There is an inscription (No. 3) engraved on the left wall of the open court. It records that this
cave along with the srripa niche (Chetia kidhi) and certain other things were donated by a merchant,
Vldisiri. The right portion of the inscription is completely damaged and hence the full contents cannot
be made out.
The inscription shows in its palaeographical features, that this is not far removed in date from Mahad
No. 2. Hence the present cave and cave 8 can be placed together chronologically.

CAVE 28 (FIG. 53)
This was a le!sa with a cell, a hall and a verandah (Type A iii). Now only the cell and the hall
survive. The verandah is completely broken. The cell has a simple bench along the left wall, while
the hall has a recess-bench along the right wall.
There is a central doorway from the hall to the verandah and a large open rectangular square
window at waist level to the left of that.
The cave is very much ruined.

GENERAL DISCUSSION
Among the 28 excavations in the Mahad group 27 belong to the period under consideration.
following varieties are noticed in these.
Three

Chetiyagharas

Type B i
,,

(variant)

Cheriyaghara-cum-lena
Lenas

Type A ii
Type A iii
Type B i
Mafapas

cave 21
15
8

Nineteen
caves 2, 3, 7, 11, 12, 14, 22, 23, 25
4, 9, 10, 13, (18, 19, u f ) 26, 27, 28
24
Two

caves 5, 16
Type B i
(6, 17 and 20 are unfinished excavations).

The
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Like Kuda, the Mahid group of caves too, located in the southern part of the Kolaba district in the
heartland of Konkan, displays some individuality in architecture and palaeography. The peculiar
dimensions of the inner cells of the fe!ia appear to be a speciality of the place. There is no che~iyaghara
of the vault roofed varieties nor a lena of the well known cells-around-hall type (except the le!la-cur?ichctiyagharo 8). Despite the fact that there are 19 Ienos the monastery could have accotnmodated hardly
20 monks at a time.
Many of the Mahad caves have the Type E variety of pillars, rectangular pilasters with hour-glass
decoration, and the backed bench with its foreside sometimes adorned with the railing decoration. The
entablature of the caves is hardly decorated. All these features clearly show that the caves are to be dated
to a very late period in the history of early Hinayina rock-cut architecture, mostly to the 3rd century
A.D. and early 4th century A.D. It appears the whole of architectural activity at Mahad was restricted
to about 5 or 6 decades at the most.
While the architectural evidence is strongly suggestive or the general epoch to which these caves
belong, it is vague with regard to the reconstruction of internal chronology. The variations in the features
from cave to cave are not many. There are instances like the use of simple bench and recessed bench,
some varieties of hour-glass, the backed bench with decoration or without it and such other minor items,
but these appear not to be of any value here for finding out the r:lative position of caves within the
group as such items do not occur with any uniformity with reference to other concomitances. The
feature of the absence of decoration on the front side of the backed bench particularly does not form any
stage in evolutionary sequence of that item.
However, it has been mentioned above that the sttipas in caves 15 and 2 1 show sotne similarities with
those in caves 9 and 15 of Kuda. It appears in the absence of any associable lenas in the Mahad group
assignable to the stage of cave 9 of Kuda, these chetiyagharas may go nearer in date to cave 15 of Kuda
i.e. to the middle of the 3rd century A.D.
The le!in-cum-chetiyaghara (cave 8) had the stcpa with the umbrella too cut in stone. But even this
appears to be nearer in date to the above two chetiyagharas. The Ie!las associated with the chetiyagharas
are all of the same type. It has also been shown that stylistically cave 8 of Mahad may be slightly
earlier than Kuda 1 and 6 . But this chetiyaghara-cum-lew has preserved still the earlier characteristic of
the pillars of Type D (vi ?). It can also be seen from the decorative panel on the verandah bench of
cave 3 that this pillar form was still in vogue along with the pillars of E type. The inscription in this
cave has certain feature in the letters not easily comparable with the regular concommitant features of
various letters discussed in the inscriptions of known date. Generally, however, it can be assigned to
Series VII. But the features displayed by the letters of this inscription are definetely earlier than those
seen in No. 3 from cave 27. But the ~ t i i p adepicted in relief in cave 27 looks to be of a slightly earlier type.
The whole set of data is too elusive to provide any clear picture of the relative chronological position
of these caves. It appears that Mahad could have been a mofussil area located distantly from the progressive regions; some of the items that were in fashion in earlier date could survive to a slightly later
period but are sometimes associated with items that had come to fashion elsewhere contemporaneously.
The discripencies in stylistic features, however, do not so much affect the epochal dating of the cave
group suggested, that these were created in the 3rd and early 4th centuries A.D.
It can also be generally said that chrtiyagharas 15 and 21 are probably the earlier ones in the group.
belongs to a slightly later date and this was followed by le!la 27 and their
The le~ia-ctu~~-c/icri.vo~~I~ara
neighbours.

NANAGHAT
Lying about 25 k m west of Junnar is a steep narrow pass which served for centuries as an artery
of communications between the western littoral and the Deccan plateau, connecting the ports like Kalyan
and Sopara and the inland cities like Ter and Paithan. This is famous as the Nanaghat or Nana pass
(PI. 175). It is quite natural that this pass, located at the entrance of the great plateau, was of strategic
importance and hence was selected rightly by the Satavihana rulers to engrave an inscription recording
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the greatness and achievements of the members of that royal dynasty for the benefit of the new comers
to their land entering through this pass. It is this inscription, not the architectural work here, that has
attracted greater attention of scholars.
The rock excavations are located at the head of thc pass. These are in three groups.
CAVES 1-5
The first group, met with while going towards the pass from Junnar, consists of five small excavations.
These appear to be the beginnings of some large scale excavations.
EXCAVATIONS 6-10
About 10 m to the south-east and 10 m higher up from the above cells is a line of five cisterns, all
with open top.
CAVE 11 (FIG. 51)
About 80 m down from the above, in the cliffs on either side of the path leading down the ghat some
more caves are seen.
On the left side of the path is a plain cave consisting of a simple hall. Now the cave is in a much
ruined condition, but still preserves the famous SStavShana inscriptions (Nanaghat 1-7).
The hall was about 8.7 m square and 2.7 m high. The front end of the cave may be made out from
two short stumps with square cross section hanging from the roof. These are remnants of the two
pillars which stood in front in a line between a square pilaster on either of the side walls. In the
interior there is a low stone bench about 60 cm broad and 33 cm high running along the three inner
walls. The back wall above the bench has been cut to form a broad niche in which once the statues
of a few members of the Sstsvahana dynasty had been cut in relief. Only their feet portions and the
label inscriptions (Nos. 2-7) identifying those figures remain now (PI. 176).
The longer inscription (No. 1) is on the side walls (PI. 177).
The components of the cave with simple hall with a low bench running on three sides and the front
adorned with a set of two pillars and pilasters suggest this to be a ma!apa. This could have been meant
as a rest-hall for the travellers going up and down the Nsna pass. The location is also suggestive of the
same.
The architectural features of the cave are simple. This appears to be the earliest instance of the
occurrence of the low bench in hall. The pillars that once existed in front, the stubs of which still retain
the square cross section near the roof, can be surmised to be of Type C, that being the only type with
square cross section that is seen in the monuments of this period. The front of this cave may have
looked like the front of Kanha's cave at Nasik (cave 19).
The date of this cave as well as certain other items have been discussed in Chapter V in connection
with the fixing of the date of the Nanaghat inscription (p. 53). On that basis the present cave is
datable to c. 175 B.C. This is in consonance with the architectural evidence of the use of pillars with
square cross section having their arrises cut in the middle level (Type C).
EXCAVATIONS 12-20
To the left of this cave are three cisterns in a row, all with open top. To the right again, almost
at the level of the roof of the cave is a row of six large cisterns which are very much ruined now.
CAVE 21
On the cliff wall opposite these excavations, on the other side of the path, there was a hall similar
to cave 1 I . But it is much ruined now and looks almost like a natural cavern.
EXCAVATION 22
By the side of cave 21 is one more cavern, which appears to be part of a cistern.
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The only excavation of considerable size in this group is cave I I. This and one more of this type
o n the opposite side of the path (cave 21) were the big resting halls serving the travellers. The others are
their natural adjuncts, viz. cisterns.
Among these excavations at Nanaghat cave I I alone can be dated, as stated previously, to C . 175
B.C. I t is interesting to note that all the cisterns here are of the simple open-top type.
The few excavations at Nanaghat reveal that this group was not part of a religious establishment.
There is not a single dwelling cave worth the name, nor there is the chetiyaghara or other such adjuncts.

The caves, locally called Pandulena, are situated on a hillock by the side of Nasik-Bombay Road,
a b o u t 8 km south-west of Nasik town.
The wealth of associated epigraphical evidence and architectural details invests this group of caves
with great importance for the reconstruction of the architectural development of Western Indian caves.
~t is rightly regarded by some that Nasik provides the 'key' for such a study.'
The caves are located about 60 to 70 m u p the hill on a vast stretch of rock scarp (PI. 3). The
hill was known in ancient times as 'TriraSmi', probably the name being derived from the three independent hilly outcrops marking the end of the Trimbak-Anjaneri range of the Sahyadris. The location of
the Nasik group of caves follows the well-known pattern. These command a beautiful view of the green
gardens o n the bank of the Godavari, the winding river and the hills beyond, and are in such a place
not too far or too near the ancient town. The old settlement of Nasik, located near Govardhan, is
a b o u t 8 km away from these.2
The caves are cut along a n east-west scarp of the hill and generally face north. They are numbered
from west to east.3
There are twenty-four main caves altogether. Out of these two are later works of the M a h i y i n a
period, five are early caves altered later by the MahHyfinists and eight are much ruined or unfinished,
some of them being converted to water cisterns.

CAVE 1
This is a n unfinished excavation, but had been intended t o be a Ic!ra with a hall and a verandah
fronted by four columns in antis. The pillars have just been blocked out as rectangular masses. A cell
o n each side of the verandah had been attempted.
A middle and two side doorways, seperated by two open square windows pierced the back wall of
the verandah t o lead into the hall. This wall is much ruined now. There is leakege of water in the
hall roof through a crevice in the natural rock. Probably when the excavators noticed this defect, further
work of making the Ie!m was given u p and instead the entire floor of the hall was cut deeper by 2 m
converting this t o a large cistern.
This cave, though unfinished, is of some interest displaying the techniquz of cave cutting. While
the interior and the verandah are still in the beginning stage of making, the entablature is well-finished
with decorative sculptures. The carving however, has weathered much, but the excellence of the orig~nal
can be recognized. The decoration consisted of three horizontal bands, stretching along the width
of the cave, the upper most with festoons, the next with the rail pattern and the lower one with animals
and creepers. This shows that the cutting of the cave was commenced from top and the decorative
work was finished a t the stage when the level of the ground was still high enough when the area t o be
carved was accessible from the ground and that the cutting of the lower levels, accessible easily t o workers
standing on ground, could have been done afterwards.
The cave, though unfinished, can be bracketed with cave 3 of this place on the basis of similar
decorative work seen there also (see below).
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CAVES lx, ly, Iz
Next to this is a large area quarried in ancient times. Nearby is an open tank, a cistern
square mouths, and a recess.

with two

CAVE 2
This is a small lena of Type B i which had a front verandah with two cells placed adjacently at its
back. At present the partition walls of these are broken.
The front of the verandah is also open, but on the underside of the architrave are two square mortises
to which probably the tenons of wooder~pillars were inserted.& The front part of the roof has two bands
of railing pattern. Another horizontal band below them is adorned in relief with a line of square blocks
simulating beam ends.
On the remnant part of the back wall of the verandah is a fragmentary inscription (Nasik No. I),
which mentions a certain date in the 6th year of the reign of Visi!hiputa Pu!umivi. It is likely that this
inscription recorded the malaug of the cave.
There is a broken cistern to the right of this cave.
CAVE 3 (FIG. 54; PLS. 178, 179 AND 180)
This ie!~a,called as the 'queens cave' in a contemporary inscription and better known as Gautamiputra's cave to historians, is one of the largest and finely executed rock monuments in Western India.
Also, this is one of the few among the well-preserved monuments of the region endowed with datable
royal inscriptions. This is often considered to be a good time-style datum useful for building up the
chronology of Western Deccan Caves. '
This cave consists of a large hall, surrounded by eighteen cells on the three inner sides, five to
left, six to back, and seven to right, and a verandah fronted by six pillars in antis, and two additional
cells in the verandah, one in the right wall and another in the left end of the back wall. The hall
(12. 5 m w, 14 m d, 3.2 m h) has a low bench running along the three inner sides. The cell doorways
(75 cm b, 2 m h) are above the level of the bench. All the cell doorways have cuts made at the ends
of lintels and thresholds for fixing the wooden frame. The cells, ignoring minor variations, are about
2 m sq and 2 m h. Except one cell to the left where the bench is in the right wall, all others have
benches at the back. The benches in the cells on the right side are simple, while those in the cells of
back and left walls are of the recess-bench type. All cells have square mortises on opposite walls for
the pole (Valagni) meant to hang monks clothes. There are also a few catch holes cut in some benches
in the cells and similar ones are also seen in the hall.
A beautiful relief of a ~ r i i p a (PI. 179) rising from the bench to the roof has been cut in the back
wall of the hall between the doorways of 3rd and 4th cells. This is in low relief and is cut above a
rectangular pedestal which projects from the wall a little to the front over the bench. This position
indicates that the sculpture of the strjpa is part of the original design of the cave and not an afterthought;
otherwise it would been flush with the wall surface. The stiipa has a socle carved with lotus petals.
Above this is the cylindrical drum with two bands of decoration on the brim, the lower one with a series
of square bosses looking like ends of wooden pins, and the upper one with railing pattern having full
and half lotuses cut on the studs, further surmounted by a thin coping member. Over this is the dome
almost egg shaped. This carries the square horn~ikdwith simple railing pattern on the face, and above
this is the inverted stepped pyramidal member with five thin plates of successively increasing dimensions.
The topmost plate has the merlon design of the simple triangular shape. From the centre of the top
slab rises the cylindrical shaft carrying an unmbrella, consisting of a circular canopy over a thick
circular boss. A set of two umbrellas, one rising from the other is cut on either side. These are shown,
as being supported by curved shafts originating from the top of the square plate. A female chauri bearer
is seen on the right side of the stlipa and to the left is a lady with folded hands. Above the right one:
is the wheel with nineteen spokes and to the left is a seated lion. Above these, under the double:
umbrellas are the flying gandhmws carrying garlands.

The verandah is 2.4 m d, 14.2 m b, 4.1 m h. The front line of the verandah a slightly shorter in
length than the hack. The floor of the verandah is about 6 cm lower than that of the hall and its roof
is 86 cnl higher than the ceiling. The back wall of the verandah is pierced symmetrically with a huge
central doorway, a rectangular window on either side of it, and a small doorway at either end. But the
central doorway is not right in the centre of the hall, and the whole arrangement is shifted somewhat to
right making the central and the right doorways and the two windows only opening into the hall, and
the left doorway into a cell. While this cell entered by the verandah is in the back wall, another cell in
.the verandah is cut in the side wall to right. These cells to have benches at the back, the one in the
left side having a recessed-bench and the other in the right having a simple bench. Along the left wall
o f the verandah is a simple bench (2.4 m 1, 56 cm b, 50 cm h).
The central doorway (3 m h, 1.8 m b) has cut lintel ends, and sockets behind the threshold for
fixing a heavy wooden frame for doors. The windows on either side ( 1 m h, 2 m b) have their top in the
same line as the lintel of the central-doorway. The side jambs of these windows have groves cut for inserting the wooden frame. The side doorways are small (2.3 m h, 1 I m b).
The central doorway is finely decorared in the fashion of the tora!las (PI. 180). The side jambs are
with six sculptured panels, each divided by a horizontal vedikd pattern. The face of the lintel
has a line of half lotuses, with lotus buds inserted between them. On either side of the lintel is a
projection fashioned like snail curve and this is shown as carried by rampant lion brackets, which spring
from an inverted stepped base projecting from the side of the jambs. Above this is another horizontal
band divided into seven panels by decorative circular studs. The panels have sculptures, the central one
with a sttipa flanked by a devotee and a chnuri-bearer, the next ones with the holy tree to left and wheel to
right, and the 3rd and 4th ones on either side with a standing devotee. This carries the topmost
horizontal band consisting of a line of full lotuses each divided by half-bloomed lotuses placed one above
the other, the bottom inverted and the top straight. There is again the projecting snail curl on either side
supported by slanting ribbed brackets and these spring from the upper ends of thc lintel. On either side
o f the doorway is a life size sculpture of a devotee (or Yak~a) holding a lotus in the right hand and
the left hand held akimbo.
The verandah front has six pillars in antis, with three pillars and a corresponding pilaster, all rising
from a stretch of low bench running on either side of the entrance passage opposite the main doorway.
The pillars are of type D vi b, with octagonal shaft and pot-and-animal capitals. The pots have constricted
neck, large flat rim, globular body and flattened base. Leaf patterns are engraved on the body. Over
this is a circular band supporting the inlalaka encased in a square box-frame adorned with animal or
human caryatids at corners. Above this is a dosseret of five-stepped inverted pyramid, and over this is
the bracket supporting the architrave running all along the width of the cave. The front and back of
the brackets have high relief sculptures of animals with riders. These include elephaut, bull, lion or
iiger, goat like animal and animal with bird face.
The pilasters are rectangular in cross seclion. The flat faces towards the pillars are decorated with
a full lotus in the centre and half lotuses at bottom and top and half-bloom lillies between them. These
are well finished on the right pilaster, but on the left one the work is not complete. On the top level of
these pilasters, just below the architrave there is a band of tiny half lotuses.
In front of the entrance passage between the central pair of pillars, is a stairway of five step5 set
between sloping side slabs. This leads down to the open court. The char~draiili,however, is not seen.
The celing of the verandah projects for about I m in front of the architrave and this is adorned with
imitation rectangular beams in stone. The front face of the projecting roof is excellently carved in four
horiwnial parallel bands. The lowermost is almost plain except for a line of rectangular bosses
projecting beam ends. Above this is the band with animals, creepers and flowers. Above
this is the stretch of a larger panel with railing pattern. The uprights of these are decorated with fine full
lotuses, three in each. Above this is a smaller band which look like the coping stone for the railing work
and is decorated with a stretch of half lotuses. This decorative work is excellently wrought and in
.details resembles the decoration on cave 1 of this place. The lower part of the fronton, which forms
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the back of the backed bench, is well-carved with railing pattern and below that, after a line of
square knobs, is a band consisting of busts of Yakso figures. The decoration further down is r ~ i n e d . ~
In the left wall of the open court in front is a square-mouthed astern cut on the floor of a rectangular recess. Along the right wall is a bench.
There are four inscriptions engraved in the verandah. The earliest inscription (No. 2) here is on
the left (east) wall of the verandah and I S o l the 18th year ot' Gauta~niputraSiitakarni. It states that
certain lands in the village Aparakakhadi which were formerly being enjoyed by Usnvadata were donated
for the benefit of the Tekirisi monks (most probably the monks living on the TriraSmi hill), by the
orders of king Gautamiputra who was then stationed in the victorious war camp at Beniikata.
The next inscription (No. 3), which is written in continuation of the above, is dated in the 24th
year of the same ruler, i.e. six years heuce. This states that the lands formerly granted in the village
Kakhadi to the monks living in this cave having fallen fallow due to the desertion of the village, 100
nivarlanas of land within the boundary of the town was given instead of the previous grant. The grant
appears to have been made at the instance of the mother of Gautamiputra. The wordings in the inscription
'for the monks living in this cave which is our gift of merit' leaves no doubt to the fact that the cave had
been completed and monks were already living there at the time of causing this record (amha dhamad8ne
le!le pati~vasardnnpnvojirdna bllikhuna, in line 8 ) .
The next one, carved on the back wall of the verandah (PI. 1801, is the famous inscription (NO. 4)
of Gautami BalaSri, mother of Gautamiputra Sitakarni. This is dated in the 19th year of V&i$thiputra
PulurnBvi, grandson of Balairi and states that the 'Ie!la' was caused to be made by Gautami BalaSri and
was donated to the community of Bhadcipar~i~~as.
Probably at the wish of the great queen, a village was
also granted by the king for adorning the cavc with paintings.
The next inscription (No. 5) which is in continuation of the above is dated in the 22nd regnal year
of Viisisthiputra Pu!umPvi and refers to the grant of a village made for the benefit of the monks living
in the 'Queen's cave'. This grant was made in lieu of a village granted earlier in the 19th year. There
is a statement in the end of t h e inscription that the grant will be administered by the monks of
Dhanakata, belonging to the school of Bhad~yaniyas.
These inscriptions are of great interest and value for the reconstruction of the political history of the
times (Chapter 111). These are equally valuable for architectural history as one of the finest caves in
Western lndia is datable on the basis of these records. But there are some problems too. While Nasih
No. 3 of Gautamiputra's 24th year specifically indicates that monks were already living in that cave at
that time, Nasik No. 4 informs that the cave was the meritorious gift of Gautami BalaSri and was done
during the reign of VAsisthiputra Pu!umPvi. If so, during whose reign was this cave made ? Various
scholars have offered interesting theories to explain the apparent discrepancy in the statement of these
inscriptions.
(i) The cutting of the cave was started by Gautamiputra SBtakarni but was left unfinished.

After its completion by Gautamiputra's mother BalaSri in the reign of PulumBvi the dedicatory
inscription was
( i i ) Gautamiputra's grant refers to the cell which now opens to the verandah. The area in front of
that cell, which now forms part of the larger verandah, was originally a hall if front of the cell,
and this was later demolished while Gautami BalaSri enlarged the cave and redonated.'
(iii) The lena originally finished and donated by Gautamiputra Satakarni had the verandah and
four cells opening into that, i.e. the cell in the right side wall, the cell to the left in the back wall
and two cells behind the present doorways. This was later remodelled into the present form
during the reign of Pu!umiivi and a fresh dedicatory inscription of the king's grandmother
BalaSri was e n g r a ~ e d . ~
The first theory does not state anything about the stage in which Gautamiputra left the cave unfinished, nor does it take into account the statement of Nasik NO. 3 that monks were actually living in that
cave at least by the 24th year of the reign of the king.
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It is very difficult to accept the second theory as this supposes the excavation of only a small cave
during the time of Gautamiputra. Even considering it to be so, as Dehejia has pointed out, orle would
expect the dedicatory inscription to be carved in front of the verandah rather than on the walls of the
dark hall. Granting all this where could have been the entrance to this cave ? Even as it is, the
bench-with-back in front of the cell under consideration is nearly Im higher than the floor of the verandah
and it is difficult to expect that the floor was at that level originally, as the inscription then would have
been just a little above the floor level and the doorway of the cell would hardly be a metre in height.
The whole thing looks absurd and will have to be rejected.
The third contention also, which 'seems to pose less difficulties' according to Dehejia, requires
reconsideration. It is not easy to explain why a verandah of that huge dimension, and with such
exterisive carving, could heve been fashioned, if the original intention was to have a le!ra of four cells
only. The conjectural plan of the original as given by Dehejiaq shows how much waste of labour and
money would have been there by leaving out much space between the cells. Further, the huge central
doorway adorned with such extensive relief sculpture can not be expected to have been carved in front
of a dwelling cell. It is however possible to argue that the decoration on the central doorway was done
later during the time of Pulumiivi. But this too is not acceptable. If so, originally the plain wall surface
must have been atleast about eight inches forward, in which the sculptural work could have been cut
into. This involves the chiselling out of the rest of the surface throughout the back wall of the verandah
to achieve the present form. In that case there must have been that much of blank space between the
back wall and the inscribed area on the east wall having Gautamiputra's inscription. But the lines of
that inscription are almost touching the back wall.
These considerations demand the acceptance of the fact that the whole verandah and atleast the
central doorway were in existence a t the time of the carving of Gautamiputra's inscription. Secondly, his
inscription of the 24th year clearly states the fact that monks were also living in the cave by that time.
Thirdly, the well carved central doorway with the holy figure of the stripa on the lintel and the flanking
devotees (or Yaksas) could have been meant for a shrine rather than a monk's celllo and would suggest
that the relief stlipu carved on the back wall of the hall had already been done, or at least that it was part
of the original design.
A look at the plan of the cave reveals the whole thing to be due to single well-thought out design.
The discrepancy of re-donation of the cave by BalaSri in the 19th year of Pulumivi will have to be
explained otherwise.
By probing further the into architectural and other details of the cave the following sequence in the
stages of making the cave could be reconstructed :
Stage I : The cave was started with the present design during the time of Gautamiputra Satakarni
and the facade and verandah were first finished. This was in the 18th regnal year of that
king (A.D. 124) and the inscription No. 2 was carved."
(It is significant that the donation of the village recorded in this inscription is not
specifically to the monks living in this cave but was intended to the monastic community
living on the Triraimi hill.)
Stage 11 : By the 24th regnal year (A.D.'130), i.e. six years later, a few cells aud hence atleast a part
of the hall had also been finished and the moliks had begun to be accommodated in this
cave, and inscription No. 3 recording the donation made to the 'monks residing in this
cave' was carved."
Stage 111 : The hewing of the rest of the cells was finished only by the 19th year of Pu!um%vi
(A.D. 149). In the inscription carved at this time, Gautamiputra, who was the person
responsible for the making of the cave originally, has been praised appropriately by his
mother. She established the 'bridge of merit' (dharmusetu) by donating the finally completed cave to the community of Bhodrriyaniyas. It was at this time that action was also
taken to adorn the caves with paintings. In the 22nd year of Pulumavi (Inscription No. 5 )
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more grants were made to the resident monks here, but no additional work was
taken up.
The cause of lapse of nearly two decades between the I1 and Ill stages cannot be known from the
available data. It may be due t o death of Gautamiputra himself that the work was susp-nded. And
further, the mention of the desolation o f a village originally granted to the monks by which another was
to be given in lieu of that (Inscription No. 3) probably suggests some sort of calamity to have struck the
region a t this time (invasion '! flood '? famine ?) which may have also been causal for the suspension of
work in the cave. However, in the meanwhile, the monks had begun t o use the finished cells in the
unfinished cave.
A minor difference in the nature of sleeping beds cut in the cells on the right wall of the hall, and
the cells in the back and left walls probably indicates what those two stages of work are. While the
benches in the former are all simple beds, those of the latter group are benches-in-recess. The peculiar
position of the cell cut in the left side of the back wall of the verandah, in which position a doorway
leading t o the hall is t o be expected in a symmetrical plan, shows that originally only the central anll the
right doorways t o the hall had been finished as also possibly only the right half of the hall. There was
still enough rock mass in the left side of the hall in which the left cell now entered from the verandah
could have been cut later. This was done t o bring in symmetry in the openings cut in the back wall of
the verandah so that there is a smaller doorway on either side of the central one.
Further, it can be seen from the plan, that the architects have not only dropped the idea of providing a smaller doorway on the left side to lead into the hall but also have avoided the cutting of the cell
in the left wall of the verandah. In the interior too, they have shifted the line of left side cells slightly
to the right Hence the stzlpa cut during this time, though located well in the centre of the back wall,
its position to be right opposite the main doorway could not be maintained.
The cause for all these deviations could be a n attempt on the part of those who financed the third
stage of work t o exercise some economy in expenditure o r an intention t o finish the work quickly. If we
see the neatness in execution of this stage and the status of the patron, viz. the then king Vasisthiputra
Pulumtivi, the first of the above contention does not appeal. Is it likely that the aged Balairi wished to
see the completion of this cave within her own life-time ? It is also possible that the making of cave 4
immediately to the left of the present cave sometime between the 2nd and 3rd stages of work here was
responsible for these changes. It is located so closely that there might have been the danger of one or the
other cells of the present cave, had they been fashioned according to the original plan, caving into the
hall of cave 4. Further, the run of a fissure in rock had been noticed in the hall of cave 4 (see below)
and the architects who worked later to extend the left side of the present cave took care to avoid the
extension of that fissure, by limiting the excavation of cells t o be within a safe distance away from that.
The srripo cut in the back wall is unlike the sflipas known hitherto from Western Deccan caves and it
can be seen that it belongs t o the tradition of Andhradeia. This influx of art tradition from the Andhra
country is indicated in inscription No. 4 itself wherein the monks are said to have come from Dhanakata
(Dhinyakataka on the bank of the river Krishna in Andhra Pradesh). It is possible that, along with
monks, craftsmen were also brought t o this area from Andhra by either Gautamiputra S a t a k a r ~or
Visisthiputra Pulumivi. Or, the local craftsmen may have worked here according to the specifications
provided by the Dhanakata monks. There is definite historical evidence for the extension of Sitaviihana
rule to the Andhra country during this period. Apart from the new type of stipa, the very tradition of
installation of a cult object in the dwelling caves (le!~n)appears t o have been introduced first in Western
Deccan due to this contact with the Andhra country, wherein new ideas in the Buddhist creed had begun
t o take roots. Cave 3 at Nasik heralds the beginning of an architectural type which was to become a n
established tradition in the Mahayina times. (For other new innovations see discussion under cave IO).l3

CAVE 4 (PL. 181)
Adjacent t o cave 3 is this excavation, which is much destroyed and unfinished. Originally this might
have been intended for a small mafapa with a hall o r for a le!la with cells around the hall, set behind a
verandah. But when the hall was cut a large fissure in the rock roof appears t o have been noticed and
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further excavation was avoided. But the floor was dug up considerably converting this into a large
water-cistern.
The hall (6 m sq, 2.7 m h) has traces to show that a low bench ran along the three inner walls. The
front wall of the hall had been pierced into by a central doorway and a plain lattice window, with two
lines of three square holes, on either side of the doorway at head level. The verandah (6 m b, 1.6 m d,
2.1 m h) had irregular recesses at either end. These may have been remnants of the discarded attempts
towards cutting cells.
In front of the verandah, there are two pillars in the middle and two engaged pillars at the sides.
Unfortunately the lower portions of the pillars are modern reconstructions and the floor is also completely made up in cement, and hence it is not easy to make out the original features definitely. The
capitals of the pillars at least were of the same type as those seen in the pillars of Cave 3 and these
carried a heavy architrave. Right above the pillars there are animal sculptures with riders carved on the
front and backsides of the architrave. At present the engaged pillar on the left side alone retains the
original form to a certain extent, but even here the usual stepped pyramidal podium below the pot base
in not seen. However, the significant difference in the delineation of the facade of this and the
neighbouring 3 is the absence of the backed bench in the verandah, as also the high basement with
decoration on either side of the steps.
The roof projects to about 30 cm forward from the architrave and the underside of this is cut in
imitation of wooden rafters. These rafters are further shown in front to project slightly beyond a plain
plate, and the ends of the alternate rafters have been carved with women's faces. In some cases where
this projection appears to have been broken, square mortises have been cut into which either wood or
stone replacements used to be inserted. Above this band of decorative projected rafters is a high panel
consisting of the railing pattern stretching along the width of the cave. Above this the rough rock has
been cut to project to another metre to front.
There is much similarity between this cave and cave 2 in the delineation of the decoration of the
entablature and it is likely that the two are almost contemporary. Cave 2 is dated in the 6th year of
Viisisthiputra PulumBvi and this date of the cave, falling within the 2nd and 3rd stages of work in
cave 3, supports the suggestion made above to explain the changes done in the 3rd stage of work in
that cave.
CAVE 5
This is very much ruined now and serves as a big water cistern, its floor having been dug to about
3 m below the original level.
From the indications available it appears that it had a verandah and two cells at the back (le!~a
Type B i). The cells were about 1.8 m sq and 1.8 m h. There is no trace of bench. There were holes
for monk's pole in the cells. The doorway now are completely broken. The verandah (3 m b, 1.2 m d)
had two pillars. The pillars are pilasters have gone, but a stump hanging from the roof shows that they
had simple octagonal shafts without capital (Type E). The pilasters were rectangular.
In front of the roof projecting forward from the architrave there was decoration of the type seen in
cave 6 to be described below.
In several features, this cave resembles cave 6.
CAVE 6 (PL. 187)
Close to cave 5, is this Iena of Type B i, which consisted of a verandah, three cells at the back and
another cell in the left wall. Now much of the cave is ruined and its floor has been hollowed out,
converling it into a cistern.
The verandah had two pillars between two pilasters. The lower portions of the pillars and pilasters
are broken out from the remnants it can be made out that the pillars were simple octagonal shafts and
the pilasters were rectangular in cross section. The pilasters have hour-glass decoration deeply incised
on them.
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There is no trace of the bench supporting the pillars and pilasters. The architrave, plain and
rectangular in cross section, rests on the heads of pillars and pilasters. From this four large beam ends
have been shown as jutting out to front just above the pillars and pilasters, and the projecting roof rests
over this. The front faces of these beams are carved with the nandiprido symbol. The soflit of the projecting roof is carved with simple rafters emitting from the architrave and piercing out of a plain barge plate.
Above this is a roll moulding and over this there is the stretch of railing pattern. Above this rail decoration the rock overhangs to about three feet. This cave is removed in style and details from all the others
considered above except cave 5. Here for the first time at Nasik the capitalless pillars (Type E) are seen,
as well as the hour-glass decoration. The decoration on the face of the projecting beam and the insertion
of a roll moulding between the rail pattern and the barge board in the delineation of the entablature is
again, a deviation from others.
An inscription (No. 6) carved on the back wall of the verandah informs that this four celled lena
(cl~atugabha)was donated by one Viragehapati along with his near relatives. The letters of the inscription art: in the Ksatrapa or northern tradition but display definite advanced characteristics. Hence, this
could be ascribed to Series V1.
This cave with its architectural features of the pillars of Type E and the rectangular pilasters with
hour-glass decoration and the advanced feature of the script show a date within the late 2nd and 3rd
century A.D. But the decoration on the entablature still preserves the tradition seen in the caves of
Vssisthiputra PulumBvi at Nasik (like cave 2) and hence will have to be placed to a time not far removed
from him. The cave, hence, can be considered to belong to a time around A.D. 200.
CAVE 7 (FIG. 5 5 )
Close to the left of cave 6 is this simple lena (Type A i b) with a single cell and an open court. The
cell has a bench-in-recess in the right wall inside.
A much defaced inscription engraved on the front wall informs that the cave was the gift of a nun
made for the benefit of the monastic community from the four quarters. The characters of the record
belong to Series VI.
CAVE 8 (FIG. 5 5 )
This is next to cave 7 at a somewhat higher level, nearly 3 m above the ledge path. This is also a
single-celled lena, but has a verandah in front (Type A ii). There is a bench-in-recess cut in the right
wall of the cell, and holes for the valagni exist on the wall. The verandah had two octagonal pillars,
but only small stumps hanging down from the architrave remain at present. The right pilaster is
almost gone, but the left pilaster which is rectangular in cross section bears the hour-glass ornament. The
front wall of the cell and the floor of the verandah have been blasted away and the cave is in a bad
state of preservation. A water cistern cut in later times now occupies part of the verandah itself.
There are two inscriptions on the back wall of the verandah. The one (No. 8) on the left side states
that disaka Mugudisa and his relatives caused this cave to be made. The inscription (No. 9) to the
right mentions the same matter, but refers to MugudHsa as a chetika-~pdsaka.'~ In the latter part,
however, the donation of land by another person is mentioned, and it is stated that the income from this
land has to be used for providing robe for the monk who lives in this cave.
The form of the pillars and pilasters and the presence of the hour-glass decoration show that this cave
probably belongs to the same class as 5 and 6. But it is likely that this cave is somewhat later in date
than theother two. The absence of railing decoration in the present cave is a noticeable difference
from 5 and 6. The inscriptions here are also of Series VII. Hence, the cave may be dated to late 3rd
century A.D.
CAVE 9 (FIG. 55; PLS. 182 AND 183)
Close to cave 8 is this Iena with a peculiar plan. Originally this was a simple l e ! ~ awith two cells, one
behind the other, and a verandah (lena Type A iii). Later however the left wall in the verandah was cut
further and a cell in the side wall and another in the back wall were added in the extended portion. All
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the cells have recess-benches. The cells have the holes on opposite walls at head level for the monk's
pole and there are some catch holes too. The doorways of the cells are narrow simple rectangular openings with notched corners for the wooden frame. The front portion of the original verandah has two
pillars in antis. The pillars are octagonal shafts without base, but have pot-capitals and inverted stepped
pyramidal dosseret (Type D vi b). The pilasters are plain and rectangular in cross section and bear the
hour-glass decoration. The architrave above these is heavy and in its front face above each of the pillars
and pilasters there is the carving of a sculpture with addorsed animals carrying riders. These, however,
appear not to be part of the original design; there are no sculptures on the inner side of the architrave
and in front they are seen just on the surface and not as a bracket carrying the architrave as in most of
the other cases in Nasik. Further a rectangular projection in the centre of the architrave with dressed
front face is still left out and this indicates that originally the architrave was just a thick beam and
sculptures were added at a later date to bring this cave decoratively in tune with its neighbour cave 10.
There is no backed bench (at present), but some decoration appears to have existed on the face of the
basement.
The presence of pot-capitals of a simple type suggests that, stylistically this is later than cave 10, etc.,
where the pots are of somewhat different type and where they appear at the base also, and earlier than
caves 5, 6 and 8, where the pillars with pot-capitals are no more to be seen. The presence of the hourglass decoration however, indicates that this is not far removed in time from caves 5 , 6, 8, etc.

C A V E I0 (FIGS. 54 AND lO(4); PLS. 184, 185 AND 186)
This excavation, well-known as NahapSna's cave, is one of the well preserved lenas of Nasik, and is
of pivotal importance in building up the chronology of rock architecture in Deccan, as this is one cave
where the incriptions provide definitc information about its making and where good many architectural
elements of comparable value exist.
This le!ra (Type B iii) consists of a hall with cells around and a verandah in front.
The hall is 13.9 m d and 3 rn h. Its breadth is 13.6 m in the back end and 12.2 m in front, the
right wall being somewhat irregular. There is no bench running along the inner walls and the cell
floors are in the same level as the hall floor. There are sixteen cells around the hill, five in each of the
side walls and six in the back wall. The irregularity of the hall is due to the ambitious inclusio~l of a
cell to right in the back wall, the result of an after thought deviating from the original design. Had it
not been there, the cave would have been a perfect piece of architectural work with sy~nm-trical arrangement of five cells in each of the inner sides around a neat rectangular hall. A large srripn panel had
been cut in relief at the centre of the back wall. (Now the s~ripa has been reshaped into the form of
a Saiva deity).
The cells are about 2.1 to 2.4 m d, 1.8 to 2.1 nl b and about 2.3 tn h. A11 have simple-benches cut
along their back walls. In some cells, holes are seen on opposite wall for the valagni. All the cells have
small rectangular doorways, about 83 cnl w, and 2.1 In h, with cut lintel and threshold ends for inserting
the wooden frames. In the front wall of the hall there are three doorways connecting the hall and the
verandah and two large open windows shedding additional light into the interior. The central doorway
.is large (1.9 m b, and 2.9 m h) and the two other doorways (81 cm w, 2.3 m h) are small and are placed
at either end of the walls. The rectangular windows (1.6 m b, 1.2 ni h) are cut at head level, one each
placed symmetrically between the central and side doors. They are ararnged in such a way as to have
their lintels in the same line as the lintel of the central doorway.
The verandah in front is 11.4 rn b, 2.8 m d, and 3.6 m h. Its floor is in the same level as the floor
of the hall, but the roof is about 60 cm higher than that of the hall. There is a czll cut in each
of the side walls of the verandah. These too have same measurements and features as the inner
cells except for the fact that the bench in the right cell is along a side wall.
There are four pillars and two attached ones lining the front of the verandah. These are of type
D iv with the base having the stepped pyramidal base supporting the pot and octagonal shaft. The capital consists of the inverted bell carrying a circular moulding and a box of two rectangular plates enclosing an ininlalaka, and a dossert of inverted stepped pyramid. Above this are the animal sculptures cut
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~ a r t l yin relief both in the front and the back sides of the architrave. The basal pot has bulged body.
flat bottom, short neck and beaded rim. The one at the top however is almost bell shaped. The animal
sculptures above are all seated facing opposite directions with their bodies overlapping. They include
tigers, sphinxes, horned and hornless goats, bulls, elephants and lions and a few Fanciful animals with the
body of a tiger and the beak of a bird. The animal sculptures on the front side have riders but not those
on the back side. The engaged pillars look almost like complete pillars, with only one film of thc octagonal shaft being flush with the wall. The architrave runs on the head of these pillars at a level a little
above the top flat plates. From this the verandah roor projects to about 60 cm. The under surface
here is shown with wooden beams. The front face or this projectiorl is decorated in two horizontal
bands, the lower showing the ends of the rafters described above. Above this is a simple roll moulding
stretching along the width. Over this is the broad belt of rail pattern. The rock above this projects for
about 1.7 m forward and is roughly dressed."
The open forecourt is 75 crn lower than the floor level of the verandah and is approached by a Right
of four steps. The steps are badly ruined and it is difficult to make out the nature of the side slabs as
also the candroiild, if they existed. On either of the side walls of the court, just in front of the pilasters,
there is a recess with its facade carved with a band of rail pattern. Probably these were meant for water
cisterns, but the pits of the cisterns have not been cut.
There are six inscriptions in this cave (Nasik Nos. 10-15). Three of these are of Usavadata, son-inlaw of Nahapina, two are of Usavadata's wife, and one is of the Abhira king Isvarasena. Nos. 10, 12
and 14 mention that Usavadata made and gifted this cave on the TriraSmi hill to the monks of the four
quarters. Nos. 1I and 13 record that his wife made the cells in the varclndah. Abhira Isvarasena's inscription (No. 15) says that he made some money investment, from the income of which the monks were
to be provided with medicines. The second inscription of Usavadata alone (No. 12) is of much importance for our purpose, as herein is the information that the cave was made and gifted in the 42nd regnal
year of Nahapina.
Nahapiina's cave at Nasik is one of the largest caves in Western India. Even though the hall is
very large, the pillars have been completely avoided here. Contrasted with Kondane 2, this is probably
indicative of the maturity achieved in rock-cut architectural tradition. It has been shown above how the
Kondane Iena (cave2) copies the wooden models faithfully and the large hali there has been provided
with pillars in the patteru of wooden buildings, where the spanning of such a large area with single
beams would be impossible. But that hangover of wooden tradition is not seen any more. Further, by
this time pot-base-pot-capital pillars had come into vogue, and it is significant to note that this highly
ornamental architectural member and all other decorative works have been employed in the facade only.
This limiting of decoration to the front only, where it could be appreciated in cave architecture, and
avoiding of all such wasteful labour in the dark interior further indicate the achievement of that stage
of 'maturity' in rock architecture. Usavadata's inscription, being dated in the 42nd regnal year of Nahapiina, provides a firm date to this cave as A.D. 120.
The similarity of Cave 3 with the present cave has often been strcssed by many scholars. This idea
is based mainly on the similarity noticed in the plan with cells around hall fronted by the verandah, the
provision of three doorways and two windows and the form of the pillars employed. It may be pointed
out, however, that all the above features are part of a long flourishing tradition. Through this cave may
have provided the immediate model for Cave 3, it was only partially copied. There are several differences
too. They are:
Nihapiina's Cave

(No. 10)

i. Hall is plain
ii. The cells have 'simple benches' for the
monks to sleep.

Gautatniputra's Cave

(No. 3)
A low bench runs along the three inner walls of the
hall.
'Bench-in-recess' appears in some cells.
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iii. The capitals of pillars are of plain inverted

There are regularly pot-shaped.

bell type.
it?.There are engaged pillars on the side walls

There are rectangular pilasters in the same position.

in continuation to the line of pillars in front
of the verandah.
has simple railing deco- Facade decoration is more sophisticated. The railing
has lotus ornament, with half lotus band above and
a band with animal sculptures below.
i i . Has no backed-bench in the verandah; the Has a backed bench on either side of the entrance
pillars with square pyramidal and pot-base
passage in front of the verandah; the octagonal
are set on the floor.
shafts of the pillars stand on the backed-bench.
vii. The front basement is plain.
Gana figures are seen on the basement.
viii. The central doorway leading from the The corresponding doorway in this cave is well decoverandah to the hall is plain.
rated with sculptured s'dkhas on the sides and the
rorana design above.
a,.

The entablature
ration.

These differences are significant in many respects. Apart from the difference in the form of the
pillar capitals, which may be construed as the result of craftsmens' fancy, the introduction of the backedbenches under the pillars in the verandah and the adoption of rectangular pilasters are certainly new
ideas, appearing for the first time in Cave 3 in the architectural tradition of the area. These once
introduced began to be copied widely in a number of monuments of the succeeding period. The introduction of the cult object (the stipa) inside a Iena should also be considered as appearing for the first
time in cave 3 itself, even though cave 10 also had a similar s~ripacut on the back wall of t h e hall.
It can be seen by close observation on the spot, that the relief stcpa in cave 3 is integral with the original
design itself, wherein is also made an ornamental doorway to provide entrance to the holy object.
This is absent in cave 10, and the stripa was cut there in a sunken panel in the back wall. It is possible
that this aripa was made sometime later, probably copying the one in cave 3. It may be noted that the
umbrellas extant now in the stfipa relief in cave 10 are identical with those of cave 3. This st@a type
seen in cave 3 is one which was widely in vougz in the Andhra country, and happens to be an aberrant
type in Western Deccan. Further the froize of animals as well as th: decoration of the railing studs with
lotuses and the top frieze of half lotuses are also part of the decorative repertory of the art of the
Amaravati school, but rarely seen in Western Deccan.
Gautamiputra Satakarni's political acquisitions included Andhara diia, and probably due to this
there might have been a fresh influx of ideas, and possibly craftsmen too, from that region to Deccan;
Significantly the very cave (3) had been donated to the monks of Dhanakata (i.e. Dhanyakataka). It is
likely that apart from the decorative elements, the new architectural features seen in cave 3, viz the
backed bench in the verandah and the use of plain pilasters were well in vogue in the Andhra country.
But no structure of this date has survived in that area to verify this conjucture. When once these
new things were introduced to Deccan, first in Nasik 3, (and probably in several structural works which
have not survived) these elements became part of the Deccan architectural traditions and began to be
adopted extensively in a number of monuments of later date. T h ~ sthe comparison of architectural
elements between the seemingly similar lenos 3 and 10 of Nasik provides clues relating to the new items
introduced in Western Deccan Cave architecture during the time of Gautamiputra Sitakarni."

CAVE 1 l (PL. 188)
Close to the east of 10 but at a slightly higher level is a small lena (Type A iv b consisting of a
verandah 3.1 m b, 1.2 m d, 2.1 m h), a hall (3.6 m b, 2.1 m d, 2 m h), a cell (2 In 1, 2.1 m b) in the
left wall of the hall and a small recess. The cell has no bench. The hall has the 'L' shaped bench
along the left and back walls. There was an attempt to make a recess to right in the back wall, but
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this appears to have been given up as this damaged the back wall of the first cell in the left wall of the
hall of Cave 10. A doorway, 79 cm wide and as high as the hall, op-ns from the hall into the
verandah.
The verandah has its Boor in the same level as the hall floor, but the roof is about 5 cm higher
than that of the hall. In the left wall of the verandah is a bench-in-recess. There is no trace of
pillars in front of the verandah, but a heavy architrave rests on the two walls. The roof projecting
further in front of this architrave has been carved on its underside, with beams and the face of this has
decorations in two bands, in the usual manner the lower with the rafter ends shown and the upper
with the vedikd pattern. This decoration is similar to the decoration of the same member in Cave 4.
The plan of the cave is similar to many such A iv lcnas at Junnar, assignable to the time of Yajfiasri
SBtakarni and onwards.
An inscription (No. 16) carved on the back wall of the verandah states that this cave is a meritorious
gift of one Rirnamnaka son of Sivamita a scribe. The inscription is in characters of Series VI. The cave
is possibly datable to late 2nd or early 3rd century A.D.
CAVE 12
This cave is next to and partly under the verandah of cave 1 I . The cave is very much ruined but
from the extant remains it can be gathered that this was a small lena consisting of a single cell and a
verandah. There is a bench recess in the right wall of the cell. Holes for the valagni exist.
An inscription (No. 17) carved on the back wall of the verandah states that the lena is a gift of one
Rimanaka son of Velidata and was made for the benefit of the chdtudisa-hhikhusagha. He created a
permanent investment of money, to be in charge of the samgha, from the interest of which the monk
spending the monsoon (vasra) in this cave is to be provided some amount for the robe. The letters of
this inscription are of Series VII. The clear knotted ra and looped ra and k a are of a type later than
those in the inscription in cave 11. Hence cave 12 is posterior to 1 I and can be placed to a date in the
latter part of the 3rd century A.D.
CAVE 13
This is a much dilapidated cave, situated next to and on the same level as 12. This had two cells
placed adjacently opening into a common verandah (lena type B i). The cells have bench recesses
along their back walls. The verandah and the facade are broken, but part of a bench in the right wall
of the verandah can be traced.
The bench recess may indicate this cave to be probably of the same or of later date than that of
Cave 3.
CAVE 14 (PL. 189)
This is adjacent to Cave 13. The partition wall between the two caves being broken, now this is
easily accessible from cave 13 itself.
This is a lcna (Type B i) with three cells placed adjacently opening into a common verandah.
There are bench recesses along the back walls of all the cells. Some catch holes exist inside the cells.
The verandah in front is much broken, but remnants of backed benches can still be seen. These
had been decorated with railing pattern on the front side and below this is the decoration of studs on
the basement. The pillars are not extant. But one pilaster of thz rectangular typc bears the hour-glass
decoration. The roof of the verandah including the entablature is broken.
There are a few broken steps leading down from the verandah t o the open court in front.
The existence of the bench recesses in cells, and the pilaster ornament, the studs on basement, and
the backed bench show that this belongs to the class of Cave 32 and others at Kanheri and hence may
be dated to the latter part of the 3rd century A.D. The relative position of 13 and 14 probably indicates
that these are contemporary works.
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EXCAVATION 14x
Next to this cave is a cistern with a square mouth cut in a recess.1°
(Caves 15 and 16 are of the Mahiiylna period)
CAVE 17 (FIG. 55; PLS. 190 AND 191
About 15 m further east of and at a higher level than Cave 15 is this excavation. This is an
unfinished Ie!la much tampered in later times, but is one of the most interesting of the rock excavations
at Nasik.
An inscription (No. 18) on the back wall of the verandah written in characters of the time of
NahapZlla states that a northerner Yavana Imdignidata of the town of Damtimiti caused this le!lcl
to be excavated on the Tiranhu mountain, and that water cistern; and a chetiyagharu inside were also
made for the accrual of merit for his parents, and for the purpose of the worship of all the Buddhas
and was meant for the monk community of the four quarters.
The interest lies in the fact that hers appears to be one of the earliest attempts in western Deccan
to insert a chetiynylzara within a lena (though it remained an intention and never accomplished, as the
cave itself is unfinished). This gains further significance as this new innovation in architectural tradition
is associatad with the benefaction of a Yavara, a resident of Damtimiti (DattAmitri) identified with
Demitrias, a town in Arechosia." This indicates probably that there used to be influx of persons from
distant regions who may have been followers of religious sects different from those prevailing in this area.
The mention of 'All the Buddhas' and the tradition inherent in the belief that merit could be transferred
(These were made for the accrual of merit to the donor's parents) are ideas of interest which are met
with only in later inscriptions. Thirdly it should also be noted that the cave was made over to the
monks of the four quarters and not to any particular religious sect. It may not be far from fact, if a
supposition is made that Mahiylnism, which was developing in northern India, had begun to make
its impact in the Deccan region at this time, a result of which is the change introduced in the k ! ~ a
architecture in which a shrine also began to be inserted. There are few examples of this type in rockarchitecture which are ascribable to this period with certainty, but it is not unlikely that there were
some structural works of this type. The tradition once introduced could have continued till a time when
Mahiyanism began to dominate in the area, when such an architectural type became common in rockarchitecture too, like Caves 15 and 16 in the present group itself.
This luya appears to have been planned to have a verandah in front, a large hall in the centre, cells
on both sides of the hall, arid a shrine at the back, but many parts are unfinished.
The sanctum or chaityagriha at the back referred to in the inscription is now just a simple cell with
a bench along its back wall. In front of that is a transverse aisle with two pillars and two engaged once
along its front line.IS The pillars are just crude square masses, but their upper parts are finished with
the inverted pyramidal capitals crowned by animal sculptures in relief which are partly in front of the
large beam running on the heads of these pillars. The animal sculptures are exactly in the form of those
on the front pillars. The animal sculptures include elephants and addorsed pairs of fanciful beasts,
having tiger's body and birds beak, with riders on them.
The hall in front of this has its floor and roof in the same level as those of the transverse aisle. In
the right wall of the hall are four cells. Two of them have benches along the back wall. Along the
middle part of the left wall is a long bench-recess and on either side of this is a cell. One of these cells
has caved into the hall of the neighbouring chetiyaghara, and hence it appears the cutting of other cells
on this wall was stopped, and these cells were also left incomplete.
The front wall of the hall is pierced by two doorways and two windows. The central doorway is
1.47 m broad and 3 m high and the other doorway to the left is 80 cm broad and 2.5 m high. The
windows (1.1 m sq) are on either side of the central doorway. They are at shoulder level, with their top
lintel on the same line as the lintel of the central doorway.
The verandah is 1.9 m deep, 9.4 m broad and 3.7 m high. Its floor is in the same level as that of
the hall but the roof is slightly higher. There are two pillzrs and two engaged ones. Peculiarly, the
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central doorway is not opposite the space between the central pair of pillars. It appears that originally
the cave was intended to be small but, as pointed out by Fergusson, during the course of excavations the
plan appears to have been changed extending the verandah further to right and providing another
entrance in its front wall by the side of the line of pillars.
A cell has also been cut in the right wall of the verandah. It has no bench. but a small recess in
there to the right in this cell. Despite all this clumsiness of the interior (Fig. 55; PI. 191). the cave
presents a beautiful view from the front (PI. 190) due to the neat excavation of the facade.
The pillars are of the usual pot-base-pot-capital variety and these are identical in shape and details
with those of Cave 10 described above. Here too the backed-bench is absent and the engaged pillar has
only one of the sides of the octagonal shaft attached to the wall. The delination of the animal
sculptures, particularly with their hanging hoofs, and the types of animals depicted here are also similar
to those in cave 10. It is so with the so called bell capital also. The entablature in front of the
prqiecting roof has also been carved, as in Cave 10, in two bands, the lower with the beam ends shown
and the upper
with the railing pattern. This close similarity of this cave with Cave I0 (Nahapina's
. .
cave) may indicate that the two caves may be contemporary. It has already been remarked that even the
inscriptions of the two caves are in the same type of characters. It is likely that these two architectural
works were by the same designer and craftsmen. There is no clear evidence to show which of these caves
is earlier. For general purposes however both of them may be considered as belonging to the same date
i.e. c. A.D. 120.
The steps leading to the open court are broken. There is a cistern to right in the open court.

CAVE I8 (FIGS.56, 7(2) AND lO(1); PLS. 192, 193 AND 194)
This cherij~agharaat the centre of the whole group is next to cave 17, with its floor at a lower level.
This is one of the neatly carved of its class, but an enigmatic one if viewed from the intention of locating
its place in the evolutionary sequence of the chairya halls.
The clretiyaghara consists of an apsidal ha11 (12 m d, 6.5 m b) and is divided into a central nave and
side aisles meeting at the semicircular back by a row of seventeen pillars arranged parallel to the wall. A
sttipa is placed a t the back of the nave.
The five pillars parallel to the semi-circular back wall are simple octagonal shafts without base or
capital. Five pillars on either side in front of these have stepped pyramidal base in four tiers and pot
with sagger bottom, bulging body constricted neck and beaded rim. The octagonal shafts rise from
these. The pillars on the right line have simple square abaci, but these are absent on the pillars to the
left. The front two pillars are rectangular in cross section at the top. but the major portion of the shaft
has its anises in the back chamferred, and there is also a smaller rectangular projection on th- front side
of each of the pillars. (In the latter feature, these pillars resemble the pillars in the same position in the
chairya halls at Bedsa, Ajanta 9, etc.)
The roof on the aisles between the walls and pillars is quadrantal and it is so on the transverse aisle
to the front inside the hall between the front wall and the front two pillars. There is a thin flat beam
sort of thing running on the head of the pillars, and a thick ledge runs along the three interior walls
above head level, and, it appears, curved wooden rafters rested on these. But there is no indication
whether similar curved rafters could have been placed below the quadrantal roof on the transverse aisle.
The triforium of the nave rises straight from the ledge on the pillars to a height of about 1.2 and over
that on a receded ledge is the barrel vaulted roof, which is perfectly semi-circular in cross section. A
line of square holes runs on the triforium at a height of about 30 cm from the lower ledge. These
appear to have been meant for fixing the curved wooden beams which, however, are no more extant.
The stlipa (PI. 193) is placed at the back end of the nave about 7.9 m away from the front
doorway. The total height of the slripa is 3.6 m. It consists of a drum, 1.9 m high, with its rim
decorated by a band of rail pattern, 22 cm high. The dome, 90 cm high and 315th sphere in shape, is
above the drum. The Irart~~ikri,38 cm broad and 25 cm high, rises in two tiers, each having the rail
ornament around. Over this, two upright members, carved in relief in front and back, carry two small
florizontal beams and these carry the inverted pyramidal member consisting of 5 thin plates of succes-
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sively increasing dimensions. The lowermost of this is carved in its front face with four knobs
simulating rafter ends standing out from the face of the band. Above the top flat member there is
another of the same size, and the outer face of this all round is covered by the rail pattern.
On the flat top of this member, there is a big circular hole in the centre and there are smaller holes
in the corners, obviously the central one was meant to fix the shaft of the wooden umbrella and the
smaller ones carried small flag staffs.
A central doorway, 1.2 m broad and 2.2 m high, in the front wall gives access to the nave. Tlie
doorway is rectangular, and it appears a wooden door frame was fixed on the inner side of the doorway
with the help of a groove running by the side of the threshold. A heavy beam ran between the two
walls at the lintel level of the doorway inside.
A thick horizontal rounded moulding running along the width divides the facade into two parts, the
lower portion covering roughly 1/3rd of the total height and the upper one the rest. The upper portion
is dominated by a large open chaitya arch which admits light into the interior. The arch is deep,
cutting the whole thickness from the front side of the wall to the interior face of it through the rock
above the interior transverse aisle. The soffit of this chaitya window is carved with rafters. At the inner
end of the arch, a thin jamb rises straight on either side and they have chases on their intrados. It
appears some wooden screen, probably of the type seen in decorative arches on the facade had been
fixed here.
The large arch is placed in the centre of the facade cutting the stretch of decoration which simulates
a two storeyed wooden mansion. The lower of these 'storeys' rests on a rounded moulding and at its
base is a horizontal band decorated with beam ends. The faces of the alternate beam-ends are carved
with female heads, while the others are plain. Above this is another band of railing pattern. At the
level of the springing of the arch again is a horizontal rounded moulding and above this is a stretch of
railing design. Over this is a larger horizontal panel with relief pillars of Type D. At the level of the
bell capital is a horizontal band of railing pattern and below them in the interspaces between mid-pillars
and the end ones are relief stfipas of the same type as seen in the interior of this chairya hall. In the
similar interspaces above the band their are cltaitya windows with usual grill decoration. The surfaces
around these stlipas and arches are decorated with beautifully executed lattice work of many designs. On
each side of the main arch between that and the immediately next pillar is a cobra with coiled body and
raised and expanded hood. Above the level of the head of the pillars is a stepped cornice consisting of
three bands, each of the upper ones projecting a little forward from the others. The central one of these
is carved with beam ends. Over this again is a band of rail pattern which marks the base of the upper
storey of the mansion in relief. Over this again are four chaitya arches, two on either side of the finial
of the great arch. These are also carved with lattice design inside and the spandrels have two railing
bands divided by a stepped moulding.
There is a slight projection of the flat upper rock above these. The walls on either side of the
facade, of which only a little remains, have also been carved in continuation of the decoration seen on
the facade itself.
The lower part of the facade has the doorway in the centre having a decorative arch above. This
arch springs from the level of the lintei and its upper part cuts the stretch of the lower most horizontal
bands described above, so that the partly broken finial is in the level of the base of the large c1rait)~a
window. The space inside the arch above the flat lintel of the doorway has been carved in half lotus
design-with diapers below and Buddhist symbols, creepers and animals further above-almost in the same
fashion as that in the Manmodi chaitya ball 40 at Junnar. The doorway has the side jambs projecting
slightly from the plain back wall. The front face of the left jamb is richly carved with tracery, peacocks,
human figures and flowers.'' To the left of this left jamb is a Yaksa figure. On either side of the doorway is a sloping mass of stone. The left one is cut to form a staircase with a balustrade of railing
pattern in relief on either side. The right one is unfinished.
There are three inscriptions in this cave.
The first inscription (Nasik No. 20) is over the entrance door, under the head of the -arch, and
records that this is 'the gift of (the residents of) Dhambikag2ma of Nasika'. The characters used here
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have early features and belong to Series I1 B. The donation referred to here may be the doorway or the
facade itself.
The second inscription (Nasik No. 21) is on the rounded moulding above the figure of the Yaksa to
the left of the doorway. This informs that a rail pattern and a Yakfa were caused to be made by
Nidasiriyi. This inscription is very much damaged, but still it can be made out that this is associable
with palaeographical series V A, and is of far later date than the first inscription. The Yakja mentioned
in this inscription should necessarily be the one found below this; the railing pattern may refer to the one
carved by the side of the steps than the upper railing pattern, as that forms part of the broader decorative
work going along with the doorway, which is an earlier work.
The third inscription (Nasik NO. 19) is on the octagonal faces of two pillars inside the hall. This
informs that this chaityagriha on mount Triraimi was consecrated by one Mahihakusiri BhatapSliki,
daughter of a royal minister. Palaeographically this inscription displays later features compared t o
No. 20, but is very much earlier than No. 21 and belongs to Series 111.
These inscriptions of different dates all recording the making of different parts of the cave reveal that
this chetiyaghara is not the result of a single design and execution. Architectural features however, help, in
reconstructing the various stages of mak,ing to a certain extent.
The absence of the verandah2" but the presence of the front screen wall in stone would show that
this is later than the caves with wooden fronts like Bhaja 12, Ajanta 10, Kondane, 1, etc., and is closer to
Ajanta 9 where too this feature exists.
The decorative elements on the front of the screen wall, like the decorative chaitya arches with slight
incurve of arms and the use of decoration simulating storeyed buildings, each storey divided by a broad
rail pattern and adorned with lines of clraitya arches, would substantiate the contention of the proximity
of this with the early caves. A new feature observed here is the presence of Type D pillars with bell and
animal capitals in the facade decoration, a feature unknown from the decorative facades of Western
Indian chaitya halls. However, the nearest example of the type of this pillar is in Bedsa. The facade at
least can be considered as earlier than the Bedsa chaitya hall due to the absence of the verandah, and
thus purely on architectural grounds the first stage of making of this chaitya hall which consisted of the
finishing of the facade and probably some parts of the interior can be placed chronologically between
Ajanta 9 and the Bedsa chaitya hall. Another feature substantiating this is the presence of the curved
bracket. This went out of vogue in later works right from Bedsa, but is present only in early caves
like Kondane 1, 2, Ajanta 9 and Bhaja 12.
The second stage of work is the one in which the interior was finished. The fact that this was not
done in one stage is clear from the inconsistency in the capitals of pillars. This chaitya hall has the
barrel vault roof, rising on a straight triforium, like those at Ajanta 9, Bedsa 7, Karle chaitya hall, etc..
and this had curved wooden ribs (now gone). The aisles here have quadrantal roof, and this feature
is shared by Bedsa 7 and other early chairya halls. The quadrantal roof over the transverse aisle, seen in
common in this and the Bcdsa cave, is another indication to place this nearer Bedsa 7, as it is known that
all later examples including Karle have flat roof above them. A featurz indicating the posteriority of the
interior of this to the Bedsa chaitya hall is the form of pillars, in which pot-bases have been introduced to
octagonal shafts here, whereas those in the Bedsa chaitya hall continue the tradition of having simple
octagonal shafts. But these primitive pot-based pillars are of experimental type compared to the wellcarved pillars with pot-base-pot-and-animal capital seen in the Karle clraitya hall. This fact reveals that
the interior of the Nasik chaitya hall is to be placed at a stylistical stage between the chaitya hall at Bedsa,
and that at Karle. In this connection the shape of the sripa too may be compared. The feature that
prominently strikes is the tallness of the stzipa seen in common both in Bedsa and Nasik and a close
observation of the upper part, particularly the dome, the harmikd and the capital reveals that the sttipas
at both the places are identical in features. The difference, however, lies only in the drum which has be:n
left rough at Nasik.
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The third stage of work at the Nasik chaitya hall is of course the carving of the Yaksa figure and the
stone steps on the left side. This contention is based, however, purely on palaeographical evidence. The
introduction of the hour-glass decoration on the uprights of the balustrade of the staircase (PI. 194)
also substantiates the above point.
So the chaitya hall at Nasik is not the creation of one age with a single design. The various stages
of its making can be detailed as follows :
Stage 1 : The upper part of the facade (upto the level of the lintel of the lower doorway) with all
its decoration, the main chaitya arch, and further cutting in the interior of the roof of
the nave, and probably the rough shape of the upper part of some of the interior pillars.
Stylistically of a stage later than Ajanta 9 and earlier than Bedsa 7 but possibly
nearer to the stage of Bhaja 22 in view of similarity in the forms of the chaitya arches,
decorative stlipas and the decorative pillars of D I type.
Associated epigraph is of palaeographical series I1 B.
Stage 2 : The chaitya hall was 'consecrated' by fashioning the stljpa inside and finishing the pillars
in the hall. The front approach to the chaitya hall at this stage was probably a narrow
passage leading to the doorway directly.
Architecturally an attempt to introduce the D type pillar inside the chai~yahall is
seen. Possibly due to the fact that the upper portion of the pillars had aleady been
shaped roughly, it was not possible to depict the capitals, but the base-pot was made.
The srcpa copying the form of the one in Bedsa chaitjta hall was made.
Series 111 is the associated palaeographical stage.
Stage 3 : The work was continued to the front rock masses. Staircases were cut on either side of
the doorway to lead up towards caves 17 and 21 flanking the chaitya hall. The left
staircase was finely finished with the depiction of balustrades on either side of the
staircase. A Yakja figure was also cut and the making of these was recorded in the
inscription (No. 21) belonging to palaeographical Series V A. (This is substantiated by
the fact that the two caves on either side of the clraitya hall (caves 20 and 17) were to
have been fashioned along with the present work. It has been stated already that
cave 17 particularly has architectural features that was in fashion during Nahapfina's time
and there is also an inscription (of Series V A) of the same period).
On the basis of palaeographical evidence and the dates assigned to various other caves with which
stylistic comparisons have been made, the three stages in the making of the Nasik chaitya hall can be
surmised to be as follows :
1st stage
2nd stage
3rd stage

:
:

:

c. 120 B.C.
c. 70 B.C.
c. A.D. 120

CAVE 19 (FIG. 55; PLS. 195 and 196)
This is a small but neatly cut le!~osituated a little beyond the chaitya hall and at a slightly lower level
than that.
The le!io is of Type B iii b and consists of cells around a hall and a verandah in front.
The hall is 4.3 m square and 2.4 m high and there are six cells, two on each of the inner sides. The
cells are all rectangular about 2 m deep and 2.2 m broad and about 2.1 m high. All the cells have a
simple bench each cut along a side wall except the second one on the right side which has no bench.
There are holes for the valagni in all the cells. The doorways of the cells are about 2 rn high. Their
jambs rake inwards slightly thus reducing the width of the doorways from bottom (about 63 cm) to top
(about 55 cm). The lintels are bracketed by decorative chaitya arches. These arches (PI. 196) are of
early type with wide span and almost semi-circular bend and thin pointed finials. Their soffits are carved
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with beam ends. A band of railing design in relief runs at head level all along the three inner walls.
connecting the bottom of the arms of the arches on doorways. It is straight throughout, except between
the cell doorways on the side walls, where it is wavy.
The main doorway of the hall leading to the verandah is rectangular and is 1.8 m high and 90 cm
broad. On either side of this doorway is a lattice window, about 1 m high and 70 cm broad, carved
again in the railing pattern. These have a ledge running around, forming a sort of frame.
The verandah in front is 4.6 m wide 1.4 m deep and 2.3 m high, and has a bench along the left side
wall. The front line of the verandah has two pillars in the middle and an engaged one at either of the
side walls. These are of square cross section, but in the middle part the arrises are cut (Pillar type C).
Formerly the roof above projected a little to the front. but it is broken now.
The cave, though small and simple is elegant. All the parts are well-designed and neatly cut. An
inscription (No. 22) carved on the back wall of the verandah (PI. 201) informs that this dwelling cave
(lena) was caused to be made by Sarnana, the mahdmdtra of Nasik, while Krisna of the Sitaviihana family
was ruling. According to the chronology adopted here, the date of the cave would be somewhere
between 205 and 187 B.C., and hence this happens to be the earliest cave of the Pandule~agroup,
earlier than even the first stage of Chaityn hall 18.
CAVE 20 (FIG. 56; PLS. 197 and 198)
This is a lena situated adjacently to the upper part of the chaitya hall in the same relative position as
17 on the other side, and is approached by a flight of steps rising from the front court of the clroitya hall.
This is another architectural work at Nasik, which includes various parts wrought in diRerent
dates.
The cave at present consists of a hall with cells around, a Buddha shrine at the back and a pillar fronted verandah at the entrance. The Buddha shrine and a considerable part of the back of the hall, including
someof the cells, are known to have been made in about the 6th century A.D. by one Mamma, as indicated by a Sanskrit inscription there assignable to that period on palaeographical grounds. Clear indication is
also available in the different levels of the roof within the hall that this later excavation of the Mahayina
period included the back part of the cave to a depth of about 5 m.
Omitting these later hewings, the original hall was roughly rectangular and there was a low bench
running along the inner walls.21 There were six cells originally in each of the side walls above the level
of the bench. Only two cells in the left wall have benches, whereas the others are plain. Some of the
cells are still unfinished.
The front wall has the main doorway (2.7 m h, 1.7 m b) in the centre, an open window (1.3 m b,
96 cm h) on either side and a smaller doorway (2.3 m h, 1 m b) to left. The windows are placed at
shoulder level with their top in the same line as the lintel of the central doorway. The verandah (10.4m b.
2.4 m d, 3 m h) has a cell in the left wall. This has no bench.
In front of the verandah there are four pillars and two attached pillars. The pillars are of the type
seen in cave 10, 17, etc., but differ from them in details. Here the lower pot is small and rounded and
the shaft is more slender. The bell capitals too are thin and somewhat taller and they lack corner pieces
of the box enclosing the dmalaka torus, and there are no animal figures above. The attached pillars
are almost complete, only one face of the octagonal shaft being flush with the side wall. A simple
architrave runs on the top of these pillars and the rough rock roof projects to front just above this,
without providing scope for the animal sculptures or for the entablature. In front of the space between
the central pair of pillars opposite the central doorway a flight of four steps led down to the front open
court.2z There is a niche in the right wall of the open court and in the left wall was a rectangular
opening leading to the next cave 21.
An inscription (No. 23) carved on the back wall of the verandah, above the left side door and the
left window, informs that this cave, 'the intention of making of which was being mentioned for many
years,' was finished by one Bopaki, wife of a commander-in-chief, in the 7th year (A.D. 179) of the reign
of Gautamiputra S r i - Y a j f i a - S i t a k a ~ i . ~ ~
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The features of the verandah pillars described above show clearly that these are of a type and date
later than the pillars seen in the caves of Nahaplna or Gautamiputra (i.e. caves 3, 10). Even though the
bell shape has been retained in the capital simulating those in NahapPnai cave, it appears that part has
been made to balance to a certain extent with the appearance of the facade of this cave with the one
(cave 17) located in a similar position on the other side of the clretiyaghara. The similarity of the
features of the frontal pillars and the disposition of the architrave seen in this cave and Junnar-Manmodi 1
is striking, and this indicates possibly that the two caves could be nearer to each other in date.
The steps cut in front of the chaitya hall to provide an approach to this cave bears au inscription
of Series V A, as stated already. It is likely that when cave 17 on the other side of the cheriyaghara
was made there was the intention to create this cave too,24 and this was achieved, however, only after
about five to six decades in A.D. 179 during the reign of Yajiia ~ r Sitakarni.
i
CAVE 21 (FIG. 57; PL. 199)
This cave is now approached through a doorway cut in the left wall of the front court of 20.
This is a simple hall with two pillars and pilasters in front. The hall is irregular about 8 rn deep
and 3 m high, with its breadth varying from front to back. The pilasters were plain and could have
been just described as short return walls. The pillars were possibly like those in cave 19 (Type C).
(Whereas the above description is based upon the 19th century accounts of the cave much of these
features appear to have been tampered in recent restoration and now the pillars look like those of type E,
.and it is so with a pilaster too which now looks like an engaged pillar.) In front of this is the open
court with a cistern to left.
The cave is small and not well-executed. Still this is an excavation of importance. The use of
Type C pillars in front provides an idea that this is of an age nearer to cave 19, i.e. around 200 B.C.
It appears this is the only excavation that can be placed along with that in date and hence the two are
the earliest monuments in Pindulena. Provision of two pillars directly in front of the hall, without any
verandah, looks peculiar. However, it may be recalled that the famous cave Nanaghat 11 bears a
similar feature. The only difference between these two caves is in the absence of any bench here in
contrast to the presence of a low bench along the three walls in Nanaghat 11.
The approach door from cave 20 appears to have been made after that cave was cut. Originally
there may have been a seperate approach to the present cave.
CAVE 22
About 10 m beyond to the east of 21 is this Iena of Type A ii, consisting of a single cell and an
,open verandah behind a forecourt. The back and the left walls of the cell are unfinished, but still this
could have been in use as the holes for the valagni and cuts at the ends of threshold and lintel are seen.
CAVE 23
This is a little beyond 22, and can be best described as a mess of several ruined caves than a single
cave. The original arrangement of none of the caves can be made out with certainty. There are some
Buddha figures too.
However, one of the remnant walls still bears an inscription (No. 24) dated in the 2nd regnal year
(A.D. 132) of the reign of Visisthiputra Sri Pu!umavi.
CAVE 24 (PL. 200)
This too is a complex of a few independent excavations. The dividing walls are now broken and
the whole looks like a large natural cavern. However, the last of this group can be easily isolated from
others on the basis of parts of the walls hanging down from the roof behind a finely carved entablature.
This excavation was a two celled cave with a verandah in front. The lower portion is completely
broken. The cells are placed side by side and probably had bench-recesses. The pillars and pilasters
in front of the verandah are not seen any more, but the heavy architrave still remains partly. Four
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large beam ends are shown as projecting from this to carry the entablature. The faces of these ends
are carved with the Buddhist trident symbols, but the prongs of these symbols are fashioned in a
peculiar way to look like rampant tigers, etc.
The under surface of the projecting portion resting above this is carved with beams and their ends
are shown further in front is the bottommost band of the entablature. Above this is another band having
a row of small animals each with a boy behind. Over this is a broader band of railing pattern and
the coping of this is carved with half-lotuses. At the side walls in front of the entablature there are figures
of lion, owl, etc. The carving resembles that in Cave 3 but is more refined. The sculptures of tiger,
owl and the tridents of peculiar type are new features.
An inscription (No. 25) on the back wall of the verandah states that this lena is a gift of a Soka, a
resident of DaSapura and that he made two water cisterns also.
There are two water cisterns in front of the cave and one of them bears the inscription of the same
person. The characters of these inscriptions belong to Series V A.
GENERAL DISCUSSION
The above descriptive inventory and analysis of the Pandulena group at Nasik reveals that there are
twenty six independent excavations (including minor ones) belonging to the period under study. It is
possible that there were three or four more caves in the large caverns now numbered 23 and 24.
This monastic establishment had the following monuments.
Chetiyagharas

:

Type A i b
:

Le!las

Type A ii
A iii
A iv b
Bi
B iii b

One
Cave 18
Eighteen (including three untinished)
Caves 8, 12, 22
9 (with additions)
11
2, 5 (unfinished), 6, 7, 13, 14
1 (unfinished), 3, 4 (unfinished), 10, (17), 19, 20, 24

[Caves 23 is indeterminable]
Mafapas

Type A ii
Cisterns
Type A i
A ii
B

:
:

One
Cave 21
Three
Excavation ly
14x
1x

There are 7 more cisterns made as adjuncts to caves. Caves 1, 4.5 and 6 have also
been converted as water cisterns].
Recess

:

One (Excavation lz)

The sequence of the various monuments in the group as made out in the previous pages is as
follows :
19, 21
18 (1st stage)
(2nd stage)
10
17, 18 (3rd stage), (24)
3 (1st stage)
1

Kanha's reign (205- 187 B.C.)
c. 120 B.C.
c. 70 B.C.
A.D. 120
c. A.D. 120
A.D. 124
c. A.D. 124
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2
4
3 (2nd stage)
20
9, 11
5, 6,7
8, 12, 13, 14, (22)

A.D. 132
A.D. 136
c. A.D. 136
A.D. 149
A.D. 179
Around A.D. 200
First half of 3rd century A.D.
Latter part of 3rd century A.D.

Nasilc was a great metropolitan centre in ancient times. This is one of the few cities of Deccan that
find mention in the northern Indian literary works of the pre-Christian era. The antiquity of the place
is also attested to by the excavation conducted at the habitation site which has shown that the town had
begun to grow at least from :about the 5th century B.C. if not earlier. Thence onwards this place
maintained contacts with northern India, as indicated by the discovery of Northern Black Polished Ware
in the lower levels of the Early Historical Period.?j This was an inland trading centre, probably wellconnected by routes linking ports and other cities of the sub-continent. Inscriptions found at this place
and elsewhere inform that people from distant places visited this city (for example an otarriha, a man
from Dattlmitri) and that the residents of this place too went to many places around.2B The main
purpose of this movement was of course trade, but these traders and others not only caused many
meritorious works to be made but also acted as important carriers of ideas and traditions from one
region to another.
This place had gained political importance too. The epigraphs indicate that it was the headquarters of a district called Govardhana (Govardhancihdra). It is quite natural to infer from these that this
city enjoyed high status in the eyes of the people of that time and obviously this motivated the various
kings of the area to make donations to the religious establishement nearby and also to carve inscriptions
extolling their greatness and achievements. They were acts of both merit and expediency. Nasik
happens to be the only place which contains inscriptions of a succession of kings, of Kyisna, Nahapina,
Gautarniputra Sgtakarni, Visisfhiputra Pulumlvi, Sri Yajiia Sltakarni and Abhira ISvarasena.
The number of monuments in a monestery located near such a town of wealth and fame is, however,
small. But these monuments occupy a place of great importance in the study of development of rockcut architecture of the region as many of these are dated or datable and hence provide definite chronological points in stylistic evolution. Nasik, being a metropolitan centre, is naturally endowed with an open
temperament to receive ideas from elsewhere, and a capacity to bring in changes and innovations in the
traditions. In the field of architecture atlcast, this phenomenon is well visible. Lena 19 of Kanha's
time, the chetiyaghara 18, le!la I0 and Icna (-rum-chetiyaghura) 17 of the time of NahapLna, lena 3 of the
time of Galaumiputra Sitakarni and Vlsisthiputra Pulumivi and lena 20 of the time of Sri Yajiia
Sltakarni are all monuments which are either first of their kind in the whole of Deccan series or the first
to introduce a few new features atleast.
Though the city of Nasik had maintained contact with northern India from about the 5th century
B.C. (as indicated by finds from the excavations at the habitation site) there is no clear evidence for the
early introduction of Buddhism. Architectural works of this early phase of Buddhism are completely
absent, and a plausible explanation for this is to consider that [either Buddhism was yet to become
popular or in that age when eremeticism may have been the way of monks they hardly needed any
permanent place for dwelling; they could have preferred natural caverns o r temporary structures for the
vassa months. However, by the time of Kanha the Buddhist monastic community. appears to have
become in influential group in the socio-religious sphere, and it could be due to this reason that a royal
official, the nrahdtnrirra of Nasik, caused a cave (19) to be made for the benefit of the monks on the
Triraimi hill near this city.
Cave 19 inaugurates the history of the monastic establishment of Piindulena. This, being a creation
of a royal official, happens to be one of the most neatly executed of the whole group, though it is small
in size. This k!la is probably the earliest example of B iii type where the verandah occurs in front of
- -
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a hall surrounded by cells. This lena provides clue to the understanding of the nature of various
architectural items that were in vogue during the period, like the use of pillars of C type and the decorative patterns in the interior. On the basis of epigraphical evidence this is datable to the beginning of
2nd century B.C., to the reign of Kanha the second ruler of the SHtavihana dynasty. This is likely to
have been followed by molapa 21, which was meant for the monks to rest or to assemble for the
~rposatkaor pravdana. While at Ajanta such a hall was provided in front of the cells (upafhrina of
Ajanta 12, inscription No. 4), here a seperate cave has been made. This could as well be the earliest of
the independent matapas of Western India. Lena 19 provided accommodation for only six monks at a
time. It is not known whether at this time these caves on the Triraimi hill served as a monastery with
all the asqociated amenities. At present nowhxe near the two caves in question any water cistern that
can be assigned to this period is seen. Possibly both le!ra 19 and rna/apa 21 served the monks during
the vassa months only. P i ~ d u l e n awas to achieve the status of a full-fledged monastery far later by the
beginning of the 2nd century A.D. when the lenas 10 and 17 were created.
In the meantime, there was an ambitious project by private effort, of excavating a cheriyaghara (18).
This was undertaken around 120 B.C., but the work stopped with the completion of the facade, due to
unknown reasons. This phase of work in the chetiyaghara belongs to a time when innovations were
being made in the form of the wooden fronted vault-roofed chaitya halls, wherein is seen a tendency to
replace wooden elements by stone itself. From the extant specimens Nasik 18 happens to be the third
in the series of such an experimental stage of replacing the wooden front by a stone screen wall, the
first two being Ajanta 9 and Junnar-Manmodi 40. The screen in Nasik 18 happens to be the best carved
of the three. Probably this provided the model for the chairya hall at Bedsa, where, however, an
innovation in the insertion of a verandah to protect such fine sculptural work is seen. The facade
decoration of the Nasik chaitya hall is unique in many ways. For the first time various decorative
designs and sculptural themes are employed here. A combination of railings, chaitya motifs, brackets
and stepped merlons is seen. This is further augmented by series of stcpas, the triratna motif and
a few animals and ndgas. The whole of the repertoire of decorative elements known at the time appear
to have been employed here. Though the result looks fine generally, some amount of crowding of the
elements is also noticeable. This marks an ambitious experiment towards decorating the front screen
more elaborately than what is seen in Ajanta 9 and Manmodi 40, but falls short of the neatness and
maturity achieved in the chairya halls at Bedsa and Karle. An innovation seen in decoration in the
facade of Nasik 18 is the introduction of pillars of Type D, and this is probably the only instance
of its occurrence in that fashion. After suspension of work for sometime, this chetiyaghara was finished
by hewing the interior completely. This stage provides a stylistic link between Bedsa 7 and Karle 8.
While the sttipa inside closely resembles the one in the Bedsa chaitya hall, there is a new element in the
introduction of a new pillar type with pot-base in the interior, a feature well followed up in the chaitya
hall at Karle wherein full-fledged pillars of Type D have been employed. So this phase of work at
Nasik could have been done sometime after the Bedsa chaitya hall and before the one at Karle, and
hence, say around 70 B.C.
After a lull of about two centuries, a fresh wave of rock-cutting activity started again at Nasik. This
was during the reign of NahapBna. A peculiarity noticeable in the text of one of his inscriptions
recording the donation of cave 10 is indicative of the situation that prompted the activities of the time.
There is much praise of the meritorious benefactions of Usavadata done for the benefit of the briihmaqas.
When this is to appear in an inscription of a Buddhist establishment, it is not unlikely that equally
beneficial works were done or planned to be done for the Buddhists too. In fact, Cave 10 is one such
and probably the first to be made. This happens to be one of the largest lenas at Nasik, and probably
the first of such a dimension and beauty to be made in the whole of Western India. Architecturally the
hall in this lens is very large compared to any other created in the period preceeding this. Probably
this is the first Iena to have its front adorned with a line of Type D v pillars.
Le~ra24, now much ruined but which still retains a number of interesting elements in the remnant
decoration, was also made possibly during this period. This happens to be a donation of a $aka and
the newer items seen in the sculptural work are to be ascribed to the donor's foreign affiliation.
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Other works were also planned during the time of Nahap;lnals rule. It was intended to hew two
more caves, one on either side of the chetiyaghara. The rock mass in front of this was to be cut with
steps to provide approaches to these caves. The staircase to left was completed. The cave to right had
also been begun. The Cave (17) to the right of the chetiydghara was to be a n ambitious project. The
inscription in this cave, written in the same characters as those of Usavadata's inscriptions, indicates
that this was to be a new experiment wherein a shrine was planned to be introduced within the dwelling
cave, an idea appearing for the first time in the architectural history of this area. The mention of a
'northener' as the donor of this cave gains importance in this context, as indicating the flow of new
ideas to the region. But unfortunately the project was never completed; when the verandah and a few
cells had been finished and the chaityaghara part and the staircases leading to the cave were yet to be
completed the work came to a halt. It is quite lekely that this situation is the result o f sudden transfer
of political power from the Ksahariitas to the Sitavihanas eflected by Gautamiputra Siitakarni in
124 A.D. The donors who financed these schemes had no more foothold here after their masters were
ousted from the area. So far as the cave planned to be made on the other side of the chetiyaghara is
concerned possibly nothing had been done by that time except cutting the left staricase in front of the
chaitya hall, which was to lead to the intended cave.
Due to the benefactions of Usavadata, his wife and probably some others associated with him, the
Buddhist community at Nasik gained a full-fledged monastery on the TriraSmi hill. The m e ~ ~ t i oinn the
inscriptions of douations of permanent monetary endowment and lands made to the community of
monks shows clearly that by this time the nature of the Buddhist monasteries had changed sufficiently.
Probably monks stayed throughout the year in these caves and food and clothing were provided
for them at the very monastery.
The monastic establishment at this time appears to have provided accommodation for at least forty
monks.27
Gautamiputra Siitakarni who acquired the territory from Nahapina did not lag behind i n extending
patronage to Fthe monastic community here. Lands, previously enjoyed by Usavadata the Ksaharita
governor of the place in the previous regime, were generously made over to the community residing
here. More architectural works were undertaken. Cave 3 was planned. Quite understandably this
was to be on par with, rather to excel, the one made before by his political rival. The front verandah and
part of the hall and cells to right were done during his reign. The rest of the work, however, was
completed by A.D. 149, in the 19th year of Pulumivi. The inscriptions in the cave reveal that the
monks of the Bhaddyaniya sect were placed in charge of the monastery. It is also mentioned that these
monks were from Dhanakata (in the Andhra country). What motive prompted the rulers to patronise
monks from a distant region is not known. But this brought fresh ideas, and probably craftsmen too,
from AndhradeSa. The new architectural features introduced to Western Indian rock-cut architecture
at this time are displayed in Cave 3 in the inclusion of the relief sttipa in the hall, the introduction of
bench with back in the verandah, and the rows of animals and full and half lotus panels in the
decorative work of the entablature. At a later stage the bench in recess type also makes its first
appearance. The reoccurrence of the new facade elements in Cave 1 shows that it followed Cave 3
closely, most probably within a few years from the first stage of work in that cave. Almost immediately
following this, Cave 23 was done at the other extremity of this group. This was in the 2nd regnal year
of VSsisthiputra Pulumivi, in A.D. 132. Within four years by A.D. 136, i.e. in the 6th regnal year of
VPsisthiputra Pu!umiivi, Cave 2 was hewn to the right of Cave 3 and, probably for maintaining the
syminetry in appearance, Cave 4 was dug on the other side of Cave 3. The two caves are small and
unfinished but their facades display the artistic tradition of the period. The latest work of the time of
Vasislhiputra Pu!umBvi is of course the completion of the hall and left line of cells in Cave 3. This was
in A.D. 149.
Practically the span of about 30 years from c. A.D. 120-150, is the active period in the architectural
history of Nasik caves, when more than eight excavations were achieved. Rather, it is the time when
all the major caves of the monastery on the TriraSmi hill were made. The monastery gained more
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monetary and land donations and there was sufficient provision for the residence of at leabt sixty t o
sixtyfive monks.
During the time of Sri Yajiia SBtakarni, in his 7th regnal year (A.D. 179), cave 20 was completed.
This cave shows in its pillar patterns the changes that had slowly set in the architectural fashion of the
day. The pillars are no more of the types adorned with animals. They retain the pot-base and potcapital but are plain above. This is the last important monument to be created on the TriraJmi
monastery. This provided accommodation for about 12 or 13 monks.
All the other ten caves are small and unimpressive monuments, compared to those that were
created earlier. There is actually no cave of the dimension of cave 3 or 10 or even 20. The ten caves
of this period provided accommodation for another 15 to 20 monks only; five of them are single celled
and five others are of B i type consisting of two or three cells. The lenas of this time are generally of
the standardised variety having one or two cells behind a verandah, the verandah itself being adorned
sometimes with two pillars of Type E and the pilasters with hour-glass ornamentation. Some are t o o
simple creations to be of any interest from the architectural point of view. These small le!~asrange in
date from about A.D. 200 to the end of the 3rd century A.D. Probably Nasik is illustrative of the fact
that during the 3rd century A.D. such modest architectural works, mostly done for single monks, were
in preference.
(Architectural activity in Nasik continued in the succeding MahByBna period also, in the creation
of two more caves and altering af a few existing ones.)

PAWALA
Pawala (locally called PohB!a) is situated about five miles north-west of Kolhapur. The caves
are at the foot of the Jotiba hill, and are approachable from the village Pawala by walking north-west for
about 3 km or by descending down the Jotiba hill, which however is approachable by road.
It is in the Kolhapur district that the solid stretch of the trappcan rocks of the Deccan plateau end
aud give place to the lateritic formations. This geological feature has its say on architecture also. In
this district, no where the trap rock is suitable enough to attempt ambitious projects of hewing large
caves. Even if some attempt has been made, the coarseness of the rock dissuades finer work. Hence
the rock-cut monuments of the area are usually crude and small. The number of such monuments is
also very small, the present one being the only group datable to the period under consideration. At
Pawala, there is no regular escarpment of the rock into which the caves could have been cut into. So
a sloping side of the hill has been trenched down to a depth of about 5 m to provide an open fore-court
about 15 m long and 14 m wide. At the back of this a clrailya hall and a lena have been hewn, and in
the two sides, small irregular rooms and a cistern have been made. The rock being of poor quality,
many parts of the caves have collapsed or disintegrated. Nowhere, any indication of finer ornamentation is to be seen.
CAVE 1 (FIG. 57; PL. 215)
This consisted of a large pillared hall surrounded by rooms on three sides and a verandah in front.
The large hall proper (about 7.3 m 1, 7.6 m w) is divided into a central hall and a corridor around
by a colonnade of fourteen pillars running along the three sides except the front. There were altogether
18 rooms, 6 on each side. The front wall of those on the left side has entirely gone, but for a few
traces here and there. The front walls of the rooms to the right and the back sides too have been
damaged but enough remains to make out the position of the rooms and the doorways. The dividing
walls of the left row of cells have collapsed almost completly, but at the back end a few pieces are still
seen attached to the back wall and the roof to indicate their original positions. The dividing walls of
the back and the right row of cells, however, are somewhat better preserved.
The cells are small. They are about 1.5 m b, and 1.a m d in average. The walls dividing the rooms
as well as the front walls are thin, often not more than 12 cm in thickness. The rooms are plain
without any stone beds. The doorways of the cells are not preservzd well, except in one cell. From
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this and from some remnants of other doorways it can be made out that the doorways of cells were
perfectly rectangular. Only two pillars on the right side still remain in position in the interior. But
these too are much disintegrated. However, from the stump of othter pillars sticking still either to the
roof or the floor it can be surmised that they were of the octagonal type without base or capital. The
pillars are shown as carrying a beam (75 cm wide and 8 cm thick) running under the flat roof, which is
about 2.7 m above the floor.
On three of the pillars there were small triangular niches (about 7 cm w, 5 cm d, 7 crn h). All these
opened towards the central hall. These might have been meant for keeping the lamps.
The hall is led into by a doorway (1.5 m w, 2.7 m h) at the centre of the front wall and on either
side of that there was a large window (4.8 m w, I rn h) cut at a height of about a meter above the floor.
Originally, there was an open verandah in front of the doorway. It ran all along the length of the
iena, and was about 10.6 m b and 1.2 m d. There were six octagonal pillars in front. All are ruined.
Towards the right end, however, stumps of three pillars hanging down from the roof are still extant.
CAVE 2 (FIG. 57; PL. 215)
This is a chaitya cave and consists of a rectangular hall (9.7 m 1, 3 rn w, 3.6 m h) which is led into
by a doorway (2.1 m w, 2.3 m h). The back of the hall is irregular. There are no pillars and the roof
is flat.
Towards the back of the hall stands a stiipa which is about 2.4 rn in diameter at the base. At the
top fringe of the cylindrical base is a small area about 9 cm by 7 cm, where the original railing
decoration is still preserved. Its drum is about 1 m high and over it rises an anda which can be
described as 314 sphere. The a!rda is much ruined and the harmikd is completely lost. However, there
is a platter shaped umbrella (1.5 m dia) carved on the roof directly above the sriipa. From the centre of
the umbrella hangs down a circular stump which was once reaching the top of the anda.
The front door is rectangular and very plain. There is an open verandah in front of the door. The
natural rock above the roof of the verandah is only about a nietre thick and there was no scope for
decoration on the entablature.
CAVES 3 AND 4
In the left wall of the open court, there are four irregularly cut cells. The dividing walls of these
cells as well as the front walls have fallen down and no systen~aticplan of these can be made out. The
cells do not have benches.
Correspondingly in the right wall of the open court too there are a few cells. They are small and
low, without any syste~naticplan; these cells too do not have benches.
EXCAVATION 5 AND 6
At the edge of the sloping side wall to the right of the fore-court two cisterns have been dug below
the ground level. One is about 2.1 m square. The opening however is 2.1 m long and 1.6 m wide.
The second cistern is about 2.4 m long and 1.3 m wide and is provided with openings at either end, each
measuring about 1.2 m by 75 cm.
GENERAL DISCUSSION
The whole con~plex,except the irregular cells on the sides, appear to have been evcavated at the
same time. Both the chetiyaghara and the leya appear to be part of a single plan as both share a
common forecourt. The form of the sttipa with its umbrella cut in tbe roof suggests that this may belong
t o about the 3rd century A.D. or later. Though the pillar arrangement in the Iena reminds of Cave 2
at Kondane, there are many differences between the two lenas. The pillars used here are octagonal, a
type not known to occur in any of the early lenas in Western India, but which appears only in the
Mahiyina vihdras like Ajanta Cave 11. The Pawala lena is also characterised by the long pillar fronted
verandah and the absence of benches in cells. All these appear to show a Iena pattern which became
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common in Mahiyina times. Both the lena and the chetiyaghra may belong to late 3rd or early 4th
century A.D. For that matter, this lena appears to provide an important evolutionary link between the
Hinaylna and the Mahayana vihdras. The smaller cells on the sides may have been made at a slightly
later date.
The Pawala caves are just about 6 km away from the ancient site of Brahmapuri. That site has
yielded a host of antiquities of the Early Historical Period, including some Roman objects like coins and
bronzes, and it must have been a flourishing town once. The location of the caves near this town is of
interest. However, while Brahmapuri is on the right bank of the river Panchaganga, the caves are
nearly 5 km away from the left bank. Such a location may have been chosen deliberately. Quite
appropriate to the nature of the monastery it is located a t a considerable distance away from the town,
thus avoiding frequent interference from the town folk, but it is not so far away as to dissuade the monks
from going to the town daily for begging food.

PITALKHORA
Like Ajanta, Pitalkhora is an isolated monastic complex situated away from the Sahyadrian clusters.
It is in the Satmala range, in the north-western part of Aurangabad district, about 70 krn west of Ajanta.
Like Ajanta, this too is at the head of a ghat marking off the edge of the Deccan plateau from the vast
plain of the Tapti valley northwards. Possibly this place was near or along an ancient trade route that
connected the Deccan tableland with the port of Broach on the west coast and the great city of Ujjain
to the north.' On the basis of similarity of names suggestions have been put forward to identify this
with Petrigala of Ptolemy, and Pitangalya mentioned in a Buddhist text M a h d m d j t r i as the seat of a
Yaksa called SankBrin.?
The caves are located at the head of a ravine, wherein a picturesque view of the gushing water and
the green trees is presented in the rainy season. The situation of these caves is closely comparable to
that of Ajanta and Kondane, where the approach is easier from the plateau higher up than from the plain
below, which is at a considerable distance.
All the caves at Pitalkhora are cut on the vertical scarp on either side of the ravine. The caves are
generally large in size compared to many in various other sites. This feature is possibly due to the
comparative softness of the rock formation here, and also the presence of large scarps, in which only a
little preparation is sufficient for mahng the facade. Unfortunately, little thought appears to have been
given when such ambitious projects of cutting huge caves were taken up to the fact that the very softness
of the rock would prove deterimental to the work in course of time. Due to the fast deterioration of the
rock, most of the caves are so much ruined that often times it becomes difficult to make out even the plan
of these, let alone the details. Many conservation measures like structural replacements of architectural
members and sculptures done in very early times itself are seen here. Deterioration had started, it
appears, almost immediately after the hewing of caves was ~ o m p l e t e d . ~
Pitalkhora is one of the earliest of the centres of rock-cut architecture. All the caves belong to the
Hinayiina period and practically no architectural activity of the later period is recognizable, even though
the caves were in use during Mahiiyiina times as indicated by a few paintings of Buddha seen on the
pillars in the chaitya hall at this place.
The clearance work done in recent years by the Archaeological Survey of India has brought to light
a few new caves, inscriptions and many fresh features in the previously known caves as well as a large
number of sculpture^.^
The caves are in two groups one to the right of the ravine (Group I) and another to the left (Group
II), opposite the above group. (The cave numbers used here follow, with slight modifications, those
given in Deshpande 1959.)
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(All the caves have been shown on Site Plan, Fig. 58)

FIRST GROUP
Group I, to the right of the ravine, is reached by a flight of steps leading down from the upper plateau.
CAVE 1 ( l a , Ib, Ic)
This cave is located very near the head of the ravine and faces west. The cave is very much ruined,
and now looks like a natural cavern. But remains of some cells, beds and doorways are still extant to
show that there were three seperate excavations. These are numbered here for conbenience as la,
I b and lc.
J a : This had a rectangular hall with at least three cells along the right wall and two at the back. There
-appears not to have been any cell along the left wall. The cells had a simple bench each.
Remnants of rectangular doorways are seen in some. Two of the cells at least had a small niche in
the back wall, meant probably for keeping the belongings of the monk residing in these.
Ib : Adjacently to the left is this lena similar in plan and features. This consisted of atleast six cells,
three along the back and three along the right walls. They display in their remnant parts, simple beds,
niches and doorways as in la.
l c : Adjacent to the above is this cave which too has some remnants of cells and benches, but their
number or nature can not be made out.
Thz le!las la, Ib and Ic probably belong to Type B ii or iii. The facades are completely broken. The
architectural elements extant in these are too scanty to be of use for purposes of dating. It can only be
said that these lenas belong to a time when simple benches were in vogue. In the feature of providing
niches in walls inside the cells, this resembles cave 2 of this place and Ajanta 12, Kondane 3 etc.
The relative positions of caves la, Ib and Ic show that they have been cut in such a way as to be
adjuncts to each other. Ic is probably the earliest in this set. It appears this had cells on the three
sides of the hall. Ib is the next in which no attempt has been made to cut cells in the left wall, i.e. on
the wall forming the back of the right row of cells of lc. Similar precaution has been taken in l a where
again cells are made in the back and right walls only thus avoiding any possible damage to Ib. It can be
inferred from this arrangement that Ic is earlier than Ib which itself is earlier than la. All these, however,
share common features and it is likely that the three Ienar are not very much removed in date from one
another. They are to be placed closely in date with Ajanta and Kondane le!tas mentioned above.
CAVE 2
About 12 metres further is this cave which is also much ruined. The entire wall which divided this
from cave 3 is completely broken, as well as many parts of the cells. From what remains now, this can
be reconstructed to have had a long narrow hall, with at least four cells along the right wall and three
cells along the left. The cells had simple single benches along the back or side walls, except one in the
right wall which has two. There is a long bench along the back wall with a little return along the side
walls too extending up to the walls of the cells. Many cells are provided with a niche in one of the
walls as in cave 1. The front is completely broken and now open, and nothing can be said of the
,existence of a verandah or otherwise. A flight of eleven steps leads to this cave from the open court in
front which stretches in front of caves 1, 3 and 4 also.
The architectural features are too meagre for dating. The fact that this cave shares the forecourt
along with caves 1, 3 and 4 may suggest a proximal date with those.
This lena varies from all others known from Deccan, in the presence of a long bench along the back
wall. It is very difficult to say whether this is part of the original plan itself or was added later. It is
known from this and many other caves at Pitalkhora that due to the extremely fragile nature of the
rock, many parts needed repairs or reconstruction right from very early times. One such is seen in a
covered drain in this cave which led water off from a leakage in cave 3. It is likely that cells existed
once in the back wall also. These may have been destroyed in very early times due to the soft band of
rock running here, and hence the broken parts were demolished and a simple bench was cut all along the
back wall.
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Another explanation that can be offered is that there could have been a time when the number of
monks exceeded the room capacity in this monastic establishment. Simple provisions like this may
have been made. But nothing can be said definitely with the meagre data available here.
CAVE 3 (PLS. 202,203)
Next to 2 is this main chetiyaghara of the place. This is in a lamentable state of preservation due
to the heavy deterioration of the soft rock, and it is seen that in very early times structural replacements
had been made to the walls and a few pillars. These too have given way sufficiently. Still, enough
remains to give a rough idea of the nature of the cave.
This is an apsidal, vault roofed che~iyagharaof Type A i a. It is (was) 9 m high 10.7 m wide and
26.2 m long and is divided into a nave and back and side aisles by a row of 37 pillars running parallel to
the walls. A few of the original pillars remain complete. Of others, there are a few stumps on the
ground. (Many are just masonry reconstructions, probably raised at the very place where the original
pillars stood once.) The pillars are simple octagonal shafts, about 75 cm thick and 4.3 m high. All of
them taper upwards and have a slight inward rake. The ceiling over the aisles is quadrantal and is cut
with curved stone beams.
The pillars carry the edge of the quadrantal roof on the aisle side, and the straight wall of the
triforium on the nave side. The nave has barrel vault roof rising above the triforium. It had curved
wooden rafters like those at Bhaja and Karle chait-va halls. None of them survives now, but a line of
mortises on the triforium and vertical chases above them indicate their original position. It appears the
square spaces formed between the curved rafters and the horizontal reapers on the roof, had been covered
with plaster and painted. A few remnants of these are still to be seen sticking to the rock roof.
The slGpa was near the semicircular end of the nave. It was partly structural and partly rock-cut.
Of this, part of the rock-cut drum only remains now. It is about 4.2 m in diameter and the extant part
is about 1.4 m high. There are five oblong sockets, four on the back side and one on the left side, on
this drum. These, which had been plugged by tight fitting stones originally, have yielded crystal
reliqueries. On the top of the drum is a sunken chamber (56 cm 1, 38 cm b, 40 cm d) with an interior
flange to receive a covering slab. It is surmised that this chamber may have contained the principal
relics.5 (Whatever be the purpose, this is a clear indication of the fact that even originally there was only
a structural upper portion for this sttipa).
The facade is plain and open. A line of mortises (60 cm sq, 30 d) near the entrance marks the place
where once a wooden screen existed. Further in front of the above, remnants of a few beams in stone
which once adorned the soffit of the front arch are seen. Above the level of the arch, in a small patch,
there are faint traces of what appears to be part of some decorative work, possibly of clraitya window
and railing decoration, as seen in the Bhaja chaitya hall etc.
A flight of eleven steps leads down from the cltait~lahall to the forecourt below. The lower five
steps are broader than the upper ones. The upper stairway has enclosing side stones which slope
downwards, and their inner faces are decorated with sculptures, of a winged horse and two caryatid
ganas. On either end of the top step of the lower course, there is a circular hole, in which either some
image or a carved newel post stood. The loweer steps are generally plain except for probably the newel
posts which stood at the entrance.
The presence of tapering and raking octagonal pillars (Type A i) in the hall, the quadrantal aisle roof
with curved beams in stone, and the open front show the close resemblance ofthis with the chaitya hall 10
at Ajanta (except for structural additions made here). It may be noted further that this resemblance
is closer even in other details, as the greater width of the nave, the profile of the vault roof, and the
absence of the ledge at the bottom of the triforium. These would indicate that the two chaitya halls are
almost contemporary. If the facade decoration existed in this cave, this would be an advanced feature
compared to the plain facade of Ajanta 10.
There are two inscriptions (Nos. 1 and 2) on the 10th and I l t h pillars (from front) of the right row.
One records that, that pillar was a gift of Mitadeva of the Gidhiha family. The other says :hat it was a
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gift of the sons of Samghaka. All these donors hailed from PratisthBna. These inscriptions are written
in characters of Series I A, which resemble closely the inscriptions in Ajanta 10. Both the palaeographical and architectural features are indicative of propinquity of Ajanta 10 and Pitalkhora 3.
CAVE 4 (PLS. 203, 204, 205, 206)
Situated next to cave 3 is this Iena noted for its sculptural work and many peculiarities in architectural design. This too is now in a highly ruined state, but at the time of its making this must have been
a magnificent edifice in the whole of India.
This Iena consists of a large hall with seven cells along the back wall. There are some indications
that 5 or 6 cells were also there along the right wall. At present, however, the row of cells in the back is
intact and in front of that is a bay looking like a verandah with a line of pillars along its front line
(PI. 205). A closer examination of the surviving clues available in the form of square depressions in the
floor indicates that there were at least two more rows of pillars parallel to the one standing, each row
having corresponding pillasters on the side walls. All the pillars are now lost. Those that stand today
are modern masonary reconstructions.
It appears a hundred years back the picture was somewhat better than what can be made out now.
Fergusson and Burgess write that "the Vihara ...apears to have been divided, like the D1S Avatara
(sic) and Tin Thal caves at Elura, into corridors by rows of pillars parallel to the front wall, the pillars
being square above and below, with corners chamferred off in the middle, about 6' from centre to centre,
and supporting an architrave as in the Vihara at Kondane. Crossing the corridors are thin flat rafters
supporting the ceiling."
From the above description and from the surviving pilasters, the form of pillars in the hall could be
made out as belonging to Type C like those found in Kanha's cave at Nasik (19), Kondane 2,
Bhaja 22, etc.
The cells of this le!~a show the faithful copying of wooden-roofed houses in their barrel vaulted-roof
in contrast to the simple plain roof normally seen in western Indian caves. Their roofs are not only
decorated with the curved beams and crossing rafters, but their fronts too have the chairyo arches in the
same alignment as the barrel vault inside. These chai~yaarches project in relief over the doorway and
arc further decorated with dentils marking the ends of beams and also the lattice work over half lotus in
the semicircular portion within them. They are further shown as springing from octagonal pilasters in
front of the doorways. The heads of these pilasters only are extant in original, whereas the lower
portions are built up in masonry. All these pilasters have bell shaped capitals, surmounted by the
inverted stepped pyramidal member and crowned by addorsed animals. The 'bells' of the capitnls look
mostly like inverted flat based cups with slightly incurved sides and widely everting rim. Just at the
constricted part of the bells there are various geometrical and floral decorations in horizontal panels. The
whole thing gives an idea of bundles of soft reeds, tied with one or more horizontal fillets. The top niost
plate of the inverted stepped pyramidal member has the vedikd decoration. The addorsed animals include
horses, lions, elephants and bulls. Except the bulls, all others are shown with curved wings rising from
their forelegs. Three of the cells have two beds inside, one along a side wall and the other along the
back wall, the bench at the back rising by a few inches higher than the one on the sides. One cell has three
benches, two along the two sides and one at the back, one has only one bench at the back, and one
has no beuch at all. All the cells have grated windows of the simple vedikd pattern in their front walls.=
The facade of this cave had been highly ornamented. At present, a few relief chaifya arches in a
row and what appears to be the remnants of a Yaksi figure can still be traced on the much destroyed
rock face. It appears, the decorated area of the facade extended along the whole width of the cave and
rose to a height of nearly 15 m above the roof line.
In front of this cave at a low level is a wide court, which is also shared by Cave 3. A flight of elevan
steps leads from this court t o the cave proper. The doorway of this entrance has fine decorative work,
the jambs carved with flower designs as in the front of Nasik 18. Above the lintel was a figure of a
Gajalakshmi flanked by an elephant on either side. There are also life size doorkeepers carved in relief
one on either side of this doorway (PI. 206). The doorway is towards the left end of the plinth, and at
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the right end there is the sculpture of a horse with a man standing by its side, which probably depicted
the story of the 'Great Departure of the Buddha.' In between, the plinth has a row of busts of elephants
each shown with a 'mahout'.' The cave when complete with its facade sculptures and fore court, must
have been a magnificent architectural work, probably unique in the whole of contemporary India. It
should have been so atleast so far as rock-cut architectural works are concerned.
This lena does not conform in plan and design to any known ones elsewhere in Deccan. This
happens to be the only lena where the cells have barrel vault roof. However, to a certain extent this
feature is shared by Bhaja 22 and Bedsa 11, in that these le!tas too have vault roofs in the hall or
verandah, if not in the cells. The inclusion of pillars in the large hall is again a peculiarity. but can be
explained as due to the high fidelity of contemporary rock workers in copying wooden constructions,
wherein a large hall of the dimension of the present cave could not have been spanned by single wooden
beams, and the roof had to be raised on pillar supports. The pillars used for this purpose here were
similar to those in Kondane 2, where also the feature of introduction of pillars in the large hall is to be
seen. Further, this l e ~ i ashares with Kondane 2 several other common features, as the carving of wooden
beams and reapers on the flat surface of the hall roof, the decoration of the upper part of the
wall surface with chaityo arches connected with rail pattern, the irregularity of the location of
chaitya arch above and the doorways below, the occurrence of simple benches, etc. So it would not be
off the mark to suggest that these two lenas are closer in date. The occurence of finely carved grated
windows and the existence of Type D pilasters along with the pillars of Type C found here are to be seen
again in Bhaja 22. The bell and animal capital seen here is of the same variety as the one in Bhaja 22
('New Vihira'). Here is a distinctly new feature different from and advanced to those seen in Kondane
2 and Nasik 19.
From these, Pitalkhora 4 can be placed stylistically to a period later than Kondane 2 and Nasik 19
and nearer to Bhaja 22.
There are five inscriptions carved on the walls of the cells in this leqa and one on a
pilaster on the left wall, but all appear to record the making of the gift of these by the royal physician
Vachchiputa Magila, and his near relatives. It may be noted however that the characters used in these
inscriptions show slightly developed features compared to those found in the chatiya hall and also to the
inscription of Kanha at Nasik. The squarish so and ha, and the longer medial i signs are to be particularly noted in this context. The characters are assignable to Series I1 A. There are three more
detached inscriptions found during the clearence of debris in the forecourt. These too belong to the
same palaeographical series.
Both the architectural and palaeographical indications suggest that this lena, or at least the cells at
the back and the sculptures in the fore-court, are posterior to the Chaitya hall. But the two are located
in such a position sharing a common front court, suggesting that they are possibly the result of a single
plan. The length of time involved in finishing the work in this cave and the fore-court could be the
cause for difference in palaeographical features. The fact that the whole work in cave 4 may have involved a sufficiently long time is also indicated by the form of Chaitya arches used for decoration. It can
be seen that the arches on the top most line of the facade are simple ones with broad base-spans, whereas those cut on the front of the cells have already gained an incurved profile for the arms.
Collecting all these evidences it may be suggested that lena 4 of Pitalkhora was planned to be hewn
along with the chaitja hall. The work started with the carving of the facade. The final form of the cave
was achieved nearly after five to six decades, by which time there was change in fashion both in script
and the form of the chaitya arch. By this time new trends too were setting in, as displayed in the
occurrence of 'bell' and anlmal capitals on pilasters. It may also be noted that this pillar Type D
appears suddenly in the rock-cut architecture of this area and is to be seen probably for the first time
here.

This is a very much ruined lena and looks almost like a natural cavern. Traces, however, show that
there were five cells on either side of a rectangular hall, and four at the back. The central two cells of
the back walls had an inner cell. All the cells have a simple-bench at the back. It appears that there
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was a small transverse open verandah in front which was approached by two steps. A few square holes
above this indicate that structural pillars may have existed here.
It is difficult to make out the age of this cave in the absence of any definite stylistic clue.
CAVE 5A
Adjacent to this on the left side is an apsidal room, which was partly structural. This may have
housed a structural stlipa. In front of this is a bench to a side and two approach steps. The lower one
of this is semicircular, looking like a chandraiilri. If the bench is any indication this may be a cave
of somewhat later date, as such are normally seen in the late lenas of Kanheri. But it is difficult to be
certain.
A fragment of an inscription (No. 10) found on a loose roch in front of cave 5 reads driya afhisani~vi.
The letters are of Series 11.
CAVE 6
Next to 5a is this much ruined le!ra which consisted of a hall surrounded by cells and a small verandah. Remnants of four cells in the back, six in the left and at least five in the right walls of the hall can
be traced.
Most of the cells have two simple benches, one at the back and another along the side walls. The
benches in the cells at the back wall are decorated with relief panel work, on their front side, each panel
being framed by a horizontal ledge at the rim and simple vertical studs below. The back wall of the
back cells further have a projecting cornice supported by quadrantal brackets at either end. Over the
cornice are rows of stepped merlons (PI. 207). A small oblong niche is seen in some of the walls of
cells. Each cell is approached by a step from the hall.
It is difficult to say whether the verandah, the floor of which is slightly at a lower level than the
floor of the hall, was divided from the hall by a screen wall or not.
There are traces of plaster and painting in the cave.
The use of curved brackets and the frieze elsewhere as stated before suggests a date in the 2nd century B.C. Noteworthy also is the lay out of the benches which shows similarity with what is seen in
Ajanta 12, 15A, Kondane 2A etc. which belong to the period around the middle of 2nd century B.C.
CAVE 6A
This appears to consist of four seperate excavations (6A i, 6A ii, 6A iii, 6A iv). The partition walls
of these caves as well as the cells are broken and the whole looks like a single excavation. Still, the
differences in levels and alignments indicate that they were seperate excavations.
The first one, 6A i, is a simple cell with a small verandah (Le!la Type A ii). 6A ii and A iii have
two cells each behind an open verandah (Le!la Type B i). 6A iv has three cells behind the open verandah (Lc!ia Type B i). All the cells in the group have a simple bench each along a side wall. Many of
the cells have a niche in their back walls.
The uniformity of the cell sizes and the adjacent location of the caves probably indicate that all
these belong to the same date. It is difficult to suggest the exact age of these excavations, but these
appear to stand in the same relation with cave 6, as cave 2A to cave 2 at Kondane, meant as an annexe
to provide more accommodation with minimum expenditure. The provision of niches too is a feature
seen there. It is likely that this is nearer in date to cave 6.
CAVE 7
This Iqla of B iii b type has a plain hall with cells around it and once had a verandah in front. The
cave, though ruined, is somewhat better preserved than the others. There are fifteen cells distributed
along the three inner walls, each with five cells. Each cell has a step in front. The cells have plain single
benches. One cell in the back wall is specially decorated with a cornice supported by quadrantal brackets and surmounted by a row of stepped merlons. The ceiling of this cell is vaulted, in which grooves
for wooden ribs can also be seen. There are traces of plaster in some places.
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The wall dividing the hall from the verandah is broken, as well as the front part of that.
The existence of the merlon, cornice and brackets in one cell only would probably suggest that it was
meant for a monk of high status. The above features connect the cave stylistically with cave 6 in this
place. The vault roof in the cell is a feature seen again in cave 4. The brackets and merlons are to be
found in Bhaja 22 also. All these indicate a proximal date for these caves. The location of caves 6 and
7 a little away from the earliest excavation (i.e., cave 3) may suggest a slightly later date than cave 4,
which is very near that.

CAVE 7x
Next to the above is an unfinished water cistern.
CAVE 8 (8a, 8b, 8c)
This consists of three seperate cells in a row, each having a bench running along a side and the
back wall.
CAVE 9
This too is a lena of Type B iii b consisting of a hall surrounded by cells on the three inner sides,
and a verandah in front. There are fifteen cells, five on each side; all with a bench in them. The
partition walls of the cells are broken. A notable feature of this lena is the run of a rail pattern all
along the three inner walls of the hall, above the lintel level of the cells (PI. 208). The verandah was
seperated from the hall by a thin wall with a central doorway, but this is now completely broken, but for
some indication in the roof. The verandah had a cell on either side. There were four pillars and two
pilasters, in front but their form can not be made out.
There are traces of plaster and paintings.
Though the form of the pillars cannot be made out now, the presence of the vedikd band inside the
hall, its form and location reminds us of Kondivite 12 and also a small cave at Bhaja, i.e., cave 10, which
incidentally has a similar layout as the present cave with a pillar fronted verandah. It is likely that
these caves are nearer in and hence, like Bhaja 10, this too can be placed to c. 100 B.C.
CAVE 9a
Adjacent to cave 9, to its left, is this cave. It consists of a deep corridor with a cell cut at the
left corner in the back wall and three cells in the right wall towards front, all with a single bench each.
It is likely such cells existed throughout the right and back walls, but are now completely lost. T h e
position of this cave indicates that this was a later attempt than cave 9, meant for providing additional
accommodation.

CAVE 9b
This is to the left of 9, and this too appears to be an annexe to that. In this three cells are seen
placed in a row sharing a common verandah (Lena Type B i). The cells had a bench each. The cave is
very much ruined.

Second Group
The next group of four caves is removed from the above group. These are cut in the scarp to t h e
left of the ravine, about a hundred m away from cave 1. All the four caves in this group are chetiyagharas, probably made to commemorate some holy monks of high status. Their position in being away
from the dwelling caves indicates their character, as similar to the groups of stripas found in Bhaja and
Kanhen.

CAVE I0 (PLS. 209 AND 21 1)
This is an unfinished apsidal cheliyaghara of an aberrant type. The apsidal hall is 5.4 m deep
and 2.5 m wide a d 3.8 m high. The side walls of the hall rake inwards slightly and the roof is barrel
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shaped. But there is good indication to show that the cave is unfinished. A srtipa (PI. 211) is placed
a t the apsidal end. Its harmikd is broken. The drum is 1.7 m diameter at the base and 2.3 m high.
'The sides of the drum taper upwards prominently and at the brim all round is a band of vedikd pattern.
.Above this is the dome about 8.3 cm high with its greatest diameter, about 1.2 rn, at 113rd height from
.the base. In front of the hall is a screen wall about 1.2 m thick pierced by a roughly hewn rectangular
,doorway (1.7 m h, 80 cm b) and a window (about 1 m b, 1.1 m h) admitting light into the hall
,(PI. 209). This window was set at the back of a large roughly hewn semi-circular arch 2.7 m wide at
..the base and 2.1 m high and 80 cm deep. There are traces of stone ribs cut on the sofit of this arch.
In front of the screen wall is a small open court (3.6 m b, 2.4 m d).
This chetiyaghara presents a number of peculiarities in delineation, particularly in the absence of
aisles and pillars inside. However, in view of its unfinished state, nothing can be said definitely. One
.element that strikes foremost, however, is the front screen in stone. In the features presented, with the
.rectangular doorways surmounted by an arch niche pierced by a smaller window, this is closely comparable
t o Manmodi 26. The absence of the verandah indicates a slightly earlier stage. The sttipa inside is
very peculiar in its form with its steeply tapxing sides, and this feature is noticed only in the later caves.
The shape of the dome too is indicative of the same. A date nearer to Manmodi 26, i.e. in the middle
of the 2nd century A.D. can be suggested for this cave.

C A V E 11 (PL. 210)
Adjacent to cave 10 is 1 I .
This consists of three flat roofed chambers, each with a sttipa. The first stlipa located opposite
the front doorway is much dilapidated. It had a drum with slightly inclining sides and a dome above
carrying the square harmikd. The chamber to left (3 m 1, 2.2 m d) has the sflipa in the centre which too
is much damaged. But the umbrella carved in the ceiling above this is extant. To the back of the first
,chamber is another chamber (2.4 m d. 3.6 m b). The sllipa in the centre of this chamber is the
best preserved of the group. It has a drum with slightly inclining sides adorned with a decorative
rim of vedikd design. The dome above this is about 315th sphere. The harmikd rises in two stages, the
lower one with the vedikd pattern and the upper with four rectangular studs in corners. This carries
the capital with five square plates of successively increasing dimensions. In the roof, a circular chharra
Two holes are carved on the back of the dome, and these appear to have
is carved, but its shaft is lost.
been meant to receive the relics.
The lay out of the cave and the st~ipaforms indicate that these were made in different times, the
sequence being the front stGpa succeeded by the stlipa to left and lastly by the srlipa in the back chamber.
The difference in time is ,also revealed by the form of these stlipas. While the later two sflipas have
the umbrella cut in the roof, the earlier one does not have such a one. All however, display the sloping
sides of the drum. These may have been made in the late 2nd and 3rd centuries A.D.

(CAVE 12 (PLS. 212 AND 213)
This is a cliaitya hall situated a little away to the wejt from 1I . This consists of an apsidal hall
(6.6 m d, 2.3 m h, 4.6 m b) but has no pillars. The roof is barrzl vaulted and is decorated with ribs
crossed by rafters, all cut in stone. The ribs are shaped like inverted 'U' with slightly incurving sides,
and jut out from the walls by about 17 cm. At the back, the roof is fashioned as a quarter sphere
with the curved ribs meeting at a point at the top. Just below this on the floor stood a st2ipa which
,is now much dilapidated. On the head of the dome, is an oblong mortise which was meant to
~eceivethe harmikd. In the hall was a harmikd lying on the floor, which must have been the one
crowning this sftipa, but dislodged now after the disintegration of its support. This harmikri (PI. 212)
is a piece of fine carving made in a seperate block of stone, and consists of the vedikri pattern in two
tiers cut on all the four faczs of th: square block at the bottom. Above this is a rectangular member
carved on all the four sides with a simple lattice design in convex profile. On either side of these is a
sculptural panel consisting of a set of male and female heads. At each of the corners of this is a bracket
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supporting another square block, which has its faces carved with the chaitya arches with dentils on the
soffit. Over this is a four stepped inverted pyramidal member. Over this rests another square member
carved with vedikd pattern on all the four sides.
The facade of this chetiyaghara is broken, but appears to have had a screen wall crowned by a n
open cltaitya arch. In front is a narrow verandah (about 53 cm deep) and a front court.
The plan of this chaitya hall is peculiar; it is apsidal but does not have the usual nave and aisle
divisions. The existence of the vaulted roof with stone-cut rafters of unusual design too is noteworthy.
But these features are not helpful in determining the age of the cave. However, the form of the stripo
reveals early features. The double tiered vedikd pattern of the hurmikd and the broad span of the
decorative chaitya arches indicate that this stlipa is nearer to sttipa No. 9 in Bhaja 19. With this
indication and the clue provided by the remnants of the screen wall and verandah, it could be inferred
that this cheriyaghara may be earlier in date than the chairya halls at Bedsa and Karle. There is also
some indication to the existence of some sculptures on the front wall which could have been something
like the mithunas on the screen wall of the Karle chaitya hall. Though the features are not decisive in
their indication, it can be suggested that this may belong to a date in the last part of the 2nd or early part
of 1st century B.C.
CAVE 13 (PL. 214)
Next to 12 is this chetiyaghara. The apsidal hall is 8.5 m deep, 4.5 m wide and 4.5 m high. Two
rows of pillars in the hall meet in a semi-circular back dividing the hall into a central nave and side
aisles. The back part is slightly enlarged and the cave appears like a circular cell provided with a n
oblong hall in front. The pillars are ruined except for some stumps. One of them reveals that these
pillars were octagonal and displayed slight rake and tapered towards the top.
The vaulted roof over the nave has stone ribs and rafters as in 12, but the nave roof which is
quadrantal does not have any. The srcpa that stood at the apsidal end of the nave is almost ruined.
The facade is broken, but it appears that there was a screen wall with an entrance about 1.2 m
wide. There is a forecourt in front of this. It is difficult to say much about the chronological stage
of this chaitya hall, but may be suggested with the help of the octagonal pillars with rake that this is
nearer to Kondane 1, Bhaja 12, etc., but the screen wall in front suggests a slightly later date. This cave
may belong to a stage betwzen the open front chaitya halls and the chaitya halls with front screen in.
stone. Hence, this cave too may be ascribed roughly to about the middle of 2nd century B.C.
GENERAL DISCUSSION
It can be made out from the descriptive inventory given above that there were 24 seperate excavations.
at Pitalkhora. These fall into the following categories.
Chetij-agharas
:
Six
cave 3
Type A i a
5a, 10, 11, 12, 13
Aberrant types
Lenas
:
Seventeen
caves 8a, 8b, 8c
Type A (i or ii)
Type A ii
6Ai
Type B i
Caves 6 A ii, 6 A iii, 6 A iv
9b
Type B (ii or iii)
la, lb, (Ic), 2, 4
Type B iii a
9a
Type B iii b
( 5 ) . 7, 9
Cistern
:
One (excavation 7 x)
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The analysis of various architectural elements and palaeographical data available in caves, as
discussed above, leads to the following relative chronological position of the caves.
Group I
Group I I
3, 4 (beginning)
13
4 (completion), 6, 6A, 7, (8)
9
12
10
5A ?
II
Cheriyaghara 3 appears to be the earliest of the whole group and was done around the beginning
of the 2nd century B.C. Quite regular to the fashion of the age, this chairya hall is of the open (wooden
screen) front type and displays the use of octagonal pillars with rake. Though this happens to be one
of the biggest chetiyagharas of the region, rather too big to consider this as marking the beginnings of
activity in the region, it is strange that at this place not a single lena which could be placed to a period
earlier than this chaitya hall is to be noticed. However, Lena 4 was also planned along with this; its
facade was fashioned with a series of chairya windows of the broad base-span variety which was then in
fashion. But the lena proper was to be completed much later. A peculiarity noticeable in the
relative position of the Chetiyaghara 3 and Le!la 4 provides the initial clue for this. In most of the
instances where a chetijaghara-lena set is planned, the le!la is normally cut by the side of the
cheriyaghara a t the level of the upper arch. Examples of such a practice are known in Ajanta
10-13, Bhaja 12-11 and Kondane 1-2 of the early period, and Junnar-Manmodi
40-45 and
Junnar-Ganesh Pahar 6-7 of somewhat later times. But here, the floors of both the chetiyaghara and the
le!ra are almost in the same level. It can be seen that the uppermost line of decorative cliaitya arches
o n the facade of Le~ra 4 is at a level nearly 12 m higher up the level of ceiling. Nowhere else in
Western Indian caves such a high facade is seen. Probably it could not have been the intention of the
architects to carve a 15 m high entablature for a cave which is just about 4.5 m high. It is likely
that here too the cave was originally intended to be hewn at a higher level. The reason for the deviation
from the original arrangement can be sought in the chetiyaghara. There is a layer of soft rock running
i n Clieriyaghara 3 (and extending on the otherside in caves 2 and 1 also). On noticing this defective
layer there, which is not only fragile but also lends to water leakage, the excavators may have tried to
avoid its run in Iena 4 which was yet to be hewn by lowering its position. This may indicate that
Cave 4 proper was cut at a slightly later date than the chetlyaghara. This contention is also substantiated by the stylistic difference between the decorative chairyn arches on the facade and those on
tli: cells inside the hall. The distance in time between the two stages is probably suggested by the use
of pillars with bell and animal capitals seen in Cave 4. These are stylistically nearer, but slightly
earlier, to such a capital seen in Bhaja 22 (annexe). We have ascribed Bhaja 22 (annexe) to about 140
B.C. and hence Cave 4 (interior) may be placed to about 160 B.C.
But in the meanwhile repairs had to be done to conserve Cave 3 from the effects of water leakage in
the roof and a drain was cut through to a side to lead the seeping water to a channel which incidentally
passes through Cave 2. So the digging of Cave 2 may have been done partly to facilitate the conservation measure for Cave 3, and when once a certain area was dug that may have been further enlarged
and cells were cut to provide accommodation to the monks. It was also a necessity as Cave 4 was yet
to be commenced.
Reverting to the observations on Cave 4, it may be noticed that the position and the way of carving
of the staircase leading from the forecourt to the hall are peculiar. While in caves 2 and 3 the
staircase is cut regularly in the centre, here in cave 4 it is placed at a side, cutting through part of the
ball. This peculiarity suggests that the forecourt in front of these caves is an afterthought, that followed
the making of the whole cave. With the addition of the forecourt and high basement s~ulptures Cave 4
gained a better look. The abnormal height of the facade decoration above the mouth of the cave was
well balanced below by the addition of the high basement. It is likely that this forecourt originally
meant for Cave 4 was extended to cover the front area of the other then existing caves (Caves 1-3). This
contention, if correct, provides a date for the much ruined Cave I also.
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Further activities of hewing caves were done probably in the same order as they stand now (except
possibly cave 5 A). It has been shown that 6 and 7 are nearer in date to the later stage of 4. This
was probably followed by caves 8a, b, c and caves 9, 9a and 9b. We have conjectured above that
Cave 3, the first one to be hewn in Pitalkhora, belongs to a time around 200 B.C., the last one i.e. 9,
was done somewhere around 100 B.C. Thus the chronology of architectural activity in the 1st group
may be roughly arranged as follows :
C. 200 B.C.

Chetiyagliara 3, and upper part of facade decoration of letla 4
l e ! i ~2
(lena 1)

C . 160 B.C.

lena 4 (interior)
forecourt of caves 1-4
(lena 5)
Ienas 6, 7
(Ienas 6 A i-iv)
(lena 8)

C . 100 B.C.

lena 9
lena 9a
lena 9b

All the caves in the second group are, in a way, aberrant varieties of chetiyagharas and their
chronological positions have been mentioned already. The result therefrom may be re-stated as follows :
C. 150 B.C.
Chetiyaghara 13
C. 100 B.C.
,,
12
C. A.D. 120
,,
10
2nd-3rd century A.D. cave 11
Pitalkhora appears to have enjoyed greater patronage and popularity compared to many other sites
in the region. Between Pitalkhora and Ajanta, the two sites which connected the Deccan plateau and
the Tapti plain and cities in northern India, Pitalkhora is the biggcr monastic establishment
consisting of 24 independent excavations compared to only six monuments of the period at Ajanta.
While Ajanta had a capacity t o accommodate about 50 monks at a time, the Pitalkhora monastery could
have housed more than 120 monks.8 The architectural activity at Ajanta, however, started slightly
earlier than at Pitalkhora, but the later tempo of activity at this site was certainly more vigorous and
continuous.
Pitalkhora's popularity may have been due to two factors. It is likely that this site was located
along a busier trade-route than the one passing near Ajanta. Unlike Ajanta, Pitalkhora appears to have
developed a pontifical seat too, as can be inferred from the existence of a group of s t l i p a ~ . ~
So far as architectural development is concerned, Pitalkhora appears to have played a progressive
role as an innovator. In fact comparative chronological positions of the various rock-cut chaitya halls
in Western India indicate that it is probably at Pitalkhora that a first attempt to adorn the facade with
sculptural decoration was made, though unfortunately, not much have remained there now. It is also
here that the earliest attempt to introduce the bell and animal capital pillars is to be seen. The
sculptural decoration seen on the basement of leya 4 and also the wealth of loose sculptures found in the
forecourt indicate the progressive achievements of this centre. It is probably due to this spirit of
experiment and innovation that the chetiyogliaras 10, 11, 12 and 13 are to bd ascribed. Each one of that
forms a variety by itself. The way in which the economic resources have been utilized to achieve utmost
advantage at this site is really remarkable. By hewing just 17 Ienas accommodation for more than 120
monks has been provided.
Pitalkhora happens to be the only monastic unit with provision for such a huge number of monks.
The economic strength of the monastery may have been due to the flourishing trade that was carried on
through this route. But why there was sudden end of architectural activity by the beginning of 1st
century B.C. cannot be explained convincingly at present.
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This group of caves is on the Garodi hill about 3 km south-west of Talegaon, a railway station on
the Pune-Bombay line. Shelarwadi was probably located near the trade route from Kalyan to Ter
passing ria the Bhorghat along Kondane and Bhaja-Karle. No ancient town that supported the monks
that lived here has so far been discovered nearby.
The monastery here consisted of about 11 caves in two groups, cut on the hill, at a height of abour
60 m above the plain. One group with just 2 or 3 cells overlooks the Indrayani valley on the north-west
and the other with 8 caves faces the valley of the Pavna to the south-west. It is, however, difficult to
explain the simplicity of the caves and their meagreness in number, despite the ideal location in which
they are amidst the fertile valleys of the two rivers, and possibly along a major trade route of the day.
Caves 1-8 are in the group facing south west.
CAVE I (FIG. 59)
This is an irregular single cell cut behind a forecourt.
the cell.

Its front is broken.

There is no bench in

EXCAVATION 2
A large partly open broken cistern.
CAVE 3 (FIG. 59; PL. 217)
This is a well-preserved lena consisting of an oblong hall with four cells opening into it from the
back wall.
The hall (9.4 m w, 2.1 m d, 2.7 m h) has a low bench about 33 cm wide running along the three
interior walls. The cells are roughly square (about 2.1 m; 2.6 m h) and have plain rectangular doorways
(about 75 to 85 cm w, 1.6 to 1.7 m h). None of the cells has any bench. The doorways have cut lintel
and threshold ends for fixing the wooden door.
On the back wall of the hall between each pair of doors are two engaged pillars of Type D iii. These
have octagonal shaft with the base consisting of the stepped pyramid and globular pot and the capital
with the inverted bell marked with ridges and surmounted by elephants, lions or tigers standing on an
inverted square pyramidal member. These pillars rise above the bench, and carry a frieze of railing
decoration above. The rock roof above the front walls projects to about 2 m, but this has no decoration. The front door is approached by a flight of seven steps.
The cave is slightly peculiar in plan. Even though this has the hall with a bench along three inner
sides as in the caves in Nasik, there is no verandah. The decoration on the front wall of the cells is
unique. The pillars resemble those in the Karle cliai~yuhall in their essential components but not in
proportion or fineness in execution. The location of these engaged pillars too is peculiar, as well as the
position of the iledika decoration. These peculiarities may be due to an attempt to copy the elements of
an earlier monument at a time when the tradition was no more in vogue and the normal locations, forms
and purpose of different elements used in such an architectural scheme had already been forgotton. Th
Shelarwadi architects appear to have attempted to copy items from the beautiful chairya hall at Karle, a
place just about 20 km away. The cave may belong to a later date, probably somewhere in the late 3rd
or early 4th century A.D. The absence of benches in the cells is a furthe~indication to this.
EXCAVATION 4
A small ruined cistern.
EXCAVATION 5 (FIG. 59)
This is a peculiar excavation with steps leading down from a doorway through a gallery to a
rectangular hall. This appears to be a water-cistern.
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CAVE 6 (FIG. 59)
This is a single-celled Iena with a verandah. The verandah had four upright posts, of probably
wood, but only sockets in the rock above are visible. There is a recess-bench to the right end. The cell
is cut in the back wall does not have any bench. Much of the facade is broken.
EXCAVATION 7
An open water cistern.
CAVE 8 (FIG. 59)
This cave is a che~iyaghara-cum-lega,with cells around a hall and a shrine at the back. The facade
is completely gone. Now the front part of the cave is much altered with several structural additions,
but originally the cave appears to have had a large hall with four cells in the right wall and three in the
left. In the left wall, opposite the frontmost cell to right, the hall had been enlarged to accommodate
two more cells. In the back wall are two cells, one on either side of the central shrine. The shrine is
very large compared to the size of the cells. At its back end was a stlipa. Now it is completely gone,
but the profile of its base remains on the floor and the remnants of the stepped square pyramidal member
of the stlipa are still seen attached to the roof.
This chefiyaghara is similar to Mahad 8 in plan. However, the absence of stone beds in the cells
here is a noteworthy feature. The delineation of the sttipa without the umbrella but with its stepped
pyramidal member reaching the roof is a feature seen elsewhere in Kuda 1, 15, Mahad 21, etc.
There are two inscriptions (Nos. 1 and 2) in this cave. One refers to the making of the lena and the
other to the chefiyaghara. But both belong to the same age and to series VII (PI. 216).
The stylistic similarity with Mahad 8, Kuda 15, etc., and the palaeographical [evidence suggest that
this cave is to be assigned to the latter part of 3rd century A.D.
About 70 metres further are three excavations facing northwest.
EXCAVATION 9
A rectangular cistern with open square mouth.
CAVE 10 (FIG. 59)
This is a lena of Type B i, with two cells opening into a common verandah. On either of the side
walls of the verandah is a bench-in-recess. The front is open and much damaged. The cells do not
have benches.
CAVE 11 (FIG. 59)
A leya of Type A iv b with a verandah, hall, cell and recess. The verandah has bench-recesses on
either of the side walls as in 10. The front is open. In the back wall is a hall with a bench at the
back. In the right wall of this is a cell without bench and a narrow recess provided with a benchin-recess.
These simple excavations at Shelarwadi show that this is a small monastic establishment with a
Among the lenas two are probably of A ii
type, one is of Type A iv b and two are of Type B i (one aberrant). The monastic establishment had a
capacity to accommodate about 18 to 20 monks.
Caves 3 and 8, i.e. the Iena and chefi))aghara-cum-le!ra are the only important ones in the group.
Based on stylistic grounds and the palaeographical evidence both these are assignable to the latter part of
the 3rd century A.D. The others too may have been made about ths time.
It appears that architectural activity at Shelarwadi was confined to a very short span of time, say 25
to 30 years around A.D. 300.
cheti)loghara-crrm-lew and five lenas and 4 water cisterns.
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A peculiarity of the caves of the group is the absence of stone beds. This feature of cells without
benches appears to be an architectural practice which was followed in the Mahayina lenas as in Ajanta,
Ellora, etc. This as well as the inclusion of the sanctum within the dwelling Iene, marks the transitional
stage from the Hinayina to MahayLna architectural tradition.

NOTES AND REFERENCES

[IIIthis section seperate series of numbers have been used for each site. The sires are arranged
in alphabetical order]

AJANTA
1. Burgess 1883a. p. 44.

2. These pilasters and brackets had been damaged much, a s seen from the ill~~strations
published in the last century. Now the
Archaeological Survey of India has reconstructed them faithfully t o the originals.
3. There are some Buddha figures and sfripas adorning the facade. These belong t o Mahayana times.
4. The type of chaitya arch with upturned paws is a very late feature. It is not unlikely that some refashioning of the
arch was done during MahPyBna times when the sfripas were carved just by the side of the paws. However, the stylistic
difference between the broad spanned decorative arches and the incurved shape of the main arch is noteworthy. It is
possible that t h x s c o ~ l dhave been a slight gap in time between the making of the facade and the carving of the main
arch (and the interior), the latter being obviously later.
The relative chronological position of this cheriyaghara with reference t o various other has been discussed further on
pp. 104, 110, 153, etc.
5 . Pavdda has been interpreted as canopy, on the basis of the content of its use in IIlree inscriptions.
6. In the Bhaja chairya hall, the curved ribs extend down to the base of the triforium.
7. The floor is now completely relaid with cement and hence no indication is available t o note the mortises on the floor.
which could have given indication of the existence of the vertical wooden posts.
8. Burgess 1883a, p. 45.
9. This brick wall in front referred t o above could have been laid there t o give the impression of the brick base of the
elliptical structures.
10. Sarkar 1966, p. 18, Figs. 3, 4 and 5.
11. An inleresting fact comes out by the comparison of length : breadth proportion of this with those of some other elliptical
monuments as can be seen from the iollowing :
Length : Breadth
Jetavana Vihira
7 : 4
GhogitBrHma
5 : 2
Nagarjuni cave
5 : 2
Ajanta 10
5 : 2
Except Jetavana Vihira where the proportion is 7 : 4 and which also happens t o be a very early structure, the next
two assignable t o the 3rd century B.C. have length : breadth proportion a t 5 : 2. Ajanta 10 too is in the tradition of the
latter two.
12. Dhavalikar 1968. p. 148.
13. There is one more inscription (No. 4) which too belongs t o this period. But it is painted on the plastered surface
containing ancient paintings, and is assignable t o a much later date than Ihe making of the cavc. Palaeographically
the characters are of Series 111. The relative chronological position of this chairyo hall with othcrs has been discussed on
pp. 104, 118, 119, 233, etc.
14. The provision o f a good arrangement for setting the cell doors and bolting them is probably another indication t o ?.how
that there may not have been any screen and the hall appears t o have been open in front. The monks residing in the
cells, however, could close the cell doors and bolt them.
15. It is not unlikely that these caves served as temporary shelters for lay travellers too. The niches may have been meant
for such people t o keep their belongings.
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16. 'Upasorha' is the reading suggested by Burgess, Only 'Upa' is clearly visible. The word. h a t e v e r its complete form
be. could refer t o the hall only, as the cells have been mentioned separately as 'Ovarako'. It may be pointed out, however, that the word flpasotha do23 not bear any meaning. Rather the word wuld be updrayo (updlraya, h o u o~r cell in
which monks or nuns live) o r upa!hlnq (a place of assembly).
17. Lena 8, 7 cells and 7 beds; lcna 12, 12 cells and 24 beds; lcna 13. 7 cell5 and 13 beds; leno ISA. 3 cclla and 7 beds. It is
interesting t o note that all these Icnas have a cell in which the ston: beds have becn arranged in a different way than the
others. These appear t o have becn used for a different purpose, probably for keeping the utensils. etc. There may be,
to use the term for such seen in the Vinoyu texts, Koppiyaku!is. I T we omit these the total number of stone beds in all
the Icflas together will be 44 only.
18. We feel that this is a more plausible explanation than that of sectarian differences. It can be seen that Ajanta 10 is of
such huge a dimension as t o be capable of accommodating about eighty worshippers a t a time. When it was made the
only Iena that may have existed, viz. cave 13, could have housed only 14 monks. A9 it has been pointed out elsewhere.
in that early period the worship of the sfripa was not an essential item in the monastic code. So the chefi)*oghara I 0
itself could have been made more for the use of the laymen than for the monks (see pp. 32, 37). The same cause may have
been responsible for the making of cl~~tiyaghara
9 also.

AMBIVALE
1. Information from Sri M.N. Deshpande.
2. Fergusson and Burgess 1880, PI. 111; Burgess 1883a. PL. XXXVI.
3. The idea of a break in the Western Indian rock-cut architectural activity for a period of two t o three centuries persisb
widely (e.8. Brown 1956, p. 24, 68; Dehejia 1972, p . 9). But we are at a loss t o understand how a well-spread tradition
could die out suddenly and, even be it so, how it could be revived with all its maturity after a long lapse of time. The
problem of technical know-how and craftsmanship is t o be specially considered in this context.

BEDSA
1. The roof is completely broken. However, indications remain t o show that it was flat.
2. Westergaard. in 1844, described the Choitya hall as 'ribbed', and another, in 1861, found fragments of timber lying m
the floor (Fergusson and Burgess 1880, p. 230). All the wood work on the roof has vanished now.
3. This appears t o be a piece of later work, a s it has ruined the symmetry in design. There is n o corresponding doorway
on the other side, but there is an excellently carved pierced window. A similar one might have existed here also, but
when utility overrided aesthetic sense, it was cut t o form this doorway.
s available in BG XVlI[ (iii), p. 106.
4. Detailed description of the s d ~ t u r e is
5. Regrettably there is a slight error with regard t o the thickness of pillars in the plan (FIG.21).
6. Among the various contemporary units of measurements the Indian unit of lfflrlo measured about 23 cm (9''). the Attic
foot was 33 cm (13''). and the Greek foot about 25.6cm (10.8"). The various dimensions of the Bedsa Choitya hall appear
to give some meaningful proportions in whole numbers if the unit of measurment used is considered to be the Greek
foot. In this connection it may be noted that Coomaraswamy (1965, p. 12) has remarked that the srapa here is similar in
general design to a tomb in North Syria. It is likely that when so many Yovanas ware present in this part of the country
patronizing the Buddhist creed and causing rock-cut monuments, a few craftsmen of Greek origin or training may
have been commissioned for this work.
7. See. pp. 119, 147, 225. 273 etc.
8. The irregular chamfering seen here reveals that work t o be the result of afterthought.
9. The neatness of execution in this cave too is remarkable.
10. I am tbankful t o Sri M.N. Deshpande for hinting at thispossibility.
11. The Bedsa caves appear to have been in use even in Mahayina times. Fergusson and Burgess (1880, p. 230) record the
existence of a few paintings of Buddha figures of the Mahiyina period, on the pillars of the chaityo hall.
12. Also see pp. 129,230-231.

BHAJA
1. The numbers adopted for caves by Fergusson and Burgess (1880) and those now used by the Archaeological Survey of
India (ASI) differ. A fresh examination of the caves revealed that in both cases some caves have not been given any
number and sometimes two different (but neighbouring) caves have been allotted one number only o r different parts of
one cave have been given two uumbers. So, a different system of numbering had t o be adopted in this work. The
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concordance of cave numbe~sis as follows :
Presenl Nos.

Fergusson and

Burgcsr 1880

ASt

PI esenr Nos.

Fergwson and
Burg~so1880

ASI.

dagoba group

-

New Vihara

-

2. ~h~ rock-cut monuments actually start from cave 2. Cave 1 is described by Fergusson and Burgess (1880. p. 223) as a
natural cavern slightly enlarged and about 30' (10 m) long. But no enlargement 0 fthe cave can be recognised there now.
~t looks to be just a natural cavern. There are many others of this type a little beyond this.
3. It appears there were four pillars in front of the verandah.
4. The late date is indicated by the use of pillars of Type D. It is difficult to make out to what exact sub-variety of
D ~ y p these
e
pillars belong. The animal sculptures, particularly the winged horse, remind us of the sculptures on the
capitals of the pilasters in Pitalkhora 4. The pilasters there are probably the earliest varieties with animal capitals.
Hence this cave may not be very far from Pitalkhora 4. The cave nlay be dated purely on stylistic grounds to a stage
between Pitalkhora 4 and Bedsa 7. It is further noteworthy that in the whole series of Western Indian caves this is
perhaps the only instance where a cave In which Type D pillars have been used contains vediki decoration in the inner
hall also.
5. Even in this cave, the care bestowed to arrange fixing of doors of cells may indicate the absence of the front door and
verandah. Like cave 6 ofthis place, this too may have been a le!ra of B i i type with open front. There wa9 a cistern of
Type A i to the left of this, with its mouth at the level of the floor of this cave ~tself. But it appears In later times the
storage space of this cistern was enlarged and converted to serve as a cell in cave 8 below.
6. Fergusson and Burgess 1880. PI. I and Fig. 10.
7. Ibid.. p. 224.
8. P. 191. etc.
9. The relative chronology of Bhaja 12 and Kondane 1 has been discussed below on p. 233 IT.
10. 1880. p. 513.
11. Burgess records that the wall is SO ratted that part of it lell soon after excavation, but it has been repaired and a stone
and lime one built to preserve it. Now, the Archa-ological Survey of India has reconstructed a major part of this wall
in cement ~OnCtete.
12. Detailed description of this and other sculptures in this cave is available in Fergusson and Burgess 1880. p. 513 ; Burgess
1883a, p. 4 ; Coomaraswamy 1965, p. 223,249 ; Dehejia 1972, p. 114 ; Johnston 1939. p. 1 ; Gyani 1951, p. 15.
13. This and the next excavation were full of debris and hence have been simply mentioned without description by
Fergusson and Burgess (1880, P. 228). These were cleared later but described as new d~scoveries(IAR 1955-56, p. 7).
14. Can this suggest the quantum of excavation work that could have been done in the cour;e of about 6 to 8 months,
between the end of one rainy season and the commencement or the next ?
15. This number of resident monks is based on the number of beds in lenas 6, 7, 11. 13, 15, 16 and 18.
16. See note 12.
17. The existence of a cell without any stone b-nch in lenas generally containing stone benches is a feature noticed in a
good number of caves at Bhaja and elsewhere. The present explanation that such cells could have been used as store
roomr is only a surmise. However, early Buddhist literature provides evidence to the existence of such rooms named
koppiyakuli.
18. StOpas 13 and 14 in the srlipa group in Excavation 20 having tho umbrellas too cut in stone clearly indicate this.

19. The practice of encouraging such sub-units is common in Hindu monasteries of later date.
20. See pp. 112-13,23&31.
21. I am thankful to Sri M.N.Deshpande for suggesting me to inquire into this possibility.
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JIVADAN-VIRAR
1. In a recent visit to the place, it was observed that caves 1-2, and 7 have becn completely painted and are being used as
residence by the priests of the Jivadhnimhti Temple. The other caves of this group have been whitewathcd and the
open area in front of these has been covered with cement flooring and a cement-concrete roof has been rained above.
2. The rain fall in the Konkan coast is about S00cm during the rainy season. At this time water is available in plenty in
Several streamlets.
3. It is strange that there are only a few simple caves, all of early date only, near such a flourishing city
Sopara. It is
likely that the distance of about 5 km from the city to this hill the (nearest to that place) and a climb of about 100 m up
the hill may not have been considered arduous by the monks who still followed a rigourous eremetic life. They could
have made their way to the city once a day for begging food. But in later times when the monastic practices became
easy and when it was the practice of the laity to provide many facilities and comforts to the monks. these may have
preferred to have their monasteries near the city itself. Literary and epigraphical evidences for the wnstruction of several
vihdras at Sopara in subsequent centuries are available. These may be structural ones.

1. This number includes the minor ones too.
2 IAR 1957-58, p. 67.
3. Fergusson and Burgess 1880, p. 248.
4. ASWI, Annual Report. 1908, p. 42.
5. This identification deserves consideration. It may be mentioned that there is also an inscription at Junnar (No. 3)
referring to Nahaphga. It is a donatory record of one of his ministers.
6. Fergusson and Burgess, 1880. p. 249.
7. The name of the hill is derived from the name of the goddess Tulajl-Bhavini, whose image is carved in later times io
cave 4.
8. The numbers given for the caves in earlier publications and recently by the Archaeological Survey of India differ. There
is also some inconsistency in the numbers used. The caves have been numbered afresh here to facilitate eaay description
The concordance of the varioue numbers given for caves i6 as follows :
Resent Nos.

Burgess 1883a

BG

AS1

Present Nos.

Burgess 1883a

BG

ASL

9. A structural bench of brick is seen at the place of the original bench of the left cell, and above the bench of the right
cell an image of Tulaji-Bhaviini is now cut. The whole cave has been altered suitably for the new use for which it has
been adopted, by inserting some wooden fixtures. The floor has been made to slope o u t w a d , with grooves. to let the
water (used in the bathing ceremony of the goddess) flow out.
10. At the time of Bhagavanlal Indraji's visit (e. 1885. as recorded in BG XVIII (iii) p. 203) a etretch of railing pattern ntill,
existed at tbe base of the decorative frieze. Above this 'lattice work' there was 'a nmall pentagonal symbol'. These are
not extant now.
11. It appears that the Tuljalena group of caves was still in use in Mahlyina times. Traces of paintings of that period are
seen on thc pillars of chefiyaghara 3. A description of these is available in Mishra 1960, p. 189.
Manmodi

la. MdnamukuC seb, Junnar inscription No. 10.
13. Junnar inscription No. 5.
14. Now a days the local guides sometimes refer to this group as Buddhalega. The last cave of this group towards west is
very near the Pune-Junnar road.
15. The system of numbering the a v e s by previous workers varies. While Fergusson and Burgess (1883) do not mention
numbers, Burgess (1883a) gives numbers to the caves from the last of the third group backwards to the first of the first
goup, I.e. starting from the western most cave of the Bhutling group he ends with the south-easternmost cave of the
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Bhimashankar group. Bhagavanlal Indraji (BG) has adopted the reverse order. Recently the Archaeological Survey of
Endia has allotted numbers to the caves in the same order as that of Indraji, but the numbering of the individual cavcs
differs. In the present account the Archaeological Survey numbers have been retained mostly. The concordance of
various numbers relating to the caves on the Manmodi hill is as follow^ :
Resent Nos.

AS1

BG

Burgess 1883a

Present Nos.

AS1

BG

Burgess 1883a

Bhimashankar group :
(upper storey)
11
14
13
17
Bhutling group :

,Ambika group :

20
(lower storey)

16. Traces of plaster and painting are still seen on the ceiling of the verandah.
17. The pillar type here is peculiar. The only analogue of this is eeen inside the chairya hall 3 at Kanheri.
g8. Chniyaghara-lsoa-ma!apa complexes might belong to a rime when the monastic codes allowed an easier way of life for
monks, and food, shelter m d clothing were provided in the monasteries themselves.
19. Junnar inscription NO. 17. This is a newly discovered inscription.
#).The upper par19 of the two central pillars are modem restorations. In these the stepped pyramidal dosserets have been
left out. But tbe original shape can be made out from the engaged pillars.
21. An interesting item is the nature of the unfinished pillars. Th: tops of the pillars have been finished completely providing the form of the capitals of Type D vi'; the part intended for the shaft is just fashioned round, ultimately to make it
a n octagon by chamferring at the correct angles. The lower part is a square mass. This mass, however, is equal in size
t o the biggest member of the inverted pyramid on top. This shows that first they cut the rock mass to the size of the
biggest member of the pillars and then the dctails were wrought starting from the top.
22. The cell w ~ t hrecess here may have served the same purpose as the benchless cell in the Bhaja legas (i.e. Kappiyakrcti,
see Bhaja note 17).
23. While the architectural features clearly indicate the relative chronological position of this cheriynghara as later than the
open front cherlyagharas like Bhaja 12, Kondane I and Pitalkhore 3 and as earlier than cheriyagharas with front verandah
like Bcdsa 7, the form of the slfipa in the interior of this cave does not fit into this scheme stylistically. The srlipa is of
a very simple type consisting of the drum and the dam- only (Type A i). But the fact whether it was acctually intended
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25.

26.

27.
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to be s o originally can not be made out in view of it8 unfininhed stage. It may be noted that at the level just above tho
head of the stiipa dome softer rock bands run. This may tK the reason for the shape of thc sripa, as it WM impossible
to carvs the harmikd and the capital in that rock.
Fergusson and Burgess (1880, P. 258) have recognised the importance of this monument in the history of W a e m
Indian architecture. They considered that here is a piece of excellent workmanship where the sculptor has introduced a
number of new ideas and themes, and hence this represents th: d a r ~ n geAbrt of the sculptor-architects t o frce themelves
from the trammels of wooden art. They also conten1 a stylistic similar~ty of the sculptures here with thow from
Bharhut. A contrary opinion is held by Dehejia (1972. p. 127).
See p. 251. Tlie floor of the 4th cell has caved in to cave 44 below. Thir is accidental.
The walls between 2nd, 3rd and 4th cells are partly broken and some later attempts l o break the other walls t o make the
whole into a hall is also visible.
The presence of sockets on the head of the dom: o r the unfinished ~ t i i p aand the existence of mortiser high up on the
jambs of the doorway sugsest possibly that this cheli~agharacould have been in use at sometime o r the other despite its
unfinished state. But nothing can be said definitely about this.
bout 17 excavations are unfinished. These unfinished excavations too are of interest as they display well the methods
of work adopted by stone cutters. The way in which the front and upper Parts were carved first, including the facade
decoration, is seen well from caves 25.40 etc. There is one instance where the inscription too is cawed before finishing the
whole cave (cave 29). Caves 26. 29 and 40 ahow that the interior was gradually extended in all directions starting from the
centre. Even in the interior, when the height is more, needing ~ a t T o l d the
, top was carved first and the cutting proceded
downwards later. Items like sripar and pillars were roughly shaped first and finer carving was undertaken later.

Ganesh Pahar
27a. The numbers currently used by the Archaeological Survey of India have been adopted here mostly. The concordam
of cave numbers used in the present work and other earlier publications and the AS1 is a8 follows :

Present Nos.

5
5a
6
7
7x

iY
9

10
10a
lob
11
lla
12
13

AS1

BG

Burgess 18830

Present No$.

BG'

AS1

Burgess 18830

5
6
7

7-8
9
10

11
12
13

I

(P. 216)

28. The visitors o f the 18th century give differznt accounts regarding the shape of the pillars. According t o Fergusson and
Burgess (1880. p. 253) they were rectan~ular. Indraji (BG, p. 200) says that they were square.
29. Can this be a splttoon ? Or is it salika parra in which the visitors deposited alms for the benefit of the monks ?
30. It is interesting to note that part of the 7th stone-rib had been broken. and s o a few holes are drilled into that t o complete
it in wood. Now the wooden replacement.too is lost.
31. According to Wilson, who visited this cave around 1840, there was a n umbrella on the sliipa (see JBBRAS, iii, pt. ii,
p. 62).
32. This lens is now the famous temple of Ganesh. which gives the name for the wl~olcgroup. The cave appears t o have
been converted to Hindu usage in medieval times.
33. Traces of painting are extant on the ceiling of this cave.
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34. The whole arrangement of the benches, two in the hall. one in the verandah and one in the recess, but the absence of any
bench in the cell, is peculier.
35. The brcadth of the ball in front is slightly less than that at the backside.
36. F-sson
and Burgess (ISSO) do not mention the hall in their description of this cave.
37. The front and back walls are not exactly equal in length.
38. At the time of my visit, this cave had been stacked with hay bundles upto the level of the head of the sttipa. Hence the
lower portion of the cave wuld not be examined. The present account owes much t o the old Bombay Gazetteer (Poona
district).
39. The form of the stiipo could not be made out and this is not described too elsewhere. But taking out a few hay bundles,
the top of the srlipo could be noticed to have been a flat square with a central square hole. This may be the surface of the
inverted stepped pyramidal capital. If so the stlipo is of Type C.

40. The caves in the Sivaneri hill have been numbered variously by the previous workers and the Archaeological Survey of
India The concordance of cave numbers used in the present work with others is as follows : (The numbers painted by
AS1 in many cava have obliterated, and hence all of them could not be referred to in this concordance).
Present Nos.

ASI

BG

Burgess 1883 o

Presmr Nos.

AS I

Group i

11
12
13 a-k
Group ii

16
17 a-h
18

48
Group v

49
49a
50
51 a-c

52
53
54
55
Group vi

Group iii

22 a-d
23
24
2s

26
27
28
Group iv

(old No. 43)

(old No. 43)

-

BC

Burgess 1883 I
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41. See discussions under Bedaa 7. Karle 8. Junmr-Manmodi 40 and 2 and Jurnrer-(jaoeah Pahrr 6 eu. Also chapter VlI1.
42. Some alterations have been effected in the cove recently.
43. Even though some caves at Bbaja and Junnar-Mnnmodi look like double atoreyed, they are e-vatim
wrought in
dimerent times. The present cave may be considered as a pigmv procumor of the gigantic cxcavatiom like Dothal and
Tinthal at Ellora.
44. The hall and verandah ceilings retain good paintings still.
45. Why separate shafts were t o be attached instead of cutting the whole pillar in rock can not be easily explained.
46. This srtipa has the drum and the dome only now. But, the absence of the h ~ m l k aand the steppd pyramid appeam
more due to some mistake on the part of the workers than chrono-stylistic factors. The prcsencc of the eofle, the slant
of the drum and the shape of the dome are all similar to the feature9 se:n regularly with the stiipa~ of 2nd 3rd.enturia
A.D. It can also be seen that instead of the vedlkd decoration on the brim thore ia a slanting ledge (with a rough surface). A square plate has bccn made on the top of the dome. Thele appear t o have been deviced t o aaxmmodate the
insertion of the other usual members pmsibly in mortar. The workmen may have chipped off inadvertantly some
portion of the rock in which these members were t o have been cut and thus those adjustment# besame neccsmary. Such
adjusments are not uncommon in Western lndian caves (e.g. stipa in Nasik 18, Junnar-Manmodi 40, e w )
47. The relative chronological positions of all tho excavations from Junnar are given in Chart V.

KANHERI
1. Kanheri Nos. 13,24.
2. The Kanheri caves often carry two numbers, both given by the Archaeological Survey of India i t d . One bclongi to the
older series and the other to the numbers given in r e n t years. These numbers further differ from the numbcn used in
different publications. A concordance of these is given here. Only the early ~ v t ncoming under the p w i e w of the
period.
present work are included. A11 missing numbers in the list indicate that they are caves or the MahayNos. used
in this work

-,
3
4
5
6
7x
7~
13
14

A SI
(old)

AS1
(present)

3
4
5
6

3
4
5
6

13

14

1

-

98

3
4
5
6
with 94
with 95
98

97

97

-

--

BG

1

Burge.9
1883 a

3
4
5
6

-

Nos. used
in rhi* work

62
63
64
65
66
67
68

69
70

AS1
(present)

AS1
(old)

BC

Burgesr
1883 a
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Nos. used
in r his work

AS1
(presenf)

AS1
(old)

BG

-

Bureesr
1883 o

Nos. used
in rhis work

A SI

(present)

AS1
(old)

BC

Burgees
1883 a

3. The caves numbered 1 to 4 are cut in the western scarp of the Kanheri hill and face west. In front of these caves is a
plain ground in which a number of brick structures stood once. Leaving cave 1 which is a later excavation not coming
under the purview of the presenl work, cave 2 is to be considered first.
4. Had it been meant for dwelling purposes more accommodation for monks by cutting cells around a smaller hall could
have been provided with the same effort and investment. In fact, it can also be made out that there was no intention to
cut more cells, since only a thin wall divides this from the earlier cave 2e to the right, and t o the left also the dividing wall
between this and the court of the large chairyo hall is not thick enough t o accommodate cells.
5. Two oftllese (No. 1 and 2) are published in Burgess 1881b p. 75 (also Liiders' List 985-86). The third one is a new
discovery.
6. Seth, H.T., Pirid Soddo MaAiin!mro (Calcutta, sam 1985). Sorrtr (sarra) : saddvrar, juhd hameici anrl=ldi k a d l n diyd jird
ho vah sthin (Kt(, Pro 172).
7. The address given by Burgess that it is near a tank is incorrect.
8. Burgess in his translation has put an interrogation mark after that word. However, Luders lists this a s a word meaning
positively water cistern.
9. The plan of the cave given in Fergusson and Burgess 1880 (PI. LIII) shows these pillars wrongly as having the stepped
square pedestal.
10. Burgess 1883 a, PI. XLI. Description of sculptures on the pillars in BG (Thana District).
11. Kanheri inscription No. 4 mentions the sect of the Bhadayaniyas, which must have been associated with this chetiyaghara. It is of interest to note that around the date suggested for this second stage of work at Kanheri, Bhaddyani~as
were patronised at Nasik too. Cave 3 there was donated by Gautami Balasiri, mother of Gautamiputra Satakarni, to
the monks of this sect (Nasik inscription No. 4).
12. This is a srfipa of Type D .
There are some Buddha figures of the Mah3yHna period carved on the drum of the sripn and the inner wall of the cell.
It appears, the shape of the stfipa has also been altered slightly during this period.
13. This treatment of the upper part of the facade reminds one of ki!as and salas in the 11drasof later temples. It is likely
that for the first time in the history of Indian architecture the proto-types of these elements are being met with in the
present instance.
14. Probably k!ms 13 and 16 too had all the features displayed by this cave. But they are much ruined.
15. All these were excavated and cleared in the latter part of the 19th century. The excavations yielded antiquities of the
10th century A.D. (Burgess 1883, p. 356).
16. It can be seen from the plan that the front comer of the bench is in the line of the original run of the circular wall,
where as at the back it is away from that.
17. There are a few square holes on the front face of the jambs. These may have been used ror fixing a door.
18. Epigraphia Carnatica, VII, Shikarpur 264; Sircar, 1942, 219 ff., 433 ff.
19. There are some square holes in the rock above the cave. It appears these were meant to fix a lean-to-roof in thatch.
20. A faint resemblance o f this plaster decoration with that in Nasik 3 is noticeable. But closer comparison reveals that there
are significant d~fferences.
21. e.g. Kanheri cave 26,29, 31, 34, 52.
22. There arc several Buddha figures carved on the wall of the verandah. These app-ar to be of a later date. A cult object,
possibly a Buddha figure (in stucco ?), may have been kept in the arched niche in the back wall of the left wall.
23. On the back wall is an arched niche housing a seated Buddha figure. But this appears t o be a later work.
24. The front wall of the hall is modern reconstructton. But the grated window is old. The octagonal pillars now seen in
front are also modem restorations.
25. There are many sculptures of Buddha carved on the walls of the inner hall and verandah. These are of a later date.
26. These have been reconstructed now in concrete as simple octagonal pillars without base or capital.
27. Kanheri cave 75 appears to be the earliest monument where the pillar Type E with square base and octagonal shaft and
the hour-glass decoration have been employed.
28. An evening spent here would be a n unforgettable experience.
29. Memorial srfipas in groups are seen at Bhaja, Nadsur and Pitalkhora.
30. The making of the big clteriyagltora (cave 3) and hewing of several dwelling caves at Kanheri from about the early
decades of the 2nd century A.D. is of some interest. This new activity may have been the indirect consequence of the
extension of Gautamiputra Satakarni's hegemony over this area. During this period the Konkan coast became par
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31.
32.
33.

34.
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of a vest empire which extended from the western to the eastern sca. This political situation could have been favourable
naturally to the growth o f commercial contacts between Konkan on the one hand and the Dcccan table land and the
Krirhna valley on the other. The two latter regions had already begun to patronize the Buddhist creed and there was
well developed artistic traditions too. This socio-economic env~ronmentmay have encouraged sudden spurt in art activity
in this region.
Thc inscriptions of palaeographical Series VII are morc in number than those o f Series VI, and thew in turn than thme of
Series V (Chart 111).
p. 324.
It is interesting to note that till recently the ancient rock-cut water cisterns which fill themselves during the rainy season
continued t o serve as major water source for the large number of tourists who frequented this place.
Longhurst 1928; Ramachandran 1953; Annual Reports of the Archaeolo~ical Survey o r Ceylon 1895-I%?; Devcndra
1958; Wijesekera 1962; Paranvitana 1954.

KARLE
1. The caves arc located within the revenue limits of the village Vihirgaon (a significant name).
2. P. 12; Fig 1.
3. Fergusson and Burgess do not mention any numbers for the caves. Though the Archaeological Survey of India a p p a r
t o have given numbers t o these, it was not easy to make out those for all the caves.
4. Some of the squares formed in the roof by the intersection of these rafters have faint traces of painting.
5. There are Mahayina Buddhist figures bctwe:n the mirhutra pan-Is below. Similar figures have been made by cutting into
the vediki band. The upper cornice is covered with inscriptions.
6. Above these a few morc Mahiiyina Buddhist sculptures have been introduced by chisell~ngoff the earlier decoration.
7. It appears a unit of 11" (28 cms) has been used, in which case the width and height of the hall would be 50 units end the
verandah height 60 units.
8. Kosambi (1955) opines that 'seldghora' refers t o the sculptural decoration of the verandah which looks like a five storeyed
mansion. Dehejia (1972. note 8 to Chapter 3) approves th: same. But it may be noted that there are other inscriptions
alqo in the verandah which refer t o the different parts of the same decoration t o have bnen donated by different persona.
BhMopBla can not claim tne honour solely. The uje of the word parinithqira in the inscription in this context, instead
of the common words dana or deyadhan~o,appears t o be of significance, and points otherwise. The use of the eulogistic
epithet Jambudipamhi utamatn is applicable more aptly t o the whole monument than t o the decoration only.
9. Cousens, 1926. p. 6.
10. See note 72 t o Chapter 111.
11. There are relief representations of such pillars at Kuda, Karad and Shelanvadi also.
12. Cf. Zim~ner,1960, p. 250. Also see Dehejia, 1972, p. 128.
13. The relations between the spread of the Mahdsadrghikas and the occurrence of mirhuna sculptures in early Indian schools
of sculpture may be a subject of interest.
14. The custom of depositing bodily relia of ordinary persons in a holy sanctuary appears t o be alien t o Indian tradition.
This reminds of the prevalence of such custom in the West, as in the catacombs below the holy sanctuaries. The occurrence of such a practice at Karle and the mention of a number of Yavanas in the inscriptions of the place may be of some
significance.

KONDANE
1. Fergurson and Burgess (1880, p. 221) mention that there were 'doorways' in the front screen wdll. But the size a n d
position o l the remnants of s ~ d eopenings make it ditlil-ult to consider them as parts of doorways. Large windows
Aanking the central doorway is a common feature and here such could be the case. Brown (1941, p. 34). however, has
noted that the front wall is pierced by three openings. the central doorway and a window on each side.
2. Both the inscriptions are unpublished. They are in such height that it is not possible to obtain estampagts of them.
However, the letters are fairly clear in the photograph taken from below (PI. 139).
3. However, see Pitalkhora 4 also. Probably in view of the presenG: of pillars in the hall Burgess has remarked that this
'Vihdra' appears t o be modem compared t o the neighbourinp chaitya hall (Fergusson and Burgess, 1890, p. 220).

KONDIVITE
1. E.g. Fergusson and Burgess. 1880, p. 41.

chetlyagharas in Western India.

Dehejia (1972, p. 83) holds the view that this is the earliest of the
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KUDA
I . During my recent field

work in the region, a site yielding black-and-red ware and red-polished ware or the Early
Historical Period was noticed at the edge of the Mandad branch of the Rajapuri creek near the village Mandad, about
3 km north of Kuda. It is an extensive site and there are some brick remains too. This might have bcen an ancient
port-town which possibly supported the monastic establishment at Kuda. It may be noted that many ins:riptions .from
Kuda refer t o Mandava, which may be interpreted as the place from which a number of donors to this monastery hailed
(Kuda Nos. 1, 6. 8, 11, 16). Mandad, near which the site is located, appears to be the current form of the name of
that ancient place.
2. The numbering of the caves here follows Burgess 1883 a. The Archeological Survey of India has givsn numbcrs for
these caves from the reverse direction. The concordance of the two series is as follows :Preset~[Nos.

AS1 Nos.

Present Nos.

AS1 Nos.

Present Nos.

AS1 Nos.

Present Nos.

AS/ Nos.

3 . he editor of this inscription has suggested that there may have been the word lenum at the end of the record. But
there is n o indication in the lithograph provided by him, and even in the context o r the cave the word le!run~is unlikely
t o occur.
4. The description given under cave 5 in Fergusson and Burgess 1880. pertains t o cave 4. This appears t o be due t o
oversight.
5. Some sculptures of the Mahayana period have also been cut in different parts of this cave, including the right and left
walls of the hall near the mithrina figures as seen in PI. 152.
6. Dehejia (1972.p. 178) too considers the Kuda sculptures as later in date than those in Karle. However, she assigns
these t o c. 138-150A.D.
7. The suggestion made by Burgess (1883 a, p. 15) regarding the identification of Vijayariniki of the present inscription
with VijayH of inscription Nos. 1 and 6 is not acceptable because of the palaeographical diflerences in these. The
characters used in the present inscription are of an earlier type than those in Nos. I and 6.
8. Further, the recers-bench is made in the back cell here, and it is somewhat of a different type being cut desper inside on
either side. Notches have been made at the front corners of the recess-bench in the hall There are two huge square
mortises in the forecourt and these were probably meant to receive wooden posts t o support a thatched roof t o cover the
forecourt.
9. Short pillars of almost similar design were noticed in the village cematery at Mandad. These appear t o be of somewhat
a n ancient period.

MAHAD
1. This place has been identified with Palaipatmai mentioned in the Periplus and by Ptolemy and Baleyapatana mentioned
in medieval records (BG 1883. XI. p. 344).

NASIK
1. BG Nasik District (1883), p. 607.
2. Sankalia and Deo. 1955.
3. The numbera given for these caves by the Archaeological Survey of India recently have been adopted here with some

minor additions. The AS1 numbers are the same as given by lndraji in BG. But these vary from the numbers used by
o~hcrc. The concordance is as follows :
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Present work,
AS!, BG.

Fngurron and B u ~ ~ ~ J JPresent
,
work.
I880 and Burgess
ASI BG.
I883 a

I

-2
-

Fer#ursnn ond Burgers,
I880 and Burge.rr
18830

(15-16 are later caves)
17
18
19
20

21

22
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1
J

12
13 (wrongly
given as I2 in Burgess
1883 a)
14
I5

8
9

4. Otherwise, these mortises may have been meant to fix a wooden w e e n .
5. Detailed descriptions of all the sculptures in the cave including those on the door frame, the pillars. the entablature and
the basement are available in the Bombay Gazetteer (Nasik District).
6. Nilakanta Sastri 1926. p. 665.
7. Gopalachari 1941. p. 65 ff.
8. Dehejia 1972, pp. 95-96.
9. Dehejia, p. 94, Fig. 3g.
10. The whole thing reminds of the tradition of having the lala(abim5a and clvl~apdlarin the shrines of later periods.
11. The practice of carving o f the inscription ev-n before the whole work of hewing the cave is over is not uncommon.
There are several instances, as in Junnar-Manm odi 29.
12. Instances of using the semi finished caves are known. In some caves in Junnar-Manmodi Bhutling group crude sockets
for door frames and holes for volapni have betn ma3e even on the unfinished surfaces. A good instance is seen a t
Nasik itself in cave 22.
13. Also see. Nagaraju "Cave 3 at Nasik-r restudy". M.N. Deshpande felicitation volume (to be published).
14. A drip ledge has been made at the front end of this portion. But it could not be ascertained whether that is a part of
the original cutting or the result of recent cons-ewation work.
15. Even amongst the new features noticed in cave 3. the bzncb-in-rezzss app-ars only in the work wrought during the
time of Visi~lhiputraPulumHvi (p. 263). Also see above note 13.
16. There is a sculpture o r later date cut on the left wall of the recess.
17. Burgess 1883a. p. 38.
18. There is a sculpture and a recess in the back wall of this transverse aisle. These appear to be of later date.
19. This is somewhat similar to the carvings in Ranigumpha at Udayagiri. Orissa.
20. There is no possibility of the verandah being present even originally and t o have been destroyed now. The mass of
rock on either side o f the doorway, in which the staircases leading t o the neighbouring caves are cut (PI. 192). clearly
indicates that part had been left unhewn earlier. The profile of the face of the cliff abovc would also show that there
was no room for cutting a verandah in front.
21. The bench a t the back wall has been cut away partially while extending the cave in Mahayina times. The floor of the
hall too appears t o have been lowered in later times to make a square platform in the middle and some circular
pedestals on a side (PI. 198).
22. However, in the course of recent conservation wark this part of the cave aopears to have been tampered, and it was
difficult t o decide what are original and what are the results of restoration.
23. The present interpretation of this inscription differs rslightly from Burgess 1883a. There the words bahukdni varisani
ukrrre have been taken t o mean 'what had besn left unfinished for many years'. This interpretation suggests that some
part of the cave had already been hewn. But there is no indication of different stages of work so far as the early phase
of cutting of this cave is concerned. The word ukute which is considered t o be equivalent of Sanskrit urkrite (Burgess
1883 a, p. 114, note 3) is just conjectural. The ward appears to b: the Prakrit form of Sanskrit ukre-'told, mentioned'.
(Bopaki-yatisujamanasa
bas been left untranslated by Burgess. We have understood it as Bopakiya triiuddhamanasa).
24. This is the idea adumbrated in the words ba'rrkdni varisUni rtkute in Bopaki's inscription (note 23).
25. Sankalia and Dco. 1955.
26. Table 4 (p. 28-29).
27. Based on the number of cells and stone beds that are t o be seen in the Ie!las that had come into existence by that time.
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1 . Deshpande 1959, p. 69.
2. Ibid.
3. Solne ofthe structural replacements of deteriorated parts done in ancient limes bear stylistic cliaracterist~cs of Ist, 2nd
century B.C.
4. Deshpande 1959.
5. This reminds of the relic chambers seen in Ceylonese stripas.
6. See Fergusson and Burgess PI. XVII.
7. For illustrations of these sculptures see Deshpande 1959.
8. lnspite of the ruined condition of the caves 101 cells can be counted from diflereent enas. It is possible t o guess that
there may have been 15-20 cells more. Many cells in caves 1. 2, 4. 6 etc. contain two stone bed$. But the extra
number of these benches have not been taken into account because in most of the cases the benches are in 'L' shaped
plan and it is not easy t o consider these t o have been used by two persons.
9. The significance of this item is noted on p. 128 etc.

SHELARWADI
1. The circular and square pedestals now seen in the 3rd cell are of recent date.
2. The location of an inscription o n the back wall of the hall reveals incidentally that even originally there must have
besn sufficient light available t o read it. which means lo say that the cave had a broad open front, like Mahad 8.

Chapter VIII

Summary and Conclusions
THE SETTING
The Indian rock-cut architectural tradition is no where better displayed, both in number and variety,
than in Konkan and Western Deccan. More than a thousand monuments were created in about sixty
centres. About seventy percent of these belong to the period under present discussion-C. 250 B.C. to
300 A.D. These occupy a place of _ereat importance in Indian art history as here is a series of monuments of the early stages of Indian architectural tradition. Architectural works in wood which appear
to have been common during this period, have perished everywhere. Hence, while in other regions the
spade of the archaeologist has to bring to light a few remnants of the contemporary architectural works
occasionally built in stone or brick, here in Western India the pick of the ancient architects has left a
treasure of examples. Many monuments have survived almost completely in the imperishable rocks of
the trappean hills. They are also bestowed with a number of inscriptions and many other internal evidences which help us in reconstructing a fairly consistent history of the architectural development in the
area for a period of about five to six centuries. No other region in the Indian sub-continent has this
facility for a similar approach. This unique position of the early rock-out monuments in the study of
Indian art history invests them with special interest and attracts the art historian for a detailed in-depth
study aided by proper methodological approach.'
The centres of early rock-cut architecture are mostly clustered in the Konkan strip, the adjoining
Sahyadrian belt, and the Maval strip which forms the gently sloping transitional belt between the Sahyadris and the plateau eastwards. The impact of the geological and geo-ecological factors is evident.
While the presence of the suitable rock material for hewing the caves is a desideratum, and that is seen
in the trappean formations of the areas under discussion, the monuments could be created and utilized in
such of the areas only where the community causing their making could have gained the needed economic
strength, and where the monk community using them could depend on the economic resources of the
laity for their living and for the effective propagation of their creed. The centres are to be seen along
the trade routes and near some cities or towns.'
The latter aspects mentioned above bring to the fore the historical situation which was very much
responsible for the growth of rock-cut architecture. Apart from the availability of suitable rocks, two
developments in the history of the region were responsible for the beginning and growth of this architectural variety. They are the rise of the urban socio-economic situation and the introduction of Buddhism.
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Various historical factors operated conjointly towards the creation of such a situation. The Deccan
region which was flourishing with an agricultural village economy in the first half of the 1st millennium
B.C. appears to have been triggered towards an urbanised socio-economic structure in the latter half of
the same millennium. Side by side with the growth of urbanisation in northern India and attendant
rise af Magadhan imperialism, probably due to the imperialistic efforts of the Nandas and Mauryas,
Deccan and Konkan were also brought under a large political domain. The political necessity on the
part of the Magadhan rulers to control this land must have brought in a train of administrators and
soldiers from northern India to settle here, followed by probably members of other professions like
priests and artisans. In the salubrious climate of peace and security under these regimes, trade contacts
between this region and northern India increased. As a result of all these the urban socio-economic
structure of the type seen in northern India began to take shape here also. It was also probably during
this period that Buddhism too began to spread in this region. The energetic activities of ASoka for
spreading that creed are well known."ASoka
had also introduced for the first time the tradition of
rock-cut architecture in India. The socio-economic environment, the religious need and the technological
know-how necessary for the inauguration of rock-cut architecture were all present in Western India
by the middle of the 3rd century B.C.
Shortly after the waning of the Mauryan empire, Deccan and Konkan came under the suzerainty of
the Sataviihanas. Their rule flourished for a period of four and a half centuries except for a short interlude when the Ksatrapas had occupied the territory. They were succeeded by the Abhiras.
The whole period of the rule of the Satavlhanas and their successors is the very time in which most
of the rock-cut monuments under discussion came into existence. This was the period in which enormous
progress was achieved both in the economic and cultural fronts. In this environment, various social
groups of well-to-do classes which could afford to patronise such a sophisticated cultural activity as the
creation of rock-cut monuments emerged and prospered. While agriculture and industry which were
already the mainstay of economy continued, and probably progressed quantitatively and were responsible
for the increase in wealth, the people engaged in these appear not to have achieved a status so much
useful for patronizing the artistic activities. It is the increase in trade which provided the necessary economic backing. Ample evidences in Deccan sites in the discovery of archaeological antiquities which
originally came from different parts of the Indian subcontinent (N.B.P. ~ed-polished w a r e , beads, iron
implements etc.), the literary data for the existence of trade between various regions, and more so the
mention in contemporary inscriptions of traders hailing from various places visiting different towns provide evidence regarding the rise of internal trade. Similarly, the Konkan ports began to play an important role in Indo-Mediterranean commerce. Several politico-economic changes in the West and the discovery of the utility of the trade-winds for navigation from the Red Sea to the Indian ocean gave impetus
increase of
to this trade. The net result of the increase of trade, both internal and external, is a general
wealth and the rise of the class of traders. Similarly the elaborate administrative system needed for the
maintenance of a large state like that of the Sltavihanas threw up another well-to-do class, that of the
state oficials. The contemporary inscriptions reveal that rock-cut architecture is primarily the result of
exertion of such classes which had acquired wealth and status in the present world and which further
wanted to ensure happiness in the world beyond by acquiring religious merit through munificent acts of
charity (p. 26 ff.).
The religious inspiration to back this was provided by Buddhism, which appears to have been t h ~
most dominant religion of the timz-at least among the economically higher classes of the population.
Most of the centres of rock-cut architecture are monastic establishments of the B ~ d d h i s t s . ~Buddhism
had entrenched itself in Western India already by the middle of the 3rd century B.C. Probably various
sects of the Theravddins and the Mahdsarnghikas may have spread here at that time. Inscriplions show
that atleast in the early centuries of the Christian era sects belonging to both the above major groups
were flourishing here. These were the Bhadrdyaniya, Dharmuttariya, Chetika, Maltisamghika and the
Aparasailiya.
The rock-cut monuments being part of monasteries, their general forms and particular detai!s were
determined by the needs and preferences of the monastic community. How far the sectarian differences
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operated in causing variations in the architectural productions cannot be made out with certainty, though
some indications appear to be present."ut
it is known that in the course of the history of Buddhism
in the period under consideration the nature of Buddhist monasticism itself was undergoing change.
Vinapa texts which prescribe the rules of conduct for the monks have several layers in their making.
which have been added on from time to time in order to accommodate many a fresh monastic custom
that became part of the order due to socio-historical reasons. It appears, in the earliest period the monks
were expected to lead a rigorous life by the practice of the four nissayos and the leaning then was more
towards eremiticism than monasticism. Some liberalisation allowi~igthe monks to stay in five kinds of
liscisas during rainy season (Vassa) is also seen. But the pious care bestowed by the laity on the wandering monks gradually brought in change, and their practice of residing in monasteries for a longer duration
was established (pp. 36 8 ) . From about the heginning of the 1st century A.D. at least in this area, the
monasteries appear lo have been in occupation through out the year. The monks were provided there
not only with cells having stone benches to sleep, but also with food, robes and shoes. Necessarily the
monasteries began to contain along with the dwelling units, various accessories like the refectory, large
number of cisterns for providing water for drinking and sometimes even for bathing. Similarly though the
Vinaya does not prescribe the worship of the stzjpas or choityos as an 'essential' part of the duty of monks,
the chaitya halls too became part of the monastic establishments. Buddhist monasteries being the zealous
creations of the laity their religious sentiments too had to be satisfied; chaitya halls were the places where
the laity too could participate in the religious s e r ~ i c e s . ~
Thus the nature and growth of rock-cut architecture is very much the result of interaction of a w m bination of historical factors-economic, religious and ~ o c i a l . ~
In the period of present study nearly 800 monuments were made and I28 of them bear inscriptions.
The reconstruction of chronology of various monuments in different sites depends on the use of data
from these. Though none of the associated inscriptions is dated in any known era, twelve monuments
can be dated on the evidence of the presence of royal inscriptions in them (on the basis of tbe chronology
of the Siitaviihanas, p. 23 above). The radio-carbon dates available for the wood work in the Karle chairyo
hall too provide some clues to the date of that monument. These monuments can be taken as fixed points
in the evolutionary sequence of architectural types against which stylistic comparisons of the undated
monuments can be made (supra p. 47 ff).
The undated inscriptions can also be utilizd for the reconstruction of relative chronology on the basis
of palaeographical evolution. The inscriptions can be grouped into some major epochal series with
approximate date range for each group, by utilizing the criteria of palaeographical similarities and evolutionary stages represented by the letter-forms of the datable inscriptions (supra pp. 57-64).
Various other criteria like the relative position of monuments when they appear in clusters and similarities and variations in technological and typological features are also helpful in reconstructing the relative chronology of monuments. The fact that rock-cut architecture follows the northern Indian tradition
of wooden architecture to start with provides an important clue, against which various stages of development can be compared and located in an evolutionary squence. The changes that appeared gradually
are due to two causes : the material used here is rock instead of wood, and the geo-climatic situation of
this region is different from that of northern India. There is a gradual tendency of emancipation from
the hangover of wooden architecture as and when the architects of this area grew familiar with the nature
of the new rock medium. and as and when they sought solutions to various problems in architectural creations caused by the hot and humid environment of the monsoon-dominated region (p. 65-68 etc.). The stylistic variations due to chrono-historical factors like changes in religious and social demands and tastes and
the occasional introduction of new forms and ideas from other art schools are also factors to be taken note
of in tracing the developmeet of rock-cut architecture. Adopting the well-known method of typological
analysis of monuments, members and motifs a consistent sequence of such itemse can be worked out. The
evolutionary stages of monuments built up on the evidence of the various criteria mentioned above can
also be fixed in an epochal sequence on the basis of stylistic compnrisons with monuments datable on
historical and palaeographical grounds.'
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DEVELOPMENT OF ROCK-CUT ARCHITECTURE
The net result of architectural analysis with reference to the typological classification, architectural
concomitances and chronological positions of the monuments in the nineteen sites discussed in Chapter
VII has been tabulated in charts 4 and 5. With the aid of the new vista provided by the chronological
frame work built up for different centres, the history of development of rock-cut architecture can be
viewed afresh. This has been done with reference to the individual sites in the discussion section at the
end of the account of each one of those in Chapter VII. An attempt can now be made to coordinate
these results and to delineate an overall picture of architectural development in the region in general.
THE RISE AND DECLINE OF ARCHITECTURAL ACTIVITY 1N DIFFERENT CENTRES
The first thing that strikes most while reviewing the chronology of rock-cut monuments is the
variation in the tempo of architectural activity in different centres in different times. Out of the 19
centresI0 of rock-cut architecture taken up in the present work for consideration it is seen that the earliest
architectural activity, around C. 250 B.C., is noticeable in four sites only viz. Bhaja, Jivadan-Virar,
Junnar-Tuljalena and Kanheri. Slightly later, by the latter part of the same century, architectural works
began to appear at Ajanta, Kondivite and Pitalkhora. These were followed by works at JunnarManmodi, Kondane, Nanaghat and Nasik in the first half of the 2nd century B.C. The latter half of the
2nd century B.C.saw the rise of Aurangabad and Bedsa. It was in about the middle of the 1st century
B.C. that Karle begins its history.
A few decades on either side of the beginning of the Christian era mark a period of lull in rock-cut
architectural activity. Jt does not mean that the sites were deserted or that there was complete cessation
of architectural work in the whole region. But this period certainly marks an important point of change
in the fortunes of various centres and a point of departure in the architectural tradition. This is a period
in which architectural activity ceased in all the sites in the Satmala range viz. Ajanta, Aurangabad
and Pitalkhora. Bhaja, Bedsa, Kondane, Kondivite and Nanaghat too witnessed the same fate." Practically there was a sudden change in the geo-economic or socio-economic structure of the region in this
period, but we are unable to provide any convincing explanation to this p h e n o ~ n e n o n . ' V h eonly sites
that lingered on with the making of a few monumel~tsare Junnar, Kanheri and Karle.Is
Somewhere around the end of the 1st century A.D. there was again a sudden spurt in architectural
activity. Monuments were created in greater number and frequency. The tempo of work accelerated
at Junnar, Kanheri and Nasik. While the earlier centres like Ajanta, Bhaja, Bedsa, Pltalkhora etc.
were no more to be heard of, new centres of rock-cut architecture started their career at this period.
Kuda and Kol were the first in this series. These were followed at a slightly later date by more sites
at Ambivale, Mahad, Pawala and Shelarwadi. All these new sites flourished till the end of the period
and some of them even beyond."
ARCHITECTURAL TYPES AND THEIR EVOLUTION
The rock-cut monuments seen in the western Indian centres of rock-cut architecture belong to
six major types, viz. Cl~erijqaghara, Le!la, Motapa, Podhi, Kodhi and ~sanapedlriki. Each type often
displays many sub-varieties.I5 Geographical and historical causes are mainlv responsible for the development of these architectural varieties and sub-varieties.
CHETlY AGHARAS
In the 19 sites taken up in the present work for consideration there are 45 chetij.agharns. These are
Hall type, and
sa~ictuaries having a sttjpa as the object of worship. There are two major varieties-A.
B. Cell type. While the first variety consists of a hall at the back of which the stlipa is placed leaving
the front space for the congregation of worshippers, the second variety consists of a simple cell only,
in the centre of which stand, the sttjpa with very little space around. Further sub-varieties occur in both
which can be classified on the form of ground plan as circular, apjidal and reclangular.I5
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The earliest cherlyaghras in western India are very simple creation8 wherein
a very
type consisting of a simple undecorated cylindrical drum and slightly high dome are to be -.
This was a stage in which the harmikri and other elements of the srQa were still being made of wood and
fixed on them. There are two examples belonging to this series. Bhaja 26 and Kanheri 2e. Both do not
display any elaboration in architectural details. Kanheri 2e is a small rectangular hall and Bhaja 26 is
only a circular cell. The stnpa in Kanheri 2e has finely polished surface reminding the tradition of stone
~olishingof Mauryan times, and that in Bhaja 26 is also of the same form but does not display polish,
It is of course in the fitness of things that one of the earliest cheriyagharor is to be seen at Kanheri, a
lace not far from Sopara, an ancient port in which an inscription of AQoka himself is present, and
which, according to tradition, was the first township in Western India to receive Buddhism. We do not know
what was the special importance Bhaja had gained at that time, but it is known from other monuments.
present in the same site that it was a progressive centre of rock-cut architecture which introduced it
number of new items and forms in very early times. Purely on the basis of style and other circumstantial evidences the chetiyagharos, Kanheri 2e and Bhaja 26 can be dated to c. 250 B.C., i.e. to Mauryan
times.
Probably when once Buddhism had been established in Dcccan as a strong religious force and when
ideas were freely flowing from northern India, the hom- of early Buddhism, the wooden architectural
tradition associated with that creed there began to be emulated here in rock. The circular chetiyaghoro
(Cave 3) in the Tuljalena group at Junnar is one of the earliest examples of this class. Herein can be
seen the srcpa form which is still essentially of the type seen in Kanheri 2e. In addition, the slightly
raking walls and the simple octagonal pillars with taper and rake which surround the stripa and carry
the hemispherical dome above the central nave, and the quadrantal roof over aisles, are suggestive of the
fact of emulation of wooden buildings of the same class. This chetiyogharo, being one of the earliest
experiments in transforming a wooden form to rock, is small and simple too without any sculptural work
or any other decoration.
The earliest bold experiment in rock-cut architecture to make a large chetiyaghara is the great chaityo
hall at Bhaja (Cave 12). This is also the first monument with an apsidal plan, having a rectangular front
part and semi-circular back, and the whole divided into nave and aisle by a colonnade of pillars running
parallel to the wall. The emulation of the wooden architectural forms is very much visible here. The
slight rake of the side and hind walls, the high rake of the simple octagonal pillars and the free use of
wood for the curved wooden beams set in the vault roof are all suggestive of this. The front which is
completely open now appears to have had a screen in wood. Besides being a remarkable architectural
adventure in that early phase of rock-cutting activity, this chetiyogltara shows some stylistically advanced
features in its sriipa form compared to the one in cave 26 of the same place and also those in Kanheri 2e
and Junnar-Tuljalena 3. Here the first attempt to introduce a stone hormikd for the stripa is to be
seen.18
Datable to a stage closely with the Bhaja chetiyogl~arais cave 10 at Ajanta. This too retains the
essential characteristics of the Bhaja cltaitya hall with all the elements of wooden architecture reproduced
in stone. But this shows an advancement in its sr~ipaform as herein the stlipa is now provided with the
harmik6 and the stepped pyramid too cut in rock itself along wit11 the drum and the dome. Ajanta 10
retains a portion of the quadrantal povdda (canopy) also in front at the level of the springing of the facade
arch. If the profile of the run of this povdda is continued, it looks as though the whole plan at that level
would be that of an elliptical structure. This element is of some interest and it can be surmised from
this that the apsidal chetiyagharas are nothing but copies of elliptical structures which arc known to have
been in vogue contemporaneously and in early times in northern India.
Like Tuljalena 3, Bhaja 12 and Ajanta 10, there wereother experiments too to adopt northern
architectural forms into the rock-cut architectural tradition of this region. Chftiyaghora 9 at Kondivite is
possibly another experiment in that direction. This cave looks abcrrant compared to the other ~ r o d u c tions of the region. Though there is a degree of similarity between the present cave and the Sudama cave in
Barabar hllis belonging to the Mauryan period, several stylistically advanced features are noticeable here.
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The stripa form particularly betrays its later date compared to the early caves at Bhaja 26. Kanheri 2e and
Junnar-Tuljalena 3.
All the above mentioned chetiyagharas including Kondivite 9 are datable to a period in the latter half
of the 3rd century B.C. Even among these while Bhaja 26 and Kanheri 2e stand as independent varieties
where the introduction of the stlipa alone is to be seen as the main concern, housed as they are in simple
enclosures like a small rectangular hall or a circular cell, in others distinct and intentional effort on the
part of the Deccan architects is to be seen in emulating complex architectural forms contemporaneously
current in wood in northern India. Such attempts could come up naturally at a time when architects
may have gained some confidence in working in the rock medium. Such monu~i~ents
exemplifying a definite
leaning towards emulation of wooden architecture-Ajanta 10, Bhaja 12, Junnar-Tuljalena 3 and Kondivite 9-thus belong to a slightly later date i l l the series but still to a period before the commencement of
the 2nd century B.C.
Pitalkhora 3 (c. 200 B.C.) is also in the same pattern in plan and delineation as Bhaja 12 and
Ajanta 10. But this monument marks an important step in advancement. While all the caves
mentioned above were severely plain with practically no sculptural decorationla, Pitalkhora 3 'appears
to be the first to have its facade decorated with series of small chaitya arches and vedikd pattern.18
It is also noteworthy that the decorative cltaitya arches here have broad base-span similar to the feature
displayed by the main chaitya arches in Ajanta 10 and Bhaja 12. An important innovation like the
facade decoration to appear first in Pitalkhora is very well understandable, as this is the site easily exposed to the cultural influences from the north, being located a t the northern extremity of Deccan along
the trade route that linked this with the culturally advanced areas in northern India.2o Bhaja, which
is located further south in Deccan, but which was already in the fore-front in receiving and experimenting
with new ideas, followed the cue. The large chetiyaghara there which was the first of its kind to be made
in the whole of Deccan, also became the first to employ sculpture to further decorate its elegant facade.
This part of work in the Bhaja cliaitya hall was accomplished around c. 190 B.C.
By the early part of the 2nd century B.C., rock-cut architecture had grown up to maturity. The
architects had become familiar with the nature of the new medium they had selected. The understanding of the various limitations and possibilities that the rock medium presents, in contrast to work in
wood, may have encouraged the rock-architects of the Deccan to embark upon fresh ventures to shed
away the hangover from the wooden architectural tradition and t o create such new forms that could go
harmon~ouslywith the rock medium and obviate unnecessary expenditure of labour just in simulating
the wooden forms."
But the process of change was to be slow and gradual. The new architectural
forms were still to be of a type not too much deviating from the conventional taste and fashion. Such
changes were to be as much' unobtrusibe as possible, particularly in the case of traditionally sanctioned
forms of religious structures. Thus it is seen that the course adopted by the architects was to replace
various members which were originally in wood by cutting them in rock itself.'"ix
chaitya halls, all
datable to the 2nd century B.C., are illustrative of this stape. They are Kondane 1, Ajanta 9, Aurangabad 4, Junnar-Manmodi 40, Junnar-Ganesh Pahar 34 and Nasik 18.
The chaityu hall at Kondane (c. 175 B.C.) looks more like the open front chetiyagharas of the
previous stage (Bhaja 12, Ajanta 10, etc.). But a step in advancement is visible here. The front screen
which used to be completely in wood in the above examples is partly replaced by stone here. It can
be seen that the pair of huge pillars, now partly hanging down from the roof and to which the wooden
arch rafters are fixed, is a new element. Though the other parts of the front screen are ruined it can
be reconstructed from the extant evidences that there was a low wall in stone at the bottom and that the
front screen wall had a central door leading to the nave and two wide windows shedding light into the
aisles on either side. This arrangement of front, the screen wall finds complete expression in stone in
chetiyaghara 9 (c. 150 B.C.) at Ajanta. Apart from the whole front screen wall being in stone, Ajanta
9 marks a slightly advanced stage in the development of the vault-roofed chati,ya halls, in the fact that
the octago~ial pillars in the colonnade inside the chaitya hall become almost straight and are fairly free
from the element of tapering; that hangover from the wooden tradition which was surviving despite its
uselessness in rock-cut architecture has been discarded here. Further, a pair of thin square pillars with
the arrises chamferred in the middle have been introduced in the front of the pillar lines. Engaged
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pillars of similar variety, possibly an item that had come into vogue contemporaneously, are to be seen
on either side of the doorways and windows on the front side of the front screen wall. There apDears
..
to have been some technical progress in making of the chaitya arches in wood also by this time, which
may have been emulated here; the decorative chairyo arches displayed on the facade of this c l i r ~ i y u ~ h a r ~
show that stage in which the arches display definite incurving of the arms which is possibly the result
of introduction of tie-beams and tie-rods in wooden chairya arches. A bold experiment was also made
in this cheriyaghara to have a rectangular hall instead of the one with semi-circular back, though the
'U' shaped plan of the colonnade is retained. Aurangabad 4 (c. 130 B.C.) too has the rectangular hall
and the 'U' plan colonnade, and here the curved wooden beams on the vault roof are also cut in stone.
The triforium is also well designed with a series of studs and small arches.ZJ
The first stage of work (c. 120 B.C.) in the chuirya hall at Nasik too belongs to the stage in which
the front screen wall is elaborately carved. Here, for the first time, is to be seen the introduction of the
facade decoration rising in several stages to look like the depiction of a storeyed building, an item better
displayed later at Bedsa and Karle.2'1
All the above cheriyagharas, viz. Kondane 1, Ajanta 9, Nasik 18, etc., still preserfe generally the
nave and aisle divisions in the halls and the vault roof on thc nave, as well as stripas which still have the
cylindrical base, hemispherical dome, square harriiikri and the inverted stepped pyramidal capital.
While in this respect these continue the tradition of Ajanta 10 of the earlier stage, the distinct advancement is the introduction of the stone screen wall.
But the architects had realised by the above experiments done in the course of a century or so,
that such facades, however finely they are decorated with sculpture, can hardly have an aesthetic appeal
as they are exposed to the direct action of sun and rain. Rock-splitting and the growth of moss and
lichen endangered their safety as well as beauty. The action of these, though present everynhere, is
all the more severe in a tropical monsoonal climatic region as Western India. There are some examples
in the Western Indian monuments where the facades were sought to be protected by simple lean-to roof
in thatch. But the architects of the area began to evolve better solutions, and the adoption of them
brought in more changes in the frontal appearance of the che~iyagharm.~"
Further experiments in this direction are to be seen in two caves at Junnar, Manmodi 40 (c. 130
B.C.) and the isolatedly situated cave 34 (c. 120 B.C.) in Ganesh Pahar. In both these cheriyagharos
the facades have been set a little deeper inside from the scarp face of the rock, in order to protect the
sculptural decoration from the direct action of sun and rain. Ganesh Pahar 34 particularly has its
decorated stone screen so much behind that it looks as though set inside an alcove. The side walls too
are finely carved here.
Further progress in seeking a better solution to ward off the deleterious effects of sun and rain on
the ornamental front screen is to be seen in the Chairya hall 7 at Bedsa (c. 80 B.C.). This monument
of immaculate design and workmanship introduces, for the first time in the history of chetiyagharas,
a high verandah in front. It is also here for the first time the pillars of pot-base and pot-and-animal
capital variety have been made use of in the chetiyagharas. Their employment in the front part of the
verandah to carry the roof has given this monument a unique beauty and magnificence of its own, and
it is equally so with regard to the excellent carving on the walls of the verandah wherein the view of a
five storeyed mansion is emulated.20
But even the solution offered here by raising a high verandah to protect the finely decorated front
screen was not very much effective for the purpose in the climatic environment of western Deccan. The
tropical sun is sufficiently severe even in mornings and evenings when most of the verandah may remain
exposed to its effect; the angular splash of the monsoonal rain iu the gushing wind of the season
is sufficiently forceful. So the next step sought to avoid these is to be seen in an arrangement made in
the chairya hall at Karle. Instead of the pillars in front carrying the roof of the verandah, a plain screen
wall is raised." Apart from this novel innovation the great chaitya hall at Karle is a towering landmark
in the history of rock-cut architecture in India. Though it follows the tradition of Bedsa in the arrangement of the verandah decoration, there are three other important innovations-that of the introduction
of elephant busts on the bottom course on the side walls of the verandah, the nlirhuna figures by the side
-
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,of the doorways in the middle screen, and all the more an adventurous innovation is the introduction of
the pillars of pot-base and pot-and-animal capital veriety for the colonnade inside the hall. All these
features well set with thoughtful design and careful workmanship invest the monument with an aesthetically superb appearance unsurpassed by any other monument of its class in the whole of India. But
unfortunately the fore screen -wall which was added on to protect the high quality sculptural work in the
verandah has become an ugly appendage to otherwise a magnificent piece of art. The uncouth front wall,
though serving as a protective screen has destroyed the very elegance of the facade that had become a
tradition in the choirya halls before. Therc was also another deleterious effect. In all the earlier chariya
halls the open choitya arch above the doorway provided an effective aesthetic effect by shedding a beam
of light directly on the object of worship, i.e., the stlipa. The srlipa thus brightened and standing within
'a frame' of half lit side pillars and the quarter-dome above had the capacity to spread a highly aesthetic
and spiritual effect, attracting the direct attention of the devotee standing in front so that his concentration towards the object 0 0 worship would be undiverted. But the screen in front of the verandah affected
this excellent light effect, partially atleast if not completely. (This result is better visible in Chaitya hall 3
at Kanheri than in the Karle Chiarya hall).
The later stages of development is to be seen in a proccss of changing designs wherein various parts
which had lost their significance or effect began to be discarded. Kanheri 3 (2nd stage, c. A.D. 120)
marks the beginning of this process. Even though many of the architectural elements seen in the interior
of the chiafya hall at Karle and the frontmost screen wall are retained here, the elaborate sculptural
,decoratian in the verandah has been done away with. After all, even whzn they were present spread
through out the length and breadth of the verandah walls as in the Karle cliaitya hall, they could hardly
be appreciated in a situation where the distance required to view them in their entirety is lacking. The
mithunu panels only have been retained here. The chairya arch too has just become a simple semi-circular
-opening. The ultimate result is a haphazardly made Chetiyaghara with neither good architectural design
nor fine sculptural decoration. It is quite natural that this marks the end of the tradition of vault-roofed
apsidal chaitya halls in the Konkan region.
In Deccan proper slightly different exp-rirnents are to be seen in the making of the vault-roofed
.chetiyaghoras obviously with an intention to avoid the defects noticed in Bcdsa 7 and K v l e 8. The
chetiyaghara 26 on the Manrn~dihill at Junnar (A.D. 75)2"etains
the pillar-fronted verandah. But
the pillars in that position, the architects had realised, would hardly justify such elaboration of
treatment as in Bedsa 7. Further, the facade of the screen too is too simple a creation with just
the outline of the arch marked. The facade does not contain any other decoration.
The next important work in the history of rock-cut che~iyagharasof Deccan is Junnar-Ganesh Pahar 6.
Like all the previous examples, here also the interior is treated with the usual details in having the
stcpa at the biclc end of the apsidal hall which is divided by a colonnade of pillars of the pot-base and
pot-and-animal capital variety. But several changes have been introduced in the exterior. The height of
dhe verandah got reduced sufficiently to ward o f the splash of rain g-tting into the hall. Though the potbase and pot-and-animal capital type pillars have been retained, they are very short. Instead of
decorating the front screen wall the entablature is fashioned here with a itedikri band. Above this is a
simple cl:i(rryrr arch of semi-circular profile sunk into the rock face, but it is a blind one without opening
into the vault inside. Though in this ingenious way this essential component of the traditional clrailya
halls has been retained, the interior hall has become somewhat dark and the vault-roof with curved beams,
now all cut in stone itself, has become almost a useless work bereft of its beautiful effect in the architectural scheme. The vault-roof rising from the colonnade on either side of the nave used to provide a
spacious appearance to the hall and an ornamental frame to the stlipa--the object of worship. All that
,erect is lost now due to want of proper light.
The next step is to do away with these items too which have become useless. The facade features
as seen in Ganesh-Pahar 6 are retained in the next chefiyaghra to be made (c. A.D. 150) i.e. ckeri~nghura
2 on the Manrnodi hill at the same place." But here the ~nterior of the cketiyaghurtr is a simple
rectangular hall with flat roof.
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These two cltetiyagharas with blind choiryo windows mark an important transitional phase in the
history of development of chairpa halls. While lunnar-Ganesh Pahar 6 is the last of the che~iyagharusto
be adorned with the vault roof,30 Junnar-Manmodi 2 inaugurates the series of flat-roofed rectangular
cheriyagharns with front verandah.
Further steps are easy to follow. Somewhere by the end of the 2nd century A. D, the form of the
cheriyagharu began to be standardised. Even that additional element, the chatiya arch, which had
become a useless item was omitted. Now the cheriyngharo would have only a simple flat roofed rectangular hall with a verandah fronted by two pillars. Quite consistently with the new form of the interior
hall, the stripa-which used to have the drum, dome, harmika and stepped pyramidal capital only-began
to be added with the umbrella also cut in stone, the circular canopy of the umbrella being fashioned on
the flat roof itself.=' Probably the earliest examples of this stage are to be seen at Junnar itself in the
Sivaneri chetiyaghora 66, where, however, the srlipo is still without the stone umbrella, and in Ganesh
Pahar chetiyaghara 14 ( c . A.D. 175) which displays all the above stated features completely, along with
the use of central pillars and engaged pillars of D vi type, which establishes its stylistic proximity to the
immediately proceeding cheriyagkaras like Junnar-Manrnodi 2. This variety of cheriyaghara was standardised further on and was followed by many monuments of the type at Junnar and other places like caves 2
(c. A.D. 190), 43 ( c . A.D. 280) etc. in the Sivaneri group at Junnar and caves 9 ( c . A.D. ISO?),
21 (uf) ( c . A.D. 220) and 15; (c. A.D. 240) at Kuda. Junnar Sivaneri 43, however, is a unique example
deserving special mention. Even in its ruined condition the arrangement of the plan is interestiog. The
floor and roof of the verandah are sufficiently at a lower level than those of the hall-the verandah roof
projecting to front just about a foot higher than the lintel of the hall doorway. By this method the
interior of the hall has been very well protected from the effects of sun and rain. In the interior too, two
central pillars and two engaged ones are placed transversly in a line in the front part of the hall giving
that effect of the 'frame' around the srripa.
The latest stage in the development of the cheriyaghara is the one in which a large hall is inserted
between the chaitya shrine and the verandah. Chetiyagharas I and the slightly variant 6 (c. A.D. 280) at
Kuda are probably the earliest examples of its type. Corresponding but slightly different types too appear
during this period and in these the large walls of the hall have been utilized to cut cells and provide
accommodation to the monks. Mahad 8 and Shelarwadi 8 are such attempts. These two le!lacheriyogharas3?, datable to a period around A.D. 300, mark the transitional stage from the Hinayina
chairya halls towards the standardised 'Viharcis' of Mahtiylna times in which a Buddha shrine becomes
an essential item to be located along with cells meant for the accommodation of monks.a3
LEMAS
AS most of the centres of rock-cut architecture are monastic establishment^,^^ the Ienas which
are dwelling units for monks, form the largest group in the types of monuments made therein. Further,
these display a large number of varieties in their general plan. The le!las can be classified into two major
types-Single-celled (Type A) and Multiple-celled (Type B). In the former group there are simple square
or rectangular cells with open front (A i), similar cells with a front wall and doorway (A ii), and those
with a verandah in addition (A iii). Better developed varieties in the same group are those with an
open hall but having a narrow deep recess in the verandah (A iv). The multiple celled lenas include thoje
with a line of cells behind a long verandah (B i). those with cells around an open hall (B ii), and those of
B ii variety but with a verandah in front (B iii).
Beginnings : The most unsophisticated single cells cut directly into the scarp face of the rock as found
at Jivadan-Virar appear to be the earliest lenas in Western India. These are just small open cells, with
practically no other item useful for the monks to have a comfortable stay. For that matter they do not
appear to have had even the front wall, and the stone bench, which occurs almost invariably in most of
the lenos, is also absent. These appear to belong to a stage when rock-cut architecture had just begun
in Western India and when the rigorous prescriptions of the earliest stage of Buddhist monasticism, like
the four n i s ~ a y o swere
,
still being followed by monks faithfully. Prob.tbly these are temporary or vassu
retreats only. There is no substantial provision for storing water anywher: n-arby even though til:~ are
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located at a high level on the hills where water is not available after the rainy season. It is of interest
to note that these puny creations at the place still retain sufficiently well dressed surfaces, nearing
polish, reminding the tradition seen in the earliest rock-cut examples of Mauryan times elsewhere. It is
also noteworthy tbat the Jivadan caves are located very near Sopara, which according to tradition is one
of the earliest towns in Deccan to receive B ~ d d h i s m . The
~ ~ open cells (Cave 1-5) in Jivadan-Virar, we
feel, may well he of Mauryan age.
Almost similar caves are there in the Tuljalena g ~ o u pat Junnar also. Here too the cells (Caves 1, 6 ,
7, 13, 14) are simple single ones with open front and they are neatly cut with almost polished surfaces.
They further share a few other features seen in some caves in Jivadan-Virar (e g. Caves 1.2) like the
cubical dimensions and the excellent finish of the corners at perfect right angles.
Gradually, despite the rigourous codes prescribed in the Vinaj~ain the earliest stages, the pious care
bestowed by the laity for providing some comforts to the wandering venerable monks began to bring in
changes in monastic architecture. First of all, what used to be simple open cells in the beginning began
to be covered with a front wall provided with a doorway (e.g. Jivadan-Virar 7, 9, 10; Tuljalena 10 etc.):
the monks too needed security and warmth.3e While in the above stages, conforming to the simplicity of
life to be led by the monks, the lenas had not been provided with any bench, a first attempt to make the
bench inside the cell is to be seen probably in the one fabricated in wood by just setting two poles
horizontally into the side walls, as seen in cave 10 at Tuljalena. Further on, however, the cutting of the
stone-beds inside the cells became an accepted practice even though occasionally some, as in Tuljalena
and Manmodi, do not have benches even in the caves which belong to some what a later date.
The caves of the above types, which were meant to be just vassa retreats only, did not haveany watercisterns nearby; there was no need for them in the rainy months in this region. However, a few caves
were located near water streams themselves. The small group of 3 or 4 caves near the water falls at
Bhaja is interesting in this regard. All the caves of the above stages are generally datable to the latter
half of 3rd century B.C.
Succeeding developments in the lena forms took several courses. It appears by this time there was
generally an increase in the number of monks. Many centres of rock-cut architecture began to be
provided with clusters of simlpe cells and other forms of dwelling units. At Junnar-Tuljalena itself, the
beginning of this tendency is to be seen where several single cells begin to be placed adjacently in a line.
TWO or more cells set in a line behind a common verandah give rise to the le!las of B i type. One
example in which the cells still retain the cubical form. but are made behind the back wall of the
verandah (Type B i) is to be seen in Junnar-Manmodi 9. This monument which is datable to the end
of the 3rd century B.C. is probably the earliest of this type. Another variety which could provide
accommodation for more monks, but with the expenditure of less energy is to be seen in Ic!~as of type
B ii, where the cells are cut in the walls around a large hall. Probably the earliest work of this type is
to be seen in Bhaja 25 (unfinished) which, curiously, is made just behind a water fall.
From arourid 200 B.C. to c. A.D. 100 : More sophisticated ones following the above design were
created shortly at Ajanta (1 3) and Bhaja (I I). These examples still retain the tradition of polishing (or
good dressing). They do not show any sculptural decorations too. These initial examples in the
making of the Ie!las are datable to the end of the 3rd century B.C. A peculiarity in the Ienas of this
class, is that there was no verandah in front of the hall. The halls opened directly to front; at the most
some of them may have had simple wooden screens.
Somewhere around the beginning of the 2ud century B.C. the practice of polishing went out of
vogue and a new tradition of decorating the interior halls of the wall commenced. The decorative
designs used are simple and are drawn from the wooden traditions. They include simple vedikri bands
interspersed sometimes with small decorative chaitya arches; Ajanta 12, Bhaja 6, 7, 13, 15, 16 and 18
are good examples of this stage. While earlier, as in Ajanta 12 and Bhaja 7, the interior alone is decorated. /enas like Bhaja 15 and 16 which are also datable, to the early part of the 2nd century B.C. mark the
beginning of the decoration on the facade;.
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All the above nlonuments of the class with fells around an open-fronted hall are to be seen to begin
with i l l Ajanta and Bhaja only. In these places the making of stone beds too had become an invariable
feature in the Ienas.
Probably here, with the creation of multiple-celled Ienas, we have the earliest evidence in Western
India for the community living of monks. Eremeticism appears to have given way to monasticism. The
monks were gradually giving up the rigorous codes of the Vinaya and were succumbing to the care
bestowed on them by the pious laity. A life of better comfort was now available to the monks. So far
as architecture is concerned, another tendency that was developing around the beginning of the 2nd
century B.C. was to add a verandah in front of the Ienas of cells around hall type. In the Tuljaleaa
group at Junnar-a centre which has many excellent examples of the earliest stages of rock-cut architecture in Deccan-Iena 2 shows the beginning of this feature. There is no verandah here, but the front
of the hall is closed with a wall [pierced ,by a rectangular doorway. Probably the first and the best
example of the earliest of such letias of Type B iii (i.e. cells around hall behind a verandah) is cave 19 at
Nasik. This Irna, though small, is one of the very neatly executed monuments. Significantly enough,
this is situated in a metropolitan centre of the age and is a donation made by a minister in charge of the
district during the reign of the second Sitavahana ruler Kanha (205-187 B.C.). This monument, apart
from being one having simple vedikd decoration on the hall walls and chait~~a
arches on the cell doors,
also happens to be the first monument where a pillar type (C) of square cross section having the arrises
cut in the middle third part appears.
In general, the le!las of the period from about the latter part of the 3rd century B.C.to the middle of
the 2nd century B.C. present themselves as important achievements in the history of rock-cut architecture
when a number of new items were introduced. It may be remembered that this is the very period when
zealous inventiveness is to be seen in the case of the cheityagharas also. If certain aspects like the introduction of sculpture with rediklj pattern, the chairya arches, merlons etc., and also the introduction of
arches canopying the cell doorwaysare taken into consideration these Iena types appear to copy some
established elements in architecture in wood. This happens to be another aspect in which again the rockcut tradition of the day was very much dependent upon the wooden models as it is in the case of the
cheriyagharas. This is further substantiated by the occurrence of slanting door jambs in cells to be s:en
in many le!~asof the period.
Speaking purely from the point of view of development of rock-cut architecture this period marks
the end of B ii type Ienas and the regular commencement of B iii type, a variety which became a wellestablished form to continue for a sufficientlygood length of time to comeby. It is so in the field of
decoration too when both interior decoration and decoration on the entablature became established
features fairly.
All the lenas of the period upto almost the middle of the 2nd century B.C. are Bat roofed. Almost
invariably they do not have pillars in the hall. This absence of pillars inside is often considered as a
regular trait of the le!las of the Hinayina period. But it appears that the use of pillars in halls was only
optional. Their presence or absence depended upon the dimensions of the roof to be spanned. Most
of the Ienas which do not have pillars have small halls and are of a sue that could have been spanned
by large wooden beams, had they been built in wood. But very large halls had to be supported by
beams in wooden structures also. Two examples Kondane 2 and Pitalkhora 4 are of interest in this
regard. Kondane 2 (c. 180 B.C.) is probably the largest of the lenas to have been planned upto that
date and naturally the interior hall had been provided with a line of pillars running parallel to the three
inner walls. These pillars carried beams and reapers crossing each other to form several square panels.
A similar fashioning of the ceiling is seen in the verandah also. In front of the verandah too there was
a line of pillars. These pillars (all broken now) were of Type C, like those in front of Kanha's cave at
Nasik. The arrangement of the pillars and the treatment of the ceilings give such an impression now,
particularly due to the ceiling being covered with thin soot, that the whole thing is made of wood
itself. In lena 4 at Pitalkhora also, which has a large hall, there were lines of type C pillars carrying the
roof.
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Side by side there was the influence of contemporary structural architecture on the forms cut in
rock and possibly there was influx of some alien ideas too into this tradition. This fact is supported by
certain items in lena 4 at Pitalkhora and another monument at Bhaja, viz. Cave 22 (both of c. 150
B.C.). Both are exceptional items in the whole of Western Indian lenas. Both show a significant
departure from other Ienas in attempting to provide vaulted ceilings-Bhaja 22 in the front verandah
Again in these monuments the pillars with pot-and-animal capital are to
and Pitalkhora 4 in the
be seen introduced for the first time. The fact that this is distinctly an alien item to the tradition of
Western Indian rock-cut architecture is indicated by circumstantial evidences. In the beginning there was
no uniformity in the use of this element. In Pitalkhora lena 4 that capital variety has been used on the
pilasters of the type of pillars C, where as in Bhaja 22 it is on the pillar with octagonal shaft with
pot-base. The distinctly foreign elements displayed by the sculptures in Bhaja 22 (the so called Surya, the
figure of the Scythian, etc.) are also noteworthy in this regard.
However, this new item of pot-and-animal capital pillar variety became part of the local tradition
and virtually replaced the earlier pillar type of square cross section with cut arrises in the middle. The
lenas made from about the latter part of the 2nd century B.C. began to adopt this new pillar type.3"
Probably the earliest use of this pillar type in front of the verandah is to be seen in lena 10 (c. 110 B.C.)
at Bhaja.'O But, le!la 11 at Bedsa which appears to have been remodelled around 80 B.C. and which shows
an apsidal hall surrounded by cells having slanting janibs and the hall decorated with a run of beautiful
vedikd decoration does not show the use of this element. For that matter there is no use of pillar of
any type."
It is extremely difficult to say anything about the types of lenas that were made in a span of about
a century and a half spread over either side of the beginning of the Christian era. Circumstantial
evidences, however, point out the continuation of three types-simple lenas having single cells with
verandah (type A iii), cells in line sharing a common verandah (type B i) and cells around a hall with
front verandah (type B iii). A few examples like Junnar-Mammodi 19, 27, 28, 30; Bedsa 10 and 12 may
be cited here.
BY this time, many sites which were flourishing centres lost their importance, as marked by almost
a conlplete cessation of architectural activity at Ajanta, Aurangabad, Bedsa, Kondivite and Nanaghat.
Bhaja, Kondane and Pitalkhora appear to have lingered on, though the hectic activity seen there in the
earlier period can no more be witnessed in those places. A lena of a crude type (Cave 5) appears to
have been made at Bhaja around A.D. 100. At Kondane too one or two monuments (8 ?) may have
come up. At Pitalkhora the evidence is extremely nebulous. But it can be generally said that the
creation of Ienas had ceased by the beginning of the 2nd century A.D. in these sites too.". Activity,
however, continued in three of the ancient centres, viz. Junnar, Kanheri and Nasik. There was no
unbroken continuity of work even in these. Nasik was a small establishment before this time with only
one Iena (Cave 19). Probably Kanheri had no le!ta of importance to boast. At Junnar too, the one
site which teamed with activity in early times by presenting a number of experimental and interesting
examples, the Tuljalena group fell into background; though the activity continued to a certain extent in
the Manmodi group.
C . A.D. 100 to A.D. 300 : A new wave of sudden increase in patronage to Buddhism and consequently
the making of more number of le!los appeared around the beginning of the 2nd century A.D. This also
marks an important turning point in the history of Buddhism and the history of rock-cut architecture
in Western India. An important phenomenon of the period is the rise of some new centres. In Konkan,
apart from the enormous growth of the Kanheri establishment, new centres at Kuda, Kol and Mahad
came up. At Junnar Ganesh Pahar and Sivaneri rose to prominence.
In architectural design too distinctive differences are noticeable between the creations of the earlier
period and those that were made from the beginning of the 2nd century A.D. It has already been noted
that Ie!las of type A i a and B ii had already gone out of vogue. The slanting of door jambs often seen
in the earlier period, a useless hangover from wooden tradition, does not occur any more. Rightly i 11
tune with the strength and nature of the rock medium pillars do not form part of the halls, however
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large they may be (ex. Nasik 3 and 10, Junnar-Ganesh Pahar 7). The use of the chalrya arch as a
decorative motif ceases to occur anymore. It is so with merlons and brackets too. For that matter.
the caves made from this time onwards do not display any decoration in the interior of the halls. Any
sculptural work, if made, is to be seen only on the exterior, particularly on the entablature. It is likely
that by this time the architects had realised that the interior decoration is almost useless in the context
of lenas with front wall and verandah; they could hardly be appreciated in the semi-darkness of the
halls. Circumstantial evidence shows that possibly by this time the caves used to be painted i n ~ t e a d . ~
The architectural differences between the lenas of the pre-Christian era and the present series
commencing around A.D. 100 are distinctive and :emphatic. There are few clear examples in rock
cut architectural works of the area to show a gradual transition from the earlier to the later ones.
Probably, an ebb in patronage available to the monasteries due to some cause may have been responsible
for this position."
By this time, i.e. by about the early 2nd century A.D.. rock-cut architecture particularly the leno.
varieties had shed away much of the elements of wooden tradition and the rock-tradition itself had
become standardised. Nasik 10 (c. A.D. 120), Nasik 3 (c. A.D. 124 with slightly later additions) and
Junnar-Ganesh Pahar 7 (c. A.D. 120-130) are very good examples of the early works of this stage. All
these display many of the new elements mentioned just above. A few more noteworthy elements are
that these begin to be adorned with pillars of the pot-base and pot-and-animal capital varieties in front
of the verandah (Nasik 3, 10, 17, Junnar-Manmodi 1, Junnar-Ganesh Pahar 7). Nasik 3, inaugurates a
new tradition of making a backed bench to run from the pillars flanking the entrance passage upto the
pilasters on either side. The low backed benches become supports to the pillars too. The front side
of the backed benches are usually decorated with vedikd pattern, and the arza below with simple
vertical studs.15 In the interior too the stone beds which used to be simple platforms running from wall
to wall began to be made in such a way as though they are placed in a recess (bench-in-recess variety).
Many of the lenas of cells around hall type are further provided with a low bench running along the
three inner walls of the hall.
Contemporaneously with the lettas having the above items, it appears simple Ienar with single cell
with front verandah (Type A iii) and cells in line sharing a common verandab (Type B i) continued
(e.g. Nasik 2). Along with these, some lenas with new designs also began to appear sometime in the
latter half of the 2nd century A.D. One is a Iena type consisting of a single cell behind or by the side
of a small hall. This consists of a pillar fronted verandah too and usually there would be a low bench
running along the two adjacent walls of the hall (Lena type A iii). Another type is again a single
celled Iena where the cell is placed behind a hall with open front b u ~provided with a deep narrow recess
in the hall (Lena Type A iv a). A somewhat advanced variety of this is the one in which a verandah
too is added to the above (Lena type A iv b). All these types continued almost lill the end of the
period under consideration.
Gradually changes appeared in the delineation of the facade too. While in the lenos of 2nd
century A.D. pillars of pot-and-animal capital variety generally adorn the front of the lena, by the latter
part of that century the pillars becorce plainer losing the animal capital. The pot-capital with stepped
pyramidal dosseret alone remains. Almost by the beginning of the 3rd century A.D., the pillars became
even more simple consisting of octagonal shaft with no capital and usually with a square base rising from
the backed bench (pillar of D vi variety).'Vn many sites the pilasters begin to have the hour-glass
decoration on the plain rectangular faces. The simple Vedika decoration on the entablature too begins
to be dropped in preference to ordinary ledges which form eaves. Many caves, particularly at Kanheri,
have steps and ~.andraSilasadded to these. These latter items appear in greater profusion in the lc!ias
of the 3rd century A.D.
A notable tendency in architectural tradition of the period is the preference in selection of le!~asof
certain plan over others in various sites. For example, while in Junnar-Sivaneri single celled Ienns are
more in number at Manmodi it is the I q a of B i type (line of cells behind a ver~ndah) and the single
celled le!ias; Junnar-Ganesh Pahar has a large number of li.!las of cell and recess variety (type A iv).
Similarly at Kanheri type A iii with cell, hall and verandah occur extensively.
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An overall view of the Ienas hewn during 2nd and 3rd centuries of the Christian era shows that
rock-cut architecture of the period had developed itself as an independent architectural tradition. There
is no more the hang-over or the link with wooden architecture. It is to be expected to be so as by that
time more than 400 hundred rock hewn monuments had been created in the region in the course of
almost two to three centuries. Groups of architects and workers specialising in this field must have
naturally grown, who with the familiarity developed in working with the rock-medium could have
developed their own methods and ideas with regard to the technique and form of the monuments. These
of course were to be created in such a way as to serve the needs of the monastic community for whose
use these were intended. So far as this aspect is concerned it may be safely stated with our knowledge
of the contemporary inscriptions that by this time the monks had become used to somewhat easy life;
the monasteries were no more vassa retreats, and many monks should have stayed throughout the year
in such monasteries. Thus the lenas were necessarily to be comfortable places to live and naturally
every monk would prefer to live independently in a cave meant for himself. Though some Ienas of
cells around hall type were created in the beginning o i this period (e.g. Nasik 3, 10, Junnar-Ganesh
Pahar 7) gradually there was a tendency to have seperate lenas for individual monks. Further, it is also
possible that the flow of patronage from the laity increased day by day as seen from the record of
donation of akhayanivis, which may as well be in due regard to the service rendered by the monk
community to the society in general. These monasteries, apart from simple residences of monks might
have grown to be institutions imparting edu:ation, and possibly needs associated with such activity
required Ienas of slightly a different type. We have shown above that the new types of Ienas of A iii
and A iv types with eloborate seating arrangements seen in Junnar-Ganesh Pahar, Kanheri and a
few other places are the results of such a need. Most of the lenas of this period were also provided
with one or two podhis to serve the requirements of the persons staying there throughout the year
and also for those who frequented the place. Similarly these were also often provided with long benches
o r view seats in the verandahs and fore courts for the use of the residents and visitors. Thus many
new varieties of Ienas with several accessories came in with the changing pattern of life in the
monasteries.
By the last part of the 3rd century A.D.. probably continuing even to the early part of the 4th
century, a new architectural type appears in addition to the above types, that is the Ie!ia-chetiyaghara
in which a st2ipa shrine is made in the back wall of the hall of Ienas of B iii type, along with the cells
for monks around. This is the very type which has been described above in the development of chetiyagharas as the one that inaugurates the tradition that became well established in the 'Vihdras' of the
Mahlyina period."

There are 37 examples of mafapas (simple halls) in the sites discussed in the present work. Typologically these can be classified into two main varieties, viz. halls with bench (A), and halls without bench
((B). The mafapas are primarily adjuncts to the monastic units. These appear to have been used mostly
as halls of assembly, rest halls for pilgrims or travellers, and as dining halls. It is not easy to make out
as to what exact purpose particular ma!apas were being used, unless there is specific mention in the
inscriptions; there is no clear architectural difference in the mafapa types meant for different purposes.
Simple rnalapas without the verandah are the only varieties that are seen made in the pre-Christian
era. Nasik 21 which consists of two square pillars with chamferred arrises in the middle (Type C) shares
the pillar feature with Ienas 19 of Kanha's time (205-187 B.C.) and hence is probably the earliest
mafapa in Western India. Nanaghat 11 which appears to be a rest hall meant for travellers going up
and down the Nana pass is the next one to be made. It is datable to 175 B.C.(p. 257). This too had the
pillars of Type C like those in Nasik 21. While Nasik 21 does not have the bench, Nanaghat 1 1 has a
low bench running along the three inner walls. Both have open fronts except for the two pillars
supporting the roof.
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Malapas appear to have been made in somewhat greater number probably from about the 1st
century A.D. onwards. When the monastic establishments had grown in size and the number of m o n h
too had increased, probably the halls may have become a necessity for holding gatherings for certain
ceremonies like the uposalha Further by this time the character of the monastic establishments had
changed sufficiently, and they were now being occupied throughout the year by monks. Inscriptions
of the period show that munificent donations of land and money for the distribution of food and robes
too were being made. Naturally there was need for halls where food was to be distributed. One inscription from Jl .nar specifically mentions a cave as a bhojuna-nra/apa.'Vhe wealth of donations
received by the monasteries indicate a close contact. such institutions maintained w ~ t hthe laity and
probably some of the malapas could as well have been meant as rest halls for the lay devotees who
frequented the monasterie~.'~ Interestingly in several places like Bhaja (Cave 2-3),Bedsa (Cave 15) and
Kondane (Cave 8) the malapas are placed at the end of the cave groups.
Even in the 2nd-3rd century A.D. matapas of both A and B types continued. However, while
there are a few examples of the A type, without verandah, (Junnar-Manmodi 7 of Nahapsna's 46th year
etc.) ma!apas with verandah (Type B) are more in number. Some of them (e.g. Nasik 20) had pillars
too of the type used contemporaneously. I t can also be said generally that the ma/apas and lenas of
2nd and 3rd century A.D. look alike so far as the facade delineation is concerned and thus they follow
the same course of stylistic development. The difference is only in the interior, that the malapas have
only a hall while the le!las have cells too.
Podhir, Kodl~isand Asanapedhikas
All these are small architectural works, usually appearing as minor adjuncts to the monastic complex.
Some of the podhis (water cisterns), kodliis (small niches) and cisanape&ikas (long benches) occur as
part of the caves often, even though there are independent ones too.
As long as the caves were being used by monks as retreats during the rainy season there was little
necessity to store water. Hence it is seen that some of the, cave groups like those at Ajanta, JivadanVirar, Junnar-Tuljalena, Kondane and Bhaja had no cisterns in the very early period. But when the
practice of using the monasteries almost throughout the year started, podhis became essential items in the
monastic complex. Probably to begin with a few monasteries only may have been utilized in such a way,
and the practice of continuous occupation of them appears to have grown gradually; the number and
sizes of the podhis too varied correspondingly. By about the 2nd century A.D. when the monasteries
became regular abodes for monks with provision for food and other necessities too made therein, podhis
increased in number as well as size. It may be noted that while there are only a few podhis in sites like
Bedsa and Bhaja-they are also small in size-the later monastic centres at Junnar (Sivaneri, Ganesh
Pahar) Kanheri and Kuda have a large number of podhis. Some of the Kanheri podhis are very large,
with their capacity ranging from 30 to 300 cubic metres.
Typologically the podIris are of two verieties-pliniya-podhi and sancinapodlii. Saninapodhis, which
are possibly water cisterns meant for bathing as the name indicates, are usually large ponds varying in
length and breadth from 5 to 10 metres and in depth from 1 to 2 metres. One or two clear examples of
this type are to be seen at Kanheri. At Bedsa and Junnar-Sivaneri there are some small ones.'"
The paniyapodhis, meant for storing drinking water, are seen in two types-(1) with simple square
mouth on the flat surface of the rock, and (2) similar ones, but with the mouth made in the floor of a
rectangular recess (podhi-in-recess). Possibly the earliest pdniyapodhis could have been just square or
rectangular depressions made at some place right in the natural course of small streamlets coming down
the hill. There are two examples of this type in Junnar-Manmodi.jL From the palaeographical and
other associated evidences it is seen that some time from the early 2nd century B.C. upto the end of the
1st century A.D., the practice was to make podhis of the first variety, to make a small square mouth a t
ground level and to hew the huge storage space underneath it. Rain water coming down the hills was
led into these through small channels. But subsequently, probably realising that such open mouthed
cisterns present at ground level are somewhat dangerous to men and animals moving around, small
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enclosures in wood may have been set up around. Indications of examples of such work remain
in the mortises seen around some cisterns in the Sivaneri group at J u ~ ~ n a r . ~ :
The po#l~is.in-recesstype is a natural development from the above. This variety appears to begin
i n the early part of the 2nd century A.D. and continues till the end of the period under consideration.
The earliest datable example of this podlii-type is in Nasik cave 3 of the time of Gautamiputra
Satakarni.
Kodhis (niches) are such featureless items that nothing can be said about the typological varieties or
their chronological positions. However, in the Sivaneri, Gnnesh-Pahar and Manmodi groups at Junnar,
and at Mahad, Kanheri e t ~ . , 'niches
~
about 0.6 to 1 metre broad and high and about 30 to 50 centimetres
deep are cut at a height of about 60 to 70 centimetres above the ground level. For what purpose these
were used cannot be guessed at easily. It is not unlikely, as some scholars have suggested, that some of
these are just view-seats meant for the monks to sit there and enjoy the beautiful vista of the natural surrounding~. But, such niches appear sometimes within the caves too. One example in Mahad cave 27 has
a stfipa cut in relief and an inscription describes it as cheitya-kodhi. Many more instances of stripas cut
in niches either small or big (e.g. Mahad 15) may also be cited. It is probable that some of the Kodhis
a t least, though now empty, may have had housed some objects of worship.54
The ~sanapedhikas(sitting benches) are also of the nature of amenities provided for the monks to
sit and relax. Quite consistently with the idea of comfort that is associated with them they belong to
that stage in the history of Buddhist monasticism in which easy ways of life had come into existence in
the monasteries. Such seats are known from Junnar and Kanheri only and they are in or near /enas of
the 3rd century A.D. The only remarkable thing about them is that they are made in such places from
which a beautiful view of nature around could be enjoyed.
TRANSITION FROM THE HINAYANA TO THE

MAHAYANA ARCHITECTURAL FORMS

As a by product of our analysis of the monuments of the so called 'Hinayina' stage covered in the
above pages, some new light is also thrown on the emergence of the Mahiyina architectural tradition.
We have narrated already the various epigraphical and other evidences establishing that the MahHysna
~eligiousideas had begun to spread in Western India right within the pcriod of our study (p. 37). While
Mahiyinism had made its impact in the neighbouring territories in AndhradeSa. and northern India from
.about the 2nd century A.D. at least, there is no reason to think that Western India remained isolated
.from its influence at this time.
Mahiyinism is after all the result of certain ideological c h a n y s brought in within the fold of
Suddism and its growth is of course gmdual. I n architecture too such gradual changes are noticeable.
In fact an important difference between the 'Hinlyiina' and 'MahHyiina' rock-cut architectural forms is
in the introduction of a shrine inside the dwelling units of the monks. In the Mahiyina monuments the
.cult object housed in the shrine is the image of Buddha in human form. The idea of placing a cult
.object, though not tlie Buddha image, within the dwelling units is not alien to the early HinayHna
:tradition. Stlipas cut in niches in the verandah walls are known in such an carly monument as cave 2 at
Kondane datable to the early part of 2nd century B.C. There are evidences for similar practices in
many le!itrs of 2nd and 3rd centuries A.D. as in Junnar-Sivaneri 19, 33, Mahad 27, etc. The practice,
however, may not have been widespread. The idea of in~ertinga 'shrine' itself prominently within a
dwelling unit is seen in the beginning of the 2nd century A.D. Lenus 3 and 10 at Nasik, made during
%he times of Gautamiputra Sltakarni and Nahapiina have relief sflipus cut at the centre of the back wall
o f the hall right opposite the main doorway. Nasik ? is of much interest due to the fact that the central
doorway in the front wall is beautifully decorated with elaborate sculptural work, befitting the impor.tame of the holy object to which it leads. Nasik 17, which too belongs to the same date, is a le!la, but
the inscription there specifically informs that a chetiyaghara was also intended to be made within that
(the cave, however, is unfinished). It is very well in continuation of this tradition that the lena-chefi~aghara types appeared (Kuda 1 and 6, Mahad 8 and Shelarwadi 8). In all these monuments, however,
the enshrined cult object is the stilpa. When cxactly the Buddha figures began t o appear in Western
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India is an important matter to be probed into in this context. Though this falls outside the purview
of the present study, a few points may be mentioned. It lias been stated already that the Buddha
image cut on the base of the lion pillar in the southern side of the front court of choiryo hall 3 at
Kanheri is possibly an image datable to the 3rd century A.D. It is not unlikely that Buddha images may
have begun to be made from that time at least." There are indications that some of the earliest images
may have been in stucco. In some Ifnos of late 3rd century A.D. like 50, 74, 79 at Kanheri, rectangular
niches with arched top have been cut in the back wall of the hall just opposite the central doorway.
They are empty niches now, but in caves like Kanheri 31 and Karle 4 of slightly later date Buddha
images have been cut in similar niches in a sirr~ilar position. Karle 4 and Kanheri 31 are of further
interest showing the gradual transition from the Hinaylna to the Mahiyina architectural forms. In
these, and in many others too, the continuation of the architectural elements current in the late 3rd
century Ienas can be seen, though they contain Buddha images. In Karle 4 (PL. 218) there is the use of
the pillar of the pot-capital variety which resembles very much the pillar seen in the cave at Anlbivale.
The backed bench too is present here and that is again ,decorated with studs in the fashion of the
'Hinayina' monuments at Kanheri. The distinctly new element here is in the treatment of the basement
where horizontal cornices have beeu made. Kanheri 31 (PL. 219), which contains the Buddha image in
a niche in the back wall, has a pillar type in front having a design (PL. 220) which appears to have been
derived from the hour-glass decoration that was in vogue in the Hinayana lenas at Kanheri, etc. Further
the candraiilci in front shows that it is distinctly of a form representing a slightly evolved type from the
carldraflias found in many caves at Kanheri.
We feel that these items reveal that the Mahiyina architectural tradition is just in continuation of a
natural process of architectural development that was all along there in the Hinaylna phase. There
appears not to be auy stylistic or chronological gap between the Hinayina and Mahiyina tradition^.^

REFERENCES AND NOTES

1. Cf. Chapter I.
2. Cf. Chapter 11. It has been well-raognised that most of the centres, being monastic establishments, are usually made at
such places not too near nor too distant from the towns. They are at such a distance as t o dissuade the town folk from
frequenting the monasteries often, but at not too great a distance t o dissuade the monks from going for daily begging.
The monast~cestablishments are also located in selected places havine a serene and pictursque view around.
3. It is not unlikely that Buddhism may have begun t o spread in Deccan at a slightly earlier period than the time of Moka.
There is some hint towards such a possibility in the legendary account of Punaka who is depcribed as responsible t o bring
Buddha himself to Sopara and establish Buddhist temples there. It is further noteworthy that while M o k a favoured
the Vaibhajyarddins or the Tlwraradn school. Deccan was a stronghold of the Mahamighikas, which in the Buddhist
council convened by Asoka was discredited as a schismatic sect. (See P. 33 and note 152 of Cnapt. 111).
4. The possibiiity of some of the centres being of Jaina affiliation has been discussed in note 148 of Chapt. 111.
5 . See p. 35.230 etc.
6. It has been shown in various ins!anceg that the area available in the chetiyagharu for the congregation of worshippers
was sufficiently larger than that ne-ded by the number of monks living in the concerned monasterits e.g. pp. 105, 128.
7. Other factors like the spread of newer ideas due t o economic and political contacts with various culturally progrnsivc
regions (e.8. Mathura. Amaravati) and due t o persons hailing from distant regions (e.g. Saka, Yavana) have also b s n
touched upon in Chapter 111 p. 31, also see p. 280 and Bedsa note 6.
8. The rock-cut monuments have been classified into six major types viz. Chcliyoghara, Lena, Ma!apa. Podl~i, Xodhi and
~sonnpedhikd.Several sub-varieties of these are mentioned on p. 68.71. The architectural members and motifs subjected t o
typological analysis are slipas (p. 72). pillars (p. 78). roof-types (p. SO), screen walls and verandah (p. 83). door frames
(p. 83). windows (p. 83), benches (p. 85). chalrya arches (p. 86), vedikri (p. 89). brackets, (p. 89). s t c p d merlon
(p. 90). hourglass (p. 90), studs (p. 90) and chanrlrJili (p. 91).
9. The important results of various approaches have bren displayed su;:intly a3 rollowi. Satavahana chronology in Table 2
on p. 23, palaeopraphical evolution in Chart 11. Inscription series in epochal sequence Chart 111. For typological
classification of architectural elements see note 8.
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10. These cover most of the major ones pertaining t o this period. Karad and Nadsur are the only notable exceptions. The
others left out are very minor sites.
11. However, there is evidence t o show that the monastic establishments continued t o be occupied, though patronage
was not forth coming any m j r e for the creation of more monuments. At Bhaja and Pitalkhora some minor monumeuts
were made in a slightly later period. But these are such peony creations as uncomparable in any way t o the magnificent
monuments that were produced in the early period.
12. Could this be due t o sudden political change, and consequent cessation of commercial activities o r diversion of the same
to some other region by which the old towns along the ancient trade routes had t o witness economic depression ?
13. Both Kanheri and N a s ~ khad n o architectural creations of considerable size and beauty so far as the period before the
Christian era is concerned. Junnar, however, was an important centre. But here too that early venue of activity viz.
Tuljale"a lost its importance. Substantial creations continued. however, on the Maomodi hill. Ganesh Pahar and
Sivaneri rose t o prominence slightly later.
14. The time span of architectural activity in individ~lalsites can be made out from Chart V.
15. Further subclassification within these are also noticeble. See p. 68 ff for a datailed discussion.
16. The contention that this could have been the first experiment t o make the harmikl also in stone is indicated by the
fact that here the Irarmikd is made of a separate stone and set in position on the head of the dome-as it would have
been done had the hartnikd been in wood.
17. Like those unearthed at Sravasti, Kausamsi, etc. Incidentally this element further gives a n indication that the form of
the c1iair)o arch is nothing but a transverse sectional view of elliptical structures with vault roof. See p. 101.
18. Bhaja has a decorated facade, but we have shown elsewhere that that decoration is a work wrought a little later than the
making of the cave proper (p. 101). Ajanta 10 and Tuljalena 3 had simple dressed rectangular surfaces only in front.
19. Much of it is now ruined, but traces remain (see. pl. XLVlII B in Ancient India No. 15)
20. Another item which may have facilitated this new venture is the comparative softness of the rockformation there; it
was easy t o cut and shape and, in a way, wood workers themselves could have achieved this as though they are working
o n wood.
21. See Chapt. VI For a detailed discussion of this aspect.
22. Of course. this is a natural step in the process. The rock-cut architectural tradition itself had begun by emulating
wooden architectural forms in stone; while the general forms were adopted in the beginning allowing free use of wood
for the minor parts, now even these began t o be cut in stone.
23. Such a decoration may have been in wood o r paint in other Chefiyagharas. But it is fashioned in stone itself here.
24. Nasik 18 is unique in one respect that this happens t o be the only chaitya hall where the pot-and-animal pillar varietj is
introduced in the f ~ c a d edecoration.
The interior and lower part of Nasik 18 belong to later stage of work there.
25. Whethcr such a development was already there in structural architecture cannot be ascertained at present.
26. This, we may recall, is a more sophisticated expression of the decoration that was attempted earlier on the facade of the
Nasik cheri~.aghara.
27. Such a solution was very much necessary at Karle as here the monument faces west. Probably the first experiment in
this direction was made in Kanheri Chairyo ha11 3 (1st stage o r work) but this cheriyagl~aro was left incomple~e for
some more time t o come by.
28. This is an unfinished eherijaghora.
29. This cheriyaghora too is unfinished.
30. So Fdr as the Hina~iinaperiod is concerned there is n o chetiyoghora of the vault roofed type which can be placed t o a
later date than this. However, some late revivals are seen in the chairya halls 16 and 29 at Ajanla and the ViSvakarma
cave at Ellora which are datable to nearly four centuries after the date of this cave.
31. The umbrella of course is an essential part of the srdpa. Formerly they were made of wood. The Karle and Bedsa
chailj'a halls have clear indications in the surviving wooden umbrella or staff. Many others have a hole on the top !o
which the stave of the umbrella was introduced. Many decorative stlipas of the earlier pcriod also testify to the fact
that even the early sfripas had umbrellas. Probably the earliest example in which that too is cut in stone itself is in the
small lo\\' circular chailya cave 4 at Kanheri. But the cutting of the umbrella in stone in the stripas inside larger chait~,a
halls became an established practice from the time when the flat roofed chairya hall became thc standard variety.
32. The inscription in Mahad 8 specifically names that monument as lena-cum-Chetiyaghara.
33. For the beginnings of the idea of introducing the object of worship within the dwelling units see p. 324 The position of
caves with minor or aberrant variations, like Pitalkhora 10, 12, 13, 14. Kanheri 36, etc., have been mentioned in the
respective sections.
34. Nanaghat alone appears t o be an exception.
35. See note 152 to chapter 111.
36. St~listically the addition of a verandah in front of the cell is the next step. As far as the single cell variety with
verandah is concerned, certain palaeographical and other indications show that this type appears to commence only in
about the 1st century A.D. N o clear evidence ror the existence o l such a lega could be obtained for the earlier period. But
W z feel that too much importance need not be attached to the absence of evidence, as there are umpteen examples with
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simple open verandahs with little architectural fcaturrs or other chronological indicators, and these may have been made
a1 any time.
37. At Pitalkhora also, in cave 4, such a beginning o l decorati~igthe facade appears to have been made almost contemporaneously with these. But that monument had lo wait for a few more decades t o be completed.
38. Another monument with a similar new experiment is le~ra11 at Bedsa. But this is of a slightly later date. C. 80 B.C.
39. The use of pot-and-animal capital variety of pillars in the chai~yaIlalls has been noted already (p. 78, 109, 193,222,271).
40. The pillars are completely ruined. but the remants of base and capital survive.
41. But t h ~ nsquarc pilasters with crude attempts t o chamfer the arries in the middle are t o be seen on the walls. Probably
this situation is indicative of the transitional slape between the use o l pillars of Type C (square) and Type D (pot-andanimal capital).
42. This does not mean that all these sites were completely deserted. In the groups of srupas in Bhaja 19 and Pitalkhora
10, there is evidence of some o l them being made in much later period. A water cistern (14) in the Bhaja complex is
datable t o the later part of the 2nd century A.D.
43. Even though these too would not land themselves to carry appreciation in the dimly lit interior, possibly intelligent use
olcolour schemes, may have brought in the dcsired effect.
44. The reason for such a situation is difficult t o make out. Could this be due t o the power struggle that was going on
between the Sltavlhanas on the one hand and Sakas or Kuglnan on the other7 Thin could have brought in a bad
effect on the economy of the region too. Such a polsibility is indicated by the Periplu~ wherein ig a mention of the
Greek ships sailing for the port o f Kalyln being diverted t o Barygaza when the Konkan region came under the mntrol
of one Sandanes (Nilakanta Sastri. p. 309, erc.).
45 . Nasik 3 alone is an exception t o this. Dwarf Yaksas have been cawed here instead of vertical studs.
46. There are some rare exceptions, in which the pot capital continues, as in the Ambivale lono.
47. There are many other features too which show a gradual transition from the H i n i y i n s t o the M a h a y h a architectural
forms (p. 324).
48. Basing o n the evidence from inscriptions in Kanheri cave 2 b we have shown that it was an almonry. Similarly lunnarGanesh Pahar 21-23 could have been used as a refectory.
49. Like the modem choultries in centres of pilgrimage ;
50. An inscription from KuQa relers to a sananpo&;, but it is unfinished. A peculiar podhi (5) reached through an
underground passage is seen at Shelarwadi.
51. Exc. 10-12. Whether thebe examples themselves are the earliest in date or otherwise cannot be made out. (See also
p. 144).
52. Exc. 26c.
53. There are one or two examples at Bhaja and Bedsa also.
54. Like slripa, clraitya-vrik~aor Buddha-pado made of stucco o r painted.
55. We feel that there is need for a fresh study of the MahHylna Buddhist sculptures in rock-cut caves of Western India,
from the point of view of style and chronology.
56. The evidences that have been presented here (also see p. 221) though few, call for a detailed study of chronology and
development of rock-cut architecture o f the MahPyiina period. While the Mahlyina monuments a t Ajanta and Ellora
are certainly of a far developed variety compared t o the Hinayina monumentscovered in the present work. there
appears to be examples linking the two series. We feel that Kanheri, particularly has several examples styltikcavy
falling in-between. Several other items [hat have been postulated from the present study have been indicated
elsewhere : e.g. caves made for monastic purposes, (pp. 144-145, 237 and 256-257) : some cavm being of Jaina
affiliation. (pp. 159.42 (note 148) ); sectarian differences in architecture. (pp. 35. 230); Kanheri and Junnar-Ganesh
Pahar groups as educational institutions. (pp. 174. 220); Bhaja. Kanheri and Piralkhora as pontifical seats. (pp. 130.226.
231. 293); etc.

Appendix

List of Brahmi Inscriptions from the Rock-cut monuments
of Western India
This list is intended to include all the lcnown inscriptions associated with the rock-cut monuments of
the region and belonging to the period under present study (c. 250 B.C.-A.D. 300).
The texts of the inscriptions are based mostly on previous publications. Twenty-two inscriptions
which were known but unread and two newly discovered ones have also been copied from the originals
and transcribed. Corrections have been inserted in the texts of a few inscriptions after verification with
the originals on stone.
The inscriptions have been numbered in separate series for each site. The sites are arranged in
alphabetical order.

AJANTA
1. CAVE 10, on the right foot of the barge board of the arch.
Reads : Vdsi(hiputasa Kalahddino gharamukka d i n i m
LL 1 197; BCT p. 116.
2. In the same cave, on the wall of the left aisle, towards front.
Reads : Kanhakasa Bdhadasa dina[m*] bhiti
Ghosh, 1968, p. 241; Dhavalikar, 1968, p. 147.
3. In the same cave, in the left aisle, painted on the 3rd rafter between the facade arch and the Rrst rib.
Reads : Dhurnadevasa[nia] ..nasa pasidi d[d]nampa, 'aj'ifasa
Ghosh, 1968, p. 241; Dhavalikar, 1968, p. 147.
4. In the same cave, on the left wall, painted over the old paintings opposite the 3rd column.
....fa yati patisa j-asa.....
Reads : ...Bhagavasa . Yati Pu~-adc[ra].
(Very much damaged)
Burgess and Indraji, 1881. p. 84.
5. CAVE 12, on the side of the door way of the cell at the right end of the back wall.
Reads : Thdnako dej~adhamamGhandmadadasa vanijasa sauvarako sa upd[satho]
LL 1198; BCT p. 116.
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AMBIVALE
1. In the Iena, on one of the pillars of the verandah.
Reads : Ghanaprarnilha Chapakapramrirha
LL 1069; Dikshit, 1946, p. 72.
2. In the same cave, on the same pillar.
Probable reading : Chetya~jenapa? ra? v a kahi(pana ?)
LL 1069; Dikshit, 1946, p. 72.
3. In the same cave, on another pillar.
Reads : Jil,as'ira.
LL 1070; Dikshit, 1946, p. 72.
4. In the same cave, on another pillar.
Reads . Puiyaii~~a
Dikshit, 1946, p. 72.
5. In the same cave, on another pillar.
Reads : Gri(rri?)qSilaa
Dikshit, 1946, p. 72.

BEDSA
1. CAVE 3, on the wall behind the stiipa.
Reads : ...ya Gobhtirinam iranakdna pedapdtikinam
Mdrakudivdsini thupo. ...imte~~dsinri
bhards+harnitena kirita
LL 1110; BCT p. 89.
2. CAVE 5, over the cistern.
Reads : Mahdbhoya bcilikiya ma [hd*]deviyo rnahdralhiniya
S ~ a ~ i n i k d [de]yadharna
ya
Apadevanakasa 6itiyikriJ.a
LL 1111; BCT p. 90.
3. CAVE 7, over the door of the cell at the right end of the verandah of the chaitya hall.
Reads : Ndsikato Knadasa selhisa purasa Pusa!lakasa danam
LL 1109; BCT p. 89.

BHAJA
I. CAVE 6, on the door of one of the back cells.
2.

3.

4.

5.

Reads : Bidlzajd hdlikajayriji ddnam
LL 1084; BCT p. 83.
CAVE 12, chaitya hall, on one of the wooden ribs in the ceiling.
Reads : Dharnabhigasa pasddo
Deshpande, 1959.
In the same cave, on another wooden rib.
Reads : Sri Dlrarasl[na]
Deshpande, 1959.
Same cave, above the Yaksi image on the facade.
Reads : Veda
Deshpande, 1959.
CAVE 18, over a cell door in the right side.
Reads : Nidasa~~asa
Ndyasa Bhdgararasa gibho ddnam
LL 1078; BCT 82.
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6. CAVE 19, cistern, on the back wall of the recess.
Reads : Mahdrathisa Kosrkiputasa Vinhudatasa deyadhat~iapodhi
LL 1079; BCT 83.
7. CAVE 20, stripa group, on the base of the 6th srlipa.
Reads : Therrinatii bhuj.amtu Samghadindnam.
LL 1082; BCT 82.
8. In the same cave, on the base of the 7th stfipa.
Reads : Therrinam bliaj~amtaAmpikinakinam tliupo
LL 1081; BCT p. 82.
9. In the same cave, on the dome of the 8th stripa.
Seems to read : Tlicri!iarir bliariamta Dhan~agirinrimtliripa
LL 1080; BCT p. 83.
10. In the same cave, on the capital of the 13th stripa.
Reads : Tliirdnam bhoyamta
(Incomplete)
LL 1083; BCT p. 83;
11. In the same cave, on the 9th stipa.
Seems to read : Pacha.nal*asi b l i u ~ asatinam thripa
ARIE 1969-70, NO. C 2875.
12. In the same cave, on the 1lth stlipa.
Reads : 'Thardnam [bka.~amto].
..ri[nd]m thcpa'
ARIE 1969-70, NO. C 2876.

JUNNAR-MANMODI
1 . CAVE 2, on the right wall outside the verandah.
Reads : Sidliam updsakasa negania(sa) Satarnala-prrtasa...
...p 1/10 I,'irubht~ri(na)

LL 1 172; BCT p. 98.
2. CAVE 5, cistern, on the back wall of the recess.
Si~~abhrititio
dryadhatno podhi
Reads : Si~~asatna-ptitasa
LL 1173; BCT p. 98.
3. CAVE 7, on the right wall.
Reads : [Rafio] M i h a k l i u t a p a ~ asinli-Nohapinoso [d]mdtyasu Vaclichasagdtasa A,vulnasa [delyadhar~iacha
[poldlii ma?upo rho puiiatha)w ~'ase46 kuto

LL 1 174; BCT p. 103.
4. CAVE 21, outside the hall.
Appears to record the donation of a five-celled cave.
(Much damaged)
LL 1 157; BCT p. 98.
5. CAVE 26, unfinished chuitya hall, on a quadrantal moulding over the door.
Records several land grants made by the members of the su~lannakrirascni to the monastic community living in GidhavihHra.
(Text is available only in B.G. This too requires revision)
BG-Poona (1885); p. 184, No. 8
6. In the same cave, on the back of the recess to the right of the window.
Records some land grants
t Fragmentary)
LL 1167; BCT p. 17.
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7. In the same cave, to the left of the above.
Records some land grants in the village Valihaka and Seiiraka.
(Incomplete)
LL 1166; BCT p. 97.
8. In the same cave, along the right side of the front arch.
Records some grants by the guild of bamboo-workers and braziers.
(Incomplete'l
LL 1165; BCT p. 97.
9. In the same cave, on the left side of the front arch.
Reads : Konrjchike seniya rc~~asako
dduthuma Sako /I
Vadri/ikiij)amKarajamula nir3ata!lrjnivisa /I
Ka~apritakeradatnule n i ~ ~ u f a n i[nalva
ni

LL 1162; BCT p. 96.
10. In the same cave, in the same place.
Reads : Mahdvcje g r i m Jrilabhati udesena ni~~atanirri
janueiso Sidhagwe Aparijitesu satin; selaso
Mdnaniukadasa purato talakarcidake nivatancini tini
nagarasa......ka ......sela udesena nirafayini ve

//

LL 1163; BCT p. 96.
11. In the same cave, in the same place.
Reads : h i k r i b h a t i ni~lataniinidve Vikata Vachedukasa esa
LL 1164; BCT p. 97.
12. In the same cave, on the left end of the back wall of the verandah.
panarasa 15 Palapasa deyadhan~aApajitesu gone payogo
Reads : Game Pu~vinadesu ni~~alanrini
ka(ii)hripanarirj(niria)

LL 1 158; BCT p. 96.
13. In the same cave, on the octagonal faces of the pillars in front.
(Appears to be fragmentary and nothing could be made out of this. Burgess says that they arein some unknown language. Now the writing is completely covered by plaster).
LL 1159; 1160, 1161; BCT p. 96.
14. CAVE 27, on the back wall of the verandah.
Reads : Bhdrukachhakrinaril Lamkudiycinain bhiitlinam Asasan~asa putrjw Btrdhaniitasa Budharakhitosa cha bigahham dcyadhammam

LL 1169; BCT p. 96.
15. CAVE 28, on the back wall of the verandah.
Reads : Sa~ifi-gahapatipufasa gahapatisa Si~!adiisasabitijjikrjya cha sahci paritvri...
LL 1170; BCT p. 95.
16. CAVE 29, on the left wall in the verandah.
Reads : Ganicha'riyiinaril rherrjna bhayari~raSulascinam terijcinam amtercisinarn thlrrSna bhayamra

..

Chetiyasc7tiarir fevQrinanr Namdanakanaraka. ...am Kothalikij~rinarir...cha gohapar;. .natuno
Nadanaka ajasa sapari~,iirisadeyadhama

(Improved text)
LL 1171; BCT p. 95.
17. 111 Excavation 19a, on the recess of a cistern.
Reads : Kurniyri duhituya SulosQ*a deyadhamn~apodhi
(Text not published)
IAR 1962-63.
18. On the recess of cistern 39r.
Reads : K ~ i r l ~ i j Srilosd-ri~rituj-a
.a
yodhi deyadhun~u.
(Newly discovered. Unpublished.)
19. CAVE 40, The Large chaitya hall, on the central semi-circle over the front arch.
Reads : 'Yarar~asaChamdrinam deyadhama gabhadci(ra)'
LL 1156; BCT p. 95.
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20. CAVE 5, over the left window outside.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

Reads : Dhawifiikase!ii;rasatagabham podhi clia deyadharnam
LL l l 80; BCT p. 94.
CAVE 6, chaitya hall, on the back wall of the verandah.
Reads : Kaliafiasa hera!iika-prrta~aSulasadatasa ekapurisasa chetiyagharo niyuto deyadhama
LL 1179; BCT p. 94.
CAVE 14, choitya hall, on the back wall of the verandah.
Reads : Kapila-updsakasa natuno Tipaso updsakasa putasa xnadasa deyadhawinlah chetiyaghahro
riiyuto
LL 1178: BCT p. 94.
CAVE 20a, cistern, on the back wall of the recess.
Reads : Kaliaiiakasa Kulira-putasa su~~anakrirasa
Saghakasa po#lii deyadl~a~iimawi
LL 1177; BCT p. 94.
CAVE 20c, cistern, on the back wall of the recess.
Reads : Isi~nulasamitlobhaya Nadahilikdya Nidika Torikasa Lachhi!~ika(kri)yadeyadhama podhi
(Improved Text)
LL 1176; BCT p. 95.
CAVE 26, on the wall to the right of the left bench in the verandah.
Reads : Sdniart~pdsakasaputasa Sivablilitisa deyadliama lenam Kapichite sarnghasa niyrrrawi ka(?)
LL 1175; BCT p. 95.

JUNNAR-SIVANERI
26. CAVE 4, on the left wall of the verandah.
Appears to record the donation of a cistern and something else.
(Fragmentary)
LL 1150; BCT p. 92.
27. CAVE IS, on the right front corner of the verandah, before the stairs leading to the upper hall.
Malasa Golikiyasa ~ ~ r a d a be!iaja!rina
sa
deyadliurria upa(lifi!ia
Reads : Mudl~akij~asa
LL 1151; BCT p. 92.
28. CAVE 33, on the left of the cell door.
Records the donation of the cave and a cistern by one Giribhfiti of the Apaguriyas. For these
and the nunnery of the Dharnrnuttariyas in the town, a perpetual endowment of some karsdpanas
was made.
L L 1152; BCT p. 93.
29. CAVE 43, in the verandah.
Reads : Virasenaka(sa) gahapati pamughasu dhatizmanigamasa deyadhan'inla~i~chetiyagharo niyufo
sa~~alokaliitasukhtjyo
LL 1153; BCT p. 93.
30. EXC. 46, cistern, on the back wall of the recess.
Reads : Yavanasa lrilasa Gatfia deyadltania be podhiyo
LL 1154; BCT p. 93.
31. CAVE 48, cistern, on the back wall of the recess.
Reads : Apaguriydna Savagiriydsa-prrtasa patibadhakasa Giribhtifisa [saha]bhayriya Sivaprilanikriyo
deyadhama podhi Iena cha etasa akliayani~~i
......
(Not legible con~pletely)
LL 1155: BCT p. 93.
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32. CAVE 59, in a slightly sunk panel on the back wall of the open verandah.
Reads : Ugdlra rrpdsakasa putasa Isipdlitasa Sapa (pu)takasa ddnam
LL 1181; BCT p. 94.
33. CAVE 64, on the left wall.
Reads : YalmanasaClrilasa Garrinam bhojanamalapo deyadhama saghe
LL 1182: BCT p. 94.
34. CAVE 66, over the door way.
Reads : Ugdha-putasa Isipdlirasa saparivdrasu chetiyaglraro ddnatir
LL 1 183; BCT p. 94.

KANHERI
1. CAVE 2f, on the back wall of the hall to the left.
Reads : Nrisikrisa Nrikanakasa sata deyadlrama
LL 985; ECT p. 75.
2. In the same cave on the back wall of the hall to the right.
Reads : Kaliyana suvanako(kd)rasa Sdmidarasa saha sagha(e)na Pani(ya)ka deyadl~atiima.
LL 986; BCT p. 75.
3. In front of the same cave, on a large open cistern.
Reads : Kaliyaliasa negalnasa c l ~ i t a..kiyasa [putasa] Vasuyatasa podhi de.vadha[n~a]'
(Newly discovered; unpublished)
4. CAVE 3, big chaitya I~all,on the right jamb of entrance to verandah.
Appears to record that in the reign of Gautamiputra (hi-Yajfia) Sitakarni, two Khatiya brothers
Gajase~ia and Gajamita erected the chaitya hall in honour of their deceased parents and for the
accrual of merit to the various members of their family (mentioned by relation), and the theras
Achala, Gahala, Dhamapala and others (named) completed this. The work was executed by
bhadata Bodhika, with the help of stone cutters, polisher (khadaraki) and other craftsmen.
(Partially damaged)
LL 987; ECT p. 75.
5. In the same cave, on the left jamb of the entrance to the verandah.
The inscription is very much damaged and its contents cannot be made out easily. But it appears
to record the making of some additions to the chaitya hall at Kanheri, grant of akhayaniri, and
some gifts bestowed by the donor at Supiraka, Kaliyana and Paithana.
LL 988; ECT p. 76.
6. CAVE 4, on the lrarmikd of the stlipa.
Reads : Siddl~ati~
heranikasa Dhamnakasa bhayda Si~~apdlitanikriyo
deyadhatixma therdna bha~.ala
Dhatiit~~aprildrrom
rhuba

LL 993; ECT p. 78.
7. CAVE 5, on the back wall of the recess over the cistern.
Reads : Vasi~flriputrasya Sri Pu[lutndr]isya Sdra[karneh] t?~ahridPvyd/~Kdrddarnaka I dja~famiu
pra[bha]v [d]ya [ M a ] Adk~atrapa[rdjap]urry [dl ............Sya
Sardrukasya pdniyahhdjanali deyadlrartn[m]a.

.........~ [ i S~~asyasya
]
atr~dt)~a-

(Text verified with the original inscription and slightly improved)
LL 994; ECT p. 78.
8. CAVE 6, on the back wall of the recess over the twin cisterns.
Reads : Sopdragi negamasa San~ikrrpdsakasapodhi dej'adhatna
LL 995; ECT p. 78.
9. In the same place, another inscription.
Reads : Clrern~rlakasaheranikasa Rolrinin~itasaptrrasa Sulasodatasa podhi de~adharirttra
LL 996; ECT p. 78.
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10. Excavation 7x, on the back rest of rock-cut bench.
Probably records the donation of the bench. (Unpublished. Very much damaged)
LL 1030 ?
11. By the side of the stone path leading upwards from 7x.
Reads : Chei~iulikasaheranikasa [Se!hini]ntitasaprrtasa Dhamanukasa patho de).adhan~a
(Unpublished)
LL 1033.
12. CAVE 16, on the left wall of the verandah.
Reads : Sidham updsaka.. niita putasa negarirasa Mudapri/asa Sliprirakasa saha.. ......soha bdlakehi
dej-adhurllakheta akhayaniili

(Unpublished)
LL 1027.
13. By the side of the path between caves I8 aud 19.
Much damaged
(Unpublished)
LL 1034 ?
14. CAVE 21, on the left hand side wall outside the verandah.
Records that in the 16th ycar of the king Sri Yajiia Sitakami, one Aparenu of Kaliyana donated
this cave to the samgha of the four quarters.
LL 1024; ECT p. 79.
15. CAVE 22, on the right wall outside the verandah.
Appears to record the making of this cave and a cistern by a nun.
(Damaged. Unpublished)
LL 1025.
16. CAVE 32, on the wall above the left cistern.
Records that a person from Kaliyana and belonging to the nega~nadonated the cave, cisterns, a
sitting bench and a seat. He made a permanent investment of money also for disbursing shoes
and cloth to the monk residing here in the rainy season. Some grants made to a iihdra in
Kalyiina by the same person have also been mentioned further.
(Slightly damaged)
LL 998; BCT p. 80.
17. Between caves 34 and 35, on a rock by the side of a flight of steps.
Reads : Kalij.a[!ia]to Nadasa Kanidrasa patho de~*adl~ama
LL 1032; ECT p. 86.
18. CAVE 39, on the left hand side wall of the porch.
Records the donation of the cave and a permanent monetary investment for distribution of
robes, by Anada a pavdjita.
LL 999; ECT p. 81.
19. CAVE 49, on the left wall of the front open court.
(Unpublished. Much damaged)
20. CAVE 50, on the left wall of the front open court.
Records the donation of a cave and a cistern tho the Bhadrriyaniyas. Further it mentions the
various relatives of the donor for whom the merit thus gained has to go.
(Slightly damaged)
LL 1018; ECT p. 85.
21. CAVE 54, on the left wall of the front open court.
Records that a nun Ponakilsani disciple of thera Ghosina associated herself with her sister to
institute a permanent endowment for offering sixteen robes to the monks during the rainy season.
The donation is said to have been made for the accrual of merit to their parents.
LL 1006; ECT p. 83.
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22. CAVE 59, on the front right wall below the cave.
Records that one Kanha of Kalyina made the cave, the cistern and a niche. He created a permanent endowment to arrange for the distribution of robes to the monks.
LL 1007; ECT, p. 83.
23. CAVE 63, on the right wall of the court.
Appears to mention the donation of the cave by an updsaka.
(Unpublished. Faintly written and much damaged)
LL 1008.
24. CAVE 61. front court.
Appears to mention the donation of the lena.
(Unpublished. Much eiTaced)
LL 1017.
25. CAVE 64, in the front court.
Mentions that a female disciple made the cave and a water cistern for the benefit of the ehirudisobikhusagha.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

(Unpublished. Damaged)
LL 1019.
CAVE 65, on the right wall outside the verandah.
Records that a nun from Dhenukikata, associating herself with her sister and other relations
and connections, donated a lc!ia and a cistern. Akhayanivi was also created. so that (from the
interest accruing from it) robes be distributed to the monks. [Dikshit (1942 b) informs that there
is mention of Aparaseliya sect in this inscription].
LL 1020; ECT p. 85.
Cave 66, on the right side wall outside the verandah.
Records that Nigamulanilcii daughter of the great king and daughter of the Mahibhoji, wife of
Mahirafhi, mother of Khandanigasitaka and sister of Mahabhoja Ahija (?) Dhenasena excavated a cave, as a gift to the ascetics .........for the benefit of her parents.
LL 1021; ECT p. 86.
CAVE 73, on the inner wall of the verandah.
Records that Isipila of the negania of Kalyina made the cave and the cistern for the accrual of
merit to his parents. He instituted an akhayanivi for arranging the distribution of twelve robes
and footwear to the monks. It is further stipulated that the amount remaining after meeting
the expenditure for the above be used for repairs to the malapa and pavdda.
LL 1000; ECT p. 8 1.
CAVE 74, outside the verandah, on the right wall.
Records that in the 8th year of the reign of Midhariputa Sakasena a person of the negama of
KalyZna, associated with his relatives (mentioned), donated the cave.
LL 1001 ; ECT p. 79.
In the same cave on the left wall.
Has the same details as the above.
(Damaged)
LL 1002; ECT p. 82.
CAVE 75, outside the verandah, on the right wall.
Records that the wife of a gohapati sefhi Ayala of Kalyina caused the cave. a water cistern and
a bathing cistern and instituted a permanent endowment.
(Unpublished)
LL 1003.
CAVE 80, outside the verandah, on the left wall.
Appears to record the donation of the cistern (and probably lena too) and akhayanivi.
(Unpublished. Damaged)
LL 1009.
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33. CAVE 81, in the front court.
Appears to record the donation of the Iena.
(Unpublished. Damaged)
LL 1010.
34. CAVE 83, above the recess of the cistern in the right wall of the open court.
(Text could not be made out. Damaged)
LL 1022 ?
35. CAVE 86, by the side of a ruined cell.
Reads : [Sidham Sopldrayakasa manikaraso NLigapdlilasa saparivarasa lego deyadhar~ia
LL 1005; ECT p. 82.
36. CAVE 88, above the recess of the cistern on the left wall.
Records the donation of the cave and the cistern by a monk. States that it was done for the
accrual of merit for his parents and the welfare of all the sentient beings.
LL 1016; ECT, p. 84.
37. CAVE 93, in the recess over the tank in the front court.
Reads : Sri~~a!~akdra.
Si~~atanasabdlikd.. .ma...ka pava[itikri] jornatasa. ..cha pdniyapodhi.. .ma...
saka pari~~dra..
.nrayasa...sukhata
(Unpublished. Damaged)
LL 1015.
38. CAVE 98, in the cistern-recess in the front court.
Reads : [Sidham Kali]drrikciJ.a Bhoigiyo pavajitikdyo Ddmi/dj3a 1enar)i [poldhi cha Kanhasele
deyadl~amarn
(Improved reading)
LL 1013; ECT p. 84.
39. In the same cave, on the back wall of the verandah.
Reads : Sidltaril Kaliyiriikiya bhikhuniya Ddmilriya lena deyadharnam podhi cha
LL 1014; ECT p. 84.
40. CAVE 99, on the back wall of the verandah.
Reads : Sidham theritraril bkayata Mitabhfitinam lenam sdgarapalogar~drlari~
deyadltamatn
LL 1012: ECT p. 83.
41. CAVE 101, on the back wall of the veraudah.
Appears to record the donation of the lena, cistern and akhayanivi, by a person from Kalyina.
(Unpublished. Damaged)
LL 1011.
42. On a rock between caves 41 and 42, by the side of the large tank.
parisa sefhisa Pt~nakasatalika deyodhama
Reads :
LL 1031; Ghokhale, 1975, p. 21.

......

KARAD
1. CAVE 47, to the left of the cell in the left side.
Reads : Gopdlapulasa Samgharriitarasa Iena deyodhama
BCT p. 89.

KARLE
1. In the large chaitya hall, in the left end of the verandah.
Reads : Vejayamlito selhind Bl~utapdlenriselagharam parini/hipitam Jambudipawhi Otamatit
LL 1087; Senart 1903, No. 1.
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In the same, on the lion pillar in the front court.
Reads : Mahdralhisa Gotiputasa Agnimltranukasa sihathablio ddnam
LL 1088; Senart 1903, No. 2.
In the same, in the verandah, under the feet of the elephant to the right.
Reads : Therdnarn bhayamra I[m]dadel.asaliarhi chapuvd do hathinam cha uparlma hethinld ,-ha
vepikd cidnam

LL 10119; Senart, 1903, No. 3.
In the same, on the right hand door.
Reads : DhZnukdkald ganidhikasa Sihadatasa dinam gharamugha
LL 1390; Senart, 1903, No. 4.
In the same, on a pillar of the open screen in front of the verandah.
Reads : Gahatasa Mahddevapakasa rndtu Bhdyildyd ddmm
LL 1091; Senart. 1903, No. 5.
In the same, below No. 5.
Reads : Dheriukdkalakena ~,a[dha]kindSdmilena Ve!iu~Gsa-putewgharaso mugharir kutatir dire ...

.

rjitr. .dhuka

(Now this inscription is mostly covered ,by mortar. Only a few letters are visible.)
LL 1092; Senart, 1903, No. 6.
In the same, on the 4th pillar of the left row inside the hall.
Reads : Dhertirkdkd!d Yal~anasaSihadhaydna thambo ddnam
LL 1093; Senart, 1903, No. 7.
In the same, inside, on the 5th pillar of the left row.
Reads : Sopcirakd bhayardria Dhamutariydna sa[ma]nathasa therasa [ A ] tulasa [amlterdsisa
bhdnakasa Nadipatisa Sdrirnitasarsaha

... tiya thabo ddnammu

LL 1094; Senart, 1903, No. 8.
In the same, inside, on the same 5th pillar below No. 8.
Reads : Sopdrakd bhajam rdnah Dharriutariydnam bhdpakasa Sdtimitasa sasariro thabo ddnam
(Improved version of No. 8)
LL 1095; Senart, 1903, No. 9.
In the same, iuside, on the 3rd pillar of the left row.
Reads : Dhenukdka!d Dhammayavanasa
LL 1096; Senart, 1903, No. 10.
In the Same, inside, on the 7th pillar of the left row.
Reads : 'Dhenukdlia!d Usabhadata putasa Miradevanakasa thabo ddnam
LL 1097; Senart, 1903, No. 11.
In the same, on a belt of rail pattern on the inner face of the sill of the great window.
Reads : Asfi~hamitayebhikhuni [ye]...
LL 1098; Senart, 1903, No. 12.
In the same, on the pair of figures in the extreme right of the verandah.
Reads : Bhadasarnasa bhikusa deyadhama mithirna
LL 1101; Senart, 1903, No. 15.
In the same, on another pair of figures on the front screen.
Text same as No. 13.
LL 1102; Senart, 1903, No. 16.
In the same, on the base of the veyika on tbe central door.
Reads : ......scmanciya mdtuya ddnam reyikd
LL 1103; Senart, 1903, No. 17.
In the same, on the base of the vejikri to the left of the central door.
Reads : Kodiya bhikuniya Ghlrnika rndtu veyikd ddno Nadikena Ka[ra]
LL 1 104; Senart, 1903, No. 18.
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17. In the same, to the right of the central door, under the sill of the great window.
Reads : Sidham Rago Khahardrasa Klratapasa Nahapdnasa jlimo(mli)tara Dinika-putena Usabhaddrena
tigi ga(gd)-sata-sahasa-de!ranadiyd Bandsd.vd ~suatra-ra(1i)tha-karena
[del~dria]bra(bri)hnrandria cha solasa gdma-dena Pabhdse puiia-tithe hrdhmandrla a!he((ha) bhiryci pa[dem]
[a]n[tu]visampitu satasdhasi [bho] japayita(td) VaMrakasu Ie!ia-vdsd(si)na pavajitdnam
chitudisasa saghasa yopa!ratha gimo Karajiko dato sa[sd]na [I-a]sasasitdna

LL 1099; Senart, 1903, No. 13.
18. In the same, to the left of the main door, on the front of the sill of the arch.
satanre 7 Gimha-pakhe pacharne 5
Reads : RaEo Vdsi!liiputasa srjnri siri[Pu~un~dyisa]sa~~achhare
divase parhame 1 etdya puvdya Okha!ikiydnam Mahdra!hisa Kosikiputasa Mitadevasa
putella [Ma]hdrafliind Vasilhiputerra Soniadevcna gdmo dato Valurakd samghusa Valiiraka
lertdrla sakarukarosa deyarjieyo

LL 1100; Senart, 1903, No. 14.
19. In the same, just below inscription No. 18.
Appears to record that under the command of the king the minister in charge of Mamala gave
a bikhuhala in the village Karajaka, for the support of the mendicant friars of the school of
Mahssarbghikas who live in ValOraka. Various concessions made in addition to the grant have
also been recorded, as well as the fact that a (copper ?) plate (recording the above details) was
given.
LL. 1105; Senart, 1903, No. 19.
20. In the same, inside, on the 5th pillar of the right row.
Reads : Umihanika!d Yallanasa Vi/asa[ni*]gatdnam ddnam thabo
Vats, 1925-26, No. 1.
21. In the same, inside, on the 8th pillar of the right row.
Reads : Gonekdkasa Dha~nulaupds~kasam
deyadha(rn)rna thanivo
Vats, 1925-26, No. 2.
22. In the same, inside, on the l l t h pillar of the right row.
Reads : Dhenukakald Viniyagimasa rhabo dinarii
Vats, 1925-26, No. 3.
23. In the same, inside, on the 13th pillar of the right row.
Reads : Dkenukdkald Ya[~la]nasaDhamadhaydnam thabo dcirram
Vats, 1925-26, No. 4.
24. In the same, inside, on the 14th pillar of the right row.
Reads : Dhenukdkald Roharnirena Chulapatukasa Agilasa athdya rhabo kdrito
Vats, 1925-26, No. 5.
25. In the same, inside, on the 15th pillar of the right row.
Reads : Dhenukdkaia Chulayakhcin[cim] [Ya]vonasa thabo ddno
Vats, 1925-26, NO. 6.
26. In the same, inside, on the 4th pillar of the left row.
Reads : Dhenukikafd Yavanasa Sihadl~ayuna(ni)rhanibho drINam
(same as No. 7 above)
Vats, 1925-26, No. 7.
27. In the same, inside, on the 6th pillar of the left row.
Reads : Dhenukcikaici Sornilanakasa ditto thabho
Vats, 1925-26, No. 8.
28. In the same, inside, on the 8th pillar of the left row.
Reads : Dhenukdka!ci Gdla-vuniyasa plita'sa Isulakasa[m] rhablto [dcilnarn
Vats, 1925-26, No. 9.
29. In the same, inside, on the 9th pillar of the left row.
Reads : Dlzenukcika!d Yaranasa Yasa~,adhanciria[m]thabho dina[m]
Vats, 1925-26, No. 10.
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30. In the same, inside, on the 10th pillar of the left row.
Reads : [Dhelnukdkald [Ma]ha[ma]tdghariniya
Vats, 1925-26, No. 11.
31. In the same, inside, on the 1Ith pillar of the left row.
Reads : Dhenu[kn*]ka{cigahapatino Asekasa ndtiye Dh&tnad[e] vay8 ddnatil
Vats. 1925-26. No. 12.
32. CAVE 12, over a cistern.
Appears to record the donation of a cave by a nun and a cistern by another nun.
LL 1107; BCT p. 92.
33. CAVE 15, in the east wall.
Records that in the 24th year of the reign of Vasithiputa Siri Pulumlvi, one Harapharana son of
Setapharana, a Sovasaka, living in Abuliml donated a hall to the monks of the Mahasarhghika
school.
LL 1106; BCT p. 113.
34. CAVE 2, on the front wall.
Reads : Sidha pavairasa Budharakhitasa deyadhamam
LL 1108; BCT p. 92.
35. An inscribed piece of stone found near the caves.
Reads : ......khasa Sega putrasa
Vats, 1925-26, No. 13.

KOL
1. CAVE 3 of the southern group.
Reads : Aghdsaksd gdmikiyasa Sivadatasa lena deyadhama
LL 1077; BCT p. 89.
2. CAVE 4 of the same group.
Reads : ...updsakasa duhuruya Dhamasiriya Si~jadatasabitiyakdya Iena deyadhama
LL 1076; BCT p. 59.
3. CAVE 5 of the same group.
Reads : Gahapatiputasa se!hisa Samgharakhirasa deydhamam lena [rir]
LL 1075; BCT p. 59.

KONDANE
1. CAVE 1, chaitya hall, by the side of a sculptured head on the right side in the front of the
chnitya hall.
Reads : Kanhasa amter~dsindBalakena katatn
LL 1071; BCT p. 83.
2. CAVE 2, on lowermost cornice of the overhanging cave.
Appears to read : Sidha(m) Barakasa (Dham)mayakhasa Kamchika-putasa po(thira?)
(The last word may be pavddo).
(Unpublished)
3. In the same cave, on the lowermost cornice of the overhanging projection of the facade decorated
with chairya arches.
Reads : Kamchika-putasa deyadhama
(Unpublished)

KONDIVITE
1. CAVE 9, cheliyaghora, on the perforated window in the screen wall inside.
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Appears to reads: Patlrikdmdye vdtha~~asa
bammanasa Gotamasa-gotasa Pitulasa deyadharna ~pihdro
so bhdtukasa
(Very much mutilated. Text is available in BG only)
LL 1035; BG XI11 (1883), part 111.

KUDA
1. CAVE 1, to the left side of the front door.
Reads : Mahdbhqjiya SaJageriya Vijaydya pulasa Mahdbhojasa Manidai-asa Khamdapdlitasa

2.
3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

-8.

9.

10.

11.

/e&kakasa Sulasadara p~rtasa Utaradatd putasa cha Si~labhritisasaha bhaydjja Namddya
de~~adliammatiz
[lenam]
LL 1037; BCT p. 84.
Cave 3, in the verandah.
Reads : ....bhri~isa....le!iarif
LL 1038: BCT p. 84.
CAVE 5, on the wall to the left of the court.
Reads : ......podhio be 2 deyadliamam
LL 1039; BCT p. 84.
In the iame cave, on the wall to the right of the court.
Reads : Sidllom tliird[!1ari7 bhadamta] S[ilva]da1anaa[tevdsino] pa~'a[<la]ra
sa. go. d . . . ...[da]ina
lenarii ... Sdtin~itaj'd...y a
LL 1040; BCT p. 84.
In the same cave, in the left end of the verandah.
Reads : Siddliarn thirdnotif bhadata Pd(Sd)tiinitdtra bhadarnta xginrita(td)na cha bhdginryiya pdraj'itikij'a Il'rigotiikiya duhulaj'a pdi1ayifikiyaPaduttramnikdya deyadliammarn Ienari7 podhi
clra saha atil>dsitii).aBodhiya saha cha afilqrisiniyaAsdlliarni/d)~a
LL 1041; BCT p. 85.
CAVE 6, on the left wall of the verandah.
Reads : Malrdbhojij,a Sdrjageriya Vqaydja Mahdbhqasa Mamdavasa Khan~daprilitasuUpajilqiriam
Sulasadatasa Utur-atlarcil:acha putdrram bhbrunatn Iekhakd Sivabhutimhd Kaiieihasa Sillsmusa deyariliati~~i~u,ii
Ie!ra[rnl saha bhayciya ri7ijdydya puldnan? cha sa Sulasada/asa
Si~~aprilitcrsa
Sil.udatasa Sapilasa cha seliriipakanian'~duhutrinam sa Sapdya Sivapdlirdya
Sil,ada/&~aSz~lasadatciyaclra thainbhi
LL 1045; BCT p. 85.
CAVE 7, on the left wall of the verandah.
deyadhamnrarir
Reads : Mdnraka19ejlyasa Vejusa Isirakhit=updsakasa putasa vejasa Soinad~~~lasa
lenatk putasa cha sa Ndgasa Isirakhitasa Sivaghosasa cha dul~ur~iyacha so Isipd/itdya
Pusrjya Dlia[ti7]rndyaSapriya cha
LL 1048; BCT p. 86.
L X C . 7 x, on the back of a recess over the cistern.
Reads : Maihdavdnarn Parusa(siJ~~arnasa
pa(pu)fasa kumdrasa Madavasa deyadllama
LL 1049; BCT p. 86.
CAVE 9, on a smooth panel at the right end wall of the verandah.
Reads : Ayitil~ruprisukasa Bamnihanasa bhay&ya Bhayildya Bamrnaniya cheriyagharo deyadhaminatn
LL 1050; BCT p. 86.
CAVE 10, outside, over the window.
Reads : Mdldkrirasa Vadhuka~aputasa nzdldkdrasa Sii~apiritasadejladhamlna Ienam
LL 1051; BCT p. 86.
CAVE 12, on t i e right wall of the verandah.
I... ...
Reads : Mahabhoja-Dd[likdya]......Mariida~~iya
LL 1052; BCT p. 86.
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12. CAVE 12a, on the right wall of the verandah.
Reads : Rfiianiachasa Hdlasa (duhu) tdya Goyammdya (lenam)
LL 1053: BCT p. 87.
13. CAVE 13, on the back wall of the verandah.
Reads : Malidbhoyasa .Sd?ukarasa Sudamsanasa duhufuj3aVijayari~nikayadeyadharirmapj, IeW
LL 1054: BCT p. 87.
14. CAVE 14, on the left and back walls of the verandah.
Reads : Karahdko~lakasaMharci!iiyiyasa Mahih-asa dcyadlianimarn le!~ari~
LL 1055; BCT p. 87.
15. In 14 x, in the recess of the water cistern.
Reads : Gahapatino Vasulasa se!hina sand[na podhi]
LL 1056; BCT p. 87.
16. CAVE 15, on the left and back wall of the verandah.
Reads : MahdbAo.ia Mamrloi'a Kochipute Velidate Ahilasa putasa Adhagachhakasa Rha&tasa
deyadhanio cheriyagl~aroUyarako cha bhayriva Velidatri~adeyadhammam ~ r y a r ~ k ~

LL 1058; BCT p. 87.
17. CAVE 16, on the back wall of the verandah.
Reads : Sidliatn therdna bhayata Vijaydna citirisiniya pasairikriya Sapikiya deyadhatfjmaril l e n h
saha sdlohitd/li Venhuydhi sa[ho] cha dlivdsiniya Bodhiya

18.

19.

20.

2 1.

22.

23.

24.

LL 1060; BCT p. 87.
CAVE 16, on one of the tanks in the open court.
Mentions a female desciple Bodhi.
LL 1059; BCT p. 87.
CAVE 16, on another tank in the open court.
Reads : Mdlakdrasa Mugudri(sasa) deyadhamma podlii
LL 1061; BCT p. 88.
CAVE 17, on the back wall of the chamber to the left of the cell door.
Mentions that the cave is a meritorious gift of Niga the SathavBha.
LL 1062; BCT p. 88.
CAVE 1 8, on the left portion of the front wall.
Reads : Sethino Va~ulanakasadeyadhammariz lena
LL 1063; BCT p. 88.
CAVE 21, on a cistern to the left of the court.
Reads : Selhino Vasulanokasa deyadhamnia podhi
LL 1064; BCT p. 88.
CAVE 23, over the left window of the outer room.
Reads : Sathaldiasa Vehamitasa bitiyikaya Sil~adarciyaPusanaka rndtrrya deyadhan~atnl e m h
LL 1065; BCT p. 88.
CAVE 24, on the back and right wall of the verandah.
Mentions Sathaviha Acha[la]disa and a lady Asslamiti. It appears the latter caused the cave
and a road to be made.
LL 1066; BCT p. 88.

MAHAD
1. CAVE 4, on the right wall of the verandah.
Only a few letters are seen
LL 1074;
2. CAVE 8, on the right wall, at the front end just below the projecting eave.
Reads : Sidham Ku!ndr.asa Kdnabhoasa Vlicnupcili/asa[e]saIrna chetizghara oi~arakdchd arha 8 vi
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[ti*]kamatii niyutatn le!ia [sa] cha ubhato pasesu podhiyo be 2 lenasa aluga!iake patho cha
dato etaso cha kunidrasa dcyadhaniam

LL 1072; BCT p. 83.
3. CAVE 27, on the right wall outside the verandah.
Reads : 'Sidharir gahapatisa sefhisa Saigharakhirasa putasa.. .......Vddasiriya deyadhammam

........

lenarii chetidkodhi pd.. .......chhrtdni ydni Ienasa pefhli gordva.. .......itam.
t i chhetehi
kare tato clielidsa gadha .........ofha 8 bhatakammdnikd afha 8 kodlii prira .........kdranakdrane cha Iegasa sarend k a

.........

LL 1073; BCT p. 88.

NADSUR
1. CAVE 7, on the face of the cell in the north wall.
Reads : Ganakaputeria kata[ka] datena saila... ......

(A slight difference is seen in the reading adopted by Liiders.)
LL 1067; ASWI XII, p. 6.
2. CAVE 8, chairya hall, high up on the south side.
Reads : ......mitasa sagharakhiiasa ......[dilna bhdtuno ihripa [sakkasa ?I sa ......
LL 1068; ASWI XII, p. 6.

1. In the large cave, on the left and back walls.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

The inscription starts with the obeisance to various gods, Indra, Agni, Samkarshana etc. and
mentions prince Kha (Ve) disiri, son of a great king (name lost) and a Mahlrathi the increaser of
fame of the Arbgiyakula. Then follows the description of various meritorious acts like the donations of money, cows, etc. to the brahriianas and the performance of a number of Vedic sacrifices
(named). The exact purpose of the inscription or the fact to whom the glorious epithets apply
cannot be made out from this inscription proper.
LL 11 12: Sircar, 1942, p. 186.
Same cave, on the back wall.
Reads : R i y d Siniuka-Sdtai~dhanosirimlito
LL 1 113; Sircar, 1942, p. 184.
Same cave, on the back wall.
Reads : Devi Nciyanikdya ranlo cha Siri-Sitakariino
LL 1114; Sircar. 1942, p. 185.
Same cave, on the back wall.
Reads : K z m i r o Bhdya ......
LL 1115; Sircar, 1942, p. 185.
Same cave, on the back wall.
Reads : Mahdralki Tranokayiro
LL 11 16; Sircar, 1942, p. 185.
Same cave on the back wall.
Reads : Kumiiro Hakusiri
LL 1117; Sircar, 1942, p. 185.
Same cave, on the back wall.
Reads : Kumdro Scitavdhano
LL 11 18; Sircar, 1942, p. 185.
On a cistern near the large cave.
Reads : Sopdrayakasa Govimdaddsasa deyadhania podhi
LL 1119; ECT p. 64.
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1. CAVE 2, on the remnant of the back wall of the verandah.
Reads : Sidl~araiio C'dsithipufasa Siri Puiumd.yisa saml~achharechhlhe 6 Gima pakhe pachame
5 dirase......

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

LL 1122; Senart, 1905, No. 1.
CAVE 3, on the left end wall of the verandah.
Records that Gautamiputra Sgtakami, on the 1st day of Hemanta in his lath regnal year while
residing at the victorious camp at Benika!a in Govardhana, ordered his minister in (charge of)
Govardhana that 200 nivartanas of land in the village Aparakakhadi which was previously being
enjoyed by Usabhadata be granted to the Tekirasi monks. Certain immunities to be attached to
the grant have also been mentioned.
LL 1125; Senart, 1905, No. 4.
In the same cave, in continuation of No. 2 (from line 6).
Records that in the 24th year of the king Gautamiputra Sitakami, the king's mother informed
the minister in (charge of) Govardhana, as follows : Our earlier grant of the lands in the village
Kakhadi having fallen into disuse, the village having been deserted, a new grant of 100 nivartanas in the jurisdiction of the very city be given instead to the monks living on the Tiranhu hill.
Other concessions to the monks have also been mentioned.
LL 1126; Senart, 1905, No. 5.
In the same, on the back wall, over the left-hand side door and window and just below the ceiling.
This is the famous inscription of Gautami Balairi. Records that in the 19th year of V i ~ i ~ t h i putra Pulumivi, Gautami BalaSri, mother of Gautamiputra Sitakarni, made the donation of the
excellent lena, on the Tiranhu hill, of the samgha of the Bhadrlyaniyas. It also informs that
arrangement was made for painting the cave, and a village too was granted to the monks. The
various epithets extolling the character and achievements of Gautamiputra Sitakarpi found in
this inscription are of much historical interest.
LL 1123; Senart, 1905, No. 2.
In the same cave, in continuation of No. 4 (from line 11 onwards).
Dated in the 22nd regnal year of Viisisthiputa Pu!umivi. Records that in lieu of a village
granted earlier another village was granted to the Bhadrlyaniya monks living in this cave on the
Tiranhu hill.
LL 1124 : Senart 1905, No. 3.
CAVE 6, on the back wall of the verandah.
Reads : Sidharn Viragahapatisa nyegarnasa lena deyadhama ku!ubiniya cha so Namdasiriya
oearako duhufuya cha sa Purisadofdva ol'arako elvalenam c:hatugabham niyura bhikhusamgliasa chdfudisasa niyichitam

LL 1127; Senart, 1905, No. 6.
7. CAVE 7, on the back wall of the open front.
Reads : Bha)jarilra Sa~~asdnam
amterdsiniya Parayitdya fdpasiniya cha deyadhama [Iena] chdrudifasa hikhusaghasa datam

LL 1128; Senart, 1905, No. 7.
8. CAVE 8, on the back wall of the verandah, to the right of the doorway.
Reads : Ddsakasa Mugrtdisasa sapari~,drasalenam deyadhamma
LL 1129; Senart, 1905, No. 8.
9. In the same cave on the back wall of the verandah to the left of the door-way.
Reads : Chetika Updsakiydsa Mugzidisasa sapari~~drasa
lena deyadhama etasa lenasa Bodhigura
updsakasa putena Dhamanadind data khata apariliyam Kanhahiniya eto khardro chirarika
Pavai'fasa

LL 1130; Senart, 1905, NO. 9.
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CAVE 10, on the back wall of the verandah.
Records that Nahapina's son-in-law U~avadata,who had done many meritorious works in many
places (details mentioned) caused to make this cave and the cisterns on the TsiraSmi hill. A supplementary portion informs Usavadata's success over the Uttamabhadra chief and some acts of
merit he performed, and following this is the mention of the grant of a field from the produce of
which the-monks living in this cave could obtain their provisions.
LL 1131; Senart, 1905, No. 10.
In the same cave, over the doorway of the left cell in the verandah.
Reads : Sidhrir Riiio Ksahardtasa Ksatrapasa NahapZnasa dihitrr Dinika-putrasya U~avaditasa
Kudutirbirriya DakhariritriJ.a deyadhaminari~ovarako

LL 1132: Senart 1905, No. 1 1.
In the same cake, below No. 11.
Records that in the 42nd year of Nahapr'lna, his son-in-law Usavadata son of Dinika assigned this
cave to the clr~t~rdi.~abhikhusari~~/ra.
A permanent endowment was also created, so that (from its
interest) robes and foot-wear are to be distributed to the monks living in this cave. Some more
grants of land, including a garden with 8000 coconut trees, have been mentioned.
LL 1133; Senart, 1905, No. 12.
In the same cave, over the doorway of the right verandah cell.
Same text as in No. 11 above.
LL 1134, Senart, 1905, No. 13.
In the same cave, outside the verandah, on the left hand wall.
Seems to mention the same matter as in No. 10 above, but incomplete.
LL 1135; 1136; Senart, 1905, No. 14.
In the same cave, outside the verandah, over a plain recess in the right hand wall.
Records that in the 9th year of the reign of the Abhira king Madhariputra PSvarasena son of
Sivadata Abhira, an upasikii by name Sak~nikii(mother of Gangpaka Viivavarma, wife of Ganapaka Rabhila and daughter of ~ak~gnivarrnma)
made a prepetual endowment, to provide for
medicines to the monks of the chiiturdiia bhikshu samgha in the ~iliriraon the Triraimiparvata.
The money was invested with the guilds of weavers, workers of water machines and oil pressers.
This was done for the accrual of merit to all the sentient beings.
(The record is written in Sanskrit, though a few Prakrit elements are noticeable here and there.)
LL 1137; Senart, 1905, No. 15.
CAVE 11, on the back wall of the verandah.
Reads : Sidlrarii ~ivarilita-lekhakapritasa Rdinain!rakasa lenan'r deyadliarirniarii
LL 1138: Senart, 1905, No. 16.
CAVE 12, on the back wall of the verandah.
Reads : Vclidata putasa nekailiasa Rdrna!rakasa Chrjkalepaki~~asa
Ie!ratii deyadlrariiniarii clrcitlrdisasa bhikhlr saiiighasa niydtitriia data cha=anina akhayaniri Icfilrripa!ia sata 100 saghasa
liatlie cto ~~asaruthasa
pallai'tasa chil~orikoriiddta~~an'i
b6rasakanl.

CAVE 17, on the back wall of the verandah.
Yonakasa Dhammadeva putasa Idrignidatasa dliartiutReads : Sidharii otardhasa Dariird~triti~*akasa
riiariri irna lenanj pavate Tiranhurnhi kkdniram abhamtaram cha lenasa chetiyagharo podhiyo
clra rilcitripiraro rrdrsa irria lena kdritaiil sara-Buddha ptijriya chdtudiiasa bhikhtisaiilghasa
niydtitam saha putcna Dhan'iniarakhirena

LL 1140; Senart, 1905, No. 18.

CAVE 18, chaitja hall, engraved vertically on two octagonal columns inside.
Reads : 'Rriyurtiacha Aralralayasa chalisrilanakasa duliutuya Mahrihakusiriyriya Bha(apdlikci).a
ra).amachasa Agiyata~iakasa Bhaddkdrikayasa hhririyciya Kapayanaka rncitti)ja cAetir'*aghararn pamre Tiranl~uniinifhapriipifn

1,L 1 141: Senart, 1905, No. 19.
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20. In the same cave, on the arch over the entrance.
Reads : Ncisikakanam Dhamhikagdmasa d d W
LL 1142; Senart, 1905, No. 20.
21. I n the same cave, on a projecting mouldiq to the left of the door-head.
Reads : Benacha ......ni ... ..e ......ydva Nadasiriydlqacha eeikd j~akhocha kdrira
LL 1143: Senart, 1905, No. 21.
22. CAVE 19, over the perforated window to the right of the entrance.
Reads : 'Sddarrilrana kula kanke r q i n i Ndsikakina sanla!rena mahdnldrena lrna kdrira
LL 1144; Senart, 1905, No. 22.
23. CAVE 20, on the back wall of the verandah.
Reads : S i d d h h raiio Gdtamipurasa san~i-Siri-YaiiaSdfakanisa sal~achharesdtame 7 Hcmardna
pakhe ratijle 3 divase pathame Kosikasa mahdsendpatisa Bhavagopasa bhdrrj'dya nlohds)naparinij~aBopakiya ti-sujarndnasa paya~~asila-samdne
bahukrini rarisMi ukure paya~~asdneriite chdrudise cha bhikhusaghasu dvasd dato t i

LL 1146; Senart, 1905, No. 24.
24. CAVE 23, on a wall.
Reads : Sidham raiio Vdsi/hipurasa sami Siri Pulumdlsa sari~~~achhare
2 HLmamrd (no pakhe 4
divase 6 etiya puvriya [ku) fumbikena Dhanamana ina kdriram saha [mdrd] pitr~hi saha
ina

......

LL 1147; Senart, 1905, No. 25.
25. CAVE 24, on the remnant of the back wall.
Reads : Sidharh Sakasa Drirnachikasa Iekhakasa Vudhikasa VGnudata putrasa DaSapura-vdtlrarasa
Iena po4hiya cha do 2 ato ekd p d h i y d apara esa me mdrd [pita] ro udisa
LL 1148; Senart, 1905, No. 26.
26. CAVE 24, on one of the cisterns in front.
Reads : Sidham SakaSa Ddrnachikasa leghakasa Vudhikasa podhi
LL 1949: Senart, 1905, No. 27.

PALE
1. In front of the lena.
Reads : Namo arahamtdnari~ kdruna [m] bhadamta Iri~daraklrirenalena[m] kdrdpifa[ml p d h i chu
Sah [dl kdhi saha

Sankalia, 1960.

PITALKHORA
1. CAVE 3, Chaitya hall, on a pillar.
Reads : Patifhind Mitadivasa Gddhikasa kulasa [rhablo ddnam
LL 1187; BCT p. 83.
2. In the same cave, on another pillar.
Reads : Patifhdnd Saghakasa putdna rhabo dinam
LL 1188; BCT p. 83.
3. CAVE 4, lena, on the front wall of a cell.
Read : ......froso Magihsa ddnarn
LL 1189; BCT p. 84.
4. In the same cave, on another cell.
Reads : ......Rcijava...sa... ...
LL 1190; BCT p. 84.
5. In the same cave, on another cell.
Reads : Rdja~sajasaVachhipurasa Magilusa dd [nam]
LL 1191; BCT p. 84.
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6. In the same cave on another cell.
Reads : R@vejasa Vachhiputasa [Ma]gilasa dohlrtu Dataya ddnarii
LL 1192; BCT p. 84.
7. In the same cave, on another cell.
Reads : Rijovejasa Vachhi [pufasa Ma] gilasa pulasa Dafakasa dd[nam]
LL 1193; BCT p. 84.
8 . In the same cave, on a pilaster in the left wall.
Reads : ......ya bhichhuniyd ddna [m]{ha [bho]
Deshpande. 1959. p. 76.
9. In fornt of the same cave, above the sculpture of a horse.
Reads : [Dhe]nuk [dka]lasa Samasa-purena kata
Deshpande. 1159, p. 76.
10. On a loose boulder in front of cave 5.
Reads : ......ya afhiseniyd
Deshpande, 1959, p. 77.
11. On a Yaksa image found in the debris in front of cave 3.
Reads : 'Ka!rhaddsena hiramnakdrena katd'
Deshpande 1959, p. 82.

SHELARWADI
1. CAVE 8, in front of a cell to right.
Reads : Sidham Dheriukakade vdfhavasa halakiyasa kudubikasa Usabhanakasa krtdubiniyu Siaguranikdya dcyudhammu lena saha pufena Narndagahapati!id saho
LL 1121; BCT p. 92.
2. In the same cave on the back wall of the hall.
Reads : Sidha I/ therdnam bhayata Sihdna atedsi!~iyaPavaUikdya Ghapa [rd]ya bdlikdd Saghdya
Buddlia (dlid) d' cha cheriyagharo deyadliarna m i t i p i f a udisa soha [cha salvhi bhikhd (khu)
kulelri soh2 cha dchari [ya]hi bhafavirdyehi samdpito
Dasgupta, 1950, p. 76.

VAl SARGA
1. In a recess above a cistern.

Records that in the 13th year of Chaturpana Sitakarpi the cistern was caused to be cut by Dimaghasa a merchant of KBmavana.
(Text not available).
BG XIV (1883), p. 287.
2. In a recess above a cistern a little below the crest of the pass.
States that the cistern was made by one Govimdadisa of Sopira.
(Text not available).
BG XIV (1883), p. 287.
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Agarwal. 50
Aggikhandopan~asutra,33
Aghdkda. 231
Ahila, 245
Ahmadnagar district. 8
Ahraura. 15
Ajanta, 5 , 8 , 12, 13, 40, 42, 52, 62, 64,
66, 68, 72-74, 76-78, 81, 83, 85, 87-90,
92, 98. 102, 105-08. 110, 111. 114.
117, 119. 120. 138. 279,283,293,296.
312, 319, 320, 323; cave$, descriptlon. 98-103; caves, general discusslon. 10405; caves, location. 98;
Mahlyana Lenas, 296; monastic
establ~shment.105; range. 11; relauve
sequence of caves, 104
Ajanta Caves : Cave 8, 70, 98; Cave 9,
73, 74. 77, 78, 81.83. 103, 104. 108.
110, 111, 118-120, 126. 148, 151. 153,
156, 157. 193. 195, 225. 233-35.
237, 271, 273, 2i4, 279, 314. 315;
description, 98-100; stripo, 99, 126;
Cave 10. 68. 73. 74, 76, 77, 81-83.
87. 88, 103. 104. 119, 120, 135, 139,
225, 232, 234, 237, 239. 285, 286.
296, 297. 3 13-15, 326; descript~on.

Andhrabhrityas, 21
101-02; inmiptions. 102; stripe, 100.
~ n d h r a j d i y21
~,
Cave 11, 106,282; Cave 12. 70, 83,
Andhra Pradesh, 6, 7, 263
88, 103, 111, 114, 115, 117, 120, 236,
Andhras, 2 1 , a
279, 284, 288. 318; description. 102Atigurara nikdyo, 33
03; inscription. 103; Cave 13, 70, 83.
103. 140. 236, 292, 318, descr~pt~on. Antialcidas. 64
AnCtpa, 39
103; Cave 150, 70, 103; 288; descripAnurPdhapura Mahdvihdra. 93
tion. 103; Cave 16. 326; Cave 29.
Apaguriya(s). 43. 181, 185
326
Aparijiti, 42
Akara. 39
Aparakakhadi, 261
akhayanivi(s). 36.212. 220. 322
Aparinta, 24. 33, 39. 218
Akola hoard, 19
Aporaseliya(s), 33-35, 37,207,121, 3 10
Akota bronzes, 31
Aparenu of Kalyina, 199
Alagarai. 7
Apilaka, 16, 17.23.24
Altekar, 39-41
Apilava, 16.21
ornacho 41
aprotiharachakra. 54
dnlolako. 141. 222. 224,243, 251. 260.
Apsidal chaitya halls. 238
266, 275; member. 164; shaped. 79,
Arabian Sea. 4, 10. 130, 210.216.250
162
Arabic numeral. 60
Amaravati, 7. 19. 325; school of Art,
a i m a s , 36
39,221,268; sculptures. 195
aranakds), 1 13. 132
Arnaroti district, 40
Archaeological Survey of India, 106.
amdrya, 41
216,283,297-303, 305, 306
Arnbika, 149, 159
architectural activ~ty,112-13
Ambivale. 5, 8. 12. 86, 105. 297. 312.
architectural analysis. 65-94; archaco325: lena. 80. 106; location. 105
logical methods, 65-b7; relative
~ m b i b a l eCave 1 , 86; description
positions of caves, 66; technology,
105-06
Arhga. 55
66. 67; typology. 67
A~hgiyo,55
architectural and decorative members.
Arngiyakula, 54
typology. 71-91
architectural evidence, I20
Anada. 201
architecmral forms, influence of geoAnasicha Kumara, 238
onda, 72, 98, 107-10, 166, 282
graphy & geology. 12
architectural remains, Early historical,
Andlrako, 34
Andhau inscription, 22
7; prehistoric. 7
Aodheri, 237
architectural style, 105; analysis, 61;
western Indian. 113
Andhra, 24, 263; country, 268, 280;
architectural types. 36; influence of
Dcsa, 31, 37.268. 280, 324; dynasty.
geography & geology. I2
38; klngs. 39
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architectural works. early. 309
architecture, sectarian, 35; and rituals,
37
Archosia, 40.270
arhotirta. 42
Arikamedu, 7
Ari~fakarmP.17
art, patronage. 26-28; socic-economic
environment, 25
Asidha, 43
Asilhamlti, 241,246
Asanape(lhikfi, 68, 71, 157, 2 17, 3 12,
323-25
Asasama, 148
Aioka, IS, 24, 33-35, 42, 56, 62,63,
310, 313
ASokan, Brihrni, 51; column, 223;
pillars. 79; pillar capitals. 78
ASoka's inscriptions, 15, 56; Sopara,
132
associated inscriptions, 88
ASvabhiiti. 41
aivamedha, 24
Aurangabad, 5, 8, 73, 74.76. 81,90,
106, 234, 312; caves, description,
106-07; District, 5, 8.41, 98, 283
Aurangabad Cave 4,73,74,76,81, 82,
106-07.314, 315,320; compared with
Ajanta 9 and 10, 106,
Avanti, 39
dvdras, 311
Avecyokasrifra, 17
Avi. 16, 18
Ayama, 158
Ayara, 8
B
backed bench, 105
Bildha, l I4
Bihada 102, 105
Bahal (Bilhada), 12,40,102
Balaghat range, 11
Balaka. 233
Bala Sri, 261
Banavasi. 7, 40, 230; inscription. 19
Banerjee, 43
Banerji, 64
Barabar hills, 67, 101, 238, 313
BPrigadaQ, 180, 185
Baraka. 235
Baroda, 130
Barua, 64
Barygaza (Broach), 24, 327
Barrett, Douglas, 5, 7, 8, 39
Bassein Creek, 206, 216
Bauddha, 3
Bawadhan, 8
Bay of Bengal, 5. IS
Beal, 42
Bedsa, 5, 8, 12, 13, 37, 40, 41, 42, 69,

70, 72-74. 76-80. 83, 87, 89, 90.94,
107, 110, 112, 117, 119, 120, 130.
138, 161. 162. 171, 193. 196, 227,
231. 234.279, 297, 312.315, 320. 323,
327; chaitya hall, 8, 94. 106, 109-111,
117, 150, 197, 233.271.273, 274.291,
297; location, 113: monastic estahlishmeni, 113; sftipa, 8
Bedsa caves, description, 107-13;
general disci~ssion. 112-13; location,
107; relative sequence. 112; Cave 1.
107; Cave 3, 69, 72, 74, 76, 82, 10708; Cave 7, 68, 72-74. 76-79.82, 83.
106, 109, 11 1, 113, 117-20, 121, 126,
147, 149, 152, 156,225-27, 233, 234,
273. 274, 279, 298, 300, 303, 315,
316; architectural proportions, 10910; comparison with other chaitya
halls, 110; description, 108-10; inscription. 110. 112; Cave 10, 111, 320;
Cave 11, 70, 83, 113, 121. 287; dmcription, 111; Cave 12, 320; Cave 15,
323; Cave 22, 151; Excavations : 2,
107; 4 to 6, 108; 8 & 9, 110; I 2 to 15,
112
benajanas, 178
BenBkata, 261
Benikalaka, 23, 39
Benil river, 39
Benches, 85-86; in cells, 85; in halls,
85; in verandahs, 86
Besnagar pillar inscription, 64
Bhadrijan(ija 42
Bhadrciyanika. 33
Bhadriyaniya(s). 33-35, 37, 41, 204,
221. 261. 262, 280, 304, 310
Bhagavanlal Indraji, see Indraji
Bhcigavaram, 38
Bhigavafapurina, 17,213
Bhaja, 5. 8, 12, 13, 37, #42, so, 52,
55, 62, 66, 68, 69,70,72-74, 76,77,
79, 81-90, 98, 107, 110, 113-15, 117,
119, 138. 139, 154, 161, 162, 221, 23033,285,289,297, 300, 301, 312, 31820, 323. 326; Buddhism. 127-28;
chaifya hall, 4, 118-20, 137, 138, 285,
296, 31 3, 3 14; caves, chronological
position, 129; Caves, description, 11327; caves, discussion. 127-30; caves,
location, 113, 127; chetiyaghara, 98,
100, 127, 128; concordance of cave
numbers. 298; earliest activ~ty. 127,
group, 107; Ienas, 127; le!ras, earliest,
128; mafapas, 127; monastery, 127,
130, 230; palaeographical evidence,
127; sftipas, 127; Sfirya, 128
Bhaja Caves : Cave 1, 113; Cave 2 &
3, 114, 323; Cave 5, 86, 114, 121;
Cave. 6, 83, 88, 117, 126, 318; description, 114-15; inscription, 114;

Cave 7.85, 115, 128,239, 318; Cave
8, 70, 115, 129;cave 9, 115-16, 128;
Cave 10, 115-16, 128, 289; cave 11,
115-17, 292, 318; cave 12, 68, 69, 73,
74. 76. 77, 81-83, 87, 88, 110, 120,
127, 128, 135, 139, 140, 152, 221,232,
233,235,239, 273, 291, 292, 298, 300,
314; architcclural formula, 118-19;
description, 117-20; palaeography,
128; relation to wooden architecture.
119; sripa 195, Cave 120, 139; cave
13, 85, 120-22, 126, 318; Cave 14, 121;
Cave 15.70, 122, 318; Cave 16,70, 72,
122, 318; Cave 18, 70, 318; description, 122-23; Cave 20, 129, 239; Cave
21, 124; Cave 22, 70, 78,79, 83, 115,
128, 148, 154, 156, 235, 274, 286, 287,
289, 292; description, 124-26; Cave
23.69, 126, 128, 143; Cave 24, 126,
128; Cave 25, 126, .128; Cave 26, 69,
72, 76, 127, 128, 135, 139, 313, 314;
Excavations : 4, 114; 160, 166, 17,
& 170, 122; 19, 69, 123, 291, 327;
sliipus, 130; 20, descript~on,123-24;
sfiipa sequence, 124, 21 to 23 & 25,
128
Bhallika, 36
Bhioaka, 35,230
Bhandarkar, 4,20, 38, 64
Bbarhut, 3, 118, 135
Bbarukachcha (Broach), 12,42, 148
Bhavya, 33, 34
BbBvaka. 16
Bhikpus, 35
Bhims, river, 11 ;valley, 11
Bhirnshankar group, see Juunar
Bhogavata, 123
Bhojunacharu~ala,93
blrojona-malapa, 70,93, 142, 144, 145,
165, 168, 173, 188, 190, 209, 323; or
updlhina, 182
Bhor, 250
Bhorghat, 113, 294; route, 129, 232,
237
Bhutapila, 305; of Vejayariltl, 227
bhdfisa, 240
Bhutllng group, see Junnar
Bihar, 3; caves, 138
Bindusira, 38
Bird, 42
Bodhsaya, 3
Bodhi, 241, 245; tree, 93
Bodhisattava, 5, 42
Bombay, 15, 130, 190, 237, 250;
Gazetteer. 302, 307; Mahad high
way, 250
Bopaki, 275;-yatisujarnanasil, 307
Bopaki's inscription, 307
Borghat pass, 12
Brahrnagiri, 7, 15

Brahrr:dada Prlrdna, 16, 20
Brahmapuri, 7, 39, 40,283
Br6hnrin. 239
BrBhmi ecript, 9.20, 51
Broach. 40,283
Brown, Percy, 4, 7, 8, 9, 44, 92,297,
305
Buddha. 5. 33, 35, 42, 44, 2?6, 287;
deified 37: figure (image), 38, 122.
133, 195-97, 203, 220-22, 228, 230,
276, 296, 297, 304, 324-25; image,
worship, 37, 270; lena, 299; seated,
254; shrine. 175
Buddha, Dhnrma and Sori~gha.36, 37
Buddha-nirl.ina. 33, 3 4 4 2
Bvddhap.lda, 37. 44. 327
Buddhism, 6.25, 33, 36, 42, 132. 190.
191, 218, 278, 309-11, 313, 318, 320,
325; spread in Dcccan, 128; spread
in Western India. 33
Buddhist, 130; anchorites, 192; architectural forms. 6; architecture. 68,
101. 128, 231. 298; centres, 113, 190;
church, 230; creed (faith, sect), 33,
105, 159, 230. 297, 305; establishmtnts, 8. 1i9; est:tblishments, grant
by ladies. 32; ~nscriplionc. 226;
literature. 43; monachism. 33, 37,
193, 220; monastic community, 278,
280; monastic establishments, 4, 216,
279; monastic practices and rituals,
7; monasticism, 317,324, monkhood
(fraternity), 132, 226; Order, 36:
ritual, 37; temples, 325; Third Council, 33, 34, 42; trident symbols, 227;
world, 221
Budhamita, I48
Budharakllita, 148
Biihler, 4, 42,43, 51, 52, 54, 64
Buldhana-Yeotmal plateau. I I
Burgess. 4. 7, 8. 39. 40, 42-44, 51, 52,
68.92-94.98, 113, 119, 124, 128, 135,
146, 156. 176, 192,204, 228,242, 286,
296, 297-99, 301-08

Calliena (Kalyan). 24
Candrasilo, 91, 94, 200, 203-12, 21416, 219-21, 260,267,288, 321, 325
Carbon-14 dates (CIP). 4. 8; standard
dev~ation range, 49; two-standard
J e v ~ a t ~ o55
n,
Cave-architecture, causes for break, 44;
revlval, 44
Ce! lon, 221
Ceylonese, Buddhist works. 9J; chronicles, 5, 33; traditions, 42
Central India, 6

Clrairya(s), 3, 34. 37, 68. 73. 92, 109.
111. 114. 118, 120, 282, 311. 315;
arche. 86, 88. 89. 99-104, 106, 10912. 114-2). 125-26, 137. 147, 152-54,
157, 162, 163, 170, 171, 196, 223-26,
233-35, 272-74, 286, 287, 291, 292,
296, 314. 31.5, 317-19. 321, 325, 326;
arches and palacography. 88; arches,
decorative, 88; arches, t y p j , 86-89;
hall, 49, 50, 62, 66-68, 77, 78, 87,
104. 107, 110-13. 115. 116, 120-22.
127, 142, 148, 149. 153, 154, 158. 159,
161, 163, 166, 167, 172-73, 184, 19092, 195, 197, 221, 222, 226,227. 229.
232. 235, 237, 245. 219, 271. 273. 275,
276, 279-81, 283, 287. 290. 293. 296,
297, 305, 311, 316. 326, 327; halls,
with vault rook, 77, 314; halls,
elliptical, 104; koclhis, 324; motif,
279; window, 83, 98-100, 106, 109,
111. 115. 117. 141, 147, 153, 157. 162,
163, 167, 175, 2i3, 272. 285, 317;
worship, 34
Clloityagyha(s). 37,270,273
Chairyavrksha, 37. 44
Chakora Sital.arni, 16, 17
Clrakra, 154
Cbakreivari, 149
Chambal rivcr, 40
Chambharlena, 8
Chanda, 253
Chanda hoard, 19
C h a n d a n a s h , 42
Chanda Sri Sitakarni, 18
Chandavijiia (Chanda Sri), 19
Chandod. 8
Chandragupta Maurya, 15, 38
Chandra Sri, 19
Chandra Sri SBtakarni, 23
Chandravalli inscription, 25
Charirabrahmachuriydya, 54
Charleeworth. 41
Charpentier, 39
Cha~tana, 22; -PulumBvi contemporaneity. 39
Chdrudisabhikhusarh#I~a, 35. 43. 207,
226,230. 269
Chaturpana SBtakarni. 39
Charursald, 93
Chaul, 8, 12,40,44
Chauribearer, 259-60
Chemolaka, 198
Cherana-nimirrar~r.66
Cheriya, 93
Cheriyakodhi. 93
Cherika (Sect). 33-35, 37, 43. 310.
~rpdsaku,265
Cherikij,a. 34
C l.erikupcisaku. 34

Ch#Iiyaghara. 66. 68. 72. 75. 76. 78.
81-83, 86. 89, 90.92.93.98-101. 103-,
08, llr-13, 117-20, 126, 127, 134-36,
138. 139, 141. 144. 146, 147, 149, 1W.
152. 153. IC5. 157, 161.163. 164.
166, 167, 170-73. 175. 177. 178. 18385. 187. 189-93, 195, 197. 198.20I.
216. 218. 219 221, 225, 227-34, 23841, 243-47. 249, 25 1. 253-56. 258, 271.
273. 276. 277. 279-81, 283. 285, 289,
W 9 3 , 295-97, 229-301, 304, 312-17,
319, 324-26; cum-leaa, 255,292, 295;
early experiments, 313; evolution.
312-17; lena complex, 154, 164, 167;
-1rncr-rnatapa. 300; roof types, 81;
vault roofed, 218; with blind chairyo
windows, 317
Chetiyaghara (types), aberrant. 69; cell
type, 68-69; cell type. circular, 69;
cell type, oblong, 69; cell hall and
vanndah type, 69; hall type, 68; hall
type, apsidal, circular, oblong, 68;
single cell type, 69
CheIiyaro, 43
Cheliyavdda. 34
Clrcryuv6dins, 34
Clrharrfl, 73
Chibilaka (Divilaka), 17
Childers, 93
China, 19
Chiplun, 8. I2
Chismuka, 16
Christian churches, 223
chrooo-historical factors, 311
chronology. 47; direct evidences for
reconstruction,
47-50; historical
dates. 47-48; palaeography, 51; radiocarbon dates, 48-50; of monuments,
311-12
Chufus, 25
Classical art. 65
Climate, 1 I
Coringon, 7
Coins, 21, 41; with ship symbol, 31
Communication system, 29
Coomaraswarny, 7, 8, 44, 92, 298
Cousens, 7,229, 305

Dabbol. 8, 12
Dahanuka (=Dahanu), 12
Dakshiaipatha. 21.54
DakslrinU-parha-pati, 24
Dam, 52, 56, 154
Damanganga river, 4
Damitamiti. 270
ddnu, 305
d l n a ~ i227
~.
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djsaka Mugudisa, 265
Daiapura. 277
DIS Avatira, 286
Dasgupta, 7
Dattimitri, 270. 278
ddrughara. 93
ddtrrgeha. 93
Davidson, 91
d a j a arlrlreniya, 288
Deccan, 4. 6, 7 , 15, 22-25, 62. 64, 67.
98, 104. 113, 119. 163, 171, 193,
205, 235. 259, 263, 266, 268. 278.
287. 309, 310, 313, 314, 318. 319,
325; Brlhmi, 62; plateau, 256,283,
293; table, 305; table land. 283
decoration, influence of geography and
geology, 13
Deheiia, 4, 7-9, 20, 38, 39.41, 42, 52,
64, 72, 87, 92, 262, 297, 298, 301,
305-07
Demetrias, 40, 270
Deo, 40.42, 306, 307
Desai. 41
Deshpande, 7, 9, 14,41, 44, 283,297,
298. 307, 308
Desh, plain, 113; plateau, 11, 14
DeBindntamdla, 17
Devadatta, 33
Devadhamma sablrd, 135
Devendra, 305
Devi Niyaniki, 53
deyadlro(rir)ma, 197, 227, 305
Dhak. 8
Dharnasiri, 231
Dhamayakha, 235
Damili, 215
Dhariibikagima of Nlsika, 272
Dhamrnapila, 219
Dlrari~riakase!ri.40
Dharnurrarij,a. 34. 42, 230
Dhanakata, 261, 263, 268, 280
Dhanakataka, 34
Dhanyakataka, 263,268
dhartnachokro, 154,224
Dharrnaguptaka, 34
Dlrornrarrara, 34
dhartnaseru, 262
Dharmoffari),a sect, 33, 34, 35, 310
Dhatva, 40
Dhavalikar. 7, 296
DhenukSkata, 35, 40,207, 230
Dikshit. 7, 8, 34, 40, 42,43,92
Diparari~sa.33, 42
Don Thal, Ellora, 91
Dothal. 303
door frames, 83
double-crescent, 90. Also see hourglass.
Dutt, 42-44, 93

Early Historical Period, 278, 283, 306
Eastern Ghats, 5
Ekapurisa, 163
Elephanta, 8
Ellora, 88,94, 138, 286, 303, 326
Elura, see Ellora
eremiticism, 311. 319
Erraydi, 15

Fergusson. 4.7, 8, 44, 68,92,94, 113.
119, 124, 125, 128, 133, 135, 1%.
242, 271, -286, 297-99, 301, 302,
304-08
Filliozat, 41
Fleet, 51
Fletcher. 91
Francke, 7
Frauwallner, 42, 43

Gadlrika, 40; family, 285
gahapafi, 40, 146, 148, 184; sethi, 210,

231; Sivadisa, 148; Vasula. 244
gahaldpasdyo. 54

Gajalakshrni, 286
Gajamita, 197
Gajasena. 197
gana (figures), 42,268.285
ganZlcltciriya, 42. 159
Glndhira, 34
Gandhiri river, 250
Gandhar I os, 259
Ganesh leni, 159
Ganesh Pahar, see Junnar
Ganesh lernple, 159, 180, 301
Garodi hill, 294
Garrrda, 152
G i t a , 41; country, 185
Garha Sapraiari, 17
Gaurakrshna, 23
Gaur Karnath, 8
Gautami Balairi, 22, 261
Gautamiputra, 16, 17, 22,262,263, 276
Gaularniputra's cave, 259, 267; inscription. 262
Gaurarniputra Sitakarni, 22-25, 34, 39.
41, 47. 52. 53, 59, 63, 71, 80.89, 127,
196, 210, 242, 261.63, 268, 278, 280,
304, 324
Gautamiputra Sri Yajiia SBtakami, 41,
53, 197: 275

Gautamiputra SvPmi Sri Yajha Sltakarai, 200
Geiger, 93
geo-climatic silualion, 3 11
geo-ecological factors, 309
geographical features, 10-11
Ghanamadada, 103
Ghn!a, 146, 147, 149
Ghod river, 11
Ghosh, 39
Gho~itBrBma,Kauilmbi, 101,296
Gidha-vihira, 93, 140, 159
Giribhiiti, 181. 185
Girna river, 11
Girnar edicts, 56
Goa, 4, 14
Gobhuti, 108
Godavari, district, 19; river, 11, 258
Goetz, 5, 9
Gokhale, 220
Golikiya Aoanda, 178
Gomashi, 8, 12
Gomatiputra, 17
Gopalachari, 38, 307
Gorakhgad, 8
Gotarniputra Siri Sadakani, 23
Goths, 40
Govardhan, 258
Govardhana, 23. 278
Govardhanlhira, 278
Goyarnma, 244
Greater Bombay, 5, 8
Greek, 113; foot, 113, 297; origin, 297;
ships, 327
Gridlrra-vihdro, 140
Gri:~nra.200
grtlrd, 36
Gujarat, 3, 8, 22, 40, 64
Gupta, 21; empire, 3; idiom, 196;
period, 64
Gurti Venkat Rao, 20
Gururaja Rao, 7
Gyaoi, 298

Hakusiri, 53, 55
Hila, 16, 17, 23,244
HHleya, 17
half-lotus medallions, 212
H a l i k a , 40
Halkhurd. 8
hommiya, 36
Harnpi, 130
Irlra of ialas & kiiras, proto-type.
304
Harapharna of Abutina, 228
Harishandragad complex. 11
Harvard University, 8

Hathigumpha inscription, 17, 24, 51.
52
barltina, 227, 230
Hatkethwi~rhills, 134
hasra, 297
Hera!lika, 40; of Kalyina, 163
HinayHna, 106, 133,201, 205, 228, 230.
283, 296. 324, 327; architectural
forms, traditions, etc.. 7, 8. 44,91,
94, 106.256; Buddhism, 37; chairpa
halls, 317; early excavations, 203;
k!ra, 222; MahHyHna transitional
phase, 205; period, phase, 5, 113,
216, 220, 283, 319. 324, 336;
sculptural tradition, 196; to Mahaylna architeclural form, transition,
324-25
Hindu, 3, 130
Hirarilndkara , 40
Hiuen Tsang, 34,43
Hoernlr, 51
hour-glass decoration, 90, 156, 178,
200, 205, 206. 208. 209, 211, 212,
214-16, 219. 241-43, 245, 250,
252. 253, 216. 265. 269, 325; idea.
94

Igatpuri. 12
Ikgv~kus,25; inscriptions, 203
Inamgaon, 7
Indo-Greek, 64
Indo-Mediterranean commerce, 510
Indragad, 8, 12
Indraji, Bhagavanlal, 4, 7, 54, 64,
92, 149, 201, 210, 239, 299, 300,
306
Indrayani. river. 11; valley, 221, 294
Induri, 8, 12
inscriptions, evolutionary groups, 62-64
Internal trade, 28
Inter-regional movement. 28-29
Irila, 185
Iron-age monuments, 7
Isapur, 113
Isipila of KalyPna, 209
Isipalita. 188. 189
ISvarasena, 22; Also see Abhira

Jaina, 3. 130; image, 149; monastery.
159; temple. 159
Jainism. 25, 159
Jains, 142
Jalgaon District, 40
Jamburg, 105
Jaugada, I5

Jayaswal. 64
Jetavana, 43, Vihira, 101,296
JivadftnimBtj. temple. 130, 299
Jivadan-Virar, 5, 8, 12, 43, M, 69, 92.
136, 138. 218. 299, 312, 317. 318,
323; caver desription, 130-32: discussion, 132-33; first group, 130-31;
lenas, 132; location. 130; second
group, 131-32
Jivadan-Virar. Caves : Cave I. 69. 130;
Cavc 2. 69, 130; Cave 3. 69; Cave 4.
69, 130-31; Cave 5. 69, 131; Cave 7.
131, 318; Cave 9 , 131. 139, 318; Cave
10, 131, 318; Excavations : 3 , 130;
6 , 8 . & 11. 131; 12, 132
Jivadhan, 8, 12, 318
Jogelthambi hoard, 17. 22
Joglekar. I33
Johnston. 40,298
Jotiba hill, 281
Junagadh inscription, 22
Junnar, 3, 5, 8, 12, 13, 31, 40, 41, 44.
53, 58. 62, 66, 74, 81, 93, 140, 141.
147, 152. 154. 159, 171, 190, 237,
241, 243-51.256.257, 269, 299, 315,
317-20, 323, 324; caves, description,
133-190; concordance of cave numbers, 299, inscriptions, 43, 299-300,
location, 133
Junnar Ganesh Pahar. 44. 66, 68-70.
73. 74, 76-78. RO-82. 8447, 93. 94,
133, 140, 159, 171, 173, 174, 190, 220,
237,301. 320, 324, 326. 327; Caves,
location. 159; description, 159-71;
sequence. 173: concordance of cave
numbers, 301; excavations, dating,
171-72; types. 171; general discusion,
171-74; legas, 172; lenas. implications, 174; leva types, 172; monastic
establirhments. 171; palaeographical
evidence, 173
Junnar-Ganesh Pahar, caves : 1, 69.
159-60; Cave 2.69, 160; Cave 3, 69,
85. 160, cave 4.69, 161; cave 5.86.
161; cave 6 , 68, 73, 74, 7682, 87,
161-63. 292, 303, 316-17; compared
with other chairyo halls, 163; description, 161-63; importance. 162-63;
Cave 7. 182, 186, 236. 292, 321, 322,
description, 163-64; Cave 8, 69. 164.
188; Cave 9. 70, 164-65; Cave 10.
69, 165. 188; Caves 100, l o b & 11.
165; Cave 12, 69, 188; Cave 13, 69,
165-66, 182; Cave 14, 68, 74, 175,
177, 184, 189,225, 243; description,
16667; inscription, 167; mathematical formula, 166; Caves I 5 , 16, and
19. 167; Cave 17, 69, 167; cave 18.
69. 167; caves 21. 210 22 and 23.
168; cave 24, 69. 168; Cave 25, 69.

169; Cave 26, 69. 169; inwription,
169; cave 27. 169; caves 28 & 29.
69, 169; caves 30, 300,120. b, c & d.
170; Cave 31.69, 173; Caves 330 &
b. 69. 170; Cavc 34. 170-71. 314-15;
Excavation : 2n. 160, 5cr. 161; 7x &
7y, 164; ah, A, c, d & 230 & b , 168;
7 . t , 27y, 27:. 169
Junnar-Manmodi. 47, 66. 69-71. 74.
79,80.82.83, 85-87. 133, 140; cavrs,
description, 140-59; caves, general
discussion, 156-59; caves, types, 157;
concordance of cave numbers, 300;
establishment, accommodation capacity, 158; groups, 324; hill, 42,
133, 316, 326: Iepa-types, 157;
leoa, chronology. 157-58; location.
140.
Jun~r-manmodi,Arnbika group, 140,
150, 157-59. 300; chronological
sequence, 150; cisterns and upper
cave. 146; description, 145-49; discussion, 149-50; location, 145
Junnar-Manmodi,
Ambika
group.
caves : 18.19 & 20, 115; 21, 145-46;
22.23, 230 & b, 24, 25 & 250 & b,
146; 26, 147; 27, 28 & 29, 148; 30,
30x, 31,32 & 33, 149; excavations :
190, 145; 280, 148; 340 & 346, 149

Junnar-Manmodi.
Bhimashankar
group, 140.147, 150. 158. 300, caves.
description, 1 6 4 4 ; discu'lsion, 1 4 45; sequenfe, 145
Junnar-Manmodi,
Bhimashankar
group, caves : 0 , 140; 1, 141; 2, 14142; 3 & 4. 144 7, 143, 145; 8&9, 143;
16 & 17, 144; excavations, 30. b.
c & a , 5 & 50, 6 & 60, 142; 80,
10. 11 & 12. 143; 13, 14. 140 & IS.
144
Junnar-Manmodi, Ahutl~nggroup, 140,
150-57, 162, 299, 300, 307; comparison with other caves, 156; discussion,
155-56; relative chronology, 155
Junnar-Manmodi
Bhutling group.
caves : 35.37.38 & 39, 151; 40, 15253; 47, 158; excavations :35p, q & r.
150; 36,360 & 6 , 151; 39p, q, r & r,
152
Junnar-Manmodi, Caves : I , 79, 147,
276, 321,323; 2, 47, 68, 79, 82, 87,
150, 7-25. 243, 249, 303, 317; 3,
70, 82; 5, 82; 7, 70, 86; 8, 69, 82; 9,
82, 318; 140, 71; 17, 69; 19, 320; 20,
& 24, 69; 25, 69, 74; 26, 81, 87, 195,
290, 27 & 28, 320; 29, 307; 30, 320;
38, 82; 40, 68. 83. 140. 153, 171,
195, 196,225,272, 279, 292, 303. 314,
315;411045, 171,
43, 82, 153,
171, 292; 44, 69, 153-54, 171, 292;

45. 82, 83. 140, 154, 171. 29t; 46,
69, 154; 47. 86. 154; 48, 155; 50 to
54. 156; excavation8 : 400 & h, 41 &
42. 153; 49, 155; 55. 156
Junnar-Sivaneri. 66. 68-70. 74. 76. 80.
82, 90. 93, 133, 134, 140, 320. 323-24;
caves. description. 174-85; chetiyaplrora. 66, 317: concordance of cave
numbers, 302 hill. 133; group. 323:
group I. general discussion. 177;
group 11, general discussion, 177-78;
group 111. 179-80: group IV, 180-85;
group V. 185-87: group VI, 187-90;
location. 174
Junnar-Sivaneri. Cavec; I x & 1, 174;
2. 175, 184: proportions, 175; 3, 175;
4. 70. 172-76; 5. 176: 6, 70. 176; 7.
69. 176; 8. 176: 9. 324: 10. 70. 176;
11. 176; 12. 69. 176: 14. 86, 177;
I5 k 16. 69. 177; 18, 84, 177-78, 186;
19, 178: 23, 70, 179; 24; 179; 25, 70,
179; 26. 179-80; 27 to 30. 180; 31,
I R I ; 33.324: 34,70, 181; 35, 70.181;
35x. v, r , 181: 36, 162-83; 37, 38 &
3Q. 182; 42. 183; 43, '4. 76, 8?. 18384, 317; 46, 185, 186; 49 & 50. 186;
52. 186-87; 53 to 55, 187; 56. 69. 187;
57, 187-88; 58 to 60, 188; 61, 74; 64,
70, 188; 66, 189: 66, 189; 67, 70, lg9;
68, 190; excavations; la. & Ih, 174;
8 0 , 8 b , 9 . 9 0 . 1 3 a , b . c , d , e , f . p ,h , i ,
j & k , 176: 17n.b. r. d. e, /, g, h,
177: 180, 20, 21, Zlx, 178; 22a, b, c,
179; 32 & 33, 181; 38x, J, & 40, 182;
41. 183; 430, 184; 44 to 48, 185;
49,5/a, b, r , d, e, 186; 67x & y , 189;
68.r. 190
Junar, Tulja hill. 133, 154
Junnar-Tuljalcna. 42, 68-70, 72-74. 7677. 82, 88,89, 132, 133, 138, 143, 150,
158, 218, 299, 312, 313, 318-20; caves,
description, 133-38; caves, discussion, 138-40; caves, sequence. 139;
le~ras,or early stage, 139
Iunllar-Tuljalena. Cdves : 1, 69, 134; 2,
70, 134; 3, 68, 72, 73,76, 77, 81, 13435,239, 313. 314, 323, 326; 4, 135-36;
5, 136; 6 & 7, 69, 136; 8, 136; 9, 69,
136; 10, 69, 137, 318; 11, 69, 137; 12,
137. 140. 171; 13 & 14, 137; I 5 & 16.
88, 137-38;17, 70; 18, 138; Excavations : ix, 134; 160, 138; 17, 170 to
17e, 138
Jvilarnilini, 159

Kaddn ba(s1, 25; Mayiiroiarma's Inwrlptlon, 203
KakhaQ~,261

Kalachuri-Chedi era, 22
Kalaia, 100
Kaliana, 93
Koliyanatnkosanegar,,o. 40
Kalyan, 12, 133
KalyBna, 192,200,201,206, 210, 21517, 219, 221, 232, 256, 294, 327;
goldsmiths of, 168; -Sopara ports;
232; T h a w ports, 105
Kamam, 40
Kdnrnsutra. 17
Kana Satakami, 39
Kanha, 56, 100. 104, 126. 233, 272,
278, 279,287, 319, 322
Kanhaka, 102
Kanha's, cave, 239. 257, 31; inscription, 62: lena, 78; record at Nasik,
103
Kanhasela, 190,216
Kanheri. 5. 8. 9. 12. 13. 19, 37 40-44,
48, 53, 60, 64. 68-74. 76, 78. 81, 82,
84-94. 108, 110. 122, 146, 153, 160,
161, 163.172, 190-93, 196, 205, 208,
216, 218, 220, 221, 226, 240, 241,
250-52, 289, 303, 312, 320-24, 326-27;
active period, 219; architectural
activity, developmental stages, 21820, chaityo hall, 8, 34, 35, 44, 83,
163, 195, 197, 218, 300; choir~ja hall,
stages of work, 197; chronological
sequence, 218; concordance of cave
numbers, 303-04; general discussion,
216-21; hill, 211, 304; impact of
location, 221; importance & interesting features, 220; inscripti~n(~),
61, 304; location, 190; monastery,
219; monastic esti~blishment, 212:
monument types, 21 6-17; sculptures,
226
Kanheri, Caves : 2, 82, 190; 20, b, c, d,
68, 74, 76, 191, 327; 2e, 68, 72-74, 76,
191-92, 239, 313.14; 2f, 86, 192; 3,
68, 73,76-78,81, 108, 193-98, 225-26,
316. 326; Stages o f making, 196;
3x & 3 ~ 193;
. 4 , 69, 74, 76, 197-8; 7,
198; 13.69. 199; 14 & 15, 199; 16,
69, 199; 17, 199; 21, 69, 199200; 22, 69, 2CO; 26, 69, 70, 304; 29,
304; 31, 301, 325; 32, 69, 80, 83, 86,
200, 203, 21 1,242, 269; 33, 69, 201;
34, 304; 35, 69,201; 36, 74, 201, 254;
39.201; 40, 69, 202-04; 42, 69, 202;
43, 202; 44, 202, 325; 46, 202; 47, 69,
84, 202; 49.69, 80, 202-03; 50, 20304, 325; 51, 2W; 52, 304; j3, 70, 2W05; 54, 69, 80, 205; 56, 69, 205.06;
57 to 59, 69, 200; 60. 206-07; 61 t~
66, 69, 207; 67,208; 68, 69, 208; 69,
208; 70,208-09; 71, 69,209; 72, 209;
73, 69, 209; 74, 69, 210, 325; 740,

210; 75, 210-1 1. 304: 76 to 78,211;
79, 21 1-12, 252; 80 & 81, 212; 810 to
83, 213; 84 to 87, 213, 228; 88, 69.
80, 213-14; 91, 93 & 94, 69, 214; 95
&96, 69, 215; 97, 215; 98, 69, 215;
99 to 100,69, 215-16; 101, 80, 216;
excavations : 5, 6, 7x & 7j,, 198; 18,
199; 34x, 201' 38, 201; 45. 202; 570
& 590, 206; 92,214
Kcipvas. 2 1
Kap~chita (Kapichitta), 74, 159, 174;
hill. 171; samgha at, 169
Kapili-upisaka, 167
Kappiyakutis, 297, 298, 300
Karad, 8, 12, 13,40. 42. 305, 326
Karahlkada, 244
KHrddBmaka, 22, 198
Klrita, 197
Karjat. 105; taluk, 232
Karla, 19
Karle, 5. 8, 12. 13, 34, 40. 41-43. 48,
50, 53. 56. 58. 60, 62, 67, 68, 72. 74.
81.83, 87, 92. 109. 110. 119, 130,
193, 221, 226, 227, 229-?2, 279, 305,
306, 315; -Bedsa complex, 163; dates
49; inscriptions. 34, 55-56, 63. 227,
230; location. 221; monastery, 229,
230; relative position of caves, 229;
sequence, 229; srlipa 8
Karle, Caves. 1. 221; 2,221. 229.3 to 7,
222; 8. 68, 74. 150. 222-27. 230, 233,
234, 279, 3 16; comparison of inscriptions, 227; dating. 226-27; general
discussion, 228-3 1 ; inscriptional evidence. 226; measurements & proportions. 224-25; rtlirhrrna panels, 223;
radio-carbon dates, 227; stlipa, 223;
also see Karle clroit~~a
hall; 9, 227;
12 to 15, 228; Excavations; Ix, 221;
5,222; 10. 227; 11. 228
Karle rhoitya hall, 8. 34, 35, 48-49. 55,
56. 64, 72, 73, 76-83. 87, 88, 108,
110, 162, 193, 195, 196,221, 224-27,
229, 231, 234,242, 273, 285, 291, 294,
31 1, 315, 316; comparison o l architectural details, 225-26; dates. 4; date
of inscriptions, 55-56; palaeography
57, patrons, 229; radio-carbon dates,
48-49; stripo. 195
Karnataka, 10. 25, 40
Karsamba, 7, 8
Karsamble, I2
K a r ~ a p a ~ a40,220
s,
Karttika, 43
K i s a k ~ r a40
,
Kiiyapa brothers, 36
KBSyapiya sect, 34, 43
Kivyamin~iri~so,
17
Kauadanpur, 40
KauiBmbi. 42, 101. 326

Index
Kennedy, 39
Kern, 34.42.43
Ketkar. 8
Khoda. 54, 55
Khadasiri (Vedisiri), 54, 55
Khadi, 64
Khan. 7
Khandalawala. 41
Khiravela. 24, 51. 52
Khed. 8
Kodavolu inscription, 19
Kodhi, bR. 71.93. 247. 312. 323-25
Kol, 5, 8, 231,232, 312, 320; localion.
131
Kol, Caves : I to 6,231; 60 & 7, 232
Kolaba district, 5, 8, 10, 11, 40, 231,
232.239. 250,256
Kolhapur, 11, 281; district, 5, 8, 10,
14.281; region, 25
Kolika, 40
Kondane, 5.8. 12. 13.67. 68. 70, 73.
74, 76-78, 85, 88-90, 98, 106, 107,
110, 118. 119, 154, 155. 161, 162.
225,232-34. 237. 249,282, 283. 294,
305. 312; caves. general discussion,
237; caves, sequence. 237; choityo
hall. 8, 87. 98. 100. 234; lena. 284;
location. 232; vihriro, 286
Kondane, caves : 1, 68,73,74, 76, 77.
81, 8R. 110, 119, 152. 232-34, 273,
291, 292, 298, 300, 314, 315; mathematical formula, 233; position in
stylistic sequence, 234; relative
chronology, 233-34; 2, 78, 234-36,
267. 273. 286. 287. 288. 292. 319;
facade inscription. 235; measurements. 234; palaeography. 235; peculiarities. 235-36; 20. 236. 288; 3. 236.
284: 4,236; 5 ro 7.70. 236; 70, 237:
8. 237,323
Kondapur. 39
Kondivite, 8. 12, 42, 44, 69, 72. 74,
76, 84, 237, 238, 305, 312, 320;
caves. general discussion. 238-39;
clraitya hall, 4; location, 237; srlipa,
239
Kondivite, caves : 9, 68. 69. 72, 74.
76, 84. 238. 239, 313, 314; 10 to 11.
238; 12,238,289
Konkan.4, 6, 7. 10, 12, 13.22, 24. 25.
33.35-37, 67, 190. 193,230,256, 305.
309, 310; area, 191; coast, 190,216,
299. 304; North, 11; ports, 113;
region, 219, 327; strip, 309; topography, 10
Kopbal. 15
Kosambi. 40, 305
Kosikiputa, Agimitanaka. 129; velidata, 41; vinhudata. 41
Kotaligad, 8, 105

Kramrisch. 8
Krishna, district. 19; region, 25; monks
of, 35; river, 11, 263; valley. 25. 34.
221. 305
Krishna Sastri, 64
K f ~ n a ,16, 17, 21. 23. 47. 53. 54, 275.
27R
Kgaharita. 15.22.24.280
Kgatrapa(s), 22-24. 39, 59, 63, 265,310;
script. 59
K~etraplla,149
Kubha Sitakarni, 39
Kuda, 5, 13, 40-42. 68-71, 74, 84, 86.
90.93.239. 243, 247, 248. 251, 256.
305. 306. 312. 317. 320. 324. 327;
caves, general discussion. 24749;
concordance of cave numbers. 306;
g o u p , 239; inscriptions, 25, 39;
location. 239; sculptures, 306; sequence, 248-49; significance. 247-48;
varieties. 247
Kuda, Caves : 1.69.240. 242. 252,256,
295; 2 & 3,240; 4, 86,241 ;5,241; 6,
74, 241-42, 252, 256; measurements,
242; 7, 86, 243; 7x & 8, 243; 9, 74,
80. 243. 248. 253; 10 to 14, 244; 14x.
71, 244: 144, 244; I S . 245,253,295;
16 & 17, 84, 242; 17 & 18,245; 19 ro
20, 246; 21, 246, 248; 22 ro 24, 246;
25 & 26,247; 29.69
kicdu arch, 89
Kukdi, river, 133, 159; valley, 134
Kukura, 39
fimdra(s). 54,64; Kinabhoi Vhenupilita, 251; Madava ,243
Kumbharti. 250; pass. 12
Kumi, 145, 152
Kuntala, Sitakami, 23; Svitikarai, 16
Kuras, 25
Ku$ina(s), 24.34, 64, 327; chronology,
64
Kusumgar. 50
Kusur ghat, 105
Kir!a(s), 220, 304

label inscription, Nanaghat. 54
Lalitabimba. 307
Lale, 42
Lambodara, 16, 17, 23
Lankudiyas, 148
Learmonth, 8
Leao(s). 34, 35,47,48, 50, 68, 69, 71,
72, 80, 82, 83, 85, 86,90,93, 98, 10207. 111-14, 116, 120-22, 124-27, 129,
132. 134-36, 13840, 143-45. 148-51,
153, 154, 156-61, 163-71, 173, 174,
176-83. 185-90, 195, 198-215, 217,
219. 220, 222, 226-30, 232. 234, 236.

238. 240-41. 244-48. 250-52. 255. 256,
258. 259,261-63.265-70, 2 '6-79. 281,
284, 286-89, 291-95. 297. 3(Q. 301.
304. 312, 317. 318. 321. 322, 325;
aberrant type, 70; Blgabha, Panchagabha. Saragobha. Novagobha. 93;
beginnings. 3 17-18; chatrcgabha. 265;
-chrll~~aghora,
93, 155, 322, 324; -cumchalfya. 203; -cum-eheriyaghara, 69,
252, 256; dlgabha, 148; during 2nd
century B.C -1st century A.D.. 31820; during 1st century A.D.-3rd
century A.D.. 320-22; evolution, 31722; flat-roofed, 78; multiple cell type.
70; cinale cell type. 69
Ienam. 306
Lenyidri. 163; complex, 161
Le Roy Davidson, 87
Lilavai Abhidhdna Chinrdrnafll, 17
liri#a. 244
Lohagad, 8; forts, 113
Lohari, 8
Lohavaniya, 40
Lokorrarov~dins. 34
Longhurst. 7. 39, 305
Lonavala, 113
Luders', 7; List. 39. 304

Mida. 201
MiQhariputra. Uvaraaena. 25; Sakasena, 41.48. 53.61.64; Svimi Sakasena, 210
Madhya Pradesh, 24
Magadha. 21, 67
Magadhan. 23; court, 21; empire. 25,
42; hegemony. 15, 38; imperialism.
310
Mahabaleshwar, peak, 10
Mahlbhoja(s). 25, 41. 213. 245, 247;
Mandava Khandapilita. 240. 242;
Sadakara Sudamsana, 244
Mahibhoji SaQageri Vijayi, 240
Mahibhojiya, 244
Mahad, 5, 8. 12.42.69, 70, 81, 84-86.
90, 93, 172, 231.240.242,250, 255,
256, 298, 308, 312. 320, 324; caves,
comparison, 256 caves, general
discussion, 255-56; cheriyaghara. 252;
group. 254; location. 250; relative
chronology. 256; varieties of excavations. 255
Mahad caves : 2, 69.80. 250; 3,69, 80.
85, 86, 250-51; 4, 250-51; 5 & 6, 251;
7.69, 251; 8, 86, 251-52, 254. 317;
date, 252; 9, 232; 10 & 11, 69, 86; 12,
69, 86; 13, 86, 252-53; 14, 69, 353;
15, 69, 74,253; 16 t o 20, 253; 21, 69,
74, 254, 295; 22 to 25,69,214; ? i
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254; 7.255, 324; 28.255
Mahadev range, I I
Nahidhanimarakkhita. 33
Mahlhakusiri Bha(apllikH. 273
Afahdkaiyoharitra Jdlaka. 33
A4ahd4saIrdpa, 22, 143. 193
MahBI, 74
Mahalingam, 7
A4ahdnrdlra of Nasik, 275, 278
M ~ h i l m i y i r i Buddhist
.
text, 283
Maharaja, 207
Maharashtra, 4, 8, 10, 12, 22, 33, 40
Mahlrallii(s), 41, 54, 55, 207, 229;
Kosikiputa Vinhudata. 123; Tragakayira, 53, 55
M a h i r a l h i ~ i ,108, 113
Mulrdsaghiya, 42
Mdhdsmi~ghika sect, 33-35, 37, 226,
228,230. 305, 310, 325
MahaSZlsaka, 34
hlahdvagga, 43
Afuhdvarilsa, 5, 33.43, 93
Mahiyina, 42,44. 91. 146, 204. 205.
230; architectural forms, 7, 220, 296,
335. 327; architectural traditions, 106;
art. 37; ascendency, 106; Buddist
ligures, 305; caves, 89, 94. 105, 205;
concepts, 204, 230; excavation, 138;
le(rus, 98, 222; phases, 106; period,
105-07, 113, 195, 216,226,229, 231,
236, 254, 258,263, 270,275, 281, 296,
297,299. 303. 304, 306, 307.317, 327;
rock-cut trad~tion, 44; sculptures,
194, 196, 229, 327; vihdras, 92, 183,
282,283
Malilyln~sni,38, 184, 270, 324; intro, tradiduction into western I n d ~ a 37;
tion, 231
Mahlylnist(s), 215, 258
Mahendra Sata, 16
Mahika, 244
Mahishmati. 12
Mahoba bill, 239
Majumdar, 7, 38, 39, 41, 44, 92
Malavall~,203
Malavli. 113
M ~ l w a64
,
Man-.dava(b), 243; Kodiputa Vrlidata,
245
Mamdaviya, 244
Mamma, 275
Mamtapa, 50
MannmukuQa, 140, li9; scla, 299
Mandad, 306
MandHlaka (Pu((5lakr. Pulumiivi 11).
16,23
ManJava, 306
Manmodi hill, 93, 156, 175, 300; also
see Junnar-Manmodi
Marakuda, 107, 108, 133

Marshall, 7, 8
Maski. 15, 56
n;a/apu(s). 47, 50. 68. 70, 82. 86, 93,
112-14, 129, 139, 140, 142-44, 149,
157, 158, 161, 164, 165, 171, 173, 176,
177, 179, 180, 182, 186, 187, 190, 192,
199. 199. 204, 209, 213, 215-17. 219,
220, 222, 229, 241, 247, 251. 253. 255,
257, 263. 277, 279, 312, 322. 123,
325; evolution. 322-23; types, 70
Mathura, 3, 34, 37, 325
Marsp[r Purcina, 16, 20-23, 38, 39
Mauryab), IS, 23-35, 38, 310
Mauryan, 3, 06, 3 13, 318; capital, 79;
caves, 132, 138; crartsrnen, 132;
empire, 310; period, 238; Persepolltan, 79; pillared hall, 78
Maval, area, 11. 13; taluk, 113, 221
Msyiiraiarman, 25
Meghasvati. 16, 17. 23, 24
merlon design, 100, 104, 111, 115, 289
Milindupariha, 42
Mina, 190; river. 133
Minngara, 133
Minner, 133
Mirashi, 25, 39
Mishra, 299
Mitabhiiti, 216
Mitadeva, 285
rnirhrrna figures, 118, 191-96, 219, 223,
225, 226, 230,242, 305, 306, 315, 316
monasteries, 3 11, 322
monastic, architecture, 318; cammunity, 139; establishment, 112-13,
310, 321; life, 43; practices, 36; unit,
140
monasticism, 31 1
monks, 113
monunients, climatic, cultural and
geographical situation, 6
Mrigendra Sltakarni, 16
Mrigendrasvati, 23
Mudabidri, 130
Mudhakiya Mala, 178
Mugudlsa, 245
rnrrkharnay!apos. 99
rnunis, 36
MyakaQoni inscription, 19

N d a s a v a Nayd, I23
Nidasiriyi, 273
Nadsur, 7, 8, 12, 41, 301, 326
nd#a(s), 37, 152, 196, 215, 279; sculpture, 137; represcntation, 44
Niigamiilanikl, 237
Naganaka (Nakanaka), 192
Nig3palita. 213
N ~ g a r a j u41.
, 307

Nagarjunakonda, 7, 43; inscription, I9
Nagarjuni cave, 13 1, 296
Nahapana, 21-24. 40, 47, 48, 52, 53, 55,
56, 58-63. 89, 133, 143, 145, 158, 226,
229, 267, 270,274, 276, 278-80, 299,
323, 324; -Gautamiputra contemporaneity. 24; -Gautamiputra succession. 22-23
Nahaplna's, cave, 266, 271; inscriptions, 62, 226; inscriptions, palaeography. 58
Nambanous, 4
Nanaghat, 5, 8, 12, 17, 41, 42, 47, 52,
55, 56, 57. 62, 63, 86, 190, 256, 312,
320, 326; inscriptions, 18, 21, 51, 52,
54,227, 257; inscriptions, date, 5355; location, 2j6-57; pass. 190, 133;
remarks, 258
Nanaghat, Caves : I to 5,257; 6 to 10,
257; 11, 86, 257, 258, 276, 322; I2 t o
22,257
Nana pass, 12, 256-57
Nandas, 15,25, 38, 310
Nanjangud, I30
nandipiida, 265
Nanoli, R
Narasimha Murthy, 19
Narniada river, 5, 24
Nasik, 5. 8, 12, 13, 17, 19, 22, 23, 35,
40.42-44,47.48, 52, 53, 56, 58, 60,
62, 63.66, 68-70, 72, 73, 74, 76 7886, 89-91,9!, 105, 110, 113, 119, 133,
153, 192,219, 239, 258, 261, 265-67,
270, 273, 277, 278, 280, 2al, 286,
287, 312, 319, 326; antiquity, 278;
caves, general discussion. 277-81;
cave types, 277-78; ckairya hall, 140,
273, 274, 279; concordance of cave
numbers, 307; district, 5, 8, 10, 306,
307; during Nahaplna's reign. 27980; excavations, 24; inscription(s), 22
23, 34, 37, 39, 54, 59, 61, 66; introduction of Buddhism. 278; location,
258; monastery, number of monuments, 278; monastic establishment.
accommodation,
230;
political
importance, 278; U~avadata's bcnefactions. 280
Nasik Caves : 1 , 258; I x , y , z , 259; 2 ,
80, 259, 321; 3, 13, 73, 83, 86, 105,
150, 161, 161, 182, 186, 195-96, 210,
219, 221, 259-63, 268, 280, 304, 321,
322, 324, 327; measurements, 259-60;
sequence of stages of creation. 26263; srirpa. 76); theorleu olcreatlon
examined, 251-63; 4, 263-64; j, 264;
6, 265-66; 7, 265; 8, 69, 79, 80.265;
9, 265-66; 10, 80, 105, 161, 182, 219,
236. 266-68, 271, 321. 322; measurcmentq, 265; comparcd w ~ t hNasik 3.

267-68; significance. 268; 11, 69. 26869; 12 to 14,269,14x, 270; 17, 240,
242. 252, 270-71. 321, 324; 18. 68,
72-74, 76, 78. 80, 81, 83, 110, 233,
271-74, 275, 279, 286, 303, 315, 326;
inscriptions, 272-73; ~nscriptions,
implication, 273; stages ofcreation.
274; stages of creation, dates. 274;
sliipa, 271-72; 19, 78, 83, 84, 151,
235, 257, 274-75, 286, 287; 20, 215-76,
281; 21, 70, 276; 21, 322; 22 & 23,
276; 24. 276-77;
Navagahha ma!apa, 228
Navdatoli. 7
NPyanika, 24, 53-55
Nayanika's inscriptions. 56
nega~rio(s).40. 141; of SupPraka, 199
Nemikrsna, 16
neolithic-chalcolithic, 7
Nevasa, 7, 40; excavations, 24
New Vihira, 128,287
Nilakanta Sastri, 7, 18, 38-41, 307, 327
Nira valley, I I
Niryukti. 17
rrissayos, 36, 311, 317
ni~~orfonns,
261
Northern Black Polished Ware (NBP).
26, 40, 278, 310
North Kanara district, 40. 230

Ojha, 51
Orirsa. 6. 307
Osmanabad. 133
Otaraha. 40, 278
Oraroka(s), 93, 297
Overseas trade, 30-31

Parhogabha cave. 145
Padum~iianiki,241
Paintings, of Buddha, 283; earliest in
Western India. 92
Paithan. 12, 22, 41, 133, 256
Pakshirajan (Dr.). 50
Palaeogaphical, analysis, 56-62; comparison, 120; sequences. 52
Palaeography. 51, 106; as chronological
~ndicator,62
Palaghar, 12
Palaipatmai, 306
Pale, 8, 12, 250
Pill, chronicles, 34, 35; tradition, 34
Pallavas, 204
Palmer, 39
Pamchale!tini, 36
Panchaganga, 283
.Pandavadara, 8; caves. 14

Pandavgad. 8
PBqQulena, 66,258, 27679
Panhala. 14
Pdniyoka. I93
PaniyapoPhis,71,93, 112, 155, 157, 171,
176. 19J. 217, 323
Panjim. 14
Panvcl, 10
papoficha siidani, 42
Paranavitana, 92, 93, 305
Pargiter, 38, 64
Parlbhijaka (s), 36, 132, stiipa, 37
Paritti~kupi~o.
227, 305
Prisridn, 36
Pataliputra. 33, 34, 78; Mauryan pillared hall. 78
Patan (Tamkhane), 8. 12
Pari!hdpi~a,197
Paturnin, 17
Pa\umHvi. 16
pavddu. 100.02.209, 296,313
PavanP, river, 107; valley, 291
Pawala, 5, 8.281, 283. 312; caves. description. 281-83; general discussion.
282-83; geology, 281; location, 281;
le!ta, 282; Roman objects, 283
Pawala, caves : 1, 281-82; 2 ro 6. 282
Peddabankur, 7
Periplus of Erythruean Sea, 5, 24, 1 33,
306, 327
Persepolitan, 78
Petrigala. 283
Pillar types. 77-80; and palaeography.
81
Pitalkhora, 5, 8, 12, 13, 40-42, 44, 6870.77, 78. 81, 83-85. 89, 90. 110. 119.
249, 283,291, 293, 301, 308, 312. 320.
326, 327; caves : first group, chronology. 293; comparison, 292; description of caves. 283-91; gcnenl discussion, 291-93; sequence, 292; types,
291; capacity of monastery. 293;
chetiyagharn, 100; location, 283;
monastery. 293; patronge, 293; role
in architectural development, 293;
srriyas. 37
Pitalkhora caves : 1, 284; 2, 284-5; 3,
68, 77, 81, 110, 119, 285-86. 300,
314; 4 , 70, 78, 82, 84. 126, 286-87,
298, 305, 319, 320; 5, 287-88; 50,288;
6, 85, 288; 611, 288; 7, 288-89; 7x, 8 to
9, 90 & 96. 289; 10. 69, 81. 289-90,
11. 69. 290; Iz, 69. 81. 29091; 13. 69.
81, 291
Plinj, 5, 24
Plutarch. 38
Pucilti, 68, 71. 93, 132, 193, 217, 220.
247, 312, 322-25, 327; evolution and
typology, 32 1-2% -kodhi, 93
Pohala. 281

Politico-economic change& 310
ports. 12
post-Bhaja pre-Karlc stage, 196
Post-HinayBna period, 91
post-SPtavPhana per~od,25
prddhlnyarah pravakyydmi. 2 1
Prakasha, 12, 40
Prakrit, 9, 203; dictionary, 193
Prdti$thina, 35,98.286
pravci!ru. 279
Pravarj river, I I
Pravillarena, 16-17
pre-Karle post Ajanta 9 stages, 197
proto iali-kuto, 208
Ptolemy. 5, 19, 22, 133,283, 306
Ptolemy's Geography, 19, 22
Pubbaseliya, 34
Pulomi. 18
Puloman. I8
PulomPvi. 16, 18, 19
PulovPpi, 18
Pulumivi, 19, 22, 262, 230; 1, 21, 2).
24; 111 (VP~i)thiputra),23; lV, 23
Pulu-Sonala, 8. 12
Punch-marked coins. 40
Pune. 8. 12, 133; -Bombay line, 113.
221, 294; district. 5. 8, 10. 11. 42.
113. 221, 302; -Junnar Road. 299
Punjab, 40
Purd!ra(s), 5, 20-21, 25, 38, 39, 42, 54,
55, 61; compilation, 38
Purandhar range, 11
Purayic, 55; accounts, 20. 21 64,
account of Satavihanas. 38; king
lists. 16
Pureman, 19
Purindrasena. 16, 23
Purisaboiru. 17
Piirnaghatas, 194
PurnamHsa, 17. 55
Pfirnisanga, 55
PBrnotranga, 16. 17,23. 55.64
Pusalkar, 7, 38, 39, 41, 44,92
Putrika~ena,16
Puttalaka, 7, 16

Queen's cave. 261

radio carbon, 50, 56; dates, 227, 311;
also see carbon 14
Ragliunatha Bhat, 19
rain fall, 10, 13
rijiimicha. 41
Rajamachi, fort, 132; hill, 13
Rajapuri Creek, 12, 239, 306
Rajasekhara. 17
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Rajasthan. 40
rdjasii.va. 24

RSljaveja Magila, 41
Ranlachandraiya. 20. 35
Ramachandran, 92,305
Ramachandriah, 21, 39
Rgmadata, 245
Rama Rao, 18. 19
Rsmamnaka, 269
Ramdharan, 8. 12
Ramesh. K.V.. 38
Ranigumpha. 307
Rao, Gurty Venkata, 38; also see
Gurty Venkata Rao
Rapson, 48, 39,41
Ramagiri, I I; district, 4, 5, 8, 10
Raychaudhuri, 38
Rea, 7
red-polished ware, 105
relative position of monuments, 311
religious inspiration, 310
Rhy Davids, 42. 43
Riktavarna (Vikrishna), 16
Ritti, S.H., 40
rock-cut architectural, activity: rise and
decline. 312; early stages, 13; tradition, 44; types, evolution, 312
rock-cut architecture, 42, 67, 113;
classification, of monuments, 68-71;
development, 6, 312; early period. 3,
42, 309; Hinayina phase. 104; influence of geography and geology, 1113; influence of geography and geology on distribution of centres, 11-12;
problem of chronology and development, 4; nature and growth, 310-311
rock-cut vault. 106
Rohinimita, I98
roof-types, 80-83; classi6cation, 82
roll, cornice, 223; vediki, 104
Roman objects, 41,283
Rowland, 7, 8
royal inscriptions, dating, 52-53
Ruda Sitakarni. 39
RudradHman, 21.22, 23.39

Sadah. 192
Saddharma Samgraha, 42
S~igarapalaganiinam.21 6

Sagharakhita, 231
Saghe chdrudise, 226

Sahyadrian, 4, 10, 12, 13; belt, 309;
clusters, 283; passes, 250
Sahyadris, 5, 10-12, 113, 133, 221, 258;
-Maval region, 13
Saila schools, 35
Saiva deity, 266
Soka(s), 25, 277, 279, 325, 327;

-Ksatrapa inscription, 64: rulers, 59

Scythian, 320

Sik11.i. 115, 120, 121, 135, 161, 163,

Seldvadl~aki,40. 92

200, 203, 205, 209, 212, 219, 255,
268, 304
S i l i and kri(a. 209
Salihundam. 7
Salsatte islands. 190
Samaga, 275
Sgmantapisiidiki, 42
smipira, 197
samgha. 33. 34, 193,200. 204, 230, 269;
concept ion, 36
Samghika, 286
Simidata of kalygna. 192
sanana podl~ilris, 71, 93, 112, 117, 217,
323, 327
Sanchi, 3, IS, 42, 72; inscription, 17,
24, 52
Sandanes, 327
SandHsa, 16
Sangli district, 8. 10
Sankalia, 7,40, 42, 306, 307
Sankirin, 283
Sanskrit-Prakrit dialeet, 9
Saptasring-complex, 11; peak, 10
Saraswati, 92
Siratthappakari~i.42
Sarirakn sriipa, 37
Sarkar, 43,44,296
Sarnath. 42
Sarvisrivcidins, 34
saiariro dinam, 230
Sara, 193
h a , 220
Saragabha, 161
Sitakami. 16-18,21,24, 39, 52, 54,55;
1, 23, 24, 47, 54, 55, 62. 64; 11, 23,
24; 111.23; Sivairi, 19
Satara district, 5, 8, 10, 40
SHtavihana(s), 15, 20-22, 24, 25, 38.
39, 53, 56, 59, 63, 100,221,256-57,
279. 280, 310, 319.327; administration. 41; chronology, 15, 21-22, 325;
chronology, approach, 20; chronoPlolemy's
evidence, 22;
logy,
chronology,
reconstruction,
23;
genealogy in Nanaghat inscription,
55; history, 24-25: history and
chronology, evidence. 16-17; -Ksatrapa conflicts, 24; period, economic
progress, 26; transfer of capital, 35
Siteraka, 198
Sirhn~viha(s),40, 245, 246
Siti, 54; (Sitavihana), 55
Satmala, 13; range, 12, 283
Sarra, 192. 193
Salrap, 22
Sava pass, 12
Savitri river. 10, 231. 250
screen walls and verandahs, 83

Seldghara. 305
Seletana, 8
Sen. 40
Senart, 7. 23, 40
Seshadri, 7
304
Seth. H.T.,
sethi Bhiltapila, 227
se(11is. 40
Shastri, 18, 19, 35, 39, 41 42
Shelawadi, 5.8, 12, 35,40,42,43, 64,
70, 294,295, 305, 308, 312; activity,
295; caves, description, 294-96; caves,
remarks, 295-96; chellyaghara, 252;
inscriptions. 61; location, 294
Shelarwadi Caves : 1 to 7, 295, 8, 295,
317; 9 and 10.295
Shikarpur, 304
Shoff, 39
Siddhagana, 42
Sinld, Vinaya concept, 97
Simuka, 23, 38, 53, 54
Sinde. 8
Sindewadi, 8
Sindhuka (Bali), 16, 17, 21
Sipraka (Bali), 17
Sircar, 18, 38.39, 42,43, 64,304
Sirimata, 54
Siri Saka SHtakami, 39
Siri Satakarni, 53
Siwal, 8
Siiuka (Bali), 16, 21
sites, distribution, 12
SivibAi temple, 187
Sivabhilti, 142, 240, 242
Sivadata, 231,246
Siviji, birth place of, 174
Sivamita, 269
Sivaneri, hill, 185-87, 190; also see
Junnar
Siva-pilaniki. 185
SivapilatanikH, 198
Sivaramamurti, 39
Sivasama, 142
Sivaskanda, 1% Sitakarni, 18, 23
Siva~ri(Siitakami), 18, 23
Sivasvimi(li), 16
Sivasviti, 16, 17,23, 24
Skanda, 55
Skandastambhi, 16, 23
Skandasviti, 16,23
Smith, 7, 8, 38, 92
soci I-economic, climate, 32; situation,
309; situation and introduction of
Buddhism, factors, 310
Somadeva, 243
Sopara, 7, 12, 15, 34, 56, 130, 132, 133,
191, 198, 213, 218,219, 221, 230, 256,
299,313. 318.325

Index
Sopiruga-negoma, 40

Svltikarna, 16
sources, arcllitecture,
inscriptions,
Svitisena, 16
literature, 5
S~mmonds,Addington, 91
'Spate. 8
Syria, 297
Spink, walter, 8
Srivasti, 43, 101, 326
Sri figure, 152
Tagara, 133
Sri Mallakarni (Sri Siitakami), 16
Telegaon, 2%
Sringeri, 130
Tallaka, 17
Sri Sitakarni, 16, 17
tupasas, 36
Sri YajAa 86, 197,200, 213; inscription,
84
Tipaso-upisuka, 167
Tapasya, 43
S r i Yajria Sitdkami, 25, 48, 2 , 60, 64,
Tapti, 11, plains, 98,293; valley, 283
80, 82, 219. 221, 278.281; coins. 31;
Tapussa, 36
~nscriptions,palaeography, 60-61
sramhhas, 68
Tarhala, 39
stepped, cornice. 90. 100. 104, 233;
Tekirisi monks, 261
merlons, 90, 11 1, 288
Tekkalakota. 7
Sfhala puri!~a,159
Ter$7, 12-40, 133, 221, 232, 256, 294
Studs, 90-91
tecija, 148, 159
rhaho. 227.230
Stripas, 3, 7. 37, 68, 69, 72-74. 76, 77,
82. 87, 89, 92, 93, 98-100, 106-10,
Thana, 12, 103, 133,221: district, 4, 5,
112, 113, 117-19, 123-25, 127, 129,
8, 10. 11
134, 132,139. 141, 146-48, 150, 152Thapar. 40
54, 161-63, 166, 167, 170. 171, 175,
[hero, 34, 32, 113, 148, 197, 195
[hero Blioda~i~ros,
140
178, 181, 183, 184, 191, 193-198, 201,
218, 223-27, 229, 231-33, 235, 239,
Bodumru Dhammaplla, 197
240,242, 243, 245, 246,251,253, 254,
Tliera Bhoya~ilru Ampikinaka, 123;
256, 259, 260, 262, 263,268; 271, 272Dhamagiri, 123
74, 279,280, 282, 285, 289, 290, 291.
Dharnmapila's srripu, 198
Therarddo, 33.34
295-98. 300-04, 311-313, 316. 322,324;
Theravddins, 35, 42, 220, 310, 325
analysis, 74-75; decorative, 72; for
rh*ab'hara. 93
pontifs. 213; forms. 171; in basTh'ipab'mh, 42
relief, 171, 183; inscriptions mentioning rherrls, 37; kinds, 37; niche
Tibetan tradition, 43
40
(choria ko~llri),255; of thero DhamThin Thai Caves. 286, 303
mapila, 198; panel, 266; structural,
Tiranhu mountain, 270
201, 213. 228, 288; types, in rellcf,
171; types and palaeography, 77;
Tirukkampuliyur, 7
typology, 72-77
Tissa Maggalipulta, 33
rora(ta(s). 260, 268
slyle-analysis, infiuencial factors, 65
Subrahmanyam, 7, 39.43
trade routes, 4, 12, 104, 105, 113
trading class. 28
Sudlma cave, 239, 313
Traiku~akas,25
Sulalman, 133; Pahar, 159
Sulasi, daughter of Kuml. 145, 148,
Trayambak, peak, 10
I52
Trimbak-Anjaneri, 258
Tringalwadi, 12
Sularadata, 163, 198, 240, 242
Sunaudana, 17
Trirasmi. hill, 258,261, 267, 273, 278,
Sundara Sltakarn~,16, 17, 23
279. 280; monastery, 281
Suhgas, 21
Triraimi-purrara, 93
rrirt~mo,37, 152, 179
Surdt dlstrlct, 11. 40
T u l a ~ Bhavini
i
temple, 135, 299
Suralha, 39
S ~ r p a r a k a(sopara), 42; visit of Buddha
Tuljalena, see Junnar-Tuljalena
to, 42
Tungabhadra river, 5
Siirya, 320
Susarma, 21
U
Surangakdra, 40
Udayagiri, 118, 307
Surarlaka, 43
uddesikh sf'ipa, 37
Ugiha, 181, 189
Suvasa country, 43
Ujjain, 12.21.99, 102, 283
s v a t ~ 16.
, 23
ukure, 307
Tila~isakal

upowlha, 279, 323; pravdra!ia, 35
Uraiyur, 7
Uran, 8
Urban. socio-economic structure, 310
urbanisation, 25
Usabhadata. 23
Ugavadata, 40. 59, 84, 226,230,261,
267,279; inscriptions, 280
usnifa. 89
Utaradata, 240,242
Urkrire. 307
Uttaripatha, 38, 104

Vabhajyavid~ns,325
Vachhiputa, 4 1
Vacllhiputa Magila, 287
VcrJa, I20
Vadgaon-Madhowpur, 7
Vadha, 118
VadI~okl,40, 67
Vadhuka, 244
Vadisiri, 255
Vaibhajya school, 35
Vaisarga. 40; inscription, 39
Vaitarna river. 10
Vajjipurraka, 34
Vojjipurras, 33
VPkBtakas, 25
volagni. 134, 143, 146, 148, 149, 151,
153, 154, 164, 180, 181, 186, 259,265,
266,269, 274,276, 307
Vali~raka,34; satiigha, 230
Vgrihiputsa, 41
Varandha pass, 12
Vasaklra, 40
Vasishti, river, 1 0
Vasisthi~utraPulumavi, 24, 34, 41, 48,
52, 53,60,63, 80, 228-30, 259, 261,
263-65, 278. 280. 307; inscriptions,
palaeography, 59-60
Uasi~thiputraSitakami, 42, 198
Vasi~thiputraSiva Sri Pulumavi, 53
Vasi$!iputra Sri Pulumiv~,276
Vasirhiputa Katahldi. 102

vns~auisa,36, 43
Vlsudeva, 34
Vasutnaka, 246
Vasuyata, 192
Vatsylyana. 17
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Vdyu Purdnn. 16, 20.21. 24, 38. 31
redika(s). 72, 73, 75.76, 84. 87-90. 99.

100, 102. 104. 108-12, 115. 118, 123.
124. 194, 196, 199. 219, 223, 225.
238.2?9, 255.260, 269, 286, 290-91.
294,291, 303, 305, 314, 319-21
Vedisiri, 64
Vehamila, 246
Vejaya~iti, 230
Velidata. 269
Veluvani3ri3rna. 43
Venkatachala Sastri, T.V., 41
Veyika. 227
Vibhojj.trvlidins, 33, 42
VidiiC, 38, 39, 42
rihdrn(s), 4, 36, 43, 68. 78, 93, 192.
228, 239, 216, 305, 317, 322
V~hargaon,305
Vijaya, 18, 19
Vijaya~iinika,244
Vijaya Sitakarni. 23
Vinoyo(s), 33, 139, 318, 319; concept of
Sirnil, 92: -pifoko, 36, 42; rules, 34;

text(s). 35-37,92, 127, 138, 192, 297,
31 1
Vindhyas, 38
Virabhiiti, 141
Viragehapati, 265
Virasena. 184
Vi.v!nr Pvrd!~. 17, 38
ViSvakarma cave, 326
Vyaya, 306
Vyayamniki, 306

Wada, 12
Waghora river, 98
Wai, 12
Walaka, 8
Westergard, 42. 292
Wheeler, 7,41
Wijesekera, 305
Willetts, 92
Windows, 83-84; typology, 84
wooden, architecture, 119. 235. 311,

Yaksi, 118, 120, 233.286
Yantramati, 16
Y o s ! ~ 109,
,
110, 124, 162, 198, 235
Yasnnn(s), 25. 41. 153, 185. 230. 270,
297,305, 325
Yavanachita of GatB country, 188
Yavana Imdignidata. 270
Yazdan, 15, 19, 38-41
Yeleswaram. 7
Yonaka. 41
Yonaka Dammarakkhila. 33

Z
Zimmer, 42, 92, 305

CHART I

KARLE RADIOCARBON DATES
A=2240* 150,

B=2180f 95,
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EVOLUTION OF BRAHMI SCRIPT IN WESTERN INDIA

CHART 11

( C . 250 B.C. T O 300 C. A.D.)

I . SOPARA (ASokan Edict)

...

2 , MASKI (ASokan Edict)

...

3. GIRNAR (Asokan Edict)

...

4. BHAJA Nos. 2-3

. ..

5. AJANTA Nos. 1-2

...

6. PITALKHORA NOS. 1-2

...

7. NASIK No. 22 (of Kysna)

...

8. PITALKHORA Nos. 6, 7 and 1 1

...

9. NANAGHAT No. 1 (of Nayanika)
10. NASJK No. 20

...

1 1 . NASIK No. 19

...

12. PALE

...

13. KARLE NOS.4-1 1

...

X8
H .

ttt a

tt

C

14. KARLE Nos. 1-3

y

15. NASIK Nos. 10-14 (of Nahapana)
16.

JUNNAR No. 3 (of Nahapapa)

17. KARLE No. 17 (of Nahapana)

...
...

18. NASIK NO. 2-3 (of Ciautamiputra
Satakarni)
19. NASlK NO. 4-5 (of Vasisthipulra
Pulu~navi)
20. KARLE No. 3 3 (of' Vasisthiputra
Pulumavi!
21. NASIK No. 23 (of ~ r Yajfia
i
Satakar~li)
22. KANHERI No. 4 (of ~ r i Yajfia
Satakarni)

23. NASJK NO. 15 (of Abhira ISvarasena)
24. KANHERI NO. 29 (of Madhariputra
Sakasena)
25. SHELARWADl Nos. 1-2.
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CHART W

CHRONOLOGY OF INSCRIPTIONS IN WESTERN INDIAN CAVES
Palaeographical
Series
(Cf.Chapter V)

111

Ajanta Ambivale

4

Bedsa

3

Bhaja

Junnar

Kanheri

Karle

Kol

Kondane Kondivite

Nanaghat

19, 26

32, 34

Nasik

Pitalkbora Shclarwadi

Dates

19
-- --

C

Mahad

Kuda

.-

-

.

.

10, 31, 40

- ----

.

- - -

-

---

-

60 B.C.

1, 4-5, 24
180 A.D.

VI

31, 2, 4, 1,
7-8, 10,
27-28, 30,
12

4-5, 12, 14,
15, 17-18,
21, 35-39,
41

16-24

6-7, 16, 23

230 A.D.
1-8

2-3, 1

8-9, 15, 17

1-3
300 A.D.

CHART V

CHRONOLOGY OF ROCK-CUT MONUMENTS
(approximate positions)

Note : (i) The chronological positions of those shown in the brackets are based more on circumstantial grounds than on palneogrnphical or architectural evidence.
(ii) Indeterminable caves have been omitted.
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MAIN TYPES OF CHETIYAGHARAS

A - H A L L TYPE
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MAIN TYPES OF LEN AS

A .' SINGLE CELL TYPE

.SKETCHES

NOT TO SCALE

FIG. 4

MAIN TYPES OF MATAPAS

A . HALL WITHOUT BENCH

8. HALL W I T H BENCH

SKETCHES NOT TO SCALE

M A I N STUPAS IN CHETIYAGHARAS ( 1 )

TYPE A

~~
I . Bhaja 26; 2. Kanheri 2e; 3. Junnar-Tuljalena

3; 4. Kondivite 9; 5. Bedsa 3.
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FIG. 6

MAIN STUPAS IN CHETIYAGHARAS (2)
T Y P E 01

TYPE

cia
TYPE

1. Bhaja 12; 2. Kanheri 2e; 3. Ajanta 10; 4. Aurangabad 4; 5. Kondane 1 .

C ~ C

MAIN STUPAS IN CHETIYAGHARAS (3)
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1. Ajanta 9; 2. Nasik 18; 3. Bedsa 7;4. Karle 8.
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MAIN STUPAS I N CHETlYAGHARAS (4)

TYPE-D

1 . Kanheri 4 : 2. Kanheri 2c: 3. Junnar-Sivaneri

43; 4 . Junnar-Ganesh Pahar 14.

MAIN TYPES OF PILLARS (1)

TYPES

1. Ajanta 10; 2-3. Ajanta 9;4. Kanheri 32.
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DOOR FRAMES--MAIN TYPES

5

6

7

(Nor to Scale)
1. Simple rectangular door frame: 2. Rcctangular door frame with ledgc around; 3 . Door frame with
~a
5. Door frame
slanting side-jambs; 4. Door frame with slanting side-jambs and canopied by c l i a i f ~ arch;
with semicircular lintel (from Bhaja 6); 6 . Kactangular door frame with iakhas on sides and crowned by
decorated clraitya arch (from Bhaja 22); 7 . Simple rectangular door frame with decorated chaitjta arch
o n top (from Junnar-Manmodi 45).

WINDOW TYPES

Ai

5

6

(hror ro Scale)
1-2. Type A i, Small open windows; 3-4. Type B i, Grated windows; 5-6. Type A ii, Large open windows.

FIG. 14

MISCELLANEOUS DECORATIVE ITEMS

-

..

7

8

(Nor to Scalp)
1 . Bracket; 2. Stepped Cornice; 3. Stepped Merlon; 4. Studs; 5. Vedikii; 6. Vedik.? with
lotus medallions; 7. Roll-vedikl; 8. Large rectangular window-type panel.

FIG. I5

TYPES OF HOUR-GLASS DECORATION

M

N

0

P

Q

(Nor lo Scale)
A. An example showing the beginning stage,Kanheri 56; B. Mahad 11; C. Mahad 8; D. Kuda 15;
E. Kanheri 94; F. Kanheri 78; G . Kanheri 70; H. Kanheri 73; I. Kanheri 65; 0 - P . Kanheri 67;
Q. Kanheri 79.

FIG. 16

CHANDRASILAS FROM KANHERI CAVES

The numbers in the figures refer to the corresponding caves.

(Not t o Scale)

AJANTA 9

FIG. 16

AJANTA 10

a, b, d longitudinal section, plan and transverse section; c. Suggested reconstruction of eliptical plan at the
povddo level; e. Front elevation.

PIG. 19

AJANTA

SKETCH

FIG. 20

AMBIVALE A N D JUNNAR-TULJALENA

A. Ambivale lena; B. Junnar-Tuljalena 3, transverse section.

FIG. 21

BEDSA 7

FIG. 22

BEDSA 11

BHAJA

-

FIG. 23

FIG. 24

BHAJA 12

BHAJA

FIG. 25

FIG. 26

JIVADAN-VIRAR

JUNNAR-TULJALENA

FIG. 27

FIG.28

JUNNAR-MANMOD1

FIG. 29

JUNNAR-MANMODI

FIG. 30

JUNNAR-GANESH

PAHAR

FIG. 3 1

JUNNAR-GANESH

PAHAR 6

FIG. 32

JUNNAR-GANESH PAHAR

F10 .33

JUNNAR-GANESH

PAHAR

FIG. 34

JUNNAR-GANESH

PAHAR

FIG. 35

JUNNAR-GANESH

PAHAR

(No. 32 Not to scale)

FIG. 36

JUNNAR-SIVANERI

FIG. 37

JUNNAR-SIVANERI

FIG. 38

JUNNAR-SIVANERI

KANHERI

FIG. 39

FIG. 40

KANHERI

FIG. 41

KANHERI

FIG. 4 2

KANHERI

NOT TO SCALL

FIG. 43

KANHERI

FIG. 44

KARLE

FIG. 46

KONDANE 1

KONDANE

5

0

Q

FIG. 47

PILLAR IN CAVE 2
RECOUSK4UCTlON

5O 4

FIG.48

KONDIVITE

KUDA

PIO. 4 9

FIG. SO

KUDA

NOT TO SCALE

KUDA AND NANAGHAT

NANAGWAT 11

FIG. 51

PIG. 52

MAHAD

FIG. 54

NASIK

FIO. 55

NASIK

Fig. 57

PAWALA

a

m-'
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FIG. 59

SHELARWADI
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1.

*

Ajanta :General view of caves showing their location in the
vertical scarp by the side of the river.

2. Junnar-Tuqalena :General view of caves located at the foot of a hill.

3.

4,

Nasik : General view of caves cut at midway up the hill,

Jam-1M~tl-l : General view of caves cut near the top series of trappean deposits.

5. Kanheri : Caves wilh forecourts cut in a gently sloping hill.

6. Kuda : A panoramic vlew ~ r o mrne caves.

7.

Ajanta :Cave 9, Front view.

8. Ajanta : Cave 9, Interior view.

10. Ajanta : Cave 9, Square
pillars in front of the nave.

1 1.

Ajanta : Cave 10, Front

view.

12. Ajanta :Cave 10, Inerior view.

13.

Ajanta : Cave 10, Inscription No. 2 on the wall of the left wall of the left Aisle.

18. Ambivale : Front view of the Iena.

19. Ambivale : Interior view of the lena.

20. Ambivale : The pillars in front of
the cave.

22.

21. Aurangabad : Cave 4, General view.

Bedsa : Cave 3, General view.

25. Bedsa : Cave 7, Details of decoration on
the left wall of the verandah.

27. Bedsa : Cave 7, The capital of an
engaged pillar in the verandah.

26. Bedsa : Cave 7, The main doorway
in the front screen wall.

28. Bedsa : Cave I I , Details of wall decoration
inside the hall.

29.

Bedsa : Cave 11, General view of the hall with cell doorways and wall decoration.

rn
38.

Bhaja : Cave 12, Interior view.

w.

Bhaja : Cave 13, Interior view showing cell doorways and
decoration.
41. Bhaja : Cave 13, A grated
window in the wall of the
left cell.

42.

Bhaja : Cave 20, Stupas 3 to 6.

50.

Bhaja : C a v e 22, Front view.

51. Bhaja : Cave 22, A view of the verandah
showing the semi-vault ceiling.

52. Bhaja : Cave 22, Details of sculpture and
an attached pillar with animal capital on
the left side of the verandah. + -

53. Bhaja : Cave 2.2, Interior view showing
cell doorn.ays and \\.all decoration.

54. Bhaja : Cave 22, Sculpture of a warrior
on the wall inside the hall.

fir

Tltqnar-Tuljalena : Cave 3, General view.

62. junnar-Tuljalena :Caves 4-16,Oe&d view.

63. Junnar-TuUalena : Cave 12, The facade decoration.

64. Junnar-Tuljalena : Caves 15-16, The facade decoration.

66. Junnar-Manmodi : Cave 26, Front view.

67. Junnar-Manmodi : Cave 26, The chaitya arch above the doorway
in the front screen wall.

68. Junnar-Manmodi :
Cave 26, Unfinished
pillars.

69. Junnar-Manmodi : Cave 45, The decoration on the front wall of the line of cells.

70. Junnar-Manmodi : Cave 40, Front view.

76. Junnar-Ganesh Pahar : Cave 34.
Decoration on the right wall of
the front alcove.

78. Junnar-Ganesh Pahar : Cave 34,
Decoration on the main arch of
the front screen wall.

77. Junnar-Ganesh Pahar : Cave 34, Decoration on the left wall of the front
alcove.

79. Junnar-Ganesh Pahar : Cave 34,
Triskelis decoration on the main
arch of the front screen wall.

80. Junnar-Sivaneri : Cave 19, A
stupa in relief in a niche in
the left wall of the verandah.

81. Junnar-Sivaneri : Cave 18, The
hour-glass decoration on a pilaster at the entrance of the cave.

83. Junnar-Sivaneri : Cave 33,
A stupa cut i n relief in a
niche in the left wall of
the verandah.

82. Junnar-Sivaneri :Cave 2,
The pillars in front of the
verandah.

I
84. Junnar-Sivaneri : Cave 2, The ruined
stupa inside the cbaitpa ha&

86. Junnar-Sivaneri : Cave 42, A stupa cut in
relief in a niche in the back wall of the
hall right opposite the front entrance.

85. Junnar-Sivaneri : Cave 43, An
attached pillar inside the
chaitya hall.

87. Junnar-Sivaneri : Cave 49, A

stepped capital of a pillar
hanging from the roof in
front of the verandah.

88. Junnar-Sivaneri :Cave 66,
Part of a pot-capital of the
side pillar in front of the

verdh.
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94.

Kanheri : Cave 3, General view.

95. Kanheri : Cave 3, Interior view..

96. Kanheri : Cave 3, Details of two of the
pillars in the hall (Note the stupa
sculpture on one of the pillan.)

97. Kanheri : Cave 3, Inscription No. 5 ,
on a pillar of the front screen.

99. Kanheri : C:a\e 3, <:apital of the pillat
at the north \\all o f the h~ecourt.

)H. Kanheri : Cave 3, Lioll pillar at the ~011thwall
of the forecourt.

100. Kanheri : Cave 32, General view.

101. Kanheri : Cave 32, Left wall in front
showing the hour-glass decoration on
t h pilaster. (Note the groove on the
wall meant for arranging the pavada).

102. Kanheri : Cave 32. The hour-glass
decoration on the left pilaster.

102a. Kanheri : Cave 2 1 , Doorway of the hall and the
grated windows.

104. Kanheri : Cave 49, The
hour-glass decoration on
the pilaster.

103. Kanheri : Cave 36, The stupa inside.

105. Kanheri : Cavc 49, The chandrasila
in front.

107, Gnheri :Cave 50, General view.

108.

Kanheri : Cave 53, General view.

109. Kanheri : Cave 67, General view*

1 10. Kanheri : Cave 7 1, General view.

113. Kanheri : Cave 50, A
grated window.
112. Kanheri : Cave 73, General view.

114.

Kanheri : Cave 74, General view.

I 15. Kanheri: Cave 53, Ornamented
pilaster in the verandah.

116. Kanheri : Cave 75, General view.

117. Kanheri : Cave 78, General view.

118. Kanheri : Excavation 81a.

119.

Kanheri : Cave 88, Front view.

120. Kanheri : Cave 94, General view.

121. Kanheri : Cave 96, General view.

128.

Karle : Cave 8, Front view.

130. Karle : Cave 8, Sculptural decoration on the right wall of the verandah.

132. Karle : Cave 8, A mithuna panel
on the inner screen wall.

131. Karle : Cave 8, A Pillar inside the hall.

133. Karle : Cave 8, The small doorway on
the right side of the inner screen wall.
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134. Karle : Caves 11-14, General view.

135. Karle : Cave 15. Interior view.

136.

Kondane : Cave 1, General view.

137.

138.

Kondane : Cave 1, The Iacaae.

Kondane : Cave 1, Details of carving on the left side of the facade.

139.

Rondane : Cave 2, Decoration on the upper part of the facade.

140.

Kondane : Cave 2, Interior view.

141. Kondane : Cave 1 , The slupa inside.

143.

Kondane : Cave 2, Interior view showing
the ceiling and the stupa on the right wall.

142. Kondane : Cave 1, A yaksi figure
carved on the front wall.

144. Kondane : Cave 2, The stupa cu
a niche in the right wall of the veran

145.

146. Kondivite : Cave 9, A grated
window cut in the wall of the
circular shrine.

Kondivite : Cave 9, Front view.

147.

Kondivite : Cave 12, Railing decorationlin
front of the cells.

148.

Kuda : Cave 1 , General view.

149. Kuda : Cave 3, General view.

150. Kuda : Cave 6 , Front view.

151.

Kuda : Cave 6 , Interior view.

152. Kuda : Cave 6, The inithuna figure to right on the back wall of the hall.

154. Kuda : Cave 6, Decoration on the front side of the backed
bench in the transverse verandah inside.

153. Kuda : Cave 6,
Hourglass decoration
on the left pilaster in
the front verandah.

155. Kuda : Cave 6, Decoration on the backed bench
in the front verandah.

- -

156.

Kuda : Cave 7, Front view.

157. Kuda : Cave 9, Front view.

158.

159. Kuda : Cave 15, The stupa
inside.

Kuda : Caves 13-14, General view.

160. Kuda : Cave 16, Inscription No. 17 on the
back wall of the verandah.

161. Mahad : Cave 3, Front. view.

163.

Mahad : Cave 15, The stupa.

162. Mahad : Cave 5,
Hour-glass decoration on the right
pilaster in the
verandah.

161. Mahad : Cave 5, A pillar and a
pilaster in front of the verandah.

165.

Mahad : Cave 8, Front view.

166. Mahad :Cave 10, Front view.
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171. Mahad : Cave 27, General view.

172. Mahad : Cave 27, Relief srupa in
the kodhi cut in the right wall of
the verandah.

175. Mahad : Cave 27, Inscri tion No. 3 on the right
wall outride the veranda[.

174. Mahad : Cave 27,
Hour-glass decoration on the right
pilaster in the
verandah.

179. Nasik : Cave 3, Interior view showing the relief stupa on the back wall of the halJ

180. Nasik : Cava 3, A view of the verandah showing the central doorway and
Vasisthiputra Pulumavi's kscription on top left.

101.

182.

Nasik : Cave 4, Front view.

Nasik : Cave 9. Front viesc..

183. Nasik : Cave 9, A pillar and a
pilaster in the front verandah.

186. Nasik : Cave 10, d k n a n t
of the stupa cut o n the
back wall of the hall.

185. Nasik : Cave 10, The verandah.

187.

Nasik : Cave 6, Front view.

188.

Nasik : Cave

11

Front view.

189- N d w t%e ?4, Front view,

190.

Nasik : C a v e 17, 1:ront v i e ~ v .

191. Nasik : Cave 17, Interior view showing the unfinished transverse verandah
at the back of the hall.

192.

Nasik : Cave 18, General view of the facade.

195. Nasik : Cave 19, Front view.

196. Nmik :Cav6 19, Interior view showing the cell doorways
aad Ehe wall1 t&eeration.

197. Nasik : Cave 20, Front vie\\..

- -
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190. Nasik : Cave 20, Interior view.

199.

Kasik : Cave 21, Front view.

200. Nalik : Cave 24, Decoration on the facade.

201.

Nasik : Cave 19, Inscription (NO,22) of the Stxtavahbhanil King ICdm.'

202. Pitalkhora : Cave 3, Interior view.

203,

Pitalkhora : Caves 3-4,LGeneral view.

204. Pi~,,,.lora : ChVL4, The cells and the wall de~.,,~,ion
at the back of the hall.

205.

Pitalkhora : Cave 4, The corridor in
front of the row of cells in the back
wall.

206. Pitalkhora : Cave 4, The sculptured
doorway leading from the forecourt
to the cave.

207. Pitalkhora : Cave 7, A stone bed inside a cell.

208. Pitalkhora : Cave 9, Railing decoration inside the hall.

209. Pitalkhora : Cave 10, Front view.

210. Pitalkhora : Cave 11, A view from
the front showing the stupas inside.

2 1 1. Pitalkhora : Cave 10, The stupa inside.

212. Pitalkhora : Cave 12, A loose harmika
lying in front of the hall.

213. Pitalkhora : Cave 12, Front view.

214. Pitalkhora : Cave 13, Interior view.

213. Pawala : Caves 1-2, General view.

216.

-

2 17.

Shelarwadi : Cave 8, Inscription on the back wall of the hall.

Shelartvadi :Cave 8, Cells and dwratioa qn ?he h
i
c
k wan qf the ball.

218.

219.

Karle : Cave 4, Front view.

Kanheri : Cave 31, Front view.

220. Kanheri : Cave 31. Details o
;he developed form of the hour-glas!
decoration on a pilaster.

